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Preface

I

have started writing this book ahnost three years

ago. Many of my colleagues have been helpful to me and
read

parts of it. Special expression of gratitude is due to the
collaborating authors who have contributed valuable
chapters to it and were patient with me in finishing this
extensive monograph, which finally extends over 960 pages.
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been placed. An attempt to cover the width of the subject
matter on LSD was made, without trying to render this
book anything more than a scientic treatise. I thank
all
the people who have been helpful to me, and earnestly hope
that this book will be helpful, in its own turn, to many more.
D. V. Siva Sankar
January 28, 1975

One often contradicts an opinion when it is
really only the tone in which it has been presented that
is unsympathetic.

Nietzsche

Children who came to feel loved became more beautiful.
Ascribed to Anna Freud

Treatment always involves a personal relationship
between the healer and the sufferer.

Jerome D. Frank
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PROLOGUE
Mankind is currently at crossroads. I do not know
it has ever been at such a juncture, but my guess is
that it has been. Our post-industrial-revolution culture of
afuence, export-import balances, governmental and massmedia operations, are being questioned intensely.
whether

Toynbee (1) has beautifully summarized thoughts of
this nature when he asked the question: “Is afuence mankind’s highest goal?” He states: “Mankind is now waging
what is in effect a third world war. The belligerents are, as
usual, trying to justify to themselves their inhuman treatment of their fellow human beings by hoisting ideological
banners. The common objective is a continuous increase in
material wealth; the common behavior is a ruthless use of
power.” He continues to conclude: “We shall have to renounce our present objective of maximizing material wealth.”
But what does all this have to do with a book on LSD?
I have not tried to present only the pure and virile, scientific
aspects of LSD in this book; because LSD and its use have
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not only been matters of scientific curiosity or of drug abuse
by a couple of criminals or drop-outs but also the use of LSD
may have signified and started a new revolution. This revolution may end in a cop-out philosophy or in a serious determination of mankind's future. Are we going to relapse back
into a new era of Dark Ages, waiting for new Crusades to
spark us? Or is the use of LSD the initial event that will
guide us to a new morality and to new patterns of human life
on this planet? Will we keep our heads straight and our
bodies and minds clear? Or will we become anti-intellectuals
devoted to the culture of “big fishes eating small fishes” in
the holy names of religion, education, civilization, progress
and all the beauty that mankind has mustered. The question
is, “What has man done to man?"
It is all these thoughts that prompted me to try to take
a total view of LSD - as a scientist, as a human being, and as
an educated and concerned person. Just as people who take
LSD do not confine themselves to its singular use and do,
apparently, fall prey to the use of other drugs as well, sections
of this book are devoted to other drugs also. This caused a
certain amount of overlapping of material.
This also
engendered arbitrariness in deciding which material is best
suited to which particular section of the book.

Drug abuse is nothing new, only the intensity with
which we are trying to combat it, is. It is characteristic of
our giant-sized activities in our new culture. Nineteenth
century England was called the “Age of Anxiety” by authors
like Carlyle, Houghton and Morley. There was drug abuse in
those days. The Oriental poppy was a source of comfort to
varying extents to immensely perceptive people like Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Coleridge, Swinburne and others.
Of course all these people did realize that the use of opium
was eventually nothing but: “a wretched vice and an utter
impotence of their volition.”
The number of Americans arrested abroad in 1969 on
drug charges was reported at 54, while 167 were under
detention. In 1973 these figures increased to 110 arrests and
1,106 detentions. Simmons and Winograd (2) discussed the
drug scene, sex, politics, social attitudes, ethics, education,
new music, etc. as related to the youth scene. Klerman (3)
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pointed out the inconsistency in the society in promoting
analgesics, alcohol and tobacco (wine is still advertised on
television in 1974) as opposed to the feeling that drugs which
make you feel good must be bad, immoral and result in
problems of withdrawal, dependence and psychophysiol0gical damage. Smith (4) concluded that the- nature of
contemporary American society has been important in
influencing the youth to drop out into the LSD environment.
The use of LSD is more often prevalent in the non-criminalistic, middle-class educated person. The naturalistic hippy
considers the world to be a beautiful and harmonious
integrated place where each living creature needs to live his
life simply and fully like a blooming blossom. Hindu
philosophy teaches one to live his life like a shining lotus in
the pond. Each drop of water on the lotus leaf is brilliant
like a diamond in the sunlight. However, the water does not
wet the lotus leaf. The leaf is on top of the water without
being immersed or drowning.
Americans are inquisitive, being the descendants of
immigrants, searching for new things. In this manner one
could only wonder whether there is any selectivism in the
genetic inheritance of the American population. This search
could be turned inwards just as well as outwards. Xenophobic immigrants may close these doors, being tired of new
things and may become permanently paralyzed in the search
for new things or may equally be incensed into a lifelong
inquiry of novel replacements for the ancient cultures. But
fear not, as America goes today, the world will go tomorrow.
The important role of the new world in patterning the ancient
cultures could already be seen in the manipulation of pro-i’
fessional, medical and ethical standards and mobilization
of mass media around the world. The loss of person to
person interaction could be seen around the world under
individual rights, privacy,
such attractive names as:
industrialization, and high standards of living. America had
these already and the American youth is questioning along
with Toynbee: “Is affluence mankind’s highest goal?”
This questioning has been sparked by LSD and that is why
the use and abuse of LSD is not just a matter of drugging
oneself but is the initiation of the new morality.
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Geis (5) pointed out the questionability that the world
is better off for its tough, aggressive and virile members.
may be one of the more extraordinary ironies that the
middle class hippies, feminine, drug saturated and passive,
hold the long sought key to peace and tranquility in the
world. They may signal a lessening of assault, anger and

“It

exploitation in contemporary society.” The amplification of
our virtues and vices by our mass media is an important
sociological process. This intense amplification of isolated
or collective events is likely to change the impact of such
events on our psycho-social patterns of behavior and
responses. Granted mass media are not doing this intentionally, but yet the chain reactions and significance of this
amplification will certainly leave a mark on human evolution.
America is again at crossroads in the use of the
products of technological advances. Examples of this are
DD'[‘, cyclamates, thalodimide, aldrin, etc. America is once
more discovering that the best subject for the study of Man
may after all be Man and not a machine. The tribe may be
rediscovered (6) as the basic social unit. The heterogeneity
and the discovery of American communities and component
family units and individuals will prove harmful unless a new
concept of the community as a solid unit, taking into
consideration its heterogeneity, is arrived at. The very
existence of the emotional health of individuals is threatened. Man is after all a gregarious animal.

Many people are beginning to question whether we are
nation of criminals. The population increased 13 percent
in the 60's and the crime rate 144 percent. To quote Isidore
Silver (7) “A frustrated, frightened American public looks
for reasons: drugs‘? permissiveness? organized crime?
failures in the criminal justice system?” Besides such
questions the nature and role of government should also be
investigated in these days of computerized cultures and the
conceptualization of government as a corporation. Traditionally, the monarch was our big father and when
monarchies disappeared, govemments for the people, by the
people and of the people took over. However, a President
could always polarize a country without the people knowing
a
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Such a polarization would cause mass hysteria comparable to that in an overcrowded cage of mice where each
mouse devours the other. If we add to this animalistic
behavior, virtuous words like humanity, justice, religious
aspirations, holiness, beauty, purity and all those noble
words that we stand for, this becomes an invincible package,
which no consumer could refuse to imbibe and stand for.
This has been the tradition of human behavior: Call your
enemy an atheist, an antigod, an unholy person, a wretched
miserable creature defying the accepted tenets of universal
human behavior - Voila! you can conquer him or lynch
him as you please. The conqueror is God, the conquest is
a Crusade, and the spoils belong to the great conqueror.

it.

Silver further pointed out that “Americans live under
terrible and sometimes unbearable pressure to achieve."
Juvenile delinquency, the precursor to adult criminality,
could be a co-occurrence with the good things that go with
it - those nice factories, the new houses, the motor cars, in
short, prosperity. What may be involved here is the fact that
afuence is detrimental to the creative achievements of
youth. After all, necessity is the mother of invention. To
sum up, “All societies get the crime they deserve.”
It is this philosophy of questioning our technocracy
and the relevance of the organization of our social and ethical
values that have been highlighted by the use and abuse of
LSD. That is why this book is called, “LSD - A Total
Study” and traverses from molecules to mankind.
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The best drugs come from within one ’s own self. The
peace and ecstasy of creative Nirvana and freedom from desire (which is addictive) can be brought out of one’s own

mind. An educated person carries his own Heaven in his
mind, and never in his hands or pockets. Be happy, healthy,
nice and wise. This is what
teach my children and this
is what has been the sum and substance of my upbringing.

I

Diverse viewpoints about drug use have been presented by diverse people.
cannot accept the use of external agents, be it coffee or LSD-25, as a substitute for the
fortitude of internal milieu. For those that are wretched
enough to depend on these, for no apparent pathological
reason,
prescribe religious teachings and the concept of
personality strength with appropriate survival values as
the “pill.” For everybody, “Be free from desire, even from
a desire to be free from desire. ” The real thrill of life is living. Do not start on something because the lusty, greedoriented post renaissance technological industrialization
has ilannihilated the possibility of Man achieving real culture ii] substituted it with friendly persuasive destruction
of Man, not infrequently via the calculated lies of a pulpit,
of a gun and of Madison Avenue, and iii] left us with nothing
to bring forth strength from within.

I

I

Anonymous
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“The young men of this land are not, as they are often called, a ‘lost’ race -- they are a race that never yet has been
discovered. And the whole secret, power, and knowledge
of their own discovery is locked within them....”
Thomas Wolfe, The Web and the Rock.

Know then thyself, presume not God to scan,
The proper study of mankind is Man.
Placed on this isthmus of a middle state,
A being darkly wise, and rudely great;
With too much knowledge for the sceptic side
With too much weakness for the stoic’s pride,
He hangs between; in doubt to act or rest;
In doubt to deem himself a god, or beast;
In doubt his mind or body to prefer;
Born but to die, and reasoning but to err;
Sole judge of truth, in endless error hurl’d:
The glory, jest and riddle of the world!
Alexander Pope, Essay on Man.
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I expect it (cocaine) will win its place in therapeutics
by the side of morphine and superior to it.

I

my last severe depression,
took coca again and a
small dose lifted me to the heights in a wonderful fashion.

Sigmund Freud

....Thus the fact that a large majority of the people who
have taken these drugs (with the exception of Semyl) have
found it a worthwhile experience, often an extremely profound and important experience, is worth serious consideration. Many people have obviously felt that the drug experience had important good effects. Many psychiatrists
have felt that the drug was helpful in improving their patients....

....Equally reprehensible has been the timid reaction of the
academic and research establishment, which has tended to
prohibit, avoid controversy and publicity, and quietly tumed away to other, safer problems.
John C, Pollard and Leonard Uhr
In Drugs and Phantasy, Little Brown and C0., 1965.
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“I knew

that for every hour of comparative ease and comfort its treacherous alliance might confer upon me now,
must endure days of bodily suffering; but did not, could
not, conceive the mental hell into whose erce corroding
res
was about to plunge.”

I

I

I

An English immigrant, William Blair
The Knickerbocker, July 1842.

If I had read the letter I am about to write a year ago
I would have laughed it off -- but I hope and pray that every
person who is on pot and considering experimenting with
harder drugs for curiosity or kicks will read this and learn
something.

I

I

As far back as can remember have been aware of
mankind’s problems and wished could help alleviate human suffering.
pondered the meaning of truth and sought
answers to “Who am I? Where am going? Is life worth
the struggle?”

I

I

I

I

heard drugs could give added insight and new dimensions so decided to experiment. Grass just laid me
back and wasted my time, so went to peyote and mescaline. Next tried acid, and finally speed.
took about 10
trips before overdosed and slipped into a cavernous hell.
For 10 hours tried desperately to hang on to life.
prayed
to a God didn't believe in to keep me sane until the drugs
wore off.
went as high and as low as a person can go and
still come back.
found not truth, but fear; not comfort,
but agony; not light, but darkness. When the dawn broke
was so grateful to be alive
swore off drugs forever.

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

Yes,
was through with drugs, but drugs were not
through with me. Four months later the ashbacks began.
Walls began to move, rockets began to go off in my head.
Dizzy spells, weird noises, sleepless nights, terrifying images, maniacal laughter cut deep into my skull. My heart
wouldn’t stop pounding. was swimming in sweat -- helpless
against these horrible sensations.

I

I

I

I

Before took drugs knew had problems, but at least
knew was sane. Now my problems were overwhelming
me and
wasn’t sure of anything.

I

I
I

I

Please don’t worry about me, Ann, ’m getting professional help and crawling back, an inch at a time.
’m
going to make it, but it’s a slow process.
just hope my
letter connects with some cat who is where was a year ago.
such a person is reading this now, please don’t say, “You
are a nut. It won’t get me.
can handle it. It's all in
your head.” What do you have but your head, man? Your
head is a masterpiece of electro-chemical engineering. Don’t
mess it up with drugs like
did.

I

If

I

I

I

I

Letter written by Peace in the Pacific Nbrthwest
to the excellent columnist Ann Landers
Newsday, Garden City N.Y.,Oct0ber 26, 1972.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

From the time that Man had learned to associate
effect with cause, he sought out agents for happiness (real
or apparent), hea1th(temporary or permanent), ecstasy, enjoyment, conquest and death of others or even of his own
self, and for philosophical or other goals. In short, these
agents, at times referred to as drugs, have been a result of
man’s search for a panacea from what ails him, for an escape
from what is bothering him or for a state of philosophical
non-existence. Talking about why people smoke, a
perplexed English observer in 1667 (1) is-said to have made
the following observation:
“Each can explain how it [tobacco] benets him, one
smokes because it enables him to see better, another because
it disburses water in the brain, a third to ease his toothache,
a fourth to stop the singing in his ears, a fifth will tell you
that it makes him sleep, a sixth that it quenches his thirst,
a seventh that it neutralizes the bad effect of too much
water-drinking, an eighth that it expels evil humors, a ninth
smokes to pass the time and a tenth (poor chap) because he
doesn’t wish to be unsociable.”
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Perhaps the oldest documented compound of abuse is
alcohol. This is not so because alcohol has been with us
longest, but probably because no accurate documentation
exists about the use of other naturally occurring substances
that have a mood or mind-altering effect. Alcohol and
its production by fermentation was known even in 6400
B. C. to the Egyptians. The history of this compound has
not been an easy one either. Many a time in the course of
history, alcohol has been condemned, used for religious
purposes, considered as sinful, prohibited but again it was
used by succeeding generations. The American Prohibition
failed not because the American public realized that alcohol
was not harmful, but because the very nature of Prohibitions
has never succeeded in the history of licit and illicit drug use.

The problem of drunkenness in the Egyptian armies
led to prohibition of alcohol by the soldiers, but this law had
to be reversed by the time of Ramses III (1198 B.C.).
Hammurabi’s (1800-1760 B.C.) code of ethics included prohibition of alcoholic preparations. It is even said that Noah
fell drunk (Genesis 9:20-29) and was seen naked by his son,
Ham! The Mideast, Indus Valley civilizations and Fareast
cultures all had their own peculiar but yet similar problems
with alcohol. The Athenian and Dionysian merriments, and
Spartan stoicism, the epicurianism and hedonism of Greeks
have been better documented and have involved alcohol
and several other potions, not to neglect the hemlock drunk
by Socrates. A study of the Greek culture, with its feasting
and of ancient Roman culture with its affluence and feasting,
makes one wonder whether our modern night-clubbing and
swinging is comparable to the old feasting of those days.
Do our stadiums compare to their stadiums, our theaters
to their theaters, signifying perhaps the writing on the wall
for modem human history?
Cannabis sativa, bhang gunja or marihuana belonging to the jute family (jute is used for making fibers)
was known to the early Hindus of India, having been
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mentioned in their ancient Vedas dating back to 1500-2000
B.C. The Indian culture makes allowance for the defective
and the exceptional. The society rids the individual of his
feelings of guilt. The ritualization of Soma, the allowance
given to Sadhus to smoke outside the village, etc., are
examples of this. Not everybody need be productive in a
culture. There are some that fail. These failures should not
be made to feel guilty, nor be made a collossal problem by
singling them out with a pointed attack, as may be done in
a welfare state. Among the Mohammedan Fakirs, even
though Islam is strict regarding the use of alcohol, smoking
is a common practice. Many religious leaders, even today,
are supposed to have communicated with the angels or the
Holy Father before their colleges can nominate them to
high offices.
The burning of incense, using several herbs, has been
practiced from 3000B.C., in the temples of Karnak, Jerusalem
and Delphi, and in the shamanistic practices of Central
Asia. Tea is said to have been known in China in 2700
B. C. even though it could be verified only much later,
around 350 A.D. Betel nut was mentioned by Theophrastus in 340 B.C. The religious reverence for mushrooms and
several mystical plants, and the use of mushrooms may date
as far back as 1000 B.C. among the American Indians,
the Aztecs and other similar cultures.

Another interesting root is the mandrake or the
Mandragora which contains hyocyamine, hyocine and
scopolamine. Mandragora was mentioned in Genesis, in the
Song of Solomon, Egyptian and Assyrian medicines in 700
B.C. Hippocrates mentions it as a reliever of depression and
anxiety when taken with wine. It was used by the Sanhedrin women to make the crucified look like they were dead.
This confused the enemy. So the Romans discarded the dead
body which was later revived by the women.
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Mandrake was used by Hannibal and Julius Ceasar to
stupefy their enemies. Drugs have been of military use
also.‘ Actually BZ is a substance developed by the U.S.
army chemical warfare, which is supposed to be a lot more
potent than LSD. The Army chemical warfare armaments
are not disassembled along with the Frederick (Maryland)
facilities for biological warfare.
Over the course of history, the use of these substances
was partially condoned, was never made into a big problem till
and until the ascendancy of Great Britain and the pseudoPuritanical U. S. A., the Renaissance, the Industrial Revo-

lution and the conceptualization of a welfare society and all
other similar ideas. The mass media have helped in spreading the questionable happiness or the thrill of the use of
many of these drugs. The mass media by themselves may
not be responsible, but the very merchandising of these mass
media and the Madison Avenue tactics of promoting the sale
of alcohol, of cigarettes, and of all kinds of sensulaities has
been responsible for the problem of drug abuse around the
world now.
Many famous personalities have used or have claimed
to have been using drugs that alter mood or mind. The
sagacity of Sherlock Holmes or the poetry of Shelly or even
the philosophical ecstasy of the Hindu Sadhu who smokes
marihuana outside the village in a discarded temple, the
long history of cancer operations and of smoking by Sigmund Freud (these instances could be given till and until
one is tired of them) have only added prestige to some of
these practices of dubious validity. One of the consequences of banning a drug whatever it may be, even alcohol,
and then policing the ban strictly would lead to abuse of the
substance.

We have trained our young people to be honest and
sincere in their purpose and thought. However, addictive
habits like smoking, alcohol, and coffee are condoned by
society, while other substances have been prohibited. The
“afuence” of modern society, and the diminishment of
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physiological disease have given rise to a vacuum for narcistic tendencies. The psyche has moved into this vacuum
and psychiatric diseases are the order of the day in modern
America. This is spreading to other parts of the world also.

Neither drug abuse nor youth in rebellion is new to
the contemporary human scene. In ancient history an
Egyptian complaint, as recorded by an observer, was “Our
earth is degenerate. Children no longer obey their parents.” There has been concern about young men throughout history. In trying to establish their own identity,
youth always has rebelled against their predecessors. In
turn they had to face the same from their progeny. The
writings of Socrates, of the ancient Greeks, and of the ancient cultures, all were fuH of these. In the days of the
Moghuls of India, it was rather habitual for the strongest
son to vanquish the old father and the other siblings and
attain the throne. Coming even to more recent history,
the problems of the youth are illustrated by the rebellion
which raged for a month in 1766 in Harvard College. Even
by 1768 great disturbances occurred. The tutors’ windows
were broken by brick-bats; their lives endangered and other
outrages committed. In 1807 the three lower Harvard
classes protested the bad food in the Commons.
Youth has always been made the scapegoat of what
ails the older generation. Thus many political revolutions
are propagated through the youth in rebellion. Youth, in
order to establish their own identity, catch on to every possible reason to rebel. This could be drinking alcohol, or
smoking cigarettes, or taking marihuana or any other form
that would challenge or defy the establishment and ascertain their own independence.

Nor is the prohibition against addictive substances
new to our own culture. Even substances like coffee that
we take for granted have had their own prohibitions. Coffee has been known since 1380, but it was introduced into
Europe around 1500 -and the whole world started drinking
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coffee by approximately 1780. However, physical punishments and other forms of punishment had been decreed
against coffee in the 1600’s by King Frederick of Prussia.
The Koran prohibits coffee drinking and severe penalties
were threatened to the addicts. An early Arabian writer
sums up “The sale of coffee has been forbidden. The vessels used for this beverage have been broken into pieces.
The dealers in coffee have received (punishments) and loss
of money. The husks of the plant have been devoted in
ames and have been severely handled.”

The introduction of coffee in Egypt in the 16th Cenas much a problem as the current marihuana problem in‘ the United States is. Not only was the sale of coffee prohibited, but stocks of coffee were burned. Many
medical authorities have documented against the excessive
use of coffee.

tury was

.

.

The case against tobacco has been very well documented and tobacco has been prohibited by many people
many times in the course of history as is shown in the accompanying tables. The addictive habit of smoking is
more complicated than that of marihuana. The interesting
point is also that the use of tobacco has grown tremendously
over the past few decades. No amount of propaganda or
governmental regulation seems to work. The number of
cigarettes smoked by the average American in 1970 was approximately 3,000. This includes every child and person
in the U. S., with a population of 200 million. 3,000 cigarettes a year is certainly an awfully large amount of coal tar
and nicotine to consume.

Snuff has also been popular in history. William and
Mary of England were using snuff, and Queen Arme (1702)
was a confirmed. snuff-user. Queen Charlotte, who was
married to George III, was known as “Snuffy Charlotte."
Approximately 25,000,000 pounds of snuff are consumed
per year in the U. S. A.
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Neither the fear of lung cancer, nor of heart attack,
nor of other problems of health seem to detract people from
smoking. With the breakdown in our ethical and religious
attitudes, people have forgotten the pleasures of simple
living. Our technology has substituted color televisions
for human relations. Unless this problem is adequately handled by all the powers of the world (which I am sure they
are incapable of handling), the world will have worse problems in the years ahead.
'
The historical and other descriptive facts regarding
the addictive drugs are presented in the accompanying
tables.

TABLE I
Historical Perspectives of
Addictive and Abused Substances

ALCOHOL
9000B.C.
6400 B.C.
1800 B.C.

1198 B.C.

600 B.C.

Probable date of use by Indus Valley
Egyptian and Indv-Aryan civilizations
Noah is said to have been drunk!
Problems led to prohibition.
Hammurabi’s [Babylon] code of
ethics prohibited it.
King Ramses III, issued alcoholic
drinks to his soldiers.
Used as a chemical warfare by
Cyaxares who got the enemy

[Scythians] drunk at a feast. Has
been used in strategy many times!

ETHER
1800

High taxes and poverty of Irish
A.D. peasants led to ether drinking. A
small village, Omoah, consumed
225 gallons of ether in 1870.
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CHLOROFORM

Smaller and less well documented
consumption.

NITROUS OXIDE Synthesized by Humphrey Davy in
England. Poets Coleridge and
1777 A.D.
Southey, Roget [of Roget‘s Thesaurus]
and SirJosiah Wedgewood [of pottery
fame] include those that used to inhale
it. In U.S.A. extensive use among
the educated also reported in 18th19th centuries.
GLUE SNIFFING, More recent peak around 1960-1965.
In 1963, there were 2,003 glueACETONE»
sniffing offenses in New York City.
PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS ETC.

AMPHETAMINES First synthetic work: 1887
1927-1932
Early pharmacological tests and
Benzedrine,
Dexedrine,
Methedrine etc.

marketing as “Benzedrine”. Use in
psychiatry, and as “pep pills”, etc.,
but itself can cause a psychotic state
which many believe is closer to
schizophrenia than even the LSDpsychosis. Sweden, as a
psychiatrically advanced country,
had severe problems of dependence
and abuse of synthetic drugs,
including phenacetin of APC
[aspirin-phenacetin-caffeine]
fame.

COCAINE
1883

1334

Isolated from coca leaves.
First use by Bavarian soldiers.
Sigmund Freud was certain about
the great future for cocaine.
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Early observations of the harmful
effects of cocaine.
U.S. laws prohibiting cocaine.

1886
1914

BARBITURATES Barbituric acid synthesized in
1903
Germany by Von Mering and Fischer,
led to a whole family of Barbiturates
that became extremely useful as
sedatives, anti-epileptic drugs,
buffers, etc.
One and a half billion doses of
barbiturates a year in 1942 and ten
billion doses by 1969 were produced.

1942

ASPIRIN
1853

V

Synthesized by Gerhardt. Medicinal
value of plants and fruits containing
salicylates was mentioned by Pliny
in the rst century B. C. Willow bark
containing salicylates was used as
a substitute for the Peruvian cinchona
[Quinine]. The modern medicinal
use of salicylates started in 1875.
The name aspirin came from acetyl
and spirsaure.
While it is denitely not shown to be
mind-altering, could its everincreasing use in our civilization
become

“addictive?”

Realizing the‘ billions of doses used,
with reports of alleged ill effects
in pregnancy, one cannot but think
of its effects in prolonged course
of its use on the evolution of the
new mankind.
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MARIJUANA
Cannabis sativa

Tetrahydro

Incense burning in Indus Valley
civilizations. Possibly known to
Chinese by 3000 B. C.

cannabinols
3000 B.C.
650 B-C-

400

A.D.

1545 A.D.
18041844

A.D.

Vedas

of India.

Persia and Assyria. Nebuchadnezzar
ate it. Herodotus mentions use by
Scythians.
Rome
South American through Spanish traders
Jacques-Joseph Moreau of France
used it as a psychotropic drug.
Club Haschischins of Paris
Baudelaire describes it in “Les Paradis

Artificiels ’ ’
Suyney-ian3_

Papaver
samniferum
850 B-O
1511

AD‘

1343

13421858

Egyptians. 3500 B.C.
Greek, Cretan, Mycenian. Religious
rituals [Asclepia] V2000 13.0.
Persia and beginning of medicinal use.
Cultivation in India. Use of a
mixture of marijuana and opium by
Babur the Moghul emperor and great
great grandfather of Shahjehan who
built the Taj Mahal [1631-1651].
The hypodermic syringe was invented
in 1843 and brought to U.S.A.
by 1856. The injection and use of
morphine was extensive in soldiers
in the Civil War. By the end of 19th
Century, one in 400 Americans
[U.S.A.] were addicted to opium
British defeated the Chinese into
accepting imported opium. The
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“Opium Wars” and American
“Chinese Clippers“. Millions of
Chinese men were addicted. But,
by 1917, this seems to have
1851

1350

et seq.

disappeared.
The “Yellow Peril” came to San
Francisco.
Wide-spread use of opium in England
[Laudanum, a mixture of wine and
opium, was very popular, as
illustrated in “Oliver Twist”], and in
U.S.A. Hundreds of pounds were
consumed by the working classes,
“genteel” classes, men, women, and

children!
1875

First Narcotic Control Act posted in
San Francisco.

:4
$1,

$2]

MANDRAGORA
PLANT
700 B.C.

.».

2

et seq.
>2

-1.

The mandrake root was referred to by
the Assyrians. Was mentioned in
Genesis as a fertility substance; in
the “Song of Solomon,” by
Hippocrates, Herodotus and others.
Mandrake roots, looking like the
human figure even with hair, were
worn as talismans in 12-16th centuries
in Europe and Near East.

MIMOSA
HASTIBIS

A hallucinogen used by Brazilian
Indians contains dimethyltryptamine.

MORNING
GLORY

Used again by the Indians of the New
World. Contain chemicals related to
‘LSD and Chanoclavine. The U.S.A.
variety of morning glory is devoid of
the hallucinogenic substance.
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DATURA
Jimson weed,
Th0I‘l1 apple,

Datum

$PP-

PEYOTE
Lophophora
williamsii,
Anhalonium
lewinii

Used by early Incas and other Indians
ofS.America38A.D. Was probably
the plant eaten by the Roman soldiers
under Marc Anthony in their retreat
from Parthia. Caused stupor,
insanity, and in larger doses, death.
Was used to stupefy victims.
Some early soldier settlers in U.S.A.
consumed it by accident, resulting in
their “sitting naked in the corner
like monkeys and making mews and
wallowing in their own excreta”.

Hallucinogenic cactus plant. Use
must have been rmly entrenched for
some centuries in some American
Indian cultrues as even some
contemporary Indians use it as
commonly as the rest of us use
“aspirin”. Rather unpleasant effects
limit its attractiveness to the street
user. The word “mescaline” is
associated with use by the Mescalero
Apaches.
Oklahoma outlawed peyote.

1399
1993
.

Associated with ritualistic use and
after testimony by Quanah Parker
[a Comanche Chie who quit his
scalping the white man, after the
Great Spirit revealed to him that He
planted His esh in the cactus
pioniys], this law was repealed.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
MUSHROOMS

Religious and tribal use of mushrooms
Also of phallic symbolism in the
Americas.
Berserk [wearing “ber sark” or bear
skins] warriors used to go berserk
after consuming potions from this
mushroom.
Consumed in Siberia especially by
Koryaks. During carousing men
stayed intoxicated for several days at
a time, even drinking their own urine
to prolong the effects! Used in
shamanistic rituals.

1000 B-C- or

earlier
A manita

FLY AGARIC
Before
1100

,

A.D.

é.
,1,

Mushroom cultures of the
“undisco vered "Americas.
Teonanacatl [ food or esh of the Gods]
was used ceremonially.

PSILOCYBE
1500 B.C.
3
‘Y

.1

TOBACCO

z

First European observation in Brazil.
Mexican edict prohibits it. Even

1555
a

1575

priests smoked while performing
Mass!
Spread around the world, Europe,
India, China, Japan, Africa.
Took priority over price of slaves,
women’s bodies and men’s labor! A
religious stricture prohibiting tobacco
was of no avail!
7,000 shops in London purveyed

1

15901610
»-

J1

,

1614

\-

tobacco.

I

1634
r

I
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.
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Forbidden in Russia because of
“stinking and infectious breath”
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Chinese prohibition with the punishment being decapitation. Did not
apparently work. Prohibitions
against tobacco by POP? Urban VH1
[1642], Pope Innocent X [1650]
Bavaria [1652], Zurich [1667], Czar
Frodorovitch [I634]. [In Russia,
penalties like slitting the nose did not
prevent the people from selling their
very shirts to buy tobacco]. Japan
prohibited growing tobacco [1607-

1638

1609].

Snuff used by Pope Benedict

XIII

Anne [I702]. 25 million
pounds per year used in modem
U.S.A.
Thomas Alva Edison, addicted to
cigars, did not wish to employ
cigarette smokers!
14 states in U.S.A. prohibited
smoking. Repealed in 1927!
Freud underwent 33 operations in the
mouth due to the unequivocal effects
of smoking [oral satisfaction?]
[1 725], Queen

1914

1921

19231939

“N.Y.Times”reports women who
smoke a pack or more of cigarettes

1973

die 19 years younger than nonsmokers.

COFFEE
1300 A_D_

.

1500

160°‘
1700

A.D.

Indigenous to Ethiopia and cultivated
there. Initially used by dervishes
for religious use. Prohibited by
Koran.
Introduction of coffee to Europe.
The world embraced coffee drinking.
Coffee houses and parlors in cities.

a day
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II

Frederick
of Prussia taxed coffee
heavily to encourage beer drinking!
Physical punishment was also decreed
against coffee drinkers.

TEA2700 B C
1610 A_D_
1658

1660

Known in China.
Dutch brought tea to Europe.
First English advertisement for tea.
Queen Catherine of England was a
-

conrmed tea drinker. The Dutchess
of Bedford introduced the “afternoon
tea” to decrease her “sinking feeling”.

What is being overlooked in the
excessive use of coffee and tea is the
not improbable carcinogenic activity
of the coal tar like substances produced in roasting and curing coffee.

COLAS
19()()

1;

and

later

Decocainized, but reportedly contains
caffeine and acid and pigments.
Young people aroung the world are
apparently as much addicted to colas
as some others are to coffee and tea!

a

E.

.
2’

KAVA
Kawa-kawa

P5179"
methysticum

BETEL
600 A.D.
19401950

Widely drunk in Polynesia and
Oceania as ritual. Alcohol and our
modern civilization lessened the use.
Active principle unknown.
Theophrastus mentions it. 340 B.C.
30,000 betel shops in Persia alone.
The present author used to chew
occasionally betel nut, betel leaves,
was not
and lime after meals.
addictive and completely correct, and
is still a major practice in India.

It

is-gm
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KHAT

Used in Ethiopia and East Africa.
Causes several pathological

B6f0I‘e
1200

A.D.

conditions

Cultivated in Peru. Used by Incas.
The spanish paid barter for their
slaves in coca plants. Pope Leo
XIII used coca to support his “ascetic
retirement”.
Freud hailed coca as a cure for
morphinism. “French Wine of Coca,
the Ideal Tonic” was offered in
Georgia, U.S.A. by a Dr. John Styth
Pemberton in 1886, and introduced
the forerunner of our present-day
decocainized soft drink [colas].

COCA
1000

A.D.

1884

MISCELLANEOUS Pitchery, an Australian drug
containing nornicotine.
Acacia from the Amazon basin.
Some types of mint.
Peganum harmala and Banisteri a
caapi containing harmala alkaloids.
-

Piptadenic peregrina containing
bufotenine and DMT.
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EARLY HISTORY OF LSD

Dr. Albert Hofmann displaying a molecular model of LSD-25
which he synthesized in 1943. The synthesis was not an
accidental discovery but was part of a planned investigation.
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The several drugs that work on the human mind, behavior, mood, psychic function and psychic experiences
have been called psychotropic, psychoactive, psychedelic
and by several other terminologies. In 1924, Louis Lewin
divided these substances into Euphorica (opium, cocaine),
Inebrianta (ether, alcohol, chloroform), Hypnotica (barbiturates), Excitanta (tobacco, coffee), and Phantastica (peyote, marijuana, Indian hemp, LSD). In 1959, Albert
H0fmaI1Il(1) 1151-Ed the following classification: i)Analgesics
euphorics (morphine, heroin etc., alc0hol?), ii)Sedatives and
tranquillizers (reserpine, chlorpromazine, meprobamate,
bromides), iii) Stimulants (amphetamine, caffeine), iv)Hypnotics (barbiturates) and v) Hallucinogens (peyote, LSD,
etc.)

The World Health Organization classified the psychotropic drugs into 1) Neuroleptics (phenothiazines, reserpine),
2) Anxiolytic Sedatives (barbiturates, sedatives), 3) Antidepressants (mood inhibitors, tricyclic drugs), 4) Psychostimulants (amphetamine, caffeine) and 5) Psychodysleptics
(LSD, THC, DMT, etc.). The Controlled Substances Act
(USA) of 1970 also divides these drugs into five classes:
Class I, II, III, IV, and V.
Schedule

I.:

3,4-Methylenedioxy amphetamine, 5-Methoxy-3,4methylenedioxy amphetamine, 3,4,5-trimethoxy amphetamine, Bufotenine, Diethyltryptamine, Dimethyltryptamine,
4-Methyl-2,5-dimethoxyamphetamine, bogaine, LSD, Mescaline, Peyote, N-Ethyl-3-piperidyl benzilate, N-Methyl-3piperidyl benzilate, Psilocybin, Psilocin.

I

Schedule

II.:

Amphetamine, its salts, optical isomers and salts of
its optical isomers; and Methamphetamine, its salts, and
salts of its isomers.
Schedule

III.:

Phenmetrazine and its salts, Methylphenidate, Chlorhexodol, Glutethimide,Lysergic acid, Lysergic acid amide,
Methyprylon, Phencyclidine, Sulfondiethylmethane, Sul-
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fonethylmethane, and Sulfonmethane.
Schedule

IV.:

Barbital, Chloral betaine, Chloral hydrate, Ethchl0rvynol, Ethinamate, Methohexital, Meprobamate, Methylphenobarbital, Paraldehyde, Petrichloral, and Phenobarbital.
The ergot alkaloids belong to the most fascinating
family in organic chemistry under the heading of alkaloids,
particularly the indole alkaloids. Other indole alkaloids
include garmine (found in barley) and bufotenine. The latter was isolated in 1893 from the toad Bufo vulgaris by Bertrand and Phisalix. It is also found in Peptidenia seeds, in
some fungi Amanita mappa. The indole alkaloids include
yohimbine, reserpine, harmaline, ajmaline, aricine (found in
cinchona), ibogaine (from the root bark of an African shrub),
mitragynine (from the leaves of Metragyna and Onrouparia)
and several alkaloids of Calabash, Curare, Strychos, Calabar and other species.
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The ergot alkaloids are really formed by the fungi
(Claviceps purpurea) that grow on the ergot. The ergot
fungi parasitic on Elymus mollis produce agroclavine and
elymoclavine and other alkaloids of the clavine group.
The history of LSD-25 is recent, even though ergot
itself dates back to before Christ. Ergot or secale comutum refers to the brown protrusions from the ears of rye,

which are the sclerotia of the fungus Claviceps purpurea.
Brady (2) lists a few hundred host plants and 28 species of
claviceps. Usage of the word “ergot” usually refers to the
fungus of rye, but to a lesser extent, it also occurs in other
genera and on other plants of the gramineae family.
Throughout history, the contaminating presence of ergot,
particularly in rye bread, has been responsible for widespread and disastrous outbreaks of so-called “ergotism.”
This disease was also called in the Middle Ages “St. Anthony’s Fire.” It was believed that a visit to the shrine
of St. Anthony cured the disease. Ergotism was marked
by vomiting, tremors,high temperature, convulsions, etc.
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The convulsive and gangrenous effects of this infected grain
killed and maimed countless people and animals, remaining
a scourge of the European peasantry until modern times (3).
Some 11000 cases of ergotism were reported in Russia in
1926-'27. However, the effects of ergot in inducing pains
of the uterus were noted as early as the sixteenth century
(German herbal, 1582), and it became a valuable tool in
European midwifery. An American physician, Dr. John
Stearns, is credited with the introduction of ergot in 1808
as a therapeutic agent in the New World. His paper entitled “Account of the Pulvis Parturiens, a Remedy for
Quickening Child-Birth” described the ability of ergot to
cause contractions of the uterus and so hasten the departure of the physician from the delivery room.

The French chemist, Charles Tanret, was the first to
isolate a crystalline substance from the extract of ergot
(1875). This substance was named ergotinine. However,
ergotinine was not a pure substance.
Subsequent pharmacological investigations of ergot
and its active components were confounded by uctuations
in activity of the extracted preparations and a waning interest in the clinical use of such a substance (4). These alkaloids of ergot, variously named ergotinine, hydroergotinine
or ergotoxine, which we now know to be composed of several components, did none the less yield some classic pharmacological information. In 1906, Dale (5), using an ergotoxine preparation as extracted by Barger and Carr (6)
demonstrated the tonic effects of ergot on the uterus. He
also observed the inhibitory action of ergot on the autonomic nervous system and its antagonism to the action of
adrenaline. It was Stoll in 1918 who finally isolated a pure
crystalline substance from ergot which he named ergotamine (7), and thus the chemistry of the ergot alkaloids began seriously.
Lysergic acid, not the highly active diethylamide
derivative referred to as LSD-25 (Hofmann 1938), was first
synthesized in 1934 from ergotinine by Walter A. Jacobs
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and Lyman C. Craig of the Rockefeller Institute (now
Rockefeller University) of New York. This was interestingly reported in the Journal of Biological Chemistry (Vol.
104, 1934). The later synthetic work of Hofmann is described in this monograph. The complete synthesis of lysergic acid, starting from N-benzoyl-3-(beta-carboxyethyl)dihydroindole was achieved by Woodward, Komfeld and
l
their associates in 1954.

Ergotamine, the original compound isolated by Stoll
(1918), possesses all the properties of ergot but is easily
converted by light and air to an inactive isomer ergotaminine, which is relatively insoluble and therefore explained
the frustrations of previous attempts at isolation. This
racemization occurs about the C8 carbon of ergotamine and
the convention has been adopted to use the suffix “ine” to
distinguish the normal compound from the isomerized
counterpart suffixed “inine.” Originally it was believed
that the difference between the “ines” and “inines" also involved the non-aromatic double bond which was thought to
be at C5-C10 in lysergic acid and C9-C10 in isolysergic acid
(8). However, it was subsequently demonstrated (9) that
the bond occurred at C9-C10 in both configurations (Fig. 1,
see page 148). In fact, the C8 carbon is in the R configuration for the “ines” and the S configuration for the “inines.”
There is one other asymmetriccarbon in lysergic acid at C5
but this exists only in the R configuration in normally occurring ergot alkaloids. The tetracyclic ring structure, to
which all these compounds are related, has been named
ergoline (10), and more than 20 natural ergoline derivatives
have been characterized to date. Stoll and Hofmann (11)
subdivided these into derivatives of the acid amide type
and derivatives of the clavine series cf. Tables Ia and Ib.
They occur not only in the Claviceps genus but in several
other genera, for example Aspergillus and Rhizopus (12).
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Simple amides of lysergic acid form a small proportion of the ergot alkaloids and include lysergic acid amide,
lysergic acid methylcarbinolamide, and Ergometrine or
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lysergic acid propanolamide, known in the United States
as Ergonovine (Figure 1, IV). The iso-derivatives of lysergic acid amide and ergometrine have also been found in
ergot. Lysergic acid amide and isolysergic acid amide are
often referred to as ergine and erginine and the iso-derivative of ergometrine is called ergometrinine. Ergine and
erginine were originally obtained by hydrolysis of ergot alkaloids but in 1960 they were discovered to be natural products of the ergot from Paspalum distichum L (13). Only
very small amounts of ergometrine are known to be present
in ergot (14). In 1935 four independent laboratories discovered ergonovine(15, 16, 17,18)and later its structure was
elucidated by Jacobs and Craig (19) and subsequently synthesized by Stoll and Hofmann (20).
It turned out to be
one of the most interesting ergot alkaloids because of its
effect on the uterus.
The majority of the alkaloids are, in fact, peptide derivatives (Fig. 2) and when hydrolysed they give up lysergic
acid, two amino acids, an a -keto acid and ammonia (21).
One of the amino acids is always proline and the other can
be phenylalanine, leucine, or valine. The a-keto acids
may be pyruvic or dimethylpyruvic acids. Three of these
alkaloids are known to give up dimethylpyruvic acid and in
1943 Stoll and Hofmann (4) identified them as ergocristine,
ergocryptine and ergocornine. It was combinations of
these three which Barger and Carr (6) had called ergotoxine
in 1906; therefore, we now refer to ergocristine, ergocryptine
and ergocornine as the ergotoxine group. There are also
two alkaloids, which give up pyruvic acid and correspond
in their variable amino acid to ergocristine and ergocryptine.
These are ergotamine and ergosine.As well as these 5 peptide derivatives a new member has been recently discovered
(11) which gives up a -ketobutyric acid upon hydrolysis,
and has been named ergostine. All members of this peptide group are found naturally in pairs with their respective
iso-derivatives. Although their structural formulae were
proposed in 1951 (21) it was not until 1961 that they were
confirmed by the total synthesis of ergotamine (22).
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Alkaloids of the Clavine series were first found in
in Japan from the ergot of several species of grass (23).
They differ from the other ergot alkaloids in that the carboxyl moiety of lysergic acid is altered to an hydroxymethyl
or methyl group. Since this discovery, other investigators
have found clavine congeners in the ergot of rye, using modern chromatographic techniques (11). These are derivatives of ergoline, ergolene-(8), ergolene-(9) and an open D
ring configuration has also been isolated and named chancclavine. They have not aroused much attention or study
and have no pharmacological application at present.
The “inine” isomers of the ergot alkaloids are generally inactive and demonstrate the stereospecificity of these
compounds. For example, all eight theoretically possible
stereoisomers of ergometrine have been synthesized and
only one of these appears to be active (24). Ergotamine is
a truly representative member, for it has maximum contractile effects on the uterus and on the blood vessels, acts
on the vasomotor center of the brain, and reduces adrenergic activity (25). Behavioral effects are only noted at very
large and toxic doses. Its clinical 1-1ppli0&ti0nC0111d therefore be as a hemostatic in obstetrics and in migraine as a
vasoconstrictor. It is also a sympathicolytic and as such,
has numerous other clinical possibilities. It has diverse
effects on the cardiovascular system because, as well as
causing peripheral adrenergic blockade, it is also a direct
vasoconstrictor and depresses the vasomotor center in the
CNS. The only clinical use for ergotamine at present is in
the treatment of migraine headache and the reasons for its
remarkable therapeutic success in this condition are not well
understood (26). It is thought that migraine is due to abnormal pulsations in brain arteries and ergotamine is able
to reduce the intensity of these pulsations. Ergotamine is
very often combined with caffeine in this use as caffeine potentiates the effects, again by unknown mechanisms. It
should be remembered that the gangrene found in ergotism
is caused by the presence of ergotamine and other derivatives producing peripheral vasoconstriction and concomi1951
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tant damage to the capillary endothelium. A synthetic
derivative also used in the prophylactic treatment of migraine is 1-methyl-methylergonovine or 1-methyl-d-lysergic
acid butanolamide (Fig. 1, VI) known as Methysergide (27).
This is a useful compound for it is a very potent anti-5HT
agent and has no adrenergic properties. It has no vasoconstrictive or pressor effects and a very low toxicity.
Ergonovine is one of the least toxic natural ergot alkaloids.
It is somewhat unique in that almost all of its effects are
concentrated on the uterus with negligible adrenergic and
central involvement. Ergonovine is therefore used clinically to reduce the risk of uterine hemorrhage after childbirth. The peptide alkaloids ergocristine, ergocryptine
and ergocomine have effects similar to ergotamine but they
are extremely toxic and have therefore not achieved much
clinical attention.
There is another synthetic alteration which has featured in the clinical pharmacology of these drugs. The C9C10 double bond may be selectively saturated producing dihydroanalogs of all these natural derivatives. For example,
the dihydrogenated versions of the ergotoxines are the most
potent a -adrenergic blockers yet tested in this series.
They have almost no effects on the uterus and their central
effects are markedly reduced. They have a vasodilatory
and hypotensive action and a sedative effect is noted. A
mixture of the dihydro derivatives of ergocristine, ergocryptine and ergocomine known as Hydergine was widely
used at one time for treating vascular disorders and essential hypertension but this has been largely discontinued because of the availability of other drugs. In large and toxic
doses the ergot alkaoids induce vomiting, diarrhea, itching,
coldness, weak rapid pulse, confusion and unconsciousness.

OLOLIUQUI
During the time of the Conquistadores the Spanish
became aware of the drugs used by the Aztecs and other
tribes for their religious or celebratory functions. There
are three such preparations which are closely related to our
modern day hallucinogens.
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The first is “peyotl”, a species of cactus from which 3
phenylethylamine derivatives and 8 simple isoquinolines
have been extracted. One of these, mescaline, was found
to be the main active ingredient and its structure was finally determined and synthesized by Spath (28) in 1919. Interestingly the isoquinolines also present could be formed
by ring closure from the phenylethylamine moieties.
Secondly, there is “teonanacatl” the sacred mushroom, in which have been discovered the tryptamine analogs,
psilocybin, and in small amounts, psilocin, both active hallucinogens. Finally when the study of ergot alkaloids and
synthetic derivatives of lysergic acid was almost exhausted,
the third Aztec concoction came under scrutiny. This was
“ololiuqui” from the seeds from Rivea corymbosa. Osmond
(29) ingested some of these seeds in 1955 and described their
hallucinogenic propensity and Hofmann (30), who earlier
discovered LSD, subsequently undertook their chemical analysis. He was pleased and surprised to find in ololiuqui
an amazing series of lysergate derivatives. The main ingredients were lysergic acid amide differing only from LSD
by the two ethyl groups, and lysergic acid 1-hydroxyethlamide. Prior to this discovery, lysergic acid derivatives
had only been found in the lowly fungi. Indeed, many believed that the seeds of ololiuqui might have been infected
with a fungus thus producing these ergot alkaloids, but
that was not the case. Hofmann also reported the presence of isolysergic acid amide, isolysergic acid 1-hydroxyethylamide, chanoclavine, elymoclavine and lysergol. He
demonstrated that lysergic acid amide was the only active
psychoactive molecule present having less than 5% the potency of LSD (31). All of these substances are found in
ergot species and it was an unusual discovery that the same
molecule should also exist in higher plants.

Ergot alkaloids were also found in another member of
the Convolvulaceae family, Ipomoea violacea. This relative of Rivea corymbosa contained all the same molecules
except lysergol, and in addition, produced ergonovine. As
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is the problem with most ergot related alkaloids and their
synthetic derivatives, these potential psychotogens have
not been properly or extensively evaluated in human subjects. Therefore our psychopharmacological knowledge is
only complete in cases where clinical science or popular demand has created widespread use - and even then there is
but a tissue of conflicting and inadequate data.
Some of the chemistry of LSD-25 is pertinent here.
LSD has been oxidized chemically with S2Cl2 in benzeneto yield a dithio derivative (32). The synthesis of several amides of lysergic acid has been further described by
William L. Garbrecht (33) of the Eli Lilly Laboratories where
the first complete synthesis was carried out in 1954. Some
interesting methyl derivatives were described by Stutz "and
Statler (34) in 1972. The N-6 dimethyl LSD was synthesized by Nakahara and Niwaguchi (35).

At least 50% of LSD-25 remained in the active form
even after baking the LSD-25 in a batter made from Commercial Bisquick at 300°F for one hour and freezing it for
several weeks (36). Boiling a solution of 1.0mg/ ml of LSD25 in the dark up to 4 hours did not lead to a signicant destruction of the LSD-25. However, LSD-25 is very sensitive to light. Its photodecomposition has been described
by Niwaguchi and Inoue. Further details of the destruction
of LSD-25 by ultra-violet light is described in the section
under assay of LSD-25. Some of the details of the chemistry of LSD-25, its congeners, etc. can be found in the chapter by Dr. Hofmann also. The structures of some of the
compounds mentioned in this chapter could be found in the
chapter by Drs. Smythies and Bradley.

Arcamone et al. (37) obtained epimers of lysergates
through acid catalyzed substitutions at the asymmetric
carbon atom in the side chains of lysergic acid alpha-hydroxy
ethylamide and dihydrolysergic acid alpha-hydr0xyethylamide. Optical properties (38) and mass spectra (39) of LSD
derivatives have been reported.
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The total synthesis of lysergic acid was carried out by
Kornfeld and his associates at the Eli Lilly Laboratories, and
is shown below.
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There are several alkaloids derived from ergot. These could
be divided into the lysergic acid group and the clavine group.
The following tables show the lysergic acid group alkaloids
and also the clavine type.

TABLE Ia
The Natural Alkaloids of Ergot
(Lysergic Acid Group) and Their Isomers

NAME

DISCOVERER

I. Ergotamine Group
Ergotamine
Ergotaminine
Ergosine
Ergosinine
2.

3.

Stoll ( 1918)

Smith and Timmis (1936)

Ergotoxine Group
Ergocristine
Ergocristinine

Stoll and Burckhardt (1937)

Ergokryptine
Ergokryptinine

Stoll and Burckhardt (1943)

Ergocornine
Ergocorninine

Stoll and Burckhardt (1943)

Ergometrine Group
Ergometrine
Ergometrinine

Dudley and Moire
Kharasch and Legault
Stoll and Burckhardt
Thompson (1935)
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TABLE Ib
The Natural Ergot Alkaloids of the Clavine Group

NAME

DISCOVERER

Agroclavine
Elymoclavine

M. Abe (1951)
M. Abe, T. Yamano, Y. Kozu
and M. Kusumoto (1952)

Festuclavine

M. Abe and S. Yamatodani

Pyroclavine
Costaclavine
Secaclavine

M. Abe. S. Yamatodani,
T. Yamano and
M. Abe and S. Yamatodani

Molliclavine

M. Abe and S. Yamatodani

(1954)

(1954)

(1955)

Penniclavine

A. Stoll, A. Brack, H. Kobel,
A. Hofmann and R. Brunner

Isopenniclavine
Setoclavine
Isosetoclavine
Chanoclavine

A. Hofmann, R. Brunner,
H. Kobel and A. Brack

(1954)

(1957)
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The structures of some of the peptide type alkaloids
are shown below:

PEPTIDE TYPE ALKALOIDS
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Additional -ine, as in ergotaminine, denotes a configuration
Iso-lysergic acid.
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CLAVINE TYPE ALKALOIDS
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The structural formulae of some of the clavine alkaloids
are shown below:
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Ein Chemiker, der kein Physiker ist, ist gar nichts.
Bunsen

MOLECULAR ASPECTS

Structure-Activity Relations
The studies on the structural relations of biologically
active derivatives of lysergic acid could be divided into three
sections:- 1) Biochemical and pharmacological properties
of the psychobiologically active lysergates and ergot alkaloids. 2) Properties of derivatives of the total lysergate
molecule or of derivatives which are analogous to parts of
the structure of lysergate. In other words, non-lysergate
compounds which are analogous in structure to any one or
more of the rings A, B, C and D in LSD. 3) The more recent
interest in the quantum chemical studies of molecular orbitals and electron energies in chemical pharmacology have
led to a series of studies on the quantum chemical parameters as correlated with the biological activities of the
lysergate derivatives. This area is relatively more recent and
perhaps we will come across some hard-knocking difficulties
and defeats before we can really understand more about the
molecular correlates of the psychobiological properties of
LSD-25. There are other sections in this book that deal
with similar properties of LSD.
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The diverse properties of LSD-25 are summarized in
Table I. LSD had been a Sandoz “child”, having been
synthesized by their staff. Early studies on the properties
of LSD and its several structurally related molecules
have come from the laboratories of Cereletti, Doepfner,
Rothlin, Hofmann and others who have been responsible
for the advances made by Sandoz Laboratories at Basel,
Switzerland on ergot alkaloids (1,2).
The properties of lysergic acid cycloamides were investigated by Votava (3) in 1958. These cyclic alkylamides
consist of the cyclopropylamides, cyclobutylamides, cyclopentylamide, cyclohexylamide, and the cyclopentylamide
derivatives. The cyclobutyl and cyclopentyl derivatives were

TABLE I
Effects of LSD-25

I. Effects on biogenic amines like serotonin, histamine and

II.

III.

acetylcholine on one hand and on the catecholamines,
like epinephrine, norepinephrine and their metabolites,
on the other.
Effects on hormones, especially the hypophyseal
stimulating hormones, and TSH.
Effects on the autonomic nervous system
Rise in body temperature
Pilomotor reaction
Mydriasis
Tachycardia
Other meso-diencephalic effects
The following opposite type of effects are also known Bradycardia
Respiratory depression
Lowering of blood pressure
a
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IV. Somato-motor effects
Ataxia
Spastic paralysis (causes circular motions in animals)
Pyramidal and extra-pyramidal effects
V. Direct peripheral actions and effects on smooth muscles.
Blood vessels
Bronchi
Uterus and vagina
Adrenergic effects, and possibly effects on other
systems like the villi, intestines, rectum etc.
effects
Psychic
VI.
*

Excitation
Changes in behavior and mood
depression, megalomania, etc.

-

euphoria,

Perceptual disturbances, disturbacnces in thought
processes, cognition, objective and subjective structural organization and size and body image
Depersonalization, hallucinations
Schizophrenia - like state

VII. Neurophysiological

effects

Spindling and desynchronization of EEG
No significant effect on sleep patterns

VIII.

Genetic effects

In spite of a confusing mass of reports on the genetic

effects of LSD, no significant mass of data seems to
indicate genetic damage due to ingestion of pure LSD.
However, as a very potent substance, LSD should
be strictly avoided by the pregnant and the nearpregnant.
IX. Other effects include those on the binding and release of
the several neurohormones, hyperglycemic action,
effects of cholinesterase, etc. These may be found in
greater detail in the latter chapters of this book.
Y

?*‘
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most active. Some of the early studies on the hallucinogenic and other activities of lysergates in humans were
carried out by Harold Abramson (4). One of the important
points about Abramson’s work is that he could use humans
in assessing the psychotropic activities of lysergates. Table
II summarizes all the relevant findings on the diverse bio-

logical activities of lysergates and their derivatives (5,6).
One of the earliest observations on the activity of LSD
is that it could cause psychoses by creating a relative deficiency of serotonin within the brain (Gaddum 1953). Isbell (7) at the Addiction Research Center in Lexington,
Kentucky has studied extensively the anti-serotonin properties of several congeners of LSD. LSD-25 is extremely
unique in its properties. There is no other derivative in the
lysergate series known to be as active as LSD-25. There
are several derivatives prepared which have similar, but
never the same magnitude of activity as LSD-25. The optical activity is apparently a requirement for the activity of
LSD. Only the D-isomer which is dextro-rotatory also, is
active. Both l-LSD and d-iso-LSD are inactive as psychotomimetic agents or as anti-serotonin derivatives. The structures of several of these compounds is shown in the accompanying diagrams.

Just as no derivative of the lysergate series is as active
other substance which is either of a
related or an unrelated structure that is as psychotomimetic
or illucinogenic as LSD. For example, in order to produce
the same reaction as LSD can, approximately 100 times more
of psilocybin has to be used. This is true of the other compounds like bufotenine or dimethyltryptamine or other
derivatives. For example, UML-491, which is used in the
treatment of migraine headaches, is prescribed at a dose level
of 4,000 mcg and higher, whereas 50 mcg of LSD or approximately 1/80th of the dose is adequate in producing distinct
psychotomimetic reactions in the human. Isbell (8) has
studied the reactions induced by psilocybin and LSD-25 in
as LSD-25, there is no
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He finds that both these compounds increase the
temperature, pulse rate, respiratory rate, systolic and diastolic blood pressure and cause dilation of the pupils. Isbell
concludes that both the drugs, LSD-25 and psilocybin, cause
abnormal mental states characterized by feelings of strangeness, difficulty in thinking, anxiety, altered sensory perception, elementary and true visual hallucinations and alterations of body image in human subjects.

man.

Another derivative of LSD-25, the 2,3-dihydro-lysergic
(where the double bond in the indole ring
diethylamide
acid
is saturated by hydrogenation) has been shown to be approximately 4% as potent as LSD in producting increased
temperature in rabbits. Isbell (9), studied the properties of
2,3-dihydro-lysergic acid diethylamide and contrasted them
to those of LSD-25. He found that the effects of 2,3-dihydro-LSD-25 are much less pronounced and appear more
slowly than that of LSD-25, being about one-fifth of LSD-25.
This would also show that the intact indole ring is important
in the manifestation of the properties of LSD.
Gogerty and Dille (10) have studied the pharmacology
of d-lysergic acid morpholide (LSM) in detail. In the cat,
LSM produced an initial pressor effect (increasing the blood
pressure) followed by a prolonged depression of blood pressure. While 3 times larger amounts of LSM than of LSD are
required to produce the central effects, the anti-serotonin
activity of LSM was approximately one-twelfth that of LSD.
LSM, as was shown in the case of LSD-25 and UML-491 in
humans by Faretra and Bender (11), seems to potentiate
and/or prolong the effects of epinephrine. The effects of
LSM in the cat are characterized by autonomic stimulation,
with maximal pupillary dilation, hypersalivation and
piloerection. There was a marked co-ordinated aggression,
with snarling, spitting, baring of the teeth and striking with
bared claws in response to external stimuli, and attacked
upon the slightest provocation. These effects are comparable to those of LSD.
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One of the documented effects of the hallucinogenic
compounds lies in disrupting the maze performance by

trained ratS- In a study carried out by Uyeno and Mitoma
(12), the peak effects of LSD-25 and of mescaline were obtained in 15 minutes after their injection, while the bromoanalog (BOL-148) and several trimethoxy amphetamines

took 30 minutes and d-amphetamine took 45 minutes. The
effect of these compounds depended on the dose administered. The median effective dose (ED-50) in micromoles per
kilogram were - LSD-25 :0.3; BOL-148 : 15.9; mescaline : 91.0.
The activities of the trimethoxy amphetamines varied from
TMA-2 12.8 and d-amphetamine 32.0 and trimethoxy amphetamine 33.4 to TMA-3 52.1 and TMA-4 94.0. It could
be seen from these studies that LSD-25 was approximately
300 times more active than mescaline and 50 times more
active than BOL-148.

Votava (13), continuing his excellent work on LSD
analogues, studied the hallucinogenic and non-hallucinogenic
properties of LSD-25, Deseril (1-methyl-d-lysergic acid (+)-1-

(hydroxymethyl) propylamide), Lysenyl (1,1-diethyl-3-(d-5
methylisoergolen-8-yl) urea), and Mesenyl (1,1-diethyl-3-(d1,6-dimethylisoergolen-8-yl) urea). While the anti-serotonin, mydriatic and behavioral effects of these four compounds in animals were comparable, only LSD-25 had the
psychotomimetic effects in humans. However, the EEG
and autonomic effects in humans were not different.
There are several compounds that have been synthesized and seem to possess some of the activities of LSD-25,
even though by no means as effective as LSD itself. For
example, Fregnan and Murari (14) reported the synthesis
of a new derivative of lysergic acid (1,6-dimethyl-8-beta(5-bromonicotinoyloxymethyl)-10 - alpha-methoxyergoline)
(MN E). This compound showed some of the specific
adrenolytic and vasodilating properties both in vitro and in
vivo and had, in addition an anti-amphetaminic action.
Sivadjian reported in 1970 (15) studies on twelve
lysergic acid analogues. These included arecoline-HBr,
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Methyl-12-bromo-8,9-didehydro-2,3-beta-dihydro-6-methyl10,11-secoergoline-8-carboxylate, and 1,2,5,6-tetrahydro5-phenyl-1,6-dimethyldiethylnicotinamide-HCI.
Of these
compounds only the methyl-12-bromo-8,9-didehydro-2,3beta-dihydro-6-methyl- 10, 1 1 -secoergoline-8-carboxylate derivative showed some activity. It disrupted the conditioned
avoidance response in guinea pigs into a disorderly
reex movement of varying duration. While acetyl LSD
was quite active, the acetyl derivatives obtained by
acetylation of the indole nitrogen of the compounds
were usually less active.
Similar studies on analogues of LSD were carried out
by Liska and his group (16). In one series they prepared
derivatives of beta-alanine. These derivatives were Nmethyl-N-p-( and m- )methoxyphenyl-beta-alanine derivatives
and also N -(2-)3-pyridyl(ethyl)-beta-alanine derivatives(17).
In the series of the methoxy-phenyl-beta-alanine derivatives,
out of five compounds tested, three exhibited some degree of
anti-serotonin activity and one of these three appeared also
to be anti-cholinergic. In the pyridyl-ethyl-beta-alanine
derivatives, four compounds and one of the intermediates
tested were found to be devoid of any activity. In another
paper (18), the same group reported on the synthesis of two
series of analogues of LSD-25 and tryptamine.
Another group that has been active in the synthesis
of analogues of LSD is that of Lasslo and Rama Sastry (19).
Using a test system of inhibition of human plasma “pseudocholinesterase,” these authors found some activity even
though by no means as extensive as that of LSD itself, in
some of the arylalkylamino propionamide analogues. These
compounds are patterned after component parts of lysergic
‘acid diethylamide and really represent analogues of portions
of the molecule (20).
Thus analogues of LSD which have the lysergate ring
system consisting of rings A, B, C, D have been synthesized.
Many of these compounds have both anti-serotonin and
psychotomimetic activity. They display a typical effect on
the autonomic system. The derivatives patterned after
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SOME OF THE STRUCTURAL ANALOGS OF LSD
For further information, the review by Campaigne and
Knapp (25) may be consulted.
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TABLE I

W

O

Chemical Name

COMPOUND

LD5o
1-Acetyl-lysergic acid
diethylamide

ALA

10

.c acid

2_Bmm1
Y

81

diethylamide

mg/kg/iv/R

1'_Acety1'9’10'didehyd1:o'N’N'
d1ethyl-6-methyl-ergol1ne- 8,8-carboxamide bitartrate.

1.6

1-Acetyl-9,10-did6hydI‘0-Nethyl-6-methyl-ergo1ine-8carboxamide.

5 0

2-_Br0m0-9,10-didehyd{'0-N,Nd1ethyl-6-1?1ethyl-ergohnecarboxam1de.

20 mg/kg/iv/m
6 mg/kg/iv/R

9,10-Didehy(%I‘0-N,N,6-tI‘i-

0.4

.

/~

mg

g W

methyl-ergohne-8 -carb0xamide.
.

Erg0metr1n(e)

9,10-D'd h d -N-

-

h d roxy -

methy;)e€éh3;,l)I:(é_m::h‘yl?'

ergoline-8'3-carboxamide.

7.5

mg/kg/1v/R
-

12-Hydroxylysergic acid
diethylamide

9,10-Didehydro-N,N-diethyl6-methyl-1 2-hydroxy-erg0line8B-carboxamide;

0_3

IEC

N-Benzoxy Lysergamide

005 mg/kg/iv/R

hydroxymethyl-ergoline.

0'

Lysergic acid morpholide.

()_7

LSM-775

Lysergic acid amide
'

Lysergic acid diethylamide

mg/kg/iv/R

mg

g W

mg/kg/iv/R

9,10-Didehydr0-6-methylergoline-8carboxamide.

9,10-Didehydro-N,N-diethyl-6-

mg/kg/iv/m
16_5 mg/kg/iv/r
0.3 mg/kg/iv/R
65 mg/kg/iv/m
d-isomer: 0.3 mg/kg/iv/R
l-isomer: 17 mg/kg/iv/R
d-iso isomer: 8.1mg/kg/iv/R
46

mfethyl-ergoline-8Q-carboxam1de-

'

_'

LD50

Chemical Name

COMPOUND
Lysergic acid ethylamide
.

Lyserglc acld pyrrohdate

mg/kg/iv/m
mg/kg/iv/R

9,10-Didehydro-N-ethyl-6methyl-erg0line-8B-carboxamide.

44

D_L

0.4

.

-

-

.

yserglc acld pyrrohdlda

0_9

'

46

mg/kg/iv/R
mg/kg/iv/m

mg/kg/iv/R

MBL.4 1

9,10-Didehydro-N,N-diethyl-2brom0-6-methyl-ergoline-8B
carboxamide.

15

12'M°“h°"Y 1Yse”gi°
acid diethylamide

9,10-Didehydro-N N-diethy1-6methoxy - ergoline - 83- ca rbo xa-

0'1

mg/kg/iv/R

85

mgA<g/iv/m

mide.

Methylergonovine

9,10_Didehydm_N_(a_(hydr0xy_

th

1

1

_6_

f§§e.8" .l‘ZiZZ1lmi‘§§‘“"
'

°’g°

23 mg/kg/iv/r
93 mg/kg/po/r
2.6 mg/kg/iv/ R

U3

N

1-Methyl LSD.
V

Methy$erg1d(e)

.

.

9,10-Dldehydro-N,N-dlethyl-1,
6-diemthy1-ergoline-8-carb0xamide dimaleate.
.

9, 10-D1d9hydI'O-N-( 1-( hydr0xyh I
l_1 _di eth l_
met ymropy) .6 m y

ergoline-8carb0xamide

MLA-74

MP1)-75

dima-

5.4

mg

/k g /'“’ /R

mg/kg/po/m

581

.

185/mg/kg/1v/m

200
125

/k /

/

g/kg/if/rr
g

g

mg/kg/iv/R

hate‘

2s

9,10-Didehydro-N-ethyl-1,6dimethyl-ergoline-8-carb0xamide.

9'4 mg/kg/W/R

églgiethyl-lyserglc acld pyrro1i-

7.5

Abbreviations used: m for mouse, r for rat and R for rabbit.

.

mg/kg/iv/R

®

OD
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component portions of LSD are by no means as active as the
ergot alkaloids. However, there have been many structural
analogues of components of LSD synthesized. For example, Kraushaar (21) has reported in 1954 on the effect of
a series of derivatives of tetrahydro-beta-naphthylamine on
the blood pressure, intestinal motility, uterine contraction
and respiration of rabbits. The most active compound on
uterine contraction was found to be 6-methoxy-tetrahydrobeta-naphthylamine.

In 1954 de J ongh and his associates (22) reported on
the activity of derivatives of LSD where ring C was opened
up. Work along the same lines by Akkerman and Veldstra
(23) and by Bader and Oroshnik (24) in 1957 showed that
derivatives of this type (ring C open) were potent oxytocic
agents in vitro on guinea pig uterus, but were not active in
vivo. Substitution in the open ring C, on what compares to
the carbon atom 10 of lysergic acid, by hydrogen or methyl
groups showed higher oxytocic activity both in vitro and
in vivo (25). However, when some of the other groups,
especially on ring D, were substituted with a carboxyl group
corresponding to lysergic acid, the oxytocic activity was
greatly decreased. On the other hand, such substitution
with a carboxy-amino derivative increased the activity on
the uterine contractions. Several 1,2,3,4 - tetrahydro-2naphthylamine derivatives were synthesized. This corresponds to a breaking open of the attachment of ring A with
ring C and may involve,to a varying extent,a lack of the components of ring D. Some of these compounds are shown
An excellent review may b_e found on the structural
below.
analogues of lysergic acid in the Journal of Pharmaceutical
Sciences in 1971 (25).

Tetrahydro-naphthylamine derivatives have been used
clinically as oxytocic agents. Marini-Bettolo, Chiavarelli
and Bovet inferred from their work that the 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-2-naphthylamine component in the structure of ergot
alkaloids is more essential than the indole structure for
sympatholytic activity. The properties of the 1,2,3,4-tetra-
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hydro-naphthylamine derivative are possibly comparable
to those of the 2,3-dihydro-lysergic acid derivatives. Some
of the naphthylamine derivatives have shown' marked
anti-serotonin activity also. In 1953,Plieninger(26) studied
derivatives of some of the structures shown on page 79.
Most of these compounds had oxytocic activity while
the derivatives with the double bond as shown in compound
E had markedly higher activity. This is interesting inasmuch as Kumbar and Sankar (27) have postulated high delocalization of the double bonds and pi electrons over rings
A, B, C, and D in LSD. It is possible that in this compound also there is a high degree of delocalization of the
double bonds between the benzene ring and the nitrogenbearing ring. Some of the other derivatives that exhibited
significant oxytocic activity are shown below. These are
the derivatives of N-substituted piperidines and derivatives
of the hexahydro-benzoquinoline derivatives. Steroid
derivatives of the LSD ring system have also been synthesized by Goodshall. Campaigne and his coworkers (25)
have carried out studies on the synthesis of sulphur analogues of lysergic acid. It would be interesting to study
the thio analogues of LSD in relation to the biological
activities of thio analogues of the amines synthesized by
Witkop and his associates (28).

STUDIES ON THE CONFIGURATION,
CONFORMATION AND QUANTUM CHEMICAL
ASPECTS OF LYSERGATES
One of the most exciting chapters of biological research deals with the relations of physical chemical structure
and biological activity. The lysergates have also been
studied extensively from this viewpoint. Some of the
properties studied belong to the more classical properties
like optical activity, pK values, acid base properties, oxidizability, viscosity, surface tension, parachor, etc. The more
recent properties would include the following: electronic
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transitions, electron affinity, electron distribution, acid-base
properties based on electron structure, polarographic values,
protonation, ionization, paramagnetism, diamagnetism, free
radicals, mass spectroscopy, optical activity, photo-reactivity, the triplet and doublet states, triplet and singlet
states, formation of charge transfer complexes, conformational specificities, three-dimensional structural models,
molecular orbital theory calculations which include the
HOMO energy, LEMO energy, delocalization of electrons,
etc. The structural similarities between lysergates, amphetamines and the indole ring have been pointed out by
Snyder (29). Some of the work dealing with these parameters is found in the other chapters in this section.

Early work, in 1954, by Stoll and his associates (30)
has led to the postulation of two forms in the lysergate
series. These were referred to as Form I and Form II by
these authors. In the 9,19-dihydro-lysergate (I) and
dihydro-isolysergate (I) ring C and D are trans, while in the
II form, these acids are in the cis form. The pK values
obtained by these authors are shown below:
pK
6.09
Lysergic acid ethylamide
6.35
Isolysergic-ethylamide
6.37
Lysergic-diethylamide
7.52
Isolysergic-diethylamide
6.39
Lysergic-dimethylamide
7.42
Isolysergic-dimethylamide
6.68
Dihydro-lysergic ( I )-ethylamide
7.28
Dihydro-isolysergic (I )-ethylamide
6.79
Dihydro-lysergic (I )-diethylamide
8.87
Dihydro-isolysergic (I )-diethylamide

pK Values of Amines
Serotonin

4.9, 9.8 as sulfate
4.9, 10.0 and 11.1 as chloride
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pK Values of Amines
Tryptamine
Histamine
Dopamine
Tyramine
Epinephrine
N orepinephrine
Choline
Octopamine

1()_ 2

5,87, 9,70
8_93

932
8_55
' 8_58

13_9

3_31

For comparison, the pK's of some of the amines are also
shown in this table. The work of Leeman and Fabbri (31)
showed that the structure of lysergic acid is 5,8-cis-configuration with the carboxyl group in the equatorial position
while iso-lysergic acid has the 5,8-trans configuration with
the carboxyl group in the axial position. The structures
of the d and l isomers of lysergic acid can be found in the
chapter by Hofmann.
The most recent advance in the elucidation of the
structure of LSD-25 is the work of Chothia, Baker and
Pauling (32). These workers have shown the three-dimensional structure of LSD-25 as the iodosobenzoate salt using
X-ray techniques. The results of their work are reproduced
with permission of the authors and Science magazine.

Snyder and his associates have been responsible in
further widening the importance of the work of Gyorgyi.
They postulated steric relation between the LSD molecule
and the several hallucinogenic indoles and amphetamines.
Steric models of LSD and psilocin are shown in Figure 4.
Molecular structures of many psychoactive indolealkyl
amines and related substances have been collected in depth
by Falkenberg of the Karolinska Institute. The author
is indebted to Dr. Falkenberg for permission to reproduce
several figures from his publication, including figures 3, 5
and 6 in this chapter.
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TABLE II
Structure and Biological Activities of Lysergates
Ha11ucinogenic

Compound

R;

1};

No.

R1

1

c;H5

C2H5

2

C2H5

C2115

R4

R5

R5

R1

H

H

H

H

CH3

H

H

H

H

CH3

Activity
100

Pyretoqenic

Effect
100

AntiSHT

Excita-

tion

Syndrome

Ye!

100

Toxicitx
100

(N5-C6)

'

3

C2H5

C2!-I5

ocH3

H

H

H

CH3

66

4

C2115

CZH5

CH3

H

H

H

CH3

33,36,40

50.9
5

370

Yea

5.6
19

5

CZH5

C;H5

COCH3

H

H

H

CH3

91 ,100

13

200 ,210

Yes

6

C2H5

C2H5

H

Br

H

H

CH3

42.7.2

5

103,150

no

5

no

2

7

C2H5

C2H5

H

I

H

H

CH3

8

CZH5

CQH5

H

O

H

H

CH3

9

C2H5

C2H5

H

OH

H

H

CH3

10

CQH5

C21-I5

CH3

Br

H

H

CH3

11

C2H5

C2H5

H

H

OCH3

H

CH3

12

C2H5

C2H5

H

H

H

OCH3

CH3

13

C2 H5

CZH5

H

H

H

H

CHZOH

57

L1

0.0

.4

533
.

19
U1

Ha11uci—
C0lI\P9\l!\d
N0 ~
14

noqenic

C2H5

R3

R2

E1

CH2CH2OH

R5

R4

H

H

R5

R7

H

H

CHQOH

H

CH3

Activi ty

3.2

5,7

1.0

39

Yea

6

cx-13

17

12

Yes

34

Yes

78

H

H

16

H

cl:-I5

OCH3

H

H

n

cu;

17

n

c;a5

cocx-13

a

n

H

18

H

C2H5

H

H

H

H

CH3

3.4.5

19

H

H

H

H

H

H

CH3

0.0

20

H

CH3

H

H

H

H

CH3

21

CH3

CH3

H

H

H

H

CH3

22

cazou

cn2o|-x

H

H

1-1

n

ca;

H

H

H

CH3

H

H

H

CH3

n

n

n

CH3

5

“

C"!

a

a

CH3

24

H

CI-l(CH3)CH3 H

15

H

g(C1l3)CH2 u

as

a

cH2cn(¢I-13)~

H

H

27

n

cn cH;cn(Cga) G|'OH

u

n

‘za

a

29

a

4.0.,4.3
5,3

10

43

23.2

cnzon

cu (c;n5) -

‘

H

H

*4

*1

C“:

<1":

H

H

H

CH3

CHQOH

cM¢2s>C1120“

{O

'1'oxicity__

Yes

CH3

CH3

Syndrome

835

CZH5

CHg0H

SH!‘

Bxc1c;gion

0.0

H

CHQOH

Anti-

4.0,5.0

15

23

Pyreto-

genie
Bf feet

0.6

4° o

O5

Structure and Biological Activities of Lysergates
Ha11ucinoqanic

Connpound

No.
so

R;

11

R5
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The structures of some of the common analogues are
as follows : LSD - 1; OML - 3; MLD - 4; ALD - 5; BOL - 6;
LAE - 18; DAM - 21; UML - 29; LPD - 38; and LSM - 41.

When examining the structures of lysergates, one
should also remember that these substances possess not
only hallucinogenic activity but also anti-serotonin activity,
pyretogenic activity, toxicity, and an ability to produce an
excitation syndrome (6). Kumbar and Sankar (27) could not
correlate toxicity or pyretogenic activity with quantum
parameters.

TABLE

III

Comparative effects of mon0- and di-substituted amides

Substituent

Anti —

5HT

activity

a,

N19]-I-H

4.3-10.5

b.

N19H—Cl'l3

6.5_+;0.6

C.

N19H-CHQCH3

ll.9:0.l

d.

N191-I-CH2CH2CH3

40.01443

e.

NIQH-CHZCHZCHZCH3

64.9:§.1

f.

N19H-CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3

75.1i§.5

g.

n19<:?H3

23.2

CH3

h.

N19<:

C235

100.0

CZH5

1.

n19<:

C3"?

42.3

C3H7

j.

N19<:

C459
C4H9

31.2
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Correlation of the physical-chemical and electronic
structures of hallucinogenic drugs with their biological activities received a strong stimulus with the publication of the
work of Szent-Gyorgyi on the mechanism of action of chlorpromazine, LSD-25, and serotonin (33). They postulated that
the effect of these drugs was due to their ability to act as
electron donors. Further impetus was provided by the work
of Snyder and his associates and Green and his coworkers
(34). The idea of a structural similarity between indoleamines, serotonin, LSD, reserpine, etc. has been prevalent
for the past 20 years. Snyder did considerable work to extend
this concept of structural similarity between indoleamines
and lysergates, and between phenylethylamines and
amphetamines. Using molecular models, Snyder pointed out
the probability of the assumption by several hallucinogenic
drugs of a structure that is comparable to the A,B,and C
rings of the lysergates. The formation of charge transfer
complexes by these several substances and the correlation
between their hallucinogenic potency and the energy of the
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and other
electronic parameters, was pointed out by these workers
(35). Green,Kang and their associates have continued such
quantum chemical investigations on histamine and several
psychotropic drugs and neurohormones (40). These
quantum parameters include molecular orbital (MO) calculations for the HOMO energy, LEMO (lowest empty
molecular orbital) energy, highest frontier electron density,
superdelocalizability, total orbital energy, etc. The techniques consist of the application of the Hiickel molecular
orbital method (HMO), the Linear Combination of Atomic
Orbitals (LCAO), the Perturbative Configuration Interaction using Localized Orbitals (PCILO), the Intermediate
Neglect of Differential Overlap (INDO), the Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap (CNDO) etc. These techniques
have yielded in the earlier period, high hopes for HOMO
energy and its usefulness in forecasting pharmacological
activity (29, 36). However more detailed work has shown
that such a unique probability is remote indeed. Besides the
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several quantum parameters, one would need the following
in an attempt to establish the correlation between
the structure of drugs and their biological activity.

as well,

1. X-ray structure, along with a certain detailed establishment of the conformational structures.
2. Lipid solubility and permeability.
3. The difficult question of the drugs structure in
the aqueous medium in body uids. This would involve the
quantum parameters, the charge transfer complexes,
ionization potentials, valences and the conformational
details in the cellular millieu, which is a prerequisite for
biological activity. Dunn et al. (37) described the role of
hydrophobicity in anti-serotonin activity of LSD analogs.
Kumbar and Sankar (27, 38) have done extensive work on
the correlation of hallucinogenic and anti-serotonin activity
of several derivatives of LSD. They have considered the
problem in terms of the similarity of structure of lysergates
to that of serotonin. The drawback in their work is the
application of a rather unsophisticated program consisting
of the Hiickel method, the semi-empirical Hiickel method
with omega technique. Kier (45) has most often used the
extended Hiickel method.
The data obtained by Kumbar and Sankar pointed
out that the models proposed to explain hallucinogenic
activity of several psychedelic drugs based on the indolelike structure of rings A,B,C and D of LSD, are not adequate
in explaining the wide variation in biological activities of
the several lysergates. Working on the quantum parameters
of 42 lysergates, a relation between the total orbital energy
and hallucinogenic activity of some lysergates was pointed
out. The correlation of HOMO energy with pharmacological
activity was not meaningful. They (27) proposed a model
for the LSD molecule with electron delocalization giving
rise to effectual partial pi-bonding over the rings. Branching
in the hydrocarbon substituent in the amide group (N-19) resulted in significant changes in HOMO energy. Such a
difference in branching is found between LSD and UML.
Equally, the effect of substituting one or both the hydrogens in the amide group was also considerable.
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The difference between lysergic acid and lysergic acid
diethylamide (LSD-25) lies in the substitution of the hydrogens in the amide group. In the work of Snyder et al. and
of Green et al., emphasis was not placed on the effect of such
substitutions in the amide part of LSD. Sankar and Kumbar
(38) carried out investigations with this aspect in mind and
found that the anti-serotonin activity of several lysergate
derivatives seem to be dependent again on the total orbital
energy, but not on the HOMO energy. Alkoxyl side chain
substitutions produced sharply different HOMO energy for
N-methyl lysergic acid butanol amide (UML), d-lysergic
acid propylamide, and interestingly, d-2-iodo-LSD-25.
Both l-LSD and d-iso-LSD are devoid of hallucinogenic
activity. 2,3-Dihydro-LSD is 1/5 to 1/8 as potent as LSD25 in man (9). Substitution, except an acetyl group, on N-1
and C-2 positions decreases hallucinogenic activity, but not
necessarily anti-serotonin activity on smooth muscle. The
molecular orbital calculations and crystallographic studies of
Baker et al.(32,39), and of Green et al.(40) indicated that
serotonin may exist in a single preferred conformation,
namely, the extended conformation. It was proposed that
the extended conformation which matches the portion of the
LSD ring was responsible for antiserotonin activity. Contrary to this, Ison et al. (41) showed that both extended and
non-extended conformations of serotonin are possible.
The work of Kumbar and Sankar, on the basis of previous work by several others (5, 6, 42, 43), indicated
that the locus of the activity of LSD may depend on:(a) the
unsubstituted indole ring (rings A and B); (b) the optically
preferred dextro-isomer; and (c) above all, on a stringent
steric specificity of the whole molecule and especially the
diethylamide substitution of the lysergic acid. The stringency of this specificity is exemplified by the fact that LSD25, out of about 40 lysergates, is most singularly and uniquely hallucinogenic, even in small amounts. The antiserotonin activity of LSD is not as unique and may depend
less on the rigidity of the total structure. Lipid solubility
by N-1 alkyl substitution, may even facilitate anti-serotonin

activity.
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Green and his associates (44) have recently reviewed
the application of quantum chemistry to drugs and their
interactions. In as far as the uniqueness of the hallucinogenic
activity of LSD is concerned, more work on the conformation
of LSD, especially in solution form in the intracellular
milieu, is needed.
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REMARKS ON THE DISCOVERY OF LSD

It is often stated in the literature that LSD

(d-lysergic
acid diethylamide tartrate) was discovered by chance. The
following account will show that LSD was not the fruit of a
pure chance discovery, but the outcome of a more complex
process that had its beginnings in a definite concept, and
was followed up by appropriate experiments, during the
course of which a chance observation served to trigger off a
planned investigation, which then led to the actual discovery. Such a train of events often underlies what is said to
be a chance discovery.

I prepared d-lysergic acid diethylamide for the first
time in 1938 as part of a systematic chemical and pharmacological investigation of partially synthetic amides of lysergic acid in the Sandoz pharmaceutical-chemical research
laboratories in Basel, headed at that time by Professor
Arthur Stoll. d-Lysergic acid is the characteristic nucleus
of the alkaloids of ergot (1,2). Fig. 1 shows the general
formula of natural ergot alkaloids containing d-lysergic acid.

At the time of the first synthesis of LSD, lysergic acid
could be obtained only by alkaline hydrolysis of these alkaloids. Since then the total synthesis of lysergic acid has
become possible (3) and lysergic acid can also be produced
in submerged cultures of certain strains of the ergot fungus
(4). Furthermore, we discovered later in 1960 lysergic acid
derivatives to be the psychotomimetic active principles of
the ancient Aztec drug “ololiuqui”, i.e. the seeds of the convolvulaceous plants Rivea corymbosa and pomoea violacea
(5,6). Using a newly developed procedure, it became possible to combine lysergic acid with amines in peptide linkage.
In this way, the specific oxytocic principle of ergot, namely
ergometrine, known in this country as ergonovine, was produced. This was the first partial synthesis of a natural

I
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ergot alkaloid, and by modifying the alkanolamine side chain
of ergometrine a new synthetic derivative, which we named
“Methergine®”, was obtained. In its phannacological
properties methergine proved to be superior to the natural
alkaloid, and today it is used throughout the world in obstetrics for the arrest of hemorrhage. Although interest
centered mainly on oxytocic and hemostatic activity in these
investigations, the new method of synthesis was also employed to prepare amides of lysergic acid, which, on the basis
of their chemical structure, might be expected to possess
different pharmacological properties. Thus, among other
compounds, I synthesized the diethylamide of lysergic acid
with the intention of obtaining an analeptic. This compound might have been expected to possess analeptic properites because of its structural relationship with the wellknown circulatory stimulant nikethamide. (see g. 2)
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number of pharmacological experiments were carried
out by Professor Ernst Rothlin with this new compound,
which was given the laboratory code name LSD-25 because
it was the twenty-fifth compound of the lysergic acid amide
series. These experiments revealed a fairly marked uterotonic action, not unexpected in view of the close chemical
relationship between LSD and the oxytocic drugs ergometrine and methergine. In addition, marked excitation
was observed in some of the animals. Work on LSD then
fell into abeyance for a number of years.
Because I had the feeling that it would be worthwhile
to carry out more profound studies with this compound, I
prepared a fresh quantity of LSD in 1943. In the course of
this work an accidental observation led me to carry out a
planned self-experiment with this compound. The following
is an extract from my report on these experiments, dated
April 22, 1943, and addressed to the Head of the Pharmaceutical Department, Professor Stoll.
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I

was forced to stop my
work in the laboratory in the middle of the aftemoon and
to go home, as I was seized by a peculiar restlessness associated with a sensation of mild dizziness. On arriving home,
I lay down and sank into a kind of drunkenness, which was
not unpleasant and which was characterized by extreme
activity of imagination. As I lay in a dazed condition with
my eyes closed, (I experienced daylight as disagreeably
bright) there surged upon me an uninterrupted stream of
fantastic images of extraordinary plasticity and vividness
and accompanied by an intense, kaleidoscope-like play of
colors. This condition gradually passed off after two hours.
The nature and the course of this extraordinary disturbance
raised my suspicions that some exogenic intoxication may
have been involved and that the lysergic acid diethylamide
with which I had been working that afternoon could have
been responsible. I had separated the two isomeric forms
that are formed by this synthesis, namely lysergic acid diethylamide and isolysergic acid diethylamide and prepared
the crystalline water soluble salt of lysergic acid diethlamide
with tartaric acid. However, I could not imagine how this
compound could have accidentally found its way into my
body in a sufficient quantity to produce such phenomena.
Moreover, the nature of the symptoms did not tally with
those previously associated with ergot poisoning. In order
to get to the root of the matter, I decided to conduct some
experiments on myself with the substance in question. I
started with the lowest dose that might be expected to have
any effect, i.e., 0.25 mg LSD. The note in my laboratory
journal read as follows:
16, 1943,

Preparation of an 0.5% aqueous solution of
d-lysergic acid diethylamide tartrate.
4:20 P.M.: 0.5cc (0.25 mg LSD) ingested orally. The sol-

April

19, 1943:

ution is tasteless.
4:50 P.M.: no trace of any effect.
5:00 P.M.: slight dizziness, unrest, difficulty in concentration, visual disturbances, marked desire to laugh.....
(for corresponding laboratory notes, see annex II)
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At this point the laboratory

notes are discontinued:

The last words were written only with great difficulty. I
asked my laboratory assistant to accompany me home as I
believed that I should have a repetition of the disturbance
of the previous Friday. While we were cycling home, however, it became clear that the symptoms were much stronger
than the first time. I had great difficulty in speaking coherently, my field of vision swayed before me, and objects
appeared distorted like images in curved mirrors. I had
the impression of being unable to move from the spot, although my assistant told me afterwards that we had cycled
at a good pace.... Once I was at home the physician was
called.

By the time the doctor arrived, the peak of the crisis
had already passed. As far as I remember, the following
were the most outstanding symptoms: vertigo; visual disturbances; the faces of those around me appeared as grotesque, colored masks; marked motoric unrest, alternating
with paralysis; an intermittent heavy feeling in the head,
limbs and the entire body, as if they were filled with lead;
dry, constricted sensation in the throat; feeling of choking;
clear recognition of my condition, in which state I sometimes
observed, in the manner of an independent, neutral observer,
that I shouted half insanely or babbled incoherent words.
Occasionally I felt as if I were out of my body.
The doctor found a rather weak pulse but an otherwise
normal circulation.... Six hours after ingestion of the LSD
my condition had already improved considerably. Only
the visual disturbances were still pronounced. Everything
seemed to sway and the proportions were distorted like the
reflections in the surface of moving water. Moreover, all
the objects appeared in unpleasant, constantly changing
colors, the predominant shades being sickly green and blue.
When I closed my eyes, an unending series of colorful, very
realistic and fantastic images surged in upon me. A remarkable feature was the manner in which all acoustic perceptions (e.g., the noise of a passing car) were transfonned
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into optical effects, every sound evoking a corresponding
colored hallucination constantly changing in shape and color
like pictures in a kaleidoscope. At about one o'clock I fell
asleep and awoke next moming feeling perfectly well.”
This was the first planned experiment with LSD and
rather dramatic one. Subsequent experiments on volunteer colleagues of the Sandoz research laboratories confirmed
the extraordinary activity of LSD on the human psyche.
These showed that the effective oral dose of LSD in human
beings is 0.03 mg to 0.05 mg. In spite of my caution, I had
chosen for my first experiment five times the average effective dose. LSD is by far the most active and most specific
a

hallucinogen.

THE FIRST SYNTHESIS OF d-LYSERGIC ACID
DIETHYLAMIDE TARTRATE (LSD-25)

2.

For the first synthesis of LSD, i.e. for the condensation
of d-lysergic acid with diethylamine, the Curtius procedure
for the preparation of amides was used. In this procedure
azides are utilized as active forms of acids, which are obtained by action of nitrous acid on the hydrazides of the
corresponding acids.

It proved possible to prepare hydrazides of lysergic
acid directly from natural ergot alkaloids by splitting them
with hydrazine. But this process is connected with isomerization and racemization of the lysergic acid molecule.
Heating ergot alkaloids in a solution of hydrazine results,
therefore, in the production of racemic isolysergic acid hydrazide. For the preparation of d-lysergic acid derivatives
it was necessary to resolve the d,l-isolysergic acid hydrazide
into its optical antipodes, which could be realized in the form
of its salts with L- and D-, resp, di - (p-toluyl) - tartaric acid.
The d- and l-isolysergic acid hydrazides can be converted by
alkaline treatment into the corresponding lysergic acid forms
(7 ), as shown in the scheme of fig. 3.
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Ergot alkaloids

NHj’NH2
d, l-isolysergic acid hydrazide

d,l-RCCONHNH2

l '”

C1E!a1\./.!:1g€Vi"]Tl’l

di-(p-toluyl)-L-tartaric acid

di-(p-toluyl)-D-tartaric acid

d-isolysergic acid hydrazide

l-isolysergic acid hydrazide

l-R’ CONHNH2

d-R’ .CONHNH2

l-lysergic acid hydrazide

d-lysergic acid hydrazide

l-R.CONHNH2

d-R. CONHNH2
R

= lysergic acid radical

R’ = isolysergic acid radical

Figure 3.

The absolute configuration of the four stereoisomeric forms
of lysergic acid ( 8,9) are represented in the formulae of Fig. 4
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H_‘ /COOH
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HN

HN
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d-Lysergic acid

N"CH3
|4

I

d-Isolysergic acid

H

.-coon

HOOC

l

N_cH3

I

.--H
N-CH3

"H

‘H
HN

/H

l

HN

I

l-Isolysergic acid

l-Lysergic acid

Figure 4.

The stereochemistry of the lysergic acid part is very
important with regard to the pharmacological activity.
As will be shown later, only one isomer, i.e. the diethylamide
of the d-lysergic acid isomer possesses the high psychotomimetic activity characteristic and well known of LSD.
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2.1. Preparation
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of d-Lysergic Acid Diethylamide and

d-Isolysergic Acid Diethylamide (10):

In the course of the transformation of the hydrazide
into the azide and of the condensation of the azide with di.

ethylamine, isomerization of the lysergic acid radical occurs
and a mixture of lysergic acid and isolysergic acid diethylamide results. It is therefore of no importance whether
lysergic acid hydrazide or isolysergic acid hydrazide is used
as starting material. 1 g of d-isolysergic acid hydrazide
was dissolved in 35 ml of 0.1 N HCl, the solution cooled down
to 0° C, and 3.5 ml of 1 N solution of NaNO2 added. The
vigorously stirred mixture was acidified by adding within
2 - 3 minutes 40 ml of 0.1 N HCI. After standing for 5 minutes at 0° C, 100 ml of ethylether were added to the reaction
mixture, followed by5m1 of 1 N Nal-ICO3 solution. On
shaking, the azide was transferred into the ether phase.
Extraction was completed with another portion of 50 ml of
ether. The combined extracts were dried over K2, CO3 for
20 minutes at 0° C, then filtered and 3.0 ml of diethylamine
added. The mixture was stored for 12 hours at 20° C protected form light. Evaporation in vacuo yielded a mixture
of d-lysergic and d-isolysergic acid diethylamide which did
not crystallize and which could be separated only by chromatography. A column of A12 O3 with CH2 Cl-2 as solvent and for the development of the chromatogram was used.
Two separate zones were formed which became visible under
UV light by their blue-violet color. The fraction corresponding to the quicker migrating zone contained crude
d-lysergic acid diethylamide, that of the slower zone, crude
d-isolysergic acid diethylamide. (For corresponding laboratory notes see annex I). Both fractions were puried by
a second separate chromatographic procedure, using A12 O 3
and a mixture of benzene and acetone as solvent. After
this treatment, both isomers could be obtained in a crystalline form.
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d-Lysergic acid diethylamide crystallized from a solution in benzene as ahnost colorless prisms, m.p. 80-85°C.,
specific rotation [¢]%° =+17° (c=0.44 in pyridine).
d-Isolysergic acid diethylamide was obtained from
acetone as heavy prisms, m.p. 182°C. (with decomposition),
[a]?>°
=+214° (c=0.45 in pyridine).
Both d-lysergic acid and d-isolysergic acid diethylamide are easily soluble in organic solvents such as alcohol,
chloroform or acetone, but nearly insoluble in water. In
order to have a water soluble preparation for pharmacological experiments, the tartrate of d-lysergic acid diethylamide was prepared.
2.2 Preparation of the Tartrate of d-Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD-25)

(For corresponding laboratory notes see annex II).
Equivalent quantities of d-lysergic acid diethylamide and
of tartaric acid were dissolved in 5 parts of methanol. After
mixing the two solutions, d-lysergic acid diethylamide tartrate (LSD-25) crystallized as white long needles, m.p. 198 200° (decomp.), [a]¥,° =+30° (c=1*in H20) of the composition:
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LSD is easily soluble in water. The free base as well
tartrate of d-lysergic acid diethylamide, like all lyseracid
derivatives, are very sensitive to light and oxidizing
gic
agents. All preparations must be stored carefully protected
from light and from the oxygen of the air, to prevent them
from being destroyed within a very short time.
as the

PREPARATION OF l-LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYL
AMIDE AND ITS TARTRATE (l-LSD) AND OF 1-ISO
LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE

3.

The preparation of these stereoisomers of LSD, which
differ from the latter by the configuration at the asymmetric
carbon atoms 5 and 8 (see formulae of fig 4) was carried out
by the same procedure as described in section 2.1., but using
1-isolysergic acid hydrazide instead of d-isolysergic acid hydrazide as starting material (10).

l-Isolysergic acid diethylamide : m.p. 182°C., (decomp.) [a]?5° =-219° (c=0.5 in pyridine)
l-Lysergic acid diethylamide: m.p. 80 - 85°C., [¢=]'i‘,°
=-17° (c=0.5 in pyridine)

L-Tartrate of 1-lysergic acid diethylamide(l-LSD) :LTartaric acid was used for the formation of this salt which
crystallized from methanol as white, water soluble needles,
C0mpOSiti0I1 (C20H25ON3)2-C4H6O6-2CH3OI-I

m-p- 200°C. (decomp.),

mi,“

=-30° (¢= 1.0 in H2 0).

The stereoisomers of LSD, i.e. d-isolysergic acid diethylamide, and the above described 1-LSD and 1-isolysergic acid diethylamide were tested in self-experiments by A.
Hofrnann (11). Doses as high as 500 mcg. did not elicit any
psychic symptoms, which means that these three stereoisomers are at least 20 times less active in humans than LSD.
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4. OTHER METHODS OF SYNTHESIS FOR THE PREPARATION OF LSD

Besides the azide method, used for the first synthesis
of LSD and of its stereoisomers, other processes for the production of amides of lysergic acid, which were likewise
suitable for the preparation of LSD were developed later.

A method published by Garbrecht (12) starts with the
lithium salt of d-lysergic acid, which is reacted in a solution
of dimethylformamide with S03 to give the mixed anhydride of lysergic acid and sulfuric acid. This mixed anhydride reacts with primary or secondary amines to give
the corresponding lysergic acid amides, e.g. lysergic acid
diethylamide.
The mixed anhydride of lysergic acid with triuoracetic acid is used as another active form of lysergic acid,
which reacts similarly with primary or secondary amines to
yield lysergic acid amides (13).

Furthermore, we have developed a procedure for the
preparation of LSD and other amides of lysergic acid which
consists in transforming lysergic acid into lysergic acid chloride hydrochloride which reacts at low temperature with an
excess of primary or secondary amines to give the corresponding hydrochlorides of the amides of lysergic acid (14).
5-

14C-LABELED LSD

For pharmacological experiments and metabolic studies
MC-labeled LSD was prepared (15). Starting with 114C'acet°nit1'i1'-%
14C-diethylamine was synthesized
which was condensed with d-lysergic acid azide to yield LSD
labelled with 14C in the amide side chain.

Distribution in the body and excretion were studied in
mice and in rats with the aid of this compound (16,17,18).
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MODIFICATIONS OF THE MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF LSD

6.

A substance highly active on psychic functions such
LSD offered new possibilities for the experimental study
of psychosomatic relationships. One of the pathways by
which psychophannacological research can gain insight into
psychosomatic relationships is provided by making modifications to the structure of a psychotropic agent and comparing the pharmacological effects of the various derivatives
with their psychic effects in human beings. This provides
correlations between biochemical, peripheral and central
effects on the one hand and psychic effects on the other.
This procedure was carried out and this line of research is
continuing in the case of LSD and its derivatives.

as

Besides the variations in the spatial arrangement of
the atoms at the asymmetric centers C-5 and C-8 already
described in section 3, we have modified the molecular struc-

ture of LSD in the following ways:
1. Variations in the acid amide residue R4
2. Saturation of the double bond in ring D
3. Substitutions in the ring system at positions 1,2,6,8 and
12.

6.1.

Variations in the Acid Amide Residue

A large number of amides of lysergic acid have been
prepared with different aims in mind. A series *-of alkanolamides were synthesised which can be regarded as modifications of the natural alkaloid ergonovine (syn. ergometrine) (10), the oxytocic principle of ergot (see formulae, fig.
2). The result of this line of research was the pharmaceutical preparation known under the brand name “Methergine"® which is probably the most used hemostatic in obstetrics. These modications which include mainly alkanolamides of lysergic acid, are not discussed here, nor are others
which were directed in goals other than variations of the
psychic activity of LSD.
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I
?

The unsubstituted mono- and dialkylamides of lysergic
acid, listed in Table I were prepared,using the azide method
of synthesis as described above (10), mainly in regard to
their CNS-activity as analogues of LSD.

The unsubstituted amides of d-lysergic acid and of
d-isolysergic acid, named also ergine and isoergine, were
first obtained as products of the alkaline hydrolysis of ergot
alkaloids (19), later by partial synthesis from lysergic acid,
and more recently also as naturally occurring alkaloids together with the corresponding N-(1-hydroxyethyl) amides
in the magic Mexican drug “ololiuqui” (5,6) and in ergot
of Paspalum grass (20).

Saturation of the Double Bond in Ring D
Catalytic hydrogenation of the double bond in position
9 - 10 of lysergic acid and isolysergic acid or their derivatives
gives rise to a new asymmetric center at C- 10, which means
that two isomers are formed, which are characterized by
number (I) and (II) (1,2).(See figure 7).
Corresponding stereoisomers are formed when the
double bond in position 9- 10 is saturated by addition of the
elements of water. This can be achieved by irradiation of
acid solutions of lysergic acid derivatives with UV-light.
The hydroxyl group takes the position at C-10 (12).

6.2.

6.2.1.

'Mq_t_i__qe_s__
dro Deni)

Hydrogenation of ergot alkaloids of the peptide type,
i.e. of ergotamine and of alkaloids of the ergotoxine

group, resulted in a remarkable change in pharmacological
properties of these alkaloids (21,22). It could be expected
that this would be also the case with LSD. We prepared,
therefore, the dihydro derivatives of LSD and its modifications as listed in Table II (10).

For the preparation of amides of d-dihydrolysergic acid
(I) the azide of d-dihydrolysergic acid (I) was reacted with
the respective amine and correspondingly the azide of dihydroisolysergic acid (I) was used for the synthesis of amides
of dihydroisolysergic acid (I) (10).
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6.2.2.

Lumi Derivatives

When a solution of LSD in diluted tartaric acid or
acetic acid was exposed to UV-light, addition of 1 molecule
of water at the double bond in position 9-10 occurred and
two isomers of lumi-LSD were formed (1,2).

Lumi-d-lysergic acid (I) diethylamide, C2()H2702N3
crystallizes from benzene in needles, m.p. 223° C.
(decomp., [a]%° =-29° (pyridine). Lumi-d-lysergic acid
(II) diethylamide separates from a mixture of chloroform
and methanol in crystals which melt with decomposition at
256°C. and show [<1]'I>° =-75° (Pyridine).

6.3.

2,3-Dihydro Derivatives

Whereas 9,10-dihydro compounds of lysergic acid and
of its derivatives are formed by catalytic hydrogenation with
hydrogen gas, 2,3-derivatives can be obtained by treating a
solution of lysergic acid amides in concentrated HCl with
zinc dust (23). A new asymmetric center is formed at C-3.
Of the two theoretically possible stereoisomers only one was
obtained, that with the hydrogen atom at C-3 in the betaposition. The structure of d-2,3-dihydrolysergic acid diethylamide, m.p. 133-135°C, with [a]?>°= -21° (CHCl3), is therefore
represented by the formula of figure 8.
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6.4.

Substitutions at Position

1

The hydrogen atom in position 1 of LSD was substituted by the following radicals: acetyl, methyl, hydroxymethyl and dimethylaminomethyl (24,25).

Acylation of LSD could be realized by treatment of the
free base of LSD in a solution of benzene, which contained
a small amount of trimethylamine, with ketene gas.
Hydroxymethylation of LSD was achieved by treating
a solution of LSD (free base) in acetic acid solution with an
excess of formaldehyde.

0

g_N,cH2cH3
\CH2CH3

~~

I

H

‘R-N

l

Figure 9.

n‘=cocH3

I

cu 2 on I

CH2N(CH3)2_ or-03
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1-Dimethylaminomethyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide
was formed by Mannich-reaction, when a solution of LSD
(free base) in glacial acetic acid was added with diethylamine
followed by formaldehyde.
1-Methyl-LSD was obtained by action of CH3I on a
solution of LSD (free base) in liquid ammonia, to which 1.4
equivalent of potassium had been added. By-‘products of
this reaction were small amounts of 8-methyl-d-(iso)lysergic
acid diethylamide and 1,8-dimethyl-d-(iso)lysergic acid diethylamide.
Some chemical and physical data of these derivatives
are listed in Table III.

1-Acetyl- and 1-hydroxymethyl-LSD are stable in
moderately acid solution, but are very easily hydrolyzed
under alkaline conditions. 1-Dimethylaminomethyl-LSD
is resistant to hydrolysis in diluted alkaline or acid solutions
at room temperature, but is hydrolyzed when these solutions
are heated. According to the well known rule that N -alkyl
bonds are stable, the 1- and 8-methyl derivatives of LSD can
not be demethylated even under strong hydrolytic conditions, which lead to hydrolysis of the diethylamide group.
6.5.

Substitutions at Position 2

Substitution of the hydrogen atom at position

2

pro-

duces strong alterations in the pharmacological properties
of ergot alkaloids and, what could be expected, therefore,
also of LSD. The most important change in position 2 of

LSD is the introduction of halogen, especially of bromine.
Specific bromination at position 2 could be effected by using
N-bromosuccinimide as brominating agent in a solution of
dioxane. N,N-Dibromohydantoin, N-bromoacetamide or
N-bromophthalimide were also used, but with less satisfactory results. 2-Iodo-LSD was prepared in an analogous
reaction with N-iodo-succinimide (26).
2-Bromo-lysergic acid diethylamide (2-Br-LSD, R2 =
Br in formula fig. 6), C201-I2 4ON3 Br, crystallizes from ether
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as needles, m.p. 120- 127°. C.,

with specific rotation

[ix]?

=

+15° (pyridine). 2-Br-LSD, a strong and specific antagonist to serotonin, as an experimental drug, is also known
with the label BOL-148.
2-Iodo-lysergic adid diethylamide (2-I-LSD, R2 =I
in formula fig. 6), C20H24 ON3 I, separates from beniene
in two crystalline modifications, needles with m.p. 133138° C. or polyhedric crystals with m.p. 206-208°C., specific
rotation [<1]?-,° =+22° (Pyridine)-

Bromine was also introduced into 1-methyl-d-lysergic
acid diethgllamide, yielding 1-methyl-2-bromo-LSD (R1 =
CH3, R =Br in formula fig. 6), C 2 1 H 2 6 ON4 Br,
[ulb ' =+31° (pyridine). The free base did not crystallize,
but the tartrate separated from acetone as needles with m.p.
189- 190°C.

The hydrogen atom in position 2 could also be substituted by sulfur, by linking two LSD molecules by an -S-S
bridge (1) resulting in a compound with the following charac=-1020° (pyteristics: C40 H48 N6 O2 S2 , [<»1?>°
ridine), m.p.182-184°C.
Furthermore, the 2 positions of LSD is involved in
metabolic transformations which occur with liver microsomes of the guinea pig (see section 7).
6.6.

Substitutions at Position 6 and Demethylation at N6

Demethylation of the nitrogen atom at position 6 could
be achieved by a von Braun reaction (27,28). In the first
step, the methyl group of LSD was replaced by a cyano
group radical (R 3 =CN in formula fig. 6), wlgich by saponification gave rise to an urea compound (R =CONH2 in
formula fig. 6). This was treated with NaNO2 to yield
N6 -demethyl d-lysergic acid diethylamide, (R3 =1-1 in formula fig. 6)- N 6-demethyl-LSD separates from ethylace[a]¥,° =+21°
tate in colorless needles, m.p. 185-186°C.,
(pyridine ) .
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TABLE

III

Derivatives of LSD with Substitution at Position

Derivative
1-acetyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide
1-acetyl-d-lysergic acid monoethylamide
1-hydroxymethyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide
1-dimethylaminomethyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide
1-methyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide
1-methyl-d-lysergic acid monoethylamide
1-methyl-d-lysergic acid pyrrolidide
8-methyl-d-(iso)lysergic acid diethylamide
1,8-dimethyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide

Formula

1

m. p. °Ci

[on ] 2 O

(decomp-)

D
(pyridine)

C22H2702N 3

amorph.

.

14°

C2()H23O2N3
C21H27O2N3

218-220

.

40°

164-166

C23]-132()N4

amorph.
amorph.

+ 23°
+ 15°
+ 20°

185-186

-

C21H27()N3
C19H23ON3
C21H250N3
C21H27QN3
C22H29()N3

am0rph_

213.214
132.133

4°
+ 27°

+ 120°
+ 96°

0-I
CO

Q9
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6.7.

Substitution at Position 12

Treatment of d-2,3-dihydrolysergic acid diethylamide
with potassium-nitros0-disulfonate resulted
in dehydrogenation at C-2-C-3 and oxidative hydroxylation
at position 12 (23). 12-Hydroxy-d-lysergic acid diethylamide
(R 5 =OH in formula fig. 6) is very sensitive to oxidation
even by the oxygen of the air. Its salts are more stable.
It was therefore isolated and characterized in the form of
its acid tartrate. 12-Hydroxy-d-lysergic acid diethylamide
bitartrate melts at 155-160°C. and shows [a]?,“ =+18°
(ethanolzwater = 9:1).
(see section 6.3.)

7.

METABOLITES OF LSD

In vitro studies with guinea pig liver

microsomes
showed that LSD is transformed into 2-oxo-2,3-dihydro-LSD
(29), a metabolite that does not possess LSD-like activity in
the CNS.

This metabolite was also prepared by chemical means
(30). When a solution of LSD in tartaric acid was treated
at room temperature with Ca (C10) 2 , 2-oxo-3-hydroxy-2,3dihydro-d-lysergic acid diethylamide (1) was formed in a
yield of about 30%. This compound was boiled for several
hours in dilute acetic acid solution with zinc dust, which resulted in reductive elimination of the hydroxyl group at
C-3, to give in low yield 2-oxo-2,3-dihydro-d-lysergic acid
diethylamide (2), identical with the metabolite. (seefig.10)
Quite different metabolites were observed when LSD
was administered intravenously to rats under urethane
anesthesia and the bile thereafter was collected through a
tubule. Two metabolites could be isolated from the bile in
crystalline form and were identified as glucuronides of 12hydroxy-LSD and its stereoisomer, 12-hydroxy-d-isolysergic
acid diethylamide (31). The synthetic preparation of 12hydroxy-LSD is described in section 6.7.
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IDENTIFI CA TION AND ESTIMA TION OF LSD

The analytical procedures for the identification and
determination of LSD are basically the same as those developed for ergot alkaloids in general.
F

<

K

All derivatives of lysergic acid give characteristic color
reactions based on the indole nature of lysergic acid. The
most important are those of Keller (_32) and of van Urk-Smith
(33,34). A solution of traces of>a
derivative‘

acid
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be used for quantitative determinations.

reaction

UV- and IR-spectra and spectrouorometry, very
often combined with chromatographic procedures, are also
employed for identification and estimation of ergot alkaloids
and other lysergic acid derivatives such as LSD (1).
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IDENTIFI CA TION AND ES TIMA TION OF LSD

The analytical procedures for the identification and
determination of LSD are basically the same as those developed for ergot alkaloids in general.

All derivatives of lysergic acid give characteristic color
reactions based on the indole nature of lysergic acid. The
most important are those of Keller (32) and of van Urk-Smith
(33,34). A solution of traces of a lysergic acid derivative
in glacial acetic acid, containing a small amount of FeCl 3,
when added with concentrated H 2 SO4 develops a brilliant
violet-blue color (Keller reaction). In the procedure of van
Urk-Smith a solution of p-dimethylamino-benzaldehyde in
diluted sulfuric acid containing traces of FeCl 3 is mixed
with an equal volume of the lysergic acid derivative in tartaric acid solution. A violet-blue color appears. Whereas
the Keller reaction is used mainly for qualitative identification, the van Urk-Smith reaction was standardized and can
be used for quantitative determinations.

UV- and IR-spectra and spectrouorometry, very
often combined with chromatographic procedures, are also
employed for identification and estimation of ergot alkaloids
and other lysergic acid derivatives such as LSD (1).
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8.1.

Identication and Determination of LSD in Narcotic

Seizures

Especially with regard to the illegal and clandestine
use of LSD, it was important to develop methods for the
detection and determination of LSD in the presence of other
controlled drugs such as heroin, barbiturates, amphetamines, etc. Since LSD is a very potent drug (normal dose
50-100 mcg), it was necessary to have microscale methods.
Valuable analytical procedures which make it possible to
detect and determine LSD on a microscale in narcotic seizures were described by Genest and Farmilo (35) and by Dal
Cortivo et al. (36). Both methods make use of thin layer
A method for
chromatography and spectrouorometry.
the detection of trace amounts of LSD, especially in sugar
cubes, was described by Radecka and Nigam (37) consisting
of hydrogenation of the extracted LSD and identification
and determination by gas chromatography and thin layer
chromatography of the hydrogenated product. Using gas
chromatography without hydrogenation, LSD could be detected and quantified by Katz et al.(38). Identification of LSD
by IR - spectrophotometry was described by Hale and Taylor
(39). Fluorometric characterisitics of some narcotic and
dangerous drugs including LSD were published by De Zan
et al. (40).
8.2.

Estimation of LSD Content in Biological Material

For the study of the distribution and metabolic fate
of LSD, special methods for its estimation in biological
material had to be worked out. Axelrod et al. (41) investigated the distribution and metabolism of LSD by determination of its content in plasma, cerebrospinal uid and various
organs, such as brain, liver, kidney, heart, etc., of different
species of animals using the very sensitive uorescence
spectrophotometric method. Persistence of LSD in the
plasma of human subjects was studied by Aghajanian and

7
1

r
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Bing (42), employing also uorescence spectrophotometry.
Plasma levels up to 8 hours after administration of the drug
could be traced. The half-life of LSD in human plasma was
calculated on the basis of these findings to by 175 minutes.
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ERGOT, the sclerotium of the fungus Claviceps purpurea,
which grows on the ears of rye and other hosts.
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INTRODUCTION
D-Lysergic acid diethylamide or LSD has remained the
most potent psychotropic derivative of lysergic acid and its
profound and unique ability to induce changes in mood and
perception has encouraged many scientists to study its
mode of action in the central nervous system (CNS). This
goal has, however, proved to be an elusive one, in harmony
with most of our attempts to explain brain mechanisms.
But the study of LSD has helped to open many new teclmical
and theoretical avenues, resulting in an increased awareness
of macromolecular interactions in the brain and supplying
much needed speculation about the aetiology of disease
afflicting the CNS. The LSD molecule has played many
roles in its short and notorious history. It has been a tool
in the hands of the pharmacologist, a substance of unusual
power and specificity inducing remarkable effects in the
brain and offering a irtatious promise ofa quick explanation
for its mode of action. It has been a clinical tool which is
now rejected in toto except maybe in the case of the tenninally ill. Finally, LSD has been a drug of abuse and it has
fallen upon the shoulders of science to estimate its potential
danger and provide solid information regarding its human
pharmacology.
The discovery was anteceded by and resulted from
the extraction and study of the ergot alkaloids, a family of
compounds from a fungus named ergot (1). The subsequent
synthesis of many lysergic acid congeners including LSD-25
in 1938 was then followed by the isolation of other lysergate
alkaloids from ololiuqui, an Aztec psychedelic preparation
from the seeds of Rivea corymbosa (2). In the early fifties,
yet another class of comparable alkaloids was discovered in
Japan in the fungus Clavine (3).
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THE ERGOT ALKALOIDS
Throughout history the contaminating presence of ergot, particularly in rye bread, has been responsible for widespread and disastrous outbreaks of so-called ergotism. The
convulsive and gangrenous effects of this infected grain
killed and maimed countless people and animals, remaining
a scourge of the European peasantry until modern times (2).
However, the effects of ergot in inducing pains of the uterus
were noted as early as the sixteenth century and it became
a valuable tool in European midwifery.
In 1906 Dale (4) using an ergotoxine preparation as
extracted by Barger and Carr (5) demonstrated the tonic
effects of ergot on the uterus. He also observed the inhibitory action of ergot on the autonomic nervous system and
its antagonism to the action of adrenaline. It was Stoll
in 1918 who finally isolated a pure crystalline substance from
ergot which he named ergotamine (6) and thus the chemistry
of the ergot alkaloids began seriously.
Ergot alkaloids have proved to be a veritable gold
mine of pharmacological information and application. They
have a broad range of effects on the body including a direct
effect on smooth muscle, resulting in uterine contraction
and vasoconstriction and they also have slight pressor
effects and decrease limb blood flow. Additionally, they
interfere with serotonergic and adrenergic mechanisms in
the periphery and in some cases inuence various functions
of the central nervous system (7). The remarkable picture
painted by this family is such that with only small changes
in the molecule, the pharmacological properties may be
drastically altered or negated throughout the spectrum of
effect.

Simple amides of lysergic acid form a small proportion of the ergot alkaloids and include lysergic acid amide,
lysergic acid methylcarbinolamide, and Ergometrine or
lysergic acid propanolamide, known in the United States as
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Ergonovine (Figure 1). In 1935 four independent laboratories discovered ergonovine (8, 9, 10, 11) and later its structure was elucidated by Jacobs and Craig (12) and subsequently synthesized by Stoll and Hofmann (13). It turned
out to be one of the most interesting ergot alkaloids because
of its effect on the uterus. Ergonovine is perhaps the least
toxic natural ergot alkaloid. It is somewhat unique in that
almost all of its effects are concentrated on the uterus with
negligible adrenergic or central involvement and may
therefore be used clinically to reduce the risk of uterine
hemorrhage after childbirth.
The majority of the ergot alkaloids are in fact peptide
derivatives (Figure 2) and when hydrolysed they give up
lysergic acid, two amino acids, and an alpha-keto acid and
ammonia (14). One of the amino acids is always proline
and the other can be phenylalanine, leucine or valine. The
alpha-keto acids may be pyruvic or dimethyl pyruvic acids.
Three of these alkaloids are known to give up dimethyl pyruvic acid and in 1943, Stoll and Hofmann (15) identified them
as ergocristine, ergokryptine and ergocornine. It was combinations of these three which Barger and Carr (5) had called
ergotoxine in 1906; therefore we now refer to ergocristine,
ergokryptine and ergocomine as the ergotoxine group.
There are also two alkaloids, which give up pyruvic acid
and correspond in their variable amino acid to ergocristine
and ergokryptine These are ergotamine and ergosine. Although their structural formulae were proposed in 1951
(16) it was not until 1961 that this was confirmed by the
total synthesis of ergotamine (17). Ergotamine is a truly
representative member, for it has maximum contractile
effects on the uterus and on the blood vessels, acts on.the
vasomotor center of the brain, and reduces adrenergic activity (18). Behavioral effects are only noted at very large
and toxic doses. Its clinical application could therefore
be as a hemostatic in obstetrics and in migraine as a vasoconstrictor. It is also a sympathicolytic and as such, has
numerous other clinical possibilities. It has diverse effects
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on the cardiovascular system because, as well as causing
peripheral adrenergic blockade, it is also a direct vasoconstrictor and depresses the vasomotor center in the CNS.
The only clinical use for ergotamine at present is in the
treatment of migraine headache and the reasons for its remarkable therapeutic success in this condition are not well
understood (19). It is thought that migraine is due to abnormal pulsations in brain arteries and ergotamine is able
to reduce the intensity of these pulsations. Ergotamine
is very often combined with caffeine in this use as caffeine
potentiates the effects, again by unknown mechanisms. It
should be remembered that the gangrene found in ergotism
is caused by the presence of ergotamine and other derivatives producing peripheral vasoconstriction and concomitant damage to the capillary endothelium. A synthetic
derivative also used in the prophylactic treatment of migraine is 1-methyl-methylergonovine or 1-methyl-d-lysergic
acid butanolamide known as Methysergide (20). This is
a useful compound for it is a very potent anti-5HT agent
and has no adrenergic properties. It has no vasoconstrictive or pressor effects and a very low toxicity.

The peptide alkaloids ergocristine, ergokryptine, and
ergocornine have effects similar to ergotamine but they are
extremely toxic and have not achieved much clinical attention. There is another synthetic alteration which has
featured in the clinical pharmacology of these drugs. The
C9 -C10 double bond may be selectively saturated producing
dihydro analogs of all these natural derivatives. For example, the dihydrogenated versions of the ergotoxines are
very potent alpha-adrenergic blockers. They have almost
no effects on the uterus and their central effects are markedly
reduced. Mixtures of the dihydro derivatives’ of ergocristine, ergokryptine and ergocornine (dihydroergotoxine)
were widely used at one time for treating vascular disorders
and essential hypertension, but this has been largely discontinued because of the availability of other drugs. In large
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and toxic doses the ergot alkaloids induce vomiting, diarrhea, itching, coldness, weak rapid pulse, confusion and unconsciousness.

WHYDO WE STUDYLSD?
When LSD was first synthesized by Dr. Albert Hofmann in 1938, preliminary pharmacological studies indicated
a strong effect on the uterus and also a noticeable excitation
in some animals. In 1943 Hofmann accidently discovered
the hallucinogenic properties of LSD and Stoll (21) published
the first psychopharmacological evaluation in 1947. The
ergot alkaloids had always been a fascinating group of molecules because of their diversity of effects and unusual structure activity relationships but the profound psychological
effects of LSD and its equally amazing potency were to have
an even greater impact on the future course of biological and
social science.

As well as being an hallucinogen, LSD has been denoted as a “psychotomimetic” agent because its behavioral
effects are rather similar to many symptoms or experiences
of the psychotic. These cognitive and sensory changes are
particularly related to the disturbances of schizophrenia (22,
23,24). Thus the scientist has been stimulated to study
the pharmacology of LSD in the hope that the elucidation
of its mode of action in the brain might throw some light on
the etiology of mental illness. This quest is made all the
more intriguing because of the incredible potency of LSD,
suggesting a specific and direct mode of action, perhaps at
a receptor for some neurotransmitter in the brain. The
precision of this mode of action is particularly impressive
because of the 4 possible enantiomers of LSD, only one, the
(+)-isomer is active.The ability of some ergot alkaloids to
antagonize 5HT in smooth muscle exemplified by LSD as
one of the most powerful derivatives (25), has titillated the
imagination of neurobiologists to consider the drug as a
potential antagonist of 5HT receptors in brain. Therefore,
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theoretical framework was delineated for the
central action of LSD thus inuencing future research towards the study of interactions with 5HT. Moreover,
although we may not understand exactly how LSD affects
the brain there is no doubt that the discovery of LSD has
prompted a great deal of interest and investigation in neurobiology which might have never otherwise occurred.
a plausible

STR UCTURE -ACTIVITYRELA TIONSHIP FOR LSD

It was

Gaddum (26) in 1953 who first demonstrated
the ability of LSD to antagonize the effects of 5HT on the
isolated rat uterus. Fingl and Gaddum (27) also found that
ergotamine and dihydroergotamine had only a modest anti5HT effect compared to LSD. The most comprehensive
study of anti-5-HT potency for ergot alkaloids and lysergic
acid derivatives was published in 1958 by Cerletti and
Doepfner (28). They examined more than forty such compounds including mono- and di-substituted amides, cyclic
amides and 1- ,2- and 8-substituted derivatives of LSD.
These were synthesized by Stoll and Hofmann (29) and the
investigations were carried out at the Sandoz Ltd. pharmaceutical laboratories where LSD had been discovered. The
criterion used by Cerletti and Doepfner in judging pharmacological potency was 5HT antagonism, based on the blockade of 5HT induced contractions in isolated rat uterus.
Cerletti and Doepfner made further comparisons of the anticholinergic and anti-5HT specificity of these compounds.
This work represents by far the most comprehensive investigation of structure-activity relations for LSD derivatives
to date. A scale where the potency of LSD equals 100 is
used to describe the relative anti-5HT structure activity
data (Fig. 3).
Of all the five disubstituted amides in Figure 3, LSD
was found to be the most potent. The diethylamide seems
to be a best fit for the steric requirements at the receptor,
and shorter or longer alkyl groups give rise to a marked re-
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duction in effect. In addition, they found that the diisopropyl derivative had a lower activity than the dipropyl
amide. This may indicate that this region of the binding
site for these compounds is not complementary to branched
chains.

The monosubstituted amides in Figure 3 show considerably different properties than the disubstituted amides,
in that anti-5HT potency increases parabolically with increasing chain length. Pentylamide, the most potent congener, had a relative potency of 75 as compared to 100 for
LSD. Furthermore, as found in the disubstituted amides,
isopropylamide was considerably less potent than propylamide, again demonstrating the ineffectual branched chain.
The cyclic amide derivatives all possess an anti-5HT
ability of less than 10% the potency of LSD (Figure 3E).
Furthermore, there is a direct correlation between the size
of the ring and potency, with a smaller ring having lower
activity. Specifically, the pyrrolinid derivative has a
potency of 4.1, the pyrrolidid is 4.7 and the piperidid is 8.5.
This seems to form a correlation between increasing ring size
and anti-5HT potency. The double bond in the pyrrolinid
derivative is 1.39 angstrom as opposed to 1.54 angstrom
for the single bond in pyrrolidid, perhaps indicating that
alkyl groups provide a more potent anti-5HT response if
forced apart.
One of the more interesting compounds reported by
Cerletti and Doepfner is the morpholide derivative similar
to LSD with an oxygen bridge across the diethylamide.
This molecule has an anti-5HT potency of only 2, which can
be construed as indicating that wherever these compounds
interact to produce their effects, a lipophilic moiety substituted on the amide is more desirable. The presence of
the oxygen makes the substitution somewhat hydrophilic

and reduces potency.

Votava et al. (30) synthesized a series of monosubstituted cycloalkyl amide derivatives of lysergic acid and com-
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pared their various effects with those of LSD itself (Figure
3). They used isolated rat intestine rather than uterus
for anti-5HT testing so the comparability of these results
with those of Cerletti and Doepfner is questionable. Despite this, the monoalkyl derivatives give meaningful
structure-activity information. The cyclopropyl congener
has about 80% of LSD’s potency, but the cyclobutyl and
cyclopentyl derivatives are 130% as effective. The cyclohexyl
has about the same potency and the cycloheptyl is only
about 60% as potent as LSD-25. Other tests comparing
known LSD effects with those of the cycloalkyl derivatives
also showed that cyclobutyl and cyclopentyl derivatives had
the greatest potency. These included experiments to test
oxytocic and mydriatic properties in animals.
The above compounds represent an entire range of
synthetic amide substituted derivatives of lysergic acid.
~

It seems

that of the various substituents, the diethylamide
(LSD) itself is one of the best anti-5HT compounds. The
increasing potency of longer mono-substituted amines might
be explained by a tendency for the chain to bend or fold back
on itself. This view is further supported by the fact that
the piperidid derivative is the most potent of the closed
ring substitutions.
The cyclic amide derivatives are considerably less
potent than LSD perhaps indicating that in LSD, the diethyl
groups may assume a different conformation than is available with the closed ring structure. Also, the conformation
of the piperidid derivative having a six membered ring, may
be more akin to the diethylamide but this similarity is
negated by the presence of the oxygen atom in the morpholide analog.
The effects of substituents in positions other than the
amide nitrogen have been investigated by Cerletti and
Doepfner. These studies have been concerned with the 1and 2-positions of the indole ring and the 8-position adjacent
to the amide carbons.

For the 1-substituted LSD derivatives, in some cases
the anti-5HT potency is increased when compared to LSD.
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1-Acetyl LSD gives 210% of the LSD response and the 1methyl derivative has 368%. However, 1-hydroxymethyl
and 1-carbanilido LSD are considerably less potent than
LSD itself. The decrease in the potency of the 1-carbanilido derivative is probably related to its greater bulk. The
electronic aspects are inconsistent in that both the acetyl
and the carbanilido moieties would have strong effects on
the indole ring yet give rise to marked differences‘ in potency.
The 2-substituted derivatives also show considerable
anti-5HT activity. In particular, the 2-bromo LSD (BOL)
is slightly more potentthan LSD itself, but the 2-iodo and
2-dimethylaminomethyl derivatives are much less active.
These values seem to reect a decreasing effect with the size
of the substituent in the 2-position, but the difference between BOL and the 2-iodo derivative is difficult to explain
in terms of steric aspects alone. It is quite possible that
differences in the electronic structure of the indole ring may
be a factor. The drop in potency for the 2-dimethylaminomethyl derivative could be mitigated by steric effects, more
in line with structure-activity data for other substitution

locations.

Cerletti and Doepfner report that the addition of a
methyl group to the C8 position of LSD also results in decreased potency. This further indicates the importance
of stereochemistry for the potency of these compounds.
The most striking compound which they report is 1methyl-2 -bromo-LSD. This compound has 533% of LSD’s
antagonistic properties on uterine contraction and seems
to represent a hybrid of the large increase in potency induced by 1 -methyl-LSD and the slight increase in potency
caused by BOL. Unfortunately, there has been little subsequent investigation of this compound.

A remarkable feature of LSD and some of its derivatives is their specificity towards the 5HT receptor. Contraction of the rat uterus can be induced by acetylcholine
as well as serotonin, yet LSD blocks 5HT induced contrac-
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tion at less than 1/5000 the dosage required to antagonize
acetylcholine. In addition, LSD is known to have little, if
any, effect on histamine, epinephrine or norepinephrine.
Cerletti and Doepfner supply data on the antagonism of
acetylcholine induced contraction as compared to 5HT induced contraction for a number of different LSD derivatives.
The disubstituted amides (Fig. 3) increase in anti-acetylcholine potency as the alkyl groups become larger but only
beginning to rise at the propyl derivative. The same relationship is also present for the monosubstituted amides shown in
Fig. 3B. The ratio of anti-5HT potency to anti-acetylcholine
potency increases upto the ethyl substituted amides and
then decreases. This initial increase in specificity is primarily
due to increased 5HT effect rather than a decrease in acetylcholine antagonism. A molecular explanation for the increase
in acetylcholine antagonism with an increasing alkyl chain
size is difficult to find considering the fact that acetylcholine
blocking agents are generally molecules containing a quaternary ammonium or some positively charged group with a
hydrogen bond acceptor about 5.9 angstroms distant (46).
It may be that the protonated N6 nitrogen mimics the quaternary nitrogen found in acetylcholine agonists and antagonists. The amide oxygen could assume an orientation
allowing it to act as. a hydrogen bond acceptor.
The 1- and 2-substituted LSD derivatives which have
been tested all show a somewhat larger anti-acetylcholine
effect than LSD. However, despite the increased antiacetylcholine potency, over four times that of LSD, the 5HT
specificity is actually greater than that for acetylcholine.

The peripheral effects of LSD, as have been described,
are fairly well known, especially relating to 5HT antagonism. LSD derivatives have been completely investigated
for their effects on uterine and intestinal contraction but
unfortunately, the psychotropic effects have not been so
thoroughly studied. Major differences have been revealed
between the CNS and peripheral actions of some of these
substances.
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The mechanism of action for hallucinogens on the CNS
are generally explained in terms of that entity dened as
a “receptor” which is believed to interact with the compound
to produce the effect. The molecular nature of this receptor
still remains to be defined -- whether it is a protein, nucleic
acid or something else. However, ever since Gaddum performed his first experiments on the anti-5HT activity of
LSD, it has been assumed that LSD interacts in some way
with synaptic 5HT receptors in the brain.
Some of the structure-activity characteristics of LSD
derivatives on the CNS parallel those on the peripheral
system (Table I). For substitutions on the amide, the
diethyl derivative (LSD) is the most potent hallucinogen.
Smaller or larger alkyl groups abolish or have lesser potency
(47). Lysergic acid morpholide has a lower potency than

LSD, a phenomenon perhaps related to restriction in chain
mobility (32) in line with the decreased potency of the morpholide derivative in antagonizing the action of 5HT on the
uterus. One surprising difference in the two systems,
however, is quantitative. Whereas lysergic acid morpholide
has only 2% of LSD’s potency on the uterus, it has 11% of
LSD’s psychotropic potency. In addition, whereas the
potency of the morpholide is less than pyrrolid in the uterus
it has about twice the hallucinogenic potency.
Little work on the hallucinogenic properties of the
monosubstituted amides has been done, although the monoethylamide has been tested. This compound shows approximately 10% of the hallucinogenic potency of LSD in
close agreement with the effects found in the uterus.
Of more interest are the 1- and 2-substituted LSD
derivatives. The 1-acetyl LSD derivative has 91% of LSD’s
potency, the 1-methyl derivative has 36% of LSD’s potency
and the 1-hydroxymethyl derivative is 66% as active. This
is a somewhat lower potency than the relative data for the
uterus but the 1-substituted derivatives do show some hallucinogenic effects.
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The 2-substituted derivatives of LSD are most unusual
in that they show almost no hallucinogenic potency (33).
2-Bromo-LSD (BOL) has a sedative effect on the CNS (34)
and actually antagonizes the effect of LSD by partially or
completely reducing its hallucinogenic potency (35). This
stands in marked contrast to the effects of LSD on the uterus
where BOL, like LSD is a powerful serotonin antagonist.
However, the fact that BOL acts as a sedative at very low
doses and actually antagonizes the effects of LSD is an indication that it does penetrate the central nervous system.

LSD remains to be the most potent hallucinogenic
derivative of lysergic acid.
OTHER HALL UCINOGENS RELA TED TO LSD
The hallucinogenic drugs, of which LSD is by far the
most potent, form a unique pharmacological category and
may be defined rather naively as substances whose primary
effects are to produce hallucinations. They fall into Lewin’s
subcategory of “phantastica” of which he writes:

“....miraculous thaumaturgic agents combined with religious
and superstitious ideas have been highly esteemed and
utilized in past days, and are still so used by some peoples
at the present time. This we can understand when we know
their properties, the properties of evoking sense-illusions in
a great variety of forms, of giving rise in the human soul as
if by magic to apparitions whose brilliant, seductive, perpetually changing aspects produce a rapture which is incessantly renewed and in comparison with which the perceptions
of consciousness are but pale shadows. Harmonious vibrations of sounds beyond all human belief are heard, phantasms appear before men’s eyes as if they were real, always
desired but never attained, offered to them as a gift from
almighty God. These properties explain why many of these
substances have been and are used for illegal purposes”. [36]
There are of course many types of drugs which give
rise to hallucinations but the special class of so-called “hallucinogens” produce this effect as their most prominent
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Other agents may induce hallucinosis as a
secondary product of their toxic effects on metabolism or as
a feature of what may be called delirium. In delirium there‘
is a state of confusion, a loss of contact with the enviromnent
and little subsequent recall of the hallucinatory experience.
Lately Brawley and Duffield (37) have classified the anti-
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cholinergic drugs including atropine, ditran and phencyclidine in this category of deliriants. The category which
we call true hallucinogens, compounds neither poisonous nor
giving rise to delirium but marked for their primary hallucinogenic effect, would contain at least the following:
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( 1). Mesacline (3,4,5-trimethoxyphenylethylamine) and
other derivatives of phenylethylamine and phenyliospropylamine (amphetamine), for example, 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenylisopropylamine (DOM).
(2). Derivatives of tryptamine including dimethyltryptamine (DMT),
bufotenine (5-hydroxy-N,Ndimethyltryptamine) and psilocin (4-hydroxy-N,Ndimethyltryptamine).
(3). Derivatives of lysergic acid, for example LSD

There are some other possible candidates for hallucinogenic status which are of uncertain definition. A series
of beta-carbolines known as harmine, harmaline and tetrahydroharmin are found in a plant Banisteropis in South
America and ingested in a native drink called Ayahuasca.
These molecules are related to the hallucinogenic tryptamines because alkylamines can be converted to beta-carbolines by ring closure. They have several other botanical
origins some of which are accompanied by tryptamine derivatives but knowledge of their pharmacology is sparse and
little can be said concerning their central effects. The same
is true for Ibogaine, from an African tree root Tabernathe
iboga. Its effects are uncertain and its structure is not
closely related to the other hallucinogens. In addition,
marihuana or Cannabis sativa and amphetamine deserve
some mention because they are so popular pharmaca and
are sometimes said to be hallucinogenic. However, Cannabis or its active component delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol
are primarily euphoriant and probably only hallucinogenic
in the deliriant sense. Amphetamine is certainly not hallucinogenic in single doses; not even in large quantities, but
repeated use can bring on a true paranoid psychosis accompanied by auditory and visual hallucinations. Several well
controlled laboratory experiments using human volunteers
have verified this syndrome of amphetamine abuse (38,39,
40) and it offers what is probably the best drug induced
model for schizophrenia.
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The model hallucinogens, the phenethylamines, tryptamines and lysergates are all the more interesting because,
as will be described, they seem to have a lot in common regarding their biological function and may be involved in
specific interactions with receptor macromolecules in the
brain. It is noteworthy that the alkylamine family accounts
for most of the putative neurotransmitters and the psychoactive drugs which supposedly interfere with neurotransmitter function. This similarity between drugs, particularly
the hallucinogens, and the biogenic amines, has suggested
that schizophrenia may be caused by an abnormally overactive methylating system producing psychotoxic methylated derivatives of normally occurring amines. Such a
molecule could be related to mescaline if derived from the
catecholamines, for methylation of the 3- and 4-hydroxy
groups of dopamine produces 3,4-dimethoxyphenylethylamine (41). Alternatively, 5-hydroxytryptamine (5HT)
could be N-dimethylated to give bufotenine (42), or tryptamine may be similarly converted to N ,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT). The latter hypothesis is made increasingly
plausible by the fact that both animal and human tissues
including brain contain O- and N-methylating enzymes for
5HT (43). More recently, tryptamine has been found in rat
and human brain along with enzymes which convert it to
mono- and dimethyltryptamine (44). Unfortunately for the
process of explanation, the brain does not contain any
molecules closely related to LSD but the bottom half of LSD
is an indole nucleus as in 5HT and the side chain of 5HT
could correspond to another part of the LSD structure. It
is easy to accept this when we bear in mind the tremendous
anti-5 HT potency of LSD. Snyder (45,46,47) was the first
to explore these molecular interrelationships between the
hallucinogens in any detail when he suggested that the potency of an hallucinogen might depend upon how closely
it mimicked the structure of LSD. This theory implies that
hallucinogenic derivatives of mescaline, DMT and LSD all
act at the 5HT receptor in brain. Differences in potency
would reect the fact that the larger molecules will fill up
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relative to an aromatic ring system. The aromatic ring
itself would of course be mandatory. Another requirement
is an oxygen or nitrogen atom corresponding to the N1 or
indole nitrogen of tryptamine. This could be satisfied by
a 5-methoxy substitution in phenylethylamine derivatives.
Chothia and Pauling suggested that this property would
not be essential but might increase potency. Similarly,
they indicated that another nonessential factor in potency
might be related to a point of electron density corresponding
to the 9-10 double bond in LSD. That would be the 4-OH
group of psilocin or a 2-methoxy group in phenylethyl-

I

5
1

L
:1

amines.
The composite picture then, is that the phenylethylamine derivatives mimic the A ring of LSD and the tryptamines make up the A and B rings. The charged side chain
nitrogen atoms do not curl around to form another ring, but
are maximally extended to act like the N6 of LSD (Fig. 5).
A number of X-ray crystallographic studies (51,52,49) now
lend support to this configuration, if one can believe that
structure in the solid state has relevance to preferred conformation in vivo. There are several other types of experiments which support the concept of a common mode of
action for the hallucinogens perhaps related to the central
effects of 5HT.
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(I) Smythies et al. (53) have shown that a molecule
similar to the isolated D-ring of LSD, as would be approximated by 1-methyl-1,2,5,6-tetrahydropyridine-3-N,N-diethylcarboxamide (THPC), blocked the behavioral effects of LSD
(Fig. 6, I and II). This compound, though itself inactive,
also potentiated the effects of mescaline, for the combination
of these two molecules on the receptor could reconstruct the
configuration of LSD. These data also satisfy the requirements of a protein receptor model for 5HT as defined by
Smythies (54).
(II) Aghajanian et al. (55) have demonstrated that
2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine (DOM), DMT and
LSD injected systemically, will inhibit the firing of 5HT
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neurons in the serotonin-rich raphe nucleus while many other
psychoactive compounds do not.

(III)

Cross-tolerance has been demonstrated between
hallucinogenic derivatives of LSD, tryptamine and mescaline
(56,57,58). However, there is no cross-tolerance between
these compounds and tetrahydrocannabinol (59) or amphetamine (60).

(IV) The LSD molecule has two: asymmetric centers
one of the 4 possible enantiomorphs is active,
only
and
namely (5R;8R)-(+)-LSD. In the case of amphetamine,
the central effects are largely produced by the S-(+) stereoisomer. In contradistinction to this, Benington et al. (61)
have recently shown that the R(-) form is the most potent
isomer of ring substituted hallucinogenic amphetamines
(Fig. 6, III,IV). In comparing the structural similarities
of hallucinogenic amphetamines to LSD, it could be postulated that the R(-) phenylisopropylamine isomer has the
same absolute conguration as the C5 position of LSD, i.e.
(5R;8R). The fact that R(-) DOM is much more potent
than S( + ) DOM is explained by pointing out that R( -) DOM
and (+ )-LSD have the same conformation at their common
asymmetric center. These results also implicate separate
mechanisms of action for the hallucinogenic ring-substituted
amphetamine and amphetamine itself for their respective
effects are mediated by opposite isomers.
(V) A substituent in the 2-position of LSD renders the
molecule inactive. Bradley and Johnston (62) have shown
that 2-substitution in an hallucinogenic tryptamine has the
same effect indicating that both molecules have properties
in common and may act at the same site.
(VI) Just as one-ring psychotomimetics may impersonate the A ring of LSD, and tryptamines the A and B
rings, there is another class of compound which might correspond to the A and C rings of LSD. This moiety is called
2-aminotetralin and its significance to the activity of LSD
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was suggested by Marini-Bettolo et al. (63) more than 20
years ago. Barfknecht et al. (64) have tested 2-aminotetralin and 2-amino-5,8-dimethyoxy tetralin and found them
to have effects in animals comparable to the hallucinogens.
These derivatives and others will play an important role in
elucidating the central effects of LSD.
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From these diverse findings it may be argued that the
types of hallucinogens under consideration have something
in common, most probably involving their structural similarity. Unfortunately, mescaline also has profound effects
on the neuromuscular junction, where transmission is
mediated by acetylcholine (ACh). Schopp et al. (65) originally demonstrated the curare like action of mescaline on the
dog neuromuscular junction, and Webb and Farquarson
(66) found the same type of activity on isolated electroplax
cells from the electric eel which are known to be well supplied
with ACh receptors. They reported that mescaline blocked
the postsynaptic potential in these cells whereas LSD did
not. Mescaline did not, however, alter the action potential
but LSD did. Webb and Farquarson point out that in this
respect LSD had a slight local-anaesthetic effect and they
remark that, like procaine and dibucaine, LSD has a diethyl
nitrogen. As in the case of the local anaesthetics, altering
the diethyl-substitution drastically reduces the potency of
LSD. It is also noted that mescaline is very similar to part
of the structure of tubocurarine and this may account for its
curare like effects. In fact, the tubocurarine molecule is
related not to mescaline but to N,N-dimethyhnescaline which
is known to be inactive as an hallucinogen (67). Therefore,
because of these anticholinergic properties, mescaline may
exert its central effects by interfering with acetylcholine
rather than, or as well as 5HT receptors in the brain. The
special case of mescaline is further highlighted by the fact
that mescaline is the least potent of all the hallucinogens, as
much as 100 times less active than some of the ring substituted amphetamines. Also, it has been shown that the
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particular pattem of ring substitution in mescaline derivatives bears no relation to the effects produced by the same
ring substitution in amphetamine. For example, 2,4,5-trimethoxyphenylisopropylamine is by far the most potent
trimethoxylated ring derivative of amphetamine, yet 2,4,5trimethoxyphenylethylamine, the corresponding derivative
of mescaline, is totally inactive (68). As yet another example, we know that 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenylisopropylamine (DOM) is the most potent hallucinogenic amphetamine tested but 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenylethylamine is inactive (69).
Perhaps mescaline or the derivatives of phenylethylamine do not cause hallucinations by the same process as do
the ring-substituted amphetamines. It is conceivable that
mescaline may have to be excluded from the mode of action
common to LSD, the tryptamines and amphetamines. The
picture must not, however, be oversimplified, for amphetamine derivatives may have unique effects which raise their
level of potency above the phenylethylamines. Specifically,
amphetamines are more resistant to monoamine oxidase
than is mescaline and are metabolized via a different route.
In the rat, most amphetamine is excreted as the 4-hydroxy
congener. Therefore, substitution at this position in an amphetamine analog will interfere with enzymatic inactivation
and should have a profound inuence on potency.

I

THE LSD-N UCLEIC ACID NTERA CTI ON
The possibility that LSD might be a dangerous substance was powerfully reinforced in 1967 by the claim that
the drug caused chromosomal breaks both in humans and
animals (70). The genetic significance of these findings
has sometimes been questioned but the profound implications involved for the restriction of LSD usage has stimulated several investigators to study the molecular interaction
between LSD and genetic material in order to identify the
mechanism of chromosomal breakage.
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Yielding and Sterglanz (71) in 1968 usedauorometric
method to study LSD-DNA interactions and claimed that
the isomers of LSD could bind to DNA in vitro with a binding ratio of one drug molecule per base moiety in the DNA
chain. This complex of DNA and LSD in solution was indicated by changes in fluorescence and absorption spectra. It
was also found that RNA had no such effect. Although an
explanation for this phenomenon was not offered, it was
pointed out that such interactions might occur in vivo within
the cell nucleus at very low drug concentrations. The following year Wagner (72) presented evidence for a precise
mode of action of LSD in the induction of chromosomal
damage. This was based on the properties of the dye
ethidium bromide (73) which is thought to “intercalate” into
the DNA helix by stacking itself between the bases and
interacting ionically with the phosphate anion. He found
that LSD produced changes in circular dichroism (CD) spectra of calf thymus DNA, very similar to the effects of ethidium bromide. As LSD seems to possess the molecular
characteristics necessary to stack between the bases of
DNA, it was decided that intercalation had occurred causing
conformational changes and consequent spectral alteration.
Additionally, he postulated that the chromosomal breakage
might be due to the dissociation of histones from the DNA
by neutralization of the phosphate anions. This could
render the chromosomal DNA susceptible to enzymatic attack and subsequent breakage.
However, such lucid explanations of the coupling of
DNA and LSD have recently been challenged. The process
of intercalation may now be studied more directly by the
use of a covalently closed duplex DNA made up of twisted
circles. Intercalation with this DNA causes the duplex
and super twists to become unwound and the resultant
change may be quantified by measuring viscosity. Studies
by Smit and Borst (74) using this type of DNA found that
intercalation occurred with ethidium but was absent for LSD
throughout the range of concentrations studied by others.
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In addition, these authors were unable to replicate the DNA
spectral changes previously reported by Yielding and Sterglanz and by Wagner. Another recent study of the CD
spectra of DNA in the presence of LSD congeners (75) has
found no significant change, in fact less than 1% of the
difference reported by Wagner. As might be expected, the
CD spectra of ethidium bromide-DNA mixtures indicated
a strong interaction. The optical activity of t-RNA was
also unaffected by LSD.

With regard to actual chromosomal damage, for example in E. coli, it is now thought that LSD is inactive except at very high concentrations and under intense ultraviolet illumination. LSD alone seems incapable of DNA
phosphodiester bond breakage but is rendered active in the
presence of ultraviolet light (76). There is, of course, no conversion when DNA-LSD mixtures are kept in the dark.
Smit and Borst add a word of caution,“LSD-25 dependent photo-destruction of DNA could, therefore, contribute to chromosome damage in tissue culture experiments
and possibly in vivo”. As well as photo destruction, earlier
experiments may have been confounded by impure LSD,
by different salts and isomers of LSD, by inaccurate spectra
and by variation in buffering agents.
We may surmise that the biological foundations for
any chromosomal damage induced by LSD are in limbo.
Earlier experiments carried out in vitro have been questioned
and there is now little evidence to suggest that LSD causes
any conformational changes in DNA, which might result in
breakage. By the same token, there is no convincing data
to prove that LSD does not interfere with these macromolecules in vivo. There is a need for further work using
experimental animals of several species concerning the
genetic effects of LSD use during or prior to gestation. The
positive or negative findings from such studies would help
to reorient this controversy.
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It was naturally expected that LSD would have some
inuence on the biological functions of 5HT. Indeed, it
proved to be the most potent of all lysergic acid derivatives
in antagonizing the effects of 5HT in the rat uterus (28) and
was later shown to mimic the effects of 5HT on other biological preparations (77,78,79). Therefore, as the neurochemistry of biogenic amines progressed, a very popular
area of study developed around the interaction of LSD and
5HT metabolism in brain. The presence of 5HT-containing
neurons in various regions of the CNS strongly suggested
that 5HT had neuroregulatory or neurotransmitter functions. The net result of these studies to date is to indicate
that LSD decreases the tumover of 5HT (80) in brain.
There are many mechanisms which could give rise to a deceased turnover for this neurotransmitter. The drug could
simply interfere with the pre-synaptic release of 5HT, or
alternatively Anden et al. (81) have suggested a feedback
mechanism whereby the occupation of 5HT receptors by
LSD would trigger a reduction in 5HT synthesis. There is
little or no evidence to support this line of reasoning except
that a large number of studies using iontophoresis have
shown that LSD does have a post synaptic effect in 5HT
sensitive neurones of the central nervous system (82). The
recent work of “Couch (83) in this respect has shown that
units in the raphe nucleus, a brain area rich in 5HT containing neurones (84), are stimulated by the local iontophoretic application of 5HT. He was able to block the
effects of 5HT by applying LSD. Similarly, the excitation
of these neurones produced by electrical stimulation of the
reticular formation was also blocked by LSD.
THE CONCEPT OF THE CNS DR UG RECEPTOR
The neuro-receptor is a popular hypothetical construct
in the science of pharmacology. It refers to a macromole-
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cule of uncertain constitution located postsynaptically and
possessing an affinity for neurotransmitters. This molecular affinity is thought to be specific for the neurotransmitter
that is stored and released presynaptically at that particular
junctional complex. For example, we often speak of acetylcholine receptors, adrenergic receptors and 5-hydroxytryptamine receptors implying that there exists an acceptor
macromolecule complementary to the structures of these
amines. When the neurotransmitter is delivered across
the synapse, it couples with the receptor and induces some
conformational change, the net result being alteration in
membrane polarity associated with excitation or inhibition.
A complex chain of activity is initiated by the “recognition”
of the agonist by the receptor leading to a response. Activation of the enzyme adenyl cyclase to convert ATP into
cyclic AMP is thought to be an associated event, as is the
possible formation of “channels” in the area of the receptor
which selectively induces the passage of ions between the
cell and its environs (85). Cyclic AMP is capable of, in turn,
activating another enzyme, protein kinase (86), but the consequences of this are unknown. Here also may lie the seat
of memory, the molecular basis for information storage, or
alternatively some modification in synaptic function signifying learning. Science has a long and complex tale to

unravel at this point.
0

METHODS OF STUD YING RECEPTORS
One of the most fascinating areas of neurobiology is
the study of the chemical nature of the site of action for
neurotransmitters. A great deal of information has been
amassed about the molecular requirements for agonists and
antagonists in specific neurochemical pathways, but the
study of receptor macromolecules is only beginning. Many
investigators are now involved in the burgeoning field of
receptor extraction from biological tissue. After isolation,
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the macromolecules, generally thought to contain protein,
may be investigated in vitro for their ability to bind the
molecules for which they may be a target in situ. Altematively, such molecules may be introduced into an artificial
lipid bilayer where measurements of conductivity will actually quantify the conformational changes or formation of
ionic channels induced by the ionic drug binding (87,138). De
Robertis (85) has even hypothesized that electron microscopic studies of such receptor conglomerates show changes
in density indicative of the opening of channels ergo the
transmission of ions.
Other techniques are also invaluable in the detective
story of receptor architecture. The investigation of structure-activity relationships define the molecular groupings
and steric requirements necessary in order to stimulate or
antagonize receptor function in a biological preparation.
The complementary nature of the receptor in recognizing
only such specific configurations may then be deduced. For
example, the response of the acetycholine receptors at the
neuromuscular junction and autonomic ganglia has been
thoroughly investigated and the required structural parameters for agonists and antagonists are known in some detail, including the types of interactions involved and their
geometric interrelations.
The receptor may be examined further by the action
of various enzymes known to attack its putative chemical
constituents and thus alter its function. O’Brien et al. (88)
found that the receptor macromolecule which they extracted
was inactivated by chymotrypsin and trypsin but not by ribonuclease, neuraminidase or hyaluronidase. They also showed
that phospholipase C reduced activity by 48% but phospholipase D was without effect, so they concluded that their
“receptor” material was either a phospholipoprotein or a
mixture of protein and phospholipid.

Finally, specific affinity labels may be used to identify
reactive groups on the receptor and their location. Karlin
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and Winnik (89) using affinity labeling (maleimide derivatives) have produced evidence that the ACh receptor in
electroplax contains a disulphide bond some 9 A distant
from the negative site at which the onium head of ACh is
assumed to act.

LSD INTERACTIONS WITH RECEPTOR MA TERIAL
Speculation on the nature of the 5HT receptor has been
primarily based on the antagonistic effects of 5HT congeners
upon the isolated rat stomach strip (78) and on the heart of
the mollusc Venus mercenaria (77). Very few studies have
been carried out to determine the effects of different close
analogs of 5HT on biological systems for which 5HT is an
agonist. However, recent experiments by Berridge (79)
have demonstrated a most interesting and simple preparation for the study of the 5HT receptor. This is the isolated
salivary gland of the blowy Calliphora, which has been
shown to have a high degree of sensitivity and specificity
towards 5HT (90). The gland consists of a single layer of
homogeneous cells free from other types of tissue and its
response to 5HT is measured by the rate of salivary secretion. Measurements in nl/min increase more than forty
fold when a low concentration of 5HT is added to the bathing
medium. Studies of this preparation have produced similar
structure-activity properties to the other 5HT receptors
which have been found at neuromuscular junctions. After
testing many congeners, Berridge (79) established that 5HT
itself was the most potent agonist. Its activity was due to
the presence of a charged amine nitrogen on the ethylamine
side chain, located at an ideal distance from the indole
moiety. The presence of the indole was critical and could
not be equalled by other hydrophobic or hydrophilic attachments. A 5-hydroxy group on the indole was also maximally effective and it could not be substituted by another
group or at another position on the ring without considerable
loss of potency. The interaction between 5HT and its receptor would probably then involve at least three forces:
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An electrostatic bond between the positively charged
nitrogen atom on the side chain and an anionic site on the
receptor, (b) a hydrogen bond from the 5-OH group to the
receptor, (c) van der Waal’s attractions between the indole
ring and a complementary hydrophobic area of the receptor.
This receptor architecture is apparently an exact match for
its natural agonist, and any variation in the 5HT structure
had a reduced potency or gave rise to blocking of the receptor
without any response, a form of binding which although
attached to the receptor does not activate the receptor mech(a)

amsm.

It is certainly conceivable that the indole portion of
LSD and its N6 nitrogen, which would be charged at brain
pH, could easily correspond to the indole and side chain nitrogen of 5HT and thus mimic some of the functions of 5HT
at its receptor. More recently, X-ray crystallographic
studies have shown that the solid state conformation of the
hallucinogenic tryptamines (49) and LSD (51) are almost
exactly similar. 5HT itself has been shown to exist in two
separate conformations, only one of which has the side chain
extended with its nitrogen located as in LSD. The existence of these two structures reinforces the speculation that
there are at least two versions of the 5HT receptor with different pharmacological spectra of activity (91). Kier (92)
has considered these two 5HT receptors and suggested that
each one is sensitive to only one side of the 5HT molecule.
Chothia (93) has also claimed that the existence of two types
of acetylcholine response at the nicotinic and muscarinic receptors may similarly be explained by visualizing the presensation of either side of the acetylcholine molecule at
the active sites. However, the crystalline existence of
two forms of 5HT offers a more parsimonious explanation
of receptor function and may perhaps reect the presence
of only a receptor for the extended conformation in brain,
but a less selective recognition in the rest of the body.
Unfortunately, the relationship of LSD to 5HT receptors is not as specific as might be desirable to the theoret-
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ician. In 1906 Dale (4) had shown that ergot antagonized
the pressor effects of adrenaline and this is now thought to
be caused by the blockade of adrenergic alpha-receptors.
Dopamine is also known to be a stimulant at alpha-receptors
but there is considerable evidence to indicate the existence
of separate dopamine receptors in many biological systems
(94). These receptors have different functional properties
and are more pharmacologically selective than the alphaand beta-adrenergic receptors. There are good reasons why
we should consider the dopamine receptor in the discussion
of LSD action. Dopamine is probably a neurotransmitter
in the human brain, suggesting the existence of dopamine
receptors. The molecule itself is similar in structure to the
hallucinogen mescaline, but SAR studies of dopamine conict with our knowledge of mescaline derivatives. Goldberg
et al. (95) tested 45 derivatives of dopamine on dopamine
sensitive renal vasodilation in the dog. They found that
alpha-methyl dopamine was inactive whereas it is known
that alpha-methyl mescaline is a very potent hallucinogen.
The only active derivative of dopamine which they found
was N-methyl dopamine, often called epinine. Again it is
known that N -methyl mescaline is inactive whereas Nmethyl-alpha-methyl mescaline is very potent (96). However, Woodruff and Walker (97) have shown that dopamine
is an inhibitory transmitter in the brain of Helix aspersa and
their structure-activity data are very similar to the ndings
of Goldberg et al. They demonstrated the superior inhibition of dopamine in this respect as compared to adrenaline
and noradrenaline and they, too, found epinine to be the only
equal of dopamine. Additionally, they tested 3,4-dihydroxy
5-methoxyphenylethylamine (similar to mescaline which
is 3,4,5-trimethoxyphenylethylamine) and found that it was
an effective inhibitor of dopamine sensitive neurons, but
methoxylation of either the 3-or 4-hydroxy groups resulted
in inactivity. Therefore, the only acceptable substituents
allowable for an agonist to the hypothesized dopamine receptor are
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A terminal nitrogen either unsubstituted or with

1

methyl group.
(b) An hydroxy group on both the 3 and 4 positions of
the ring.
This preparation studied by Woodruff and his colleagues
is noteworthy because the neurones are sensitive to dopamine but unaffected by alpha-or beta-adrenergic stimulants.
However, they are excited by 5HT and the inhibitory properties of dopamine are powerfully antagonized by ergometrine (98). Woodruff et al. (99) have recently shown that
methysergide and LSD are also potent dopamine antagonists but ergometrinine, an isomer of ergometrine, was inactive. Therefore, these findings raise the possibility that one
of the central effects of LSD might be to act at dopamine
receptors. The anti-psychotic drugs haloperidol and chlorpromazine, which are also antidotes to the central effects
of LSD, are known to block many of the actions of dopamine
in mammalian tissue. These drugs also antagonize the
stereotyped behavior induced by amphetamine and this is
thought to involve dopaminergic pathways. Furthermore,
it has been postulated that the interactions of amphetamine
at dopamine synapses in brain may be responsible for so
called amphetamine psychosis, a paranoid state induced by
the abuse of amphetamine (100). The use of LSD itself may
give rise to prolonged psychosis (101).
The ability of aromatic molecules such as 5HT, dopamine or LSD to successfully interact with neuroreceptors
is thought to involve electron donation. This would imply
the formation of a pi-molecular complex with that part of
the receptor site which could act as an electron acceptor
(102). Such attachment is necessarily weak and should be
easily reversible. The use of molecular orbital (MO) theory
enables the calculation of such parameters as energy of the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) for these molecules. HOMO is correlated with the electron donating ability. Snyder et al. (46) have used the simple Hiickel method
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in attempting to relate the potency Of ha11l1<Iin°€e11S 9° MO
variables. Recently Kang and Green (103) have used more
sophisticated methods in the same quest. Obviously the
potency of a drug may correlate with electronic energetics
but the obvious effects of steric hindrance in such molecules
render these deductions rather nebulous. The ability of
large substituents on the aromatic ring to sterically interfere
with the formation of charge transfer complexes has been
demonstrated by Foster and Fyfe (104). The vast body of
studies on all psychotropic drugs indicate the predominant
significance of molecular configuration or preferred conformation over energy considerations. Especially relevant in
estimating the role of 3-D specificity are the differential
effects of stereoisomers for drugs with assymetric centers.
MO calculations have also been used to predict the preferred
conformation of simple molecules but to date, the results
have been inconsistent and do not necessarily agree with
corresponding crystallographic studies. Another measure
of pi-electron donating ability is related to spectral fluorescence intensity. Antun et al. (105) have found this measure
to correlate with hallucinogenic potency in ring-substituted
amphetamines. Sung and Parker (106) have reported similar correlations for these derivatives with a measure of
binding to organic pi-electron acceptors. However, these
correlations are rather weak and cannot be used to predict

activity.
Although covalent bonding is thought to be unlikely
in normal agonist receptor association, Alivisatos et al.
(107) have postulated the formation of a Schiff base between
the ethylamine residue of serotonin and a carbonyl residue
at the receptor site. The small free energy changes involved
in this bond would make it fairly reversible and Schiff bases
are already known to occur in the action of enzymes, including monoamine oxidase (108). Alivisatos et al. studied
the binding of 5HT to nerve-ending membranes in rabbit
and mouse whole brain. Working by the hypothesis that
5HT forms a Schiff base from the side chain nitrogen to the
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receptor they showed that radioactive 5HT was bound to
synaptosomal membrane fractions. Samples were then
treated with borohydride which reduced the Schiff base, thus
stabilizing the attachment to the receptor, and they found
that the amount of 5HT bound to protein had increased
markedly. Their experiment not only suggests the existence of this form of bonding but points out a new method of
isolating the receptor macromolecule, which is now identified
by its complex with radioactive 5HT. They also reported
that LSD was a displacing agent of 5HT, indicating that it
competes for the same active site. A similar type of binding
of 5HT to subsynaptosomal fractions in serotonergic areas of
cat brain has been reported by Fiszer and De Robertis (109).
These authors used the hypothalamus, basal ganglia and
central gray of the midbrain and found that material from
the synaptic membrane was the most heavily labelled with
5HT. Farrow and Van Vunakis (110) have studied the
binding of radioactive LSD to synaptosomal fractions from
rat brain and detennined the amount of LSD taken up by
synaptosomes, myelin and mitochondria at a wide range of
concentrations. All three showed a non-specific LSD binding which was directly proportional to LSD concentration.

However, in the presence of very low concentrations of LSD
there was significant binding to the synaptosomes which
did not occur in myelin and mitochondria. They found
that 15% of LSD in these studies was degraded, although
it is known that the brain does not metabolize LSD (111),

but this product did not exhibit high affinity binding to
synaptosomes. A variety of compounds were tested for
their ability to inhibit LSD binding. Serotonin, tryptamine, hallucinogenic tryptamines, DOM and noradrenaline
were all found to be inhibitory. Marchbanks (112) had
earlier reported a 50% inhibition of radio-labelled 5HT binding to synaptosomes by LSD, and Azcurra and De Robertis
(113) showed that radio-labeled lysergic acid was strongly
bound in serotonergic nerve endings obtained from cat brain.
The inhibitory action of noradrenaline adds further weight
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to the possibility that LSD may be active at CNS adrenergic
receptors. Palmer and Burks (114) have described the
ability of LSD and BOL to antagonize the elevations of
cyclic AMP produced by addition of noradrenaline to rat
brain slices. They also found that these lysergamides had
potent antiadrenergic action in isolated dog arteries (alphareceptors) and rabbit hearts (beta-receptors). Farrow and
Van Vunakis (110) found that mescaline had very little ability to inhibit the binding of LSD, but glutamate and especially ergonovine were potent blockers. De Robertis (85)
had reported that radio-labelled mescaline did not bind to
synaptosomes but became slightly concentrated in the synaptic vesicles. He wrote “This finding indicates that this
psychotropic drug may be active presynaptically”. It is
of course known that glutamate may be a neurotransmitter
in the mammalian central nervous system. Ergonovine’s
potency is in line with the theory that psychotropic lysergates, tryptamines and perhaps the hallucinogenic amphetamines act at a 5HT receptor in brain.

Diab, Freedman and Roth (115) have recently investigated the presence of radioactive LSD in rat brain
after intravenous administration, and for the first time have
delineated the actual brain regions where LSD is located
and the cells to which it binds. They found free or unbound
LSD in the pituitary gland, pineal body, granular layers of
the cerebellum, hippocampus and choroid plexus. Higher
accumulations and strong binding of LSD was found in
the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum, cerebral cortex, caudate,
colliculi, olivary nuclei, midbrain raphe, tegmentum, medial
reticular grey and choroid plexus. The choroid plexus is
probably responsible for the transport of LSD into and out
of the brain and is obviously the critical factor in the bloodbrain barrier. They found LSD located on the periphery
of neurons and not present in cell nuclei, suggesting that
the drug interacts at the membrane level, perhaps at a postsynaptic site. The LSD was only associated with a few
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These results showing
LSD presumably bound to membrane, in areas of the midbrain and medulla where 5HT is thought to be a neurotransmitter, support the hypothesis that LSD may interfere with
some aspect of 5HT function. In their experiments, LSD
reached its highest CNS concentrations after 15 minutes and
had almost completely disappeared within one hour.
cells in each area of concentration.

A new area of pharmacological science is emerging,
and it may be christened immunoneuropharmacology for it
brings the techniques and theory of immunology to the
study of molecular interactions in the central nervous system. Ranadive and Sehon (116) were able to obtain specific
antibodies for 5HT by immunizing rabbits with 5HT to
which a carrier protein had been linked at the indole ring.
Van Vunakis et al. (117,118) have investigated the production and specificity of antibodies for the hallucinogenic drugs
with a view towards the consideration of antibodies as model
receptors. This is a reasonable hypothesis, for both antibody and receptor may have similar reactive sites and the
same mechanisms may be involved in their biological design
and synthesis. In addition, the specificity of antibodies
for a given drug may correlate well with receptor specificity.
Antibodies may also be useful in counteracting drug effects.
Ranadive and Sehon (116) we're able to block the peripheral
effects of 5HT by injection of the specific antisera. An
auto-immune theory of schizophrenia has been put forward
(119) and immunology may some day have considerable
therapeutic significance for the aetiology and treatment of
mental illness. Drug tolerance may be another pharmacological phenomenon where concepts from immunology
may be useful in explaining biological mechanisms. The
earlier work of Van Vunakis (117) dealt with antibodies for
mescaline and its relatives 3,4-dimethoxyphenylethylamine
(DMPE) and DOM (2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine).
They coupled mescaline and DMPE to poly-L-glutamic acid
by means of water soluble carbodiimides and attached DOM
to rabbit serum albumen using glutaraldehyde. Rabbits
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were then immunized with these conjugates and the respective antisera obtained. They found that the antibody combining sites were very specific for each of these three derivatives. The mescaline system was only properly inhibited
by phenylethylamines having methoxy groups at the 3,4
and 5 positions and DMPE did not inhibit the mescaline
antibody reaction. Similarly, mescaline was not a good
inhibitor of the DMPE antibody. For DOM, the‘ antibody
was again quite specific and only responded to the 2,5dimethoxy-4-methyl substitution. The significance of
DMPE is unclear as it was once considered as a possible
endogenously produced psychotoxin responsible for schizophrenia. Current opinion (120) is now somewhat sceptical
of this role but the compound may be of some biological
importance for it is a ring-methylated version of dopamine.
It is thought to be inactive as an hallucinogen (67). Unfortunately, this type of study does not allow complete investigation of side chain substitution because the phenylethylamine amino group is part of the amide linkage to the macromolecule. Van Vunakis et al. (118) have recently extended
their studies to the antibody receptor for LSD. Using
carbodiimide they linked the carboxyl group of d-lysergic
acid to poly (L-lysine) and immunized rabbits and guinea
pigs with the conjugate. They found that LSD, ergotamine, ergosine, ergonovine and methyl ergonovine were all
potent inhibitors of the lysergamide antigen-antibody reaction. Other potent inhibitors were tryptamine or phenylethylamine derivatives having mono- or dimethylated side
chain nitrogens, amphetamine, DOM, harmaline, mescaline,
DMPE and dopamine. These studies represent interesting
indirect analyses of LSD action, but we can draw very few
conclusions without knowing the molecular constitution of
the antibody or the receptor.
There is yet another and equally enthralling introduction of immunology into the neuropharmacology of 5HT
which has important theoretical bearing on the aetiology
of the human disease, multiple sclerosis. There is a protein
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found in myelin from the CNS which has an unusually high
number of basic amino acids (121). When immunized with
only 1 mcg. of this basic brain protein, the guinea pig develops paralysis and lymphocyte penetration of the CNS.
When injected intraventricularly the protein causes marked
changes in brain wave patterns and even induces convulsions
(122). This condition is called experimental autoimmune
encephalomyelitis (EAE) and it is considered as a model
for multiple sclerosis. Carnegie (123) has elucidated the
amino acid sequence of this basic protein from human brain
and has determined the part of this sequence which is necessary and sufficient for the induction of allergic encephalomyelitis. This is a peptic peptide of 15 amino acids containing the sole tryptophan residue and it will induce
paralysis in guinea pigs in an amount of only 180 p mol.
Eylar et al. (124) have shown that only the first 11 of these
amino acids are necessary, and Westall et al. (125) have
further demonstrated that only a few of these eleven are in
fact crucial for the effect. Based on the work of Smythies
et al. (126), Carnegie (127) has theorized that this critical
sequence from encephalitogenic protein may be the actual
receptor site for 5HT in certain regions of the CNS. After
injection with this protein, the organism would then produce
antibodies for it and, therefore, for its own brain 5HT receptor. The subsequent destruction of these 5HT receptors
would result in the EAE syndrome. Carnegie points out
that EAE causes lesions in 5HT rich areas of the brain and
the incontinence and hind quarter paralysis seen in EAE
would be consistent with a block of 5HT function in the
lumbar and sacral regions of the spinal cord. Another
relevant observation is that sheep poisoned by the tryptamine alkaloids from Phaleris tuberosa exhibit similar
effects also signifying an interaction with the 5HT receptor.
Carnegie postulated that multiple sclerosis might represent
an immunological block of the 5HT receptor site interfering
with the normal role of 5HT in the central nervous system.
This theory explains the therapeutic efficacy of tranylcypromine in some patients suffering from MS (127). This
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drug, a monoamine oxidase inhibitor, would increase 5HT
levels in the CNS, thus competing more effectively with the
immunoglobin for 5HT receptors. So far the only direct
clinical data to support this theory is the fact that lymphocytes from patients with MS and other degenerative diseases
are sensitized to this basic protein and to the snythetic peptide corresponding to its critical 11 amino acids (128).
These are Ser-Arg-Phe-Ser-Try-Gly-Ala-Glu-Gly-Gln-Arg.
In fact 5HT will block the reaction between ‘sensitized
human lymphocytes and encephalitogenic proteins provided it is added prior to the antigen. This supposed interaction could take place between 5HT and the antigenic site
on the protein itself, or could be with the complementary
antibody located on the lymphocyte. However, Carnegie’s
work suggests that the interaction with 5HT involves the
brain protein rather than the lymphocyte, and this binding
is not observed for acetylcholine, succinylcholine, histamine,
adrenaline, noradrenaline, or dopamine. The latest study
reported by Carnegie et al. (129) explores the structureactivity relations of indole derivatives of 5HT on the interaction between human encephalitogenic protein and lymphocytes from a patient with MS. They showed that a group
of hallucinogens including LSD, DMT, bufotenine, 5-methoxy DMT and mescaline were able to block the antigenlymphocyte reaction. In this respect, LSD was as potent
a blocker as 5HT and the other hallucinogens were about
half as effective. This study also reported that tryptamine
and a variety of other indole derivatives did not produce
significant effects. However, N,N-dimethyl DOM and 5methoxytryptamine were able to block antigenicity, suggesting that the protein “receptor” is not exactly specific
for hallucinogens and may ignore certain substitutions on
the side chain nitrogen.

5-Hydroxyindole was inactive, signifying that the
amine group is necessary. As previously mentioned, Nsubstituted phenylethylamines were able to bind antibodies
to d-lysergic acid in the experiments of Van Vunakis et al.
(118). Carnegie et al. tested pargyline, a monoamine
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oxidase inhibitor, and found it inactive, suggesting that its
active site which attaches to 5HT must be different from
that of encephalitogenic protein. Imipramine, an antidepressant drug, was found to be a potent blocker and it
is known to interfere with the re-uptake of 5HT at the presynaptic membrane (130). The interaction of 5HT and
related congeners with this basic protein which is a component of myelin might indicate some association between
the two in normal brain function. There is some evidence
that basic protein may be exposed at the nodes of Ranvier
on the myelin sheath (131). Perhaps this is the area where
the abnormal antibodies of MS actually do their initial
damage. If the active site on this protein is the same as
the 5HT receptor, then it is possible that the hallucinogens
also may act at these locations on the axon. It has already
been shown that 5HT (107) and LSD (110) bind to myelin,
therefore Carnegie et al. (129) speculate that hallucinogens
may interfere with neuronal conduction by acting on the
myelin sheath rather than at the synapse.

The actual receptor site for 5HT on the basic protein
has been examined by Smythies et al. (132) who suggested
an anti-parallel beta-pleated sheet conformation for the tryptophan region which is necessary and sufficient for the
encephalitogenic effect. The conformation is illustrated
in Fig. 7 showing 3 turns and 11 cross C=O...HN hydrogen
bonds. The three key amino acids -Trp, Arg (Lys) and Glnmay then bind the 5HT molecule as shown in Figure 8.
The methyl -- Arg and Phe moieties and the Gln [120],

Arg [121] and Lys [104] hydrocarbons form a ‘lipophilic’
bed in which lies the Trp moiety, held by lipophilic interactions and steric hindrance. The 5HT molecule would bind
to this Trp by pi-cloud stacking and would be oriented by
the following contacts:
Lipophilic: beta-hydrocarbon to Trp pi-cloud and
beta-hydrocarbon and Arg gamma-hydrocarbon: alphahydrocarbon to Arg delta-hydrocarbon: ring hydrocarbons
to methyl Arg:
1.
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Polar: -NH3+to Gln O: hydroxyl O from Arg=
O. The Gln-Arg carboncarbon bond [120 - 121] is twisted by a break in the beta
conformation. The beta CO=NH hydrogen bond is replaced by a hydrogen bond from Ser [114] OH to peptide O
(Pro-122) and possibly a second from Arg[112] to the next
peptide O [123]. Such a twist is necessary for the Arg-5HT
interaction described. Gln[120] binds by a hydrogen bond
to the carbonyl O of Ala[117].
'
2.

NH3+ and ring NH to Gln[102]

F

E

The Trp-Gln-Arg complex bears a remarkable resemblance to the size, shape and charge characteristics of
the strychnine molecule. This may explain the ability of
basic brain protein to cause convulsions. When 5HT binds
the protein in this configuration, the beta-conformation may
remain unchanged or it may be disrupted perhaps by a
change transfer reaction between 5HT and the Trp moiety.

S UMMAR Y

Study of the chemistry and pharmacology of the
lysergamides has been a fruitful area of endeavor in this
century. Understanding of ergot and ergotism has banished untold suffering and horror which has always plagued
mankind. The use of ergotamine and methysergide for
migraine, and ergonovine in obstetrics, has weathered the
storm of contemporary phannacology and they are still
widely used in medicine. Despite the utility of the latter
medicaments, they have not enjoyed the onslaught of study
which has been directed towards LSD, for no other synthetic
or natural molecule has been found to equal its formidable
potency as an hallucinogen.

A variety of studies of peripheral action have suggested that LSD may interact with those receptor sites in
the brain which are targets for the neurotransmitter 5HT.
Present knowledge indicates that this mode of action may
in fact be shared by LSD and by its hallucinogenic relatives,
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certain derivatives of tryptamine and phenylethylamine.
This is not to deny that LSD may also have many other
central actions.
Several years ago, it was proposed that LSD may
interfere with or disrupt DNA. Recent studies have raised
doubt that such interactions actually occur as originally
postulated, but it would be premature to take sides in such
a controversy.
When LSD first came under scrutiny by neuroscientists, there was an aura of false hope that the mode of action
of such drugs would quickly yield to experimental study.
However, modern neuroscience has moved rapidly away
from the vague correlations of yesteryear. It appears that
there are no precise relationships between psychotropic
drugs and biogenic amines or between biogenic amines and
behavior. Unfortunately, most of the measures we have
attempted to correlate with behavior are as unreasonably
complicated as behavior itself. Neuroscience has, therefore,
retreated to basic science and molecular biology in order to
elaborate the ner details of neuronal and synaptic function.
This method of attack, using new specific methods such as
affinity chromatography (134), will doubtless enable the
isolation of the actual brain macromolecules where LSD
binds. Techniques such as X-ray crystallography with cocrystallization (135) will afford the analysis of this exact
mode of molecular binding. The protein macromolecule
itself may be sequenced, its structure determined and identified pharmacologically, based on its predilection to bind
standard agonists and antagonists (136). Finally, the
conformational changes in the macromolecule associated
with binding and pharmacological activity may be identified
(137,138). From a knowledge of these primary events, we may
discover how LSD and other drugs interfere with neuronal
function.
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INTRODUCTION
Research into the nature of drug-receptor interactions
at the molecular level has been directed toward the elucida-i
tion of the structure of the receptor and those features of a
drug molecule that confer upon it the ability to react in a
specific manner with a particular type of receptor. The
methods used in these studies have ranged from the synthesis and pharmacological testing of structurally related molecules to physical measurements of drug-macromolecule
interactions and more recently to theoretical considerations
of these interactions using quantum chemical methods. It is
the purpose of the present chapter to examine the application
of quantum mechanics to the study of the action of D-lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) and related hallucinogens.

THE SITES OF A CTION OF LSD
AND RELA TED COMPOUNDS
LSD, certain indolealkylamines (e.g., psilocin), and
methoxylated phenylalkylamines (e.g., mescaline) have the
same kind of central nervous system activity characterized
by hallucinogenic effects without general metabolic disturbances or delirium. Although there may be some differences
in the subjective states induced by these drugs, one can construct an extensive list of common psychic, physiological,
and sensory effects (See e.g., 1 and references therein).
Furthermore, these drugs show a cross-tolerance (2 - 7) that
is not attributable to metabolic disposition (7). This suggests that all of these compounds may interact with the
same or similar sites in the nervous system. In contrast,
the tetrahydrocannabinol hallucinogens (6) do not show
cross-tolerance with the amine hallucinogens and probably
do not interact with the same receptors.
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Most work suggests that LSD and related hallucinogens affect neurotransmission, possibly by acting on neuronal membranes, particularly those of the serotonergic and
adrenergic systems (although other putative transmitters
have been implicated). LSD increases bound 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) in brain (8 - 10) and reduces both its
The effects of LSD and
Synthesis and turnover (11 - 13).
mescaline on the unconditioned escape of rats and on hypothermia of rabbits were reduced by p-chlorophenylalanine
(14) but this compound did not affect LSD-induced excitement (15). The significance of the CNS excitement observed in animals and its relation to psychotomimetic effects in
man is not clear, although a good correlation has been reported for 18 LSD derivatives by Cerletti (16).
D-LSD, which is the active isomer, inhibits release
of 5-HT from electrically stimulated brain slices at concentrations that do not affect the release of norepinephrine.
Similar effects were noted with the active hallucinogens,
mescaline and D-1-acetyl-LSD, but not with the inactive
compounds, L-LSD or 2-bromo-LSD; N,N-di1nethyltryptamine was also active in this system (17). These observations suggest that LSD and related hallucinogens may act
at a presynaptic site. Supporting this idea are studies
showing that LSD, its congeners and some other hallucinogens prevent binding of 5-HT to synaptosomes (18,19).
However, there was no clear correlation with the capacity to
inhibit this process and hallucinogenic activity: D- and
L-LSD were equipotent in inhibiting 5-HT uptake, and D1-acetyl-LSD, an hallucinogen, was weak in this regard.

LSD may also act postsynaptically on neurones in the
brain. Kawai and Yamamoto (20) showed that LSD antagonized the effect of 5-HT on surface potentials evoked in
slices of the superior colliculus of guinea pigs. LSD (but
not 2-bromo-LSD) antagonized the excitant action of iontophoretically applied 5HT and glutamate (but not of acetylcholine or norepinephrine) on brain stem single neurones
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(21). LSD and N,N-dimethyltryptamine inhibited spontaneous discharge of all the 5-HT containing midbrain raphe

neurons; the phenylalkylamine hallucinogens acted only
on the ventral portion of the dorsal raphe (22). The inhibitory potencies of these (few) compounds on these neurons
reflected their hallucinogenic activity. Consistent with a
postsynaptic site of action is the fact that treatment with
p-chlorophenylalanine did not prevent the action of LSD on
the raphe units (21).

LSD an1Jag0niZeS 5-HT on the uterus (23) and on the
fundus strip (24). Interestingly, mescaline and some other
phenylethylamines stimulate the fundus strip, as does 5-HT,
and their actions are blocked by LSD (25). However, there
is no relationship between the hallucinogenic activities of
the indoles or the phenylethylamines or the LSD-like compounds, and their activities on the fundus strip or uterus.
The adrenergic system has also been implicated in the
action of LSD. A presynaptic site has been invoked. LSD
decreases brain levels of norepinephrine and dopamine (26,
27), and decreases the electrically induced release of norepinephrine (17), thus allowing it to be catabolized by monoamine oxidase (26). Conicting observations have been
made on the effects of a -methyltyrosine on the action of
LSD, both an inhibition of LSD action (15,29) and no effect
(14,26) having been reported. Both 0- and B-adrenergic
blockers inhibit an LSD effect (15), implying a postsynaptic
site of action.
Although these observations on the actions of LSD
and related compounds on the serotonergic and adrenergic
systems are sometimes contradictory or paradoxical, they
do suggest that on both these systems, these hallucinogens
have presynaptic and postsynaptic effects. In view of this,
it is not surprising that most structure-activity studies have
concentrated on the similarities in the structure of the hallucinogenic amines and the neurotransmitters, 5-HT and
norepinephrine. These studies have included a consideration of both the stereochemistry of the hallucinogens and
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neurotransmitters (i.e., their geometries or conformations)
as well as their molecular (mostly electronic) characteristics.
Each of these topics will beiconsidered in detail in subsequent sections of this review. However, it is important to
emphasize that, although discussed separately, conformation and electronic structure are not independent parameters, the latter being sensitive to changes in geometry.

THE CONFORMA TIONS OF
PS YCH OTOMIMETIC AMINES

1

Determination of the conformation of a drug at the
receptor site is of obvious importance in defining the topography of the receptor, the requisite stereochemical arrangement of drug atoms to elicit a pharmacological effect, and
the types of intermolecular forces involved in the drug receptor interaction. Direct structural determinations in
solution by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR)
or in the solid state by X-ray crystallography are valuable
in this regard, especially when accompanied by pharmacological studies with rigid or semi-rigid drug analogs. The
third means of studying conformation is by theoretical methods, both empiric and molecular orbital.
All these methods haveshortcomings. NMR studies on
compounds of relevance here are done in aqueous solution,
which probably does not approximate the biophase where
drugs act. Futhermore, this method reveals only the dominant conformers which may not be the pharmacologically
important ones. X-ray diffraction analysis has been especially revealing of the conformations of biopolymers where
intramolecular interactions are powerful determinants of
tertiary structure, but the results of this method are less
certain with molecules the size of drugs and transmitters.
Often the crystals that are examined are salts (e.g., HBr,
H 2 SO4 ) of the drug, and these atoms themselves could
have profound effects on conformation. Sometimes more than
one conformer is present in a unit cell, and it is difficult to
select the important one.
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the confonnation of crystals, and these forces are almost certainly trivial in a complex biological milieu. The shortcomings of theoretical methods are that theory treats the
molecule as though isolated in vacuum and the common
methods are semi-empiric and approximative, ab initio calculations being impractical at this time for molecules as large
as drugs.
The rationale for the use of molecular orbital methods
to predict preferred conformations is that since these methods provide an estimate of the total energy of the molecule,
by carrying out calculations on a molecule in its various rotational configurations, one may predict which conformations are energetically preferred. Perturbations due to solvent molecules, ions, tissue components, or the receptor itself, may change the conformation of the drug from that
found in the isolated molecule. It is assumed, however,
that the energy change due to these interactions is limited
£0 8 few kcal/mole and that the conformation of the drug at
the receptor will therefore fall within a relatively narrow,
energetically allowed range of the preferred conformation
found in the isolated state.

A second major assumption involves the accuracy of
the semi-empirical molecular orbital methods for calculating
molecular confonnations. The extended Hiickel (EHT)
method (30) explicitly considers only the electronic energies,
electron-electron and nuclear-nuclear repulsion energies
being implicitly accounted for in the parameterization.
Thus, any success that this method has had is due to a fortuitous cancellation of these latter two energy terms. Neglect of Differential Overlap (CNDO and INDO) methods
(31), on the other hand, consider nuclear-nuclear repulsion
and at least the most important of the electron -electron repulsion terms. However, the parameterization of these
methods is probably not quite adequate at present since eclipsed and gauche conformations are often predicted to be

I
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too stable relative to the staggered conformation (32). Relatively few attempts have been made to compare the results
obtained with the EHT and CNDO/INDO methods and
either experimental data or ab initio calculations. A critical
appraisal of those attempts that have been made indicates
that these methods fail about as often as they succeed (3236).

Recently, a new molecular orbital method (PCILO)
has been devised (37) which is claimed to be considerably
more reliable than either the EHT or CNDO/INDO methods
in reproducing experimental data. At the time of this writing this method has not been applied to psychotomimetic
drugs, although calculations of 5-HT (38) and norepinephrine
(39) have been reported.
These reservations on the reliability of the presently
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available semi-empirical molecular orbital methods should
not be taken as condemnation of their use for conformational
problems. As implied above, there is no guarantee that
the experimental conformations determined by NMR or Xray diffraction analysis are any more representative of the
drug conformation at the receptor than are the quantum
chemical calculations. The fact that the molecular orbital
methods often do reproduce experimental data is sufficient
justification for their use provided that the information
generated by these calculations is properly interpreted.‘ In
the past there has perhaps been too great an emphasis on the
significance of minimal energy conformations. Since in
many cases the energy differences are small, sometimes less
than 6 kcal/mole, which is the energy of a hydrogen bond,
the minimal energy conformations may be of little importance in the vicinity of the receptor. At the present time
there seems little doubt that the most reliable information
provided by quantum chemical calculations is not what the
conformation is but what the conformation is not. That is,
regions of the conformational map showing very high energy
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Table I

Predictions Implicit in the Steric Model of
Snyder and Associates
Reference

Compound

(Derivatives of
amphetamine)

Predicted to be
More Active
than Reference
Compound

Predicted to be
Less Active
than Reference
Compound

2,5,4-M

(80)

2,3,5,4-M
5,4-M

2,4,5

(17)

2,3,6

(13)

2,3,4,5
3,4
2,3,5,6

2,3-4,5
2,4-5

(12)
(12)

2,6
2,3-4,6

2,3-4,6
2,3-4,6

2,3-4

(10)

2,4,6

(10)

2,5

(8)

2,3,4,5

(6)

2,4,5
2,3-4,5

4

(5)
(5)

2,4
2,4,6

(?)

(?)

(?)

2,3,4,5

(6)

2,3-4,5

(5)

3'4

(?)

2,3,4
3-4

(<2)
(?)

2,4
2,3,4,6
2,3,5

(5)

(17)
(12)
(5)
(10)

2,3,5

(5)

2,4-5

(12)

2,3,4-5,6

(?)
(8)

2-3,4

(4)
(3)

2,3,4
3,4,5

(2.7) 2,3-4,5
(2.2)

2.5
2,3 4,6

(?)

(12)

(?)
(4)
(?)

,

2,3,4
4

2,3,4-5

(<1)
(?)

(?)

3

2,4

(?)
(?)
(6)

.

2,3,4

(<2)
(5)

(<2)
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Table I ( cont.)
Compound

2,3,4

Predicted to be
More Active

(<1)

3,4

(19)

2,3-4
2,4
2,3,4,6
2,4,5

(<2)

Predicted to be
Less Active
(<1)

3,4

(5)
(?)
(17)

: Methoxy groups are indicated by single
(e.g.,
2,5=2,5-dimethoxyamphetamine); methylnumbers
enedioxy groups are indicated by hyphenated numbers (e.g.,
2,3-4 = 2-methoxy-3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine) ; 2,5,4-M
=2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine (DOM). Relative potencies in Mescaline Units are given in parentheses and are

Abbreviations

from Shulgin et al.(46).
Table II

Crystallographic Data for Phenylalkylamines
Compound

Phenylethylamine
L ( + )-Ephedrine
Dopamine
Norepinephrine
Amphetamine
(4 crystal forms)
Mescaline
'

Pseudo-ephedrine
(Cu complex)

95

1/1

70
81
80
83

171
164
174
176

70-89

166-176

89
71-79

175
164-179

crystal forms)
2,4,5-Trimethoxy- 67
(3

-

50

amphetamine

Data taken from Baker et al. (50). The angleszpandlare
defined in the text.
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values can be eliminated from consideration. This is perhaps all that can reasonably be expected of any method, experimental or theoretical, that does not consider the perturbing influence of the biological environment.
Three groups have investigated the possible relationships between the structures of the hallucinogenic indolealkylamines and phenylalkylamines and the structure of
LSD. Snyder and co-workers using molecular models proposed that the tryptamines and phenylalkylamines could
assume conformations simulating the B and C rings of LSD
(40, 41,42 ). Psilocin (4-hydroxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine)
was assumed to form an 8-membered hydrogen bonded ring
involving the 4-hydroxyl group and the amino nitrogen.
Such a structure would simulate the C ring of LSD.

In support of this hypothesis it has been noted that
psilocin is some 20 or 30 times more lipid soluble than bufotenine, the 5-hydroxy analog (43). This increased lipid solubility could be due to hydrogen bond formation between the
amino and hydroxyl groups. Recent quantum chemical
calculations in our laboratory have also provided some support for the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond
in psilocin (See below). However, it should be pointed out
that in vivo intramolecular hydrogen bonding would have
to compete with intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Our
calculations on histamine (44) have shown that the formation
of hydrogen bonds with water or another molecule of histamine is energetically more likely than intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, the amino side chain which
is suggested to engage in hydrogen bonding could react in
salt linkage with other molecules in the biophase.

Two arguments may be raisediconcerning the details
of the hydrogen bond in psilocin. At physiological pH psilocin would be protonated and therefore an N-H...O hydrogen
bond would be required rather than the N...H-O hydrogen
bond originally proposed by Snyder and Richelson (40). Of
course, if the receptor were in a hydrophobic environment
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the amine might be deprotonated prior to interaction with
the receptor. No information is available concerning the
active form (cation or base) of these drugs since there is no
suitable in vitro assay system.

A second argument favoring an N-H...O hydrogen
bond is the fact that 4-methoxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine,
which cannot form an N ...H-O bond, appears to be an active
psychotomimetic in an animal behavioral test (42, 45). It
should be emphasized, however, that the fonnation of an
intramolecular hydrogen bond is not a requirement for
psychotomimetic action since other tryptamine derivatives,
such as 5-methoxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine, are active hallucinogens and cannot form such bonds. It is possible,
therefore, that the importance of hydrogen bond formation in
psilocin, if it does indeed exist, lies in its effects on lipid
solubility and therefore penetration of the blood-brain barrier
rather than simulation of the C ring of LSD.
It is generally assumed that the activity of 5-methoxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine and lack of activity of bufotenine is due to the
latter’s poor penetration ability. The argument given (40)
in support of C ring formation by psilocin is that this drug
is more active in man than N,N-dimethyltryptamine or 5hydroxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine. Furthermore, the 4methoxy analog of psilocin, which would not form ring C
(assuming a non-protonated amine group), was reported to
be less active than psilocin in behavioral tests in rats and
monkeys (42). However, Gessner reported the 4- and 5methoxy analogs of psilocin to have about the same activity
and to be more potent than psilocin in a different behavioral
test in rats (45). The 4-methoxy compound has apparently
not been tested in humans. Thus, the question of whether
psilocin and perhaps the 4-methoxy analog (assuming a protonated amine) form the C ring of LSD remains unanswered
at present. It should be emphasized that, in contrast to
the other two models of hallucinogen conformation discussed
below, the Snyder model does not assume an approximate
congruence of the amine groups of LSD and the psycho-
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tomimetic indolealkylamines. The position of the amine
group in the C ring form of psilocin is quite different than the
position of the amine group of LSD.
Snyder and associates (40-42) suggested that the
phenylethylamine hallucinogen, mescaline, and the methoxylated amphetamines could form either the B or C rings of
LSD by intramolecular hydrogen bonding. It was proposed that the side chain of the phenylalkylamines might
fold back on the aromatic ring such that a hydrogen bond
could form between the amino group and the pi electrons at
the 2 (or 6) position of the ring. In a two dimensional diagram such a structure would simulate the indole ring of LSD.
However, as pointed out by Snyder and others (41) the B
ring would not be coplanar with the benzene ring as in LSD.
It is reasonable to assume that the pi charge at the 2 or 6
position might determine the extent to which such a ring
could form. As Snyder and Richelson (40) point out, the
negative pi charge at the 2 or 6 positions is greatest in the
3,4,5 -trimethoxy substitution pattem indicating that mescaline should more readily form ring B than other phenylethylamines and should be the most potent psychotomimetic
within the series. However, subsequent pharmacological
evaluations of 2,4,5-trimethoxyphenylethylamine (46) have
shown this compound to have the same potency as mescaline
whereas the pi charges at 2 and 6 are considerably reduced.

In

methoxylated amphetamines, we
potency and the pi charges
between
correlation
no
observed
at the 2 or 6 positions (47). In this series the 3,4,5-trimethoxy and 3-methoxy-4,5-methylenedioxy compounds are
relatively weak, whereas they possess the greatest pi charge
at the 2 and 6 positions.
a series of 18

There is little experimental evidence to support the
assumption of B ring formation. As Chothia and Pauling
(48) point out, in all cases where hydrogen bonding to pi electrons has been proposed, the hydrogen donating group is
acidic rather than basic as in the phenylalkylamines.
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Snyder and his associates have also considered the
C formation involving an N-H...O hydrogen bond between the amine and methoxy oxygen atoms at
either the 2 or 6 positions (40-42). According to the model
the C ring will be formed in all 2 or 6 methoxyamphetamines
except those having an adjacent methoxy substitution which
would sterically prevent the 2 or 6 methoxy group from assuming the required conformation for hydrogen bonding to
the amine. However, a methylenedioxy group adjacent to
a 2 or 6 methoxy group would not sterically hinder C ring
formation.
In its present form the Snyder model is not capable of
quantitatively explaining the potency of methoxylated amphetamines since there is no clear means of estimating the
relative ability of these compounds to form the C ring (See
below). However, the model does appear capable of making
qualitative predictions. The model predicts that the following structural changes will decrease activity: (a) removal
of an ortho methoxy group which is not sterically hindered
by an adjacent (meta) methoxy group; (b) addition of a
methoxy group adjacent to an ortho methoxy group; or
(c) conversion of a meta-para methylenedioxy group, adjacent to an ortho methoxy group, to meta, para dimethoxy
groups. Conversely, the following structural changes will
increase activity: (a) addition of an ortho methoxy group
in the absence of a meta methoxy group; (b) removal of a
meta methoxy group adjacent to an ortho methoxy group;
or (c) conversion of meta, para dimethoxy groups adjacent
to an ortho methoxy group to a meta-para methylenedioxy
group. As shown in Table I, with a single exception (the 4methoxy and 2,4-dimethoxy pair), the steric model correctly
predicts whether one of the above structural changes will
result in a more or less active derivative. Other predictions
implicit in the table can be tested by synthesis and pharmacological evaluation.
It should again be emphasized that, as in the case of the
tryptamines, C ring fonnation is not an absolute require-

possibility of ring
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ment for hallucinogenic activity. The hypothesis is that
those derivatives capable of C ring formation “look” more
like LSD and therefore bind more readily to the receptor or
elicit a greater effect upon binding than do the non-C ring
formers. It is also possible that ring formation affects penetration to the receptor, as suggested above for psilocin,
rather than interaction with the receptor.
Nuclear magnetic resonance studies on amphetamines
in aqueous solution have shown the trans rotamer to be predominant (49). However, the presence of an ortho methoxy
group caused a small but significant increase in the population of the gauche rotamer, providing evidence for the existence of intramolecular hydrogen bonding of the amine and
methoxy groups. It should be emphasized, however, that
the geometry of the C ring is not well defined by the NMR
results and therefore, although the ring may exist in solution, it need not conform to the structure proposed by
Snyder and Richelson (40). Chothia and Pauling (48). have
argued that the figures presented by Snyder and Richelson
show impossibly short inter-atomic distances and unreasonably acute hydrogen bond angles.
As noted above, the Snyder model has not been placed
on a quantitative basis because of the lack of a clear means
of estimating the relative ability to form the C ring. One
possible approach is to assume that the tendency to form a
hydrogen bond is related to the relative electron density on
the ortho methoxy oxygen. Of the amphetamines that have
been tested, only 9 are capable of C ring formation according
to the Snyder model. Molecular orbital calculations in our
laboratory failed to show any relationship betweeen potency
and charge at the methoxy oxygen atom (47).

Chothia and Pauling (48) have presented a model for
the conformation of hallucinogenic amines based on X-ray
crystallographic data for phenylethylamines and tryptamines. According to their model the following relationship
must hold for psychotomimetic activity: there is a charged

I
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nitrogen atom 0.51-0.57 A from the center and 0.7-1.4 A
above the plane of an aromatic ring. In addition, the following structural characteristics may increase but are not
essential for activity: (a) a nitrogen or oxygen atom substituted at the 5 position of phenylethylamines or at position
1 of the tryptamines (position of the indole nitrogen); (b) a
point of electron density corresponding to the double bond
in LSD, the hydroxyl group in psilocin, or the 2-methoxy
group in phenylethylamine derivatives. A recent, slightly
revised model (50) based on additional crystallographic data,
in particular on LSD itself (51), does not differ in essence
from the above description. The major point to be made
about the Chothia and Pauling model is that it emphasizes
a structural congruency between the amine nitrogen atoms
of LSD and the tryptamine and phenylalkylamine hallucinogens. This congruency of amine groups is not a part of
the Snyder model but is a part of the model proposed by
Kang and Green (See below). The crystallographic data on
the tryptamines and phenylalkylamines is collected in Tables
II and III. The dihedral angles </> and (/1 are defined as
follows according to the Klyne and Prelog (52) rules: (a) for
the tryptamines, ¢ =N(alkyl) - C( 11) - C() - C(3) and I/J =
C( a) - C( B) - C(3) - C(9) (See Figure 1); (b) for the phenyl=
alkylamines, ¢ =N(alkyl) - C(a ) - C( ) - C(1) and
C( a) - C( B) - C(1) - C(2) (See Figure 1). A positive angle
indicates clockwise rotation of the far bond with respect to
the near bond.
In general, the phenylethylamines show little variation
in the ¢> , 1//angles. The anomalous confonnation of 2,4,5
trimethoxyamphetamine points out the dangers of relying
too heavily on isolated diffraction data. It is important,
therefore, to examine several related structures in order to
determine probable conformations. On the basis of data in
Table II a phenylethylamine conformation of¢= 180 =20 and
I/I= 90¢ 20° appears reasonable. The X-ray data on the tryptamines (TableIII) show somewhat greater variation. How-
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ever,most of the structures have ¢ =175;i-_15°_andl/I =80-£20?
The X-ray crystal structure of LSD ortho-iodobenzoate monohydrate (51) yielded ¢ (N(6) - C(5) - C(4) - C(3)) = 187° and
l/I (C(5) - C(4) - C(3) - C(16)) = 30° (See Figure 1).

It is clear from the X-ray data that there is an approximate correlation between the proposed pharmacophoric
groups, the aromatic ring and the amine group, in LSD and
the neurotransmitters 5-hydroxytryptamine and norepinephrine. Thus, Chothia and Pauling (48) proposed that
the blockage of 5-HT receptors in smooth muscle and in the
snail CNS by LSD could best be explained by the structural
resemblance of LSD and 5-HT. Similarly, the structural
correlation of LSD and norepinephrine might explain the
action of this hallucinogen on the adrenergic system.
Several theoretical studies on the conformation of 5HT have been published. Complete (/1 ,¢-energy maps for
5-HT are now available using the INDO method (53), the
PCILO method (38), the Extended Hiickel (EHT) method
(54), and the classical procedure (55). In Figure 2 are shown
the low energy regions determined by these methods as well
as the conformation of 5-HT observed in the crystalline
state. In general the results of the classical procedure
compare favorably with the MO calculations. However,
the low energy region at I/I =60°, </J =0° predicted by the
INDO and PCILO methods is not observed by the classical
procedure or by the EHT method. This minimum apparently arises due to the interaction of the amine protons with
the 11 orbitals of the indole ring. It should be pointed out
that although such interactions may occur in the isolated
state it is not clear that they would occur in an aqueous
system.
It should be noted that the global minima for a molecule predicted by the various MO and classical methods do
not always agree, as is shown for 5-HT. However, the difference in energies of the various low energy regions shown
in Figure 2 are less than the energy of a single hydrogen
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Since our major interest is the probable con.fonnation of the drug in the presence of a complete biological
milieu, these slight differences in energy appear insignificant
and speculation based on the “lowest” energy conformation
is not warranted.

bond.

One of the crystallographic forms of 5-HT falls within
the low energy region at ¢ =60°, I/I =60°: however, the
creatinine sulphate complex of 5-HT falls at a saddle point
in the ¢, 1/1-energy map. It is possible that this form is
stabilized by intermolecular interactions since it has not been
observed in other tryptamine crystals (See Table III).
If LSD interacts with 5-HT receptors it is possible that
a close congruence of the amines and aromatic rings is required for binding to the receptor. Calculations (56) show
that the closest congruence of 5-HT to LSD is obtained with
angles of ¢ =230°, I/I =46°. This conformation is about
10kcal/mole above the global minimum (¢=o°, ~/1 =60°)
and 4 kcal/mole above the local minimum at ¢ =180°, Q5 =
60°. An important point should be made concerning this
comparison of the energy of a particular conformation to an
energy minimum. It is obvious that an energy minimum
occurs due to specific stabilizing effects. In some cases,
the stabilizing effects may be observed in the isolated molecule but their presence in solution may be unlikely due to
solvent effects. This may well be the situation for the global minimum at ¢ =0°,l =60° in the 5-HT map since this
conformation appears to be stabilized by N-H... 11-electron
hydrogen bonding. It is probably more reasonable in this
case to compare the conformation at (P =230°, 1/1 =46° to

the local minimum at ¢ =180°, x =60°. Furthermore,
there is actually a region of the energy map, defined by ¢ =
230 1 20° and K/I =46 z 10°, which meets the requirement
of congruency with LSD within 0.2 A or less. Thus, it is
quite possible that the conformation of 5-HT relevant to
interaction with its receptor has angles of ¢ =230 120°
and w =46 1 10°.
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Molecular orbital calculations have also been carried
out on norepinephrine by the PCILO (39) and EHT (57)
methods. The PCILO method yielded four probable conformations, all within 1 kcal/mole of each other. One of
these, centered at¢ =180°, I/I =l20°, agrees well with the
X-ray data of Table II (¢ =175 1 15°, 1,0 =90 1 20°). Calculations (56) show that a region of the conformational map
of norepinephrine defined by ¢ =160 20°, #1 =14? 1 10°
is congruent with LSD within 0.2 A or less. The PCILO
calculations indicate that this conformation is only 2-3 kcal/
mole less stable than the ¢ =180°, l =120° conformation.
Thus, if LSD interacts with an adrenergic receptor, it is possible that the conformation of norepinephrine relevant to
binding to this receptor has angles of ¢=160: 20°, l =
147 1 10°.
In a previous paper from this laboratory (58) it was
suggested that the conformations of the hallucinogenic
tryptamines (e.g.,psilocin) and phenylalkylamines (e.g.,
methoxyamphetamines) at the receptor were such that their
six membered aromatic rings were congruent with the A ring
of LSD and their alkylamino nitrogens were congruent with
N(6) of LSD (See Figure 3). This proposal, based solely on
_stereochemical arguments, has received support from experimental studies using immunological methods. Van
Vunakis et al. (59) prepared antibodies to poly-(L-lysine)lysergamide conjugate, and studied competitive binding
with unlabeled LSD and a series of other hallucinogenic
drugs. A conclusion of this study, critical to the support
of the conformation we proposed (58), was that the “nitrogen
of phenylethylamine and tryptamine derivatives probably
approximates the position N-6 occupies in the LSD molecule.
These conformations are in agreement with the chemical
considerations and total valence electron calculations of
9!
Kang and Green for tryptamine and phenylisopropylamines

I

_

In offering this conformation, Kang and Green (58)
predicted that 2-amino-1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalenes (also
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called 2-aminotetralins) bearing electron-donating groups
(such as methoxy groups on the aromatic ring) would be
hallucinogenic because the rigid structure of the ring should
fix the amino group in an appropriate manner. Subsequent
tests on rats have shown that 7-hydroxy-2-aminotetralin
(Figure 4) shows cross-tolerance with mescaline (60).

Further support for the model was provided by the observation that the trans but not the cis isomer of the cyclopropylamine analog of mescaline had mescaline-like activity
(61).

'

Both the model proposed by Kang and Green (58) and
that of Chothia and Pauling (48) are based on assumed congruencies of the amino groups and aromatic rings of the psychotomimetics. The two models differ only in that Kang
and Green assumed a much closer congruence of the amino
group and aromatic ring of the phenylethylamines and tryptamines and the amine and A ring of LSD. Such a congruence would require </> , 1/1 angles for the hallucinogenic
phenylethylamines and tryptamines as described above for
norepinephrine and 5-HT. That such conformations have
not been observed crystallographically is not an argument
against their occurrence in solution. If such conformations
do exist they may be less stable than the extended forms
and therefore could be eliminated in the crystallization process.

As one approach to this problem we have recently
carried out quantum chemical calculations on mescaline and
psilocin (56) using the Intermediate Neglect of Differential
Overlap (INDO) molecular orbital method. The torsional
angles ¢ and up (defined above) were simultaneously rotated in 30° increments.
The results of the IN DO calculations on mescaline are
shown in Figure 5. Three minimal energy regions were observed: ¢ =30°, I/I =60°; $5 =180°, l/I =90°; and¢=
300°, l =90°. All tln'ee confonnations are within 0.5 kcal/
mole of each other. Close congruence of the mescaline
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Table III

Crystallographic Data for Tryptamine Derivatives

Compound

¢

‘/1

0l
1

N,N-Dimethyltryptaimine(A)
N,N-Dimethyltryptamine(B)
Bufotenine (A)
Bufotenine(B)
5-Methoxy-N ,N-dimethyltryptamine
Psilocybin(A)
Psilocybin (B)
5-Methoxytryptamine
5-HT (picrate salt)
5-HT (creatinine sulfate
complex)
Tryptamine
LSD

79
89
89
102

184
172
185
190
181
181
174
195
55
67

98
63
67

188

167

60
187

69
30

161
161
65

0
2

167
166
68
59

289
288
189
180

144
84

269
205

‘Data for the¢ and |/rangles taken from Baker et al. (50)
Data for the 0‘, and Qzangles taken from Kang et ~a1. (56).
The angles are defined in the text.

W
O

6O

I20

I80

240

3OO

Ni

NJ

C

1

360

Figure 5. Energy contour map for mescaline cation from INDO calculations (56). The
anglesqbandn/1are defined in the text. Numbers on the contour map represent the energy
in kcal/mole relative to the global minimum at ¢ = 30°, and 1,0 =60°.
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Table IV
Cartesian Coordinates of the Amino Nitrogen
in LSD, Tryptamines, and Phenylethylamines

LSD

y

x

Compound Conformation

-2.15
-2.21
-3.03
-1.93
-0.84

Mescaline

Psilocin

z

0.42
0.41
1.45
0.4;;
1.45

.

-3.01
-3.01
-1.75
-3.06
-4.67

Data taken from Kang et al. (56).

Conformation I has angles of¢=160°,l/I= 147° for mescaline
and¢= 230°,l/!=46° for psilocin and is the conformation
showing closest congruence with LSD. Conformation II has
angles of¢= 180°,¢I=90° for both mescaline and psilocin and
is the conformation predicted by Chothia and Pauling (48).
Table V

Hallucinogenic Potency and the Energy of the
Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital from Simple Huckel
Calculations
HOMO# #
Potency #
Compound

LSD
Psilocin
6-OH-DET
TMA-2

3700

()_21g()

31
25

TMA

2.2

Mescaline

1

0.4603
0.4700
0.4810
0.5357
0.5357
0.5696

17

<2
TMA-3
Abbreviations used are: DET=N,N-diethyltryptamine;

TMA=3,4,5-trimethoxyamphetamine; TMA-2=2,4,5trimethoxyamphetamine;

TMA-3=2,3,4-trimethoxy-

amphetamine.
# Potency in Mescaline Units in humans (63).
# {Energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital (63).
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I

structure with LSD would require an angle \/1 of 147 10°
and an angle ¢ of 160 20°. This conformation is about
3 kcal/ mole less stable than the global minimum. It is possible, however, that this conformation is stabilized by specific interactions of mescaline with the receptor. Such interactions could easily amount to well over 3 kcal/mole. Calculations on mescaline have not as yet been carried out using
other molecular orbital methods. However, calculations
on closely related molecules have been published. PCILO
calculations on phenylethylamine (39) showed results very
similar to those reported here for mescaline, the ¢ =160°,
I//=147° conformation being only 2-3 kcal/mole less stable
than the global minimum. As noted above, most phenylethylamines in the solid state have been found in the ¢ =
175 1 15°, ‘/1 =80 2 20° conformation. However, the calculations indicate that a conformation with ¢ =160°, W =
147° is quite possible given significant stabilization by
drug-receptor interactions. The fact that this is a less stable conformation could in part explain the relatively low
potency of mescaline compared with LSD.

t

For psilocin, two energy maps were calculated corresponding to different orientations of the dimethylamino
group. The angles O, and 62 are dened as follows:
6, =C(methyl-1)-N(alkyl)-C(a)-C(B) and 02=C(methyl-2)
-N(alkyl)-C( 0 )-C( ff). In the gauche-trans (gt) form,
methyl group 2 was placed in the plane of the alkylamine
side chain (i.e., 6| =60°, 02 =18O°). In the trans gauche
(tg) form, methyl group 1 was placed in the plane of the
alkylamine chain (i.e., O, =180°, 9, =300°). It was
assumed that these two orientations would be more stable
than the third possible orientation in which the hydrogen on
the protonated amine would be in the plane of the alkylamine
chain (i.e. 6‘=300°, and6, =60°).
This assumption is supported by the crystallographic
data on the N,N-dimethlytryptamines (see Table III). As
shown in Fig. 6, substantial differences in the energy map

I
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were obtained depending on the dimethylamino group orientation. We believe that the tg form is the most relevant to
hallucinogenic activity since in this form the hydrogen on the
protonated amine is in the same relative orientation as the
hydrogen of protonated D_-LSD.

As shown in the lower half of Figure 6, three minimal
energy regions were observed for psilocin cation: ¢ =90°,
1/r=6o°; ¢ =240<>, ¢=e0°; andq =330°,¢ =12o°. The
global minimum at </> =240°, ¢=60° is of particular interest
for the following reasons: (1) The amine and aromatic rings
of psilocin and LSD show their closest congruence when ¢ =
230 1 20°, I//=46 z 10°, a region containing the global
minimum. (2) This conformation appears to be stabilized
by hydrogen bond formation between the amine and 4-hydroxy group. The N-H...O bond distance is 2.6 A and the
bond angle is 147°, values within the limits observed for
hydrogen bonds. This result appears to offer some support
for intramolecular hydrogen bonding in psilocin, although
the position of the amine group is not as depicted in the
papers of Snyder and co-workers (40-42). To date, calculations have only been carried out on psilocin cation. It is
not known whether an N ...H-O hydrogen bond, as originally
proposed in the Snyder model, would be observed in molecular orbital calculations on psilocin base.
The conformation of psilocin showing closest congruency with LSD, namely ¢ =230°, I/1 =46°, is approximately
3 kcal/mole less stable than the global minimum at ¢ =
240°, 1/1=60°.

Thus, the molecular orbital calculations indicate that,
although the conformations of psilocin and mescaline that
are congruent with LSD are not necessarily the most stable
ones, only small energy barriers -- less than the energy of a
hydrogen bond -- need to be overcome in order to attain close
congruency. These energy barriers, however, could be sufficient to result in a relatively small amount of the appropri-
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ate conformer being available to the receptor, a circumstance
that could partly account for the relatively low potencies of
these compounds compared with LSD.

In summary, the present ideas conceming the conformation of psychotomimetic amines are centered around three
models. The Snyder theory assumes that those hallucinogens that are capable of ring C formation will t the receptor
better than a similar derivative which is not able to form
this ring. This model implicitly assumes that congruence
of the amine groups of the phenylethylamines and tryptamines with the amine of LSD is not required for binding to
the receptor. In contrast, the model of Chothia and Pauling
assumes that the hallucinogens exist in the extended forms
observed in the crystalline state with the amino group and
aromatic ring in approximately the same relative positions
as found in LSD. The model of Kang and Green requires
a greater degree of congruence of the amine and aromatic
rings than the model proposed by Chothia and Pauling (See
Table IV).
The Snyder model appears, at least qualitatively,
capable of predicting that amphetamines able to form the C
ring will be more potent than non C-ring formers. However,
the model cannot be extended to the phenylethylamines
since the non-C ring formers, mescaline and 3-methoxy-4,5methylenedioxy-phenylethylamine,are just as potent as the
C ring former, 2,4,5—trimethoxy-phenylethylamine. B ring
formation appears very unlikely from a chemical standpoint
and furthermore this ring would not be even grossly congruent with the B ring of LSD. There are insufcient data
available to say whether the Snyder theory could apply to
the tryptamines.
At present there appears to be little basis for choosing
between the models of Chothia and Pauling or Kang and
Green since both assume at least an approximate congruence
of the amines and aromatic rings. In the nal analysis the
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choice rests on which of the following propositions one accepts as the most reasonable description of the hallucinogenic receptor: (1) The receptor, which consists of two
essential groups complementary to the amine and aromatic
ring of LSD, is essentially non-exible such that a close congruence of the phenylalkylamine or tryptamine hallucinogens
with LSD is required for binding and activation of the receptor. (2) The receptor is sufficiently exible-such that
conformational changes in it can compensate for the poor t
of those hallucinogens which exist in conformations not
closely congruent with LSD.

STR UCTURE —ACTI VI TYRELA TIONSHIPS
The conformational models described in the previous
section are not capable of explaining the relative potency of
a series of hallucinogens. In general, the differences in potency have been attributed to specific interactions of the
drugs with the LSD receptor.

It

is becoming increasingly apparent that studies of
the molecular mechanisms of drug-receptor interactions
should be directed toward the fundamental particles that
control these events, namely the valence electrons and atomic nuclei which make up the structure of the drug molecule and the receptor. Specifically, this means an understanding of the structural features of the molecules, the
energies and distribution of the valence electrons and the
spatial arrangements of the atomic cores. Such a description of matter is provided by quantum mechanics. By
means of suitable quantum chemical methods, an indication
of the electronic energies and charge distribution of the valence electrons and of the energetically preferred spatial
arrangement of the atomic nuclei can be obtained at various
levels of sophistication. The problem then becomes one of
relating in a reasonable way these parameters of drug structure to the biological activity.
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Table VI

Hallucinogenic Activities of Amphetamine Derivatives in
Man and Energy of the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital
(HOMO)

Derivative of

Hallucinogenic

activity #

amphetamine
2,5-(OCH,)14-CH, so
17
2,4,5-(0011,),
13
2,3,6-(0011,),
10
2,4,6-(0011,),

2,5-(0cH,),

s

2,3,4,5-(OCH,)4
2,4-(0011,) ,

6

4-OCH,
2,3,5-(OCI-I3),
3,4,5-(0011,)

2,3,4-(0CH,):

<2

3,4-(OCHQ,
(Mescaline)*
(Amphetamine)

<1
1

0

HOMO* #
(atomic units)
-0.4929
-0.5001
-0.5112
-0.5217
-0.5012
-0.5126
-0.5194
-0.5262
-0.5026
-0.5218
-0.5274
-0.5238
-0.5226
-0.5885

#Data taken from (46).
# #Data from

INDO calculations of Kang and Green (64)

*Mescaline, 3,4,5-trimethoxyphenylethylamine, is not an
amphetamine derivative but is used as a standard of
hallucinogenic activity.
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Table VII

Hallucinogenic Potency and HOMO From INDO
Calculations

EHoMo*' *
Potency
in man
(Mescaline

Compound

Free base

Protonated
Form

-0.3392

-0.4661

-0.3399

-0.4493
-0.4533
-0.4666

Units) #
4500-9275
LSD
N ,N-Dimethyltryptamines

4-OH
6-OH
5-OH

32
25

weak or

inactive
Unsubstituted weak_or
inactive
no
activity
Tryptamines
4-OH
6-OH
5-OH

-0.4745

-0.3415

-0.4582
-0.4583
-0.4735
-0.4810

-0.37 76

-0.4929

Unsubstituted
2,5-dimethoxy-4methyl80
amphetamine

# Data taken from references cited by Kang and Green (58)

" " Calculated

by Kang and Green (58).
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The early studies of Karreman at 111. (62) on the
electronic structure of LSD using the simple Hiickel molecular orbital method suggested that the high energy of the
highest occupied molecular orbital (E HQMO) might account
for the activity of this drug. Since EHQMQ values correlate well with ionization potentials it was inferred that LSD
might be an unusually good electron donor and that the LSD
receptor interaction might involve formation of a chargetransfer complex. This result was extended to a series of
seven psychotomimetics (including LSD, tryptamines, and
methoxylated amphetamines) in which a good correlation
was found (63) between hallucinogenic activity and the
HOMO energy from the simple Hiickel method (See Table
V). The Hiickel method considers only the pi electrons of
the molecule, a special shortcoming when applied to LSD
since much of its structure consists of saturated carbon
atoms. Nevertheless, total valence electron calculations
in this laboratory (64) using the INDO molecular orbital
method on 12 hallucinogenic methoxyamphetamines showed
that their potency in man showed a fair correlation with the
HOMO energy (See Table VI). Similarly, in a small series
of ring substituted N,N-dimethyltryptamines (58) EHQMO
was found to correlate with psychotomimetic potency (See
Table VII).
Several points should be made concerning these molecular orbital calculations: (1) In contrast to the early
Hiickel calculations (63), the INDO results (58) suggest that
EHOMO values do not correlate with potency among structurally different hallucinogens. For example, the order of
potency of *LSD,psilocin and DOM (2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine) is LSD> DOM>psilocin whereas the order
(2) The
of EHOMQ values is psilocin > LSD > DOM.
EHOM0 values are very sensitive to the conformation of the
molecule, in particular the conformation of aromatic ring
substituents (Table 8), and to the protonation state of the
molecule (Table VII). In the INDO study (64) noted above

I
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(Table VI), methoxy groups were assumed planar except
when vicinal, in which case they were placed out of plane in
a trans arrangement. When the calculations were repeated
on molecules in which the methoxy groups were either all
planar or all out of plane, the correlation with EHOMO did
not hold (65). Thus, at the present time, the significance
of the correlation of hallucinogenic activity with EHQMQ
values remains uncertain due to the lack of knowledge of
the conformation of the drugs at the receptor. (3) The
EHQMO values do not adequately explain the presence of
hallucinogenic activity in the dialkyl substituted tryptamines
as opposed to the lack of activity in the non-alkylated tryptamines. Although N ,N-dimethylation does increase the
EHOMQ values of tryptamines, the increase is relatively
small (See Table VII). It might be claimed that because
LSD is a tertiary amine, hallucinogenic activity is restricted
to the dialkylated tryptamines. However, this argument
does not hold when one considers the phenylethylamines
where activity is largely restricted to the primary amines(66).
The question of whether a charge-transfer reaction is
involved in the mechanism of action of these psychotomimetics has been approached experimentally by spectroscopic studies of donor-acceptor complexes. Millie et al.
(67) found only moderate electron donating power among
indoles and methy-lysergate suggesting that LSD is not as
good an electron donor as originally thought on the basis of
the Hiickel calculations. However, Sung and Parker (68)
reported a correlation between the ability of eight methoxylated amphetamines to form a molecular complex with an
artificial acceptor, 1,4-dinitrobenzene, and their hallucinogenic potency in man. Three other amphetamines did not
fit the correlation.
The lack of correlation of EHOMO values among the
structurally different hallucinogens, namely LSD, tryptamines, and amphetamines, and the relatively low potency
of the latter two groups of drugs may rest on the fact that
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only a small proportion of a dose of these hallucinogens may
exist in the correct conformation for binding to the LSD
receptor. Alternatively, the low activity of the phenylalkylamines and tryptamines may be due to the absence of the
amide group of LSD. Also, a correlation between a single
electronic characteristic, such as EHQMO, and psychotomimetic activity of different congeneric series may be too
much to expect in view of numerous interactions that occur
between swallowing a hallucinogen and observing an effect:
absorption, excretion, catabolism, protein binding, penetration of the blood-brainibarrier, affinity for the receptor, and

intrinsic activity.
The requirement of a high EHOMO for hallucinogenic activity explains the need for those portions of the
molecules that appear sterically unimportant: the pyrrole
portion of LSD and psilocin and the methoxy and hydroxy
groups of the amphetamines, mescaline, and the tryptamines. Since the 9,10-double bond of LSD is presumably
conjugated with the indole ring system, it has generally been
assumed that reduction of this bond would decrease the
HOMO energy (58, 63), thus explaining the lack of hallucinogenic potency of dihydro-LSD (16). INDO calculations
in our laboratory (Table IX) showed that reduction of the
9,10-double bond does reduce EHQMQ, although the change,
particulary in the cation form, is not very marked.
Because of size limitations of the INDO computer program, most of our calculations (TableIX) had to be carried
out on the dimethylamide rather than the diethylamide
derivatives. Therefore, comparisons can only be made between changes in EHQMQ and changes in potency. LSD
and 1-acetyl-LSD are equipotent as hallucinogens; all other
chemical modifications of LSD result in less active compounds (16, 70). As shown in Table IX, all the molecular
modications result in a decrease in EHOMO consistent

with the potency data, except for methyl or hydroxymethyl
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substitution on the indole nitrogen, which increases EHOMO, a result not in accord with the pharmacological
data. It should be emphasized that the changes in E HOMO
are quite small. Clearly, there is no simple relationship
between EHOMO and the potency of LSD congeners. Thus,
although we cannot eliminate the possibility that an appropriately high EHQMQ is required, it is clear that a high EHOMO is not a sufficient condition for hallucinogenic activ-

ity.
Testable predictions may be made on the basis of the
hypothetical correlations of hallucinogenic potency with
EHOMOvalues. If an appropriate EHOMQ is important
for hallucinogenic activity of the N,N-dimethyltryptamines,
at least five untested derivatives should have greater hallucinogenic activity than the 4-hydroxy derivative, psilocin.
The hallucinogenic activities of these untested N,N-dimethyltryptamines would be 4-amino-=5,7-dimethoxy->5,
6-dimethoxy- = 5,7-dihydroxy- = 5-dimethylamino-' > 4-hydroxy (58). The 7-hydroxy derivative would be as potent
as the 6-hydroxy derivative. This analysis rests on the
further assumption that all these compounds would penetrate the blood-brain barrier, which may not be the case for
the more polar derivatives, the amine and hydroxy substituted compounds. Several of these derivatives have recently been synthesized and are being tested in our laboratories for cross-tolerance to mescaline in rats. If these
compounds show mescaline-like activity further studies are
planned to test the above predictions.
The molecular orbital studies also suggested that 2amino-tetrahydronaphthalenes (aminotetralins) bearing electron donating groups on the aromatic ring would be hallucinogenic: these compounds have appropriate EHQMQ
values and the conformation of the molecule is rigidly xed
in a form that is closely congruent with the A and C rings of
LSD. Cross-tolerance studies in rats showed that 7-hydroxy-2-amino-1,2,3,4-tetra-hydronaphthalene is mescalineIike (60).
-
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Table VIII

Alteration of HOMO with Conformational Changes

EHOMO# #

Compound# Conformation

DOM

OCH, groups planar ;¢= 180°,l,l!=90°-0.4918
OCH, groups out of plane and trans; -0.5129

¢=1s0°,¢=90°
2,3,4-TMA OCH3groups planar;¢=180°¢r=90° -0.4910
OCH, groups out of plane and trans; -0.5287

¢ = 1s0°|/r=90<=

4-MA

-0.5262
OCH3planar,¢ = 180°!/1=0°
-0.5250
OCH;p1anar,¢=180°l/I=90°
OCH30ut of plane,¢=I80°l/1=90° -0.5436

DOM =2 ,5-dimethoxy-4-methyl#Abbreviati0ns :
amphetamine; 2,3,4-TMA=2,3,4-trimethoxyamphetamine;
4-MA=4-methoxyamphetamine.

* ‘# HOMO from INDO

calculations (65).

I
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IX

EHOMO of LSD Congeners

Molecular Modification #
A. Substitution on indole
nitrogen

DAM
1-acetyl-DAM
1-methyl-DAM
1-hydroxymethyl-DAM
B. Reduction of 9,10-double
bond

DAM
Dihydrg-DAM
Lumi-DAM
C. Substitution on amide
nitrogen
DAM
LAE
LSD

EHOMO *' *
Cation

Base

-

-0.3431
-0.3468
-0.3392
-0.3415

-0.4696
-0.4693
-0.4627
-0.4647

-0.3431
-0.3462
-0.3507

-0.4696
-0.4700
-0.4749

-0.3431
-0.3431
-0.3392

-0.4696
-0.4702
-0.4661

-0.3392
-0.3400

-0.4661
-0.4678

D. Conformation of amide
group

LSD
Iso-LSD

# Abbreviations used: DAM=Lysergic acid dimethylamide;LAE=Lysergic acid ethylamide; lumi=9,10-double
bond hydrated; Iso=amide group in axial position.
The relative potencies of the LSD congeners are as follows
(16,70):
D-LSD=100;
1-acetyl-LSD=100;
1-methyl-LSD=33; 1-hydroxymethyl-LSD=7; DAM=1O;
LAE=5; Dihydro-LSD=1; Lumi-LSD=<1; D-Iso-LSD=
<1.
# #

'

HOMO values from IN DO calculations of Kang et al.(69)
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Figure 6. Energy contour map for psilocin cation from INDO
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and 9, =300° (tg form). The angles¢,;/1 , 61, and 6 2 are
defined in the text. Numbers on the contour map represent
the energy in kcal/mole relative to the conformation at

¢=180°,l/I=9O°, 0'=180°, 6,=300°. Crystallographically
observed conformations (cf. Table III)are denoted as follows:
0 and 0 = psilocybin; Aand‘= bufotenine; [:1 and
are
N,N-dimethyltryptamine.
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Figure

7.

Molecular model of D-LSD cation. Note that the
proton on the amino group points below the plane
of the indole ring.
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Predictions of hallucinogenic activity in a number of
untested amphetamines have also been made based on the
correlations with EHQM()values. Of the derivatives studied, only the 2,3,4,6-tetramethoxyamphetamine was predicted to be substantially more potent than mescaline (64).
This compound has not yet been synthesized.

As noted above, it is not clear that EHQMQ is a realistic correlate of hallucinogenic potency. This question
can only be answered by testing the predictions that have
been made. In addition, we have begun a re-examination
of the molecular orbital calculations on the amphetamines
in the hopes of finding atom-localized electronic correlates.
Preliminary studies suggested that hallucinogenic potency
was correlated with the ability to donate electrons from the
3,5 ring positions coupled with a lack of donorability at the
The nding of atom-localized correlates
1 position (65).
could help explain why many compounds with appropriate
EHOM0 values lack hallucinogenic activity.

In summary, the following model for hallucinogenic
activity can be proposed based on the crystallographic data
and the molecular orbital studies. In the crystal structure
of D-LSD, the amine nitrogen is located 0.43 A above the
mean plane of the indole ring and 5.20 A from the center of
the six-membered aromatic ring. Since the N-methyl group
assumes an equatorial position, the nitrogen lone pair elec-

trons in the non-protonated form or the hydrogen atom in
the protonated form are below the indole ring in the active D
isomer of LSD (See Figure 7). If the nitrogen reacts with
the receptor, it is most probable that that portion of the
receptor is below the indole plane. The interaction between
the amine and receptor may involve a donor-acceptor complex of the n- 11* or n- 0* type, a pure electrostatic interaction, or hydrogen bond formation. If a pure electrostatic
interaction is obtained, the L-form of LSD (figure 8) would
be active, and it is not. In an equilibrium mixture of an hal-
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lucinogenic tryptamine or phenylalkylamine, a small percentage of the drug molecules are in a conformation sufficiently similar to that of D-LSD to bind to the receptor (See
Figures 9 and 10). The low probability for assuming the
necessary conformation may explain the relatively low-activity of these compounds comparai to LSD. In addition to
the amine-receptor interaction, it is assumed that the sixmembered aromatic ring also reacts with the receptor, presumably by a charge-transfer reaction, the drug acting as
donor and a portion of the receptor as an electron acceptor.
The nature of the acceptor remains unknown, but could be
either an aromatic amino acid or a nucleotide. Assuming
a complementarity between hallucinogen and receptor, it
is reasonable to propose that the receptor consists of an aromatic ring located roughly 5 A from a second group capable of reaction with the amine group of LSD. Whether this
second group is an electrophile, which would react with the
nitrogen lone pair (such as the hydrogen of an OH or N H2
group), or a nucleophile, which would react with the protonated amine (such as the oxygen of an OH group), remains
an unanswered question since it is not known whether LSD
is protonated at the receptor. Alteration of the alkyl substituents on the amide group of LSD causes marked changes
in potency suggesting that a specific steric fit of the amide
group to a third portion of the receptor may be required for
high activity. The absence of the amide group in the
phenylalkylamines and tryptamines may help to explain the
relatively low activity of these drugs. The inactivity of DIso-LSD may rest on the following factors: (a) The diethylamide group at C(8) is in the axial position. As a result the
bulky amide group is below the indole plane and may sterically hinder approach of the amine to the receptor (See
Figure 11). (b) The axial orientation may be unstable,
causing a puckering of the D ring so that the proton or the
lone pair electrons of the amine group is no longer directed
below the indole plane (See Figure 12).
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Biogenesis of Ergot Alkaloids
As mentioned earlier, it is the parastic fungus Claviceps that infects rye and produces the lysergic acid alkaloids.
This fungus can be grown (saprophytically) in the laboratory
to yield large amounts of alkaloids. The yield of these
alkaloids has been reported to be as high as 1.8 mg/ml of
culture medium by some workers!
The sclerotium containing the fungus replaces the rye
seed in the ear of the rye. The sclerotia eventually fall
to the ground and lie dormant until spring, when the ascospores from the sclerotia are transported by wind currents,
etc. to other rye plants. The life cycle of the fungus involves ascospores to conidia, to mycelium and finally the
sclerotium.

BIOSYNTHETIC PATHWAYS
of the biosynthesis of LSD-25, the
origin of rings A, B, C, and D, their enzymatic conversions
into the final compounds and the origin of the substitutions on
the carboxyl group should be considered. Until the recent
observation that Claviceps paspali can produce the lysergate
compounds in laboratory cultures (by Arcamone et al. from
Rome, 1), Claviceps on rye was the most common, but
limited source of the lysergates.
In 1958 (2) Mothes et al. and Weygand’s laboratory
(3) in Germany observed that radioactivity from DLtryptophan -14Cinjected intorye plants was incorporated
into lysergates in the sclerotia. This was an important
finding which supported the role of the amino acid tryptophan in the biogenesis of the rings A and B of LSD.
Prior and subsequent to this there were other postulates
as to the origin of rings C and D. The similarity of the top
portion of LSD-25 to the drug Nikethamide can be readily

In

a consideration
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noticed. Van Tamelen (4) postulated that 5-hydroxytrptophan and dihydronicotinamide or their metabolic analogues
could be condensed to yield the ergot alkaloid nucleus.
Harley-Mason (28) postulated that a Mannich-type condensation of tetradehydro-5-hydroxytryptophan, formaldehyde
and acetone decarboxylic acid could yield a precursor, which
was then subjected to biological decarboxylation and

cyclization.
Wendler (5) proposed the formation of a tricyclic
ketone from tryptophan, followed by condensation with
citric acid. The product would cyclize, losing a mole of
water, to yield the nucleus of lysergic acid. Sir Robert
Robinson, in 1955, (6) proposed a Claissen condensation of
N-methyltryptophan and succinic acid, followed by cyclization. Feldstein (7) suggested in 1956, a condensation
involving alpha-ketoglutarate (cf. 8).
Regrettably, most of the above hypotheses proved to
be “paper chemistry” and untenable! The involvement of
tryptophan was, however, established by Mothes, Weygand
et al. (2,3).
was again the German group (Mothes, Weygand
et al.) that postulated in 1958 that tryptophan reacted with
acetate or
a C-5 body of isoprenoid character, from active
mevalonate, to yield the lysergate nucleus (2). See also

It

Ang.
discussion of Hofmann's paper by Weygand in
mechanThe
(1959).
383
II,
Chemie. Inst. English Edition

ism for this synthesis is given below.
Weygand’s results on the incorporation of mevalonate
into the ergoline structure were corroborated by other groups
(9). Birch et al. (10) showed that mevalonate - 2151C was
incorporated into the C-17 of elymoclavine and agroclavine.

Plieninger et al. (11) and Baxter, Kandel and Okany
(12) showed that mevalonate was actually incorporated
through conversion into isopentenyl or dimethylalkyl pyrophosphate. This conversion is typically found in the biosynthesis of terpenes, sterols (for example, lanosterol and
cholesterol) and other isoprenoid compounds! It was
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shown by Baxter’s group (13) that, in keeping with other
known pathways, the biological source for the N-methyl
group in the lysergates, is either methionine or formate.
be incorporated into the
chanoclavine, it should reach the sclera. Some of the difficulties (14) and negative findings (15) reported may be due

In order that the tryptophan

to this and also the further metabolization of tryptophan
into the kynurenine pathway. It is, however, of distinct
interest that both LSD and serotonin are derived from
tryptophan. Other amino acids are not directly related to
this pathway (16). Further, the growth of the organism,
the dye stuff formation, and the production of the alkaloids
seem to be related.
The biogenetic relations of the dimethylalkyltryptophan
to chanoclavine, agroclavine, elymoclavine, etc. have been
discussed by Weygand and Floss (17).

Ramstad (18), Minghetti (19) and Floss and coworkers (20) have also purified the dimethylalkyltryptophan
synthetase, which seems to have an optimum pH of 8, and
is inhibited by iodoacetate, elymoclavine and agroclavine.
These observations show the involvement of -SH groups
(and possibly a carbonyl intermediary) and feed back inhibition. Ramstad et al. (21) have shown that an extract of
pigeon liver is enzymatically active in closing the D ring
in the conversion of chanoclavine I to elymoclavine.
The studies on the interconversion of the alkaloids
show that chanoclavine may neither be a precursor nor a
product of degradation of agroclavine (17). Alanine (but
not alaninol) has been shown by Nelson and Agurell (22) to
be the precursor of the alaninol side chain of ergometrine.
Lysergylalanine is presumably reduced to ergometrine. In a
similar manner, the side chain of ergocornine does not seem
to involve preformed L-valyl-L-valyl-L-proline as a free
intermediate (23).
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Figure 2. Proposed Mechanism for the Formation of
Agroclavine from Chanoclavine-I.
Figures 1,2 and 3 are reproduced from Lloydia with the kind
permission of the Publisher and Drs. Floss et al.
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Figure 3. Hypothetical oxidative pathways for the formation
of lysergatesi from simple precursors by oxidation.
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SOURCES OF CLAVINE ALKALOIDS>

Alkaloid

Source

Agroclavine

Agropyrum semicostatum
A. ciliare Fr.
Pennisetum typhoideum Rich.

Elymoclavine

Elymus mollis Tri.
Pennisetum spp.
Seeds of Rivea corymbosa (L.)
Ipomea tricolor Cav.

Lysergine

A gropyrum spp.

Lysergol

Seeds of Rivea corymbosa and

Ipomea tricolor
Elymus spp.
Lysergene

Elymus spp.

Setoclavine

Pennisetum typhoideum
Elymus mollis

Isosetoclavine

Pennisetum spp.
Japanese grasses

Penniclavine

Pennisetum typhoideum
Japanese grasses and Rye
Japanese grasses and Rye

Isopenniclavine

Pennisetum spp.

Festuclavine

Agropyrum and Phalaris spp.
Aspergillus fumigatus Fres.

Costaclavine

Agropyrum spp.
Aspergillus fumigatus

Fumigaclavine A and B
Chanoclavine

Pennisetum typhoideum
Seeds of Rivea corymbosa and
Ipomea tricolor
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Composition of the fermentation medium
for the production of lysergic acid by Claviceps paspali.

Concentration of ingredient
per liter

D-Mannitol
Succinic Acid
NaNO3
CuSO4.5H2O

50 g
40 g
100

mg

5

mg

C_aCl2

100 mg

Ca(NO3).4H2O

500 mg

ZnSO4.7H2O

AICI3
FeSO4.'7H2O
CoSO4

MgSO4.7H2O

KHZPO4

EDTA
Tween 80

10

mg

mg
1 mg

5

mg
300 mg
1

2000 mg
30 mg

5g
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PRODUCTION OF ERGOT ALKALOIDS
BY FERMENTATION
As mentioned earlier, there are different species of
fungi that produce the different alkaloids under discussion.
Claviceps purpurea yielded ergot alkaloids. Asper-

gillus fumigatus yielded festuclavine, fumigaclavine,
A and B. Rhizopus arrhizus yielded fumigaclavine. Penicillium roquefort, and P. chermesium yielded clavines and
costaclavine.

Until

1960, Claviceps purpurea growing on rye was

the chief source for the study of ergot alkaloids and their
production. In 1960, Arcamone et al. (1) reported the production of “ergot” alkaloids by submerged cultures of
Claviceps paspali. Strains of this organism were capable
of production of large quantities of alkaloids of the lysergate
series, even though it is more difficult to induce C. paspali
to form asexual spores (24). Castagnoli and Mantle
described in 1966 (25) the details for culturing C. purpurea
in submerged cultures. Kelleher, (26) who has done important work on the mycological production of lysergate
alkaloids, reviewed it in 1969.

Arcamone et al. (27) have also shown that, as with
Weygand's and Mothes’ work on C. purpurea, DL-tryptophan
was incorporated into the alkaloids by C. paspali in submerged cultures. Taber (24) found that the highest production of lysergic acid was obtained using sorbitol as
carbon source. Considerable amounts of protein synthesis
and turnover (whence growth and nucleic acid replication?)
seem to be requirements for the production of alkaloids by
Claviceps (29,30).
Besides the organic (carbon source) and inorganic
nutrients (31) usually required by saprophytes, surfactants
like Tween 80, Brij 30, and Arlacel 80 enhance the production
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of the alkaloid. Addition of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) at
the 1% level enhanced the alkaloid production by 50% (32).
A more recent publication (33) describes a well-defined
medium (see page 251), for the production of lysergic acid
by Claviceps paspali even at levels of 0.5g per liter. The
culture medium had a presterilization pH of 5.2-5.4 and
contained 6.8g of ammonium N per liter.
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METABOLISM OF LSD
The resurgence of interest in lysergic acid diethylamide
in the early fifties has prompted a study of its metabolism
and biochemical pharmacology. There have been‘ various
studies which show LSD-25 administered to animals or men
enters the blood rapidly and also disappears just as rapidly.
The various studies show that the half life of LSD-25 in mice
after intravenous administration at a level of 35 mg per kilogram, which is the maximum tolerated dose, is 37 minutes.
This is a large dose and is really pushing the level too high.
The half life can depend on the route of administration,
the tissue under study, and the level at which the drug is
administered, etc. The half life of LSD-25 in human plasma
was calculated to be 175 minutes by Aghajanian and
Bing (1). In the human study, the dose of LSD administered was 2 micrograms per kilogram. Considering both
levels (of 2 micrograms per kilogram in the human and 35
micrograms per kilogram in the mouse) and the diversity
of half lives from 37 to 175 minutes, it is correct to assume
that the half life of LSD-25 in the mammal is somewhere
between these two figures. However, at a smaller dose than
2 micrograms per kilogram in humans, the half life could be
longer than 175 minutes.

In

1955 Stoll and his associates (2), again from the
Laboratories
in Basel, Switzerland, reported on the
Sandoz
distribution and fate of C-14 labelled LSD in the animal
body. Administered at a dose of 50 micrograms per mouse
by the tail vein these authors found that almost all the LSD
disappeared from the blood within a few minutes, and
reached a maximum in most organs studied after 10-15
minutes. Apparently, the LSD removed from the blood
reaches the brain very early, and later (in time sequence)
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muscle and skin, heart, lungs, spleen and pancreas, kidney,
adrenals, liver and eventually the intestines. By the end
of two hours there was only 10% of the initial activity in the
brain and liver. In the small intestine, a maximum of about
50% of the total dose was obtained after two hours. Apparently, the radioactive substance moved down with the
contents of the intestine and after two to three hours most
of the activity was found in the colon. The extremely rapid
entry of LSD-25 into the brain is interesting. This is in
spite of the blood-brain barriers which are usually noticed
for most metabolites (cf: latter). Stoll et al. found that the
greater part of LSD was actually metabolized and there were
three water soluble metabolites derived from the LSD administered.

Lanz, Cerletti and Rothlin (3) reported their work on
the distribution of LSD in the animal body in 1955. These
authors administered LSD at a level of 35 micrograms per
kilogram by the tail vein into the mouse. They estimated
the LSD by the antagonistic action of LSD to serotonin
using the isolated rat uterus. They also found that the LSD
disappeared rapidly from the blood and increased in the liver
later on. They further reported that the half life of LSD
in the blood was approximately 37 minutes.

Continuing their studies, Rothlin and his associates
that C-14 labelled LSD-25 administered
intraperitoneally into rats was recovered partly as respiratory carbon dioxide with 3% in the urine and 1% in the feces
in twelve hours. The alimentary tract, especially the
intestines, contained 70-80% of the labelled carbon 3-12
hours later. The other tissues contained small concentrations. In rats with bile fistulas, 65% of the LSD-25 was
recovered in bile and 12% from the intestinal contents in
three hours. These authors also succeeded in separating
several metabolic derivatives of the LSD-25 administered to
the rat. From the above studies, it could be inferred that
LSD reaches the brain rapidly and then goes to the liver
and the bile, and is secreted into the intestines. Thus, the
(4) reported in 1956
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bile is one of the important metabolic vehicles for LSD-25.
Equally, LSD-25 is biotransformed to several metabolites.
Continuing these studies, Axelrod and his associates
reported
(5)
in 1957 that LSD-25 administered to the cat was
foun'd in bile, plasma, lung, liver, kidney, brain and intestines, spleen, cerebrospinal uid, muscle, and fat in order
of decreasing concentrations. They also reported that the
LSD-25 was bound to plasma proteins and is capable of
passing through the blood-brain barrier. In view of the
fact very little is excreted in the urine or feces and because
very little has been shown to be found in the respiratory
carbon dioxide, it could be concluded that the LSD administered is completely'metabolized. The liver, apparently, is
the major site of degradation. In this interesting work,
Axelrod and his coworkers reported on the microsomal
oxidation of LSD-25 and concluded that one of the major
end products of the metabolism of LSD-25 is probably 2hydroxy-LSD-25. They could not detect either N-demethylation or hydrolysis to lysergic acid itself. They
found that chlorpromazine and 2-diethylaminoethyl
diphenylpropylacetate strongly inhibited in vitro metabolism of LSD while serotonin and reserpine were less potent
inhibitors. LSD was apparently metabolized rapidly in the
mouse and more slowly in the monkey and the cat.

Nobody has been successful in isolating any major
metabolites of LSD-25 until now. At the time when the
interest was high in such a biochemical pharmalogical work,
the supply of LSD had been cut off and LSD has become
a drug of disrepute. However, in contrast to Axeh'od’s
observation that the major metabolite of LSD might be a
2-hydroxy-LSD, Slaytor and Wright (6) in 1962 reported
that the major metabolite of LSD, in analogy with that of
ergometrine, is probably 12-hydroxy-LSD. Slaytor and
Wright administered ergometrine or LSD-25 to rats and
collected the bile for six hours subsequently. They found
that LSD was converted to two beta glucoronides of a
hydroxy-LSD, and a hydroxy-isoLSD. In contrast to these
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workers, Szara in 1963 (7) found that an isolated microsomal
system metabolized LSD, most probably to the 13-hydroxy
derivative. ‘ Szara based his conclusion on the 6-hydroxylation of the indoles. Thus, in summary, the metabolites of
LSD are most probably microsomal hydroxylation products,
the 2, 12 and 13 hydroxy derivatives being the strongest
contenders for identity.

The observation by Axelrod and his group that
reserpine is a moderate inhibitor of the metabolization of
lysergic acid diethylamide is of considerable interest.
Sankar and Domj an (8) have shown more recently that the
effect of both LSD-25 and reserpine were similar on the
norepinephrine levels and binding in several tissues. These
authors have postulated that the effect of reserpine in
potentiating some of the effects of LSD, as reported in
literature, may be due to their similar actions on the norepinephrine system and dissimilar actions of the two drugs,
reserpine and LSD, on the serotonin systems.
Freedman, Aghaj anian and Coquet (9) reported in 1964
that the effect of LSD in man and rat was enhanced by
pretreatment for 48 to 96 hours with reserpine. They report
that the pretreatment with reserpine caused a decrease in
brain levels of LSD and an increase in the plasma levels.
Apparently, the reserpine is prolonging the metabolic destruction of LSD-25 through some unknown mechanism. In
an impressive and more complete study, Boyd (10) reported
in 1959 that the levels of LSD-25 were decreasing in the
order of liver, spleen, uterus and ovaries, blood and brain,
when reported as microcuries per microgram of tissue. In
view of the large mass of liver, this observation is important.
Equally, it is interesting to note that the uterus and the
ovaries do accumulate a considerable amount of LSD-25.
Boyd administered LSD-25 at a level of 1 microgram per
kilogram intraperitoneally to rats. The amount of radioactivity excreted in the expired air as respiratory carbon
dioxide was very small, being only about 3.5% at 6 hours
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and then remaining constant. Apparently, after 6 hours
there is no more respiratory carbon dioxide formation from
LSD-25. The excretion in urine was very small, approximately 10% by the end of 36 hours. The fecal excretion
increases sharply after 24 hours and climbs from 40 to
approximately 70% between 24 to 36 hours. The fecal excretion reaches a maximum of approximately 80% by 60
hours after administration of LSD-25. This is understandable in terms of the hepatoenteric metabolism of LSD-25.
The level of LSD-25 reaches a maximum in the bile (approximately 70% of the administered radioactivity) by the
end of three hours. Thus, in short, the LSD-25 goes to the
liver and the bile and becomes a part of the hepatoenteric
circulation and is excreted in the feces eventually two to
three days later. Boyd also studied the formation of the
metabolites of LSD in the bile. He found four metabolites,
which he termed M1, M2, M3, M4. He found M1 and M2 to
be highly polar, ‘which we may conclude to be hydroxylated
derivatives of LSD. M4 was probably an artifact, while
M3 resembled LSD-25 in many respects, but did differ from
LSD-25 in some other respects. The techniques used by
Boyd are also important consisting of chromatography and
paper electrophoresis.

The question of the effect of LSD-25 in terms of
immediate effects, triggered effects, and long-term ashbacks are important. From the above studies, it seems that
LSD-25 reaches the blood and the brain immediately after
administration and exerts some of its immediate effects.
The problem of long-term effects may be due to: 1) its
actions on brain tissues perhaps completely discoordinating
some of the neural centers; or 2) due to its effects in the
liver itself where is is metabolized to the largest extent.
The liver is the center of protein synthesis and this may
perhaps be involved in some manner. However, the absence of
interaction between DNA and LSD may raise questions as to
the ability of LSD-25 to disrupt, on a long-term basis, the
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protein synthetic activity of liver. Aghajanian and Bing
that LSD-25 does persist in the plasma of
human subjects long enough to explain the immediate effects
of LSD-25 without invoking a mechanism ofv triggering of
another pathway.

(1) have shown

Doepfner (11) compared the metabolism of LSD-25 and
of UML-491 (methyl-lysergic acid butanol amide derivative)
in 1962. He based the raison d’etre for his study on the
probable differences between the two drugs depending on
their lipid solubility. Being a methylated derivative, UML
should be more lipid soluble than LSD-25 and as such should
enter the tissues much more rapidly or perhaps to a larger
extent. He found almost identical values in lung and
muscle for the two drugs. However, the amount of UML
reaching the brain was lower than the amount of LSD
reaching the brain, as shown by the higher blood to brain ratio
of UML. Only about 13% of the amount of UML could be
expected to reach the brain. In view of the much larger
amount of UML usually employed, even this value of 13% is
adequate to cause central effects, if the UML were centrally
as active as LSD. In view of this, 'Doepfner concludes that
the structure activity relations are important in delineating
the high activity of LSD-25.

Kalbhen and Sargent (12) studied the distribution of
the bromo LSD derivative (BOL), using radioactive bromine
in humans. They found that the activity increased steadily
in the blood for nine hours and then remained constant for 48
hours. The highest activity was found initially in the liver
and later on in the lower abdomen. Formed blood elements
contained half as much activity as plasma. Interestingly,
the metabolism of BOL (bromo lysergic acid, which is not
a hallucinogenic substance) is different from that of LSD
itself. Over a period of six days, 50% of the tracersbromine
was excreted.
There is apparently little resistance for LSD to cross
from the circulatory system into the brain, and much less
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to cross from brain into the systematic circulation. Haley
and Rutschmann (13) in 1957 studied the brain concentration
of LSD-25 after intracerebral or intravenous administration
in conscious albino mice. They found that when LSD was
injected intracerebrally as opposed to intravenously, it
appeared in the liver much faster. After intravenous injection, the highest brain concentration and liver concentration were found 20 minutes later, whereas using the intracerebral route the highest concentrations were in the brain
immediately and in the liver within 10 minutes. These
authors conclude that the LSD-25 left the brain quickly,
appeared next in the liver, and was excreted into the intestine as shown already by previous work.
An extremely important piece of work on the regional
localization of LSD in the monkey brain was carried out by
Snyder and Reivick (14) in 1966. These authors injected
monkeys with doses of LSD-25 varying from 0.5 to 2
micrograms per kilogram. They not only studied different
parts of the brain for the content of LSD, but also the
different sub-cellular fractions. Some of their results are
presented in the following table. They found the highest
concentration of LSD-25 in the pituitary and the pineal gland
and the lowest concentration in what may be called the neocortical structures. It has been pointed out that the
“hallucogenic” effect of LSD-25 may thus depend on its
concentration in the hypothalamic, limbic, visual and
auditory centers.

It is interesting to note that the anterior pituitary had
approximately twice the concentration of the posterior
pituitary gland. Structures of the limbic system, hippocampus, amygdala, fornix and septal region contained two
to three times the concentration of LSD in the cortical
structures. The visual and auditory areas and hypothalamus contained two to five times more LSD. It is interesting
to note that the cerebellum contained less LSD than the
cortical‘structure, even though one of the effects of LSD-25
in the rat is immobilization of the hind legs resulting in
circular movements. In one animal, the blood concentration
of LSD just prior to killing was found to be the same as in
S
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the cortical concentration, whereas in another animal the
iris contained eighteen times higher than that of the cortex.
The work of this group on the subcellular distribution of
LSD-25 in the hippocampus, frontal gray and white matter,
and of LSD added to the homogenate showed that the supernatant contained approximately 75% of the LSD-25. The
microsomes-myelin fraction contained 20%, and the synaptosomes-mitochondrial fraction approximately 5%. This is
interesting in view of the fact that the synaptosomal mitochondrial fraction has been shown to contain approximately
40-66% of the biogenic amines in the brain. That most of
the LSD is in the free supernatant form is again of interest
inasmuch as this free LSD is available for uptake by other
structures of the brain.
Snyder and Reivich used the chemical method for the
estimation of LSD-25, claiming that they cduld measure as
small a concentration as 1 nanogram of LSD-25 per milliliter.
The audio-radiographic method for the localization of
tritiated LSD in the subcellular structure of rat brain was
investigated by Diab and associates (15). These authors
found that free LSD was generally found in the pituitary and
pineal glands, in the choroid plexus, the cerebellum and the
hippocampus, whereas the bound form was localized in the
neurons of the medulla, midbrain, caudate nucleus, cortex
and also in the choroid plexus epithelium.

Diab et al. also found that the LSD in any given region
was localized only in a few neurons and not in all the neurons
of the local region. Further, they point out that the high
accumulation and binding of LSD in the choroid plexus may
suggest the involvement of this organ in the active transport
and movement of LSD-25 between the brain and the systematic circulation.
That indeed the choroid plexus is capable of active
transport of lysergic acid diethylamide was shown in 1972
by Ernest M. Wright (16). The relative ratio of the concentration of LSD per milliliter of tissue water to that of the
concentration of LSD per milliliter of the incubation medium
was found to be approximately 45 in control choroid plexus
.
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preparations. Additions of ouabain or iodoacetate and
cyanide decreased this ratio to about 18 to 15. The inhibition by iodoacetate and cyanide or ouabain may point
out an energy requirement for the active transport of LSD
by the choroid plexus.
The subcellular distribution of LSD in the rat brain did
attract attention again. Thus, Freedman and Goquet (17)
reported in 1965, in contrast to the report by Snyder and
associates, that five minutes after intravenous injection of
LSD in the rat, 65% of the drug was found in the brain particulate fraction and 35% in the supernatant. However,
further work by Faragalla (18) showed that at three different
levels of LSD (0.22 and 10 mg per kg), the supernatant contained approximately 50% of the total LSD. The
nuclear fraction contained approximately 17%. The microsomal fraction contained 5%. The myelin fraction, contained 3-7%. The synaptosomal fraction contained 9-23%,
and the mitochondrial fraction contained approximately
0.6-3%. However, these authors report that the synaptosomal plus mitochondrial fraction contained from 2.5-4.7%
of the total LSD. Thus the work of Faragalla seems to
support the findings of Snyder better than the findings of
Freedman. The binding of LSD to subcellular fractions
from rat brain was studied by Farrow and Van Vunakis (19).
Using a technique of confining the tissue fraction in a
dialysis bag and establishing equilibrium with added
tritiated lysergic acid diethylamide, these authors found that
the myeline and mitochondrial fractions bound tritiated LSD
in amounts directly proportional to the concentration
of LSD between 1O“and 10_'°M. The synaptosome fraction,
on the other hand, seems to bind LSD at a lower concentration and also exhibits additional binding with two possible
binding sites with different K values for the binding
constant. Further, serotonin, norepinephrine, tryptamine,
glutamate, ergonovine and other drugs, except mescaline
and psilocybin, seem to inhibit the binding of LSD to the
synaptosomes. However, the real importance of these
findings needs additional validification through extended in
vivo experimental work.
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seems to follow
administration,
after
the following pattern. Immediately
it reaches a high concentration in the blood and subsequently
in the brain. The eventual metabolization of LSD is carried
through the hepatoenteric circulation of the bile. The major
portion of LSD is excreted in about three days in the feces.
The subcellular localization studies seem to point out a
higher concentration in the free supernatant fraction and
strikingly smaller amounts in the mitochondrial synapt0somal fractions. Again, the hypothalamic pituitary structures contain significantly larger concentrations of administered LSD than the neo-cortical structures.

In conclusion, the metabolism of LSD

COMPARISON OF LSD CONTENT OF VARIOUS
REGIONS OF THE BRAIN
Ratio to frontal
grey concentration

i
i:
i
i
i

0.19

Brain stem

1.09

Cerebellum

0.81

Extrapyramidal system

1.69

Hypothalamus

2.96

Limbic system

2.74 Ll: 0-15

Pineal gland

6.85

Pituitary

8.05

Superficial cerebral structures

1.12’i

0.03

Thalamus

1.46

0-10

Visual and auditory reex areas

3.37

i
i
i

0.09
0.09
0-00

0.71
1.75

0.26
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Analytical Techniques for the
Estimation of LSD

The first problem in the assay of LSD-25 is the source
of the LSD. Most often this is a narcotic seizure from the
street or from a clandestine laboratory. It may be mixed
with other abused drugs, edible and inedible substances,
inert substances, like mannose or talcum powder even, or it
may be mixed with other isomers of LSD itself. The problem then breaks down into a suitable extraction of the drug,
further purification by fractionation processes, subjection
to a chromatographic analysis followed by a visualization,
identification or estimation technique.

Extraction
The several techniques for the extraction are presented
below:
1) Fifteen to twenty mg of the sample is crushed in
two drops of methanol (1).
2) Extraction of an alkaline solution containing 2%
isoamyl alcohol and returning it to aqueous dilute hydrochloric acid (2).
3) As a field test, with limited equipment. time and
other resources, maceration with enough ethyl alcohol was
recommended by Look (3).
4) Pure ergot alkaloids were extracted by using anhydrous chloroform plus alcohol containing 1% petroleum
ether (6).
5) Chloroform has been most often used as the choice
of solvent. Acid solutions containing chloroform are used
both to irradiate and destroy LSD and also to extract non-

specific contaminants.

Alkaline solutions containing

chloroform have been widely used to extract LSD (4,5,6,7 ,8).
6) Heptane has also been used to extract LSD from
plasma (9). Heptane plus 2% isoamyl alcohol were used
to extract LSD from plasma (9). Heptane plus 2% isoamyl
alcohol were used to extract LSD and its metabolites at pH
8.5 from urine (16).
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Another elegant technique consists of mixing the
pulverized narcotic seizure with aqueous sodium bicarbonate
and celite. This was then packed into a column and diluted
with water saturated with ether (10).
8) Methanol and methylene chloride were also used
at alkaline pHs to extract LSD (11,12,13).
l

7)

In general, the method of extraction consists of adjusting the pH to an alkaline range and the use of an organic
solvent, most often chloroform. These extractions are
repeated at times. The final extract is usually washed with
other solvents to remove contaminating substances. Equally, the extracted LSD could be returned to an aqueous
medium at acidic pHs.
Chromatography
The techniques of chromotography have varied from
paper, thin layer, liquid and gas chromatography. In the
paper chromatographic technique, the solvents used are
listed below:
1) A formamide impregnated paper that was developed
using chloroform (14).
2) A solvent containing equal volumes of ethyl alcohol
and benzene. The benzene may be replaced by a mixture of
benzene and chloroform in the ratio of 8:2 or 6:4 (15).
3) The conventional n-butanol, acetic acid (10:1)
saturated with water using a Whatman No. 1 filter paper
has also been used (16).
4) Dimethylphthalate as stationary phase plus a

mixture of formamide and water (with a small amount of
formic acid as mobile phase) (17).
5) D-LSD and D-isoLSD were separated using a
mixture of butanol with pyridine and water (15).
The techniques of thin layer chromatography have
been used as described below:
1) Chromatogram 6060 sheet (silica gel impregnated‘
with flourescent indicator) was used (1) and developed with
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a morpholine-toluene (1:9) mixture. Visualization, identification and/or measurement were done using ultraviolet
light at 360 and 254 nm. wavelengths. Silica gel plates
were also developed with chloroform-acetone (1:4) mixtures.
TLC was carried out before and after ultraviolet action (4,

18).

Aluminium oxide plates were also used (19).
Gas chromatography (20, 12) and liquid. chromatography (10) have also been found to be very fruitful in the
estimation of LSD.
The technique for the identification, visualization and/
or measurement of LSD-25 have been diverse as described
2)

below:

most often used technique is the colorimetric
reaction (Van Urk test, 3). This has been used on paper
and plates as well (3,11,14,15,19). Ninhydrin was also used
as color reagent for ergot alkaloids (23).
2) Ultra-violet visualization has been used extensively.
Equally,ultra-violet has been used for the photodestruction
of LSD-25 (4,18).
3) Spectrophotofluorometric identification and
measurement have been recommended from the early
studies on the use of this technique. Excitation (at 218 mn)
and emission spectra (at 413 nm) were recommended (9).
4) Infrared spectrophotometry has been of considerable
application in detecting LSD-25 (5,7,21,45). The ir spectra
have been extensively used.
1) The

The ir spectra of the trimethylsilyl derivatives have
been used by Lerner (18,43).
5) Proton magnetic resonance spectra have also been
used (22).
6) Mass fragmentory techniques and mass spectroscopy have been used (24,25,26).
7) An elegant technique using 10-hydroxy derivatives

and ultraviolet radiation was described by Blake, et al. (11).
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8) A novel technique using electrophoretic separation
on silica gel TLC plates has also been found useful by
Cavallaro and Elli (27).

Microcrystaloptic estimation of LSD has been achieved by Clarke (44) and by Genest and Lowry (13) reporting a detection sensitivity of 0.2 mcg. using potassium
triiodide.
_

Biological techniques have also been applied even
though with less remarkable frequency and perhaps less
success, in spite of the fact that it is the biological activity
of LSD that makes it so unique. These biological techniques are described below:
1) At very low concentrations 10'9 - 1O‘10 M levels,
LSD was found to potentiate rat uterine contractions induced by acetylcholine (28).

in guinea pigs and rats on
application of light artery clip to the base of the toe has been
utilized by Collier et al. (29).
3) The technique of olfactronic detection has been used
by Krotoszynski, et al. (30).
4) The inhibition of serum choline esterase by LSD-25,
which is a non-specific and questionable effect, has been used
to estimate LSD (31).
5) Votava and associates (32) have used the mydriatic
action in the mouse to estimate LSD-25.
2) The squeak response

There are four publications on the assay of LSD that
deserve special mention. These are:
1) Quantitative in situ uorometry of lysergic acid
diethylamide (LSD) on thin layer chromatograms (33).
This paper claims a reproducibility of 0.1 to 2.0 micrograms
of lysergic acid diethylamide. The photodecomposition
and fluorescent emission intensity techniques are described.
2) A publication of the U.S. National Technical Information Service by Kasvinsky (34) reviews the detennination
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of LSD in clinical material with a claimed reproducibility
at the subnanogram level.
3) Sperling (35) has reviewed the analysis of hallucinogenic drugs.
4) A modification of the standard colorimetric test for
LSD, mescaline, marihuana, morphine, meprobamate,
ethchloruynol, phenothiazines, barbiturates and amphetamines is described for possible use by physicians, small
hospitals and law enforcement agencies. The drug containing solution is drawn into a small glass tube containing
orisil and the required test reagents (36).
Some additional references on the subject matter are

cited below:
1) Tuzson, et al. (37) have been among the earliest to
describe the estimation of ergot alkaloids using the Ehrlich
reagent as well as the biological activities of the alkaloids.
2) Corubolo and Grims (38) used the Ehrlich reagent
on uid extracts of ergot.
3) Macek and Vanecek (39) reported on the paper
chromatography of partially synthesized ergot alkaloids
and cycloalkylamides of lysergic acid, isolysergic acid,

dihydrolysergic acid, etc.
4) Groger and Erge (40) described the thin layer
chromatography and other available methods for the analysis of ergot alkaloids.
5) Genest and Farmilo (41) have done important work
on the identification and determination of LSD. This paper
described TLC in combination with Ehrlich reagent and/or

spectrophotouorometric analysis claiming a standard error
of 2%.
6) Martin and Alexander (42) described the several
techniques available for the D- and L-isomers and for other
ergot alkaloids including the ultraviolet, infrared and TLC
procedures. Techniques for determination of LSD, N,Ndimethyltryptamine and psilocybin are described.
7) Noirfalise (43) reviewed the techniques for the de*
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TABLE I
Rf

Values of Parent Ergot Alkaloids and 10-Hydroxy

Derivatives
Compund

Rf

Lysergic acid

0.00

10-Hydroxylysergic acid

0.00

LSD-25

0.45

10-Hydroxy-LSD

0.29

Ergonovine

0. 14

10-Hydroxyergonevine
Methylergonovine

0.03

0.18

10-Hydroxymethylergonovine

0.05

Ergotaminine

0.64

10-Hydroxyergotamine
Ergocryptine

0.37

10-Hydroxyergocryptine

0.29

Ergocristine

0.74

10-Hydroxyergocristine

0.66

0.62

The data in this table illustrate the relation between the
Rf value and molecular structure.
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tection of the more important hallucinogenic drugs like
cannibis, mescaline, LSD, etc.
8) Lerner and Katsiaficas (44) described temperature
programmed gas chromatography of the trimethylsilyl
derivatives and TLC using a dual solvent and infrared
characterization. Separation of mixtures of dimethyltryptamine, mescaline, psilocybin, ibogaine and LSD was
studied.
9) Upshall and Wailling (9) determined LSD_ in human
plasma following oral administration. They used heptane
extraction, followed by spectrophotouorometry and ultraviolet destruction.
10) Mesley and Evans (45) described the infrared
identification of some hallucinogenic derivatives of tryptamine and amphetamines.
11) Steinigen (46) described the detection and quantitative determination of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) in
picogram quantities. Several techniques/including colorimetry, uorometry, uv absorption, gas chromatography,
densitometry, etc. were discussed.
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WORLD CONCERN
On the evening of March 14, 1962, the faculty and
graduate students of the famed Harvard University Department of Social Relations met to discuss educational
policies. Two of the faculty members, namely Drs. Richard
T. Alpert and Timothy Leary were attacked for. their programs on psychedelic drugs and the prevalence of an “antiintellectual atmosphere” in their programs. This brought
forth into public view the problems of psychedelic drugs and
was followed by public warnings from the American Medical
Association in the July 14, 1962 issue of their Journal. It
was pointed out that black marketing of 25 microgram tablets, 100 microgram ampules and sugar cubes was already
thriving! Use by border-line people, self-destruction and
catastrophic reactions were aired. The story was told of a
detective who unsuspectingly used in his and his 10-year old
sorr’s coffee, the sugar cubes he found in the pockets of an

arrested person.
These reports continued. A few headline catchers
are: “The Road to Endsville; LSD for Everyone, the
Leary-Alpert Complex; Dropouts Turn America On;
Flight from Violence, Hippies and the Green Rebellion;

The Pot Boils; Pep Pill Menace; Fly Now, Pay Later;
A Drugged Society; Identity Crisis; The Chemical Copout; Trip or Trap; Insight or Insanity.”
In an article entitled“ “Dangerous Tomorrows” (1),
it was pointed out that in the U.S.A. alone in 1965, 123 million
prescriptions were written for sedatives and tranquilizers,
and 24 million for amphetamines. The country’s output of
amphetamines was 13 billion and it was estimated that half
of these end up in the black market. This author would like
the reader to calculate the income to the medical (healing)
profession from these prescriptions alone! Drug education
of the’ lay public (who is the uneducated lay public in
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the U.S.A.?) is supposed to mitigate this drug abuse. Has the
“uneducated lay public in U.S.A." curtailed smoking after
the U.S. Surgeon General has determined and broadcast
that smoking was injurious to health?

The warnings to the public in the U.S.A. have been
many and from many diverse fields. The P.T.A.(Parents and
Teachers Associations) magazines (2); the B’nai B’rith
Youth Organization (3); American Chemical Society (4);
National Association of Blue Shield Plans; the legal system
(5) and a host of other organizations, including the Government, and mass media have all come forth in aiding the
drug education programs. The highly respected Roy
Grinker, concluded (6) that here again is the story of evil
results from the ill-advised use of a potentially valuable
drug, due to unjustified claims, indiscriminate and premature publicity and lack of proper professional controls.
The story has not been much different in the leading
nations of the world. Louria (7) surveying the London
scene concluded that England is rapidly catching up with the
U.S.A. in the use of heroin and LSD. The British Medical
Journal (8) declared in 1964 that a greater sense of responsibility toward amphetamines needs to be fostered in the
public mind by the medical professions. A study of drug
addiction as a menace to youth in Great Britain (9) showed
that there were 15 young drug addicts out of 2,408 newly
examined psychiatric patients in 1968 in the Aylesbury and
High Wycombe areas. London has been traditionally the
world headquarters for deviance, not to exclude mini-skirts
and rock music.

Angst (10) writing in a Swiss Journal pointed out in
that marijuana occupied a predominant position.
Chronic abuse led to toxicomania, and an inner peace accompanied by blunting of social ambitions and loss of professional aims, etc. Actually this was the purpose for which
marijuana was used by the Hindus who wanted to renounce
worldly goals and attain inner peace.
1970,
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The problem of drug abuse has pestered the other
countries of Western civilization. Germany, France,
Austria, Scandinavian countries and Switzerland have been
faced with the problem of drug addiction. Some of these
data have been reported by Helmut Ehrhardt (11). He
further points out that a drug can be built up by the image
makers of journalism and motion pictures just as the image
of a politician is built up. The pattern of drug abuse is
slightly different in the different countries (12).In the U.S.A.
young people may use LSD, in U.K. it is heroin, while in
'
Sweden, CNS stimulants like preludin are abused.
held
was
A conference on narcotics and drug addiction
at Gottlieb-Duttweiler Institute in Ruschlikon (13). It
was pointed out that hashish and marijuana dependency has
ared up in the European countries in the 14-22 year-old
youths. The relation between drug use, broken home
situations, environmental factors and other socio-economic
conditions have been described. Ehrhardt (14) pointed
out that a new set of elastic measures to control drug use and
abuse are needed specifically in West Germany. The actual
size of drug addiction in France was reviewed by Borenstein
(15). The inuence of LSD and its popularity among youth
and artists of Belgium was considered a menace to the young
(16). The French Ministry of Social Affairs issued a general
commentary on the problems of the use of LSD including
subjective descriptions of the form and quality of the phantasies and artistic drawings produced by the inuence of

LSD (17).
also had some of the problem and Carrella (18)
condemned the indiscriminate use of LSD in Italy. Some
of the statistical and social observations of the use of LSD
in Italy were reported by Madeddu (19). It was pointed
out that under the ood of messages side by side with the

Italy

old problems of alcoholism, recourse to drugs publicized as
a consumer commodity has taken root in Italy where
adequate welfare institutions and measures are practically
non-existent.
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The problem of abuse of medicinally available drugs
is of significant proportion in the Scandinavian countries.
Some of the problems of Sweden, where strict drug laws have
been enacted, stem from the easier availability of some
of the drugs of abuse in some neighboring Continental
countries (20,21).

Drug abuse, especially of amphetamine, barbiturates,
and opiates has steadily increased in Sweden and England in
the past 15 years (22). Surveying the Stockholm scene,
Louria (7) points out the problematic use of preludin, amphetamines, ritalin, etc.‘ The problem may be approaching
a crisis stage fostered by inadequate suppression of illicit
traffic and indiscriminate prescriptions. The abuse was
spreading outside the delinquent groups to involve beatniks,
Bohemians, the unstable and students with personality
disorders.

Other countries of Anglo-Saxon origin also have
similar problems. Canada has considerable problems of
widespread misuse of psychoactive drugs by Canadian
youths (23). During the first ten months of 1967 there
were -nearly 1,300 arrests and 359 convictions related to
marijuana among Canadian youth (24). This was a 300%
increase compared to 1966. The young people involved,
with a median age of 17, were from afuent, middle-class,
well-educated backgrounds. Ireland has the longstanding problem of consumption of dependence-producing
substances. The progressive use of drugs by a youthful
prison population in Australia was described by Bartholomew (25).

Surprisingly, there is alcoholism and drug addiction
in Israel. 22 alcoholics were treated in Israeli institutions
(26) in 1963. The estimated number of hashish smokers was
3,500 to 10,000. Yemenites chew khat. There is apparently a
certain amount of drug addiction among pimps and prostitutes in Israel (27). It was shown that a person first
becomes a delinquent and only afterwards an addict.
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While youth has always rebelled, as was pointed out
earlier, this particular rebellion is most important to us
because it is happening to us. People have called America
a “pill-using society” (28), a “drug-oriented nation” (29), etc.
The problem is comparable to that of smoking. People may
just not care enough to quit smoking even though they
have been educated from ear to ear that smoking is
dangerous. Tendencies for self-destruction as an escape or
as a defense, or as an attraction-getting device in those that
are hungry for sympathy and love are common mental ruses.
The explosion of human technology (29) without a proportional leap in psychological and social strength is certainly
one of our problems. The English have multiplied in
population far beyond what England can hold in numbers,
but that was not a problem of population explosion. That
was an indication of Brittania ruling the waves. Now the
English cry loud and clear that the undeveloped world is
contributing to the population explosion. The leading
nations of the world got there through questionable practices, using, a la Madison Avenue, whatever is supposedly
Christian to aid their military and economic strength.
The identity crisis in our youth and the boredom (30)
brought on by the parents’ growing affluence and conditions
which negate human values and human worth (31) and the
inability of the naive young to handle emotional drives in
order to achieve, have contributed to the problem. Drugs
have been, thanks to our modern bio-medical sciences, our
magic protectors against whatever ails us. We are now
discovering that the pills and potions of our modem technology are not cure-alls. Our youth have been caught in
this turmoil. Quite often the mood of the drug abuser is
one of withdrawal from the present state of society rather
than rebellion against it (32). A considerable portion of the
drug group justify the drug’s capacity to induce beauty,
evangelical spirit, etc. (7). The problem here is drug induced withdrawal from reality, with the accompanying
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disintegration of our moral and humanistic values not to
exclude the materialistic progress that did contribute significantly to elimination of human misery. A happy
balance can be attained using one’s inner strength and
hitting at a correct titration point between our technocracy,
Churchianity, Science, Philosophy, and Humanistic Values.
No amount of advertised government or community-sponsored “leaetting” of the public can ever do this alone.
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Chinese Opium Den in New York City (1874). Interior

Vignettes. Wood engraved illustration after Winslow Homer
from Harper’s Weekly, March 7, 1874. Courtesy of the
National Library of Medicine.
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EFFECTS OF LSD
AND CONTRAINDICATIONS
1

The first documented study on the effects of LSD on
humans (or on any other species) is that of Dr. -Hofrnann
and is detailed in his chapter in this book. Luckily, LSD-25
did not find a place in the strategy of the Second World
War. But soon after, studies have been made as early as
1947 on its effects (1).
The remarkable point about the effects of LSD is that
it is not an “up” (stimulants like coffee, cocaine, amphetamine, etc.) or a “down” (opiates, barbiturates, meprobamate, etc.). It is not strictly hallucinogenic, because it
does not make one see things that are not there. It is an
“illucinogenic” compound. Mescaline, psilocybin, delta-9tetrahydrocannabinol, STP, etc. are more like LSD. The
following tables list some of the psychedelic drugs, their uses
and symptoms. (See also Appendices).
Some of the symptoms of drug use may be seen from
these tables. Besides these, there may be other symptoms
(see also appendices). Marijuana smoking may be at times

identified by discoloration (yellow) of the thumb and the
index finger. Mydriasis (dilation of pupils), inappropriate
speech, and facial flushing may indicate use of LSD. Amphetamine also produces similar changes and may cause, on
long-term use, compulsive scratching, malnourishment, dry
mouth, etc. Barbiturates produce speech difficulties, confusion and ataxia.
The fascination for psychedelic drugs in our modem
times was triggered by the reports of scholars like Aldous
Huxley (The Doors of Perception and The Brave New
World) on mind-expanding drugs. The import of this
philosophy into this country was partially through the
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harbors of New England. The master culture of our current
world is technocracy with resultant breakdown of human
interactions. The automobile has separated us and the
computers will bury us. The alienation of children, new
emphasis on civil and criminal laws, poor and mechanical
interpersonal relations, the afuence that made us independent of our neighbors, the heterogeneity and mobility of our
social communes have led us to a new Tower of Babel. The
hippies may yet find the message of the warmth of sincerity
without having to ruin it by burning the other aspects of
human life which have evolved through millenia.

Walter Phanke (2) classified the psychedelic effects
of LSD-25 into five major types: i) Psychotic, ii) Psychodynamic, iii)Cognitive, iv) Esthetic, and v) Mystical. The
original claims that the ingestion of LSD increased creativity
and problem solving have been investigated (3). LSD may
increase accessibility of remote ideas and creative thought
may result in only those people that are meaningfully engaged in some specific problem. However, the effects of
LSD on drawing abilities have been quite disastrous, as
shown by pictures drawn by people under the inuence of
LSD (New York Times Magazine, August 22, 1965). The
effects of LSD on 34 Viennese artists (Time Magazine, 94,
88, 1969) resulted in a decline in skill and powers of concentration and a difficulty in shutting off the dream images
arising from the subconscious. One New Yorker apparently
saw crystal palaces and a bronze Buddha come to life and
visions of such beauty that he sobbed with joy on his first
“trip”. But the later ones were not so full of charm. He
could not repeat this pleasurable experience. He felt he
“just had to get out".
The effects of LSD-25 are so striking that people have
reported “hearing color, smelling music and touching a
scent”. These perceptual changes are perhaps tolerable
initially, but the paradise may become a purgatory or hell
(4) depending on the initial mood, naivete, informed nature
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GiV6Ilmil1i0I1d011a1'$,
and expectations of the subject.
a bank may make it
of
chairman
an oil-magnate and board
into a billion dollars, while a poor drunk will squander it all
and get into worse shape every day. A small dose of a
psychedelic drug may open a brave new world for a given
Englishman, but for the mortal men it is just madness.
Depending on the personality structure (psychotic, psychopathic, neurotic, etc.) and pre-drug expectations, drug
information and learning on the subject, the effect of LSD
may be partially predictable (5,6). But it is certainly an
unpredictable drug. LSD can be extremely dangerous if
used without proper authority and supervision.

The LSD effect may be divided into four stages (7):
i) The “Initial”, starting within minutes after ingestion
and lasting for a half to three quarters of an hour, depending
on dose. (Twenty five micrograms are usually a minimum
dose, 50-200 micrograms a passable range, anything over
200 micrograms is just too much). The initial phase may
consist of nausea, some anxiety, mydriasis, faster heart beat
(tachycardia), increased respiration, oxygen consumption,
body temperature, etc.
1-8 hours. This is
loss of
hallucinations,
when the psychedelic effects like
orientation in time and space, distortions in sensory perception, neuro-muscular coordination, ideation, body image,
affect, intelligence, etc. take place. It is in this period that
the daughter of a famous personality was reported to have
jumped out of a building, while another person tried portentuously to stop a running automobile by walking in front
of it.
iii) The “Recovery” with “waves of normality alternating with waves of abnormality” may last a few days or

ii) The “Experience” lasting from

several hours.

iv) The “Aftermath” - Immediate aftermath consisting
of tension, anxiety, depression, fatigue, or long-term effects
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like “Flashbacks”. The present author believes that LSD25 is an extremely potent drug that tunnels into the unconscious and really oods away mental, mentational and neurophysiological coordinates and barriers. The dilapidated
dykes between the conscious and the unconscious, between
the present and the past, are just too weak for most of us,
if not for all of us.
Sleep deprivation (8) hunger, pseudopsychopathic
tendencies, other drugs, alcohol, etc. render these effects
all the more striking. As Caldwell points out in an article
entitled, “The Door to What”, many LSD users have entered
the unknown land of psyche, and have gone “animal”, and
deserted the reality-oriented ego.
It must be pointed out that there have been reports of enhanced creativity and mystical ecstasy with the
aid of trained psychiatrically-oriented personnel (9,10). On
the other hand, (11) a propensity for jitters, depression, etc.
may be inherent in the metabolism of some people waiting
ts be triggered by alcohol, disturbed sleep or hallucinogens.
It is almost as if “they were born to make a bad trip”!
Louria (12) points out that the communications media have
contributed to the spread of LSD abuse by emphasizing the
ecstasies and hedonistic values of LSD.

One of the early studies on the mental changes produced by LSD in humans was reported by Max Rinkel et al.
(13). Besides subjective symptoms, alterations in speech,
thinking, mood and affect, emotion, sensory and time perception, morbidity of ideas and sensory experiences were
observed in human volunteers at a dose of 1 microgram per
kilogram. They also found that this reaction had three
phases, lasting from 12 to 16 hours. In some subjects a
fourth phase lasting one to several days was noticeable.
The simulation of schizophrenic reactions and manifestations were found in some subjects. Simple schizophrenia,
paranoia, ambivalence, blocking some hebephrenic behavior,
cathartic ventilation and other psychic and psychopathological reactions were seen in the different subjects, depending on the basic personality factors of the subjects.
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LSD acted as a stressor (14) producing hallucinations,
depersonalization, etc. The effects of LSD appeared to be
due to interference with the epinephrine, ACTH systems
and the pituitary adrenal axis. The pupils were dilated
(mydriasis), the blood pressure was lower (?), the heart rate
and the respiratory rate were higher in subjects receiving
LSD.

An excellent paper on the experimental psychosis
elicited by LSD was published by Roubicek and Srnec (15).
Besides the usual aberrations in sensory function and behavior and somatopsychic depersonalization, these authors
also found increased potassium levels. Electroencepholograms showed an acceleration of the alpha rhythm and an
increase of the amplitude of the beta waves. Interestingly,
these authors found that the sensitivity of the psychotic
patient to LSD was lower. There have been other reports
also where psychotic patients respond to drugs to a lower
extent and in an aberrant manner than do normalsl It is
only natural that the idiosyncrasy of behavior and mentation
be accompanied by idiosyncratic responses to molecular
insults.
A chronologically sequenced study on the effects of
LSD in humans was done by Abramson and his associates
(16). Using 26 non-psychotic intelligent adults, who
received diverse amounts of LSD, these authors found the
following. With a 50 microgram dose, the symptoms were
unsteadiness, dream-like feeling, pressure in the ears, inner
trembling, weakness, lightness of extremities, difficulty in
focusing vision. At 100 micrograms, the recipients reported
an accentuated effect along the same lines -- blurred vision,
sweating, nausea and dizziness were also reported. The
peak effect at the 100 micrograms occurred at one and half
hours and the effects lasted longer.
Di Mascio et al. (17) reported that the most marked
change occurred in the lability of the heart rate. The most
pronounced respiratory effect was an increase in sighing
respirations, subsequent to the admi1‘1iSt1'ati0nS Of LSDHeightening of paranoid reactions following LSD was re-
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ported by Klee and Weintraub (18). They found that the
recipients had visual hallucinations, including one subject
who had an auditory hallucination which is unusual after
LSD. The reaction to the drug was an intensification of
personality traits. They point out that the investigators
should screen and handle volunteers carefully, lest the intensification of the hostility reactions may lead to untoward
effects.

i

Klee et al. (19) investigated the dose response effects
of LSD at levels of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 micrograms per kilogram
of body weight. The maximum ‘total dose administered
to one subject was 1,654 micrograms! They found that
the severity of the psychophysiological effects of LSD were
proportional to the dose in any given subject. Paranoid
ideation was more a personal predispostion than an effect of

the drug.

Terrill (20) pointed out that LSD did not show promise
diagnostic tool, even though it was a powerful agent in
speeding up movements and overcoming resistances in
psychotherapy. Under the inuence of LSD, the subjects
underwent highly intense and unusual experiences which
may change perception of life experiences.
Malitz et al. (21) compared the hallucinations produced
by LSD with the spontaneous hallucinations occurring in
psychosis. The response to the lysergate drugs were mainly
visual hallucinations characterized by primary colors of
red, blue, yellow, and green and a predominance of abstract
images over formed images. There were both common and
uncommon features of the drug-induced hallucinations as
compared to those in schizophrenia. In the 100 chronic
schizophrenic patients there was a 50% incidence of auditory
hallucinations and a 9% incidence of visual hallucinations,
the latter having both positive or negative adaptive values.
A very remarkable study on the nature and frequency
of claims following LSD was done by Ditman, Hayman and
Whittlesey (22). They reported a study of the personal
statements of 74 subjects who had one or more LSD experiences 6 to 42 months previously. Approximately 33
as a
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to 40% of the respondents claimed improvement (due to
LSD) in the following areas:

Improvement noted by person closest to you; more
ability to relax, more comfort with people, more initiative
since LSD, more able to be oneself, less anxiety, and increased interest in: Nature, Art, and Music.
Changes in “perspective”; deeper signicance to
things; things seem more real; problems less important,
colors brighter; and favorable general comment.
Changes in attitudes; more tolerant, more accepting of ideas and viewpoints formerly rejected, more
broad minded and lessirritable or easily annoyed.
Changes in sense of values; problems such as
emotional, financial, drinking, legal, etc. improved.

Interestingly, approximately 15% reported improvement in income, living quarters, body weight and sex satisfaction. There were a significant number of positive responders to the question, “Looking back on your LSD experience, how does it look to you now?” It may be pointed
out here that the subjects were varied including professionals and patients. Even the question, “How were you”
or “What were you left with after your LSD experience”
produced positive acknowledgments in many of the subjects.
39% responded a new sense of enjoyment and a sense of
greater regard for the welfare and comfort of other human
beings, while approximately 56% reported a sense of relaxation and freedom from anxiety and tension. The extent
of claims were slightly higher in the patient group than in
the normals, and also between non-alcoholics and alcoholics.
About 50 to 67% of the alcoholics reported improvement in
their problems, lessened anxiety, and decreased binges.

Linton and Langs (23) have also investigated the
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subjective and placebo reactions of LSD.
are summarized in the table below:

Their findings

Percentage of Subjects Answering “Yes” to Questionnaire
on the day LSD was administered.Selected items from the
work of Linton and Lang. P = Significance on one tailed test.

Question

LSD Placebo

P

0.01
0
Have things felt unreal,as if in a dream? 60
0.01
Have objects and things looked different?43 5
Have you felt somehow as if you were melting
0.01
73
15
or merging into your surroundings?
Have you felt occasionally that you have lost
0.01
30
83
your sense of time?
0.01
60
10
Have you found it difficult to move?
Have you felt certain things were especially clear to you
45 Not sig.
or that you understood them better? 63
Not sig.
35
happy?
50
Have you been especially
33
40 Not sig.
Was your judgement improved?
10
97
Was your judgement impaired?
Have you lost control over your
70
0
emotions and feelings?
image
keep
coming
Does one idea, thought or
10
73
back again and again?
Do you find that while answering a question you tend
38.8 11.1
to forget what the question was?

0.01

0.01
0.01

0.01
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A summary of the subjective after effects of psychedelic experiences obtained through four questionnaire studies
was reported (24) in the “Psychedelic Review” in 1963. Interestingly, 50 to 85% of the subjects reported lasting
benefits. The results suggested that something comparable
to a religious conversion experience could be taking place
in some of the subjects. Sustained beneficial effects were
even reported. The hypothesis that schizophrenic subjects
are more resistant to LSD was questioned by Krus et al. (25).
While pointing out that LSD should remain a research
drug, Heard (26) reported that for the truly creative person,
capable of integral thought, LSD may be of some use. It
should be emphasized that this is a distinct possibility
which, however, negates the portentous self-esteem that
most of us may suffer from.
An interesting study on ‘the hallucinations induced
by LSD in totally blind subjects (27) showed that LSD induced non-visual hallucinations more often in blind subjects
than in normal-sighted subjects: auditory in 15 subjects,
tactile in 21, olfactory in 8 and gustatory hallucinations in 5
out of a total 24 blind subjects. The 4 congenitally blind
subjects did not report drug-induced visual hallucinations.
The LSD-induced visual hallucinations can occur without a
functioning retina, but with a visual system which seems to
function to some degree of adequacy. The electro-retinogram changes after LSD in two blind subjects with a total
optical atrophy were similar to those changes observed in
normal subjects who reported visual hallucinations. Altered time experiences under LSD-25 were also reported (28).
Even the analgesic effects of LSD have attracted attention
Q9)‘ Kuramochi and Takahashi (30) reported the effects of
LSD in normal Oriental subjects. Administered 1 to 2
micrograms per. kilogram, vegetative symptoms were noted
earliest, followed by effective changes, visual perceptual
distortions, ego disturbances, and finally delusions with
auditory, perceptual disturbances. Apparently, the effects
of LSD are pretty much the same in Orientals as well as
in Occidentals.
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The recall of the drug experience is related to the
personality structure of the subject (31). The value of
the LSD experience seems to be related to the ability to experience psycholytic psychedelic intoxication with the dr'ug
(32). The lack of esthetic transcendental experience and
imagery seems to indicate a bad trip. The artistic reproductions seem to represent a connection between the pen
and the consciousness (33) and each picture unfolds itself.

However, the question as to the ability of LSD-25 to
potentiate creativity is most often answered negatively (34).
A galvanic skin response test may provide a more suggestive
result than the psychological tests. The LSD recipients
exhibited less emotional response to the laboratory stress in
the post-drug period. Subjects who were oriented towards
ideas! intuition and unstructured life-styles react more
strongly to LSD. Long-lasting effects after six months
were also reported by some of these subjects.
On the positive side (35), Aaronson reports the LSD
experience may consist of some of the following: Release
of the symbolizing function, experience of unity, seeing
through our cultural limits, receptivity, awareness of the
shadow of the not-self, discovery of love, and discovery of
the true self.

The adverse reactions to LSD were surveyed by
Ungerleider et al. (36). Administering 2,700 questionnaires
(of which 59% were returned), 27% of the respondents
reported adverse LSD reactions. These increased in time
from 613 in July-December 1966 to 781 in January to June
1967 and 995 in July to December 1967. A considerable
number of respondents also reported adverse reactions to
marijuana and other psychedelic drugs. Many of the
respondents indicated that over half of their LSD patients
had experienced ‘ ‘flashbacks’ ’ .
The susceptibility of the individual is important (37).
Chronic users of LSD may share a set of magical-mystical
beliefs and profound non-aggressive attitudes. Some of
these reactions might have been learned ones which built up
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an intellectual, rational defense against a bad trip. This
is all the more plausible with the “acid heads” from the
middle and upper socio-economic groups. However, it is
quite unpredictable as to who may have a bad trip (38) and
who may have a fundamental change in the personality
structure or undergo disintegration under the effects of

LSD (39).

While colored geometric forms are part of the visual
illusinogenic action of LSD (40) the workers at the Worcester
Foundation in Massachusetts have reported (41) cyclic
responses to repeated administration of LSD. This
rhythmicity is shown in the walking patterns of goats, the
climbing of a rope by rats and also the biochemical effects.
The cycle did not relate to the blood levels of LSD. The
facts that very small amounts of LSD remain in the body
soon after its administration, and these cyclic effects, or even
ashbacks, may occur much later, indicate some kind of
long-lasting effect of LSD-25. As the present author
maintains this may be due to a long-lasting chemical shock
to the personality structures and physiological chemical
permeability barriers.
While the megalomaniac reaction (42) and a host of
other effects of LSD have been shown in the majority of
people using psychedelic drugs, Boyadzhieva (43) maintains
that no serious complication was observed in 120 human
subjects who were given more than 1 microgram per kilogram of LSD, which was apparently not habit-forming.
In summary, it may be pointed out that there have
been fewer reports describing some beneficial mysticalmagical effects of LSD. The large number of studies seem
to demonstrate convincingly that the person who takes
LSD is in all probability psychopathologically oriented to
start with. LSD accentuates the personality disintegration
in these cases, even leading to long-lasting effects and “flashbacks”. A small dose may lead a Huxley into a brave new
world, but then how many of us are really Huxleys?
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EFFECTS OF SOME OTHER PSYCHEDELIC
DRUGS IN THE HUMAN

There are several reports of other drugs affecting
human behavior and sensory perception in ways that are
comparable to those of LSD. The amphetamines and
marijuana are the most comparable ones. Mayer-Gross (44)
reported in 1951 the symptoms produced by mescaline,
hashish, ether, nitrous oxide, cocaine, etc. He compared
these to psychoses. He found that mescaline produced
derealization followed by visual and tactile illusions in
relative clearness of the sensorium. Hashish produced
special forms of dissociation of thought, with hyperkinesis.
Cocaine produces mainly auditory hallucinations, with fear,
increasing to terror, often with a sexual coloring. The
symptoms of LSD appear to be closest to those of mescaline,
although its chemical nature differs widely. It is much more
powerful than most well-known alkaloids and if effective in
about 1/10 of the amount at which epinephrine or thyroxine
shows any physiological reactions. Cannabinol is known to
produce diuresis leading to dehydration. However, many of
these drugs do not produce typical schizophrenic symptoms.

Metzner (45) described the effect of mescaline in
groups of three or four persons. The effect of several of
these drugs varies with the “set-and-setting”. Psilocybin,
apparently, caused enhanced mystical consciousness in a
group of Protestant seminary students.
However, Hollister (46) found that the oral administration of psilocybin to sixteen volunteers resulted in a
clinical syndrome lasting three hours, the characteristic
symptoms being dizziness, weakness, anxiety, visual effects,
dream states, nausea, impaired coordination, pupillary
dilation, etc. Urinary excretion of inorganic phosporus
and total circulating eosinophils were significantly reduced.
Performance on psychometric tests was decreased for one to
two hours after the drug. He found that chronic administration resulted in tolerance. He concluded that
psilocybin may be useful in psychotherapy. The use of
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psychedelic drugs by psychiatrists themselves, in order to
obtain a better insight into the state of mind of the patients
has been advocated. In such autoexperiments Vojtechovsky (47) found that at the height of intoxication, LSD caused
depression of appetite, and paraethesia of lips; psilocybin
caused hypersalivation, benactyzine polyuria, and adrenochrome cephalalgia. Benactyzine thus appeared to block the
antidiuretic hormone, psilocybin acted on the sensqric region
of the cortex, LSD affected the optic paths and the diencephalon, and adrenochrome inuenced the ideative and
language centers of the cortex. Adrenochrome did not cause
optical hallucinations. LSD and benactyzine evoked diametrically opposed hallucinations. Psilocybin and benactyzine caused psychomotoric excitation while LSD and adrenochrome caused depression. The overall results high-light
the differentiable effects of hallucinogens, which are known
to sophisticated street users.
'

The administration of a combination of drugs, as is
often the practice in the street, may lead to unexpected results. Even chlorpromazine which is a drug of choice in
counteracting the effects of LSD, has been shown to produce paradoxical results in some persons (48). For example, a 33-year-old volunteer who was given chlorpromazine four hours after LSD, believed he had received additional doses of LSD. Another person given chlorpromazine as an antidote to LSD experienced reactions characteristic to the LSD trip.

However, the reactions to LSD and other drugs could
usually be distinguished. Using a 156 item card, Ditman
et al. (49) could distinguish between LSD, methylphenidate
(Ritalin) and chlordiazepoxide (Librium). These authors
found that Ritalin surpassed LSD in producing “traditional
therapeutic experience” while Librium produced relaxation
and enhanced music appreciation. The infusion of tryptamine (50), an analogue of serotonin, caused changes that
were comparable to those produced by LSD in recipient
persons.
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Marijuana, which enjoys the limelight currently, has
also produced results that vary from increased mystical
appreciation to impairment of the soma and the psyche.
Clark et al. (51) have reported significant effects of marijuana on the complex reaction time, recent memory, time
estimation, etc. The irregular experiences with pot and
differentiation between hashish, LSD, and heroin has been
reported (52). It is inferred that the user of LSD and
marijuana, unlike the heroin user, is not running away from
life, but looks for a fuller experience (52). One gets oneself
addicted to LSD, but marijuana addicts one (53).
Surface (54) reports that the prolonged intensive use of
marijuana over the course of several years produced
lethargy, lowered inhibitions, and loss of morality. Marijuana can invoke the type of hallucination usually associated
with LSD and mescaline (55).
The use of laboratory animals has been a blessing to
biomedical research. However, in an area like psychedelic
action, the usefulness of animals is more limited. In spite of
this, literally thousands of studies have been done on the
effect of psychedelic drugs on animals. It was again the
Sandoz group (56) that reported in 1956 on the central
vegetative effects of LSD. The administration of LSD to
rabbits consisted of hyperthermia, hyperglycemia, mydriasis, piloerection, tachycardia, increased leucocyte count,
etc. These authors concluded that LSD increased symptomatic discharge, whereas the effects of reserpine were
opposite. Even anesthetic activity was claimed for LSD
by DiCarlo and DiCarlo (57), but could not be found by
Capek et al. (58).

is considerably widespread knowledge that the
administration of LSD by West et al. (59) killed an elephant.
However, the sensitivity to LSD varies with the different

It

species (60).
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Guinea pigs administered LSD (61), at a level of
0.25 mg per kg subcutaneously, began scratching their
stomachs or noses immediately, and became irritable and
turned around several times in their compartments. The
intracerebral injection of LSD into pigs (62) produced intense stimulation of the autonomic nervous system. In the
monkey (63) LSD was administered into different parts
of the brain by permanently implanted electrodes. The
results of the study by Borenstein et al. (63) showed first a
rapid low-amplitude neocortical activity followed by development of slow waves. More of this can be found in the
chapter by Goldstein.

The rodent has always been a choice experimental
animal. Injections of LSD into conscious mice by Haley
(64) produced aggressive behavior as was found in the dog
and cat. The usual reactions like increased scratching,
piloerection, muscular incoordination, increased sensitivity
to touch and sound, peculiar and discoordinated movements,
etc. were also found (65).
The kangaroo rat, which shows a digging pattern, was
also used in a study of the effects of LSD (66). These
animals, after the administration of LSD, lost interest in
food, became withdrawn and unfriendly, slowed down or
stopped digging. This pattern depressant action of LSD was
in contrast to the often stimulatory effect of psilocybin in
these animals (66).

In rats, the typical effects of LSD (67) were counteracted or inhibited by the following drugs: phenoxybenzamine, dibenamine, perphenazine, chlorpromazine and
methyl-para-tyrosine. Reserpine potentiated the aberrant
behavior and reduced locomotor activity while disulfiram,
UML and BOL produced mild inhibition of aberrant
behavior and no inhibition of the locomotor activity. The
pathomorphological changes in the brains of rats first
appeared two weeks after 4 week administration of LSD (68).
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WARNINGS AGAINST
THE USE OF LSD
Man’s basic drives have always included the need to
alter private reality or to change temporarily his sensorium
(1). However, the traditional values of our modern world
are changing (2). Religion, hard work, delayed reward,
simple patriotism, chastity, the heroes and accomplishments
of the immediate and distant past, etc. have come under
microscopic computerized scrutiny. The present emphasis
is on experience for its own sake, individualism and adventure. In an article entitled, “American and Greek:
Variation of the Grouping Process”,Vassilious points( 3) out
the increasing emphasis on the individual goals of modern
American society whereas success in a more ancient culture
is measured in terms of love by the others; i.e., in terms of
increased interdependence. However, and whatever it may
be worth, we now have a modern culture that is partly
hedonistic, but yet intensely individualized.
The question, “Who takes LSD and why?" (4) can be
answered without great difficulty. Some of the reasons
behind our modern drug cult are: search for a purpose in
life; curiosity; and the thrill of new experiences (5)

in spite of the risk.
Anxiety caused by the desire to will what cannot be
willed is leading society to an increasing dependence on
drugs (6). There is no problem in the human personality
that the use of drugs will help (7). Drugs make problems
worse. The best drugs, as the present author insists,
come from within one’s own self. The physicians are best
equipped to prescribe the vitamin pills and antibiotics. Beyond this, it is one’s own personality that has to give the
physical, physiological, moral, mental and spiritual strength
that one needs to survive adequately, if not greatly. No
problems are solved by the drug-escape route. The young
addict is basically a frightened human being who needs
"

emotional help (8).)
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As Bingham observes (9) some of the aspects of hippie
culture such as privatism, hedonism, passivity, and return
to the natural, are not new, but have been around for centuries. Some of its attitudes which are believed to deserve
consideration concem sexual characteristics, integration,
unwillingness to fight, material possessions, religion, lack
of planning, image, sex and marriage. Hippiedom may
be more harmful to hippies than to society.
Rollo May (10) in his review of the books, “High
Priest" (Timothy Leary, New York, The World Publishing
Co.) and “The Politics of Ecstasy” (Timothy Leary, New
York, G.P. Putnam’s Sons), points out some of the pitfalls
of Leary’s politics and priesthood. Leary is a gifted person
as is Richard Alpert. The latter is a brilliant example of the
boredom and lack of purposefulness of life in many young
people resulting from modern munificence. Afuence is
certainly a curse on the growing child and the young man.
An ancient Indian proverb lists three such curses: 1) easy
wealth; 2) liquor; 3) youth. A combination of these with
the liquor substituted for drugs is certainly too explosive
a mixture even for the stout-brained portals of Harvard
University. The tragic part of the Leary-Alpert dogma
is the crude involvement of the readings of ancient philosophies like those from India. Most Westemers know absolutely nothing about the traditional Hindu philosophy
yet they talk long and loud to their compatriots pretending
to be experts on it. Even to know what the ancient Hindu
philosophies are, one should be born in a traditional welllearned Hindu family and be a student of the ancient
Sanskrit literary and religious works, the Gita, the Upanishads, etc., etc. The life process of the Hindu ascetic is
extremely important and cannot be easily understood.
Peddling these virtues by the modern Maharishies in
America is also to be decried.
The dangers from the use of LSD have been pointed
out ever so often. As the “Chemical and Engineering
News", (11) points out: “Cool! hippies keep up with
the “lit”. For a dollar, an aspiring acid-head can get a
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photo-copy recipe in the mail. However, it is only part of
the LSD molecule, the diethylamide derivative, that is
usually synthesized by these acid-heads. The bathroom
synthesis of total lysergic acid is not an easy accomplishment that can be within the reach of high-school drop-out
chemistry majors. However, the drugs on the market are
so agrantly adulterated (12) that the addict may not get
what he is looking for and push on to a complex assorted
mixture and get himself deeper in trouble to get his “highs”.
Major complications are abscesses, cellulitis, endocarditis,
hepatitis, pneumonia, septic pulmonary embolism, tetanus
and thrombophlebitis. Besides, carotid artery obstruction
(13) was reported in a fourteen-year-old male using LSD.
Similar ill effects, even including impairment of the elbow,
have been reported.
Some people have had disastrous reactions to the
LSD experience (14). Statistical analysis revealed that
the LSD sessions were more unpleasant for persons requiring
psychiatric care. Another great adverse reaction to the use
of LSD is the occurrence of “ashbacks” (15). The most
symptomatic form of“ashbacks”involves recurrent periodic
intrusions of the same frightening image of disturbed
sensorium into awareness without any voluntary control.
The treatment of “flashbacks” could be very complex.

It is to the credit of the American Medical Association
that the black market of LSD was decried in its Journal in
1962. Both New York and California vie for the dubious
honor of being the states with the most drug abuse. The
journal of “California Medicine” has been helpful by pointing out the problems of drug abuse (16). The type of users
in the two states may also be different. It is known that
the use of LSD is more prevalent in the elite half-educated
middle-class person than in a person coming from a disadvantaged group of society.
The warnings against the use of LSD are still in
literature. Bowers (17) points out that the ingestion of
drugs, which included LSD results in a psychotic reaction
which ultimately required hospitalization and phenothiazine
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treatment at a mean maintenance dose of 580 milligrams.
Tucker et al. (18) conclude that prolonged hallucinogenic drug use by non-schizophrenics could heighten pathological disturbances of thinking. Long time drug users
show a higher incidence of disturbed, idiosyncratic thinking,
and a lower incidence of the appearance of affect in their
responses. Drug use exacerbates existing pathology. The
existing literature on chromosomal breakage in drug users
is reviewed elsewhere in this book. However,_ it may
be mentioned here that there have been reports of the occurrence of leukemia with or without the “Philadelphia”
chromosome in LSD users (19,20). It must be pointed out,
however, that the association of the ingestion of LSD and
the occurrence of leukemia may be casual rather than causal.
The adverse effects of the use of LSD have been well summarized by Greenblatt and Shader (21).
It is to the credit of Dr. Sidney Cohen that he has been
one of the earliest and most convincing persons to caution
us in an appropriate manner without creating a public
emotional dramatization, and to warn us on the side-effects
and complications of LSD (22). Elkes, Elkes and MayerGross have expressed such concern about the use of drugs
in 1955 (23). In 1957, Savage (24) noted the suicidal
reactions of a depressed chronically schizophrenic girl who
was given LSD. Her personality changed into one of rage
and resentment. Similar reactions to mescaline were reported by Harley-Mason (25). Cooper (26) has noted the
recurrence of LSD-like effects weeks or months after the use
of the drug. These “flashbacks” consisted of mood swings,
spatial and temporal disorientation and auditory and visual
hallucinations. Eisner and Cohen (27) have pointed out
the precipitation of depression, suicide and psychosis subsequent to the use of LSD. It is interesting to note that LSD
patients prefer suicide by drowning (see 22). Malitz et al.
(28) have pointed out in 1962, that the use of LSD-25 and
similar drugs, in any but research purposes, is dangerous.
Cohen and Ditman (29) stated in 1963 that in spite of com-
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plications, when properly used, LSD could be a relatively
safe and important research tool. The present author’s
views are comparable to those of Cohen in many respects.
LSD is an extremely potent and dangerous drug, but it can
give us valuable information on the psychobiology of perception, mood, learning and thought. Rosenthal (30)
reports changes in the visual threshold and in the electroretinogram in subjects given LSD, indicating transient
electro-physiological changes in the visual system. The
abundance of such reports has led to, as a part of the total
picture, the dismissal of Richard Alpert on May 27, I963 by
Nathan M. Pusey, President of Harvard University. An
interesting journalistic account of this was given by Andrew
T. Weil in the “Look” magazine of November 5, 1963.
The abuse of LSD came to the attention of the public
in late 1963. In New York City there were approximately
100 admissions to the Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital in 1965;
and 200 hospitalizations of LSD users in 1966 (31). When
LSD users were questioned about their experiences, 20%
said they felt worse; 40% felt no different, and the other
40% did not express any feeling of gain. The dissociative
effects (32) of LSD have been demonstrated in 260 patients.
The symptoms included severe anxiety, thanatophobia,
agitation, insomnia, weight loss and intractable fears. In
one particular case, 68 intravenous injections of 500 to 700
milligrams of amobarbital were required. Headlines were
made in 1967 (33) when on April 6, soon after accidentally
consuming 100 micrograms of LSD in a sugar cube, a fiveyear-old girl began to scream and cry. This child was
clinically followed for a longer time. On June 3, she still
had some distortion of body image and EEG was abnonnal.
The case is reported of six youths who had taken LSD (34).
Two of the youths are said to have died as a result. Quite
often the danger of LSD may lie in physical injuries sustained as a result of the unreal sense of the subject's surroundings. Besides, the source of LSD may be of such a
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nature that it may contain belladonna and other drugs (35).
The problem of impurity of the street drugs is worsened
when LSD became a Tabooed Drug and was substituted
by mescaline or psilocybin. The samples of the latter were
not infrequently LSD and/or 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine (36). Atropine derivatives variously known as
JB 314, BZ and Ditran, etc. are mixed with LSD, DMT,
psilocybin, STP, barbiturates methaqualone, and whatnot
to produce a delirium of sensory distortion. The damage
is not limited to LSD alone, as huge amounts of barbiturates
(33 tablets per inhabitant per year) were consumed in the

U.S.A. (37).
By June 1967, 21 reports relating to 225 adverse
reactions to LSD were published. Of these, there were 142
cases of prolonged psychotic reaction; 63 non-psychotic
reactions, 11 spontaneous recurrences, 19 admitted suicides,
11 successful suicides, 4 attempted homicides and one
successful homicide (38). Two-thirds of the suicide attempts and the homicide occurred in carefully protected
settings! About one-third of the 114 patients hospitalized
at Bellevue Hospital in New York around 1966, had recurrences of the original LSD experience even a year after
ingestion of the drug. LSD was found to decompensate a
compensated or borderline schizophrenic (39). Similar
reports were made from England also (40), where 73 cases
of patients claiming to have used LSD were admitted in
1966 and 1967.

Mandarino (41) cautioned against the use of LSD in
epileptic or cardiac cases.
The psychedelic drug culture diverts the young from
developmental tasks, creates a psychotic situation and also
results in political deactivation of youths talented and
sensitive to societal imperfections. The other psychedelic
drugs are not much different (42). Another report on the
adverse effects of LSD involves the development of Mendelson's syndrome accompanied with acid pulmonary aspiration
(43).
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Leary claimed that there were no problems in the use
of psychedelic drugs at the International Federation for
Internal Freedom Psychedelic Training Center at Zihuatenejo, Mexico. Downing (44) reported that during the
last two weeks before its enforced closure in June 1963,
one person required psychiatric hospitalization directly from
the Center and another person had to be hospitalized for
the treatment of self-inicted injuries. In some other cases,
impurities in the LSD were related to bad trips (45), and
also infection affected by LSD use led to tissue necrosis (46).
Long-term psychotomimetic drug abuse was found
to lead to chronic psychosis (47), accompanied with a gradual
retreat from reality and effective pain. The final picture
was one of chronic egosyntonic psychotic syndrome which
was relatively resistant to inpatient treatment. Reduction
of sensory input into the brain (48) with a greatly increased
sensory bombardment or through hyperalertness as directed to fervent praying or a charismatic speaker were reported. This conversion hypothesis, advocated by Andrew
Malcolm, is supposed to explain the Tates murder and the
several incidents in Vietnam.
A series of lively discussions were published in 1970
in the pages of the medical journal, “Lancet”. Hatrick
and Dewhurst (49) reported the attempted suicide and delayed psychosis due to LSD in a 19-year-old female. They
suggested that LSD be discontinued in the use of psychiatry.
In response, Thomas (50) stated that LSD could be dangerous in a haphazard non-medical setting and claimed that
LSD was safe with due precautions and was occasionally
valuable in psychotherapy. Similar viewpoints were aired
by Weisbuch (51). Ryle (52) supporting the dangers involved in the use of LSD, pointed out that the burden of
proof of the drug’s safety is on its proponents. In another
article, the effects of LSD on a girl who was administered
weekly doses of LSD by her psychiatrist were reported.
She began experiencing spontaneous LSD reactions out of
the hospital. She was then given barbiturates to which she
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became addicted. It was reported that she felt that LSD
nearly brought her to psychosis (53).
Besides the five-year-old girl’s accidental consumption
of LSD in a sugar cube, there are other cases of (sibling)
children who ingested LSD with “ashback” psychosis (54).
The case of a two year old child (55) who also ingested 50 to
150 micrograms of pure LSD tablets (purple microdots) has
also been shown to end in untoward effects, some of them
lasting 25 months after the ingestion. In this latter case,
gastric lavage and chlorpromazine (10 mg i.m.) etc. were
considered most reasonable treatment. Thomas and Fuller
(56) reported self-inflicted eye injuries associated with drug
use.

The “flashback” effect of LSD has come to both
user and public attention ahnost from the beginning of LSD
use. The peak of LSD use (57) in Haight-Ashbury was
reached in the summer and fall of 1967. By September
1967, 85% of the Haight-Ashbury population had tried LSD
at least once and 14% were habitual users. By March 1968,
85% still used the drug, but only 6% were habitual users.
“Flashbacks” with drugs other than LSD have also been
reported (58). Smith (59) analyzed the LSD “ashbacks”,
dividing them into the perceptual, somatic and emotional
categories. In an analysis of the mechanism of action, he
points out that the “flashbacks” may be due to secondary
neurophysiological change which may be permanent or
semi-permanent and may invovle the retina or optic pathways. It was also hypothesized that the LSD “ashbacks”
may represent a new way of reacting to stress, learned
during the trip. Smith points out the possibility of “ashbacks” being frank dissociative reactions of the types seen
in hysteria. Dissociative states include such normal or
para-normal phenomena as hypnosis, automatic writing,
day dreaming, highway hypnosis, hypnagogic state, sleep
paralysis, mystical trances, ecstatic experiences, the feeling
of deja vu and Weltzchmerz, cosmic consciousness, sleep
walking, hallucinations, clinical phenomena as hysterical
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anesthesia, paresthesia, amnesia, fugue state, multiple
personality and may even include the state of feelings in a
seance, tea-leaf reading, extra-sensory perception, claimed
telepathy, clairvoyancy etc. As has been repeated, the
present author believes that LSD is a powerful psychobiological bomb which breaks down to varying extents the
psychological and mebrane barriers causing a confusion of
the traffic in memory traces and molecular pathways. The
dose required to do this may vary in each person, depending
on their personality structure and pre-drug expectations and
post-drug experiences and fear.

LSD is by no means the only drug which has effects of
this nature: cannabis, amphetamines, DMT, morning glory
seeds, etc. are also potentially as dangerous. The possibility of higher storage in body fat and organic brain
damage by cannabis was pointed out by Campbell, et al.
(60). In utero heroin addiction by neonates of addicted
mothers, and withdrawal symptoms after delivery has been
reported (61). The mothers reportedly were habituated to 3
to 40 bags per day, each containing about 10 milligrams of
pure heroin and costing $3 each. The birth weights of the
infants were much lower, with a median of 2 kilograms.
Renal biopsies (62) in heroin addicts showed immunoglobulin
and complement deposition in the kidneys accompanied
with nephrotic damage.
A whole series of adverse effects of drug abuse have
been reported: testicular choriocarcinoma (63); increased
incidence of tetanus (64); endocarditis (65); puhnonary
edema, aspiration pneumonia, bacterial pneumonia, septic
pulmonary emboli, angiothrombotic pulmonary hypertension, bacterial endocarditis, mycotic aneurysm, arterial
occlusion (66); erythematous and bullous skin lesions at
sites of trauma in 2 comatose patients, liver and muscle
damage, sweat gland necrosis (67); scarring; hyperpigmentation; thromboses; itching, usually of mouth or
nose; bruising; multiple exoriations; barbiturate ulcers;
lymphedema; abscesses; urticaria at injection site; ke-
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loids; telangiectasia; sensation of creeping on or under
the skin (68).
V

In an analysis of

100 consecutive narcotic related

deaths (69), 86% were due to untoward drug reactions or
overdose; 13% were due to trauma including suicide; and
1% due to hepatitis; 75% of these were men with an average
age of 26 years. The most consistent findings of chronic
narcoticism at autopsy were needle tracks, hepatosplenomegaly and hyperplasia of lymph nodes in porta hepatis and
chronic hepatitis. Similar occurrence of drug-induced skin
infections, aneurysms, thrombophlebitis, infected cardiac
valve prosthesis and tetanus have been reported (70). It
may be pointed out that many of these complications could
be due to infection resulting from the process of injection.
This may include bacterial infective endocarditis, exposure
to Australia antigen, etc. (71). Besides positive angiograms, necrotizing angiitis and renal failure could also be a
result of the injection (72). Similarly, LSD may not be teratogenic, but it could certainly cause endless problems in the
proper termination of pregnancy.
Several other kinds of adverse effects of LSD have
been reported. These include short generalized seizures,
lethargy, restlessness, inability to respond to the spoken
word, jerking movements of extremities, deep tendon re-

exes hyperactive and symmetrical, plantar responses exor
(73).

Another kind of perceptual distortion known as “trailing” is also found in subjects ingesting LSD (74). This
consists of seeing a moving object in serial, momentarily
stationary positions and can be long lasting. It is as though
the subject sees a moving picture as a discontinuous projection of individual frames.
There are some arguments that mitigate the adverse
effects of LSD. Malleson (75) reported a suicide rate of 0.7
per 1,000 patients; psychosis lasting over 48 hours in 9 out
of 1,000 and an accident rate of 2.3 per thousand. He con-
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cludes that treatment with LSD did give rise to acute adverse reactions, but with adequate supervision,etc.,incidence
may not be great. His figures should be contrasted to the
rates in general and psychotic populations for purposes of
comparison. Barron, et al. (76) state that the LSD group
showed no evidence of increasing personal or social disorganization, nor did they show any significant benefit from
LSD use. Malleson (77) points out that some of the 40
British psychiatrists who may still be using LSD in 1970
have had remarkable results with it. Bennett (78) points
out that LSD users tend to become enthusiastic about it and
are prone to proselytize. The story from Pennsylvania in
1968 about six college students who were blinded by the sun
while they were under the inuence of LSD were reported
to be a hoax (79). Denson concludes (80) that clinical
research with LSD can be carried out with relative safety.
Kurland (81) reports the absence of any adverse reactions
in 200 alcoholic patients treated with psychedelic psycho-

therapy utilizing LSD.
The long-lasting effects of LSD on normals were
studied by McGlothlin et al. (82). These authors administered a large battery of psychological tests including MMPI,
TAT, anxiety battery, creativity and projective tests and
subjects were tested for six months at different follow-up
intervals. There were few statistical differences between
control and the LSD user populations. At the six-month
testing the GSR to stress situation dropped in the experimental group. Even though subjective reports of an increase in aesthetic appreciation were supported by behavioral activities, the subjects showed no enhanced performance on the art tests or in creativity. Persons who place
stronger emphasis on structure and control did not respond
well to the drug, while the intense responders were those
who preferred a more unstructured, spontaneous, inwardturning life and scored higher on tests of esthetic sensitivity
and imaginativeness. The positive responders tended to
be less aggressive, less conforming and less competitive.
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An excellent review of the complications of LSD was
written by Schwartz (83). Besides presenting the historical perspective, the author categorizes the following three
major reactions to the administration of LSD:

I. Non-psychotic disorders. these consist of:
Anxiety associated with depression; difficulty in
functioning; reoccurrence of symptoms including time and
space distortions; visual alterations of body image changes.
a)

These could be immediate, delayed, chronic or long-lasting
effects.
b) A state of fear, panic or megalomania. This social
behavior, loss of motivation, blurred speech, loss of previous
values, indulgence in magical-mystical rituality, a numbing
to the codes and ethics of right and wrong, etc. There may
be either increased aggression or loss of appropriate psycho-

social behavior.

II. Neurological

Reactions

a) Convulsions
b) Possible brain damage (not shown in humans)
c) Neuromuscular coordination, perception of time, space,
events and people.
d) Trailing phenomena

III.

Psychotic Disorders

a) Permanent anxiety; slurred speech; incoordination, etc.

b) “Flashbacks”, trailing and visual illusions.
c) Delayed or permanent schizophrenic reactions in
borderline schizophrenics and also possibly in more
normal neurotic individuals.
d) Inappropriate thought processes with inappropriate
affect, and acute or chronic paranoia.
e) Psychotic depressions, and slowly crystallizing refrac-

tory psychosis.
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Psychological Studies
EFFECTS OF LSD ON GENERAL PERFORMANCE
AND RESPONSES TO TEST BATTERIES
The effects of LSD as we have seen in ~the earlier
chapters are unique both in terms of neurobiology and
psychology. Some of the earlier studies on the effects of
LSD in humans were carried out by Abramson (1). He used
it both to elicit the chemical structure-psychobiological
activity relations and also in psychedelic psychotherapy.
The use of LSD in psychotherapy was quite prevalent in
the United Kingdom also in the 50’s. In Italy (2) the effects
of LSD-25 and LAE-32 were studied in obsessive psychoneurosis. While LSD reduced the secondary obsessive
phenomena, LAE-32 completely eliminated the primary
obsession, though not necessarily resulting in a better
adapted patient.

Kornetsky (3) studied the relationship between the
psychological effects of LSD and physiological measures.
He used normal volunteers, administering them 100 micrograms of LSD. The following were studied 75 minutes after
the administration of LSD: tactual perception, tachistoscopic discrimination, speed of copying numbers, addition,
digital symbol tests and pursuit rotor. Blood pressure,
pulse rate, respiration and oral temperature were found not
to correlate with subjective psychological effects, but with
objective psychological effects. The greater the personality
deviation of the subject, the greater is the subjective effect
of the drug. Administering a battery of ten psychological
tests (including projective tests, personality inventory, and
intellectual tests),Cohen et al. (4) found a significant drop in
the intelligence quotient of volunteer subjects given 100
micrograms of LSD. Abstract thinking was more affected
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than vocabulary retention. Projective tests revealed
personality changes including general disruption of the
defensive system, impairment in reality of contact and
disruption in the ability to make a sustained effort.
The psychotogenic effects of LSD in normals were
thought of as comparable to clinical schizophrenia. However, many workers including Brengehnann (5) have shown
that LSD psychosis is a drug-induced effect, whether short
or long in its duration, even though it may help precipitate
a clinical psychosis in borderline schizophrenics. Brengelmann obtained confirmation in seven of the ten scores of
self-rating, estimation of quantities, immediate recall error,
variability in size of drawings, perceptual variability,
duration of negative after-image, generalization in recognition, and measuring likes of abstract designs. Using a
response index test as a measure of threshold activity,
Abramson (6) obtained the following response equivalents
for several LSD derivatives:
Name of Drug

Percentage Activity

d-Lysergic acid diethylamide
100
1-Acetyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide(ALD-52)
91
1 -Oxymethyl d-lysergic acid diethylamide(OML-632)
66
1-Methyl-d-lysergic acid diethylamide(MLD-41)
36
d-Lysergic acid morpholide (LSM-7 7 5)
11
d-Lysergic acid diethylamide (DAM -57 )
11
d-Lysergic acid pyrrolidid (LPD-824)
5
d-Lysergic acid ethylamide (LAE-32)
3
1-Methyl-d-lysergic acid butanolamide tartrate(UML-491) 1
The administration of LSD in a therapeutic setting
showed (7) a lessening of ego defensiveness, loosening of
intellectual controls, better relations with the individuals
present at the time of the experiment and increased
emergence of unconscious material. Some were taken unaware by the drug and went to the cosmic level and worked
their way back through personal problems. Klee et al. (8)
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administering 1 through 16 micrograms of LSD per kilogram
bodyweight to 60 normal male subjects found that the
psychophysiological effect was proportional to the dosage.
The personal variables seemed to affect the drug response
considerably. Linton and Langs (9,10) have carried out
extremely important studies on the subjective and placebo
reactions to LSD. Administering a battery of 47 questions
with several sub-items, they found that the time curve of
the total questionnaire’s score reached a maximum at approximately five hours. They had naturally no difficulty
with the responses in differentiating placebo subjects from
those receiving LSD-25.
Klee (ll) investigated the relationship between ego
functions and LSD in 100 normal volunteers. Along with
a phenomenon of synethesia, striking changes in somesthetic
perception and human figure drawing occurred. Subjects
retained ability to discriminate all types of sensation, but
reported unusual sensitivity to visual and auditory stimuli.
They took on the quality of dream-likeness. The ability to
think abstractly was lost, and time sense was altered.
Similar studies were carried out by Wikler et.al. (12). Mescaline, LSD-25 and a combination of these drugs increased
(13) primary suggestibility and trance indicator scores.
Marrazzi (14) suggested the use of LSD as a test agent to
screen populations to identify individuals vulnerable to
stress, inasmuch as these people might have used up much
of their adaptive powers, or “psychic reserve”. He finds
that LSD may bring out a latent or accentuate an existing

difficulty.
The case of a five-year-old girl who accidentally ingested 100 micrograms of LSD (15) has been subject to
study. The psychometric reactions to this report (16)
included suggestions to the effect that the girl's home environment may have been unusual from the psychological,
sociological and nutritional viewpoints and that the differences in the I.Q. values were not significant. On the
other hand, Hensala et.al. (17) point out that LSD is not
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producing a new type of hospital patient, but is a new agent
added to the list of undesirable drugs, even though the
effects of LSD could be differentiated from those of amphetamine or placebo (18). Lienert (19) studied the action of
LSD and the syndrome formation by means of configuration
frequency analysis. He found the following four syndromes: 1) monosymptomatic transient blocking out; 2)
transient thought disruption; 3) transient or repetitive
discharge of affect and 4) added hallucinatory experiences
besides the above three.
The subjective response to a drug is nowhere better
illustrated than with LSD (20), even though the effects
of LSD are striking, profound and disruptive. The
Rorschach responses to the administration of LSD appear in
some cases to be like those in schizophrenia and in some
cases like those in acute exogenous psychosis (21,22). The
Addiction Research Center at Lexington, Kentucky, has
developed excellent inventories to assess the effects of
various drugs (23). The application of this inventory has
shown that LSD alters ‘factor structure. The use of this
inventory shows that questions conceming attitudes and
philosophy of life, etc. are not significantly altered by
psychotropic drugs whereas sensation, perception, mood,
drive, motivation, etc. are altered (24). This may indicate
a good future for psychotropic drug therapy.

LSD, meprobamate, and several barbiturates produced (25) significantly greater impairment of perfonnance
in the digit symbol substitution test than in the continuous
performance test. Sleep deprivation, chlorpromazine, etc.
produced greater impairment in the continuous performance
test. An application of the MMPI (26) is claimed to have
substantiated reported beneficial effects of LSD. The
subjects reported greater awareness of the ultimate reality.
McGlothl.in et al. (27) administered a battery of 22 psychological tests to individuals receiving LSD. However, as a
result of the testing process or as a result of LSD, 33% of the
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LSD group reported lower anxiety and tension after six
months. The usual effects of LSD consist of more jitteriness and aggression with less energetic, less friendly and less
clear-thinking personality changes, a decrease in abstract
thinking, and a decrease in performance in many psychological test situations. In an interesting study, Wagner,
Aghajanian and Bing (28), found that there was a higher
linear correlation between performance scores and the
arithmetic tests and “tissue” LSD concentration. ‘Based on
this model, they found a half life of 103 minutes for LSD,
whereas calculations from the plasma concentration show a
half life of 180 minutes in man. Accuracy of response
subsequent to the administration of LSD to immature
Macaque monkeys was found by J arvik and Chorover (29).
Tolerance was found to develop rapidly and persist for
several days. In these monkeys, amphetamine, pentobarbital and chlorpromazine did not produce changes in
accuracy to any significant extent. This may be due to
the immaturity of the monkeys and the LSD effect is comparable to that in adult monkeys following surgical produced bifrontal lesions.

THE EFFECTS OF LSD ON MOTOR PERFORMANCE
In various parts of this book the neuromuscular effects
of LSD have been presented. Besides these, there are some
studies on the neuromuscular behavior and activity level
that need to be considered in particular.
The early work of Keller and Umbreit (30) showed
that the injection of mice with 5 to 100 micrograms of LSD
produced a head-twitch response. It is well known (also,
Sankar, unpublished) that the administration of LSD causes
in the rat a stiffness of the hind limbs, producing what looks
like, in effect, a circular movement comparable to that of a
horse tied to a tree. The number of revolutions reported by
a rat in an activity wheel were significantly reduced by the
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administration of LSD (31). The rope climbing activity of
rats was not only reduced, but was also quantitatively
proportional to the amount of LSD administered (32). Reserpine intesified and prolonged the effects of LSD. Similar
decreases in the locomotor activity of mice administered
LSD-25 was reported by Essman (33).
A new device for measuring spontaneous motor activity of small animals was described by Kabes (34). Using
this device, LSD was shown to exert a biphasic effect on
both the horizontal and vertical components of the spontaneous motor activity in the rat. LSD increased the
activity soon after its administration while the LSD effect
decreased as time progressed. The stimulation was more
apparent in the horizontal component whereas the inhibition
was more apparent in the vertical direction. Using another
innovative technique of flight from the illuminated half
of a compartment to the the dark half, Hantz et al. (35) found
that LSD caused a significant slowdown of the flight reaction. This slowdown may be attributable to the muscular
inability of the mice rather than the neuromuscular visual
motor performance. Such effects involving inability of
motion have been reported both in sexual responses and
social behavior by other workers.
An interesting rhythmic walking activity was reported
by Koella et al. (36) in goats administered LSD. Each
animal chose a particular pattern; for example, a rectangle,
a circle, or a figure eight, and repeated the same pattern.
The effect was apparent within five to ten minutes and diminished within sixty minutes after administration of LSD.
Tolerance was also found to develop. Further, female goats
were found to be more sensitive to the drugs than male
animals. The same group of workers report protection by
female gonadal hormones against the effects of LSD.
Monkeys administered LSD-25 were more submissive
than those receiving saline (37). In man, there were no
significant differences (38) produced by the administration
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of LSD on motor performance, eye coordination, etc. However, impairment does occur with increasing doses.
The activity of analogues of LSD on the wheel activity
of mice was tested. Harsh et al. (39) found that small
doses of elymoclavine were inactive whereas higher doses
produced a decrease in wheel running activity. Similar
results were obtained by Witters and Foley (40) using agroclavine.

_

EFFECTS OF LSD ON OPEN FIELD AND
MAZE PERFORMANCE
The effects of LSD were compared to those of atropine,
Ditran, and amphetamine by Cohen and Wakely (41) in
mice, rats and dogs. The effects of LSD both in the poke
test in mice and maze test in rats showed the usual dose-related decrease. There were several situations where the
effects of LSD could not be differentiated from those of
the other drugs. In an open field test, rats administered
LSD showed a linear increase in the ambulations score, while
an inverted U-type dose response relation was shown in
the rearing and preening scores (42). Using a dosage of 2
to 500 micrograms (which is within the limits employed
by other workers), Dandiya et al. (42) found increases in the
horizontal and vertical type of activity. At higher doses,
the horizontal type activity only increased. Similar results
using sound or like stimulation were also reported by
Dandiya et al. (43). Distinguishing between short-term
and long-term neural processes, Black et al. (44) found that
the long-term processes appeared to be more susceptible in
the monkey with disruption by LSD. Bdth in shocked
and control rats, LSD increased the time required to run the
L-3 maze. The effect was more pronounced in the control
animals as opposed to the shocked group (45). While
chlorpromazine or amphetamine showed (46) little effect in
the simple, spatial, reversal learning problem in a water eld
maze for rats, LSD produced a significant handicap in acquiring al reverse-tuming response.
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Uyeno and Mitoma (47) studied the response to LSD
in rats on the Lashley-III underwater maze. The disruptive
effect of the drugs, LSD, BOL, amphetamine and its analogues, was proportional to the dose level. Mescaline and
LSD produced peak effects at 15 minutes after the injection,
while the peak effects of BOL ( the two bromo-analogue of
LSD and D-amphetamine) occurred 30-45 minutes later,
respectively. The effects of the administration of LSD to
these rats, while comparable to the effects of the administration of chlorpromazine, caused a significant increase in the
number of animals that made two or more errors (48). On
the other hand, Miller and Miller (49) found that the administration of LSD impaired initially the learning ability of
mice, when tested by avoidance task in the standard Y-shock
apparatus, but the activity level returned to that of the controls three weeks after the chronic administration of LSD
for two months. The disruptive effects of LSD and chlorpromazine on the performance of mice using a Y-water maze
were greater in the dark than in light (50). The habituation
of activity and spontaneous altemation of rats in a Y-maze
was studied by Songer and Rech (51). LSD, but not
methysergide (UML) interfered with spontaneous altemation. Using a T-maze, Schechter and Rosecrans (52) found
that LSD, psilocybin and mescaline produced interoceptive
cueing effects in rats. The effect of LSD, apparently, had
the properties of a discriminative stimulus.
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EFFECT OF LSD ON CONDITIONED BEHAVIOR
The work of Olds (53) indicates that every chemical
that inhibited approach mechanisms failed to inhibit escape
mechanisms and vice versa. They used chlorpromazine,
LSD, meprobamate, morphine and amphetamines and
pentobarbital in their studies. The number of trials required by rats conditioned to jump a pole increased following administration of LSD-25 or phencylidine or amobarbital. Using this technique, Domino et al. (54) showed
that doses ineffective in other tests had an effect in the conditioned pole jumping in rats. They also found D-amphetamine had a slight facilitating effect in large doses. Pawlowski (55) trained rats to jump 20-35 centimeters on

three successive days. The administration of LSD initially
elevated the latency to jump and also decreased the ability
to adapt (so a shorter jump. The LSD-treated rats had to
exert a greater force and demonstrated a lack of coordination

in jumping.
Using rats, Barry et al. (56) produced an approachavoidance conflict in twelve rats trained to press a bar for
food reward, but also resulting in an electric shock on bar
pressing. The shock was signalled by a tone of greatly
increasing loudness. Amobarbital and chlorpromazine
increased the performance during the warning tone, but
not in the safe period.\ Alcohol and LSD reduced the performance in the safe period while caffeine increased it. Using
a similar approach-avoidance test, J arrard (57) found that
the effect of the administration of LSD lasted for about one
and one-half hours. Jarrard concludes that LSD is both
a central stimulant as well as a central depressant depending
on the dose. A small dose (0.05 mg/kg) increased the number of bar responses while higher doses decreased it. A
similar situation was found to occur in the shock-avoidance
part of the test also. Administration of 0.15 mg/kg increased the difficulty (58) of a trained rat conditioned to
obtain food pellets on lever depression. This author (58)
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used a higher dose than did J arrard (57) and concludes that
the effect of LSD consists of a generalized lowering of

sensitivity.
Caldwell and Domino (59) trained 200 rats to respond
and press a bar for food reward to either light or sound
stimulus. The performance of the rats trained to the light
stimulus was more disrupted by LSD than that of rats conditioned to tone. Appel et al. (60) used rats trained to
press a bar on a fixed ratio schedule for milk reenforcement.
In this kind of conditioned animal population, LSD above
a dose of 0.04 mg/kg decreased the duration of pausing.
The rate of bar pressing was a decreasing monotonic function of dosage. Appel found that (61) small doses of LSD
increased the bar pressing while higher doses (0.08-0.32 mg/
kg) depressed this behavior.
Sparber and Tilson (62) using 0.15 to 0.40 mg/kg LSD
found that the disruption of lever pressing was log-linearly
related to the drug dose. This group also found an enhancement of response at lower doses of LSD (63). Comparable effects were obtained using amphetamines and mescaline also. Doses of chlorpromazine, that do not affect
performance, seemed to reduce the disruptive effects of LSD
in rats responding to a tone indicating the availability of
a water reward (64). Similar mutually antagonizing effects
of chlorpromazine and LSD have been reported earlier by
Cook (65). Lesions placed in the midbrain Raphe nuclei of
rats enhanced the disruptive effects of sub-threshold
amounts of LSD on the conditioned responses of rats (66).

The effects of some of the other drugs may be compared with those of LSD. Appel and Freedman (67),
using hungry rats trained to press a bar for food, found that
the disruptive effect of d-LSD is about ten times greater
than that of 1-LSD, BOL, psilocybin and D-amphetamine
and 100 times more effective than mescaline. 3,4-Dimethoxyphenylethylamine (DMPEA) (reported to occur in
the urine of schizophrenic patients) had no such effect. In
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situation where rats were required to tum a
wheel either five or thirty times to escape from a continuous
shock and obtain one minute of shock-free period, LSD had
little effect except that higher doses increased the escape
latency. D-Amphetamine sulphate generally increased the
rate of wheel tuming mostly in the absence of shock and
high doses of chlorpromazine depressed responding (68).
Rats with a preference for brightness, subsequent to the
administration of LSD, learned discrimination of position
where brightness cues were irrelevant (69). Tonal pips
were used as non-conditioned stimuli to rats which were
conditioned to visual stimuli (70). Under these circumstances, LSD potentiated the effect of the tonal pips. Miller, Drew and Wikler (71) found that delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol disrupted alternation of performance in rats by
decreasing the running speed on reward trials and increasing
the running speed on non-reward trials. LSD-25, in doses
of 0.048 mg. to 0.16 mg/kg, increased the running speed
on the non-reward conditions, but decreased the running
speed for reward only at higher doses. Naloxone was found to
have little effect on avoidance running while LSD and
cyclazocine induced similar behavioral disruptions in
avoidance performance in rats (72). Isoergine, d-isolysergamide, also disrupted the conditioned avoidance response in
rats (73). The choice concentration of this drug in the liver
occurred at five minutes after peritoneal adminstration,
whereas the higher plasma and brain levels occurred fifteen
minutes after administration. The effects of this drug
correlated with its level in the brain.
The acquisition of a conditioned response by rats was
decreased by LSD-25 and psilocybin, while J B-329 (N-ethyl2-pyrrolidinylmethyl cyclopentylphenylglycolate-N-ethyl-3piperidyl cyclopentylphenyl glycolate) enhanced it (74).
Pretreatment of these rats with reserpine had no effect on
the behavioral excitation produced by LSD-25 and psilocybin, but decreased the duration of the response. Morpurgo
studied the effect of some drugs on the avoidance of shock
by trained rats in a three-compartment box. Neuroleptic
a free operant

~
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drugs (haloperidol or tetrabenazine) produced a selective
inhibition of motor avoidance while a muscle relaxant
(diazepam) and a sedative agent (pentobarbital) inhibited
avoidance response. LSD-25 and mescaline disrupted both
active and passive avoidance (75). If rats were conditioned
to paired administration of chlorpromazine or LSD with a
light stimulus, subsequent behavior depression was elicited
by the light alone (76). In an experiment involving free
preferences for drugs after forced ingestion, there was a
higher preference for meprobamate and chlordiazepoxide
over quinine, LSD and nicotinic acid (77).
The effects of LSD in conditioned animals, other than
rats, has been studied. In dogs receiving larger doses of
LSD, the alterations in the complex-conditioned reex include response to distant sound signals as the last reflex to
disappear and the first to be restored (78). Guinea pigs
were conditioned by Sivadjian (79) to jump from one compartment of a cage in response to a sound signal. Administration of mescaline or LSD to these trained guinea pigs
caused confusion in them and spontaneous jumping in an
erratic manner and aimless running takes place (80). LSD
produced a sudorific action on the secretion of sweat supressed with an anhydrotic (81) in guinea pigs. In a comprehensive study, Roberts and Bradley (82) found that
monkeys trained to perform a visual discrimination, were
distracted and their accuracies at the longer delays disrupted. These authors compared the effects of LSD with
those of other psychedelic drugs and with chlorpromazine,
pentobarbital and physostigmine. The administration of
LSD to squirrel monkeys caused a greater disruption of
difficult discrimination than of easy discrimination (83).
BOL did not produce any disruption. The effects of LSD
were, however, variable in terms of the dosage and the time
required for the disruptive effects to be established.
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THE EFFECTS OF LSD ON MOOD, AGGRESSION,
DOMINANCE AND HOSTILITY
ranging study, Lebovits, et al. (84) investigated the effects of 100 micrograms of LSD and of 15milligrams of JB 318 (N-ethyl-3-piperidyl benzilate) in human
subjects. These authors find that at this level neither drug
had significant changes -in the means of the classical or
devos Rorschach variables. However, JB 318 caused a
significant decrease in the eamest, contented, energetic and
friendly scales of the Clyde Mood scale, and a significant
increase in the fearful and desperate scales. LSD induced
a significant decrease in the earnest scale scores and an increase in the desperate scale scores as did J B 318. Monkeys
administered 0.1 mg to 0.5 mg/kg of LSD became (85)
restless and agitated, began walking backwards with wiping
and beating of the hands while the tail twitched. These
monkeys appeared to lose contact with their surroundings
and assumed abnormal positions. A number of reexes
disappeared. Recovery after approximately thirty minutes
followed a certain sensory order. Impulsive behavior has
been attributed to LSD (86).
In the ant (87) administration of LSD decreased both
the aggressiveness of the ant and the amplitude of the EEG
waves of the optic lobes. On the other hand, the amplitude
of these waves was increased by serotonin or 5-hydroxytryptophan. LSD has been reported to increase the period
of aggressiveness in rats that were provoked using cages
in which electric shock and light stimulation could be administered (88). LSD was comparable to arecoline, morphine and tremorine in its ability to cause rage in cats (89).
However, administration of LSD decreased the attack behavior in mice (90) even though LSD is known to cause
piloerection and tachycardia in rats. The greatest inhibitory effect on the attack behavior occurred five to fifteen
minutes after the injection of the drug. Similar inhibition of
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dominance behavior in the rat in a food consumption situation by both LSD and BOL were reported by Uyeno (91).
However, the ED-50 dose required for BOL was approximately 100 times larger than that of LSD-25. Takagi et al.
(92) devised a triangular cage which housed small animals.
The movement of the animal in the cage was recorded either
by the gravimetric reading on an electromagnetic lever or

by an interruption of the light beam. Using this ‘device,
Takagi et al. (92) found that the movements of the mice produced by d-methamphetamine hydrochloride were disrupted
by LSD-25 whereas the effects of dimethylaminoethanol
were potentiated. The killing reaction of rats was not
supressed by mescaline as potently as the aggressivness
in mice (93). LSD blocked the aggressive behavior of isolated mice. Intraperitoneal administration of LSD to cats
(94) with permanently implanted electrodes at a dose of 1015 mcg/kg produced an increased responding for lateral
hypothalamic self-stimulation, but doses of 25 mcg/kg
produced decrease in self-stimulation with increased disorientation, howling, etc. (94).
In the Macaque monkey (95), the administration of
massive doses of LSD produced significant changes in
behavior. The monkeys became very tame and passive.
Hopping reactions were lost and sucking reactions appeared.
Visual perception disappeared about 10 minutes after administration of LSD and reappeared 25 minutes later (95).
Aggression is a normal component of development
which evolves as a sophisticated expression of mature competitiveness, perhaps creating hostilities. Caldwell describes the relevance of the LSD experience to the nature of
hostilities (96). She points out that directed hostility is a
final step in maturation. It includes a willingness to accept
the responsibility for motive, action and consequences.
Many important behavior patterns include aggression as a
motivating factor (97).
The story is told of a repentant snake that wanted
to be loved by the human beings. The snake was rather
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ashamed of itself, that it was_kil]ing human beings. So it
went to a Holy Man and asked him what it (the snake) can
do in order to become a righteous organism. The Holy Man
said, “Well,don’t bite humans. Don’t bite any animals.”
The snake imbibed this philosophy and did not bite thereafter any animate or inanimate object. The good humans
took advantage of the lack of striking back by the snake and
took big poles and beat it almost to death. The snake, now
suffering from the innumerable bruises of human reaction,
went back to the Holy Man and in tears represented to him
his utter unhappiness. The Holy Man looked at the snake
and said, “I did not mean that you should be quiet and take
on all those beatings. If people come to you with a big
stick, hiss at them and move away. This way they will be
afraid of you, and you don’t have to bite them.” The snake
thereafter began to hiss and ahnost look like it was going to
strike at possible enemies and apparently lived happily
thereafter. The story is an indication that not all aggression or a representation of aggression is bad. A certain
amount of aggression is part of our mature personality (96).

Caldwell (96) continues the discussion of infantile
rage as revealed under LSD. She points out that homicidal
urges in the adult patient may result from pent-up rage engendered in younger years by inhibition of freedom. LSD in
its characteristic way, provides a release of the patient from
the subordination of self. Depending on the emotional organization of the subject, this release may either be ecstatic,
frightening, rapturous or homicidal. Caldwell points out
that the fantasy murder of the parent may cleanse the wound
of the subject and produce effects in therapy that are lasting.

Many crimes have been claimed to have been committed under the inuence of LSD or the other psychedelic
drugs. Some of these may be correct; some of these may
not be correct. In the hands of the person with an extreme
amount of hatred, anger and rage in his conscious or unconscious mind, LSD is a potentially harmful compound
not only to the person, but also to society. On the other
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hand, Blacker (98) while noticing the feelings of frustrated
anger that played an important part in the initial ingestion
of LSD finds that the initial frustration and anger become
structured in a complicated fashion. He concludes that
the subject’s perception of his personal frustration may help
him become overtly passive with the theme of love. In a
group of 23 subjects who came mostly from white, middleclass families, Blacker finds that LSD produced a decrease
in the aggressive component of the subject’s personality
structure. He also points out case reports that described
“bum trips” when the ingestor was surrounded by unpleasant or irritating environment. Several reports have
been made that the ethical values of these people have been
replaced by one of non-violence and peace. This is in distinct contrast to the newspaper reports where people claim
that they have committed crimes under the influence of
psychedelic drugs, especially LSD.
While pointing out that LSD can facilitate the development of radical religious beliefs, Smith (99) discusses the
now-famous case of Charlie Manson who was responsible for
the “Sharon Tate Murders”. Smith also points out that
blind obedience to an absolute ruler under the covers of a
religious faith have lead people to inhuman violence both
in Los Angeles and Song My in Vietnam. People have
always indulged in violence and rationalized it saying, “God
was on our side”, (if they won the war). If not, they
thought it was a Holy War and it was correct to indulge in

Holy Wars.
Caldwell (96) also discusses the nature of the parentchild relation as revealed in psychedelic therapy. This is
one of the most important reasons why the anger, frustration, hostility and resentment build up from a young age
in the middle-class white American person. Parents desire
to escape through their children the cruel limitations which
reality has stamped on them. These limitations may involve limitations of age, talent, economics, virtue, courage,
body and other limitations. The neurotic child tums again
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and again to the neurotic parents seeking understanding_
Many foreigners have emigrated to the U.S.A. seeking
things that have been limited to them. Most of these limitations have been either political, religious, economical, professional, etc. It is only natural that they want their children to escape from these limitations and do better and
greater rather than be better and greater. The emphasis on
the achievement and the limitations of the children themselves pose a situation where neurotic preoccupation may
lead to a search for escape. LSD has been this escape to the
more educated young American.

Hyde (100) studied the relationship between the
affective interplay with other persons and the degree and
quality of the distortion of the other persons as related to the
use of LSD. In a total of ten consecutive LSD users and
of 233 important relationships, 19% showed distortion of
others. In 41% of the incidents of distortion, there was a
self-oriented hostility. Lennard et al. (101)'studied group
communication under the effects of LSD. There was a
shortening or restriction of favorable output. In members
of the group who did not receive LSD, there was a tendency
to increase their communication output. Under the common
threat of having to function socially under the effect of LSD,
the whole group was restricted in negative interpersonal
relations. The pattern of group communication was less
disrupted by LSD than could be predicted from the usual
changes in individual functioning. Caldwell (96) discusses
the effect of psychedelic drugs on interrelations (affection,
attachment and rivah'y) among siblings. LSD apparently
can recall early experiences of sibling rivalry.
Caldwell (96) points out that sibling rivah-y may often
come to the extreme leading to a desire to murder. Since
murder is not allowable, the next best release of this emotion
is a fantasized murder. The therapist could use this fan-.
tasy to rehabilitate the patient.
Siegel and Poole (102) find that treatment with LSD,
bufotenine or an extract of Cannabis sativa or tetrahydrocannabinol, caused a marked change in group aggregation
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and aggression in mice leading to temporary disruption
of social hierarchies. Mice treated with the psychedelic
drugs were more sensitive to auditory and tactile stimuli.
Treatment with saline or BOL produced no significant
changes. Siegel (103) also reported significant decreases in
the frequency of aggressive postures in LSD-treated mice.
Further, while non-drug treated mice were assimilated into
a new colony, the hallucinogen-treated mice did not respond
socially. LSD-treated tropical fish (neon tetra) grouped
themselves apart from normals and exhibited a “head-up”,
“tail-down” vertical position. LSD-treated pigeons also
aggregated with other treated birds and not with the untreated members of the group. Siegel explained some of the
observations on drug use in humans along the lines of animal
experimentation.
THE EFFECT OF LSD ON
l

PSYCHO-SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Bignami (104) found that treatment of rats with small
doses of LSD(0.01-0.02mg)shortened the inter-intromission
interval and to a lesser extent, the postejaculatory interval
of male rats during mating. Higher doses, however, increased intromission latency, inter-intromission interval, and
post-ejaculatory interval, and reduced intromission frequency. These adverse effects on the mating behavior were
accompanied by overt depression.
In an interesting study in 1968, Herz (105) connnents
responses to a questionnaire directed towards an
the
that
analysis of behavioral patterns and sex and drug use on
three campuses, showed that drugs (such as marijuana,
LSD and amphetamines) appear to have become more important to students than sex which is easily obtainable!
Caldwell (96) discusses the nature of sex roles in relation to
LSD experience. Patients find that Mother is the original
image, not only of femininity, but of power and strength
which is more often associated with masculinity. This
agrees with the concept of the first Big-Boss being the
mother (106). The layer of sexual differentiation rests on a
deeper area which is all mother. Several patients, Caldwell
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points out, may relate their sexual crises under the influence
of psychedelic drugs and this may facilitate therapy. Similar concepts of incest and psycho-sexual problems may also
be adequately resolved with psycholytic psychedelic
therapy. Caldwell further discusses the oedipal triangle and
the psycho-sexual development of the mature phallic
approach.

The work at Haight-Ashbury Clinic (98,99) shows the
treatment of sex in a non-aggressive fashion by the drug
user. Besides expressing anger through indirect methods
such as dress, it was believed that no one possessed a lover.
“Sex was shared; sexual pleasure was to be shared like
other commodities ” (98). Whether this was due to a disruption of, or a defense against, psycho-sexual components
of life, along with the mystical passivity, cannot be answered
adequately. Alpert (107) points out that LSD enriches
normal sexual behavior through transcendence of the subject
-object relationship. He claims that the relocalization of
the sexual senses throughout the body and immersion in a
much broader spiritual, social and biological internal and
extemal milieu under the effect of LSD, can produce new
meaning in sexual relations.
The effects of lysergic acid on sexual behavior may
not be all that direct (154). Uyeno (108) found that LSD25 disrupted the nursing maternal behavior of rats. The
mean nursing time of the drug-treated animals was significantly shorter and was also started much later than in the
control animals. Rosen and Iovino (109) reported that the
temporary inhibition of the nesting response in pigeons may
not be due to a peripheral motor inhibition, but probably
to changes involving the central nervous system.

EFFECT OF LSD ON PERCEPTION OF TIME AND
SPACE, BODY IMAGE AND BENDER GESTALT
The earlyrwork by DeShon, Rinkel and Solomon in
retardation or non-existence
of time as a result of LSD administration. Hoch, Cattell
1952 (110) showed acceleration,
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and Pennes (111) showed that LSD caused a slowing of the
passage of time. Boardman et al. (112) studied the effect
of LSD on the time sense of normals using four men. They
developed a test for determining the estimation of a second
by the subject, called the second estimation point. Using
this test, they could not find an increase in over-estimation
of time subsequent to the administration of LSD. There
was no shift in temporal concept after LSD, but there was
an increase in the variability of judgment even with minute
doses of LSD. Krus and Wapner (113) studied the effect
of LSD on the pace of performing several activities, including tapping, psychomotor line drawing, card sorting,
handwriting and addition. Under LSD, the pace of handwriting, addition and dealing of cards was slower. However, at the dose tested, the twelve males and twelve females
did not exhibit any significant difference due to LSD in the
pace of tapping and of drawing lines. Kemia and Sedman
(114) found that LSD caused altered time experience associated with visual changes. Butters (115) found that the
administration of LSD caused rats to show more position
preservation. LSD-25 did not produce a preservation of
any tendency to respond to momentarily dominant stimuli,
but seemed to produce a preservation of the animal's most
natural or initial response tendency. Hill and Fischer (116)
found that drugs like psilocybin and amphetamine decreased
human spatial distortion thresholds. These drugs disrupted the counter adaptation to optical distortion.

Rodin et al. (117) studied ten freshman medical
students who had a history of marijuana use. Inhalation of
marijuana in the laboratory by these subjects produced a
slight but significant shift in the EEG toward slower alpha
frequencies. The Bender Gestalt test scores worsened, and
fell into an abnormal range after smoking marijuana. These
authors conclude thagthe pleasure derived from the smoking
of pot seemed to be a result of a decrease in critical judgment
and in loosening of inhibitions.
The apparent horizon, space experienced as being at
shifted significantly upward under the inuence
level,
eye
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of LSD-25 (118). Liebert et al. (119) studied the visual perception of verticality in schizophrenic and normal adults
who were given LSD. The displacement of the vertical
horizon was more increased under LSD for normals whereas
the effect of body tilt on perception of verticality was not
affected by LSD in the schizophrenics. Fisher and Cleveland (120) using 41 male, right-handed, hospitalized adult
schizophrenics and ten nonnal students found that the administration of LSD caused regressive and immature rightleft reactivity. Gross body reactivity indices were apparently less affected than the relationships in levels of
reactivity among various body sectors. Cohen (121) using
Macaque monkeys found that LSD, Sernyl and Ditran produced definite spatial disorientation. The mean doses (122)
for LSD and Sernyl for incapacitation of the monkeys were
0.1 and 0.2 mg/kg, respectively. Ditran did not incapacitate the animals. The effect of LSD on monkeys which
underwent surgical interruption of the cervical component
for orientation was studied by Cohen (123). LSD-25 greatly
intensified the severe orientational defects produced by the
surgery.
Silverstein and Klee( 124) showed that LSD altered the
body gure drawings of college graduates. Hartung et al.
(125) studied body image and defensiveness in 43 HaightAshbury LSD users and 39 control subjects. They could
not find significant differences in the effects of LSD on
these two populations and their productions in the Holtzman
inkblot test. Abramson et al. (126) found that the administration of LSD changed the Bender Gestalt test performance of experimental subjects to those resembling the
scores of psychotic patients. However, they could not
show significance in the shifting of the scores of normal subjects towards those of psychotic subjects.
The effects of LSD on ESP (extra-sensory perception)
were studied extensively by Cavanna and Servadio (127,
128). Theyqpoint out that LSD and psilocybin depressed
ego functions and uncovered less medicated communication
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mechanisms. McCreery (129) in his book on “Science,
Philosophy and ESP”, concludes that drugs like mescaline
and LSD cause electro-physiological features, including
the acceleration of the alpha rhythm that parallel those of
ESP. He claims that subjects under the inuence of these
drugs often show lack of conflict, detachment and report the
occurrence of some form of ESP. On the other hand, Van
Asperen de Boer et al. (130) using Zener card tests, object
reading tests, clairvoyance tests, telepathy tests, etc, conclude that psilocybin cannot be used to induce ESP, even
though they did find some variation in the results with the
different target persons and different types of targets.
Ditman (131) et al. reported the unique nature of LSD in
producing sensory and perceptual distortions including
mystical, religious or paranormal sensations. Levine and
Ludwig (132) used a combination of LSD, hypnosis and
psycho-therapy and measured the alterations in consciousness. They found that the hypnodelic condition (using
LSD, hypnosis and psychotherapy) caused statistically
significant and greatest alterations in consciousness as
opposed to the psychedelic (LSD plus psycho-therapy),
delic (LSD alone) and hypnotherapy (hypnosis plus psycho-

therapy.

THE EFFECT OF LSD ON
VISUAL AND AUDITORY FUNCTIONS
The administration of LSD to adult cats was found
by Key (133) to produce a significant decrease in the rate of
extinction of a conditioned avoidance response to auditory
stimuli. LSD blocked conditioned auditory stimulation. In
small doses (10 micrograms per kilogram) LSD facilitated
(134) the extinction of evoked auditory responses. It established a condition favorable to prolongation or oscillation of
the response. Kilimov (135) subjected albino rats to a sound
stimulus with a wide range of sound frequencies. He divided
these rats into a positive reaction group displaying aimless
running and leaping at the stimulus, ending in audio-genic
paroxysms and another group not showing these reactions.
The administration of LSD produced no changes in the
reaction of rats in the rst group. However, LSD shortened
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the latency period for the onset of the audio-genic paroxysms
in the audio-genic rats. Traugott et al. (136) also found that
LSD intensified auditory sensitivity and prevented the
discrimination between verbal and tonal signals. The effects
of LSD on audiosensitive mice were studied by Alexander et
al. (137). LSD and mescaline enhanced the incidence of
seizures induced by high frequency auditory stimuli (137),
even though LSD had little effect on auditory discrimination
(138).

THE EFFECT OF LSD ON SPEECH
LSD is an all encompassing potent drug. Paul (139)
found that LSD caused an impairment in the ability to leam
and to retain connected verbal material. He further (140)
investigated the effect of LSD on retention of verbal material of high and low aggressive or sexual content. The drivetheme passage and the sexual-theme passage were retained
by the LSD subjects. The drug impaired the retention of
neutral material and prevented improvement without
causing decrement in the memory of sexual material.
Amarel and Cheek (141) found that LSD decreased volubility and communicability of speech. Honigfeld (142) found
that LSD impaired understandability of verbal communication and spontaneous speech. Krippner (143) analyzed
the psychedelic experience as related to the language process. J affe et al. (144) found that pause time was a more
sensitive index of drug effects than vocalization. Their
studies in humans showed that d-amphetamine counteracted
slow speech whereas LSD accentuated it.

THE EFFECT OF LSD ON INTELLECTUAL
FUNCTION, LEARNING AND MEMORY
The early work of Jarvik, Abramson, Hersch and
Ewald (145) showed that simple problem solving, attention
and concentration, recognition and recall were impaired by
LSD. The case of the Viennese artists whose creativity
did not increase with the administration of LSD was mentioned earlier. McGlothlin et al. (146) tested the hypothesis that LSD would produce decreased defensiveness and
may thus lower anxietyand increase performance in certain
tests of uency, exibility and originality. Using pro-
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fessional research personnel as subjects, they found some
decrease of anxiety, but there was no improvement in the
performance test. The long-lasting effects of LSD on
normals was also studied by McGlothlin et al. (147). They
organized the test battery into the following areas: anxiety, attitude and value, esthetic sensitivity and creativity
and projective tests. There was a significant drop in the
galvanic skin response test in stress situations with the experimental group at the six-month testing period. The
subjective reports of increased esthetic appreciation were
also supported by test performance. However, there was no
evidence of increased esthetic sensibility on the art tests.
Neither was there increased creativity subsequent to the
administration of LSD. They found that persons who were
less aggressive, less competitive and less conforming were
likely to score higher on tests of creative sensitivity and
imaginativeness.

Slater et al. (148) studied the effects of LSD upon
group interaction. They found that under LSD there was
less abstract and more concrete affect. The subjects were
more active and aggressive under LSD and spent less time
in exchanging information.
Levine et al. (149) found that intellectual functioning
as measured by the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale
was significantly reduced in 21 non-psychotic adults. The
ability to concentrate was disturbed. There were impairments in areas involving interpersonal relationships and
judgment. Silverstein and Klee (150) tested the effect of
LSD on the Wechsler Memory Scale using college graduates
as subjects. They found that LSD in doses of 72 micrograms per person significantly impaired abstract thinking.
The ability to draw geometric figures from memory, to reproduce brief prose passages and to count backward, the
alphabet, and perform serial addition tests were all reduced
by LSD. Lienert (151) studied the effects of LSD six to
seven hours after an oral dose in human volunteers. He
found that verbal comprehension, verbal memory and
numeric reasoning, spatial and inductive reasoning were
altered under LSD. Goldberger (152) compared the effects of
placebo and isolation with that of LSD administration. He
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found that LSD significantly reduced digit span, short word
naming, serial seven time, rhyming, long passage comprehension and increased the number of errors in serial seven,
and in Robinson’s rhymes and Robinson’s numbers.
The case of the five-year old girl who was admitted to
the hospital three hours after ingesting LSD by accident
has received considerable psycho-physiological battery
testing. One day after the drug ingestion she was shown to
have an I.Q. of 108. Five days after, the I.Q. dropped to 94,
but she was cahner. Two months after the LSD ingestion,
her‘ behavior and logic functions were stable, and the I.Q.
came up to 102. Five months after the LSD experience, the
girl showed superior intelligence in an I.Q. of 121. Nine
months later, all tests were appropriate including an EEG.
It was concluded from these observations (153) that LSD
has a clearly depressing effect upon intellectual functioning
long after the immediate effects had worn off. The I.Q. of
the girl before the ingestion_of the LSD was not known.
Hollister (154) ascribed part of the loss of intellectual and
psychomotor functions by LSD to possible decreased ability
to concentrate. Boyadzhieva and Mumdzhieva (155) tested
the effects of LSD on the intellectual and memory functions
of human volunteers. Disrupted or decreased functions
were noticed in several areas of attention, memory, thinking
processes and logical thought. Duncan (156) published a
study which was a result of performance patterns on the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale by 14 juveniles. His study
showed that the LSD users had higher than above average
I.Q. scores, but had lower scores on the arithmetic and digit
span tests. Whether this was a causal or a casual factor
remains to be detemiined. Wright and Hogan (157) found
that there were no significant differences on the Halstead
Wepman aphasia test, speech perception, rhythm discrimination, WAIS verbal and performance and full-scale I.Q., etc.
between LSD users and controls. There is one note of
facilitated reversal of learning (158). LSD at a level of 12.5
to 50 micrograms per kilogram enhanced performance in a
learning situation where the rats were required to reverse a
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previously acquired brightness discrimination. BOL did
not have this effect on facilitation of learning. However,
the vast majority of other reports seemed to indicate decreased intellectual functioning subsequent to LSD at the
doses employed.

Uyeno (159) trained squirrel monkeys to discriminate
between two black discs of different sizes. The trained
animals were tested with amphetamine derivatives. He
found debilitating effects of these derivatives proportional
to the concentration of the drug administered. -Bignami (160)
found that amphetamine, LSD, nicotine and benactyzine
improved the performance and reduced the re-training time
required in the acquisition of conditioned ight and avoidance by rats. He further found (161) that LSD facilitated the acquisition of discrete-trial two-way avoidance by
rats. Silverstein and Klee (162) pointing out that the significance of the digit span lies as an early indication of
mental impairment, studied the effect of LSD-25 on the
digit span of human subjects. At a dose of 2 mcg/kg
bodyweight, they found that LSD significantly impaired the
memory span for digits. Earliest memories have been
correlated with the personality structure and clinical diagnoses of several subjects.
Langs (163) tested the stability of earliest memories
under LSD-25. He found that LSD produced regressive
trends in the memories of some subjects and had a constricting effect in some other subjects. The schizoid subjects
with poorly integrated personalities altered their earliest
memories regressively under LSD. Impulsive, rigid, guarded and inhibited obsessive persons showed minimal reaction to the drug. LSD-25 either constricted or did not
affect the earliest memories of these subjects. Langs
points out correctly that the earliest memories may be considered as structures within the ego. LSD, as a drug that
alters the level of consciousness, may produce an archaic
ego state. Caldwell (96) suggests that the earliest traumatic suppressed memories of childhood may be brought
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back by LSD in the adult. Such a recall is felt to be helpful
in rehabilitating the patient.
Short-term memory in the cat (164) was decreased by
the administration of LSD but not BOL. Marijuana also
(165) has been shown to impair immediate memory. Small
doses were able to impair the repetition of recently read
numbers. Larger doses did not have a much higher impairing effect. In these subjects, the cognitive impairment
induced by marijuana lasted three to ve hours even though
residual impairment up to 24 hours later was reported by
other subjects. The impairment in the immediate memory
was not necessarily a smooth function of time, but could be
episodic and not necessarily under volitional control.
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ABSTRACT
The hallucinogenic drug-induced state can be dissected into the (subcortical) arousal, or ‘excitation syndrome,’
and the subject's cortical, i.e. perceptual-behavioral interpretation and hence transformation of that arousal into an
experience. Normal, creative and certain hyperphrenic experiences (acute schizophrenic, catatonic and ecstatic episodes) -- regardless whether they are drug-induced or ‘natural’ -- can be regarded as lying on a perception-hallucination
continuum of gradually increasing levels of arousal. The
creative, exalted state of arousal, with its characteristic
increase in both data content (i.e. space) and rate of data
processing (i.e. time), is followed by hyperphrenic states,
marked by an even higher level of arousal in which the increase in data content can no longer be matched by a corresponding increase in the rate of data processing. Thus
while the creative state is conducive to the evolution of novel
relations and new meaning, the schizophrenic, ‘jammed
computer’ state itself interferes with the individual’s interpretation of his central nervous system activity.
Increased sensory to motor (S/M) ratios have been
measured in college-age volunteers under hallucinogenic
drug induced arousal indicating the intensity of the hallucinatory experience as a predominance of the sensory-mental
(increase in handwriting area) at the expense of the voluntary motor performance (decrease in handwriting force). A
higher hallucinogenic drug dose raised, while amphetamine
decreased the S/M ratio; the tranquilizer chlorpromazine
on the other hand decreased both the S as well as the M
parameters.

Time contraction or chronosystole (‘arriving early for
appointments’), i.e., the estimation of experienced time
within a smaller chronological interval at drug-peak, can
be predicted from the pre-drug standard deviation on handwriting area (SD). Interestingly, the larger the SD at predrug, the more pronounced is not only the time contraction,
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i.e., the shorter estimation of geometrically ascending series
of time intervals at drug peak but also the more pronounced
is the contraction of tactile length while blindfolded when
estimating intervals totaling 120 inches. Both experiences
are followed by an equally intense rebound effect 24 hours
later, and only after 48 hours is there no measurable drug
effect on the estimation of length and time.
The significance of the magnitude of the SD lies in

that it identifies subjects with

small SD as stable subjects
who also display small SD’s on a yet unlimited variety of
perceptual and behavioral tasks. These ‘maximizers’ apparently want to maintain their lower S/ M ratio at pre-drug
by increasing sensory input and motor output at drug peak -as we have measured it, e.g., in terms of increased preferential brightness and increased self-chosen tapping rate. The
majority of our subjects, however, that is those with large
S.D. ’s on perceptual and behavioral tasks are variable.
These ‘minimizers’ want to maintain their higher pre-drug
S/ M ratio by decreasing sensory input and motor output at
drug peak.
Time has been either reported by some to ‘y’ at drug
peak and by others to ‘drag’, and still by others to stand
still. These contradictory experiences can now be reconciled and explained in terms of our data. The ‘minimizers,’
while attempting to maintain the constancy of their S/M
ratio, decrease sensory data content and rate of data processing at drug peak, and thus contract, i.e. overestimate
length and time, whereas, ‘maximizers’ expand, i.e., underestimate length and time (chronodiastole). Hence drug
induced increase in data content and rate of data processing,
i.e. space-time is experienced in two very different ways by
the two dynamic ‘(body) types,’ the ‘maximizers’ and the
‘minimizers.’
Raising the hallucinogenic drug dose results in a
gradual transformation of decision-making-(chronological)time and survival-(outside)-space into timeless in-sight or
meaning in imaginary space. Such transformation is par.

a
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alleled by a narrowing of (brain) interhemispheric EEG
amplitude differences and a reversal of their relationship
(L.Goldstein) thus vindicating the essentially non-verbal,
visuo-spatial, intuitive (post logical) nature of a hallucinatory experience.

MANIPULATION OF SPACE AND TIME
THROUGH HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS
Rosary beads, once a routine and powerful protection
from invisible forces, are now being supplanted by pills.
Pharmacologically active molecules in some of the pills, like
prayer, can profoundly alter consciousness, the content of
which is represented to us as change occurring in space and
time. Our definition of extension or space is: data content,
while intension or time is defined as rate of data processing.
Both refer to the dimensional and sequential ordering representations of the content of consciousness. There can be
no data processing without data content, implying that
space and time are interdependent, even equivalent.
The Pulfrich phenomenon may be used as an impressive illustration of this statement. A steel ball is suspended as a pendulum moving along a horizontal plane so that
the observer sees the ball swinging from left to right. If
the observer holds a smoked glass before only one eye, the
horizontal movements of the pendulum are transformed
into elliptoid movements in space. The time difference created by the difference in stimulus intensity is transmuted
into a space difference. Moreover, placing a filter over the
other eye reverses the direction of the elliptoid motion.
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According to Efron, the Pulfrich “illusion” develops
because the neural messages from one eye are delayed “in
time" due to the reduced light intensity. It is, then, the
temporal disparity in the perception of the moving image
which is interpreted as space. This time coordinate transformation is dependent on the intensity of the stimulus; specifically, the transmission for visual stimuli is delayed about
10 msec. for each log unit reduction of intensity. In summary: when two (not only visual) stimuli differ in intensity, they are relayed along the neural pathways ‘with a differential delay into the hemispheric space of ‘the observer;
this “time” delay is experienced as “space.” Thus, temporal differences between stimuli and/or differences in intensity of the stimuli determine the localization of visual,
tactual, temperature, auditory, gustatory, olfactory or a
combination of gustatory and olfactory phenomena in space.
For example, by varying the time delay between the presentation of a gustatory and an olfactory stimulus, it is possible to make the combined sensation move from the tip of
the nose back to the throat and then again forward to the tip
of the tongue. The delays in perception introduced by variations in stimulus intensity can be added algebraically to the
2 to 6 msec. delay necessary for the transfer of data through
a pathway from the non-speech dominant hemisphere to
that which is dominant for speech; a transfer which is a
prerequisite for the verbalized experience of a stimulus now.
The regions in the left hemisphere concerned with temporal
discrimination appear to lie in the temporal lobe and extend
posteriorly at least as far as Wernicke’s area and the angular
gyrus. The transformation of time delay into space in all
sense modalities appears to be the basis of what we call
space-time equivalence and illustrates the process of our
weaving the delicate fabric of reality.

It is in space and time that the primary order perceived ‘out there’ is re-presented to us, an order which may be
thought of as a structure of constancies.
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Fig. 1. Gaussian distribution of gustatory and pharmacological sensitivity. Sensitive tasters of Quinine [or of
any of the hundreds of thousands of other compounds with
a normal distribution of taste threshold] are sensitive drug
reactors [as well as ‘intuitors’ on the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI)], whereas insensitive tasters [down-toearth ‘sensors’ on the (MBTI)] need a greater amount of the
same drug to induce a comparable (autonomic) effect.

Both the sensitive and insensitive categories can be
subdivided into ‘maximizers’ and ‘minimizers’, e.g., subjects
with small and large variability (standard deviation) on a
yet unlimited number of perceptual and behavioral tasks.
It is the variable minimizer -- the large standard deviant -- within the taste -- and thus drug-sensitive category -who greatly overestimates time and space when under the
influence of a hallucinogenic drug, while a maximizer or
small standard deviant, i. e. a stable subject -- slightly underestimates space and time.
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Perceptual Constancies. ‘Out There’and ‘Inside’

It is by now well known that wearing prism spectacles
results in a variety of perceptual distortions, which, however, gradually disappear within a period of time, allowing
us to see the world ‘as it should be’. Such compensation for
distortion (or counteradaptation) illustrates the nature of
perceptual constancies like size, brightness, shape, hue, etc.
The macroscopically perceivable order ‘out there’ is a function of such constancies, which are developed gradually in
the nursery and class room and culminate in the constancy of
the ‘self’, a pre-eminently operational concept for survival.
Angelus Silesius referred to this self when he exclaimed, “Du
selber machst die Zeit, das Uhrwerk sind die Sirmen". (“You
are the maker of Time, the clockwork is your senses”).
The surroundings of this self are woven from corporeal awareness and projection and extension of body image:
a space envelope verified by visual and tactile experience
and finally decked out with a closely fitted Euclidean corset. In this operational but scientifically fictitious perceptual or ‘container space’, identity and constancy emerge as
permanence within change. Constancy can now be defined
as that series of transformations which enable us to maintain
a stable or invariant environment, and by which information (for survival) is obtained about the change a ‘real’ thing
undergoes while remaining the same thing. To effectively
measure this change, our species devised ‘public time’, a
sequential or chronological ordering of events, based on
measurement of intervals generated by our one-per-second
pulse rate and the relative positions of the heavenly bodies.
Whenever we look at a miniature model of the biologicalcosmological clock -- a watch, for example, with its hands
moving in space -- time is born from our memories and our
expectations of the future.

Reality, then, which appears to persist in survival
(physical) space and public time, is veried and modified
through man's willed motor activity. However, reality
exists not only ‘out there;-but is re-presented ‘inside’, and
thus also exists in the mental, or experiential dimension.
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Hence space and time, i.e., data content and rate of data
processing, refer to: (1) perceptual-conceptual constancies,
(2) the relation of these constancies to that of the self, and
(3) ultimately the relation of the self to what is either ‘out
there’ or ‘inside.’

Hallucinogenic Drugs and Tranquillizers
Chronosystole and Chronodiastole
Due to this dual, self-referential character of spacetime, five minutes may be called a short time, while for a subject under the inuence of a hallucinogenic drug such as
mescaline, LSD or psilocybin, for whom data content and
its rate of processing is substantially increased, those minutes might pass like hours or days of ordinary experience
without drugs. Five minutes of clock time, therefore, may appear short for an outside observer, but for the drugged individual(ist) these same minutes are so dense with intense sensations that they are felt to be very long indeed. I have
named such overestimation of time chronosystole, or time
contraction. It is a state in which -- and without a watch -one would arrive early for an appointment.
Subjects, in general, tend to interpret the hallucinogenic drug*-induced ergotropic arousal or central sympathetic excitation syndrome** either as a ‘good trip’ or a

* The cross-tolerance between LSD, psilocybin or mescaline,
as well as the characteristic square-wave pattern of saccadic
movement they elicit, mark these drugs as the hallucinogenic, psychotomimetic, psychedelic or psychodysleptic drugs.
It is implied, therefore, that any state which can be induced
by any of these drugs can be duplicated by the others as well.

**Ergotropic arousal denotes behavioral patterns preparatory to positive action and is characterized by increased
activity of the sympathetic nervous system and an activated
psychic state. These states may be induced either naturally,
or, for example, through hallucinogenic drugs. Trophotropic
arousal results from an integration of parasympathetic with
somatomotor activities to produce behavioral patterns that
conserve and restore energy, a decrease in sensitivity to external stimuli and sedation.
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‘bad trip’. During a good one, the perceptual-behavioral
or cortical interpretation of central nervous system activity
results in chronosystole, aptly described as a “torrential
ood of inner sensation” (“die Flut irmeren Erlebens”) -which, especially in intuitive and sophisticated subjects,
may be felt as a creative experience -- whereas, during a bad
trip, the rate of data processing apparently cannot be increased in proportion to the increased data content: the individual is unable to handle the “torrential ood” and the
experience becomes indistinguishable from a psychotic
episode, perhaps best conceived as a jammed computer
state.
Overestimation or contraction of time under hallucin~
ogenic drug inuence is also accompanied by an overestimation of nearby length and space (handwriting space), in
contrast to faraway visual space which appears stretched
to greater depth. The more pronounced is this alteration
of perceptual constancies, as well as of the experience of
chronosystole, the more intense is the hallucinatory experience, which is marked by loss of ego control, and a transition from two-valued rational, analytical, digital (i. e. yes-no,
true-false) or Aristotelean logic to an analogical visuo-spatial
This shift to analog ideaintuitive gestalt-type ideation.
tion may be related to the fact that during hallucinatory
(waking dream) states as well as rapid eye movement or
REM dreaming subjects apparently spend significantly
more time in their non-dominant, visuo-spatial, non-verbal
cerebral hemisphere than in the dominant temporal, verbal
and rational, the ‘Aristotelean’ hemisphere (see L. Goldstein’s chapter). The prevailing ergotropic arousal also
interferes with counteradaptation to optically-induced distortion, or optimization. For example, a straight line viewed under psilocybin-inuence will be seen already bent with
but 50 per cent of the ordinary prism diopter distortion
applied. This may contribute to the geometric-ornamental,
‘manneristic’ style so often characteristic of schizophrenic
art. This style may be regarded as an elaboration of
Kluver’s hallucinatory form constants, and is manneristic
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at least in part, I believe, because during ergotropic arousal,
drug-induced or natural, a classical straight line will undergo manneristic transformations (sometimes called ‘distortions’) more readily than during the non-aroused state.
Who experiences chronosystole? On subjects with large
and small standard deviations

But time contraction is not experienced by everybody
under hallucinogenic drug inuence to the same degree, or
even at all. We find that the greater a subject’s variability,
just prior to drug ingestion, on any of a variety of perceptual (and even behavioral) tasks -- for example, his quinine
taste threshold retest variance or the standard deviation
(S.D.) on his handwriting area -- the greater will be his
time -- as well as length -- or nearby space-contraction at
drug peak. Thus, the extent of drug-induced chronosystole, and hence the intensity of the hallucinatory experience,
can be predicted from the magnitude of the subject’s S.D.
in relation to a table of S.D’s rank ordered separately for
males and females (since the range of variability for females
is about twice as large as for males), as we have found in a
population of college-age subjects.

To give an example, one of our variable subjects, i. e.,
one with a large S.D. on handwriting area ( when copying
four times a 28 word text), overestimated (contracted) time
the most under psilocybin; specifically, when subjectively
estimating, like all our subjects did, 63 minutes in geometrically increasing intervals,*she was through (“over”) with

* Tests were given at 150 minutes, 24 hours and 48 hours
after oral administration of 160 micrograms psilocybin per
kilogram of body weight. These instructions were used :
“This is a Time Estimation Task. Press the button (of a
telegraph key connected with a recorder) which starts the
machine. When it seems to you that one minute has passed,
press the button again; and do so when 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32
more minutes have passed.
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the estimation in a quarter of an hour. She also displayed
the greatest“rebound effect” 24 hours after drug ingestion,
i.e., it then took her well over 2 hours to estimate the 63
minutes. ~One would expect such underestimation (chronodiastole, or time dilation) from a subject on a major (phenothiazine-type) tranquilizer. Only 48 hours after psilocybin
ingestion did she return to her normal estimate.
On the other hand, the more stable a subject is, i.e.,
the smaller his S.D prior to drug ingestion, the more accurately he estimates time at the peak of the drug experience,
and the less pronounced is his rebound effect 24 hours later.
In fact, a most stable subject may even slightly underestimate time at drug peak, and display no rebound effect whatsoever. In short, the magnitude of a subject’s pre-drug
variability (S.D.) on any of a variety of perceptual tests
predicts the ensuing drug-induced chronosystole, and thus
hallucinatory intensity; the extent of chronosystole, in
turn, predicts the magnitude of the rebound effect 24 hours
post-drug. But we can measure hallucinatory intensity not
only through extent of chronosystole, we can measure it as
direction and extent of behavioral change from pre-drug to
drug peak, as well, either in terms of psychopathology,
using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
(MMPI), or various personality dimensions derived from
Jungian typology, using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

(MBTI).

‘Minimizers’ and ‘Maximizers’-Personality Traits and Time
Opiates and Cannabis

The magnitude of a subject’s pre-drug variability
(S.D.) is also a predictor of his preferred level of brightness
at drug peak. Interestingly, two clearly discernible groups*
can be identified: (1) the majority of our subjects, those
with large S.D.’s on perceptual tasks and the greatest be* The groups are identified with the largest and smallest
observed magnitudes of S. D. at the opposing ends of male
and female S. D. rank-order tables.
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havioral change at drug peak (MMPI ‘drug-reactors’ and
MBTI ‘perceivers’), whom we call ‘minimizers’ because they
prefer to reduce brightness, i. e. sensory input, at drug peak,
and (2) those subjects who display small S.D.’s on perceptual
tasks without drugs and little drug-induced behavioral
change at drug peak (MMPI ‘non-reactors’ and MBTI ‘judgers’ ), whom we name ‘maximizers’ because they prefer to
increase brightness at drug peak. Moreover, even during an
hypnotically-induced psilocybin experience, maximizers
and minimizers remain stable and variable, respectively.
The maximizer-minimizer division may resolve several apparent conflicts in the literature. The first concems
whether time ‘flies’ or ‘drags’ during a hallucinogenic druginduced experience. Actually it does both: it is overestimated (it ‘flies’ or contracts) for the minirnizers, the variable subjects with large S.D.’s, who prefer to decrease
(visual) sensory data content and its rate of processing at
drug peak; and it is underestimated (it ‘drags’ or expands)
for the maximizers, the stable subjects with small S.D.’s
who prefer to increase data content and its rate of processing at drug peak.
The second apparent conict concerns opiates. We
can reconcile, by means of the maximizer-minimizer classifications, reports that (1) opium produces “a susceptibility
of the senses which may become so acute that not so much
as an articulated sound, not the jar from a footstep, shall be
endurable” (these must be minimizers!) and (2) after morphine injections, “the hearing is dulled, the tactile sensitivity sometimes diminished, the sense of smell not affected,
nor was visual acuity, though the eld of vision was sometimes decreased” (and these evidently maximizers).

More confusion arises when the experience of time
contraction is verbally reported by subjects as either “hours
went by like seconds,” or “one second seemed to last forever.” The contradiction is again only an apparent one,
since both statements convey the meaning of the same
crammed data content, or chronosystole. Seldom has this
experience been reported with as much insight and precision
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Fig. 2. Varieties of conscious states mapped on a perception-hallucination continuum of increasing ergotropic
arousal (left) and a perception-meditation continuum of increasing trophotropic arousal (right). These levels of subcortical hyper- and hypoarousal are cortically interpreted
by man as normal creative, psychotic and ecstatic states
(left) and zazen and samadhi (right).
The ‘Self’ of ecstasy and samadhi are one and the same.
Travel to inner space can proceed from the ‘I’ - ( in - the world )-state (top) to the ‘Self’ (bottom) on either the perception-hallucination (left) or the perception-meditation continuum (right). Return to the ‘I’-in-the-world-state is
possible either by using again the path of travel or through
‘horizontal’ rebound(s) -- in a zig-zag manner. Rebounds
can belabeled as physiologically protective abreactions or
inner space walks on strata of consciousness.
'
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by Bouquet, who describes the effect of cannabis on the
notion of time thus: “the progress of time appears infinitely slow, because between two clearly received impressions a multitude of others well up which are hazy and often
incomplete, but which delight the subject by their number
and variety and by the interest he attaches to them....These
ideas, particularly those only half-fonned, seem innumerable, and as time is only measured by the memory of them,
is appears infinitely long.”
But what happens when we not only ask a subject to
estimate time but to produce it as well, in the form of selfchosen tapping frequency for a four-minute period? Interestingly, although there is a positive correlation between the
pre-drug rate of this time production and the drug-peak rate,
the effect of psilocybin on time experience is undetectable
when tested by time production, rather than by time estimas

ation.

Amphetamine, Secobarbital and Other Drugs
On Hypothermia, Ergotropic Arousal and Methodology

Is ergotropic arousal, the central sympathetic excitation, then, mainly responsible for time contraction? Apparently not, since D-amphetamine although it has a central
adrenergic component and raises metabolic rate and body
temperature like the hallucinogenic drugs -- does not produce chronosystole, at least not under our experimental conditions. Contrary to this, Goldstone did find D-amphetamine-induced overestimation of time -- and underestimation
with secobarbital -- but the judged auditory and visual
stimuli ranged only from 0.001 to 9.999 seconds.
Using 10-second estimates, also, Rubinstein could not
discriminate the effect of D-amphetamine on time estimation
from that of a placebo. The methodology of time estimation and production is a crucial problem, then, in evaluating
the confused state of the literature, which is concisely reviewed by Orme (cf. 20), who also reviews reports on the
inuence of nitrous oxide, alcohol, quinine and caffeine on
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time perception. It is impossible to reconcile, in this context, the conflicting data obtained from the widely divergent
techniques employed. At least part of the confusion would
probably resolve if investigators would (only) dispense with
estimations of time intervals of very short duration.
Another difficulty, however, would remain, since
hyperthermia -- hallucinogenic drug-induced or otherwise -affects time perception.

Body temperature and time estimation.
Comments are in order about our observation that
psilocybin, but apparently not ampehetamine, affects time
estimation by producing time contraction at drug-peak and
a rebound effect 24 h after, particularly in variable subjects,
i.e., ‘minimizers’, although both drugs have a central adrenergic component and both raise metabolic rate and body
temperature. It was expected that psilocybin would induce
time contraction, since we had already found an approximately 100% time contraction in conjunction with a 0.3°C
increase in oral temperature 2.5 hours after the ingestion of
The effect of body temperature on time
1 mcg/kg LSD.
‘perception’ without drugs has already been a hotly debated
topic, since Francois and Hoagland found that subjects
with elevated temperature (produced by fever or diathermy)
tap or count at a faster than usual rate.
The data of Kleber et al.(cf. 20), as well as those of Fox
et al. (cf. 20), Thor, Baddeley and Pfaff (cf. 20) support the
conclusion of Hoagland and Francois; however, the data of
Bell and Provins (cf. 20) do not favor a consistent timetemperature dependence. At this point, it may be worthwhile to recall that the experimental conditions of Francois
were “to tap a Morse key at an estimated rate of three taps
per second for four periods each of 10 sec”, whereas Hoagland asked his wife to count up to 60 at what she considered
to be a 1/ sec. rate. The experimental conditions of the Bell
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and Provins’ group, however, required either estimations of
standard intervals of 45 sec, 100 sec, 4 min, 9 min, and 13
min with the body temperature raised by exposure to high
temperature environmental conditions, or a) count to 60 at
an estimated rate of 1 digit/sec or, b) tap a Morse key at an
estimated rate of 3 taps/sec with the body temperature
raised by immersion of both legs below the knees in a bath
of warm water. The conditions of the group which confirmed the time-temperature dependence were: 1. Fox et
al. used time judgments by the method of production (10
sec intervals), while temperature was raised by a 10-15 min
exposure to a hot air stream (‘controlled hyperthermia’); 2.
Baddeley asked amateur scuba divers -- w-hose body temperatures were reduced by cold sea water (4°C) -- to count
to themselves up to 60 at what they considered to be a 1/ sec
rate (note that this method of counting was originally Hoagland’s); 3. Thor made use of normal circadian variations
in body temperature and required his subjects to produce
past and future (historical) time perspective estimates and,
4. Pfaff, although paying attention to Thor’s scheme of
circadian variations in temperature, did not use Hoagland’s
procedure of counting to 60. All groups measured body
temperature orally, although it would have been preferable
to measure tympanic membrane temperature or the temperature of the wall of the plugged extemal auditory canal,
since these two parameters reect more meaningfully the
function of the hypothalamic ‘human thermostat’. Moreover, some members of both groups failed to take into account that the stressful nature of external heat application
may in itself be a factor in overestimating of time. Too,
they disregarded the body's (thermo) counter-regulation
mechanisms, since the anterior hypothalamus, a region
which has thermosensitive and chemosensitive cells, apparently contains a dual neurochemical system, which may
trigger opposing efferent responses. Lastly, it was not
taken into account that, as we have shown in this paper, significantly different performances can be expected from
stable and variable subjects.
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in
would
body temperature results in time contraction?
appear that the level of CNS arousal is an important variable. We find, for instance, that an ergotropic excitation
syndrome, with its hyperthermia and increase in metabolic
rate, induced by 160 mcg/kg psilocybin (N = 31), results in
a 20% increase in pupillary diameter, whereas the administration of 10 mg amphetamine results in only an 8.4% increase( N=13 ). Most of our experimentation, while studying the effect of amphetamine on time estimation_and production, was performed with a 15 mg dose, a dose still evidently too lowto produce an arousal comparable to that
which is elicited by 160 mcg/kg psilocybin, the psychotomimetic agent. Another important factor appears to be
that hyperthermia during drug induced CNS arousal is likely
to be more pronounced in local brain structures rather than
in general. That the effects of these structures may be involved in the psilocybin-induced time contraction can,
indeed, be inferred from the data of Reivich et al., who
found that during REM* sleep, which is another highly
aroused hallucinatory or dream state, there is an increase
in both cortical blood ow and brain temperature (from 0.1
to 0.4 ° C ), without a corresponding change in body temperature.
The increased blood ow is apparently localized to 25
regions, varying in amount from 62% in the cerebellar white
matter and sensory-motor cortex, to 173% in the cochlear
nuclei. Not unexpectedly, therefore, the subjects of Carlson
et al., when required to estimate time during the different
EEG stages of sleep, overestimated (contracted) time only
during the REM phase. If ‘hyperthermia’, then is a localized phenomenon during both the hallucinogenic druginduced waking dream state, as well as the REM state, one
would not expect an over-all systemic increase of velocity
in median (sensory) nerve conduction. Indeed, in preliminary experiments (N=6), Dr. B. Wiederholt (now with the

But what are the conditions under which

*

i. e.

a raise

It

rapid eye movement (or paradoxical) dreaming.
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Veterans Administration Hospital in San Diego, Cal.) and
I found no significant inuence of either psilocybin or amphetamine on mean conduction velocity (56.8 m/sec-:3.2),
a result lending indirect evidence to our postulate that druginduced arousal must be related to higher core temperatures, with a corresponding localized increase in the velocity
of nervous conduction.
There are conicting reports about the inuence of Damphetamine on the judgment of time: Goldstone et al.
find marked over-estimation of time already 30 min after
the ingestation of 15 mg of D-amphetamine, and also a significant effect on time production, whereas barbiturates
produce an opposite, but less pronounced effect of underestimation, with comparative estimates apparently uninuenced. Rutschmann and Rubinstein, however, could not
discriminate the effect of D-amphetamine on time estimation
(10 sec estimates) from that of a placebo.

It appears then that hyperthermia is likely to be a
necessary but not sufficient condition, and two mechanisms
may be involved in the time contraction induced by moderate doses of hallucinogenic drugs, such as psilocybin, LSD
and mescaline: one which potentiates noradrenaline
systems and one which inhibits serotonin systems.
Gustatory and Pharmacologic Reactivity and Reaction Time
There is another aspect of the manipulation of time
It has been shown, in both acutely ill mental
patients and healthy medical students, that taste-sensitive
subjects require less drug for the induction of a systemic
(autonomic) effect than taste-insensitive subjects. Tastesensitive, and thus drug-reactive subjects, moreover, have
been shown to be ‘intuitors’, i. e., theoreticians with insight,
on the MBTI, in contrast to taste-insensitive subjects who,
as a group, tend to be ‘sensors’, i.e., factual, down-to-earth
organizers. The timely point is that we also found a difference in reaction time, as measured by the written Serial
Seven Test, between sensitive and insensitive tasters, with

with drugs.
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sensitive tasters displaying signicantly (p<0.001, N =129)
faster reaction times. The test was administered to acutely
ill mental patients on the rst, third, sixth, ninth and twelfth
days after the start of a gradually increasing tranquilization
schedule, and again prior to dismissal. Sensitive tasters
always displayed significantly shorter reaction times at any
one phase of the study than insensitive tasters. Now we
can visualize taste-sensitive and taste-insensitive subjects
of a population comprising the opposite tails of the Gaussian
distribution curve of (quinine) taste thresholds (see' Fig. 1),
and realize that each of these two categories, the taste sensitive and the taste insensitive, can be subdivided into stable
and variable subjects, i. e., our ‘maximizers’ and ‘minimizers'.
What really matters, therefore, is whether one is
taste sensitive, or taste insensitive, a maximizer or a minimizer; but it makes no difference whether one ingests a
hallucinogenic drug or an opiate, because drugs which alter
perception-behavior, and thus space and time, can only
“provoke symptoms which are already potentially present
within the cerebral organization”, or, in the more literary
version of De Quincey, if a man “whose talk is of oxen” takes
opium, his dreams will still be of oxen.
Space Under Hallucinogenic Drug-Induced Hyperarousal

assumed -- especially during low to moderate levels of arousal associated with daily routine -- that
observer and observed are separate but equal. This discounting the interaction between subject and, object may be
the reection of the relative independence or separateness
of man’s self referential cortical interpretation from his subcortical (interpreted) activity. But when we depart on the

It is tacitly

perception-hallucination continuum of increasing central
sympathetic subcortical arousal, the separateness of object
and subject gradually disappears and their interaction becomes the meaningful content of the experience.
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It is well to remember at this point that man has

two

kinds of cortical ideation, or if you wish two minds. It is
particularly illustrative to study them in (epileptic) subjects
whose corpus callosum had to be severed for therapeutic
reasons.

In the split brain

each hemisphere can process inforindependently
and
with respect to nearly all ‘higher
mation
functions’. Decision and verification demanding tasks of
daily routine which subserve survival and which are processed at moderate (lower levels of arousal) are solved with
our left, rational, analytical mind, while at the same time
the activity of the other hemisphere is suppressed or disengaged. Such disengagement can be measured: more alpha
activity is recorded from the back of the head (occipital area)
in the right or non-dominant side of the brain. The right
hemisphere is concerned with non-verbal information processing, visuo-spatial gestalts and fields, multivalued metaphors, music and imagery; it is our analogical, intuitive
mind.

The left hemisphere, the ‘dominant’ one in most right
handed and in two thirds of the left handed people, functions
within the framework of a two-valued or ‘Aristotelian’ (yesno; true-false) digital logic underlying speech, language
and arithmetic.
The two hemispheres communicate with each other
(transfer of information) through the corpus callosum. Although each hemisphere can process information independently, the right hemisphere being non-verbal cannot ‘talk’.
Moreover, certain kinds of left-hemispheric activity may
directly suppress or inhibit certain kinds of right-hemispheric action and vice versa.

Interhemispheric communication, i.e. integration of
verbal (left) and visuo-spatial (right) ideas may be the basis
of innovative ideation or creativity.

What is important from our point of view is that whenever one departs on what I call the perception-hallucination
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continuum -- naturally, as e.g., during the rapid eye movement (or REM) dream state, under sensory attenuation, or
through the assistance of waking-dream-stateinducing hallucinogenic drugs, one spends -- in some sense -- significantly
more time in the right cerebral hemisphere than in the left
one (see also Goldstein's chapter).
Whereas stimulants decrease the EEG amplitude and
its variability (i.e. the coefficient of variation or C.V.) and
render the Right Left amplitude ratio nearly equal to one,
a complete reversal of amplitude laterality. is described by
L.Goldstein and Stolzfus during drug-induced hallucinatory
states. Such a reversal could not be observed when sedatives and/or minor tranquilizers and placebo were admin-

istered.

In summing up the novel findings of L. Goldstein and
his associates, we refer to their conclusions that:
“relaxing” or “restful” states correspond to a separation of
the amplitudes on both sides of the brain, while on the contrary, states of stimulation, excitation, anxiety and hallucination correspond respectively to a progressive narrowing of
interhemispheric amplitude differences with eventually a
complete reversal of their relationships.
Not only do these findings assist us in illuminating
the non-verbal, visuo-spatial, symbolic and intuitive (postlogical) nature of a hallucinogenic or dream experience: it
also becomes apparent now that it is neurophysiologically
appropriate to be ‘irrational’ and ‘oceanic’ (or/gestalt-closing)
during hallucinatory states and that these states are meant
to be visuo-spatial aesthetic-religious-creative-psychotic
experiences .
For a clearer understanding of the initially introduced
concept of an ‘equivalence of space and time’ -- as illustrated
with the Pulfrich phenomenon -- we may recall now that the
dominant hemisphere is our temporal and the non-dominant
our (visuo-) spatial hemisphere. Hence, spatio-temporal
integration of the content of consciousness may be another
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way of referring to space-time-equivalence. Or to twist it
differently: tactual space is closely integrated with our
sense of time and thus both dimensions ‘behave’, i.e. contract or expand concomitantly and analoguously.
The constancy of corporeal (spatial) awareness undergoes transformations as one moves along the perceptionhallucination continuum. For instance, phantom sensations (that is, readaptation phenomena compensating for
and correcting distortions of corporeal awareness in physical
space-time) gradually diminish and disappear as one moves
into the mental dimension under the inuence of hallucinogenic drugs. Depersonalization phenomena, on the other
hand, manifest themselves as changes in body image, and
usually accompany the dissolution of ego boundaries during
creative, psychotic, ecstatic, or meditative states -- whether
“natural” or drug-induced -- as well as while falling asleep.
In addition, nearby visual space was found to gradually
close in as subjects moved along the perception-hallucination
continuum under the inuence of moderate doses of LSD,
psilocybin or mescaline. This contraction of nearby visual
space was observed with two different techniques; monitoring the apparent frontoparallel plane, and quantitative
handwriting measurements.
The transformation of constancies under ergotropic
(central sympathetic) arousal -- specifically, as manifested
in the hallucinogenic drug-induced contraction of nearby
visual space -- can also be observed in acute schizophrenics
under “natural” ergotropic arousal (that is, without hallucinogenic drugs). The transformation of constancies during acute psychotic episodes apparently gives rise to a “vertical displacement of the visual angle”, which is implicit in
a contraction of visual space and which results in an elevation of the horizon. Thus, the geometry and ‘behavior’ of
visual space is different from that of tactual space. Rermert
who for years has studied the angle of perspective in the
drawings of schizophrenic patients, nds the acuteness of
a schizophrenic episode to be significantly related to the
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height of the horizon in the patient’s drawings. In fact,
using a ruler, Rennert can predict remission-or relapse from
the position of the horizon in a drawing: the more severe
the schizophrenic episode, the higher the position of the horizon -- ultimately, it may even disappear. At the same
time a maplike perspective, or bird's-eye view, of the landscape results, with houses and other significant figures appearing in the foreground.
The further we progress on the perception-hallucination continuum from the normal through the‘ creative,
psychotic, and, ultimately, to the ecstatic state (Fig. 2, to
the left), the more complete is the transformation, or “unlearning”, of the constancies of the physical dimension.
Input, or outside information in general, is gradually reThus, Saint Teresa of Avila
duced along this continuum.
tells us in her autobiography that, at the peak of a mystical
experience, “...the soul neither hears nor sees nor feels.
While it lasts, none of the senses perceives or knows what is
taking- place". Space, then, which was gradually established in ever-widening circles during childhood, gradually
contracts with increasing arousal and ultimately disappears.
On Geometric Hallucinatory Constancies
and Sign-Symbol-Meaning Transformations

We have mentioned earlier that when we depart along
the continuum of hyperarousal from the ‘I’ toward the ‘Self’
(left side of Fig. 2) the separateness of object and subject
gradually disappears and their interaction becomes the
principal content of the experience. This interaction, again,
is a reection of the gradually increasing integration of cortical and subcortical activity on the one hand and the fact
of spending significantly more time in the visuo-spatial,
non-verbal hemisphere on the other. In this state of Unity,
the separateness of subject and object that is implicit in dualistic,Aristotelian logic and language becomes increasingly
meaningles‘s;only a post-logical or ana-logical, a visuo-spatial
“language” can convey the experience of intense meaning.
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Apparently, then, meaning is “meaningful” only at that
level of arousal and that particular left to right hemispheric
ratio at which it is experienced and thus experience has a
statebound meaning. The more the arousal level and its A/ P
ratio* is altered, the further the meaning is removed from
its most relevant context. For example, our volunteers,
at the peak of an analogical (or predominantly visuo-spatial)
psilocybin, LSD or mescaline experience, find the digital
(Aristotelian) or true-false questions of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory “childish baby talk and completely irrelevant gibberish at best.” In the rational,
normal ‘I’-state of daily routine, however, they do not object
to the ‘Aristotelian’ nature of the test.
During the ‘Self’-state or highest level of hyper- or
hypo-arousal, meaning can no longer be expressed in dualistic terms, since the experience of unity is born from the integration of interpretive (cortical) and interpreted (subcortical)
structures. Since this intense meaning is devoid of specificities, the only way to communicate its intensity is the
metaphor; hence, only through the transformation of objective sign into subjective symbol in art, literature, and
religion can the increasing integration of cortical and subcortical activity be communicated.
The transformation of sign and symbol is of course
most apparent in the visuo-spatial reahn. The objective
constancies of the ‘I’-state gradually vanish and are replaced
by geometric-ornamental rhythmic structures, the “hallucinatory form constants” of Kluver which I consider as
visuo-spatial ‘metaphors’ of waking-dream states. Kluver
classified the form constants of his own mescaline experiences into four categories: “(a) grating, lattice, fretwork,
filigree, honeycomb, or chessboard; (b)cobweb; (c)tunnel,
funnel, alley, cone, or vessel; (d) spiral,” and assumed that
any other varieties are but modifications of these basic designs. In the light of my own experience, I would extend
* appositional (A) versus propositional (P) or R/L, i.e. right
versus left.
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Kluver’s observations to include hyper- and hypo- aroused
hallucinatory experiences in general, whether electrically,
‘naturally’, or drug-induced.
The hallucinatory constancies are “magical symbols”,
visible or audible metaphors within a structure of symbolic
logic and language, the language of hyper- and hypoaroused
hallucinatory states and are at the base of the general tendency toward geometric-rythmic omamentalization. For
example, both the rose windows of Gothic cathedrals, and
the mandalas of Tantric religious art are ritualized hallucinatory form constants. The tendency toward ornamentalization, however, is not reserved to visual imagery, but also
governs the order of poetic and musical rhythm, imposing
an all-pervasive metrum and harmony on the hallucinatory
creative-religious states: the rhythm of music and poetry
corresponds to the geometric-omamental rhythm of the
visuo-spatial realm. Therefore, the manneristic, hallucinatory_creative style of art and literature may be regarded as a
projection and elaboration of the geometric-rhythmic-ornamental fabric of hyper- and hypo-aroused hallucinatory
states.
The visuo-spatial domain of the nondominant or ‘Platonic’ hemisphere may be the creative source of geometricrhythmic hallucinatory form constants. Using some of
Santillana’s words, we may juxtapose our ‘Platonic’ visual
space with the closed arrangement of a multiplicity of things
on the dominant, the ‘Aristotelian’ side, which is not unlike
the shipping department of Sears Roebuck. The Platonic
visual space closely resembles that of the Renaissance: a
pure space of diaphanous light articulated throughout by
the central design bringing into action the law of forms from
every point of view at once. It is described by Cusanus -who borrowed his famous phrase from the description that
Hermes Trismegistus gives of the soul -- “that whose circumference is nowhere and the center everywhere.” Such
a transfer to cosmic space of the properties of the soul, with
the accent on/a central ‘perspective’ of the intellect, is then,
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vision of the Pythagorean system become truly universal
and permeating all of reality.
I believe that during depersonalization or ‘out-of-thebody’ experiences the subject ‘takes leave of the body’ -- an
experience of cortical-subcortical dis-integration -- and
travels in a visual space ‘with its center everywhere.’ This
space with its “circumference ........ ..nowhere” is the domain
of right-hemispheric, Platonic ideas, the realm of the pure,
eternal and immortal, the domain of intelligible, ‘archetypes’
which are painless, divine, immanent, simple and indestructible (Plato, 398 B.C.). .
The slow dissolution of the hierarchical structure of
the medieval Church was paralleled by a mechanization of
the world picture, a mechanization which took place at an
ever increasing rate since the Renaissance. Remember that
the word ‘hallucination’, and its first use in English occurs
in the 1572 translation of a tract by Lavater (1572), a few
years after Michelangelo’s death, i. e., at the peak of the Renaissance. A description of the universe as a mechanical
system requires a mechanical algorithm with an additional
set of statements about the character of the system and the
initial conditions. These statements involve the observer,
his zeitgeist-dependent cortical interpretations, paradigms
and hence his decisions which transcend the mechanical algorithm and which blur the distinction between observer
a

and observed.

A complementarity seems to prevail between hallucination and vision, these two aspects of vivid visual imagery.
Apparently it is this complementarity which compels historical epochs to devise rituals for beatification and exorcism, in order to sanctify or to burn at the stake, to ‘heal’ or
to institutionalize the individual whose imagery has strengthened or weakened the fabric of society.
That fabric is oating as if it were suspended in space
and time although the temporal and spatial co-ordinates -as we well know -- are humane, i.e. perceptual-behavioral
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constructs. And hence when we set out to describe or measure spatio-temporal dimensions -- particularly during a voyage on the perception-hallucination continuum (Fig. 2 to the
left) -- we have to take into account that space and time do
not lead an independent existence but are integral parts of
a self-referential, observer-dependent system which includes
“the referee in the referent, the observer in the description,
and the axioms in the explanation”.
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SUMMARY
The effects of LSD (and other hallucinogenic drugs)
on brain bioelectric activity are examined at three levels:
single neuronal activity, populations of neurons subjected
to artificial stimulation, and spontaneous electroencephalogram. It appears that within the framework of classical
electrophysiological methodology, the effects of LSD are
neither particularly marked, nor specific. However, when
quantitative analytical procedures are used, it becomes
evident that the hallucinogenic drug produces a change in
the amplitude of bioelectric signals, and, most prominently,
a diminution of their time-course variability. The possible
relationships between these quantitative changes and the
hallucinogenic phenomenon are discussed and a mechanism
is proposed.

LSD does not appear to affect sleep pattems, although

it is doubtful that the effect of the drug is still present when
sleep occurs. There is evidence that LSD-induced hallucinations and REM sleep are not related to activity involving
the same mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION
Although the effects of hallucinogenic drugs on the
electrical activity of the waking brain have been studied for
more than 35 years, extensive research has been carried out
only since the second world war probably because of the
impact of the effects of lysergic acid diethylamide in man.
In fact, between 1943 and 1963 more than 2,000 papers on
LSD alone were published involving the electrophysiological, behavioral, biochemical and sociological fields of study.
Since 1963, due to the abuse of hallucinogens and the resulting strict regulations of their use for experimental purposes, the number of studies has markedly decreased to the
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point where papers on hallucinogens are now quite rare,
especially in the United States. This is to be regretted since
a number of features concerning the mechanisms of action
remain to be elucidated.
From an examination of the literature on LSD (and
other hallucinogenic drugs) one is impressed by the fact that
because of the extremely potent effects in man, the implied
expectation was for profound electrophysiological changes.
The drug-induced hallucinatory phenomenon was a new consideration for many neurophysiologists who, therefore, had
few clues as to where and for what to look in their studies of
LSD effects. Many attempts were made using the more
classical methods of investigation. Since no dramatic
effects were observed at low dose levels known to be effecttive in man, the natural tendency for many research workers
was to increase the dose administered. This led to an experimental pitfall because, as will be described, LSD has a
biphasic action (stimulant-hallucinogen at low doses and
sedative at high doses) and, consequently, the neurophysiological changes observed with high doses should not be
taken as representative of the hallucinatory state. In any
event, a great many facts were collected, often contradicting
each other and leading to widely divergent interpretations.
No attempt will be made in this review to list all the
studies performed. Extensive and careful surveys have
been published, some quite recently (1,2). However, some
among the most pertinent papers are listed in the Tables
in connection with the different experimental approaches.
The main focus will be on possible mechanisms of action
indicated by animal and human experimentation. The
effects of LSD on sleep will be examined later in the Chapter.
I

ANIMAL STUDIES
1. Recordings from single neurons.
The basic unit of the nervous system is constituted
of specialized cells called neurons. It is estimated that
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the human cortex contains 1012 neurons, forming 10 23
inter-neuronal connections. When one inserts a “microelectrode” (an extremely thin metal wire or glass capillary
tube filled with conductive electrolyte) in a neuron one can
detect and record spontaneous discharges usually designated
as “firing”. There are at least two different types of
neurons in the central nervous system, characterized according to the consequences of their firing on other neurons:
“excitatory neurons” which are thus designated since their
discharges induces firing in neighboring neurons, and
“inhibitory neurons” whose ring reduces or prevents the
discharges in associated neurons. Glass capillary electrodes can be used to record discharges; they can also be
used to deposit extremely minute amounts of chemicals in
a neuronal area.

A summary of the main findings with LSD is presented in Table I. As can be seen, with the exception of the
so-called B-units in the septum, the drug has been found
to reduce the firing frequency in all the neurons studied
thus far.

It

is difficult, if not altogether impossible to relate
such changes to hallucinogenic effects. In the first place,
they are not specific to hallucinogenic drugs, as shown by
the fact that they occur following administration of nonhallucinogenic LSD derivatives (BOL). Also, such modifications of the rate of firing are known to take place with a
variety of other agents, producing sometimes quite different
behavioral effects. The 6 brain areas in which investigations have been carried out, represent only a small part of
the brain and, furthermore, within these areas, the number
of actual neurons recorded from it is very small. It is
difficult, even in the most skillfully performed experiments,
to record at any time from more than 5 or 6 neurons. Thus
the sample is like a drop of water of the Pacic ocean! In
addition, if one deals with inhibitory units, a decrease in
firing may lead to an increase in discharges from associated

ii

TABLE I
Effects of LSD on Single Neurons

Site of Recording

Mode of Administration Change in Firing Rates

Remarks

—
_

Lateral geniculate body Electrophoresis

Decrease

Cerebral cortical cells

Iontophoresis

Long lasting decrease

Septum (B-Units)

i.v. 100 ug/kg

No change

Curarized rabbits

Pyriform cortex

Electrophoresis

Small decrease

More marked effect with
BOL and methysergide

Renshaw cells,spinal cord

Dorsal and median
raphe nuclei
References

1

LSD less effective than
5-HT and bufotenine.
More effective than
psilocybin
-

Decrease
25-50 ug/kg, systemic

Inhibition

.Rec0very after 5 minutes

to 30. ug/kg represents micrograms substance per kilogram body weight.

OD

<0
<0
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excitatory neurons, thus to an overall increase in activity.
Finally, one must realize that the way in which a drug acts
when applied directly on the neurons is quite likely to be
different from the way the interaction occurs when the
drug is delivered via the blood circulation. Thus, it does
not appear at this point, that single neuron studies are
informative per se insofar as the mode of action of LSD is
concerned. Certain suggestions arise from the data including the possibility that the drug acts by interfering with
the firing of inhibitory neurons or by reducing the levels of
variability in firing rates of neurons, although no precise
measurements of this kind have been performed as yet.
from neuronal populations, following
artificial stimulation (Evoked potentials).
If relatively large or “macro-electrodes” covering
neuronal populations (rather than single units) are placed
along a given sensory pathway, changes in electrical potentials are detected upon stimulation of the pathway. For
example, if one places electrodes (either directly, over the
cranium, or even the scalp) over the occipital area of the
cortex, which is known to be the central processing site for
visual activity, one can detect and record abrupt induced
changes in the resting potentials when light is flashed to
the eyes. Such “evoked potentials” have been extensively
studied using a variety of stimulation procedures, as well
as recording sites. When discrete stimulations are presented in close succession, one finds a large variability both
for the latency to onset of the evoked waves (time interval
between stimulus and response) as well as for the successive
J
amplitudes of these evoked waves.
2. Recordings

Some results obtained in research on evoked potentials
with LSD are listed in Table II. Since so much of LSD action
in man is characterized by visual hallucinations, one would

have expected an enhancement of the reactivity of the visual
pathway under LSD. In fact, the situation is quite com-

%
_J

%

i

TABLE

II

ab

O
NJ

Effects of LSD on Evoked Potentials
Site of
Stimulation

Site of
recording

Cortex

Contralateral 10-50
cortex
ug/kg

carotid

Lateral gen.
body

10-30

Intra-

ug/kg

carotid

0.5

i.v.

Optic
nerve

Dose

Route

Species

Effect Observed Remarks
(Change in relation.
to drug free
condition)

Intra-

Cat

Decrease

Cat

Marked decrease

nerve

Visual
cortex

Pentobarbital
anesthetized

Cat

Marked decrease

mg/kg

Optic

“Transcallosal

potential”

Pentobarbital
anethetized

1

mg/kg

i.v:

Cat

Marked decrease

Non-anesthetized

1

mg/kg

i.v.

Cat

Marked decrease

Non-anesthetized

Gen. radiat.

fibers
Eye

Eye

Eye

Eye

Eye

Visual
cortex
Visual
cortex

1

mg/kg

2-30

i.v.

Cat

N0 change

Non-anesthetized

i.v.

Cat

Enhancement

Non-anesthetized
+ succinylcholine

i.v.

Cat

Enhancement

Not observed
by all

i.v.

Rabbit

Enhancement
(primary wave)

i.v.

Rabbit

Enhancement.
Marked decrease

ug/kg

Visual
cortex

40

Visual
cortex

5-40

mg/kg

Visual
cortex

35ug/
animal

Cortex
(transcranial)

1

ug/kg

ug/kg

s

Non-anesthetized

of variability for
latency &
amplitude
i.v.

Man

Enhancement of

after-rhythms
(ringing)

Not observed by
all

wk

O
O3

TABLE II (c0nt.)
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Effect of LSD on Evoked Potentials
Site of
Stimulation

Site of
recording

Ear

Dose

Route

Species

Effect observed Remarks
(Change in relation
to drug free
condition)

Auditory

40

i.v.

Cat

Decrease

cortex

ug/kg

Sciatic
nerve

Secondary
sensory

i.v.

Cat

Decrease

ug/kg

Septum

Amygdala

1

100-250

with Mescaline
i.v.

Cat

Increase

ug/kg
Septum

Hippo-

100-250

campus

ug/kg

Same effects

“Modified”
cerveau isole

i.v.

Cat

No change

Larger doses:
suppression of all
7

responses

Contralateral hipp.

Hippocampus

Cortex
(transcranial)

S0matosensory

References #

1

100-250

i.v.

Cat

No change

i.v.

Man

Decrease

ug/kg
1

ug/kg

and 2, and 32 to 46

TABLE III
Effects fLSD on Spontaneous Brain Electrical
Activity (Cortex and Subcortical Structures) in Animals

Dose

Species

Effect observed or measured

Remarks

(ug/kg)
15-40
15-25
01111

.

Rabbit
Cat

Flattening of the waves
Arousal-type activity
(continued on next page)

.

Unanesthetized
Unanesthetized

wk

Q
U!

TABLE
Rabbit

0.2 i.v.

A

III (c0nt.)

50% reversal of sedation

O
G3

Mildly sedated with
pentobarbital

Rabbit

50-100
100-200

hg/ Cat

Reversal of slow waves produced

by barbiturates
High amplitude 4-7 Hz waves blocked

animal intra-

by sensory stimulation
Ventricular

Facilitation of arousal. Lowering
of threshold for arousal by electrical stimulation of the RF

1-5

10-15

20-60

Rabbit

Curarized preparations

Spontaneous alerting patterns

Slow waves and spindles. Increase
in threshold for RF arousal

No reversal of the effect
with mescaline which
remained stimulant at
all doses

Cat

Prolonged bursts of large sinusoidal waves, 3-4Hz

Similar pattems in the
hypothalamus including
mammillary bodies and in
the septum. No change in
hippocampal activity

100

Cat

Activation pattern

Transient cerebral vasoconstriction. Same
effect with smaller doses
by intra-carotid administration

1-5

Rabbit

Activation pattem. Marked decrease
of variability of normal brain waves

850-1000

Cat

Slowing of cortical EEG with spindles.Acute preparations
Reduction in amplitude in midbrain immobilized with
RF and dorsal hippocampus. Seizure- Flaxedil
like pattern in medial geniculate body.
Synchronized pattem in preoptic area,
palladium, putamen and amygdala.

50-200

I.M.

lateral
ventricle

:5

Q
~1

Table

III

(continued)

Effects of LSD on Spontaneous Brain Electrical
Activity (Cortex and Subcortical Structures) in Animals

Species

Effect observed or measured

Remarks

50 i.v.

Cat

Arousal patterns

Increase in arnplitude of amygdala waves

25

Cat

Short episodes of seizure 4-5 Hz in
hippocampal and entorhinal areas

Tolerance effect
observed up to 10 days

Dose

(us/kg)

post-administration
50

Rabbit

chronic
daily for
15 days
References If

1

High amplitude 5-6 Hz waves with
superimposed fast rhythms

and 2, and 53 to 77

Effects persisting up
to 6 days following
cessation of treatment

8
co
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TABLE IV
Percent decrease in Mean Amplitude and
Coefficient of Variation in Eleven Normal Volunteers
( Peak Effect Values )

Drug and Dose

MIA*

C.V.**

Placebo

0.6

8

LSDO.3ug/kg

18.0

23.0

LSD 1.0ug/kg

34.0

37.0

.

* Mean Integrated EEG Amplitudes
** Coefficient of Variation (standard deviation/meanx 100)
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plex. Stimulation at the level of the optic nerve or the
geniculate radiation bers is followed by a marked decrease
of the amplitude of evoked potentials at the level of the
geniculate bodies in the rst case, and of the visual cortex
in the second case. However, when the site of stimulation
is the eye itself (light ashes) there indeed occurs not only
an enhancement of the potentials recorded from the visual
cortex but also another change, only rarely taken into consideration, namely a decrease in the variability for the
latency of the change as well as for the amplitudes of the
successive evoked waves. This phenomenon of reduction‘
of variability was described for the rst time in the case of
evoked potentials by Koella and Wells (31). Other perhaps
parallel changes in spontaneous brain waves produced
by LSD will be described later.

As can be seen in Table II, while the visual evoked
potentials are enhanced by LSD, the auditory evoked potentials are decreased. This appears bewildering in view
of the fact that LSD is most often reported to increase all
the sensory perceptions. Even more surprising is the lack of
of effect of LSD on evoked potentials within the limbic
system since this system is considered to be involved in
emotional behavior and hallucinogens are notorious for
changing the emotional status in man. However, in considering these results it is important to note that an extremely large range of doses was used, specically 1 mcg/kg
to 1 mg/kg!

In spite of

even extreme caution in the design and
conduct of experiments, the articiality of the evoked potential situation cannot be overcome and should not be ignored.
Reviewing all the results obtained, it would appear that in
themselves and by themselves the data obtained on evoked
potentials do not indicate a possible mechanism of action
of LSD. However, as previously noted, it might be that
the critical informative parameter was not considered,
except in Koella’s study (31), namely the time course variability of the phenomenon.
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3. Electroencephalographic studies.

These studies involve recordings of the spontaneous
electrical activity of the cortex, as well as subcortical structures, through the use of directly applied or deeply inserted
macro-electrodes. As is well known, this activity is always
present in the living brain. It varies, within limits, according to the behavioral state. Thus, in most mammalian
species, arousal (or activated wakefulness) is accompanied
at cortical levels by the presence of waves of high frequency
and low amplitude, while sedation and deep sleep are characterized by waves of low frequency and high amplitude. (This
is not true for “REM” or dreaming sleep, to be considered
in the section on sleep.) Examples of electroencephalographic pattems during arousal and sedation in rabbits can
be found in Fig. 1.

A survey of the main findings reported in the numerous studies with LSD appears in Table III. As can be
seen, at low dose levels (up to approximately 15 mcg/kg),
LSD generally was found to exert clear-cut arousal effects
in the two species investigated, cat and rabbit. Above such
a dose, most investigators found signs of sedation, i.e. waves
of low frequency with “spindles”. LSD has a biphasic
action with the point of reversal depending not only on the
dose and route of administration but apparently also on the
particular state of the organism when the drug is given.
When the base state is one of mild sedation, it has been
shown (Beck et al. , 47) that a partial reversal of the electrical
activity from the sedation to stimulation can be elicited
with doses as low as 0.2 mcg/kg i.v. It is interesting to
note, in this respect, that Murphree (48) found in a study
carried out on trained prison inmates that the threshold dose
for subjective perception of LSD effects was 0.26 mcg/kgorally. On the other hand, in schizophrenic patients, with
a baseline EEG of hyperstimulation, LSD has been found
to exert “relaxing” effects at a dose of 1 mcg/kg orally
(Goldstein et al., 86).
I
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In the case of EEG recordings in animals, an indication
of the mechanism of action is to be found in the studies involving the induction of arousal through direct stimulation
of the ascending mesencephalic reticular formation. It is
universally accepted that generalized arousal is due to a
neuronal inuence of this pathway on the cortex. Thus
one can produce arousal (both behaviorally and electroencephalographically) by electrical stimulation of the reticular formation (Moruzzi and Magoun, 49). The threshold
for such an effect, i.e., the current needed to elicit arousal,
varies according to the relative functional state of the reticular formation and of the cortex. For example, barbiturates
produce an increase of the arousal threshold. In the case
of LSD, it appears that at low doses, one nds, quite a
clear decrease in the threshold, while at high doses one nds,
on the contrary, an increase in the threshold. This might
be related to the apparent sedative effect of LSD at high
dose levels.

It

was mentioned previously that LSD produces a
decrease in variability for both latency and amplitudes of
the successive evoked potentials. Similar findings have
been reported in the case of the spontaneous EEG of the

rabbit (Goldstein et al., 50) and will be described later for
human brain waves.

Animal studies aimed at the detection of the site
of action of LSD in the brain.
Since LSD has been found to produce an alerting
(arousal) effect on the EEG, one can investigate the site
of action in experimental animals by the surgical sectioning,
at different levels, of the neural pathways between the
4.

subcortical structures and the cortex. A schematic representation of the different sections used in such studies
is presented in Fig. 2. In theory, if the effect of LSD is
abolished after one or more such sections, the drug must act
at a level below the one where the disconnection has been
made.

..
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From a series of studies by Schweigerdt et al. (51)
and by Bradley (52), it appears that the alerting effect of
LSD disappears only following a caudal midbrain transection (transection No.3 in Fig. 2). In fact, such studies
have led investigators to postulate that LSD acts upon the
afferent colaterals leading from the lemniscus to the reticular formation. Neurophysiologically, this can be interpreted as indicating that LSD does not affect directly the
reticular formation as much as it increases the input to it,
and consequently, to the cortex. Such a situation might
result in a number of distortions of the function of the
reticular formation and, by extension, of the whole brain.
As in any other biological system, both the reticular formation and the cortex have upper limits in their capacities to
handle incoming signals. In the case of overload, profound
modifications of the functional systems occur.
One could compare the situation to that of a superhighway. Under normal conditions, there is a balance
between incoming and outgoing vehicles. Although the
speed of motion is regulated by the imposed maximum speed
(and also in some cases, minimum speed) there is some variability within and between lanes. When a large scale sudden
increase of incoming vehicles occurs, the available space
for motion is reduced; a marked decrease in speed takes
place, together with a decrease in the variability of speed.
The only way to re-establish within a short time period a
balance between the number of vehicles traveling on the
highway and those newly entering the traffic ow is to
remove vehicles by forcing their exit from the highway.
Often this leads to an exit at locations different from the
ones originally intended. The analogy to neurophysiological events during drug-induced hallucinations is made
evident by indications (to be described later) that besides
the large scale decrease in brain waves amplitude and
variability, the hemispheric specialization in the handling
of information appears to be profoundly modied.
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TABLE v
Effect of hallucinogenic drugs on EEG amplitudes and variability
and on interhemispheric amplitude relationships.
1. Human subjects
D-675, 25 mg total

Right Occipital

Left Occipital

Ratios R/L

M.I.A.*

Variance

M.I .A.

Variance

Means

Variance

Control period

76.1

112.1

55.7

38.1

1.27

0.01

Peak effect**

16.5

57.8

30.0

23.2

0.52

0.001

Rabbits
LSD 2 ug/kg iv

Right Parietal

M.I.A.

Variance

Left Parietal
Variance
M.I.A.

Control period

36.2

95.3

24.7

17.2

1.41

0.07

Peak effect

20.3

22.4

21.8

5.8

0.93

0.02

oral dose

2.

Ratios R/L
Variance
Means

* Mean Integrated Amplitude.
** Peak effect defined as corresponding to maximal behavioral and EEG changes.
Means and variances computed with N = 30 in human recordings and with N = 100
in rabbit recordings.
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HUMAN STUDIES
The investigations of the effect of hallucinogenic drugs
on the human EEG started 20 years or more before any
systematic animal study was performed. Although these
early studies were carried out with mescaline, rather than
with LSD, the results obtained are so analogous to those
derived from more recent research with LSD that a description is indicated, just the more so since these rst investigations have been generally ignored.
‘

Chweitzer et al. (78, 79) published iI1 1936 and 1937
two papers in which they describe studies of the changes,
both qualitative and quantitative, in transcranially recorded
human EEGs in a subject who received a total of 165 mg
of mescaline over a 2 hour period. What is most remarkable
about these two papers is that in spite of the rather poor
quality of the instrumentation available at that time, not
only were Chweitzer et al. able to detect EEG changes,
but they quantified the changes and concluded that there
was a decrease in the variability of the amplitude of brain
waves, an effect “discovered” later in the studies previously
described in this chapter. Further, Chweitzer et al. described a change also rediscovered later, namely a decrease
in the overall mean amplitude of these waves coincident
with the presence of visual hallucinations. The quantitative
method used consisted of measuring the amplitude (voltage)
of the individual brain waves of the so-called “alpha rhythm”
(rhythm characteristic of the relaxed state, especially
prominent in the occipital area of the brain, consisting of
waves of 8 to 12 Hz (cycles per second), with amplitudes
varying between 50 and 200 mcV). Next, these values
were analyzed statistically by means of histograms of the
distribution of frequency of occurrence of the waves classified according to successive class intervals of equal increments.
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One can see in Fig. 3 two such histograms for the
periods before administration of mescaline and at peak
hallucinatory activity. Both decreases, for the mean amplitude and for the spread of the distribution (i.e., variability), are quite clear and highly statistically significant.
Insofar as qualitative EEG changes are concerned, i.e., the
changes visible to the naked eye, Chweitzer et al. pointed
out that they could see first an increase in the size of alphawaves and the progressive development of periods of “EEG
silence”, so called because these periods coincided with a
disappearence of the alpha waves. When these waves reappeared in the tracings, their amplitude was relatively low.
A correlation was found between the occurrence of the
silences and the presence of vivid visual hallucinations or of
a dream-like state.

" Interestingly, the first attempts to detect changes in
the EEG following administration of LSD, using the much
greater precision and reliability of present day recording
devices, did not yield any significant data, perhaps for the
reason mentioned in the Introduction, namely a lack of
knowledge of the type of change to look for. Thus Rinkel
et.al. (80), Forrer and Goldner (81), and Schwartz et al. (82)
observed only slight changes in the frequency of alpha
waves. Gastaut et al. (83) and Anderson and Rawnsley
(84) reported increases in EEG frequencies but not sufficiently marked to be related to the behavioral changes.
Borenstein et al. (85) added to such observations on basic
changes of frequencies of brain waves the notion that their
overall amplitude was decreased, thus confirming, at least
in part, Chweitzer’s findings.

If qualitative judgments of EEG pattems revealed
only minor changes, quantitative studies showed that LSD
did, indeed change brain waves but in a way not easily detectible by simple visual inspection of records. Thus
Goldstein et al. (86) reported, on the basis of measurements
of occipital brain waves in normal subjects, that LSD
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produced dose-related decreases of both amplitude and
variability in the left hemisphere. As can be seen in Table
IV, based on over 300 individual measurements during predrug control state and at peak drug effect (maximal behavioral and quantitated EEG changes), there occurred with
the effective dose of 1 mcg/kg, a 34% decrease of the mean
amplitude and a 37% decrease of the coefcient of variation,

both statistically significant.
Not only did these studies confirm the earlier ndings
of Chweitzer et al. (78, 79) (although they were conducted in
complete ignorance of them) but also they pointed to the
same phenomenon detected in the case of evoked potentials
and EEG recordings in animals, namely the marked decrease
in the variability of an otherwise fairly variable system.
The possible relationships between reduced variability of
brain waves and hallucinatory activity will be discussed
later.
The combined decrease of mean amplitude and variability of brain waves is characteristic of states of heightened
arousal, especially when they occur on a background state
of below normal arousal. According to Itil (87) such an
effect is most clearly manifested for the EEG frequency
bands of 8 to 12 Hz, in which the activity is increased, and
the 3 to 8 Hz frequency band in which the activity is decreased. Together, such changes lead to a so-called “desynchronized” EEG state. One of the consequences of such a
state is an exaggerated reactivity to environmental stimuli.
Itil et al. (88) found that a similar desynchronization can
be induced in certain mental patients, resistant to the
conventional therapy with phenothiazines. As a reslt of the
hyper-reactivity induced by LSD, such patients become
sensitive to treatment with major tranquillizers. This is just
the more remarkable since during the period of treatment
with LSD there occurred in these particular patients an enhancement of the psychotic symptomatology.
Thus, the quantitated EEG data indicate that in
moderate doses LSD produces profound changes in the
cortical activity, manifested by decreases of the amplitudes
and variability, and leading to a state of hyper-arousal.
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EFFECTS OF HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS ON
INTERHEMISPHERIC EEG
AMPLITUDE RELATIONSHIPS.
A recent development in quantitative electroencephalography has been the introduction of measurements
obtained simultaneously, but separately, from both cerebral
hemispheres. Regardless of handedness, three kinds of
interhemispheric relationships are found. According to
the results of Sugerman et al. (89) based on measurements
performed on 67 normal subjects, 58% had a higher amplitude on the right hemisphere than on the left hemisphere,
while in 29% it was the reverse; in 13% the ratio of amplitudes was close to 1.0. When a subject is found to belong
to either one of the three categories, he appears to maintain
such characteristic interhemispheric relationships throughout serial successive baseline EEG recordings when these
are perfomied under similar conditions.
No data is available on the effects of LSD on interhemispheric relationships in man (although some are available in animals and will be described later). However,
measurements of interhemispheric amplitude relationships
have been obtained in man before and during hallucinations
induced by an experimental drug (D-675: N-isopropylN-methyl-3-formamido-1-pyrazole carboxamide). According to Goldstein and Stoltzfus (90) a very dramatic
change in these relationships was found to occur in conjunction with the hallucinatory activity (Table V). In
man (and in rabbits with LSD), the decreases in mean amplitude and variability previously described for the left
hemisphere were found to occur simultaneously in both
hemispheres although with different magnitudes. Additionally, there occurred a reversal of amplitude relationships.
In a subject with an amplitude on the right hemisphere
30% higher than that in the left hemisphere during baseline
recording, it was found that at a time vivid hallucinations
were taking place, the amplitude in the right hemisphere
was 48% lower than that in the left. Although expressed
to a lesser extent, the changes in rabbits under LSD were
similarily directed.
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The only other conditions under which such changes
in interhemispheric amplitude relationships have been found
to occur are during so-called “REM” or dreaming sleep
(Goldstein et al., 91) and during “perceptual deprivation”
(Goldstein et al., 92) an experimental situation in which all
sensory perceptions are either obliterated or made to be
totally monotonous.

HALL UCINA TIONS VERSUS DREAMING
There are obvious phenomenological and hemispheric
EEG parallels between certain types of visual hallucinations
and visual imagery during dreaming. In fact, a number
of authors have come to consider that both phenomena have
the same neurophysiological (and possibly biochemical)
bases. However, a number of observations do not t within
such a concept. In the first place, in spite of an extensive
search, no difference in the duration of REM (dreaming
sleep) time has been found between normal subjects and
hallucinating schizophrenics. Yet, in view of the fact that
there appears to exist some form of “quota” for REM sleep
(approximately 20% of sleep time, as will be detailed in the
section on sleep), one would have expected such patients
to have used up their quota of REM sleep during non-sleep
hallucinatory activity (93). When normal subjects were
made to hallucinate following hypnotic suggestion, there
were no diffrences in the duration of their night time
REM sleep (94). Also, as will be described, normal sleepers
experienced an increase, rather than a decrease in REM
sleep following LSD.

We investigated this problem in our Laboratory in
1963, in collaboration with Steven Nelson (unpublished).
It was known from J ouvet’s "work (95) that the caudal part
of the pontine nucleus (CPN) in the lower brain stem is
(See Fig. 2
involved in the triggering of REM sleep.
for the location of this structure.) In fact, animals could be
put into REM-type sleep almost immediately by electrical
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stimulation of that part of the brain. It was also known
that a considerable change in the pattems of electrical
activity occurred in CPN during REM sleep. We performed
experiments in rabbits equipped with chronically implanted
electrodes in the cortex and in CPN. As can be seen in
Fig. 4, no changes were detectible in CPN following i. v.
administration of LSD, at the dose of 5 ug/kg. However,
during spontaneous REM sleep (also called, according to
J0uvet’s terminology “paradoxical sleep”) considerable
increases in the amplitude of the electrical signals were
observed to occur in that structure. At cortical levels,
there existed very similar patterns during either LSDinduced hyper-stimulation or that prevailing in conjunction
with REM sleep.
If such findings were to be extrapolated to the
dreaming versus hallucinatory states in man (which must
be done cautiously since we do not known whether REM
sleep in animals includes visual imagery or whether LSDinduced cortical hyper-arousal in animals corresponds to
hallucinations), one would conclude that the brain mechanisms involved in REM sleep are not the same ones which
are at work in LSD-induced hallucinations. But it is obvious
that more research is needed. However, at this point in time
and with the knowledge available, there is no evidence
that LSD-induced hallucinations and dreaming proceed from
the same mechanisms or that the phenomena are equivalent.
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EFFECTS OF LSD ON SLEEP
The number of systematic studies on LSD effects on
sleep and, especially on dreaming, have been few and far
apart thus far. One reason is that since LSD exerts strong
stimulant effects, it is difficult to obtain experimentally
reliable sleep states following its administration. When
sleep occurs, one can wonder whether any of the effects
of the hallucinogenic drug are still present.

Animal Studies

In animal species most often used for experiments on
sleep, i.e., rats and cats, 3 different stages of sleep have
been recognized. These stages can be distinguished by
EEG patterns and, at least for one of them, by postural
features. The rst stage is characterized by low frequency
waves of high amplitude, accompanied by bursts of waves
organized into “spindles”. Next, there occurs a stage
without spindles but with very low frequency waves (2-3
Hz) and very high amplitude. Finally, the so-called REM
or “paradoxical sleep” stage takes place, characterized by
waves of relatively high frequency and low amplitude.
In fact, it is difficult to distinguish by simple visual inspection a difference between the cortical brain waves during
REM sleep and during wakefulness. There is, however,
a difference in that during REM sleep the animals assume
a peculiar posture and exhibit a loss of muscle tone, sporadic
movements of the limbs, irregular respiration and heart rate,
and rapid eye movements (hence the name REM). Although the duration of the two stages with low frequency
waves is quite variable, the time spent in REM sleep is
fairly stable, from day to day and can be considered to be
a species-specific constant.

In rats, Depoortere and Loew (96) found that over
6
1

a

hour period, following intraperitoneal administration of
mg/kg of LSD, there was, bycomparison with saline in
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the same animals, a 43% increase of wakefulness (expressed chiey during the rst hour following administration),
a 51% decrease of REM sleep, and an 18% decrease of sleep
in the two non-REM states of sleep. The dose of 1 mg/kg
appears quite high. However, rats and mice are relatively
insensitive to LSD.

In cats, Hobson (97) found decreases of REM sleep
with doses of 2 and 20 mcg/kg. Additional, similar ndings
were described by Froment and Eskazan (98) and by Stem
et al. (99).

Human Experimentation

In man, 5 stages of sleep have been recognized on
the basis of EEG features, and these are considered to correspond to qualitatively different kinds of sleep. There
is first the so-called “ascending stage-1 sleep”, characterized
by fast-frequency waves of low amplitude, producing a
“at” tracing. Next, the amplitude of the waves increases
and one can see the sporadic occurrence of peculiar groups
of waves refered to, in a descriptive way, as “K-complexes”.
This is stage-2 sleep.
During stage 3, the amplitude increases still more, the frequency decreases and “spindles”,
similar to those seen in animal recordings, become more and
more frequent. Next, the frequency of the waves becomes
quite low, and the amplitude quite high. This is stage-4
sleep, considered by many researchers to be the deepest
stage of sleep. Finally, the cortical electrical activity
resumes patterns quite similar to those prevailing during
wakefulness: respiration becomes irregular and rapid eye
movements and jerking movements occur. If subjects are
awakened during such periods of sleep, they usually report
having been in a state of dreaming.
In the typical 7-hour (night)sleep of normal subjects,
the average duration of the 5 stages appears to be quite stable.
sleep time, ascending stage-1
occupies 10.9%; stage-2, 51.1%; stage-3, 8.4%; stage-4,

In terms of percent of total
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10.3%; and stage REM, 20.4% (Agnew et al. 100). It
is well established that two stages are especially sensitive
to change as a result of alterations of life conditions, stage4 and stage REM. Insofar as this last stage is concerned,
it seems that it is constant under normal conditions, not only
within-night, but also between-nights. If it is reduced
during a given night, it increases in duration during subsequent nights, compensating for the loss. There is also a
fairly regular occurrence of REM episodes, with an average
90 minute cycle, so that during a 7-hour night of sleep,
there occurs 4 to 5 REM periods. As these REM periods
succeed each other, they tend to become longer lasting.
Thus, the first REM period is the shortest, and the last
REM period is the longest.
The only available study of the effects of LSD on
normal subjects without sleep problems, was performed by
Muzio et al. (101). At a dose of 0.13 to 0.31 mcg/kg, it
was observed that in 21 out of 36 instances, the first and
second REM periods were from 24 to 245% longer than
under placebo. These authors also found the sporadic
occurrence of brief periods of REM sleep interrupting slow
wave sleep. There was a general decrease in the duration
of REM periods subsequent to the prolongation of the first
two REM episodes, as previously mentioned. Noteworthy,
were increases in body movements during sleep and frequent
arousals which were related to REM periods. These studies
can be interpreted as indicating that LSD reversed the usual
time-duration sequence of REM periods; from short to long
these became from long to short.

Itil

(102) has studied the effects of 100 mcg of LSD
(total oral dose) on sleep in schizophrenic patients. There
was a significant decrease of REM time but no change in
the occurrence of short bursts of REM sleep. The average
frequency of the brain waves during REM sleep was lower
after LSD than after placebo.

Safer (103) administered LSD to normal subjects

following one night of sleep deprivation (1.5 mcg/kg orally).
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There occurred, by comparison with placebo, a decrease in
time to onset of the characteristic behavioral and attentional

impairments which result from sleep deprivation.
itself was not affected in any remarkable way.

Sleep

Thus, aside from the study by Muzio et al., it does
not seem that LSD produces dramatic changes in sleep
characteristics, especially when considered globally over
the whole night of sleep. As previously noted, it is difficult
to form sound judgments of these studies since_it is quite
possible that they do not reect the direct action of LSD,
but rather an after-effect following its administration.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As was noted in the Introduction, one of the main
difficulties in neurophysiological research on LSD (as well
as other hallucinogenic drugs) has been the lack of theoretical foundations on the nature of the action of these drugs.
Consequently, the type of effect to look for was (and still is)
largely unknown. However, two changes are apparent in
all the species used for experimentation, generally independent of the method applied in the study. One can detect
qualitatively as well as quantitatively, evidence for a marked
hyper-arousal effect,_ and one can demonstrate quantitatively, a pronounced decrease in the amplitude and timecourse variability of bioelectric signals when these are
obtained from neuronal populations.
It is true that similarly directed departures from normalcy occur under the so-called “stimulant” drugs, at dose
levels not sufficient to induce hallucinations (Goldstein et al.

It

should be remembered, however, that the border
between hyper-arousal and hallucinatory activity is rather
narrow, so that the two states might be considered to be
on the same continuum which is generated by progressive
decreases of amplitude and variability of brain waves.
Non-drug induced hallucinatory states are known to
occur as a result of profound disturbances of certain physio104).
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logical systems, as for example, extreme starvation, extreme
dehydration, high fever, anoxia, fear, pain, etc. This suggests that hallucinations may appear in conjunction with
“last resort” or most primitive mechanisms of brain function. If one considers that the structures and mechanisms
conferring exquisite specificity in sensory perception and
cognitive modes are a relatively late evolutionary acquisition, one can envisage that when the most primitive systems
are the only ones in operation, the normal sorting and differentially directed handling of information is, if not lost, at
least profoundly disturbed. As a result, variability of
brain waves, an expression of such sorting, is reduced.
Visual pathways may become involved in verbal processing,
verbal pathways may be used for visual processing, and so
on, resulting in what we call hallucinations. An indication
of such a possible mechanism is suggested by the changes of
interhemispheric EEG amplitude relationships previously
described and discussed. It is obvious, however, that considerably more research work is needed before such a concept can be firmly established. Not only should this work
be carried out with hallucinogens, but it should also include
non-drug induced states of similar nature.
The main lesson to be learned from neurophysiological
research on LSD is that there is no “royal way” to knowledge when dealing with a new phenomenon. Especially
important is the notion that methodological approaches
developed for investigation of a given effect may not be
necessarily appropriate in another situation. It has often
been said that the field of neurophysiology is “fact rich and
theory poor”. The research on hallucinogenic drugs suggests that this is not precisely correct. Perhaps a more
appropriate statement is that the eld is “theory poor and,
consequently, not always seeking the relevant facts”.

It is not inconceivable that provided they are used in
the proper way, hallucinogenic drugs may contribute much
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needed fundamental knowledge on the evolutionary acquisition of specicity in neurophysiological systems, and on

their mechanism of action.
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nouveau s’0ffrirait E nous.
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VISUAL AND A UDITOR YEFFECTS
One of the most important effects of LSD is its production of hallucinations or more correctly illusions. In
contrast to natural schizophrenia, LSD is not widely known
to produce auditory hallucinations. The question also
arises. whether an intact retina is necessary for the visual
hallucinations to be produced.
The effects of psychoactive drugs on responses evoked
by several stimuli have been studied for a considerable
amount of time now. Rovetta (1) has studied the effect
of mescaline and of LSD on evoked potentials of the optic
system of the cat. He stimulated the visual system by
ashes of white and four colors, the auditory system by a
click to the ear and the sciatic nerve by electric stimulation.
He found that mescaline increased the amplitude of the
evoked responses by 30 times, the effect appearing within
ve minutes and reaching a maximum at about 30 minutes
and declining in 2 to 4 hours. However, LSD, applied
topically or administered intravenously, did not produce
clear-cut effects comparable to those of mescalineaon the
amplitude of evoked responses.
Blough (2,3) studied the effects of LSD on the visual
discrimination in pigeons. He found that LSD, chlorpromazine, and pentobarbital produced clear and distinguishable effects. Small doses of LSD led to a marked rise in the
absolute threshold and did not disturb motor or discriminatory function. The doses used by Blough are 100 or 300
micrograms per kilogram. The pigeon is apparently
somewhat different in its responses to drugs than the cat or
the rodent. Bachini et al. (4) found that LSD may have a
facilitatory action upon the visual flow in man. Under the
inuence of LSD, the subject is not capable of blocking
irrelevant or unnecessary information. Using higher
levels of LSD-25 injected intraperitoneally into rats, Rebentisch (5) found that LSD produced an increase in the number
of photic after-discharges in the visual cortex, but did not
alter the amplitude of evoked potentials. Using higher
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doses of LSD, the amplitude of the evoked potentials was
reduced while the number of photic discharges were not altered. Using 50 milligrams of serotonin per kilogram of
body weight in the rat, the amplitude of the evoked potentials was decreased comparable to the higher doses of LSD.
Using cats, Schwartz (6,7,8) found that LSD increased the
variability of response and amplitude in the auditory and
visual cortices, cochlear nucleus, and in the lateral geniculate body. High doses of LSD enhanced cortical responses,
but depressed subcortical responses. He found that the
time course for the drug effects on the visual pathways was
shorter than the time course for the modification of behavior. Further, lower doses of LSD produced a visual
effect similar to stimulation with low frequency ashing
light, while higher doses seemed to produce retinal effects
comparable to stimulation with high frequency or constant

illumination.
Key (9) used cats trained to avoid electric shock by
crossing a barrier upon visual stimulation. Administration
of LSD to these cats at a level of 5 micrograms per kilogram
did not alter the rate of extinction of conditioned response.
However, at a higher dose, LSD increased the number of
responses to conditioned and general stimuli. Key (10)
concluded that the alterations in the amplitude of evoked
potential in the auditory pathways and cortex occurring
after the injection of small doses of LSD may not be related
to the drug, but may be dependent upon the environmental
situation.
.

Khazan and McCash (11) found that LSD-25, N,Ndimethyltryptamine, and diethyltryptamine depressed
responses evoked by light in unanesthetized rabbits. They
further postulated that the ability of the hallucinogens to
arouse the reticular activating system and depress the
sensory input may explain their psychotomimetic action.
In dogs (12) the conditioned reex movement to distinct
auditory signals was the last reex to disappear under the
inuence of LSD, and the first to be restored. The difficulty of correlation of the effect of the drug to the motor
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action of the nervous system was pointed out by Buno et al.
(13). LSD-25 modified the cortical responses to a greater
extent than the responses in the lateral geniculate. LSD-25
had a retinal effect as shown by optic tract changes. However, these authors concluded that LSD may not affect the
reticular activating system.
Administration of LSD to human subjects caused a
significant decrease in the critical flicker frequency. However, the effect was found even two hours after ingestion of
the drug (14). Schechter and Winter (15,16) reported that
LSD increased the visual discriminative ability of rats
subjected to ashing light at 100 cycles per second as
opposed to 20 to 30 cycles per second. However, bromolysergic acid (BOL) had no effect on the flicker discrimination
ability at lower levels, whereas at higher levels BOL decreased such discriminatory ability. Further, LSD administered in subeffective doses, antagonized the depression
of the discriminating ability produced by other drugs.
Hebbard and Fischer (17) studied the involuntary
eye movements in response to the administration of psilocybin, LSD, mescaline or alcohol. A dose dependent increase
in the frequency and amplitude of saccades was found after
the oral administration of psilocybin, LSD or mescaline.
On the other hand, Mitrani (18) found that LSD did not
inuence the saccadic eye movements of human subjects
and the subjects were able to estimate distance between
fixed points. Dark adaptation and electroretinographic
(ERG) responses to the administration of the hallucinogenic
compounds LSD-25 and N-ethyl-3-piperidyl benzilate hydrochloride (JB-318) were studied in human subjects (19).
Smaller non-hallucinogenic doses of LSD and JB-318 or
non-hallucinogenic doses of LSD and JB-318 or doses of
the non-hallucinogenic analogues (UML-491 and N-ethyl-3piperidyl diphenyl acetate (J B-808)) did not produce any
significant effects on these two parameters. Larger doses
of LSD-25 or JB-318 produced significant changes in the
ERG and in the dark adaptation. In the ERG, the primary
response was an increase of the scotopic B-wave amplitude.
In dark adaptation the changes were an increase in the entire
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rod threshold and a delay in the rod-cone break. These
authors, however, concluded that the hallucinogenic effect
of the psychotomimetic drugs was related to concomitant
changes in retinal function. Wikler et al. (20 )showed that the
effect of LSD-25 on pupillary size is dependent on the age
of the subject. Their results indicated that the age variable
is particularly significant in studies on autonomic functioning. The increases in intraocular pressure produced by
LSD-25 are parallel to changes in the systolic and diastolic
blood pressure (21).
A differential effect between non-hallucinogenic BOL148 and LSD-25 was observed (22,23) in that LSD depressed responding in rats to the onset and offset of light whereas BOL was without effect. Further, the effect of LSD-25
in depressing the response to the onset of light was larger in
rats handled prior to weaning than in non-handled rats.
This is an interesting observation inasmuch as it showed
interaction between the drug and infantile stimulation
through human handling of the experimental animals.
Also LSD-25 seems to decrease the arousal level in handled
animals whose optimum level of arousal may be higher than
that of control animals which were not handled. The effects
of LSD-25 on young chickens (24) are apparently dose related and comparable to the effects on man.
Using rabbits and cats with cortical and hippocampal
electrodes or following demyelination and decerebration,
Roche (25) found that sensory deprivation potentiated the
effects of LSD-25. Blind rats (26) took a longer time and
made more errors in the Hebb-Williams maze than sighted
rats after the administration of larger doses of LSD. Interestingly, rats that learned and ran the maze using cues
other than visual ones were more significantly affected by
LSD treatment. It was concluded that the effects of LSD
were less marked in the rats which depended on visual cues.
LSD can substitute for light (27) in cats deprived of food
and trained to press a lever for milk. LSD given to these
cats restored the post-reenforcement EEG synchronization
when the animals were kept in the dark. Inasmuch as
these phenomena were light dependent and could be produced by LSD in darkness, it was concluded that administration of LSD minimized the effects of lack of light.
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Pigeons were trained by Becker et al. (28) to obtain
food by pecking at the correct key under a steady light or
under flickering light. The administration of LSD to
trained pigeons increased the accuracy of performance at
lower doses of LSD whereas the higher doses seemed to indicate a decrease in the accuracy of obtaining food by
pecking at the correct key. The depression of the rate of
responding and of periods of cessation of response were
found to be dependent on the dose of LSD administered.
Further, the pigeons appeared to have developed some
tolerance to the effects of LSD over the 10-month period
that the experiment was conducted.
In a study of the visual discrimination task in pigeons,
Siegal (29) found that LSD and marijuana extracts produced
increased responding on a color dimension, but not on a
form dimension. LSD produced a decrease in the discrimination ability whereas comparable doses of cannabis did not
affect the accuracy. Administration of BOL, pentobarbital
or saline did not produce significant differences in the performance. Siegal (30) found that the administration of
extracts of Cannabis sativa or of LSD to trained pigeons
increased the number of color changes reported when no
changes were actually occurring. During blank trials, the
administration of Cannabis reduced responding, while that
of LSD seemed to increase responding. Some of these
effects may be dose dependent.
The hypothesis that the administration of LSD to a
subject would render him able to operate at a less mature
level in the perception of part-whole interrelationship was
tested by Krus and Wapner (31). Using the Muller-Lyer
illusion test and the Titchener circles illusion test and the
Heiss-Sander test, subjects were found to require significantly larger time under the effect of LSD in the Heiss-Sander test only. Thus the hypothesis that the LSD-treated
subject could operate at a less mature level is not supported.
The longer time required in the Heiss-Sander situation
may not be one of conception of the part-whole relation, but
a general decrease in perceptual abilities. That the result
of LSD may be a generalized dampening of the somesthetic
sensation was reported by Edwards and Cohen (32), using
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a group of 15 human subjects tested for a series of performances including reaction times, light and buzzer discrimination, warmth size constancy, color detection and MullerLyer illusion test. The effects of psychotomimetic agents
may be related to concomitant changes in retinal function
(33) even though non-visual hallucinations may take place.
LSD, while causing a general dampening of the somesthetic
sensations, does seem to heighten the awareness of optical
phenomena (34). Oster (34) suggests that all vision has
a circular pattern imposed on it as a result of the anatomy
of the eye and of the optic nerves. LSD reveals the presence of this circular screen via the moire effect.

The ability to discriminate between colors was slightly
decreased by LSD (35) in human subjects. However, color
reports in after images and the duration of the after image
was significantly increased by psychotomimetic drugs.
LSD also increased the elicitation of subjective colors from
flicker or a combination of flicker and pure tones. It is
suggested that psychotomimetics enhanced the ability to
perceive color phenomena while actually the ability to perceive color may be slightly decreased. Brown (36,37)
studied the effects of LSD-25 in a population that was divided into visualizers and non-visualizers. Visualizers consisted of those subjects who possessed an ability for vivid
visual imagery, whereas non-visualizers did not possess such
an ability. In the visualizers, the visually-evoked response
to white and red was consistently different to that of blue or
green. In non-visualizers the visually-evoked response to
all colors except red were identical. Following LSD, visualizers reported enhanced visual perception and visual imagery and the effects were more intense and longer in duration.
The responses in the non-visualizer group were mostly concerned with conceptual activity with little or no change in
visual perception or imagery. EEG responses showed
activation effects of LSD in visualizers and decreased activation of EEG in non-visualizers. LSD increased the suppression of photic response following red in visualizers and
increased the enhanced response following red in non-visualizers (38). At a dose of 50 micrograms in humans, LSD did
not alter significantly the alpha responsiveness or content

in EEG, but did induce bursts of theta activity during at-
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tempted mental tasks.
Kohn and Bryden (39) studied the effect of LSD-25 on
the patterns of finding and regeneration of stable retinal
images. Under the effect of LSD-25, distortions were more
frequent even though the perceptual visibility was more
complete. Further, LSD-25 increased the visibility of the
vertical components of the target. The similarity of Rorschach drawings in mental disorders and under the inuence
of LSD-25 was pointed out by Grof (40).
The effects of LSD-25 on the auditory system have
been studied (41,42). LSD prolonged the chronaxy for reexes from the utricle and saccule and shortened .the chronaxy for reexes from semi-circular canals. Bradley and
Hanse (43) found that LSD did not affect the attenuation of
evoked potentials recorded in the cochlear nucleus of the
cat due to stimulation of the olivo-cochlear bundle. Key
(10) could not find any significant effects of LSD on cochlear-evoked potentials obtained by midbrain stimulation.
The amplifying effect of LSD in a quiet enviromnent on the
potentials in the dorsal cochlear nucleus evoked by tonal
pips could not be found in an open laboratory enviromnent.
Chatelier and Borenstein (44) found that LSD exerted a
reduction of auditory and somatic responses in monkeys
with implanted electrodes. The visual responses, however,
in these monkeys were increased. Using rats trained on a
two response discrete trial pure tone discrimination, Dykstra and Appel (45) found that LSD produced consistent
effects on reaction time, but did not change the shape of the
auditory generalization gradient. It may be inferred from
these reports that the effects of LSD on the auditory system
may be non-specific.
LSD blocked or reduced the post-synaptic spike in the
cat lateral geniculate nucleus, but did not decrease the cortical response to optic stimulation with radiation (46).
However, in larger amounts, the response of the optic
track to stimulation of the retina was reduced by LSD.
Bufotenine, at a dose of 5 milligrams per kilogram did not
reduce the response of the optic tract to retinal stimulation.
In an interesting paper, Apter and Pfeiffer (47) reported that
intra-peritoneal administration of LSD to cats induced spontaneous action potentials as shown by the electroretino-
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Recordings were made with the electrodes sutured
to sclera. Recordings from the optic nerve and the retina
also showed spontanious potentials. Large spikes were
noticed in the recordings from the occipital visual cortex.
These spikes disappeared when the optic nerves were cut,
suggesting that the spontaneous visual activity initiated by
LSD may start in the retina, indicating a need for an intact
retina possibly in the process of hallucinations.
Yui and Takeo (48) showed that agroclavine and elymoclavine produced in rabbits continuous alert patterns in the
EEG which were comparable to the effects of LSD. Again
the effects of these alkaloids and of LSD were counteracted
by pretreatment with chlorpromazine, reserpine or meprobamate. Alekseeva (49) studied the effects of LSD and
mescaline after direct application of the drug to the cortical
ends of the auditory and visual analyzers of dogs and cats.
LSD was concluded to affect primarily the neuronal processes related to the visual analyzer, whereas mescaline
seemed to affect the sound analyzer system.
West (50) has postulated a fascinating, but yet simple
hypothesis to explain hallucinations. He suggested that
in order to inhibit the emergence of perception or memory
traces from within the brain to other areas of the brain, a
sustained level and variety of input into the sensorium is
required. When the sensory input decreases below a certain threshold, the other perceptual and memory traces in
brain are released into awareness through a disinhibition of
the brain circuits. This would end in fantasy or hallucination. The greater the level of arousal, the stronger will be
the hallucinations. This attractive theory, though hard to
experimentally verify, can explain the effects of sensory deprivation, sleep loss, hypnosis, monotony, inhibition of
sensory inputs, somesthetic inhibitions by LSD, the effects
of several drugs, mystic hallucinations, etc. On the basis of
this hypothesis, it may be inferred that the general somesthetic inhibitory action of LSD may induce the illusinogenic
state. However, LSD may produce discoordinated and confused crossing and interaction of the memory tracts and
of perceptual tracts in the brain areas rather than just release such traces.

gram.
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Ames and Pollen (51) have carried out extra cellular
recordings with micro electrodes of the light-evoked activity
of ganglion cells. They could record receptors sensitive to
serotonin and LSD, besides other synaptic receptors in this
system. Etevenon and Boissier (52) developed calculations
for a lateralization index with respect to the left-right geniculate bodies and the signal-to-noise ratio. LSD markedly
increased this index. Similarly, the relative ratio (contra
over ipsi) between signal-to-noise power ratio was increased
by LSD by about 50 times. The electroretinogram and the
visual cortical-evoked potentials in cats (53) were not affected significantly by the intravenous injection of LSD.
However, the spontaneous discharge rate of the retinal
ganglion cells showed an increase. The response to the
light stimulation was slightly increased and light-induced
inhibition was slightly shortened. LSD administered to
monkeys with implanted electrodes (54) suggested a hallucinatory state accompanied with head movements, rolling
eyes, lowered upper eyelid and slow activity at the level of
the anterior regions and a sinusoidal pattern over the posterior regions.
Meldrum and Naquet (55) investigated the effects
of various hallucinogenic agents on the EEG and motor responses to intermittant light in the baboon [Papio papio].
UML produced reduction in muscle tone, sedation and enhancement of EEG slow activities. The drugs, UML, BOL,
psilocybin and dimethyltryptamine either suppressed or
blocked the myoclonic and paroxysmal EEG responses to
the photic stimulation. It may be concluded from the
above literature that while LSD has specific effects on the
retina, a functioning retina is not necessary for LSD induced
visual hallucinations (56).

In keeping with the hypothesis of interlacing network
of neuronal tracts released by arousal (50), Bradley (57)
postulated that the psychotomimetics may increase the
response of the brain stem reticular formation to input from
sensory collaterals while they may have little or no direct
effect on reticulo-cortical transmission.
Some of the conclusions on the actions of LSD arrived
at by Brawley and Duffield (56) are stimulating. They
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point out that all the known psychotomimetics diminish
serotonin turnover in brain and conclude that psychotomimetics may exert effects mainly on the aminergic systems
whereas deleriants may act principally upon cholinergic
systems. Further, psychotomimetics activate the electrocorticogram and cause behavioral alerting if the connections
between medulla and midbrain are intact. LSD has nonspecific depressant effects on neurons on many locations in
the brain and inhibits transmission through the lateral
geniculate nucleus. It increases the spontaneous firing
rates of retinal ganglion cells and antagonizes the serotonin
excitations in some raphae, reticular and cortical neurons.
While Brawley and Duffield (56) feel that there is little
likelihood of finding a simple unitary explanation for the
mechanism of action of hallucinogenic drugs, the present
author feels there is a single unitary mechanism of action
for the hallucinogenic activity of these drugs. It is possible
that superimposed on the hallucinogenic activity, there may
be other actions on the peripheral and local tissues of the
body.
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Physiological Investigations

Besides the illusinogenic effects of LSD, the physiological effects staid”'"é>t1"t'“ii&a"r<ii1'é1y. From the early times
(1) LSD has been known to produce dose-dependent effects
on body temperature, mydriasis, piloerection, tachycardia
and an increase in leucocyte count. It also produces hyperglycemia which was inhibited (1) by typical ganglion
blockers such as hexamethonium. The early studies of
Sankar and his colleagues (2, 55) on the metabolic effects
of LSD, BOL and other psychotropic agents have shown
that LSD decreased food intake and urinary inorganic phos]phate besides engendering several other effects. While
reporting raised blood sugar level, Matsuoko (3) could not
find increased oxygen consumption subsequent to the
administration of LSD (see I9). The work of Weltman
et al. (4) on the effects of mescaline in mice showed that
there were significant decreases in total leucocytes and at
autopsy marked and/or significant decreases in the weight
of the thymus accompanied with increased weight of the
adrenals. These authors have studied the effects of pro-
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longed administration of psychoactive drugs. Buckley (5)
postulated that LSD affected glucoreceptor mechanism of
the ventromedial nucleus in the central hypothalamus
resulting in a release of the ergotropic system. Some of the
effects of LSD are tabulated below:

EFFECTS OF LSD AND BOL

EFFECT
Heart Rate
Heat Production

LSD

BOL

Bradycardia
No effect
N o increase,prima- Unknown
rily, secondarily rise

Body Temperature
Rabbit,cat & dog Rise
Decrease(high dose)
Rat
Decrease
Toxic doses - rise
Adrenolytic Effect Ca. 50 times weakerCa. 5 times weaker
in guinea pig
than ergotamine than ergotamine
Pupil (Eye)
Mydriasis
No effect
Blood Pressure
Decrease
N on-specific
in the cat
weak action
Blood Sugar
Increase
No change
Effect in vivo (Rabbit uterus & vagina Contraction
No contraction
EEG (Rabbit)
Activation
N o activation
Effect on
Normal mice
Excitation
Sedation
Waltzing mice
Wlatzing inhibited Waltzing inhibited
Amphetamine excitation in mice
Potentiation
Inhibition
Psychic Effects
in Man
Pronounced
Not usually found
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The hyperthermic effect of LSD was first reported by
Hoffman (6) in the pigeon. He suggested the use of this
method to assess synergists and antagonists of LSD using
the rabbit rectal temperature. Nakajima et al. (7) showed
that methamphetamine and iproniazid were synergistic;
imipramine and ANP-246 and ANP-293 potentiated the
effects of, and chlorpromazine antagonized the effects of
LSD. The technique of the hyperthermic effects as
measured by rabbit rectal temperature and open field behavior of rats were used (8) in a study of interaction of
several tryptamine derivatives with LSD-25. Another interesting method of producing hyperthermia is through the
use of the lipo-polysaccharide pyrogen from Escherichia coli.
Rabbits with liver damaged by carbon tetrachloride did not
respond with hyperthermia to the E. coli pyrogen (9) but
did respond to LSD. This may denote a differential mechanism of pyrogenic action between lipo-polysaccharide and
LSD.
Involvement of serotonin in the pyrogenic effects
again was suggested by Omesi (10). Pretreatment of
rabbits with reserpine produced lowered levels of serotonin
in the brain and also inhibited the pyrogenic action of
typhoid vaccine. If the reserpinized animals were pretreated with JB-516 or the serotonin precursor (5-HTP), the pyrogenic action was manifested again. Increased brain serotonin turnover and hyperthermia were shown to be related.
However, the increased turnover of brain serotonin may be
secondary to the peripheral hyperthermic effects of psychedelic drugs as shown by Reid (11) in an analysis of the hyperthermic action of amphetamines. MAU inhibitors potentiate,
whereas antagonists of catecholamine (guanethidine and
tranquillizers) antagonize the effects of LSD (12). Here
again reserpine was found to have dual effects, displaying
a potentiation if given much earlier. These findings were
interpreted to indicate that the pyrogenic action of LSD may
be mediated by the liberation of catecholamines in the central nervous system. Similar pyrexic effects of LSD have
been reported (13, 14). Friedman and Hirsch (14) reported
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extreme hyperthermia(106.4°F. axillary) in a subject who
had a history of intermittent use of LSD, cannabis, amphetamines and barbiturates for six months. Friedhoff and
Abrams (15) showed that pretreatment with glutamine and
glutamic acid significantly inhibited the pyrogenic effect of
LSD in rabbits. It was shown earlier (see 15) that the hyperthermic action of LSD occurred in decorticate, but not
decerebrate preparations, suggesting that the site of action
of LSD is centrally mediated in the diencephalon.

EFFECTS OF LSD ON RESPIRATION
AND OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
LSD was found to not have a significant effect on the
respiratory activity of brain homogenates while chlorpromazine exerted a marked inhibition (16). However, this
may depend on the particular area of the brain that was being studied (55). LSD injected at a level of 200 micrograms
per kilogram into conscious cats (17) produced the usual
reactions of hyper-excitability, hyper-activity, hyper-ventilation and maximal dilation of the pupils. In cats anesthetized with chloralose-urethane, LSD depressed respiration
and circulation. LSD also caused bradycardia and reduced
blood pressure in the anesthetized cat as opposed to the
effects of LSD in conscious animals. It was concluded (17)
that the sympathomimetic effects of LSD required intact
function of higher cortical centers. Chlorpromazine
antagonized these effects of LSD. BOL-148 was found (18)
to block the accelerated ciliary beating in the mussel,

Mytilus edulis.
Extensive work was done by San_kar and his associates
(19) on the effects of LSD-25 on the oxygen uptake in the
conscious rat. These studies determined the dependence of
the action of LSD on endocrine function. In intact rats,

LSD produced increased oxygen uptake. However, the
surgical removal of the pituitary or of the thyroid (but not of
the adrenals) produced a decrease in oxygen uptake on treatment of the animals with LSD. Hypothalarnic lesions also
produce decreased oxygen consumption. It was concluded
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that the effects of LSD were mediated more through the thyrotropic action of the pituitary rather than through the
thyroid itself. This hypothesis would also explain the
several confusing observations on the potentiation of catecholamines by the thyroid.
The effects of LSD analogues on the blood-clotting
process has been studied (20). UML and BOL decreased
the maximum clot elasticity in both humans and rabbits.
Anti-serotonin compounds produced a significant increase in
clot accretion time in bleeding subjects with impaired blood
clotting. The effects of LSD on the rat leucocyte and eosinophil count (21) suggest stimulation of adrenal function by
LSD. Decreased oxygen consumption, metabolic rate, and
leucocyte and eosinophil counts along with increased
urinary output of 17-ketosteroids in the rat were reported by
Weltman and Sackleer (22). As mentioned earlier, some
of the results of this group may be due to the prolonged
treatment technique employed. In the baboon, administration of LSD resulted (23) in the appearance of morphologically abnormal blast cells and increased leucocyte alkalaline phosphatase activity; transient hypodiploidia was also
observed (24), but no alterations in peroxidase activity.

THE EFFECTS OF HALLUCINOGENIC DRUGS
ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND VASCULAR SYSTEM
The effects of LSD on blood pressure are probably
complicated by its in situ action on the blood vessels,
cardiac and other muscular systems, lungs, respiration and
its effects on the central nervous system and on the carotid
sinus. This is further complicated by the experimental
techniques adopted, the route of administration of LSD and
the species used.
Milani and Segre (25) reported in 1954 that dihydroergotamine produced an inhibition of the carotid sinus reex
and there was neither an immediate nor delayed hypotensive
action. Iontophoresis of LSD, applied to the skin of
humans, suggested the relation of LSD tovserotonin (26).
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Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) has been shown earlier
to cause contraction of rat uterus and LSD antagonized
the effects of serotonin. Apparently, serotonin may be
involved in preserving the integrity of microcirculation.
Ginzel (27) reported that LSD administered by injection into
the lateral ventricles of the brain of anesthetized cats did not
significantly reduce blood pressure. However, LSD did
reduce spontaneous respiration.
LSD administered
through the cerebral spinal uid may inhibit the reexes
from the chemoreceptors of the carotid sinus.
The antagonistic effects of LSD and BOL on the
pressor and depressor responses to serotonin was reported
by Sahnoiraghi et al. (28). LSD poorly antagonized the
vasoconstrictor response to serotonin in a perfused extremity. Further, LSD, like ergotamine, did not prevent the
chemoreceptor stimulating action of serotonin in dogs. In
anesthetized rats LSD, administered by quick injection,
caused a short reduction in arterial pressure. The species
differences have been shown in this study. Further, inactivation of the sympathetic nervous system enhanced the
pressor response to LSD and diminished the depressor
activity of LSD in rats and in cats. Chronic oral administration had no effect‘ on the arterial pressures of hypertensive dogs.

v

The work of Sokoloff et al. (29,30) on the effects of
LSD on metabolism and cerebral circulation is of interest.
In spite of the manifestation of the mental and psychological
effects of LSD in humans, there were no concomitant
changes in cerebral blood ow, vascular resistance, oxygen
or glucose utilization, or respiratory quotient. There was
a small increase in mean arterial blood pressure and a moderate increase in arterial hemoglobin concentrations. These
authors concluded that LSD did not produce significant
changes in the several physiological functions or in the
chemical constituents of blood. Mescaline, like epinephrine, accelerated cerebral circulation and metabolism. LSD
did not have this effect. Chlorpromazine, promazine,
methylphenidate or reserpine also did not affect cerebral
hemodynamics. Hassler (31) could not find any changes in
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erythrocyte count in rabbits or mice administered LSD by
the intravenous route. The spleen and the liver, however,
showed an increased weight.
LSD and other hallucinogens like bufotenine, psilocybin, and mescaline produced contractions of isolated strips
of human umbilical veins and especially umbilical arteries
(32). Cinanserin, in small doses, antagonized these effects,
while atropine sulphate and tripelennamine did not. Inasmuch as atropine and tripelennamine did antagonize the
effects of epinephrine, histamine and acetylcholine, but not
of serotonin, it was inferred that the hallucinogens produced
the vascular contractions acting more directly through
serotonergic receptors.
Blood pressure in human subjects was increased
slightly when LSD was administered subcutaneously at a
level of 100 micrograms (33). There was also increased
esterification of xylene by sera and decreased esterification
by plasma of subjects receiving LSD (33). This difference
is hard to explain inasmuch as the major difference between
serum and plasma is the lack of the clot factors in serum
preparation.
The importance between the tissue preparations was
shown by Borgstedt et al. (34). Using dog ureteral segments, serotonin failed to depress activity of segments
stimulated by histamine or by LSD. The effects of LSD
were not blocked by serotonin, atropine or diphenhydramine. This observation is of interest as LSD is presumed
to be both anti-serotonin and anti-histamine in several of
its actions. In an interesting experimental technique,
Balint (35) monitored the blood pressure of cats injected
with several psychoactive drugs. The effects of these drugs
on the changes elicited by exposing these cats to a dog or
a mouse or the application of capsaicin, were studied. In
the untreated cat, there was an increased blood pressure.
Amphetamine and LSD inhibited such increases in blood
pressure and decreased the blepharospasmic responses to
capsaicin. Amphetamine-treated cats did not react to mice
and showed no fear of dogs.
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Serotonin infused into the brachial artery in man
produced vasodilation in muscle (36) and vasoconstriction
in skin. UML administered similarly antagonized the vasoconstrictive effects of serotonin. Pentobarbital-anesthetized dogs were bilaterally vagotomized and artificially
ventilated in a study on the relation of the effects of LSD
and morphine (37). The drugs were administered through
an intraventricular cannula in the left lateral cerebral venWtricle. Under these conditions, LSD produced a drop in
blood pressure, while pretreatment with morphine blocked
the effect of LSD-25. The effects of morphine disappeared
within twenty minutes, and morphine itself did not affect
blood pressure. These studies may indicate short acting
competition for binding sites among the several psychotropic
and other drugs. Competition in such cases may not be
directly related to the mechanism of action of the drug.

EFFECTS OF LSD ON MUSCULAR ACTIVITY
AND TREMOR
Uyeno (38) found that small doses (16 micrograms
per kilogram) of LSD did not affect the mean running time
of rats. However, on introduction of a novel stimulus, the
running time of the treated rats was significantly longer.
This may not be an effect on the muscular system as much
as on ability to work around a new hurdle. Similarly, the
nest-building behavior (39) of mice may not be related directly
to the impaired motor activities produced by hallucinogenic
agents.
One of the complications in drug abuse has been shown
to be (40) myositis ossificans, even though no direct causative action was shown. The injection of the abused drugs
might have produced defects in motions of the arm at the
right elbow and in the related hand-wrist movements. The
effects of LSD on insects have been considered in another

part of this book. BOL when injected into late instar wax
moth larvae (41) produced a reversible body-wall paralysis,
but did not affect the electrical activity of nerve and muscle.
The swimming response of rats was studied by Uyeno
(42) to evaluate the effects of hallucinogenic drugs. The
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effect of LSD was maximum twenty minutes after administration while the peak time for BOL was forty minutes.
The hallucinogenic amphetamines and LSD were signicantly more effective in increasing the starting latency
and swimming time. While low doses of LSD increased
the swimming time, Wilbur and Burke (43) found that high
doses depressed it. The stimulating effect of LSD was obscured by temperature and by crowding.
Ahmed and Taylor (44) studied drug-induced tremor
in mice using an oscillograph, a phonograph and a camera
for permanent records. LSD was found to reduce druginduced tremor in mice (45). The effect of LSD was most
pronounced when the tremors were produced by treatment
of the mice with iproniazid and serotonin.

Garrett (46) found that both epinephrine and norepinephrine stimulated human uterus to contract in vitro.
However, in vivo, epinephrine inhibited while norepinephrine stimulated the uterine contractions. Dihydroergotamine did not modify in vivo the effects of epinephrine or
norepinephrine, when given to healthy humans in late pregnancy or labor. It was concluded that the effect of the
ergot alkaloid may be due to its interaction with oxytocin
rather than mediated through the sympathetic system.
Garrett also reported (47) that dihydroergotamine blocked
the stimulating action of epinephrine or norepinephrine on
the spontaneous contractions of the human myometrium
obtained at the various stages of the menstrual cycle,
after menopause, during pregnancy or at parturition.
Holzbauer and Vogt (48) showed that LSD and dihydroergotamine antagonized the inhibitory action of epinephrine
on rat uterine contraction induced by carbachol. Serotonin
caused contractions of the annular muscle of the human
ileum whereas it relaxed the colon muscle (49). LSD
blocked the contractile effects of serotonin.
The effects of several drugs including LSD on perfused
human placenta was studied by Ward and Gautieri (50).
The compounds which displayed an ability to antagonize the
vasoconstrictor action of serotonin were (in decreasing order) as follows: cyproheptadine, LSD, diphenhydramine,
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chlorpromazine, promethazine etc. Cyproheptadine displayed the shortest duration of action while chlorpromazine
and diphenhydramine showed the longest duration of action,
It may be pointed out that the occurrence of LSD in this
series of compounds may indicate not only its anti-serotonin
action, but also its anti-histaminic action. LSD was also
shown (51) to contract isolated human uterine arteries.
UML antagonized the responses to serotonin in this study
while tripelennamine antagonized the effects of histamine.

THE EFFECT OF LSD ON
GASTROINTESTINAL ACTIVITIES
Thompson (56) has reviewed extensively the involvement of serotonin in the gastrointestinal tract. Serotonin
(52) increased the longitudinal muscle contractions of the
guinea pig intestine in response to acetylcholine while it
first facilitated .and then blocked the ganglionic action of
nicotine. The reex arc was blocked by several drugs including LSD and BOL. The latter drug, though nonhallucinogenic, shares the properties of LSD on uterine
muscular contraction. LSD has been shown to possess
anti-emetic activity (53) in dogs and pigeons. Ergotine (54)
increased peptic secretion in man.
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LSD - A TOTAL STUDY
THE EFFECTS OF LSD ON
SLEEP-DREAM CYCLES AND RHYTHMS

Goldstein has covered this material in another part
of this book. There are some studies reported that may
blend well with the psycho-physiological effects of LSD.
In one of the earlier studies (1), LSD was shown to
increase dream time even though the dream periods on the
LSD night were different from the other sessions. LSD
caused a marked delay in the onset of dreaming after sleep,
and an increased gross body reading on galvanic skin resistance (GSR). After the onset of sleep, there was a repetitive cyclic pattern in the GSR during the sleep-dream cycles.
The highest GSR readings were obtained with stage I sleep
and the dream period while the lowest readings occurred
with stage IV. One pertinent question in the sleep studies
after the administration of a drug like LSD, is whether sleep
could be induced within reasonable time after the drug.
Green (2) further studied the effects of administration
of LSD on the sleep and dream patterns of an alcoholic
patient. The percentage of dream time increased on the
LSD night whereas rhythmic hippocampal wave trains were
maximal four days after LSD and returned to control levels
in about a week. Muzio et.al. (3) have presented some interesting results on the alterations in nocturnal sleep cycle
resulting from the administration of LSD to 12 humans.
The test subjects were required to maintain their normal
sleep for three nights prior to experimentation and also to
avoid alcohol and stimulant beverages and foods. They
varied the dose of LSD from 0.08 to 0.73 micrograms per
kilogram administered either one hour after the start of sleep
or before sleep. Electroencephalograms (EEG) and electrooculograms (EOG) were recorded by night. The administration of LSD caused a prolongation of either the first or
second rapid eye movement cycles (REM sleep). Slow
wave sleep was often interrupted with REM bursts, increased body movements, etc. The conclusion made from
other studies as well is that the mechanisms inducing hallucinations and REM sleep are not the same.
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Hartmann (4) studied the effect of LSD and l-tryptophan on the sleep-dream cycle in the rat. LSD was used at
various levels in animals administered large amounts of
the amino acid tryptophan. Studies consisting of about
500 complete cycles showed that LSD increased the REM
period and the percentage of REM period in the cycles.
The effect of LSD on sleep in the developing kitten was
studied (5). The age of the kittens varied from 1 to 28 days.
EEG, EMG (electromyogram) and respiratory rhythm were
recorded. At a level of 10 micrograms of LSD per kilogram
body weight, the diminution in the percent of activated sleep
in total sleep was less marked in kittens six to eight days of
age. Higher doses of LSD decreased the percent time of
activated sleep in kittens of different ages.
The influence of drugs on dreams was the theme of a
symposium on drugs and sensory functions (6). It was
reported by Kramer et al. (6) that phenothiazine tranquillizers tended to increase REM time, whereas LSD appears
to stimulate both the REM state and arousal.
LSD seems to induce the same qualities in imagery,
abstractions, impressionistic and surrealistic interpretations, as do dreams, in the case of an artist (7). Loss of
sleep enhanced the effects of LSD on the sleep-dream cycle
(8). The plasma levels of LSD, three hours after administration, were also higher in the subjects who lost two nights
of sleep.

Depoortere and Loew (9) reported that LSD caused a
in wakefulness associated with a 51% reduction in paradoxical slee and an 18% reduction in slow wave
sleep. The effect of tm drug was biphasic in adult male
rats bearing chronically implanted electrodes. The first
phase was accompanied by a pattern of cortical arousal and
the second phase with the onset of slow wave sleep and paradoxical sleep. The latter was accompanied with increased
visual phasic activity and REM periods. Using rats with
implanted electrodes, Bilkova et al. (10) found that LSD
increased the hippocampal theta activity during paradoxical
sleep. However, they could not find any alterations in the
43% increase
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duration of slow wave and paradoxical sleep. The effects of
LSD on sleep pattern and spiking activity in the lateral
geniculate nucleus were reported by Stern et al. (11). In an
interesting study comparing the effects of (-) -LSD and (+)
-LSD, Depoortere and Loew (12) showed that (+) - LSD
caused a significant inhibition of paradoxical sleep and a
delay in the onset of the first phase of paradoxical sleep.
(-) -LSD, on the other hand, did not change the quality of the
phases or inhibit the duration of paradoxical sleep. Interestingly, BOL-148, a non hallucinogenic analog of LSD
also caused a decrease in paradoxical sleep. This study
indicates that the mechanism of action of LSD in hallucinogenesis and on the sleep-dream cycles may be different.
A review of drugs and sleep was presented by Oswald
(13). While discussing the effect of several drugs on sleep,
Oswald concludes that precursors of serotonin and norepinephrine among other drugs do not induce natural sleep.
However, Torda (14,15) concludes that a relationship can
be found between the increase of a serotonin substitute
(LSD?) and the increase of dream and REM period. She
points out that arousal is maintained by biogenic amines,
and a serotonin-dependent mechanism is responsible for
the onset of sleep.
An interesting study was made on the effect of LSD
and serotonin on the locomotor activity of the cricket (16).
Both reserpine and LSD caused significant disturbances,
reduction of the level of locomotor activity and abolition of
its rhythm. It was concluded that serotonin was somehow
responsible in the regulation of circadian rhythm of the
locomotor activity of the cricket.
The relation of sleep cycles to mental disease has
attracted considerable attention. Roth and Bruhova (17)
point out that a depression may arise due to a selective
deprivation of paradoxical sleep. Inasmuch as LSD has
significant effects on paradoxical sleep, the use of LSD in
depression is not advisable. Similarly, the use of reserpine
in depression is also not warranted inasmuch as reserpine
does potentiate some of the effects of LSD (23).
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Serotonin has been implicated in alterations of
the effects of irradiation also. In a rather complex study,
Varagic et al. (18) showed that phenobarbitone injected 2 to
48 hours after irradiation produced a decrease of the
thialbarbitone sleeping time in rats irradiated with gammaradiation. On the contrary, methysergide, (UML-491, an
LSD analog) produced such a depression if injected 15-30
minutes before thialbarbitone and also only in irradiated
animals. Ethionine (an analog of methionine) inhibited the
action of methysergide if injected 15 minutes before methysergide.
The effects of drugs on REM sleep in relation to the
coronary patient was discussed (19). Glucocorticoids and
catecholamines are presumably released during the dream
cycle and can produce myocardial hypoxia. Barbiturates,
tranquillizers, and anti-depressants decrease the need for
REM sleep while tryptophan, reserpine and LSD increase
REM time. A plausible conclusion from the study would
be that LSD and reserpine increase the coronary arterial
insufficiency and may be contraindicated in the coronary
patient (23). Further, sleep loss produces an increased sensitivity to LSD (20). Sleep loss in rats was also shown (20)
to result in a decreased seizure threshold. It may be concluded from this study that the effects of LSD on seizure
susceptible humans may be devastating.
One interesting study on the effects of LSD (21) is

the walking pattern of goats administered LSD. Under
the drug the animals increased their walking activity in
stereotypic patterns like squares, figure eights, circles,
etc. Administration of LSD leads to regular cyclic uctuation (22) of several psychobiological activities including
walking by goats, rope climbing by rats, rectal temperature,
pupillary size in humans, and urinary excretion of several
metabolites. The cyclic nature seems to be dependent on
the species while the amplitude is apparently dose-dependent, but not dependent on the blood level of LSD.
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Effects on Pregnancy,
Chromosomes, Offspring

The studies on LSD in the area of genetics have been
clouded with emotion: fair, accurate and inaccurate inferences
from several types of studies, reaction £0 inferences by
communication media and popular public information, etc.
Further, many of the street drugs have been shown (40, 139,
140) to contain adulterants including more active and more
dangerous drugs and combination of drugs all the way to
urinary and other excretory material.
The most important work pointing out chromosomal
danger in human leucocytes induced by LSD was carried out
by Cohen and his coworkers including Back and Hirschhom
(1, 2, 3).They reported in Science in 1967 that LSD added to
cultured human leucocytes from two healthy individuals
caused a marked increase of chromosomal abnormalities.
Distinction should be made from the very beginning between
the in oitro addition of drugs to a growing tissue cultured in
the laboratory and the effects of administration in vivo to a
living subject or animal. Any kind of substance in the
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in vitro technique would cause aberrations in the tissue. As
such, experiments conducted in this manner on the effects of
drugs to tissue cultures should be taken under criticism.
Cohen, et al. extended their work to human beings who have
been taking LSD. They did find abnormalities in these
humans also. Further, they reported that children exposed
to LSD in utero manifested increased chromosomal breakages if the mother had ingested 300 micrograms or more of
'LSD. Chlorpromazine administration also produced breaks
which disappeared when the drug was withdrawn.
Experiments with humans who have taken LSD must
include an investigaion of their chromosomes before and
after the usage of drugs to be a background parameter. Further, the subject should be placed on carefully controlled
dosage of the pure drug given under experimental conditions.
Without these qualifications, the earlier work of Cohen, et al.
began to hit the public in several reports both in professional
and popular media. For example, the Medical World News
(4) reported almost immediately that researchers have
demonstrated that small doses of LSD will similarly damage
human chromosomes in vitro and larger doses will produce
more widespread damage. To state that these results are
preliminary, is comparable to evidence produced in a court to
the jury, but struck off the records. It is not this author’s
opinion that LSD has no chromosomal effects or effects on
pregnancy. We are not aware of these effects in a very
rigorous manner and nobody has any real business taking
LSD for any non-medical reason till now. LSD has great
promises in terms of organic chemical synthesis of analogs
which may have particular potent action. D-LSD-25 is an
extremely potent hallucinogenic drug. The ergot alkaloids
have potent action on the uterus and metabolism of biogenic
amines as we have seen in the earlier chapters. As such, their
administration will naturally lead to grave problems. Abuse
of such drugs should be stopped in the name of research
devoted to the production of analogs of therapeutic value.
Nielsen, et al. (5) studied five patients who have been
treated for 3 to 39 months with larger doses of LSD. Compared to 40 controls, more chromatid and isochromatid gaps
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and hyperdiploid cells were seen in the LSD users. Geiger,
et al. (6) found that LSD slowed down pulling movements of
the neuronal perikarya in cultures from mature brain, but not
in neonatal brains. LSD also slowed down axoplasmic ow
and movements of boutons at the axosomatic synapsis only
in the mature neurons. However, the astrocytes and
oligodendroglia remain in a relaxed state upon the addition
of LSD. Quimi (7) found that LSD caused numerous
chromosomal breaks in Antheraea eucalypti tissue cells
cultured in vitro. Gayer and Pribys (8) also reported that the
exposure of Hela cells to LSD in vitro caused changes in the
sizes and shapes of the nucleoli, and in the rate of their
disappearance. On the other hand, Kato and J arvik (9) found
that cells from two out of eight subjects did not respond to
the in vitro additon of LSD with an increase in chromosomal
aberrations. There were, however, varying effects in the
other subjects.
Zellweger et al. (10) reported in 1967 that a girl with a
malformed right leg was born to a 19-year old woman who
had taken LSD on the 25th day after her last menstrual
period and three times between the 45th and 98th days.
Chromatid breaks were found B1 the child, mother and father
(who had also taken the drug). It was suggested that the
second dose, taken at a critical period for the production of
extremities, may justify the suspicion of a causal relationship. Cohen, et al. (11) reported a larger number of studies
on nine children exposed to LSD in utero and four children of
LSD users not exposed to LSD in utero. They found significantly elevated frequencies of chromosomal damage in the
in utero cases as compared to the matched controls. Besides
chromosomal aberrations, the subjects in this study proved
to be apparently healthy and showed no obvious birth defects. Abbo et al. (12) in an extension of their previous work
found that the incidence of chromosomal drugs in nine
psychiatric patients treated with LSD and a young married
couple (who have taken LSD) and their child had a higher
incidence of chromosomal breaks than 32 normal controls
without a history of drug use. Garson and Robson (13) re-
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ported a second case of acute leukemia developing after the
administration of LSD. They found an unusual pattern of
bone marrow chromosomes. The presence of polynucleolar
cells may suggest a causal relationship. It may be pointed
out that in most of these studies, it was not the same person
who was a control for the use of LSD. It was two different
sets of human beings; one a non-drug using population, and
the other, a drug-using group. However, the results of these
studies are formidable enough to suggest that LSD is a
potent, but yet dangerous drug.
There are several reports of the effects of LSD in uncontrolled human populations. Hirschhorn and Cohen (14)
have done the lead work in this area. They pointed out that
the total damage caused to the human population by LSD,
both genetically and psychologically, may not be ascertainable for some time to come. This statement is equally valid if
the word “LSD” is replaced by “phenothiazines” or “automobiles”. Irwin and Egozcue (15) also found significantly
higher chromosomal abnormalities in six out of eight LSD
users as compared to non-users. The subjects whose cells
showed damage were tested between one day and six months
after the last dose of LSD. It may be pointed out that LSD,
as a sympathomimetic compound may produce an increased
metabolic rate accompanied with hyperthermia, and as such,
may affect the rate of regeneration of several regenerating
cellular elements. This faster regeneration, obviously, may
involve less accurate regeneration.
The radio-mimetic properties of LSD (16) were also
highlighted. Radiation is knovsm to produce chromosomal
and genetic abnormalities because of the direct hits scored by
radiant energy on the gene. This write-up (16) in the New
England Journal of Medicine pointed out that the average
LSD user may experience somatic mutations and cell
depletion at rates equivalent to a dose of 25-50 Roentgens per
day of chronic whole body gamma radiation. It further suggested the possibility that the chromosome breaks may be
augmented synergistically without other drugs ingested.
Cohen has written several papers (17). He concluded that
LSD leads to a definite break in the leucocytes, crossed the
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placental barrier into the fetus, etc. Eighty percent of the
humans using LSD may be affected and may contract
Bloom's syndrome, Fanconi’s anemia, and ataxia telangiectasia,and possibly leukemia,other cancers,psycl1iatric
distasia, etc. Grossbard, et al. (18) also reported the occurrence of acute leukemia in a user of several hallucinogenic
drugs. A Philadelphia-like chromosome was also found.
Egozcue (19) studied the effects of LSD in 50 LSD users-four
of whom had been exposed to the drug in utero. They found
that the mean percentage of drugs in user population was
almost twice that of the non-user group. The infants exposed
to LSD in utero, however, had a chromosomal breakage rate
comparable to the mean control'(non-LSD user) value. No
correlation was found between the breakage rate, the number
of doses and the amount per dose, total dosage or the time
interval between the last dose and experimentation.
Similarly, there was no correlation between the breakage rate
and the number and nature of drugs used. The most common
kind of abnormalities were the chromatid and the isochromatid breakages. Cecil J acobson’s work was reported by the
New York Times (20) along with that of Hirschhom, Frosch
and others on the relation between the use of LSD and
genetic abnormalities.
The paper concluded that Dr.
Jacobson ‘hopes to compile about 20 case histories for presentation to the American Medical Association” four months
later. The Joumal of the American Medical Association, in
the same year, (21) reported that LSD can produce alterations in human chromosomes. These abnormalities could
include fetal loss, congenital malformations, mental
retardation, and possibly neoplasia. Jacobson’s work (22)
has pointed out chromosomal breakage in more than 50 LSD
users in the Washington, D.C. area. Two cases of LSD
embryopathy were also pointed out. Eller and Morton (23)
reported the birth of an extremely deformed child to a nineteen-year-old woman who had taken LSD once at approximately the time of conception. These deformities included a
short neck, a smaller left hemithorax, a protruberant
abdomen, clubfoot, etc.
X-rays showed multiple hemivertebrae, neural arch defects, etc. The female neonate died
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at age 40 days. Post-mortem examinations revealed a horseshoe kidney, single midline adrenal gland, etc. Chromosome
studies, however, showed normal results.
Hsu, Strauss and Hirschhom (24) reported the
congenital abnormalities compatible with D trisomy in a 22year-old female who had taken three doses of LSD nine
months prior to conception and one dose three years earlier.
They pointed out that LSD might have damaged the germ
cells (as the father was also using drugs) prior to fertilization.
Intrauterine amputations, amniotic-band syndrome and
other teratogenic effects, or a pre-disposition to early rupture,
or separation of amniotic membranes may be produced by
LSD (25). Amarose and Schuster (26) concluded that although the chromosome breakage between former illicit drug
users and controls is statistically different, there is no proof
of drug causality between drug abuse and chromosomal
damage. It is realized also by the present author that human
experimentation in this area is neither freely advisable nor
easily possible.
The experiments in controlled setting show less frightening effects of LSD and quite often no statistically valid
effects at all. Loughman, Sargent and Israelstam (27) reported in 1967 that the leucocytes from eight human subjects
who recently used large doses of LSD showed no significantly
higher abnormalities. Sparkes, et al. (28) also found a similar
lack of significant differences. However, the statistical treatment of Sparkes’ results (28) were questioned by Kruskal
and Haberman (29). Hungerford and his associates (30)
studied the effect of LSD-25 treatment in four patients. They
found a transitory increase in chromosomal abnormalities
after injection of pharmacologically pure LSD. However,
these increases were not apparent two to six months later.
They concluded that continued use of LSD-25 in a therapeutic settilhg implied no greater risk than other diagnostic
and therapeutic procedures. Similar statistically indifferent
results were also reported by Lucas and Lehrnbecher (31).
Sankar, Rozsa and Geisler (32) studied the chromosomes of
57 child psyciatric patients and 8 non-hospitalized non-drug
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treated volunteer controls. The patients received either
LSD-25 or UML or both. After two years or longer since the
time of administration of pure LSD in a therapeutic environment, they reported a much smaller percentage of chromosomal breakage than other workers and found no significant statistical differences between the drug-treated and
Similar results in controlled
the control populations.
Tjio and coworkers (33, 34).
by
reported
were
experiments
and after the administrabefore
chromosomes
They studied
The pre and post LSD
populations.
same
tion of LSD to the
breaks
were
of
the same order. They
chromosome aberration
suggested that the LSD aberrations found by other workers
may be due to impurities or adulterations in the LSD
employed, or due to other drugs or upper respiratory
infections and hepatitis among such drug-abusing populations; Virus infections are known to be accompanied by
chromosomal abnormalities. The statistical analysis of the
results of Tjio et al. (34) was questioned by Markowitz and

Klotz (35).
Lucas and Lehmbecher (36) used radioautographic
studies and found that LSD did not produce a change of a
normal labeling pattern of replication of the chromosomes.
Corey et al (37) also used a well-designed study. They found
no relation between the rate of chromosome breakage,
chromosomal aberrations, and LSD dosage or time elapsed
between treatment and experimentation. They concluded
there was no cytogenetic evidence that LSD produced
chromosomal damage in a therapeutic setup (38). Fernandez
et al. (39) more recently, also could not detect any increased
chromosomal breakage in psychiatric patients administered
LSD in therapeutic doses. The purity of the LSD and the
use of LSD alone, as opposed to a combination of several
abused drugs,becomes important in the studies. Schnoll and
Vogel (40) reported that the street samples of drugs collected
in Philadelphia and in rock festivals contained mescaline,
scopolamine, stryclmine, tetrahydrocannabinol etc.
Hulten, et al. (41) studied the mitotic and meiotic
chromosomes in subjects exposed to LSD. A normally
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formed female baby was born to parents who used LSD
before and during the pregnancy. This baby had an increased frequency of chromosome breakage including an
interchanged figure at five weeks, but not at eight months of
age. There was no evidence of increased frequency of breakage
of structural chromosomes in two physically healthy men of
whom one had consumed large amounts of LSD six months
earlier. Judd, Brandkamp and McGloth]in (42) could not
find significant differences in chromosome breakage rates
among heavy users of LSD who discontinued the drug,
heavy users of LSD who have continued to use it, and drugfree controlled subjects. Stenchever and Jarvis (43) could
not find significant breakage in chromosomes from twelve
users of LSD, one infant born to an LSD user, and eight
controls.
Dorrance, J aniger and Teplitz (44) investigated
lymphocyte chomomosomes in 14 subjects exposed to illicit
LSD, nine exposed to marijuana, and age-matched controls.
They could find no damaged lymphocyte chromosomes.
They concluded that the damaged chromosomes might have
gone undetected because of selective elimination of cln'omosome damaged cells, or the chromosomes might have been
repaired before analysis. Warren, et al. (45) studied LSD
exposure in utero . A clinically nonnal child was born with a
normal karyotype in spite of repeated exposure to LSD
during the first four months of fetal life.

McGlothlin, Sparkes and Arnold (46) reported that the
frequencies of spontaneous abortions, premature births and
birth defects in 121 human pregnancies, following relatively
infrequent low doses of medically administered LSD, were
within the normal ranges.
The effect of LSD on the gender of the progeny has
attracted some attention (43). Aase, et al. (47) could find
evidence of neither teratogenic effect nor chromosomal
damage in the offspring of mothers known to have taken
LSD during pregnancy. The most unusual feature of their
findings was that all the 10 children born to the 10 women
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using LSD, were females. However, this observation may
still be due to fortuitous coincidence and requires further
confirmation.
Many studies have been carried out on the effect of
.
LSD on animals. These studies have the advantage of
1.controlling the subject population, 2.use of animals not
previously exposed to any drugs at all, 3.use of pure LSD,
etc. The majority of these investigations do not seem to
emphasize the genetic effects of LSD that are so often reported in drug abusing humans. DiPaolo, et al. (Q48 and 49)
reported no significant differences between control groups
and experimental animals in an evaluation of the teratogenicity. J agiello and Polani (50) investigated the effects
of LSD-25 on mouse germ cells. They administered LSD for
a total duration of 31 days, sacrificing different animals of
different experimental groups at different intervals. Over
the range of doses reported to be effective in terabogenesis
and in chromosome damage in leukocyte cultures of human
blood, no convincing effect was found on the chromosomes of
first or second meiotic divisions, nor in the bone marrow of
the spermatogonial metaphases. They concluded that LSD
does not produce favorable chromosomal abnormalities in
the germ cells of mice. Nosal (51) treated rats with LSD for
the first eight days after birth. No microscopic detectable
modifications in the nucleoribosomal system of the Purkinje
cells in the cerebellar cortex could be found. When pregnant
rats were administered LSD on the 4th, 7th, -or 8th days of
gestation, there were no teratogenic or toxic effects of the
fetuses examined on the 19th day of gestation. The usual
gestation period in the rat is approximately 21 days. Uyeno
(52) found that no differences in behavioral tests on locomotive and learning abilities were produced by LSD in the offspring of female rats given LSD. He also could not find any
significant differences either in the reproduction success or
in the occurrence of teratogenic effects between the control
and LSD-treated groups. Similar lack of teratogenic action
of LSD in rats, mice and hamsters were reported by Roux,
et al. (53). This group studied 98 pregnant rats, 67 mice and
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22 hamsters, and a total of 1,003 rat fetuses, 521 mouse
fetuses and 189 hamster fetuses. They could not find any
growth depressing, abortifacient or teratogenic activity on
the part of LSD. Sato, et al. (54) also reported that exposure

of pregnant rats to LSD during implantation or during the
period of differentiation did not result in any chromosome
damage in the mother, in the embryos, or adult offspring.

LSD is not unique in being involved in genetically
damaging effects.
Treatment of pregnant rats with
chlorpromazine was shown to result in more resorptions of
fetuses than in controls by Beall (55). On the other hand,
Emerit, Roux and Feingold (56) found that the administration of LSD from the 4th to the 13th days of pregnancy
to pregnant rats did not produce any in vivo chromosome
damage either in the embryos or in matemal bone marrow.
Gayer (57) also could not find any effects of LSD on the
average number of chromosomes in diploid somatic cells in
the bone marrow of mice. These results do point out rather
strongly that LSD may not have any significant effects on
the genetic system. Howevér, the effects involved on the
smooth muscular system and on the related effects on blood
and circulation, blood pressure, vasoconstriction, metabolic
rate, etc. could induce adequate damage to rule out LSD as
an innocuous compound.
Obstetric complications and abortion may result from
these effects of LSD in a manner unrelated to the genetic
reproduction. Sommer and Buchanan (58) found that ergotoxine or ergotamine injected into rats during the second half
of gestation affected lactation adversely. The total milk
yield diminished with the fat content of the milk. Astrom
and Samelius (59) investigated the action of serotonin and
LSD on the umbilical veins of the human placenta. They
found that serotoniniwas ten times more potent
phrine in this vasoconstrictor action on placenta. This action
of serotonin was antagonized by anti-epinephrine compounds
like phentolamine or chlorpromazine. LSD and tryptamine
exerted specific and strong anti-serotonin activity. Gant and
Dyer (60) found that both LSD and serotonin contracted isolated human umbilical veins. LSD maycross the placental

epine-
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barrier, cause constriction of umbilical blood vessels, and
result in fetal hypoxia, death and/or expulsion. Thalidomide
produced teratogenic effects on rabbit fetuses while LSD did
not (61).
Ingestion of LSD by a pregnant mother who produced
a deformed child was reported (62). The distal phalanges of
the third finger of the infant’s right hand were absent, and
there was a freely movable stump. However, karyotypes of
both mother and child were normal and there was no sign of
chromosomal damage. These authors pointed out that in
many cases reported the LSD lesions may have been more
severe on the right side. McGlothlin, et al. (46) reported on
the possible untoward effects of LSD on human pregnancy.
The undesirable effects seem to be more frequent when the
mother received LSD as opposed to the father only. However, examination of 121 pregnancies involving the use of
LSD did not permit establishment of a clear causal relationship. Stone, et al. (63) found a higher incidence of maternal
complications in LSD users than in the general population.
The possible teratogenic effects of LSD consisting of
amniotic band syndrome, etc. have been mentioned earlier
(Blanc et al. 25).
Darrieulat and Parant (64) found that UML counteracted the abortive effect of the Salmonella endotoxin in mice.
Sankar and Geisler reported that chlorpromazine increased
chromosomal breakage in mouse leucocytes cultured in vitro
while aspirin had no effect (65).
Jacobson and Berlin (66), as was promptly reported by
the press (68), studied 140 women who have used LSD prior
to or during pregnancy through 148 pregnancies. About
half of the pregnant women took 2 to 20 doses of LSD both
before and during pregnancy. One hundred percent of the
cases ingested marijuana, and a significant proportion
ingested several other drugs as well. The other possible
mutagens, besides the psychotropic drugs included coffee or
tea, cyclamates, tobacco and X-rays. Of the 148 pregnancies, only 85 ended with live infants. Seventy five of
these infants were normal -the other three neonates had
major congenital anomalies. Jacobson concluded that there
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cannot be a definitive correlation of increased genetic
damage with LSD ingested in this population. The subjects
seem to have used so many drugs that one does wonder
whether they were normal at all to begin with under any
circumstances.
Messier (67) found that the in vitro addition of LSD to
the culture medium of chick embryos retarded the segmentation of mesoderm and somites and caused a collapse of the
roof of the neural tube. However, the effects on the infants
were not uinque to LSD only. Studies (69) on the use of marijuana and heroin have shown that the consumption of heroin
by the mother led to a low birth weight of the neonate, who
may have later problems arising from low birth weight.
Only results subsequent to the administration of LSD
to animals have also been reported. Cohen and Mukherjee
(70) reported that there was an approximately three-fold
increase in the number of chromosomal breaks in the femoral
bone marrow, spermatogonal and meiotic cells from male
mice injected with a single dose of LSD. The meiotic cell
chromosomal aberrations reached a maximum between
two to seven days and retumed to control levels in three
weeks. Skakkebaek, et al. (71) injected healthy male mice
with ‘LSD from one to eight times for a period of up to three
days. They found several changes, aberrations, and breaks,
while the location of most changes on a chromosome could
not be explained. They concluded that if the chromosomal
abnormalities are due to LSD, use of this drug may have
serious effects on the litter size and number of congenital
malformations in mice, Stasik and Kidwell (72) found that
LSD had a greater adverse effect on inbred mice than on
cross-breeds in T-maze learning. In the baboon [Papio papio]
(73,74) LSD caused an increase in the leucocyte alkaline
phosphatase activity along with the appearance of morphologically abnormal blast cells, both of which disappeared in
eight weeks. Bick (75) exposed the kangaroo rat leucocytes
to LSD or heliotrine or radiation. He found that a signicant
proportion of the damaging effects produced by LSD
occurred in the heterochromatin. LSD initially inhibited
mitosis, but later stimulated cell division. He also found
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that the chromosome damage was linearly related to the
concentration of LSD. One hundred R of X-rays were equivalent in their effects on chromosome damage to approximately 4.2 micrograms of LSD per milliliter.

Treatment of Xenopus laevis embryos (76) with‘LSD
at various stages of development resulted in long-lasting
changes. The whole embryo and the brain differed in terms
of their periods of maximum sensitivity to LSD. Administration of LSD (77) on the eighth day of pregnancy to mice
produced fetal absorption in 7.6 percent of the mice and
teratogenicity in % of the offspring, as examined ve days
after LSD. Most of the damaged fetuses displayed circulatory disorders and deformation of the third primitive cerebral
vesicle. On the other hand, Scheuer (78) reported that LSD
was embryo toxic, but not teratogenic in mice at a dose of ten
micrograms per day orally on days one to twelve of
pregnancy. Mutagenic damage effects of LSD were found in
the Drosophila (79). One-fifth of 75 males injected intraperitoneally with massive doses of LSD survived and ten
were mated.
Recessive lethals were found among the
progeny of six of the ten treated males. On the other hand,
Kastratsis (80) reported that there were no significant differences between the LSD and untreated control groups either
in the egg-to-adult viability or egg-laying capacity in
Drosophila. These results were contradicted in further work
by Vann (81) who found that LSD-25 increased lethal
mutations in Drosophila; the increase becoming statistically
significant only at a higher dose level (2 milligrams per
He found that injection of LSD was more
milliliter).
effective than its oral ingestion. LSD apparently acts
primarily on the mature post meiotic sperm of Drosophila.
Administration of LSD to male mice twice weekly for
five weeks caused (82) the production of deformed spermatozoa. The changes in the diakinesis/metaphase I were
located on the X chromosome. Work by Markowitz, et al.
(83) also showed that feeding high concentrations of LSD to
Drosophila males produced a significant increase in the
frequency of sex-linked recessive lethal mutations, but no
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detectable increase in chromosomal rearrangements. There
is probably a threshold dose of LSD in Drosophila for producing the mutagenic effect. A similar increase of the
frequency of sex-linked recessive lethal mutates in the more
mature sperm cells of Drosophila subsequent to the injection
of LSD was also reported by Mazar, et al. (84).
Auerbach and Rugowski (85) administered LSD to
mice on the seventh day of pregnancy. Four days later,
examination of the embryos revealed that 57 percent of the
experimental embryos were deformed as compared to ten
percent of the control embryos (still a high percent of
deformed in control animals). The malformations involved
brain defects, abnonnalities of the lower jaw, eye position,
etc. Medical Newsweek (86) reported that the Neurotoxicology Research Unit of the New York Stte Psychiatric
Institute (87) found birth defects induced in rats by minute
doses of LSD. These defects included stunted offspring,
resorption of the fetus, delivery of still bom and abnormally
small litter size. Alexander, et al. (88) further demonstrated
the inheritance of abnormalities in three generations of

offspring of LSD-treated rats. They found that the mating of
43 second-generation treated rats resulted in 29 pregnancies,
13 of them abnormal. When both parents were offspring of
treated females, 70 percent of the pregnancies were abnormal
while 32 percent abnormalities were found in pregnancies
resulting from one treated parent.
Geber (89) also found several congenital malformations in hamsters treated with doses of mescaline, LSD or
BOL on the eighth day of pregnancy. No correlation could
be established between dose and percentage of congenital
malformations. LSD can easily penetrate into the young
hamster’s fetus (90), but the placenta appeared to decrease
the transfer during the last week of pregnancy. High doses
of LSD administered to mice on the sixth,seventh,eighth,or
ninth day of pregnancy resulted in a high incidence of
abnormalities of the lens of the eye (91).
In the Rhesus monkey (92), administration of LSD was
associated with a transient increase in chromosome breaks.
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LSD was given to hundreds of pregnant rats by Alexander,
et al. (93). Incidence of intrauterine fetal deaths, abortions, resorptions, runting, still born, etc. was increased,
while teratogenicity during any particular period could not
be demonstrated. Treatment during the first seven days
(one-third of the gestational period in the rat) was hannful.
Later treatment was ineffective. Several congenital deformities were noted by Eller and Morton (94) in an infant whose
mother used LSD only at approximately the time of
conception. LSD was also shown to possess teratogenic
activity in chick blastoderms (95) while no increase in
mortality or growth depression could be found. Nineteeen
percent of 1,015 embryos resulting from 96 LSD-treated mice
were deformed, while 14 percent were absorbed (96). In
control mice 15 percent of the embryos were deformed and
9 percent were absorbed. Similarly, the egg-laying capacity
of Drosophila and the egg-adult viability were also adversely
affected by LSD (97).
The transplacental penetration of LSD was studied
(98) in the mice using radio-actively labeled LSD. As was
reported earlier (see chapter on metabolism of LSD), the
LSD passed in a few minutes from the blood into the tissues,
the higher uptake being found in the brain, adrenals, hypothesis, kidneys, liver and lungs. Excretion into the bile also
started immediately. The biliary secretion of LSD is
comparable to that of drugs like Warfarin. In the early
stages of pregnancy, appoximately 2.5 percent and in the
later stages 0.5 percent of the radio-activity passed the
placental barrier in five minutes into the fetus. Over 70 percent of the radio-activity in the fetus was due to unchanged
LSD (98, 99).
The effects of LSD in the plant kingdom have also attracted some attention. Germinated seeds of barley were
treated with LSD and squashed root tubes studied for
chromosomal aberrations (100). Extensive chromosomal
aberrations were found, most being chromosome breaks and
only half of them occurring in the region ‘of the primary
constriction. Other reports could not find any adverse effects
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of LSD on the plants. For example, Zetterberg (101) found
that LSD was not toxic, did not affect the growth rate of
ascomycete Ophiostoma multiannulatum. LSD was not
effective in inducing forward mutations and had no significant inuence on biogenic mutations. Riley and Neuroth
(102) could not find any effects of LSD on the chromosomes
of the broad bean (Vicia faba) or the onion (Allium sepa).
Similarly, LSD had no effect on the chromosomes of the
meristematic root cells of Alium sativum (103 ). The question
of permeability of LSD into the plant tissues in order to
exert the effect was also raised.
In Escherichia coli (104) LSD produced a significant
number of auxotrophic mutations; the response being linearly related to dose. The mutation rate increased by 0.0001
percent over the spontaneous level, with a possible threshold
dose of 0.1 miligram per milliliter. Interesting studies have
been made (105) on the effects of LSD on the photodynamic
inactivation to repair deficient E. coli and bacteriophage.
LSD, if present during the exposure of the microorganism to
This
a dose of irradiation, markedly decreased survival.
survival of the coliphage, preirradiated and sensitized with
LSD, was higher when the exposed phages were plated on
The relatively high
hosts capable of repairing DNA.
amounts of LSD used did not produce detectable DNA
damage in the absence of radiation.

INTERACTIONS OF LSD WITH MACROMOLECULES
One of the earlier works on the binding of LSD by a
macromolecule was done by Fisher (10_6), who found a
reverse correlation between the affinity to wool (binding),
and the doses of mescaline, methadone and LSD required to
cause psychotomimetic reactions in humans. Wagner (107)
found that LSD markedly changed the ultra-violet circular
dichroic spectrum of calf thymus DNA. He suggested that
LSD may intercalate within the DNA helix or disassociate
the histones from chromosomal _DNA by neutralizing the
phosphate anions. Yielding and Sterglanz, (108) reported
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changes in the absorption spectrum of LSD on addition of
DNA with an equimolecular binding ratio. Binding was
abolished on heating the DNA to 100° and cooling suddenly.
Magnesium chloride or loss of helical structures at acid pH
reduced the binding. The effect was more specific to DNA
than to RNA. BOL also showed similar binding properties
(109). Smythies suggested that the serotonin receptor site
(109). Smythies (110 - see also chapter by Bradley and
Smythies in this book) suggested that the serotonin receptor
site in the brain may be a segment of helical RNA. In the
planarians, treatment with LSD increased the amount of
RNA in cephalic pieces containing the cerebral plexus of
“brain” very rich in nerve cells (111). Inasmuch as BOL also
reacted (109) with the DNA the question of the specificity of
the effects of LSD remains unanswered.

Further studies (112) raised significant doubts as to
the validity of the binding of LSD to DNA. There were no
changes in the circular dichroic spectra of DNA in the
presence of LSD (113). This was true even when the DNA
was heated in the presence of LSD. Equilibrium dialysis and
circular dichroism studies also could not indicate any binding
between the DNA and D-or L-LSD. These studies, unfortunately, do not support the much fancied specific interaction of
LSD to DNA (114).
LSD was shown to be antigenic with its use as a hapten
on an antigenic macromolecule (115). This property has
been used by several workers to develop an analytical radioimmune assay technique for the determination of LSD.
SOME STUDIES ON THE EFFECTS
OF OTHER DRUGS

Dihydroergotamine failed to block (116) the actions of
adrenaline and noradrenaline in pregnancy and labor. The
effects of several drugs on the behavior of adult mammalian
brain cells in culture was studied by Geiger (117). LSD in
extremely small doses had a visible effect on the number of
structural units of the living neurons. Acetyl choline had
similar effects, while serotonin, epinephrine, norepinephrine,
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and pentylenetetrazole often produced chromatolysis in
neurons. J arvik (118) found that other agents like aspirin
and streptonigrin produced chromosome breaks as effectively
as LSD did. He listed the factors which could inuence the
final frequency of chromosome breakage to be: radiation,
viral infections, chemical and biological agents, differences in
media, stains, use of antibiotics and the methods of distilling
water, etc. Streptonigrin administered from the fifth day to
the 17th day of pregnancy produced malformations (119)
including cleft palate, exencephaly, etc. Streptomycin also
produced (120) chromatic lesions while chromatid and isochromatid breaks were not induced. Tetrahydrocannabinols
added to human leucocyte cultures induced (121) a decrease
in the mitotic index without increasing the number of
chromosome breaks and/or gaps. Diazepam (122) did not
manifest any damaging effects on human lymphoblast
chromosomes. Indospicine (123) administered to pregnant
rats on the 13th day of gestation produced cleft palate in
81 percent of the viable fetuses. Chlorpromazine administered to mice (124) was shown to induce increased
chromosomal breakage over control untreated mice. In
summary, several drugs have effects which range from
producing breaks in chromosomes to teratogenic,mutagenic
and carcinogenic activities. LSD, however, is strongly
implied in such processes. Especially in the absence of any
therapeutic prescription, LSD should be avoided.

There have been several review-type articles linking
LSD to adverse genetic efects. The Journal of the American
Medical Association warned the public of such possibilities
(125). The British Medical Journal (126) also warned of such
powerful cytogenic effects. Similar reviews were published
by other media also (127, 128, 129). Di Paolo and Alexander
pointed out (130) that a better planned experimentation of
administering LSD at different times of pregnancy besides
preimplantation and several routes of administration should
be investigated. Prince (131) pointed out the possible abuse
in Cohen’s work and the possibility of technical errors
creeping into the work. He also questioned the relation be-
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tween chromosomal breakage and possible developmental
anomalies. Fitzgerald and Dobson (132) questioned the
condemnation of LSD as a radiomimetic compound with
genetic hazards. Similar challenge against the inculpation of
LSD was made by Blaine( 133).Houston( 134) concluded that
there is no adequate evidence that LSD could cause chromosomal damage or adversely affect pregnancy. However, he
warned against taking LSD early in pregnancy. Fort (135)
also pointed out the increased hazard of LSD administration
early in pregnancy. Fort (135) also came to the conclusion
that the question of the genetic effects of 'LSD is still
scientifically undecided. He also pointed out the increased
hazard of LSD administration early in pregnancy and also
the hazards related to direct physiological effects of the drug.
Friedel (136) reported the effects of LSD on chromosomes
and came to comparable conclusions. Long (137) reviewed
the effects of LSD including the reports of limb defects in
five children out of 161 children of parents who took LSD.
Long concluded that LSD cannot be given a clean bill of
health and in therapeutic use should be weighed against
possible risks.

The most extensive review on the genetic damage of
LSD was carried out by Dishotsky and his associates (138).
They summarized literature available till the end of 1970 in a
masterful manner. They pointed out that of nine in vitro
subjects, six reported some degree of induced chromosome
breakage after exposure to LSD while the three could not
confirm these results. They concluded the validity of
these in vitro results correctly. As pointed out in this
chapter, most chemicals would have effects on tissue
cultures of leucocytes. This problem is further magnified due
to the absence of the excretory and detoxifying systems in an
in vitro culture. Of the 21 in vivo chromosomal studies
comprising a population of 310 subjects, 126 were treated
with pure LSD and the rest were exposed to illicit LSD. It
was pointed earlier (40) that the street LSD is by no means
at all pure. Of all the illicit drugs, methamphetamine has
been reported to be most contaminated (139, 140). In one
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study (139) samples of street methamphetamine have been
found to contain solvent residues, mercury, methylamine,
etc., whereas in another sample of methamphetamine human
urine and a toxic oor cleaner (140) were detected. In subjects using pure LSD, 14.29 percent were reported to have
higher than normal frequency of chromosomal aberrations
whereas 48.9 percent of the illicit LSD users had higher
frequencies of chromosomal aberrations. Of the 108 subjects
with chromosomal damage, only 18 were exposed to pure
LSD. Dishotsky, et al. (138) pointed out that the mutagenic
effect of LSD was noticeable at concentrations of two to ten
milligrams LSD per milliliter. This is comparbale, assuming
six liters of blood in an average person, to a total body dose
of 12 to 60 grams of LSD per human subject. The average
hallucinogenic dose of LSD in humans is 1/10 of a milligram
0r1 / 10,000 of a gram. In view of this, the mutagenic
effects of LSD are by no means unique or specific to LSD
only
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Metabolic Effects

Lysergic acid diethylamide and its several analogs
have clear-cut and extensive effects on the biochemical and
metabolic activities of several organisms. These extend
from food consumption, growth, metabolic rate, endocrine
relations, enzymatic activities, etc., to immunochemical
actions. The dosage of LSD required is within the limits
of the psychotomimetically active dosage.

EFFECT ON FOOD CONSUMPTION AND GROWTH
One of the earlier papers on the biochemistry of “LSD
Psychosis” was published by Sankar and Bender (1). In
their studies, they found that the food intake of LSD-treated
rats was lower than that of control rats. Besides, there
were significant alterations in the amount of nitrogen
excreted in the urine. There was increased excretion of
keto acids. The studies by Sankar and Bender were carried
out on rats treated with 500 micrograms of LSD intraperitoneally per day for two consecutive days. Another group
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that has studied the effects of lysergic acid in related areas
is that of Weltman and Sackler (2). This group, however,
used long term administration of LSD at a level of 500 or
750 micrograms per kilogram of body weight in eight sequential injections during a two week experimental period.
Weltman and Sackler also reported decreased body weight,
decreased food consumption, increased ability to tolerate
histamine stress and evidence of hypothyroidism and adrenocortical hyperactivity. Hamilton and Wilpizeski (3)
found that the decrease'irr food intake by rats administered
LSD-25 was dependent on the dose. They concluded that
the suppression of food intake on each day indicated a lack
of development of complete tolerance. In trying to answer
the role of motivation in the food consumption by rats,
Stubbs (4) found that at a dose of 50 micrograms per kilogram LSD administration did not significantly alter food
consumption. However, at higher doses, less food was consumed by the animals in the first half hour.
Some interesting reports have been made on the
effects of LSD-25 treatment on the growth of tumor tissue.
Scott (5) reported that both “taking” and growth of sarcoma
implants in rats were inhibited by LSD,BOL or 1-methylLSD. . The effects of LSD, pargyline and haloperidol on
mammary tumor growth in rats was reported (6).

EFFECT OF LSD ON INORGANIC ION METABOLISM
Hoagland et al. (7) carried out interesting studies on
the effects of LSD on phosphorous metabolism in normal

and schizophrenic patients. Phosphates are deeply involved in energy metabolism and in nucleic acid biochemistry.
This work showed that administration of LSD decreased
excretion of urinary inorganic phosphate whereas injection
of corticotropin markedly increased such excretion. There
were no differences between the schizophrenic or the control
groups. They also found increased excretion of uric acid
and small increases in the excretion of 17-keto steroids and
sodium. Treatment with LSD (8) showed a higher uptake
of radioactive phosphorous in the adrenal medulla and the
diaphragm in rats. The decreased excretion of urinary
phosphoruos reported by Hoagland et al. and Sankar et al.
may be due to the higher tissue retention of phosphorus.
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Sankar and his associates (9) compared the metabolic
effects of LSD, BOL, JB-516 and chlorpromazine in rats.
BOL was not found to produce the decrease in food intake
that LSD caused. However, the decrease in food intake
caused by J B-516 and chlorpromazine at a dose of 10 milligrams per kilogram of J B-516 and 40 milligrams per kilogram of chlorpromazine were exceedingly large. The
excretion of urinary inorganic phosphate was decreased by
LSD, but not by BOL. On the other hand, JB-516 and
chlorpromazine increased the excretion of inorganic phosphate. It is interesting to note that J B-516, an ‘fenergizer”,
makes the rats more active while depressing their food
intake considerably without decreasing excretion of urinary
nitrogen which would thus be indicative of breakdown of
body tissue.

A study on the effects of reserpine in rat brain (10)
showed that administration of reserpine decreased ATP,
increased ADP and did not change the inorganic phosphate
levels. LSD was also shown (11) to affect the uptake of
injected inorganic phosphate into tissues. These studies
show that LSD may affect the permeability of phosphate
into tissues from blood barriers in proportion of that dose
administered. Large doses decreased the accumulation of
radioactive phosphate in the brain whereas small doses
caused a significant increase.
Sankar et al. (1) found that LSD decreased the urinary
excretion of both sodium and potassium, even though this
decrease was not more pronounced than the decrease in food
consumption. Banerjee and Lewis (12) found that LSD
\antagonized the increase in potassium release due to histamine in strips of isolated guinea pig ileum. Such anti-histaminic effects of LSD have been reported. Vaccari et al.
(13) studied the effects of LSD and neuraminidase on calcium uptake by rat fundal strips.

LSD caused a decrease in the uptake of radioactive
calcium. LSD administration (14) caused a significant
reduction in the iron content of the rat brain. Sankar (15)
in an exhaustive abstract reported in 1964 that LSD-25
increased the inorganic phosphate levels both in rabbits and
in humans, in the plasma and in the erythrocytes. Both
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LSD-25 and chlorpromazine increased the levels of plasma
glucose and 17-hydroxycorticosteroids in the rabbit, while
chlorpromazine was more active than LSD in this case.
LSD-25 decreased the loss of potassium and the gain of
sodium in rabbit blood drawn by heart puncture. Chlorpromazine, under similar conditions, decreased the gain of
sodium, but increased the loss of potassium in the rabbit
erythrocytes. Studies on the male albino rat showed that
LSD-25 decreased the volume of urine and also the urinary
excretion of keto acids, inorganic phosphate, and free histamine, while the excretion of tryptamine and tyramine were
slightly alleviated.

THE EFFECT OF LSD ON CARBOHYDRATE, LIPID,
AMINO ACID AND NUCLEIC ACID METABOLISM
The effect of LSD on carbohydrate metabolism was
studied early by Mayer-Gross et al. (16) . They found
that administration of LSD to humans caused a small rise in
the blood level of hexose monophosphate.
LSD was also
found to stimulate the respiration of guinea pig brain homogenates. Lewis and Mcllwain (17) found that respiration
and formation of lactate by preparations of guinea pig
cerebral cortex were little affected by LSD, ergotoxine and
mescaline, Stimulation by electrical pulses rendered these
processes subject to more inhibition by these drugs. Replacement of glucose in the medium by lactate, pyruvate,
alpha-ketoglutaric acid or glutamic acid did not alter the
sensitivity of respiration to the drugs. The effect of LSD
could not be blocked by serotonin. The effect of LSD on
anaerobic glycolysis using in vitro and in vivo techniques
was studied by Torre and Vergani ( 18). Glycolysis was inhibited by in vitro addition of LSD, whereas injection of
LSD (4 mg per kg) significantly increased brain glycolytic
activity. Repeated injections of LSD over ten consecutive
days did not affect either glycolytic or phosphorylase
activity. LSD did not affect the glucose metabolism (19) of
isolated dog brain.

Interesting studies were made by Hollister (20) on the
metabolism of free fatty acids in human plasma. Chlorpromazine, thioridazine, LSD, mescaline, and psilocybin were
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shown to increase the plasma free fatty acid levels// Hollister and Moore (21) further reported that LSD and/psilocybin
increased plasma levels of free fatty acids in 62 fasting,
rested, normal human subjects. These authors concluded
that the increased free fatty acid levels following these drugs
may be attributed to their stressful and sympathomimetic
effects. It is interesting tonote that a tranquillizer like
chlorpromazine at times shows effects comparable to those
of LSD!
'
The effect of LSD-25 on the brain ATP level and on the
incorporation of radioactively labelled methionine into brain
proteins in the albino rat was studied by Krawczynski (22).
Serotonin, LSD and BOL decreased the incorporation of
methionine and also ATP content of the brain. The incorporation of amino acids labelled with radioactive carbon into
the proteins and homogenate fractions of rat liver was
studied by Piha et al. (23). Understandably, chlorpromazine, (as a non-specic generalized metabolic inhibitor)
prolonged the time for the maximum incorporation of the
amino acid into the proteins. LSD lowered the rate of
incorporation. Similar results were obtained (24) on the
effects of chlorpromazine on the turnover rate of rat brain
proteins. LSD in this system shortened the time for the
maximum incorporation of the amino acids into proteins.
Protein synthesis in the areas of the brain studied by Piha
et al. (23) was inhibited by chlorpromazine. Sankar et al.
(24) also reported the inhibition of the incorporation of
radioactive methionine into proteins of the rat liver homogenate.

l

Varma et al. (25) studied the action of several drugs on
the effect of heat stress on the glutathione content of rat
brain and blood. Mescaline and LSD reduced the blood
glutathione levels and worsened the stress-induced
glutathione reduction. Chlorpromazine also decreased the
blood glutathione level, but did not effectively alter the
(heat) stress-induced changes. N-Acetyl-L-aspartic acid
has been found to occur in the brain. LSD-25 and reserpine
produced a decrease in the brain levels of this amino acid
(26), while tranylcypromine did not produce any significant
changes.
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Several reports have been made of the occurrence of
special chemicals in the urine or blood of schizophrenics.
These relate to metabolites of tyrosine and tryptophan.
The urinary excretion of phenolic acids was decreased by
LSD (27). A “mauve factor," reported in the urine of
psychiatric patients and of volunteers after administration
of LSD, was reported to be a kryptopyrrole (28). However,
many reports of the excretion of special metabolic products
of tyrosine and tryptamine after the administration of LSD
could not be adequately substantiated. It was also reported (29) that perfusion with LSD removed a substance from
the nervous tissue of the snail Helix pomatia. It was
hypothesized that this substance might probably be an
amino acid.

The effect of LSD on nucleic acids was investigated by
Neuhoff (30,31,32,33). Assuming that the disturbance in
schizophrenia was caused by altered DNA/RNA system
and protein synthesis in specific areas of the nervous system,
Neuhoff found that an active component of LSD attacked
parts of rabbit hippocampus and involved the RNA of the
ganglionic cell nuclei. The most pronounced changes were
an increased level of cytosine and nucleoproteins and a
decreased level of guanine. The effect of UML was similar,
but not as pronounced. Administration of LSD for ten
days also produced an increase in the tyrosine levels of the
cytoplasm of intact nerve cells in hippocampal regions.
The significance of the increase in cytosine, tyrosine and
nucleoproteins and a decrease in the guanine levels, apparently not found in control animals, still remains to be
explained. It is possible that these changes may be nonspecific and related to secondary effects due to LSD, for
example, hyperthermia.

EFFECTS OF LSD ON ENERGY METABOLISM
The hyperthermic effects of LSD-25 indicate its involvement in the energy-producing systems of the cell and
the animal. One of the early papers on the effect of
mescaline, LSD, and related compounds on respiratory
enzyme activity of brain homogenates was published in 1954
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These authors reported that amphetactivity of the succinic dehydrogenincreased
amine caused
acid had no effect, and the monolysergic
ase system while
were markedly inhibilysergamides
ethyl and the diethyl
tory. 2,4,6-Trimethoxyphenethylamine and 3,4-dimethoxyphenethylamine were strong inhibitors while N-methylmescaline was moderately inhibitory, and mescaline was
nearly without effect. LSD was definitely stimulatory on
cytochrome c oxidase. Mescaline decreased the oxidation
of pyruvate by brain homogenates.
Cahn et al. (35) found that serotonin, LSD, phenobarbital, nembutal and two phenothiazine derivatives,
administered intravenously into rabbits, decreased cerebral
consumption of glucose and displayed different effects on
the arterio-venous levels of inorganic phosphate, sodium,
potassium, lactate and pyruvate. Sokoloff (36) has carried
out extensive studies on the effects of LSD on cerebral
circulation and overall metabolism in human subjects administered LSD intravenously. However, no detectable
changes in vascular resistance, cerebral blood ow and the
utilization of oxygen and glucose or in the respiratory
quotient could be found.
Abood and Romanchek (37) reported that LSD and

by Clark et al. (34).

phenothiazines uncoupled oxidative phosphorylation.
Sankar et al. (38,39) studied the in vitro effects of LSD
and BOL on the oxidative activity of homogenates from
different cytoarchitectonic areas of rabbit brain. They
found that the effects of LSD on the oxidation of glucose,
citrate, succinate and gamma-aminobutyrate by cerebral
homogenates was one of mild stimulation, whereas there
was marked inhibition by LSD of glucose oxidation by
cerebellar homogenates. Oxidation of norepinephrine by
both areas was inhibited by LSD. BOL did not possess
these properties. Streier and Steiner (40) also reported
that LSD-25 exerted an inhibitory effect on the oxygen
consumption by rat brain homogenates.
Elder (41) studied the effects of phenoxybenzamine
and pentolinium on the hyperglycemia induced by LSD in
cats. Both these drugs caused a 50% reduction in the blood
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sugar response to LSD. Kety (42) indicated a crude relationship of metabolic energy of the brain to processes of
consciousness. In a comprehensive investigation using
different parts of the brains of 232 albino rats and different
techniques, Mathe and Kassay (43) found that the injection
of LSD-25 increased the glycogen level in the cortex and
white matter accompanied with a significant decrease ~in_
the subcortical ganglia and the medulla. Chlorpromazine
increased the glycogen level in the subcortical ganglia and
the medulla. In cerebral cortex mitochondria (44) Semyl
and LSD-25 decreased the oxidative and phosphorylative
activities using succinate as the substrate. Matveev and
Vorob’ev (45) found that the administration of LSD in rats
produced swelling of the neurons, structural changes in
mitochondria, synaptic contacts, decreases in ribosomes and
changes in the composition of the granular reticulum.

EFFECT OF LSD ON ENZYMATIC ACTIVITIES
The use of enzymes as clinical laboratory diagnostic
indicators for drug abuse has attracted significant attention.
It was reported (46) that morphine and codeine increased
serum amylase activities while aspirin decreased serum uric
acid levels. Amphetamine decreased blood sugar levels (46).
However, Sankar (unpublished) could not find any significant changes in the lactate dehydrogenase, aldolase, or
glucose-6-phosphate isomerase activities in the plasma of
humans administered LSD.
i

Alkaline phophatase activity in the leucocytes of the
baboon was increased by the administration of LSD in a
manner that was not dose dependent. Peroxidase activity
and the periodic acid Schiff reaction were not affected
(47). However, higher doses were reported to decrease the
leucocyte alkaline phosphatase activity (70). The effect of
psychotomimetic drugs and tranquillizers on the glycogen
phosphorylase levels in rat brain was studied by Iriye,
Kuna and Simmonds (48). LSD, mescaline (but not BOL)
decreased the activity of this enzyme one hour after

administration. Chlorpromazine and trifluoperazine,
four hours after administration, increased the enzyme
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activity, while chlorpromazine sulfoxide had no activity.
Insulin increased the activity. Voltolina (49) reported
the occurrence of creatine phosphokinase in the cerebrospinal uid of LSD users, but not in controls. Reversible
histoenzymological changes in the brain and other tissues
of rats administered LSD were reported by Chudina (50).
Alterations in glutamate dehydrogenase, glycerophosphate
dehydrogenase, and succinate dehydrogenase in different
parts of the brain were found. In the liver, kidneys and
heart, the conversion of carbohydrate into lipid was
increased, along with glutamate dehydrogenase activity,
while the activity of the enzymes of the tricarboxylic acid
cycle decreased.

A protein extract from human platelet granules was
found to increase vascular permeability in mouse and rabbit
skin (51). Previous work (11) postulated that LSD increased permeability \of phosphate into tissues. UML did
not inhibit the permeability-enhancing activity of this
platelet preparation. Stefan (52) found that administration
of LSD-25 inhibited, at one hour post administration, the
brain and liver aspartate transaminase and alanine transaminase activities, which increased significantly 24 hours
later. In a comparative study (53) Poddar and Ghosh
found that tetrahydrocannabinol increased the activities
of tyrosine-alpha-ketoglutarate transaminase and tryptophan pyrrolase activities of the rat liver in six hours, whereas LSD had no effect on these enzymes.
EFFECT OF LSD ON CHOLINESTERASES
The question of drug effects on cholinesterases has
been controversial in view of the specificity of the enzymes
involved. Thompson et al. (54) found that LSD was a

competitive inhibitor of serum and brain pseudocholinesterase, but not of the true cholinesterase and tributyrinase of
human brain.
Zehnder and Cerletti (55) also reported inhibition of
the human pseudocholinesterase by LSD and to a smaller
extent by BOL. Fried and Antopol (56) also reported in-
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hibition of cholinesterase by LSD. Foldes et al. (57,58,59,
60) have conducted extensive work on the effect of LSD and
its congeners on cholinesterases. They found that both
LSD and BOL inhibited both true and pseudocholinesterases. They used both chemical and histochemical techniques. LSM and serotonin had no inhibitory effect on
cholinesterases. Further, there was no relationship
between the inhibitory effect of the lysergates and their hallucinogenic or anti-serontonin activity.
Bertino et al. found that LSD administered to humans
did not result in any changes in the serum true or pseudocholinesterases (61). An atypical form of human serum
cholinesterase and the inhibitory effects of psychotropic
drugs on it were reported by Evans (62). True cholinesterase (found chiey in the gray matter of the brain and in
erythrocytes) and pseudocholinesterase (found chiefly in the
white matter and in blood serum) were studied by Sprince
and Lichtenstein (63).
"Choline was found to mitigate the inhibitory effect
of physostigmine, LSD, serotonin, bufotenine and tryptamine on the pseudocholinesterase. LSD was also found
(64) to inhibit the acetylcholinesterase activity of single
nerve cells of the nuclei reticularis gigantocellularis and
other reticular areas. LSD was also found (65) to inhibit
the true and pseudocholinesterase and 1 onoamine oxidase
activities of the spinal cord and dorsal root ganglia of rats.
Similar inhibitory activity on monoamine oxidase and acetyl
cholinesterase activity of rat brain was demonstrated by
Ruckebusch et al. (66,67). However, the same authors (66)
reported that LSD increased the level of pseudocholinesterase in dog, rabbit and rat, while the activity of the true
cholinesterase was reduced. Lysergol, elymoclavine and
LSD were found to be competitive inhibitors of cholinesterase activity in human serum (68). Lasslo et al. (69) used
the inhibitory effect of lysergates on cholinesterases in determining the activities of several analogues of LSD that they
synthesized. It may be concluded from the above the LSD is
an inhibitor of pseudocholinesterases. This inhibition has
been used for the assay of LSD activity also.
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Hormone, Amine and
Endocrine Effects

The ergot alkaloids, especially the lysergate
derivatives, have been shown to be extensively involved in
the hormonal activities of endocrine and the neuroendocrine
In view of the several effects of LSD on
tissues.
temperature regulation, blood pressure, metabolic rate,
action on smooth muscle, antiserotonin activity, etc., it
is only natural that the action of LSD involves, either
directly or indirectly, the several hormones. The interrelationships of LSD to hormones, the so-called ‘neurohormones‘
and studies on hypersensitivity will be described in this
chapter.
The central action of LSD was investigated early by
Neuhold, et al. (1). Sectioning the brain at different
levels, studies were made to localize the pyretogenic\and
excitatory effects of LSD. Ablatidn of the brain cortex in
rabbits did not affect the action of LSD. However, ablation
of the diencephalon or decerebration prevented the action of
LSD. These authors inferred that a subcortical or diencepha-
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lic site of action was involved. The experiments of Sankar
(11) showed that hypothalamic lesions placed in the anterior
or posterior areas of the rat hypothalamus did not produce
significant changes in the metabolic effects of LSD.
Aghajanian and his associates (2) have studied
the effect of LSD and serotonin on the stimulation of midbrain raphe. Stimulation of caudal midbrain raphe resulted
in a persistence of the startle response. This behavior may
be mediated by serotonin-containing neurons. The serotonin
precursor, 5-hydroxytrytophan, restored the hyperactivity
to repeated sensory stimuli associated with stimulation of
the raphe, while a catecholamine precursor, L-DOPA, was
ineffective.
The work of Appel, et al. (3) in rats
bearing electrolytic lesions in the midbrain raphe nuclei
showed that the lesions markedly increased the effects of
subthreshold amounts of LSD. The production of the lesions
also resulted in a significant depletion of serotonin and its
final metabolite, 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid, in the forebrain.
A smaller decrease of urinary 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid in
rats treated with LSD was reported by Cates et al. (4). Bilateral lesions in the amygdaloid basolateral regions (5) in
cats eliminated the emotional response to LSD. On the
other hand, bilateral lesions in the cortico-medial regions of
the amygdala and unilateral lesions did not affect the LSD
action. However, amygdala itself may not be the chief site
for the action of LSD as injection of LSD into this area did
not elicit the usual responses.
Anokhina (6) reported activation of the electric
currents of the cerebral cortex by LSD in rabbits. Direct
injection of LSD into the reticular formation of the midbrain
and hippocampus resulted in prolonged degeneralized
activation accompanied with autonomic changes, tension,
restlessness and aggression. Injection of LSD into the
medial nuclei of the thalamus caused weaker activation of
shorter duration. Administration of LSD also resulted in
decreased or complete disapperance of the hippocampal
rhythm of 4-7 Hz. A differential effect of BOL and of LSD in
the septal region of rats was shown by De la Torre (7).
Administration of LSD following nialamide or alone resulted
in increased catecholamine-containing cell bodies in the
septal areas, especially in the lateral septum.
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Weltman and Sackler (42) administered LSD to rats
over a period of eight weeks in eight sequential injections
and inferred from their results that the treatment of rats
with LSD caused hypothyroidism and hyperactivity of
the adrenocortical system. They compared (8) the effects of
mescaline also. Extensive studies were done by Sankar and
his associates (9) on the endocrine relation of LSD in the rat.
In rats with lesions in the hypothalamus, the effects of LSD
and chlorpromazine were not as pronounced. Berde and
Cerletti (10) showed that the addition of LSD to the
aquarium water caused expansion of the melanophores of the
female (guppy) fish.Reserpine also had a similar and marked
effect. The action of both these drugs was inhibited by
serotonin. However, BOL was two and a half times more
potent than LSD in expanding the melanophores of the fish.
While many of the analogs of LSD had comparable effects on
the melanophores, there was no demonstrable relation
between the effect of the drug and its anti-serotonin activity.
The interrelations of LSD on the oxygen consumption
of intact rats was one of slight stimulation. However, in
thyroidectomized animals the effect was one of depression of
oxygen uptake. The action of LSD may be interpreted on the
basis of: 1) serotonin; 2) catecholamines; 3) thyroid-LSD
relations; and 4) the role of LSD in the hypothalamic,
hypophyseal, thyroid, adrenal axes. It was concluded from
these studies(11)that the site of action of LSD in the system
thyroid
was the thyrotropic releasing honnone of the
Administration
pituitary.
the
of
stimulating hormone (TSH)
of TSH to intact animals followed by LSD-25, resulted in
decreased oxygen uptake as in thyroidectomized animals.
These results would explain the several confusing
observations on the potentiation (or its lack) of the
catecholamine system by the thyroid. Kandror et al. (12)
showed that the excretion of 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid was
increased in thyrotoxicosis. Kubacki et al. (13) reported
increased noradrenaline and dopamine levels in the pons and
medulla oblongata (13) in rats treated with thyroxine for six
days. Kar and Boscott (14) found that LSD depressed the
thyroid uptake of radioactive iodine in the rat. Reserpine
exerted no effect on the thyroid function of rats as measured
by the uptake of radioactive iodine.
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The interaction of LSD with thyroid function has been
well s tudied. One of the main target areas for the action of
LSD could be the thyroid-pituitary axis, in view of the
hyperthermic effects of LSD and the control of metabolic
rate by the thyroid gland. Szanto and Reviczky (15) have
shown that LSD-25 and UML-419 augmented thyroid
function, suggesting the possible use of lysergates in cases of
thyroid deficiency.
Quadri and Meites ( 16) studied the effect of LSD on the
serum prolactin levels of rats. LSD decreased, in a dosedependent manner, the serum prolactin levels when administered on the morning of proesterus. However, it prevented
the normal rise in prolactin in control rats when administered
on the afternoon of proesterus. They suggested that LSD
may inhibit mammary growth and lactation. The importance
of corresponding studies in control humans and drug abusers
is indicated by this work.
LSD apparently has striking effects on the metabolism
of water. Joyce and Summerfield (17) reported that the
administration of serotonin or its precursor, 5-hydroxytryptophan, to rats increased the intake of water. Pretreatment
with LSD had no effect on the water intake, but increased
defecation. Zamboni and Cortese (18) found that isoprenaline, histamine, serotonin, noradrenaline and dopamine had
an antidiuretic effect and inhibited thirst in guinea pigs.
Serotonin, however, stimulated thirst in rats and mice and
also antidiurectic.
Kies,et al.(19) reported in 1957 the anti-diuretic effect
of LSD in humans. The effect of LSD was apparent within
thirty minutes after intravenous administration. Similar
anti-diurectic effects of lysergates were also reported by
other workers (22). Chodera (20) found that the anti-diuresis
induced in rats by serotonin was counteracted by BOL and
UML. The anti-diuretic effect of posterior pituitary
extracts was not blocked or diminished by BOL or UML,
which by themselves were neither diuretic nor anti-diuretic.
The dose of BOL used by Chodera was 5 milligrams per kilogram and that of UML was 2.5 milligrams per kilogram.
However, DeCaro (21) could not achieve a complete block of
the serotonin - induced anti-diuresis with LSD, BOL or

A

UML
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Taborsky (23) studied the blockade of dextran
(anaphylactoid) anuria of hydrated rats by LSD and UML.
Rats administered LSD or UML showed less anti-diuretic
effect as compared with control rats receiving dextran only.
Reserpinization of the animals for two days before dextran
administration resulted in a smaller anti-diurectic effect than
in non-reserpinized animals. These results point out two
possible conclusions: 1) lysergates, especially LSD, have an
anti-diuretic effect in humans, but not in rats. 2) serotonin
has a diuretic effect in the animals. The anti-serotonin
action of LSD may be complicated in terms of its inhibition
of the diuretic action of serotonin and its own effects on the
metabolism of water. Experimental situations in terms of
species dose of drug, pretreatment with serotonin, or other
agents, must be taken into consideration here.
Fregnan, et al. (24) showed that UML did have a
diuretic action in rats only at 0.15 mg. per kg. administered
orally, while at 0.3 mg and 1.0 mg per kg. intramuscularly,
it had an anti-diuretic effect!
The extensiveness of the involvement of LSD with the
endocrine system is again illustrated by studies on the interrelations between LSD and the adrenal cortical hormones.
Cervoni, et at. (30) concluded that LSD had a medullary
stimulation action. However,Nadel, et al. (25) could not find
any increase in urinary corticosteroids in guinea pigs administered LSD on the increase in the urinary corticosteroids
produced by adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). However, other workers (26, 27, 28, 29), especially Sackler,
Weltman and their associates have reported pronounced
increases in free 17- hydroxycorticosteroid levels and
and moderate increases in 17-ketosteroid levels in rats administered LSD. They found that LSD-25 stimulated
adrenal function, lowered metabolism, and inhibited thyroid
and possibly gonadal function in a manner paralleling the
effects of non-specific stress.
Serotonin has been shown to have adreno-cortical
stimulatory effects and also to stimulate the production of
cyclic AMP. This effect of serotonin was established by direct
arterial perfusion of the adrenal glands of hypophysectomized dogs (31) and was manifest in the increased secretion
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of cortisol and aldosterone. In anesthetized dogs, the administration of LSD resulted (32) in a slight rise in the 17-hydroxycorticoid levels in the adrenal vein. However, the
levels of epinephrine and norepinephrine secretion were not
affected by LSD under these experimental conditions.’ Hollister (33) studied the correlation of hallucinogenic drugs in
schizophrenics and control humans with respect to their
mood and steroid excretion. The excretion of steroids was
normal in 22 schizophrenics and the correlation of steroid
excretion,although important,was not strikingly signicant.
Even though the symptoms of psychosis correlated
positively with the rate of steroid excretion, the primary
psychiatric symptoms of depression showed a rather constant negative correlation. Administration of LSD and
mescaline produced slight increases in the 17-ketogenic
steroids.

An interesting series of studies seems to indicate a
protective inuence of progesterone( 34,35 and 36) on behavioral changes produced by LSD-25. Bergen and his associates
(35, 36) reported that behavioral changes in basic sensory
motor, perceptual and conceptual processes elicited by LSD25 in humans were inhibited by subsequent administration of
steroids. Selye (37) also reported that the resistance to toxic
doses of various neurotropic drugs like cocaine, LSD and
strychnine, was increased in intact and ovariecteomized rats
by large doses of estradiol.
The relationships between the anti-diuretic action of
serotonin, the anti-serotonin action of LSD, the anti-diuretic
action of LSD, the effects of LSD on the adrenocortical
function, and the protection against LSD by gonadal steroids all focus the complicated interactions between the
hormones, the neurohormones, biogenic amines and LSD.
LSD probably has two distinct thrusts in its effects: one,
psychotomimetic; and the other, the es. entially related set of
physiological activities which it may share with drugs like
BOL and UML.
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EFFECTS OF LSD ON HYPERSENSITIVITY STATES
Herxheimer (38) reported in 1955 that a serotonin
aerosol caused a shock syndrome in guinea pigs similar to
that caused by anaphylaxis, histamine and acetylcholine.
The present author includes histamine, acetycholine and
serotonin in one set of closely correlated neurohormones, as
opposed to the catecholamines. Herxheimer found that LSD
and atropine were the strongest antagonists in this action of
serotonin. He further reported that the anti-histaminic
drugs, mepyramine and yohimbine, were not potent serotonin antagonists. Further, LSD had no protective effect
againt anaphylactic shock. Colgate and Warner (39) used
the changes in the resistance of entry of air into the lungs of
anesthetized guinea pigs in evaluating the ‘effects of histamine, acetylcholine and serotonin. Several amine antagonists, like LSD, and chlorpheniramine maleate, were also
studied. Interestingly, they found that LSD seemed to potentiate histamine and acetylcholine.
Sankar, et al.(40) in a study directed towards an extension of the anti-histaminic action of LSD investigated effects
of LSD administration on the free and bound levels of histamine in rabbit tissues. They found that LSD-25, while
increasing the levels of serotonin, decreased the levels of
himtamine in most tissues except in the liver, kidney and
spleen. On the other hand, the amount of histamine present
in the particulate fractions of the tissues increased. They
pointed out the importance of distinguishing between free
biogenic amines and platelet or particulate bound amines
in any analysis of the action of LSD.
Benzi, Crema, and Frigo (41) reported that the antiinammatory activity of several drugs was not related to
their anti-nociceptive properties. Histamine, but not serotonin, could be involved in the production of the local injury
in the “one-footed position test” in pigeons. LSD was also
not active in these cases. Weltman and Sackler (42), using
the eight sequential injections in rats in a two-week ex-
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perimental period, found that LSD increased the ability
of rats to tolerate histamine stress. The work of Rixon
and Baird (43) indicated the anti-serotonin action of LSD.
Administration of serotonin (five milligrams per kilogram)
within the first hour after exposure of the rat to 800 R of
X-rays increased the survival time. This effect of serotonin
was inhibited by LSD administered immediately before
irradiation.

In view of the interactions between serotonin, histamine, catecholamines and LSD, ‘one of the interesting actions
of LSD lies in the area of allergic and hypersensivity reactions. Bossoli (44) reported in 1955 that low doses of LSD
intensely inhibited_ the tuberculin secretion reaction of guinea
pigs. He further reported (45) that LSD, hydrocortisone and
glucose-1-phosphate inhibited the formation of an exudate
produced by the intrapleural injection of tuberculin.
Fox, Einbinder and Nelson (46) showed that LSD
protected mice against anaphylactic shock. Fink (47) showed
that the sensitivity of the mouse uterus to serotonin was
abolished by LSD and reserpine. Theanaphylactic contraction of the uterus sensitized to egg white was also inhibited
by these drugs. apprarently the mouse was resistant to
histamine. The development of anaphylaxis in the mouse
may not be due to the release of histamine but of serotonin.
Palotta and Ward(48) also reported that LSD protected
sensitized guinea pigs against anaphylactic shock. O'Brien
et al. (49) reported that tri-weekly injections of LSD reduced
the incidence of paralysis, mortality and histopathologic
lesions of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis in guinea
pigs. However, Lecomte and Salmon (50) could not demonstrate the protective inuence of several substances including
anti-histaminic mepyramine, and BOL and UML, in the
anaphylactic shock produced in rats. edema induced in the
paws of rats and guinea pigs by the local inj ection of histamine
was increased by UML (51) and inhibited by mepyramine, or
a combination of both the drugs. UML inhibited the edematous reaction in the rat paw produced by serotonin, while
mepyramine had aweak inhibitoryuaction as an anti-serotonin
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compound. Bodammer(52)studied the effect of various drugs
on the anaphylactic bronchoconstriction and respiratory
stimulation in guinea pigs. UML, among other substances,
reduced the bronchoconstriction, but did not block it. It did
not prevent the lethality of large doses of anaphylatoxin. It
was (52) suggested thatbronchospasm may be brought about
by not only the leberated histamine, but also by cholinergic
stimulation and serotonin.
Chipps and Turner(53)reported that LSD and UML
increased the in vivo titers of anti-rabbit heterophile hemolysin. Voss et al.(54)found that lymphoid cells producing the

antiuorescyl antibody,on in vitro incubation with LSD, did
not secrete the 7S immunoglobulin. They inferred that LSD
interfered with tryptophan incorporation into antibody
proteins. It may be pointed out in studies of this nature
distinction should be made between an animal system like
the rat or the mouse as opposed to the rabbit and guinea pig;
and the nature of the compound like BOL as opposed to LSD.
It would be of interest to study allergic hypersensitivity
reactions in drug-abusing populations. It is perhaps possible
to synthesize pharmacologically effective and safe antihistamines derived from LSD.

EFFECTS OF LSD ON MONOAMINE OXIDASES
Baker (55) exposed Xenopus laevis embryos to LSD ir1
aquarium water during hatching. All embryo monoamine
oxidase activity was decreased by 15% in embryos treated at
the post-hatching stage, while this enzymic activity also
increased by 30% in embryos treated at the neurulae stage.
The hydroxyindole-O-methyltransferase activity and the
brain 5-HTP decarboxylase or the monoamine oxidase
levels were not affected by LSD. Thuillier (56) reported that
LSD was not a specific activator of ceruloplasmin. The
present author (unpublished data) also could not find any
specific effect of LSD on partially purified ceruloplasmin
preparations. However, Barrass and Coult (57) reported
that LSD inhibited ceruloplasmin mediated oxidation of
serotonin, and enhanced the oxidation of dopamine and
norepinephrine.
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norepinephrine.
Harmine and harmol inhibited the
oxidation of all these three substances. Diaz et al (58) also
inferred that LSD reduced the rate of deamination of
serotonin.
DeGiuseppe and Castelli (59) investigated the action of
LSD on the monoamine oxidase activity of liver, kidney and
brain using serotonin as the substrate.
They could not
the
effects
of
LSD
to
an
accumulation
of serotonin
attribute
due to an inhibition of monoamine oxidase activity by LSD.
Anden et al. (60) also reported that psilocybin and N,Ndimethyltryptamine had no effect on monoamine oxidase

activity.
EFFECTS OF LSD ON AMINES
AND RELATED COMPOUNDS
Inouye et al. (61) reported that the occasional stimulation of guinea pig ileum produced by gamma-aminobutyric
acid (GABA) was abolished by LSD, atropine or picrotoxin.
They also reported that GABA antagonized acetylcholine,
nicotine and serotonin, but not histamine or barium chloride.
The brain GABA content was slightly decreaed (62) by LSD.
The interaction of LSD and substance P was also studied (63
and 64). Amin, et al. (63) showed that high concentrations of
substance P were found in most canine tissues rich in serotonin and norepinephrine. High substance P activity was
also found in the dorsal roots, columns and nuclei cuneatus
and gracilis supporting La1nbeck’s theory that Substance P
was the chemical transmitter liberated by these nerves.
Stern (64) found that substance P potentiated oxotremorine
and LSD tennor in mice. The LSD-induced tremor was not
abolished by atropine while the oxotremorine effect was.
Krivoy (65) reported that substance P potentiated the effect
of LSD upon the isolated guinea pig ileum.
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EFFECTS OF LSD ON THE CHOLINERGIC
SYSTEM AND ACETYLCHOLINE
Giarman and Pepeu (66) reported that LSD did not
increase the concentration of acetylcholine in the central
nervous system, while Pfeiffer, et al. (67) inferred that
atropine congeners, which are acetylcholine antagonists,
produced LSD-like effects. The hallucinogenic activity of the
synthetic atropines and anti-tremor drugs would be worthy
of further study in view of the importance of'L-DOPA
treatment in Parkinson's disease. Hoffmeister, et al. (68)
found that LSD was the most potent sympathomimetic
substance activating the EEG. These authors concluded
that the damping of the reticular system by anti-cholinergic
substances may lead to a decrease of a toning afferent
activity on the higher centers with subsequent activation.
Cinanserin, an anti-serotonin agent, antagonized the
responses to UML in smooth muscle (69). The contractions
of muscle strips from ileum and rectum evoked by UML were
antagonized by atropine and cinanserin, while eserine potentiated contractions. UML may act through a stimulation of
the ganglion receptors of serotonin. Fusek, et al. (70) studied
the anti-cholinergic action of LSD on isolated jejunums and
atria in the rat. LSD antagonized the parasympathomimetic
effects of butyltrimethylammonium bromide. The same
group of workers(71,72 )sh0wed that LSD increased the brain
levels (in the rat) of serotonin, ATP, and acetylcholine while
the norepinephrine and acetylcholinesterase levels were
decreased. Further work by the same group showed that the
intraperitoneal administration of LSD in the rat decreased
the total acetylcholine in the brain stem at 30 and 90 minutes
and increased the cortical acetylcholine level after 90 and 270
minutes. From the above work, it may be surmised that
LSD, besides being an anti-serotonin, was also an antiacetylcholine drug. This is consistent with the author's
(Sankar et al.) (91) theory that in general areas of activity,
acetylcholine, serotonin and histamine may be similar,
comparable, and to some extent even agonistic, being the
ganged neurohormones of the parasympathetic system.
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EFFECTS OF LYSERGATES ON THE
CATECHOLAMINE SYSTEMS

Themost studied effects of LSD relate closely to the
endocrine and the biogenic amine systems. It is quite conceivable that the primary target sites of LSD are the biogenic
amine systems. It is quite conceivable that the primary
target sites of LSD are the biogenic amines, especially the
catecholamine system. More or less at the same time, rather
than secondarily, the indoleamine system and the endocrines
/are affected. The sympathomimetic action of LSD is perhaps
more direct than its anti-serotonin activity; which comes
first is still to be resolved.
Early in 1951 Goffart (73) showed that ergotoxin and
ergotamine in cats, did not antagonize the augmenting action
of epinephrine on the isometric contraction of the anterior
tibial muscle.Rothlin,et al.(74)showed that hexamethonium
and atropine, in doses able to abolish the effects of nicotine
and acetylcholine, did not interfere with the antagonism of
ergot alkaloids toward the catecholamine-induced inhibition
of the pendulum movements of isolated rabbit intestine.
They pointed out that this indicated the probability of the
ergot alkaloids not acting on the intraneural ganglia or on the
cholinergic responses. Ergot alkaloids (75) were also shown
to reduce the mortality from 50 percent to 33 percent in
l

guinea pigs administered epinephrine intravenously.
Valdecasas, et a.l.(76)sh0wed that the blood pressor effect of
epinephrine in the cat was potentiated by LSD while
ergotamine had an antagonistic action. In these experiments
LSD showed marked serotonin antagonism on rat uterus
preparations. The above data seemed to suggest differences
between the effects of ergotoxin and ergotamine on one hand,
and LSD on the other. Further, as the present author
pointed out (91), the central and peripheral pharmacological
effects of free and bound biogenic amines should be sharply

distinguished.
Schmidt (77) found that the intracerebral administration of LSD, serotonin or norepinephrine was ten to
twenty times more effective than the peripheral injection in
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modifying the motor escape reaction in the rod jump. Sugrue
(78) observed that the i.p. administration of LSD, Ditran
(J B-329) and psilocybin to the rat reduced the hypothalamic
norepinephrine content. The acquisition of a conditioned
avoidance reex was shortened by LSD and psilocybin,
while Ditran enhanced it. Both LSD and BOL antagonized
the increase in the levels of cyclic AMP produced by the
addition of norepinephrine to rat brain slices (79). These
authors(79)concluded that the central andperipheral actions
of LSD and its derivatives may depend partly on non-specific
blockade of the adrenergic receptors. Tilson and Sparber
(80), using the push-pull cannula technique, noted that LSD
produced a net inhibition of the release of radioactive serotonin and disrupted operant behavior in a manner
comparable to serotonin. Wallach, et al. (81) found that all
agents causing ophisthotonos in the neonate chick also increased brain serotonin levels. Further, norepinephrine and
dopamine increased brain serotonin levels. This adds further
support to the present writer's contention that the effects of
LSD involve norepinephrine more directly and serotonin
subsequently (91).
The hallucinogenic action of LSD held great promises
in an analysis of the chemical concept of psychosis (82).
Rinkel, et al. (82) pointed out that LSD seemed to act on the
epinephrine cycle. The effects of morphine (83) were inhibited
by LSD, while morphine itself did not change the motor
activity induced by serotonin in cats. Mescaline and
bufotenine (84), in doses that are hallucinogenic in humans,
antagonized the ability of noradrenaline to potentiate the
depressant action of amylobarbitone on the central nervous
system. Tonge and Leonard (85) studied the effects of
ephedrine, dimethoxyphenylethylamine (DMPEA) and
lysergic acid in rats. They found that ephedrine and
DMPEA affected norepinephrine concentrations in the brain
and reduced dopamine levels. Only ephedrine gave rise to a
reduction of serotonin 60 minutes after injection. All of the
three substances produced an increase in blood tryptophan
levels. It may be pointed out that these substances are not
hallucinogenic, and yet have effects on systems affected by
hallucinogens. Many similar data bring to the forefront
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similar actions by non-hallucinogenic drugs like BOL and
hallucinogenic drugs like LSD. The difference between these
two types of drugs may not lie in the indoleamine system,
but in the sympathomimetic catecholamine activities.
Bergen and Perkins (86), in continuation of their
studies on the protective action of steroids on the effects of
LSD, investigated the potentiation of LSD by parachlorophenylalanine (PCPA). The latter compound is an
inhibitor of tryptophan hydroxylase. Treatment of rats
with PCPA for three days resulted in decreased brain serotonin and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid. Administration of
LSD to such PCPA-treated rats resulted in a 90 percent
greater impairment of rope climbing performance. On the
other hand, Horita and Hamilton (87) found that pretreatment with DL-methyl-para-tyrosine abolished or attenuated
the excitation and sympathetic activities of LSD. However,
the hyperthermic effects of LSD were not altered. The
norepinephrine levels were decreased by PCPA treatment in
the brain stem. These authors conclude that the CNS and
sympathomimetic effects of LSD were probably mediated by
norepinephrine, while the hyperthermic activity may depend
on a non-adrenergic system.
Some of the earliest work on the biochemical pharmacology of LSD was done by Sankar and his group. They
showed (88) that LSD increased the oxygen consumption of
the rat and increased the incorporation of radioactivity into
different visceral and brain tis?u<§of rabbits injected intravenously with labeled 5-hydroxytryptophan, histidine, or
norepinephrine. They suggested that LSD increased the
metabolic rate in general and the tumover of norepinephrine.
LSD decreased (89) the levels of norepinephrine in the rabbit
tissues. This was in contrast to the effects of LSD in
increasing the total levels and binding of serotonin. As
mentioned before, the administration of LSD to rabbits
decreased histamine levels and increased binding. Further,
both reserpine and LSD decreased (90) the levels of total
norepinephrine and the particulate to cytosol ratio of
They pointed out that the reported
norepinephrine.
potentiation of LSD-25 by reserpine may be mediated
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through the similarity of their action on the norepinephrine
These authors proposed a theory (91) on the
interrelations of biogenic amines.

system.

Some of the variables that control levels and activity
of biogenic amines are : Metabolism - Rate of Synthesis and
and Rate of Catabolism; Binding - To Inactive Storage Site
or to Active Receptor Site; Activity - Active through Exertion of Activity Mediated through the CNS and Active away
from the End Organ, or In Situ Activity, being Active at the
End Organ by the very Local Presence of the Hormone.

BIOGENIC AMINE INTERRELATION SHIPS
Norepinephrine
Bound

Norepinephrine
Free

>

'

Serotonin
Bound

Serotonin
Free

><

Histamine
Bound

Histamine
Free

“Bound” means being inside a storage site (granule or membrane or receptor), not available to metabolic fate readily,
without being “released”; and thus not exerting its specific
and peculiar tropic action. “Free” means the reverse.

This theory takes into account the several forms and
sites of action of the biogenic amines. Further, they pointed
out (91), that a drug increasing the total levels of a target
compound or metabolite, was not necessarily synergistic
with that compound; the mechanistic theory being_ that the
drug may increase the levels by increasing the inactive
storage of the metabolite. The drug may decrease the total
levels by increasing the activation of the metabolite which
after exerting its activity sis metabolized to the inactive
excretory form.
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Dixon (92) reported that alpha-methyl-para-tyrosine,
perphenazine or chlorpromazine pretreatment inhibited the
LSD induced aberrant behavior in the rat. He suggested_that
the aberrant behavior was sensitive to compounds interacting with the beta-adrenergic system and might not be
related to their anti-serotonin activity. The relatively greater
importance of the adrenergic system in affecting the
reactions of LSD was further pointed out by the observation
that PCPA pretreatment reduced the brain concentrations of
serotonin without altering the catecholamine levels or the
LSD-induced aberrant behavior. Reserpine potentiated the
effects of LSD. Using uorescence techniques, De la Torre
(93) reported that BOL did not cause any changes in the
uorescent pattern from the controls. LSD moderately
increased the catecholamine cell body uorescence in the
septal region. Leonard and Tonge (94) reported that
phencyclidine, ditran, mescaline and LSD reduced the levels
of norepinephrine in the rat brain. The dopamine levels were
slightly elevated. These four drugs increased the depletion
of norepinephrine and dopamine by alpha-methyl-meta-tyrosine, but had no effect upon the depletion produced by
alpha-methyl-para-tyrosine. Phencyclidine and LSD did not
affect the normetanephrine levels which were slightly
decreased by ditran and mescaline. They suggested that the
hallucinogenic action may be due to an inhibition of the
release of norepinephrine from the neuron, as well as
allowing its catabolism by monoamine oxidase.
Votava, et al. (95) studied the effects of LSD on rats
pretreated with reserpine. They found that LSD elevated the
levels of serotonin and decreased the norepinephrine and
dopamine levels. UML given after pretreatment with
reserpine elicited aberrant behavior similar to that due to low
doses of LSD. Katz and Kopin (96) reported that the addition of LSD to the superfusing medium diminished the
release of labeled norepinephrine and serotonin from electrically stimulated nerve endings. Mescaline, acetyl LSD, and
dimethyltryptamine decreased the release of serotonin only.
Most interestingly, the non-hallucinogenic analogs L-LSD
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and BOL had no inhibitory effect. The same group of workers
that metaraminole, DL-amphetamine, reserpine
and desipramine produced a substantial increase in the
tritium efflux from slices of anterior corpus striatum from rat
brain. Differential effects on the levels of norepinephrine
subsequent to the administration of LSD to rats were
reported by Khristolyubova (98). LSD increased the catecholamine levels in the reticular formation of the midbrain,
interpeduncular regions and substantia nigra, but decreased
the levels in the paraventricular, supraoptic and dorsomedial
nuclei of the hypothalamus.
(97) found

EFFECTS OF LSD ON THE METABOLISM
OF CATECHOLAMINES
The effect of LSD-25 on the metabolism of catecholamines has elicited some attention. Masuda and Dorpat (99)
reported a significant reduction in the excretion of aromatic
phenolic acids in normal human subjects treated with LSD.
The work of Sankar and his associates (89, 91 and 100)
showed that the levels of both vanilylmandelic acid and 5hydroxyindoleacetic acid were decreased in rats treated with
LSD. Similarly, Brouckova and Slama (101) found that the
administration of LSD to schizophenics resulted in a
decrease in the 24-hour urinary excretion of vanilymandelic
acid (3-methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid). They also found
decreased excretion of urinary creatinine in the LSD-treated
subjects.
A similar, but small decrease of creatinine
excretion in rats administered LSD was reported by Sankar,
et al. (102).
The results of Hollister and Moore (103) do not indicate
significant changes in urinary catecholamine excretion
within four hours after the administration of LSD to human
subjects. Goldstein et al.(104) studied the effects of LSD
and psilocybin on brain norepinephrine metabolism in rats.
They found that 20 minutes after LSD administration, the
endogenous levels of norepinephrine were decreased while
tritiated deaminated metabolites and the tritiated normetanephrine levels increased. However, the levels of tritiated
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norepinephrine and the metabolites decreased 24 hours later.
Amphetamine administration has been reported to increase
the tritiated norepinephrine levels, but decreased the
tritiated deaminated metabolites. In amphetamine withdrawal in humans (105), the urinary level of 3-methoxy-4hydroxyphenylglycol decreased rather markedly in the first
24 hours.
Studies on the synthesis of beta-alanine derivatives
structurally related to the D-ring of LSD were undertaken
by Leonard and Liska (106). On the basis of eleven parameters studied, many of these compounds did not possess

LSD-like activity.
LSD - SEROTONIN INTERRELATIONSHIPS
Serotonin is an important compound which has been
involved in many physiological and pathological functions.
In view of this, the action of LSD, generally presumed to be
an anti-serotonin, extends to these many biological
functions.
Gaddum and Hameed (107) tested the effects of
serotonin and various antagonists like mepyramine, piperosan and atropine, etc. They concluded that serotonin acted
on specific tryptamine receptors and that the ganglia in the
guinea pig intestines contained two types of receptors - one
stimulated by nicotine and the other by serotonin. This
extends the previous work by the British group (Gaddum,
Vogt, 'et al.) regarding the effect of LSD on the uterine contractions evoked by serotonin. Poloni (108) used the dorsal
muscle in an assay of serotonin. The pretreatment of the
muscle by acetyl choline was counteracted by serotonin,
while the action of serotonin itself was inhibited by LSD.
Interestingly, he found that a one-to-one mixture of serotonin
and LSD (allowed to stand at 0°C.) enhanced the counteracting effect of serotonin on acetylcholine-induced contractions of the muscle. Bhattacharya (109) showed that the
vaso-constrictor action of serotonin in the isolated guinea pig
lung preparation was antagonized by LSD, dihydroergotamine, adrenaline, etc. Norepinephrine, ergotamine and
atropine had a very weak action.
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Experiments of Costa (111) on the isolated uterus from
spayed rats brought into estrus by the injection of ovarian
hormones, showed that chlorpromazine and reserpine antagonized the serotonin-induced contractions, but had no
effect on the activity of acetylcholine or oxytocin. LSD at
lower doses (0.05-0.2 micrograms per liter) facilitated the
action of serotonin and at a level of one microgram per liter
antagonized its action.
Cocaine was ineffective (110) when tested on the isolated rabbit intestine and uterus while chlorpromazine
inhibited the effect of serotonin.
The anti-serotonin activity of several LSD analogs on
kidney, intestinal blood vessels, and bronchial muscles in
mice on serotonin-induced potentiation of barbiturates were
studied by Cerletti and Konzett (112). The L-LSD and DLisoLSD were less than one percent as active as D-LSD. The
antiserotonin activity of LSD has been analyzed in terms of
quantum chemical data and structure-activity relations) by
Kumbar and Sankar. Their findings may be found in the
chapter under“Structure-Activity Relations”. The dual
action of LSD has been again shown by Delay and Thuillier
(113). They found that LSD at lower concentrations augmented the in vitro effect of serotonin on the estrus rat
uterus, but at a higher concentration inhibited it.
Trendelenburg (114) studied the effects of hexamethtonium, reserpine, cocaine, morphine, LSD and anti-histamine, etc. on the isolated atria from the cat, the rabbit and
the guinea pig. Histamine was found to act on the cardiac
tissue in all three species with no antagonism by antihistamines. The direct‘ effect of serotonin on cat atrium was
blocked by LSD. He concluded that in rabbit atrium the
stimulation of serotonin on nervous tissue seemed to result
from liberation of norepinephrine. LSD failed to abolish the
response to serotonin in the guinea pig atrium, though it was
effective. Moore et al. (115) found that the respiration of
the excised gills of Mytilus edulis and Modiolus demissus
was stimulated by serotonin, but not by acetylcholine or
catecholamines. Interestingly, he found that BOL inhibited
the effect of serotonin while LSD mimicked it. The cardiovascular depressor action of serotonin and tryptamine in the
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chicken was antagonized (116) by UML, ergonovine, BOL,
LSD , dihydroergotamine and ergotamine in descending order
of activity. J aeger (117) reported in 1966 that LSD had an
excitatory effect similar to that of bufotenine on the isolated
heart of Anodontoides trapesialis, and further that it acted
as an analog to serotonin and other excitatory amines. UML
was found (118) to block the effects of dopamine on the rat
stomach fundus preparation. Serotonin (119) increased the
relaxation rate of the mussel byssus anterior retractor
muscle subjected to stimulation with acetylcholine. This
effect of serotonin was blocked by BOL, which also inhibited
the limbering of the muscle in the presence of serotonin.
The above studies (107 to 109) pointed out the activity
of serotonin in the several smooth muscle preparations and
in general the anti-serotonin activity of lysergates. However,
there were distinct recorded observations as to the lack of
such an effect or even the potentiation of serotonin by LSD.
LSD caused expansion of the melanophores of the female fish,
Lebistes reticulatus. Reserpine also had a similar action.
Serotonin counteracted the effects of both LSD and reserpine. However, there was no relation between the melanophore activity and the serotonin activity(120). Milkovie
and Supek (121) found that the eosinopenic effect of serotonin in the rat was not prevented by LSD. The complex
interrelations between serotonin and catecholamines,
histamines, endocrine functions and LSD were discussed by
Elder (122) and Sankar (123).
Serotonin-LSD Relations in Ganglia and
Central Nervous System

Amin, Crawford and Gaddum (124) inferred that the
mental effects of LSD were produced by its interference with
the actions of serotonin. In a series of studies, Marrazzi and
his associates (125) showed that serotonin was six to eight
times as potent as LSD, and 25-30 times as potent as epinephrine in inhibiting cerebral synaptic transmission. Gaddum
and Vogt (126) showed that the depressant action of serotonin on the brain of cats was antagonized by LSD, amphetamine, etc., but not by BOL. The sedation produced by
reserpine was also antagonized by LSD, morphine and
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methadone. There was no relation between these antagonistic actions and the peripheral anti-serotonin activity of
LSD. Frogs, whose leg muscles were fatigued and spinal
cord destroyed were used ( 127) in a study of the role of serotonin on the operation of neuromuscular apparatus. LSD
significantly weakened the similarity action of serotonin.
Curtis and Davis (128) electrophoretically applied serotonin
and related compounds to single neurons in the lateral
geniculate nucleus of unanesthetized cats, circumventing the
problems of the blood-brain barrier. They concluded that
serotonin did not significantly modify the membrane conductance of the cells.
Gyermek and associates (129 and 130) found that
serotonin had a ganglionic stimulant action on the inferior
mesenteric ganglion. LSD and BOL did not show extensive
selectivity in blocking the action of serotonin, showing that
the sensitivity of the receptors in the inferior mesenteric
ganglia may be different from that of the cholinergic recep-

tors.

They also found a potentiating action by the indole
amines and LSD on the afferent vagal fibers activated by
serotonin, suggesting that these compounds may facilitate
the stimulant action of serotonin on the viscerosensory
receptors. Roberts and Straughan (131) found that a high
proportion of neurons in the “encephale isole” of the cat were
excited by serotonin. LSD, BOL and UML temporarily prevented the effects of serotonin in half the cells tested.
Anden, et al. (132) found, however, that LSD stimulated the
central serotonin receptors, while reducing the turnover rate
of brain and spinal cord serotonin. The tumover of brain
noradrenaline, but not of dopamine, was somewhat increased
by LSD. These effects of LSD were not observed after the
use of BOL or UML, raising the question as to the specificity
of these effects in the hallucinogenic activity of LSD. The
monosynaptic pike amplitude and spontaneous ventral root
discharge (as studied from recordings from the cat L-7 spinal
cord) were significantly increased by increasing the levels of
serotonin. UML counteracted this activity of serotonin.
However, LSD increased (133) the monosynaptic height
while decreasing the polysynaptic activity.
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Rebentisch (134) studied the effect of serotonin and
LSD on the photically stimulated activity of the rat’s visual
cortex. The amplitude of the evoked potentials was not
changed by low doses of LSD administered intraperitoneally
while high doses reduced it to 70 percent, whereas the
number of photic discharges were increased by lower doses of
LSD, but not by the higher doses. In the unanesthetized
decerebrate cats (135) administered serotonin or LSD iontophoretically, the excitatory effects of serotonin were completely blocked by LSD. However, the excitatory effects of
norepinephrine, acetylcholine and homsysteic acid were not
blocked by LSD. Kawai and Yamamoto (136) found that
serotonin suppressed the single neuron discharges and
postsynaptic field potential induced by optic tract stimulation. LSD and related compounds potentiated the effect of
serotonin in relatively low concentrations, but blocked at
higher concentrations. Clineschmidt, et al. (137) inferred
from their work that LSD and UML blocked the brain stem
inhibition of spinal reexes through antagonism of serotonin
released from descending neurons near the spinal motoneuLSD (138), not only antagonized the serotonin
rons.
excitation of single neurons in the brain stem of decerebrate
cats, but also antagonized the glutamate excitation.

LSD, SEROTONIN AND BEHAVIOR
The problem of the specificity of the hallucinogenic
and is
effect of LSD, which is unique for the molecule D-LSD
not shared by many of its congeners, is a challenging probLSD,
lem in the psychobiology of behavior. BOL, like
strongly antagonizes many of the effects of serotonin, but
waltzing mice
does not have the hallucinogenic action. In
has
(139) LSD causes excitation whereas BOL
antianti-histamine,
no
has
BOL
a sedative effect. Similarly,
are
epinephrine or anti-acetylcholine effects in doses which
the
raises
This
activity.
adequately anti-serotonin in
question of the role of serotonin in causing the hallucinogenic
effects of LSD. On the other hand, several investigations
of
point out the symptoms observed after the administration
from
serotonin are quite different (140) from those resulting
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administration of LSD. Serotonin in conscious mice caused
scratching and stupor whereas LSD caused the usual
manifestations consisting of hyper-excitability, piloerection,
muscle incoordination, sensitivity to sound and touch, etc.
It is of interest to note from Haley’s work (140) that
D-lysergic acid dimethylamide did not antagonize serotonin.
Pare and LaBrosse (141) administered five-hydroxytryptophan to human subjects following it with LSD in one
hour. They reported that the Symptoms Rating Scale
showed significantly fewer symptoms at half an hour after
LSD with pretreatment with five-hydroxytryptophan.
However, the pretreatment had no significant effect on the
Clyde Mood Scale. They concluded that pretreatment with
the serotonin precursor decreased the LSD effects. Treatment of schizophrenics with LSD combined with iproniazid
was studied by Stolyarov( 142). Their results indicated that it
may not be correct to assume that the psychotomimetic
effect of LSD is due to its anti-serotonin action. Kawka (143)
reviewed the implications of the central action of serotonin in
schizophrenia. The half life for serotonin is only 10-30
minutes in the brain as opposed to 17 hours in the stomach,
11 hours in the small intestine and 33-48 hours in the
platelets. The autonomic effects of serotonin consist of
stimulation of the smooth muscular system of the gastrointestinal tract, meningeal, puhnonary and renal vessels,
dilation of the coronary vessels and vessels of the skeletal
musculature and the skin. Some of the actions of LSD do
certainly fall in these areas and would involve serotonin
besides other biogenic amines. Intravenous infusion of
tryptamine (144) in man facilitated the patellar reex,
dilated pupils and elevated blood pressure. It also caused
nausea, vomiting, dizziness, sweating, and heaviness of the
body. Many of these results are comparable to the effects of
LSD giving credence to the several reports of excretion of
normal and abnormal metabolites of tryptamine ir1 mental
disease.

Injection of LSD intravenously produced motor excitement in the dog (145) whereas injection into the cisterna
magna produced either little or no excitement. The onset of
catalepsy was blocked in the dog by LSD. Shore, et al. (146)
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reported that serotonin increased the hypnotic effect of
evipan in the mouse and LSD antagonized this action.
Salmoiraghi, et al. (147) reported that BOL decreased
spontaneous activity in mice and rats, but did not prolong
the hypnotic effects of hexobarbital. This hypnotic action of
hexobarbital was prolonged by serotonin and reserpine,
while the action of serotonin was not blocked by BOL.
Fischer and Heller (148) found that large doses of serotonin
or tryptamine and reserpine produced a myohypertonichypokinetic-cataleptic state in the rat. LSD,UML and BOL
delayed or blocked this activity. Anti-Parkinson drugs also
completely inhibited the effects of reserpine and serotonin,
but did not depress catecholamines. The usefulness of some
of the lysergates, either alone or in combination with L-Dopa
in Parkinson’s disease may be justified.
Fischer, et al. (149) studied the effects of serotonin
antagonists and of derivatives of phenylethylamine, on serotonin induced locomotor depression in mice. They found that
the phenylethylamine derivatives completely antagonized
the depressive effects of serotonin while LSD and its congeners were only partially effective or ineffective in this case.
The same group (150) reported that LSD completely blocked
the effects of reserpine and tryptamine in mice.
Tonini (151) found that LSD potentiated the effects of
cholinesterase. The sleep-dream cycle was also altered (152)
by drugs which alter the brain serotonin levels. A single
dose of reserpine or tryptophan increased the D-time cycle
for several nights in man. Feeding a tryptophan-free diet for
one month decreased the D-time. LSD increased the D-time.
The sleep-dream cycle was decreased in length by reserpine
in man and by LSD in rat. A tryptophan-free diet produced
an increase in the mean sleep-dream cycle length. Jensen
(153) found that the ability of mice to produce interferon was
temporarily impaired by serotonin. Administration of UML
blocked this impairment. Serotonin antagonists were studied
for their peripheral antagonism (154). Copp, et al. (154)
suggested, from these studies, the use of compounds like
xylamidine in pathological conditions like toxemias of pregnancy, migraine, carcinoid tumors, etc. may deserve furthur
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study. Leonard and Liska (155) studied the LSD-like activity of derivatives of beta-alanine. They could not obtain
any new compounds as potent as LSD, but arranged their
compounds into five groups according to their partial
similarity to LSD in their effects.
The question of the activity of LSD (peripheral, central
hallucinogenic, etc.) in terms of its effects as an antiserotonin is very valid. The present author feels that the
peripheral effects of LSD may be related to serotonin while
the hallucinogenic action may be related more to.the catecholamine and endocrine and central effects. Gaddum ( 156)
pointed out that the observations in various animal experiments may give evidence that weakens the theory that LSD
acts on the central nervous system by antagonizing serotonin.
Similarly, serotonin-like and anti-serotonin properties of
psilocybin and psilocin were reported by WooHey and
Campbell (157 ). Several reports can be found in the literature
in addition to the one cited above that point out the ineffectiveness of LSD as an anti-serotonin compound, or even its
ability to potentiate serotonin. Statkov (158) reported that
atropine, morphine, LSD and dihydroergotamine had no
effect on the spasm and rhythmical movements induced by
serotonin in isolated smooth muscles of cat trachea.
Similarly, Hoff, et al. (159) found that intraperitoneal injection of LSD into adult mice did not alter the serotonin levels
in the eyes.
Sankar (91) pointed out that the effects of LSD on any
amine system should be distinguished in terms of its raising
the levels of free serotonin in situ as opposed to the ability of
LSD to alter the inactive compound storage form. In the
first case, LSD would act like a pro-serotonin, whereas in the
latter case, it would act as an anti-serotonin. This effect
must then be coupled to the effect of LSD on the other amine
endocrine systems. This would then give the final picture of
the relationship between LSD and a given amine, let alone
serotonin.
The anti-serotonin activity of the lysergate compounds
may be reected in the levels of serotonin in tissues of
various organisms administered LSD. The question of
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actively or inactively bound and free serotonin awaits final
clarification only when we know more about the receptor
sites for this amine. Gaddum and Picarelli (160) postulated
two kinds of tryptamine receptors in the guinea pig ileum.
The M receptors can be blocked by morphine and the D receptors can be blocked with phenoxybenzamine. Drugs like
atropine, cocaine and methadone inhibit the M receptors, but
have no additional effect after morphine. LSD inhibits the D
receptors even after morphine, but not after phenoxybenzamine. Gaddum and Picarelli (160) postulated that the M
receptors are probably in the nervous tissue and the D
receptors in the muscles.
The involvement of serotonin in psychotic disorders, in
terms of the anti-serotonin activity of LSD, was reviewed by
Hoagland (161). Sankar, et al. (162) were among the early
workers to study the effects of LSD on the serotonin levels in
various visceral and brain tissues in the rabbit. They found
that LSD enhanced the total level of serotonin in almost all
the nine tissues studied except in the cerebrum. Further, the
specific radio-activity of serotonin was increased in the several tissues except in the liver and lung. They interpreted
this as due to the ability of LSD to increase the formation of
serotonin from the administered roadio-active precursor.
LSD apparently was not anti-serotonin in the sense that it
can raise the levels of serotonin, but it was an anti-serotonin
in the sense that it would increase the binding of serotonin
into an inactive storage form. Pretreatment with reserpine
enhanced the action of LSD in elevating the levels of brain
serotonin (163). Freedman (164) studied the effect of reserpine on the activity of LSD in binding serotonin. He found a
pattern of a rise in serotonin and a fall in norepinephrine
subsequent to the administration of LSD-25, mescaline,
psilocybin and some derivatives of LSD which are not as
hallucinogenic as LSD itself.
In cats, morphine did not alter (165) the serotonininduced coronary spasm, but LSD and a thiopyranylindole
derivative inhibited it.
Votava et al. (166) observed that
acute and chronic administration of reserpine depleted the
brain norepinephrine, dopamine and serotonin. LSD, as was
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reported earlier by Sankar, et al. (91), elevated serotonin and
decreased norepinephrine and histamine levels. Aghajanian
and Weiss (167) found that the five-hydroxyindoleacetic acid
levels of rats maintained at 40°C for 45 minutes were higher
by 40 percent than animals at 23°. Pretreatment of these
animals with LSD blocked this increase while BOL did not
do so. These authors inferred that LSD may inhibit the

firing of neurons containing serotonin into 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid. However, Diaz, et al. (168) concluded that
there is no evidence to suggest that LSD blocked serotonergic receptors while it may reduce the rate of deamination
of serotonin in the CNS neurons.
Katz and Kopin (169) found that the release of tritiated
norepinephrine and serotonin from electrically stimulated
nerve endings in rat brain slices was diminished bythe addition of LSD. Mescaline and dimethyltryptamine (DMT)
lowered the release of serotonin only. The non-hallucinogenic
L-LSD, and BOL, had no inhibitory effect. Schubert, et al.
(170) administered tritiated tryptophan to conscious mice.
They found that administration of para-chlorophenylalanine
.(a tryptophan hydroxylase inhibitor) or reserpine, markedly
reduced the accumulation of tritiated serotonin. LSD markedly reduced the rates of accumulation and disappearance of
thevtritiated serotonin. They concluded that LSD inhibited
both the synthesis and tumover of serotonin in mouse brain.
BOL did not show this effect. Diaz, et al. (171) found that
after chronic administration of LSD for one month, the tumover rates of serotonin and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid!
(SHIAA) were increased by 32 and 27 percent, respectively.
The effect of LSD on circadian rhythms in terms of its
action on serotonin has attracted some attention. Hardeland
(172) reported that the activity of tryptophan pyrrolase iI1 rat
liver and kidney showed a monophasic circadian rhythm.
Kynurenine formamidase and kynureninase showed a
biphasic rhythm. Davies, et al. (173) found that the effects
of morphine, mescaline and LSD on the behavior of rats were
significantly affected by the time of the day of administration.
LSD increased motor activity when brain serotonin levels
were highest and also the animals were normally least active.
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Scheving, et al. (174) found that in animals subjected to a
standardized treatment of 12 hours of light followed by 12
hours of darkness for a period of three weeks, the serotonin
levels were highest in the last part of the light period and in
the first part of the dark period. A similar rhythm was also
found with light extending from 400 to 1800 millimicrons.
Fowler et al.(175) also found that the serotonin levels in the
tissues of larvae, pupae and adult Drosophila were also
subject to the inuence of environmental factors including
the season and the photo period. From these observations,
future work should also take into consideration circadian
rhythms in investigations on substances like LSD which
change both physiological and mental coordinates of an
organism.
Thompson and Campbell (176) found that UML had a
pronounced effect on the bowel serotonin. A review of
serotonin in relation to the gastro-intestinal tract may be
found in a review by Thompson (206). Day and Stockbridge
(177) found that the mast cell, like the blood platelet, took up
histamine and serotonin. Interestingly, they found in
antagonists which inhibit the uptake of serotonin had little
effect on the uptake of histamine and vice versa. From the
work of Sankar, et al. the in vitro uptake of serotonin or
histamine by the blood platelet was not affected by the in
vitro addition of LSD. However, if the subjects were administered LSD or UML, the uptake of serotonin and histamine
by the platelets isolated from the blood of these subjects
showed a distinct and marked increase of the uptake of the
amines for the first 2-3 weeks of treatment. After this time
the uptake tended to retum to normal (unpublished).

Aghajanian has done extensive and important work on
the neuronal release of serotonin (178, 180, 181 and 182). He
found that electrical stimulation of the caudal midbrain
raphe caused a decrease in serotonin and an increase in 5hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) in the forebrain along
with an increase in body temperature. These effects were
reversibly blocked by depletion of serotonin by pretreatment
with PCPA. He pointed out that the effects of this release of
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serotonin were comparable to the actions of LSD as well as
the possibility that LSD induced an inhibition of synergistic
neurons. He further investigated the chemical feedback
regulation of serotonin-containing neurons in brain. He concluded that the firing of the raphe neurons was strongly
inuenced by substances that act on the metabolism of
indolylamines in brain. The raphe neurons seem to serve a
special role in the integration of information on these amines.
LSD could feed into such a scheme in view of the ability of
LSD to mimick the actions of the endogenous indolyl amines.
As pointed out by Sankar et al. (184), Aghajanian (181) also
suggested that in most peripheral systems LSD at low doses
may act as a serotonin agonist. This would explain in part
both the agonist and antagonist functions of LSD in regard
to serotonin.

Bloom (179) reviewed the localization and possible
physiological role of serotonin neurons. He pointed out that
the slowing of the raphe cells and of serotonin catabolism
after parenteral injection of LSD may be related to the
ability of LSD to act as a receptor blocker against serotonin.
Aghajanian, et al. (182) reported that the direct application
of LSD and serotonin by microiontophoresis to the hydroxytryptophan neurons in the midbrain raphe nuclei of rats
inhibited the firing of these neurons. The systemic administration of LSD also yielded comparable results indicating
that LSD may be involved in a direct inhibition of the
serotonergic raphe neurons. On administration of radioactive serotonin. Reserpine, imipramine and tryptophan
increased the rate of destruction of circulating serotonin.
Chlorpromazine, amphetamine, cocaine and LSD had no
effect. JB516 (phenylisopropyl_hydrazine) decreased the
disappearance rate of se*roto_nin_.pThis work of Axelrod (183)
should have taken into account previous work( 184) reporting on the specific activity and levels of serotonin derived
from radioactive labelled 5-hydroxytryptophan in rabbits.
In this work LSD was compared to the non-hallucinogenic
BOL, and to the tranquillizer chlorpromazine. This work
showed that LSD produced an increase in the specific activity
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of the serotonin, while BOL was more active than LSD in
most cases. The specic effects of LSD not shown by BOL,
were found in the stem and in an area of the brain designated
as rest of the brain and in the heart.

Marchbanks et al. (185 and 186) reported that the
association constants of serotonin in nerve ending particles
from rat brain varied from 2 x 10° to 5 x 10 2. The component having the highest binding constant was found in
the cortical and the midbrain regions, where binding was
inhibited by LSD in extremely low concentrations, slightly
by reserpine, and not at all by chlorpromazine. L-LSD was
also capable of inhibiting the serotonin binding whereas
hallucinogenic D-acetyl-LSD was only a weak inhibitor. The
effects of BOL were erratic. The binding component inhibited
by reserpine was different from that inhibited by LSD.
These results, however, raise some question as to the specificity of the inhibition of serotonin binding in the hallucinogenic processes. Wise and Ruelius (187) found that the
binding of exogenous radioactive serotonin to a subcellular
fraction was dependent on the composition of the incubation
medium, temperature, time, pH, etc. This fraction was a
nerve ending sub-fraction from guinea pig brain and was not
identical with microsomal or mitochondrial fractions. Further this nerve ending sub-fraction showed considerably less
ability to bind histamine, norepinephrine, or tryptophan,
while anti-depressants like imiprarnine were active. LSD
decreased the binding by 21 percent, while reserpine and
iproniazid did not affect the binding.

From this work on the effects of LSD on the binding of
serotonin, one could question whether the hallucinogenic
action of LSD may not depend more on the norepinephrinemediated (sympathomimetic) effects of LSD.
Ng, Chase and Kopin (97) studied the release of
labeled norepinephrine and serotonin from slices of anterior
corpus striatum from the brains of adult rats. The release of
the labeled norepinephrine equaled or exceededthat of the
serotonin. They concluded that changed perisynaptic levels
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of specific monoamines are responsible for psychotropic
activity. Kawai (188) found that LSD, added to the incubation medium, inhibited the increase of labeled serotonin
resulting from a stimulation of the opt-ic tract. The release of
serotonin from brain slices by depolarizing procedures such
as electrical stimulation or high external concentrations of
potassium ions was studied by Chase, et al. (189). They
found that electrical stimulation affected the liberation of the
unchanged amines rather than 5-HIAA. The release, which
was not calcium dependent, paralleled the density of serotoninergic nerve terminals. LSD, desipramine, chlorpromazine, ouabain and lithium inhibited the release of the
labeled serotonin by electrical stimulus. The uptake of serotonin by brain slices was reduced by reserpine, desipramine,
cocaine, ouabain, amphetamine, tryptamine derivatives and
catecholamines, while LSD and mescaline did not do so (190).
It was concluded that the accumulation of serotonin may be
affected by two processes: a transport mechanism in the
neuronal membrane which is inhibited by ouabain and
cocaine, and an intraneural binding mechanism which is
inhibited by reserpine. In contrast to the inability of LSD to
inhibit the accumulation of serotonin by brain slices, several
of these studies (191) indicated an inhibitory effect of LSD on
the release of serotonin to varying extents, depending on the
region of the brain, etc.

EFFECTS OF LSD ON METABOLISM OF SEROTONIN
The excretion of serotonin was inhibited by LSD (192).
Probenecid seemed to inhibit (193) the active transfer of the
acidic metabolites of the monoamines from the brain tissue.
LSD reduced (193) the rate of depletion of serotonin in rat
brain after pretreatment with alpha-propyl-3,4-dopacetamide, an inhibitor of monoamine biosynthesis. Lin et al (194)
found that the injection of LSD decreased the turnover rate
of serotonin in rat brain, while BOL, at five times the higher
dose, failed to do so. These authors concluded that the hallucinogenic effect of LSD in man may be related to the effect of
LSD on serotonin turnover. However, results of other
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investigations seem to minimize the exclusive implication of
serotonin metabolism in hallucination. Brodie and his
associates (195) have reported earlier the effects of reserpine
on the levels and metabolism of serotonin. They showed that
reserpine decreased the excretion of 5-HIAA and postulated
that the-central potentiating action of serotonin and reserpine
was antagonized by LSD. Urinary excretion of indoleacetic
acid in humans was increased by 24 percent by LSD (196).
The same author found that the excretion of indoleacetic acid
was 40 percent higher in schizophrenics than in normal
subjects. Rosecrans, et al. (197) studied the time dependent
changes in the brain serotonin and 5-HIAA levels in rats.
They found that the serotonin levels increased initially whe
the 5-HIAA levels decreased by 30 minutes. These levels
tended to return to normal slowly. Tonge,et.al.(198.199)
found that all four hallucinogenic drugs, phencyclidine,
ditran, LSD and mescaline, increased the brain levels of serotonin accompanied by decreases in the levels of 5-HIAA.The
depletion of serotonin by pretreatment with reserpine or
PCPA was significantly reduced by these drugs. Phencyclidine, ditran and mescaline caused depletion of endogenous tryptophan from brain tissue and plasma. LSD, on
the other hand, produced an increase in brain tryptophan
levels and a decrease in plasma tryptophan levels. All
four drugs, however, produced increases in the brain tyrosine
levels accompanied with lower plasma levels of tyrosine.
Pretreatment with pargyline (200) of unanesthetized
rats increasd the levels of intracisternally administered
tritiated serotonin and decreased the levels of its deaminated
metabolites. Chlorpromazine increased while LSD decreased
the levels of the radioactive deaminated metabolites.
Padjen and Randic (201, 202) found that electrical stimulation of midbrain raphe in adrenalectomized rats caused a
significant reduction in the forebrain levels of serotonin and
an increase in the level of 5-HIAA. LSD reduced the increase
in the release of 5-HIAA on the stimulation of midbrain
raphe. Biggio et.al. (203) also found that LSD decreased
the rat brain level of 5-HIAA, but did not alter the brain or
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serum levels of tryptophan. The latter observations are in
contrast to the observations of Tonge,et.al. (199).
Haigler and Aghajanian (204) reported that LSD,

administered intravenously or microiontophoretically,

inhibited raphe cells. However, the effects of mescaline
depended on the route of administration. Mescaline produced an inhibition of a subpopulatin of these cells when
given intravenously while it caused a slowing of the firing
rate at high ejection currents when administered microiontophoretically. In terms of comparative effects (205),
tetrahydrocannabinol rapidly elevated the serotonin
concentration in the telencephalon of mice while the brain
An
norepinephrine or dopamine levels were not altered.
excellent and comprehensive review of the role of serotonin
in the gastrointestinal tract was made by Thompson (206).
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REVERSIBILITY, TOLERANCE AND
CROSS REACTIONS
One of the problems of the use of drugs, both medically
and non-medically, is the development of tolerance to the
drug action. Besides, there are complicating side reactions,
cross reactions with other drugs, incompatibility with other
treatments, and idiosyncratic reactions in some individuals.
These indiosyncratic reactions are due to the psychobiological and homeostatic mechanisms. For example, the
author’s work showed interaction of LSD with thyroid
hormones, and pointed out the striking danger in the use of
LSD in states of hyperthyroidism. Similarly polypharmacy
containing agents like LSD and reserpine togethericouldialslo
be disastrous.
Drugs may often produce dependence. Analgesics
occupy the highest position in this hst. The euphorics and
the other kinds of drugs are also equally potent in this
aspect. There are several stages of dependence, ranging from
habituation, psychological or physiological dependence,
addiction, and worst of all, the problems of withdrawal. A
N

A
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drug need not be a classically well-dened addictive drug to
produce the perils of withdrawal. Many of the psychotic
drugs are likely to produce both tolerance and habituation in
the sense of a psychological crutch.
Cohen(1) has published in 1960 a review on the side
effects and complications on the use of LSD in humans. He
cites the work of Elkes, et al., Savage, Harley-Mason, et al.
and Cooper demonstrating the problems involved in the
adverse reaction to LSD. These could be diverse consisting
of both immediate adverse reactions, suicidal tendencies,
prolonged psychotic reactions, etc. The estimated rates of
major complications were 1.2 attempted suicides (one-third
of these were successful) and‘1.8 psychotic reactions per
1,000 LSD users. In experimental subjects, the rates were 0,
and 0.8 per 1,000 subjects. Whether the difference is
statistically different in terms of such occurrences in persons
using drugs like tranquillizers or anti-depressants has not
been established. The contra-indications for the use of LSD
have been pointed out by Cohen (1) and include compensated
schizophrenics, the organic psychotics and the epileptics.
Liver damage was precluded inasmuch as the use of LSD in
alcoholics, who may have hepatic necrosis and cirrhosis due
to alcohol, did not have any unusual sequel. To this list
should be added the hyperthyroid, the pregnant, the cardiac,
and the polypharmacy cases. Cohen concluded that his
analysis suggested that the hallucinogenic drugs are safe
when given to selected healthy people with proper directions.
The question of tolerance in humans has been investigated by the present author (Sankar, unpublished). One of
the effects of LSD'consists of a rise in the serum inorganic
phosphate. In subjects receiving LSD for a period of time,
the extent of this increase in inorganic phosphate per each
administration of LSD dropped as the number of
administrations increased. In other words, the same extent
of increase in inorganic phosphate due‘to the first injection
was not produced by the subsequent injections.
This
progressive decrease suggests the development of tolerance
without giving any information on the duration of the
tolerance. These studies were continued for eight consecutive weekly analyses.
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Jonas and Downer (2) studied the behavioral changes
in monkeys administered LSD and concluded that a dose of
LSD of 1 microgram/kg did not produce tolerance. In
baboons, Lagutina, et al. (3) found that the changes in the
higher nervous activity produced by LSD were completely

reversible.
Chessick, et al. (4) tested the hypothesis that chronic
schizophrenics may not develop tolerance to LSD. Their
experiments showed that both non-psychotic subjects and
chronic schizophrenics developed tolerance to LSD as tested
by pupillary dilation and knee-jerk thresholds. ‘Cohen (6)
concluded that tolerance to LSD developed quickly and was
lost also quickly. However, the sensitivity of a given
individual to a given dose of LSD could be markedly
variable. He concluded (7) that true physical addiction did
not occur.
Freedman, et al, (5) investigated the development of
tolerance to LSD in the rat trained to press a bar for food
reward. They found that tolerance was developed by 7-8
days with daily administration of LSD. The time required for
recovery from a maximal effect of the drug became shorter
with continuous administration of LSD. Gogerty and Dille
(8) also reported development of tolerance by the fourth day
and its end by the ninth day in the production of pyretogenic
effect in rabbits. The development of tolerance in the rat
was studied (9) using the conditioned reex of avoidance.
Tolerance could be physical, physiological, psychological or immuhological. The behavioral cross tolerance of
LSD and mescaline suggested a possibility of immunologically cross reacting antibodies of these two drugs. Sher,
et al. (10) studied the cross reaction between the antibodies
to lysergic acid and to its diethylamide and mescaline. They
concluded that the immunological cross reaction of
antibodies may not be the mechanism for induction of
behavioral cross tolerance.
Monkeys showed impairment in performing the delayed
alteration test subsequent to administration of LSD.
J arvick and Chorover (11) found that tolerance to this effect
of LSD developed rapidly and persisted for several days.
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The question of habituation, addiction and tolerance has been
discussed in terms of the effects of LSD. Ungerleider and
Fisher (12) concluded that LSD was not physiologically
addicting, but psychically addicting. Tolerance developed
rapidly. Similarly, Kihlbom, et al. (13) concluded that true
addiction was not reported while only increased tolerance
The lack of withdrawal
and habituation were found.
though this cannot be
out
(14)
even
symptoms was pointed
considered as supporting the non-addictive nature of a drug
in the complete sense of the word.
Abramson and his group (15) have done extensive
work on cross tolerance between LSD and its congeners.
They showed that the administration of BOL-148 and
MLD-41 produced tolerance to the effects of LSD-25.
Freedman, et al. (16) investigated the time required by
trained rats to climb a rope for food. They found that the
development of tolerance to LSD was rapid while the
development of tolerance to mescaline was not as rapid.
Isbell, Miner and Logan (17) investigated the cross tolerance
between BOL and LSD. They studied former drug addicts
who were administered BOL-148 either previous to or
simultaneously with LSD-25. Simultaneous administration
of 2-4 mg of BOL did not produce the intensity of the LSD
reaction. However, pretreatment with 3 mg of BOL daily for
two days caused a non-significant reduction, and pretreatment for five days a statistically significant reduction in the
effects obtained by LSD. The development of cross tolerance
could depend on the similarity of molecular structure and
pharmacological activity of the drug and also on the dosage
and duration of pretreatment of the cross-reacting drugs.
Cross tolerance apparently has the dubious honor of being
able to protect the subject against the effects of LSD-25.
Balestrieri (18) showed cross tolerance among LSD
derivatives if the psychoto-mimetic activity was low or
ahnost absent at the given dosages. Cross tolerance, with a
comparable intensity, did not develop between LSD-25 and
psilocybin or JB-336.
On the other hand, tolerance to D-LSD attenuated (20)
the disruptive effects of psilocybin or mescaline in trained
rats. This brings in the question of the species of animal used
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in establishing tolerance. Such considerations have been
discussed by Ludwig and Levine (19).
Balestrieri and Fontanari (21) showed that tolerance to
LSD-25 developed very rapidly in man while tolerance to
mescaline developed less rapidly and also not so completely.
Human subjects tolerant to LSD were very resistant to the
effects of mescaline while the reverse situation did not
display as great a resistance. There was no signicant cross
tolerance in the human between LSD-25 and BOL. Charalampous and Kinross-Wright (22) concluded that patients
who developed tolerance to LSD were also cross tolerant to
mescaline and psilocybin and vice versa. These drugs did
not produce a physical dependence. The development of
cross tolerance points out (23) a common mechanism of
action. However, tolerance may not be mediated through an
alteration in the metabolism of the tolerated drug (24). This
may be so in the broad sense of metabolism, but cannot be
maintained tenaciously, if one brings into account the
reaction of the drug with the receptor and target sites
involved in the manifestation of the psycho-pharmacological
effects.
Isbell, et al. (25) have continued their work to include
cross tolerance between LSD and psilocybin using each
patient as his own control. Using a cross-over design, they
showed a high degree of direct tolerance to LSD. Subjects
tolerant to LSD were also cross tolerant to psilocybin in
several of the test parameters. Their results add further
support to the idea that these drugs cause psychotic
disturbances by their action through common mechanisms
or through common final pathways. Abramson, et al. (26)
could also produce cross tolerance between LSD and
psilocybin and several derivatives of LSD in humans and in
fish. Being a clinician, Abramson was impressed with the
qualitative similarity between these psycho-pharmacological
effects and possible processes accountable for the schizophrenias. The suggestion of a common final pathway in
these cases is still valid, while the etiological factors may be
divers and divergent.
Studies have been made on cross tolerance between
LSD and amphetamines. Rosenberg, et al. (27) could not
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demonstrate any cross tolerance between LSD and amphetamine in man. Knoll, et al. (28, 29) could demonstrate cross
tolerance in the rat between LSD and para-bromomethamphetamine. Pretreatment of rats with para-ch1orophenylalanine eliminated the behavioral effects of LSD and of
para-bromomethamphetamine. Knoll (30) showed that rats
treated with para-bromomethamphetamine for more than
ve days developed a tolerance to the behavioral effects of
LSD, mescaline, amphetamine and methamphetamine. Pretreatment of cats with para-bromomethamphetamine produced cross tolerance to LSD, while methamphetamine itself
did not do so. They pointed out the importance of the para
substitution in the amphetamine structure.
Studies have been carried out on cross tolerance
between LSD and marijuana. Carlini (31) could produce
tolerance to marijuana in the bar-pressing behavior and ropeclimbing performance in rats and in the isolation-induced
aggression in mice. However, Aguas da Silva, et al. (32)
could not demonstrate cross tolerance between cannabis
extracts (orA”.trans-tetrahydrocarmabinol) and LSD-25 or
mescaline. Isbell (33,34) directed himself to this problem in
the human. His studies indicated that patients tolerant to
LSD were not cross tolerant to tetrahydrocannabinol even
though similarities in the subjective effects of the two drugs
could be shown. He concluded that, evidently, LSD and
marijuana may act at different neurophysiological sites.
The question of cross tolerance between other drugs
and possibly biogenic amines was also investigated (35).
Pretreatment of the human subject with neurohumoral
blocking drugs (phenoxybenzamine, scopolamine, and BAS,
the benzyl analog of serotonin) did not alter the effect of LSD
(33). However, cross tolerance between norepinephrine,
serotonin and LSD in the rat was shown by Matthies,
et al. (36).
Dimethyltryptarnine could produce in human subjects
effects comparable to those produced by LSD (37). However,
chronic administration of LSD led to a mild degree of cross
tolerance to dirnethyltryptamine (37), even though a more
complete cross tolerance to tryptarnine by pretreatment with
LSD could be found in the dog (38).
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Isbell, et al. (39,40) studied the development of
tolerance to LSD in former morphine addicts and cross
tolerance between J B-318 and LSD. The reaction to LSD
could be modified by both potent, and less well-known
agents as well. Thus, Loeb and Giberti (41) found that
hydroxyzine could modify the psychotic effects of LSD in
terms of affect, etc. in human subjects. Administration of
hydroxyzine did not alter significantly the EEG record, but
produced changes leading to a diminishing of the unpleasant
effects produced by LSD.
It may be seen from the above literature that tolerance
to LSD is indeed developed in the many species studied.
Cross tolerance between LSD and the several lysergate
congeners is fairly well established. This may depend on the
species and the nature and extent of the pretreatment
processes. Cross tolerance between LSD and amphetamine
has not been well established even though cross tolerance
between para-bromomethamphetamine and LSD has been
reported. Cross tolerance between LSD and marijuana could
not be established. The cross tolerance between LSD,
biogenic amines and their derivatives seems to be complicated by the test situation. Apparently, some of these
observations of cross tolerance may suggest a common
psycho-active neurohormonal pathway in the hallucinogenic
activity of LSD. Again, cross tolerance could be complete or
only partial depending on the target physiological site and
the molecular pathway involved.
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Relation To Other Drugs

Psychoactive drugs sprang into the public forefront
with the highly potent psychotomimetic activity of LSD and
the widespread use of phenothiazines, reserpine, meprobamate, etc. This upsurge started in the late 40's, and
especially, in the early 50’s. The psychotropic agents exert
their action possibly through a set »of common denominators
affecting neurohormones, biogenic amines, the endocrine
system and components of the central nervous system. In
this way, they are related to each other in a complicated
manner and also to the etiology and prognosis of mental
disease.

The relations of LSD and its congeners to the hormones
and to the biogenic amines and other compounds have been
considered elsewhere. In this chapter the relations of LSD to
some of the other psychotropic drugs will be discussed.
The relationships between the lysergates and bufotenine,
mescaline and other hallucinogenic drugs came up early for
investigation. The common indolyl and other structural
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components were pointed out. Fischer (1) suggested that
mescaline may be transformed in vivo to an LSD-like
compound. Rinkel (2) compared the pharmocodynamics of
mescaline and LSD. He concluded that a noxious adrenaline
cycle was common to both the action of LSD and psychosis
in general, and pointed out the molecular similarity between
mescaline and epinephrine.
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Sicuteri, et al. (3) investigated the antagonism between
Thelatter compound,
synthesized by Burroughs Wellcome and C0. is a histamine
liberator. As such, it"may be partly considered as an
antihistamine, even though it is clinically not used as an
antihistamine. Compounds like chlorpheniramine maleate
(Chlortrimeton) are clinically used as antihistamines in the
true sense. Sicuteri, et al. (3) found that the effect of
intravenous injection of 48/80 in man was a typical urticarial
reaction with tachychardia, hypertension, nausea and
pulsating cephalalgia. Treatment with 48/80 of both animals
and men have shown liberation of histamine from the mast
cells, release of heparin, serotonin and other undefined
substances. Pretreatment of the subjects with UML-491
protected the subjects against the effects of 48/80. Thus
UML, and possibly lysergates, antagonized the effect of the
histamine liberator 48/80. This antagonistic action was
not due to the antihistaminic properties of lysergates.
UML-491 (4) is the N-methyl-butanolamide derivative of
LSD. Its properties have been compared with those of LSD
and analyzed on a quantum chemical basis, as may be seen
from the chapter on structure-activity relations, by Kumbar
and Sankar. It has been used in migraine headaches even
though some contraindications and adverse effects have

UML and the compound 48/80.

been recorded.
Hidalgo (5) found that mescaline was the most potent
compound for use in psychiatric practice. Psilocybin was

administered to volunteer subjects by Malitz, et al. (6).
Perceptual responses, body image, etc., illusions, temporal
distortions, visual hallucinations, affective responses like
euphoria, anxiety and depression, cognitive alterations like
distractability, loosening of associations, flight of ideas,
pressure of speech, fantasy material, etc. resulted from the
administration. The autonomic responses included pupillary
dilation, nausea, dizziness, ushing, abdominal complaints,
blood pressure and pulse changes. Antidiuretic action, etc.
were also noticed. The EEG findings were similar to those
seen with LSD and consisted of an increase in alpha frequency and an accentuation of beta levels. Miscellaneous
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effects like paresthesias, yawning, etc. were also noticed. In
this way, the effects of psilocybin were qualitatively similar
to those of LSD. A quantitatively greater impairment of
cognition with psilocybin could have been related to personality differences and dosage.
Matussek and Halbach (7) administered ergotamine
for three to five days to human volunteers. On the actual
day of the experiment, the subjects received both LSD and
ergotamine. They concluded that the psychic symptoms of
LSD were not inhibited by ergotamine, but were prolonged
probably because of a slowing of LSD degradation due to
common enzymes acting on both ergotamine" andl LSD.
Mydriasis, however, was inhibited and the pulse frequency
was lower.
Abramson and Rolo (8) compared the effects of UML
and psilocybin in human subjects. They concluded that 170
micrograms of UML and 135 micrograms of psilocybin are
equal to 1 microgram of LSD near the threshold level of
effectiveness.
The relation of LSD to several other compounds has also
been investigated. Pierce (9) studied the effects of hydroxyzine (a tranquillizer) on the effects of LSD. He could not
detect any antagonism, but only a superposition between the
two drugs. Bergen, et al. (10) investigated the effects of a
protein fraction from the plasma of schizophrenics on the
They
electroencephalographic responses of rabbits.
concluded that the effect of the schizophrenic plasma factor
resembled that of LSD in some respects. The same group
later reported the protective action of gonadal hormones on
the effects of LSD. Zetler and Drescher (11) reported that
ephedrine and pilocarpine augmented the sensitivity of the
gonads to gonadotropic hormones, whereas atropine and
dihydroergotamine caused a decrease.
The effect of psilocybin in rats (12) on neuronal
chronaxy of exion and extension of the toes showed that the
usual changes in chronaxy were absent under the effect of
psilocybin. In this manner, psilocybin showed a difference
from LSD and serotonin or reserpine. Adey, et al. (13)
studied the effect of LSD, psilocybin and psilocin, on
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temporal lobe EEG patterns and learned behavior in the cat.
The general effects of Psilocybin and psilocin were similar to,
but briefer than those of LSD. Sleep deprivation and
sensory isolation enhanced the psychotomimetic and
hallucinogenic activity of these compounds.
The anti-mescaline properties of some of the lysergates
were investigated by Borsy, Huszti and Fekiti (14). Mescaline elicited a scratch reex and hypermotility. Dihydroergotamine and methysergide and, to a lesser extent,
BOL-148 antagonized the stereotypy, but not the hypermotility.
Peripheral antiserotonin potency was not

associated with antimescaline or psychotomimetic

properties. Pretreatment of rabbits (15) with reserpine
reinforced the hyperthermic action of mescaline, while the
hyperthermia produced by LSD was potentiated by a low
dose of imipramine or ipronazid. Mescaline was reported
(16) to correct the protective effect of reserpine against
amphetamine group toxicity, while LSD and J B-336 did not
have this activity. This disparity in the effects of mescaline
and LSD may be due to their effects in terms of metabolism
and binding of serotonin.
Reserpinized rabbits were used to study the effects of
hallucinogens (17). In these animals the hallucinogens acted
like anticholinergic antidepressants eliciting mydriasis,
disappearance of ptosis and accentuating cataleptic posture.
5-hydroxytryptophan, LSD-25 and psilocybin modified body
temperature in rabbits. N on-hallucinogens and hallucinogens
may at times have comparable effects in some physiological
system! Roth ( 18) found that LSD, mescaline and d-amphetamine decrease the evoked Forbes secondary discharge. The
latter two compounds also increased the blood pressure in
cats. The several studies as the above, point out the
similarity in the action of LSD, its congeners, mescaline and
psilocybin. The differences seem to be rather quantitative
and not qualitative.
Pretreatment with LSD (19) did not affect the duration
of hypnosis in mice administered hexobarbital. However,
pretreatment with serotonin prolonged the sleeping time two
to threefold. The administration of LSD alongwith serotinin
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suppressed the effects of serotonin.Reserpine also prolonged
the hexobarbital sleeping time and was antagonized by LSD.
The effect of pretreatment with azacyclonal was also one of
doubling the sleeping time with hexobarbital. However, LSD
potentiated the effect of azacyclonal. Brenglemann, Pare
and Sandler (20) noted that 5-hydroxytryptophan alleviated
the effects of LSD. Charalampous and Kinross-Wright (21),
noting that 6-hydroxyindoles are said to be more hallucino-

genic, administered 6-hydroxydimethyltryptamine to
monkeys and human volunteers. However, they could find
no significant psychedelic effects due to the 6-substituted
indolyls. Copp, et.al. (22) pointed out that the doses of a new
antiserotonin compound, xylamidine tosylate that
antagonized the perip heral effects of serotonin were far below
the toxic levels. As has been pointed out earlier, it is very
important that pharmacologically active antiserotonins of
importance in mental diseases and in studies of hyperXylamidine tosylate is a
sensitivity be synthesized.
para-toluenesulfonate derivative and is structurally not
related to lysergates
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Bennington, Morin, and Clark examined (23) a series of

methoxylated phenylisopropanolamines. These are
amphetamine derivatives. In rats, increasing doses of

amphetamine (24) stimulated rearing and decreased
preening. Snyder and his associates (25,26) administered
STP (or DOM, 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine) to
human subjects. They concluded that STP was about 100
times more potent than mescaline, but only about 1/30 as
potent as LSD. Interestingly, chlorpromazine intensified the
reaction to STP while it is usually administered as an
antidote to LSD. DOET (2,5-dimethoxy-4-ethyla1nphetamine), the ethyl analog of STP, is not as potent as STP in
terms of hallucinogenic activity. It, however, produced
subjective effects including a mild euphoria, a feeling of
enhanced self-awareness and increased feelings of anxiety at
higher doses.
The chemical concepts of psychosis were partly derived
from the stories of “pink adrenalin” in the war. Pink
adrenalin is epinephrine which has been oxidized by the
oxygen in the air, especially at a pH higher than 6. The
resultant compound, known as adrenochrome, has been
claimed (27) to produce mild to moderate psychic reactions.
However, the effects of these “chromes”, including

noradrenochrome, serotoninochrome, dopachrome,
adrenolutin, etc. either have been rejected or yet to be
confirmed.
Para-chlorophenylalanine potentiated the effects of
subthreshold doses of LSD in rats, while alpha-methyl-paratyrosine could not do so (28). The former compound did not
potentiate low doses of d-amphetamine.
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John Biel synthesized several interesting and important
psychoactive drugs. Unfortunately, these did not receive
extensive clinical testing in terms of their possible use
either singly or in combination with other drugs. The drugs
synthesized by John Biel carry the notation “JB” and a
number. JB-318,N-ethyl-3-piperidyl benzylate, was given
to medical students (29) and the effects compared with those
of LSD. Both the drugs elevated the several scales of the
MMPI test. The psychopathology of the taped interviews
was related to the scoring on the neurotic and psychotic
scales of MMPI after LSD, but not after J B-318. However,
both the drugs displayed psychotropic properties. J B-516
(phenylisopropyl hydrazine) is a potent inhibitor of

monoamine oxidases.
JB-329 (Ditran) resembled
scopolamine (30) producing a toxic delirium lasting 12-24
hours in human volunteers. Circulating eosinophils were
significantly reduced in these subjects by psilocybin and
J B-329. Tolerance to JB-329 was also found (30). Gershon
and Olariu (31) compared the effects of Ditran, LSD,
mescaline and sernyl on a group of mental hospital patients.
Besides finding the usual reactions to LSD, it was found that
mescaline /had very little effect while sernyl caused drowsiness and stupor in some subjects, and wild restlessness in
others.
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Ditran produced a higher incidence and severity of
effects than any of the other drugs. Ostfeld (32) found that
J B-318 produced a reduction of active energy and a decrease
in interpersonal aspects" of "living as measured by the Clyde
Mood Scale. Both LSD and JB-318 increased the time
required by subjects to complete some of the tasks. The
effects of LSD and JB~318 were compared by Lebovits,
Visotsky and Ostfeld (33). J B-318 produced self-preoccupation, self-imposed stereotypy of behavior and reduced
awareness to the enviroment. There are differences between
the effects of LSD and J B-318 even though both could be
termed as psychotropic. This may indicate differences in the
target sites of their action in terms of molecular
pharmacology.
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LSD, in spite of its hallucinogenic activity, is in some
ways analogous to reserpine, which is a tranquillizer.
Reserpine has been reported to potentiate the effcts of LSD.
The similarity between the two drugs could be seen from
the following table. However, the two drugs do differ in
terms of their action on serotonin, thyroid system, etc.

SOME COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF TWO

PSYCHOACTIVE DRUGS

TE ST

LSD - 25

RESERPINE

Serotonin levels
(in the rabbit)

General Increase

Decrease

Histamine levels
Norepinephrine

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Increase

Anti-thyrotropic

levels

Thyroid function
Adrenal Ascorbate
Plasma 17- OH
Corticosteroids
Plasma Free
Fatty Acids

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Increase

Blood Pressure
Effects of NE.
Electroconvulsive
Shock threshold
Urine Volume

Potentiates

Potentiates FFA
Increase by NE.
Potentiates

Decreases

Decreases

Decreases

Increase

Urinary VMA

Decreases

Increases
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Sahnoiraghi, Sollero and Page (34) showed that BOL
was a strong seiotonin antagonist on rat uterus. While
decreasing sponta/neous activity in normal rats and mice, it
did not potentiate hexobarbital sleep. Reserpine, on the
other hand, prolonged the action of hexobarbital. The same
group (35) showed that LSD enhanced the potentiating
Bufotenine,
effect of serotonin on hexobarbital sleep.
mescaline, ibogaine, etc. also had similar activity. However,
these compounds could not potentiate the prolongation of
hexobarbital sleep by reserpine. These studies indicated a
differential effect by LSD and reserpine on serotonin. As has
been shown by the present author and Daniel Freedman and
others, LSD increases the levels of serotonin and decreases
its binding possibly to pharmacologically active sites and
increases binding to inactive storage sites. On the other
hand, reserpine decreases the levels of serotonin.
Reserpine reduced the metabolic rate and body weight
and increased the weight of the adrenal and thymus
glands in adrenalectomized rats pretreated with iproniazid
(36). BOL alone did not cause significant changes in these
parameters. From these studies, Bhatnagar and Reineke
(36) concluded that the action of reserpine may extend to
pathways other than the release of serotonin. Injection of
UML before the administration of reserpine (37) delayed the
appearance of the effects of reserpine. The same kind of
activity was displayed by LSD and BOL, but not by
phentolamine or Phenergan. Dopa also postponed the effects
of reserpine. Anden (38) suggested that reserpine may act
by cutting through a blockade of the ATP-magnesiumdependent incorporation mechanisms in the storage granule.
It may block incorporation of norepinepluine, dopamine
and serotonin leading to the disappearance of these amines
both centrally and peripherally. Anden (38) inferred that
LSD and apomorphine may stimulate respectively the
central serotonin and dopamine receptors.
The effects of reserpine on the EEG of the
rabbit consisted of a significant activation in the ascending
reticular system (39). This activation was abolished by
severance at the level of the colliculi. Taeschler and Cerletti
(40) reported that LSD antagonized the potentiating activity

1
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of reserpine on barbiturate sleep in mice. Amphetamine also
showed a similar inhibitory activity. However, pretreatment
of the mice with reserpine markedly enhanced the excitatory
effects of LSD. BOL, as equally potent an antiserotonin as
LSD is, did not antagonize the effects of reserpine on
barbiturate hypnosis. This raised the question of the
involvement of serotonin as the exclusive pathway in the
action of reserpine and LSD on barbiturate hypnosis.
Reserpine (41) inhibited the induction of fever in rabbits
by the bacterial substance. However, reserpine did not have
any effect on fever induced by iproniazid (in combination
with Dopa) or by iproniazid in combination with LSD. LSD
induced fever was increased by dibenamine or yohimbine.
Comparative studies (42) showed that reserpine treatment
did not affect the functional status of the rat thyroid as
measured by uptake of radioactive iodine, while LSD
decreased the uptake of the administered radioactive iodine
by the thyroid.
The psychic and physical effects of treatment with
reserpine and iproniazid together, and LSD alone, were
shown to be dissimilar by Demaar, et al. (43). Monoamine
oxidase inhibitors (e.g., iproniazid, JB-516, etc.), cocaine and
LSD antagonized reserpine ptosis (44).
However,
LSD-induced hyperthermia was not modified (45) by
pretreatment with monoamine oxidase inhibitors or
reserpine. Mescaline (46) was also shown to suppress the
protective effect of reserpine against group toxicity of
amphetamine in mice. These studies seem to indicate an
antagonistic action between reserpine and the lysergates. As
has been mentioned earlier, the similarity in the actions of
LSD and reserpine may be invoked in terms of their effects
on the decreasing norepinephrine levels, but not on the
serotonin systems. Reserpine sedation and its ability to
prolong pentobarbital sleep may not be through a
mechanism involving serotonin. Burton (47) reported that
LSD and d-amphetamine inhibited the potentiation of
pentobarbital hypnosis by reserpine, whereas BOL, also a
potent antiserotonin, did not do so.
Reserpine, tetrabenazine or tranylcypromine (Parnate)
prolonged the period of non-response induced by LSD on a

l
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fixed ratio schedule of food reenforcement for rats (48).
Reserpine stimulated the adrenal cortex (49) as shown by the
decrease in the ascorbic acid and cholesterol contents of the
adrenal cortex and the increase in hepatic tryptophan
pyrrolase activity. UML had a similar effect to a lesser
degree. Votava, et al. (50) showed that lower doses of LSD
counteracted the blepharospasm and sedation due to
reserpine. However, higher doses produced excitement to
the point of convulsions, accompanied with aggression,
hostility and vocalizations. UML also elicited reactions
similar to those due to LSD in the reserpinized animals.
Acute and chronic administration of reserpine decreased
the brain levels of norepinephrine, dopamine and serotonin,
while LSD-25 elevated serotonin and decreased levels of
norepinephrine and dopamine (50), supporting the previous
reports by Sankar and his group (see chapter on Relation of
LSD to Bioamines).
The effects of LSD in human volunteers were attenuated
by prolonged pretreatment with isocarboxazid (Marplan)
and accentuated by reserpine. Similar augmentation of the
effects of LSD by reserpine in the spontaneous behavior of
animals was reported (51). However, in this study, reserpine
was found to inhibit the psychomotor stimulation of
mescaline(52) while augmenting the effects of LSD. Chlorpromazine was antagonistic to both mescaline and LSD.
Pretreatment with lithium carbonate (53) did not affect
the behavioral effects of amphetamine or of LSD, nor did it
affect the potentiation of LSD by reserpine. The interaction
of LSD and reserpine were studied by Freedman, et al. (54)
using the technique of plasma binding and brain uptake of
LSD. Treatment of rats and humans with reserpine
produced a drop in brain levels of LSD and an elevation in
the plasma levels. The ratio of the LSD concentration in
the brain to that in the plasma was changed from 0.48 to 0.19
by the reserpine treatment. Chlorpromazine did not affect
the LSD uptake.
The interrelations between LSD and the several
endocrine glands were studied by Sankar (55). This work
showed that one of the sites of action of LSD-25 is the
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thyrotropic hormone more directly than the thyroid gland itself. LSD-25 was shown to increase oxygen uptake moderately in intact or adrenalectomized rats. On theother hand,
the oxygen uptake by thyroidectomized or ‘hypo‘physectomized rats was significantly decreased by LSD‘ treatment.
Treatment with chlorpromazine decreased oxygen consumption in all these animals. The monoamine oxidase inhibitor,
JB-516 or Catron, decreased the oxygen consumption in
intact and thyroidectomized animals. The effects of LSD-25
and chlorpromazine were not as pronounced in rats bearing
hypothalmic lesions.
Chlorpromazine is clinically used extensively in
counteracting the effects of LSD. In the reverse direction,
hallucinogens, like LSD and mescaline, suppressed (56) the
action of chlorpromazine, reserpine and azacyclonol on the
continued evasive response to stimulation with sound and
light in rats and rabbits.
The antidiuretic activity of LSD was mentioned
elsewhere in this book. Several phenothiazines (57) including
chlorpromazine and thioridazine and other drugs including
chlorprothixene, imipramine, amitriptyline and chlordiazepoxide manifested antidiuretic activity after administration
of sufficiently large doses. Diazepam, however, did not
display diuretic or antidiuretic activity even in fairly large
doses. Both LSD and chlorpromazine produced similar
though minor changes in the lemniscal and extralemniscal
pathways, and in different rhinencephalic responses (58).
T

Bagdon and Mann (59) showed that chlorpromazine
sulfoxide, usually assumed to be a fairly inert metabolite of
chlorpromazine, produced a profound increase in temperature
of 10-day old mice. Cocaine, amphetamine and reserpine,
while producing a hyperthermic effect, did not modify the
temperature response to chlorpromazine. LSD and BOL
produced a marked inhibition of the hyperthermic activity of
..chlorpromazine in the 10-day old mice. Appel (60) found that
LSD depressed the overall rate of wheel-tuming avoidance
response, chlorpromazine had a greater depressing effect and
d-amphetamine increased the total amount of avoidance
behavior.
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While chlorpromazine has been used clinically in the
treatment of the LSD effects, there have been reports where
such treatment was not effective, and Biperiden produced
reoccurrences of ashbacks after LSD trips (61). It has been
mentioned earlier that phenothiazine treatment was not
effective against the use of STP.
Chlorpromazine caused a decrease of flicker fusion
frequency (62) and inhibited tryptophan oxygenase (63).
Phenothiazines quite often manifest several inhibitory
activities which led this author to conclude that they are
general metabolic antagonists of the basic molecular
processes, thus inhibiting diverse physiological and other
activities directly or indirectly. This does not, however, in
any way challenge their clinical usefulness.
Imipramine alone lowered the body temperature of
rabbits to a point below that of LSD-treated animals.
However, smaller doses of imipramine had no effect on the
hyperthermic effects of LSD, increasing the doses of
imipramine resulted in potentiation of the LSD effect,
terminating in the death of the animal with body
temperatures of 44°C or more (64). In the frog (65)
imipramine and desmethylimipramine enhanced the sedative
effect of reserpine. BOL prevented the potentiating effect of
desmethylimipramine. These two studies showed
potentiation of LSD by imipramine and potentiation of
reserpine by imipramine‘ and desmethylimipramine,
suggesting common pathways in the actions of LSD and
reserpine.
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Thuillier, et al. (66) also found that amphetamine had a
number of synergistic effects with LSD in the rabbit. They
suggested that imipramine may also produce a sensitizing to
serotonin.
.,
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Morphine produced bradycardia in the albino rabbit
whereas LSD produced tachycardia (67). However, at the
doses tested, LSD could not antagonize the morphineinduced bradycardia. Antagonism to morphine was shown
by LSD (68) in mice exposed to a hot-plate at 65°. The
antagonism was most potent in terms of the time taken up
byli cking, in the animals. Compounds which antagonized
the action of morphine on time of licking, were also active on
the jumping time. Morphine antagonism was shown by
cyclazocine as well as by amphetamine, phencyclidine,
psilocybin and LSD (69). Pretreatment with morphine

blocked the effect of the intracerebroventricular administration of LSD in dogs (70). If morphine was given after LSD,
recovery from the effects of LSD was hastened.
The effects of cocaine and its diethylamide derivative
were compared with those of LSD (71). Cocaine inhibited
serotonin and oxytocin to different extents depending on the
dosage used.
Heiman l (72) reported that Vietnamese
marijuana was more potent than the domestic variety and
could induce psychosis in a manner grossly comparable to

LSD
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The interrelation of several miscellaneous drugs to LSD
Fischer and Agnew (73)
compared the binding of LSD, mescaline and methedrine to
wool protein as a model for binding with neuroreceptors.
Affinity for wool of the several drugs tested including
phenothiazines, was comparable to their biological activity.
LSD produced an alerting pattem in the EEG of rabbits.
Renguel (74) restored the resting EEG pattern in animals
receiving LSD.
has also received -attention.

LSD potentiated (75) the response of isolated guinea pig
ileum to substance P, substance A, bradykinin and
acetylcholine, but not to histamine. However, treatment of
rabbits with LSD did not result in a change in the content of
substance P in brain areas of rabbits. Ramos, et al. (76)
reported that pretreatment with LSD enhanced the hypertensive effect of bradykinin in rats and in dogs (77). Krivoy
(78) found that the effects of substance P were potentiated
by LSD.
Hyperglycemia produced by LSD could be reduced by
about half by pretreatment with pentolinium or phenoxybenzamine, while hydralazine reenforced the hyperglycemic
effect of LSD (79). Asarone, an active principle of the
volatile oil of the plant Acorus calamus linn., indigenous to
India, reduced (80) spontaneous motor activity of rats. lt
produced a calming effect in monkeys more quickly than
reserpine. Asarone counteracted the hyperpyrexia induced
by LSD. More pharmacological work is indicated on such
products claimed to be clinically useful in Ayurveda.
Pretreatment with dihydroergotamine reduced both
the duration and intensity of psychic phenomena following
Ditran or LSD (81). “tran produced (8A§) an apprehensive
and anxious mood with little depersonalization and
predominantly auditory hallucinations.
LSD produced
euphoria, depersonalization and predominantly visual
hallucinations. Ditran is predominantly anticholinergic
while LSD is sympathomimetic. However, these two drugs
could not be distinguished in the visual cliff test (82). Ditran
did not affect maze behavior in rats while LSD reduced
movement.
Two psychoactive principles of Amanita
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muscaria, muscimol and ibotenic acid, were compared with
LSD (83): All three drugs induced a generalized increase of
serotonin. Mescaline and LSD caused a decrease of the
catecholamines while ibotenic acid increased the catecholamine concentration. The effect of acetylcholine in the
production of trigger rage and other affective patterns of
behavior in cats were studied by Vasquez and Sabelli (84).
Hissing and jumping were more frequently observed after
treatment with cholinergic drugs and tremorine. LSD
produced a full pattern of rage in cats pretreated with eserine.
In animals pretreated with atropine, LSD produced
hallucinations, but not rage. Pretreatment with atropine,
scopolamine, diethazine and JB-329, prevented the rage
response. Strychnine by itself did not produce rage, but in
combination with diisopropylphosphouoridate or eserine, it
could do so. Amphetamine blocked rage at lower doses, but
of
The inuence
facilitated it at higher doses.
psychotropic drugs on the behavior effects of tremorine are
apparently specific to cats (84).
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Another drug that is very popular and has obtained a
religious and socially acceptable status, is alcohol. Its abuse
has been quite often cited as an example of how society can
tolerate its use whereas reportedly less dangerous drugs like
marijuana are taboo. The interactions of LSD with alcohol
have elicited considerable investigation, especially as LSD
has been claimed to obtain remarkable results in the
therapeutic rehabilitation of alcoholics. More on this subject
could be found in the chapter on “Uses of LSD”.
Marecek and Bakalar (85) gave LSD and alcohol to an
experimental group of subjects. They found that LSD was
antagonistic to alcohol in some patients while in others it
modified the action of ethanol resulting in tachycardia.
However, there was no antagonistic action at all in some
patients. This study shows the diversity of the reaction
elicited in studies on LSD and alcohol in human subjects.
Quite understandably, factors like dosage, time elapsed, etc.,
the idiosyncratic responses of the subjects to both alcohol
and LSD play an important part. Vojtechovsky, et al. (86)1
found that the clinical changes produced by benactyzine in
chronic alcoholics were more comparable to delirium tremens
and Korsakoff psychosis than those evoked by LSD. They
concluded that alcoholics did not have a heightened
susceptibility to anticholinergic hallucinogens. Smith (87)
reported that alcoholics were remarkably resistant to LSD
and mescaline. He found that two to four times more
LSD was needed in alcoholics to produce the same profound
reaction as in control subjects. Mescaline, on the whole,
produced more marked reactions.
Brodie and Shore (88) gave either alcohol alone or
alcohol in combination with reserpine and LSD to mice. They
found that LSD by itself had little effect on the duration of
hypnosis produced by alcohol. Further, both reserpine and
chlorpromazine inuenced effects of alcohol in terms of
righting reexes, etc. Greenberg (89) administered alcohol
both alone and in combination with LSD or amphetamine.
Both these drugs prevented the cortical depression (as shown
by the quantitated cortical EEG) induced by alcohol. In
general, it may be pointed out that LSD has no clearcut or
strong effect on the changes produced by alcohol in human
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subjects. However, chronic alcoholics may be more resistant
to psychotomimetic drugs in general. Such a resistance to
drugs was reported in schizophrenics also. An extensive
bibliographic collection (90) on the interaction of alcohol and
other drugs was published by Addiction Research Foundation of Canada.
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EFFECTS ON INSECTS
AND LOWER ORGAN ISMS
Peter N.

Witt

After LSD had been discovered, a number of investigators published reports of its effects on the behavior of
animals which are not commonly used in the laboratory.
Such studies appear to have been motivated by two
questions

:

'

1. Different species of animals differ widely in their behavior. How would all these diverse pattemed movements of
whole organisms change under the inuence of the same
drug? Could a common factor for drug change be found
throughout the animal kingdom, and would such a factor
shed light on the strange drug experience in man? In human subjects the drug changes seem to involve higher mental functions like perception, judgement, and thinking; what
would they involve in animals?
2. Various animal models might offer a chance to
study the interaction of LSD with different organ systems
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and with other bioactive substances; this would contribute
to our understanding "of the mechanism of action of LSD;
i.e. can the LSD effect be explained on the basis of its interaction with serotonin (5HT)? Great variations in relative
potency of LSD in different animals could shedlight on the
relative number of available drug receptors.

The review of published reports in the last 20 years
the limitations of these approaches, as well as how
show
will
much we have learned from animal experiments about the
drug and the behaviors of the animals which were affected

by LSD.

A. ANIMALS, ROUTE OF ADMINISTRATION, AND
EFFECTIVE DOSE
Table 1 provides an overview over most of the animals
whose reactions to LSD have been tested, and where a report
was published. There is a possibility that LSD has been
found inactive in some animals and no report was ever made.
The table shows the enormous variations in species as well
as size of the animals used. Where the drug was injected
or applied by mouth, we can compare the effective dose
roughly on a per gram body weight basis. However, it is
well known that such comparison is only valid in a narrow
body weight range, and it is hardly possible to compare the
dose per g body weight in an elephant and human subject;
i.e. the organ of attack for LSD may be the brain, which in
the elephant is only 3 - 4 times as heavy as in man, while the
total animal weighs as much as about 30 adult persons. Another problem in the comparison of relative potency is the
frequent lack of reporting whether the dose used was the
minimal effective one; other aspects of the animal's behavior might have been more sensitive to the drug. In the
elephant we only know the lethal dose.
One finding is consistent throughout animal - LSD
research: in every living being in which it has been reported LSD appears of very high relative potency as compared
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to other similar drugs like mescaline or psilocybin: i.e.
in man LSD is roughly 10,000 times as potent as mescaline;
(40 microgram effective dose per individual of LSD in man
as compared to 400 mg per individual of mescaline), and in
spiders the comparable figure is 3,000 times, Witt (1).
Where aquatic animals were suspended in LSD solutions, the effective concentration appears to be similar for
various species, though the exposure time and variation in
body surface size and permeability again limits comparison.
Again LSD is found to be a relatively highly potent drug as
compared to other pharmacological agents.
-

B. THE BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS OF LSD

It would be interesting if similar types of behavior, i.e.
feeding, aggression, learning, mating, social interaction, had
been observed, or even better measured, under control and
drug conditions in all animals: this has not been done.
Though rarely asked clearly, another question seems to have
been of special interest: does LSD change the behavior
under study in a way different from other drugs, i.e. are the
LSD changes drug-specific? Such a question can be answered only as well as the number of other drugs which have
been tested under comparable conditions in the same
species; the number is usually quite small. The reader
gains the best insight into LSD effects on the various types
of behavior from descriptions arranged according to animal
species.

West et al. (2) gave a single intramuscular injection to one male Asiatic elephant (Elephas maximus indicus );
they observed an effect in the first three minutes, and the
experiment ended in the animal's death one hour and 40
minutes after the injection. The sequence in behavior was
described as follows: “Tusko (the elephant) began trumpeting and rushing around the pen (a reaction not unlike the
previous day after a placebo injection). However, this time
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his restlessness appeared to increase for 3 minutes after the
injection; then he stopped running and showed signs of
marked incoordination....he began to sway, his hind quarters
buckled, and it became increasingly difficult for him to maintain himself upright. Five minutes after the injection he
trumpeted, collapsed, fell heavily onto his right side, defecated, and went into status epilepticus. The limbs on the
left side were hyperextended and held stify out from his
body; the limbs on the right side were drawn up in partial
exion; there were tremors throughout. The eyes were
closed and showed a spasm of the orbicularis oculi; the eyeballs were turned sharply to the left, with markedly dilated
pupils. The mouth was open, but breathing was extremely
labored and stertorous, giving the impression of high respiratory obstruction due to laryngeal spasm. The tongue,
which had been bitten, was cyanotic. The picture was that
of a tonic left-sided seizure in which mild clonic movements
were present.”
After 20 minutes, 2800 mg promazine hydrochloride
were applied intravenously. “The violence of the tonic
aspect of the seizure appeared to be relieved partially by
these measures, and respiration improved. However, over
the next hour the picture changed very little. Abdominal
tympany developed. Despite a last-minute effort to save
the animal with an intravenous injection of pentobarbital
sodium, he died one hour and 40 minutes after the LSD had
been injected."

necropsy confirmed the impression of death by
strangulation secondary to laryngeal spasm.” One cannot
help wondering how reproducible this effect is, and how well
the relationship between the dose of the drug and the lethal
effect can~be confirmed in the future?

“A

Iturriza (3) observed an interesting but not strictly
behavioral effect of LSD on the toad (Bufo arenarum Hensel)
under different experimental conditions. He found a distinct bleaching of the skin in dark adapted animals. In
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order to locate the area of attack he transected the hypothalamus, which did not affect the bleaching. However,
when the animal was hypophysectomized, and ACTHtreated, bleaching was prevented. Similar effects had been
earlier reported in Poecilia reticulatus by Cerletti and Berde
(4), in Xenopus laevis by Burgers et al. (5) and Burgers and
Imai (6), in Loligo pealii by Rosenblum and Zweifach (7),
in frogs by Kahr and Fischer (8), and in Phoxinus phoxinus
by Thuillier et al. (9). Serotonin has an effect of its own,
and the interaction of LSD with 5 HT on the chromatophores
appears dependent on the animal and method of application.
The effect of LSD on Siamese fighting fish (Betta splendens)and other tropical fish has been described by Abramson and Evans(10),Evans and Abramson(11),Chessick et al.
(12),Turner (13) and Trout ( 14). They found juvenile animals
more sensitive to the drug than adults, and describe nine
symptoms, the occurrence of which increased with time of
exposure to and concentration of drug. After retum to
spring water, there is “a slow return to normal from the
stuporlike state induced by the drug with complete recovery
in the low dose range within a day and with the high dose
range within a week.” The fish in stupor can be aroused
by an attacking male; they relapse into a stupor after the
battle. No deaths occurred.

Abramson and Evans (10) describe the characterisitic
responses of juvenile fighting fish as follows:

Backward movements: accomplished ahnost entirely by
pectoral fin movements.
2. Head up, body usually suspended in the vertical plane or
some angle from the vertical. In maximum stage of
narcosis the snout is kept at the surface.
AS effects
begin to wear off, the fish sinks slowly below the surface
until after 6 hours, it might take a position 2 inches below the surface.
3. “Cartesian diver” effect. Treated fish sinks or rises
1.
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very slowly in near vertical plane without visible body
movement except by means of pectoral fins.
4 “Barrel-roll” effect, change of position or location is by
a peculiar rolling of the fish upon its long axis in the
vertical plane.
5. “Trancelike” effect, motionless position maintained for
minutes at a time at the peak of the narcosis. The
“trance” is broken by a very brief change of position by
means of a very slight stimulus. Succeeding “trances”
become gradually shorter after cessation of treatment.
movements of treated fish are slow and deliberate,
All
6.
as compared with the typical swift and sudden movements of normal fish.
7. Treated fish exhibits a typical “kinking” in its body
conformation, easily observed from above.
8. Lateral display, most commonly involving the ventral
and dorsal fins, less usually the tail as well. This posture persists while fish is in trance-like state.
9. Pigmentation effects, best exhibited in juveniles. _Im
mediate effect is darkening of basic body color. This
fades slowly as recovery occurs (see also toads).
(

later paper, Evans et al. (11) describe a distinct
after effect on the aggressiveness of the fighting sh: the
drugged animals were measurably more aggressive than

In

a

controls.

While Abramson and Evans (10) and Abramson and
J arvik(15) seem to imply that the LSD effect is highly characteristic for the drug and not produced by ergotamine and
a number of other drugs, Chessick et al., (12) interpret
their observations on Siamese Fighting Fish, White Cloud
(Tanichthys albonubes) and the Guppy (Lebistes reticulatus) as representing signs of non-specific distress, due to a
non-specific toxic effect, which may be produced by a number of agents such as drugs, sudden temperature changes,
foul water, disease. The last quoted paper does not go
further into the evidence to substantiate s_uch a statement.
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Lebistes reticulatus, the Guppy, has been the subject
of a study of LSD effects and the effects of other drugs by
Keller and Umbreit (16), and these authors differ in their
results and interpretation of observed effects distinctly from
Chessick et al. (12). They found the behavior of their
fish after one hour of exposure to LSD highly characteristic for the drug and representing “true behavioral changes”. They observed first “characteristic vibrating behavior”, “rapid swimming until the wall of the container was
reached, at which point the fish continued to swim, apparently unaware that they were not making any progress”.
Cave fish, goldfish and Siamese fighting fish each responded
in a somewhat different manner, all with “distorted aspects
of normal behavior”.
Gettner et al. (18) add to the observations on other
fish comparable studies with goldfish and minnows in LSD
solutions of 0.1 mg/l to 1 mg/ l for at least 20 - 30 minutes.
They report that “though goldfish and minnows do not exhibit all the effects shown by Siamese fighting fish, the surfacing reaction with or without the nose up and tail down
position is as reliable and sensitive as the reactions of the
fighting fish”. In summary fish of many different species
have been tested in their sensitivity and behavioral reaction
to LSD; they have been found to change behavior characteristically in rather low concentrations; however, the
authors differ in the interpretation of their results. In a
later paper, Gettner et al. (19) report similar effects in higher
concentrations of methysergide.
Chessick et al. (17) found in tropical fish that pretreatment with 5-HT, reserpine and norepinephrine in the
doses tested did not affect the LSD reaction nor its persistence after removal from LSD solution.
Trout (14) in contrast describes a depressing effect of
LSD on the activity of the Siamese fighting fish under a
stress situation as opposite to that of 5HT; while the two
drugs potentiated the LSD effect on intensity and duration
when given together.
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Keller and Umbreit’s (16) fish responded to other hallucinogenic drugs “in a manner distinctly different from that
observed with LSD”. 5-HT did not affect the LSD response, but one hour's pre-exposure to indole or tryptamine
10'4M, tended to prolong LSD behavioral effects usually
as long as a week, but sometimes for months, without further drug application. Reserpine treatment, 20 mg/l, for
three days returned their behavior pattern to normal. The
long-term behavioral change as well as its reversal by another drug would have to be explored further to see whether
it can constitute a suitable animal model for chronic human
behavioral disease and its treatment.

As in the later reported experiments with various isolated organs, the investigators who studied the possible
interaction of LSD and 5-HT did not find a simple relationship between the effects of the two drugs on sh.
Maybe the effect of LSD on oriental hornets (Vespa
orientalis F.) by mouth in sugar water as observed by Floru
et al. (20) can be compared in some degree to that on the
interaction of fish and newts (see below). The social insects
were kept in glass-oored artificial vespiaries where they
could drink as much of the LSD-glucose solution as
they wished.
Controls were fed with sugar water alone. “With
- 0.1 mcg/ml. there was already innnediately
after drug administration hyper-wakefulness, hypersensitivity to vibrations and increased aggressiveness. Shortly
after, in about 10 minutes, there was a slowing down of mobility, cessation of all activities, stereotyped movements
and states of lethargy. In addition, there also occurred
specic responses to this drug, which could be compared
to an epileptic seizure -- the wasp resting on the anterior part
of the body and contracting the entire body in tonic (tetanic?) fashion. Doses of 5 mcg/ml caused the wasps to
walk in spastic, jerky fashion. Doses of 1 - 0.1 mcg/ml,
however, produced no marked effect except abdominal condoses of 10
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tractions. It would seem, therefore, that from the standpoint of concentration, this drug exerts its effect within a
relatively limited range.” The same authors observed that
LSD did not cause any considerable change in normal flight
frequency during the first hour; 15 minutes later a gradual
but considerable reduction of flights for 15 minutes occurred,
then sharply reverted to normal. They interpreted their
observations as LSD causing in hornets severe dysfunctions.
These appeared to the observers parallel to general effects
in mammals. Floru et al. (20) speculated that a drug which
had pronounced effects on homets also exerted a similar
effect on mammals and man. The aggressiveness toward other members of the same colony constitutes in the opinion of
the authors a distortion of functions intended to preserve
the species and adds anti-survival values. They find the
hornet behavior under LSD and other psychotropic drugs
similar to patterns which occur in nature under conditions
of stress, like impending danger, limitation of spatial mobility, fatigue, hibernation, cooling, post-sting tremors, and
propose to develop an objective pharmacological test of drug
inuence on social behavior by extension of their methods.
This first report permits no binding conclusions about LSDspecificity of changes in hornet behavior; the changes appear rather generalized.
The spider Zygiella-x-notata Cl. builds an individual
orb web nearly every day in about 30 minutes. Witt (21) gave
0.3-0.5 mg/kg LSD by mouth about 12 hours before webbuilding time in sugar water and found statistically significant changes in several web parameters as compared to control webs built by the same animals the day before and those
of other animals on sugar water alone: by comparison less
webs were built after LSD, but those that were constructed
showed an increase in the regularity of radius and spiral
spacing, a larger catch area, and a decrease in the number
of oversized angles. Witt et al. (22) interpreted that as a
decrease in interference by “disturbing” steering compo-
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Legends to Figures and Table

Figure 1.
Protractor and ruler on photograph, which is enlarged to
original web size, permit definition of points where thread is
fastened to thread in polar coordinates; and conclusions on
size, shape and regularity of structure.
Figure 2.
A control web, built by a Zygiella-x-notata spider the day
before drug application, shows the usual slight irregularities
of the geometric orb pattern.
Figure 3.
After the low dose of LSD 25, this spider like all others in
this experiment, built a web which is more regular in central
angle and spiral spacing, and has a larger catching area.
Table I.
Doses of LSD found effective in various whole animals. Experiments using parts of animals are not included in this
Table. Note the wide variation in the size of individual
animals, route of administration and doses and concentrations of LSD. Comparision of effective doses and concentrations is made more difficult because in most instances,
neither minimal effective, nor lethal dose have been
established.
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TABLE I
LSD

ANIMAL

Length of
Effective
Effective
Av. Body Route of
mg/l
Time in
Concn.
Weight in g Application Dose

References

Solution

3,000,000

intramuscular

0.1mg/kg

2

Bufo arenarum
(TOAD)

50

subcuta-

2.0

3

neous

mg/kg

Vespa orientalis

0.3

per os

0.007 -0.7

Elephas maximus
indicus

(ELEPHANT)

Zygiella-x-notata
(SPIDER)

19

mg/kg

(HORNET)
0.1

per os

0.3-3.

mg/kg

--

20, 21

2.5mg/ 10
g diet

1.0*

per os

Ambularia cuprina
(SNAIL)

1.0*

submersion

0.01-1.0

Anodonta cygnea
(MUSSEL)

0.0003

submersion

90.0

Betta splendens

0.0003

submersion

Betta splendens
(FISH)

5.0*

submersion

Lebistes reticulatus

2.0*

submersion

4.0

50.0

submersion

5.0

Tenebrio molitor

(BEETLE)

week

22

2-4 hours

15

1

\

0.1-50.0

10

minutes 28

6 hours

10, 11, 12

13,14

hour

16

2-3 hours

23

1

(FISH)
Triturus

V.

2‘

viridescens

(NEWT)
O5
»—-

* (My fough estimate, author)

<1
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nents, which leads the spiral-laying spider to more undisturbed orientation along the shortest path; motor control
appeared unaffected. It is interesting to speculate that the
more regular LSD spider-web will hardly catch more flies
and has therefore, after a comparatively greater effort, no
greater survival value than the somewhat irregular control
web (compare to homet evaluation, paragraph above).

The higher dose of 1 - 3 mg/kg caused longer webs with
smaller catching area and more irregular radial angles. This
was interpreted as a less LSD-specific change, similar to that
caused by amphetamine; complete recovery took place.
The same investigator gave other psychopharmacological
agents like psilocybin and mescaline to the spiders and found
nothing comparable to the effects of the low dose of LSD in
webs built after those drugs; however, the full range of effective doses was not tested in all these drugs.

Another animal which showed sensitivity to LSD when
applied by mouth in food is the larva of Tenebrio molitor,
as described by Sankar et al. (23). The drug caused a marked reduction in growth of larvae, which was not reversed
by returning them to normal diet. There was a 25% mortality rate in the first four weeks, none thereafter. Addition
of‘ reserpine to the diet did not reduce the LSD effect on
growth. The investigators speculate about a possible long
duration of LSD effects. No estimate can be made about
the actual dose of LSD which the animals ingested; if they
were voracious eaters, the dose per body weight of the individual larva could have been quite high.

Mystery snails (Ambularia cuprina) and several other
snail species were suspended in LSD solutions and their behavior observed for various periods of time by Abramson
and J arvik (15) in an attempt to devise a suitable bioassay
for LSD. They describe a “fantastic, enveloping, persistent,
wavelike motion”, opening of the operculum, extrusion of
tentacles, proboscis, and gastropod, the latter being abnormal for the animals. In another place in the paper they describe wild, undulating, waving muscular movements after
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LSD which prevented the snail from adhering to any surface.
The animals responded only to vigorous stimulation and for
a short period. When snails were removed after 36 hours
from the drug solution, many died, in others the disturbance
persisted. The observers found the snail’s reaction to BOL
markedly different, but LAE had an effect similar to the one
of LSD, making high LSD-specificity of the test doubtful.
Serotonin stopped the vigorous undulation of the LSD
reaction for a few minutes.
Another effort of establishing the effects of LSD on
interaction between animals who live in some social order
These investigators
was made by Evans et al. (24).
suspended the common eastern Newt (Triturus V. viridescens (Raf.)), for two and a half hours in LSD solutions and
measured the pugnacity of the animals in clear water at feeding time, and compared this to the same animal’s behavior
before the drug and to that of other animals. While in control periods the hierarchical rank remained stable, LSD pretreatment showed a measurable effect in disturbing hierarchical rank: a previously low ranking individual would
be less submissive after the drug, and showed more aggressiveness. After the LSD-animal had established a higher
position in the hierarchy, it maintained its new social status
without further drug treatment. The authors interpret this
as a possible long-lasting, LSD-related change in the central
nervous system, which lowers the threshold of aggressiveness. Such an effect does not appear to be specific to LSD, as
testosterone propionate, interstitial cell stimulating hormone
and mammalian whole pituitary proved similarly effective
in lowering the threshold of hostility.

Liver flukes (Fasciola hepatica), whole adults and
nerve muscle preparations, were suspended in LSD and
several other drug solutions by Mansour (25), and the rhythmic activity was recorded. LSD stimulated the rhythmical
activity in both‘ the whole animal and the preparation, and
it caused a transient increase in tone and amplitude. At
the lower concentrations of LSD(5 x 10'8 — 5 x 10'9M),
rate, amplitude and tone decreased, followed by an increase
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in tone. The author concludes that low doses inhibit, and
high doses stimulate rhythmic activity in the liver fluke. 5HT had a stimulant action similar to that of LSD, and bromolysergic acid; yohimbine, harmine and dopamine antagonized the stimulation. While this author does not yet feel
ready to give an explanation for the effect of low LSD concentrations, he finds in his observations some evidence for
the presence of tryptamine receptors in the trematode. In
a later paper (26) the same author finds low concentrations
of LSD and 5HT effective in stimulating movements of the
whole liver uke organism; glucose uptake and lactic acid
production were increased. Later again Mansour and
Stone (27) traced these increases to a possible increase in
phosphofructokinase activity, mediated through cyclic 3’,5’AMP. Though the effects of both substances (5HT and
LSD) on carbohydrate metabolism are similar, the absence
of change in 5HT concentration as well as change in synthesized 5HT levels after LSD does not support the idea
that LSD effects are mediated through an increase in 5HT
levels. In comparing the potency of LSD with that of some
of its derivatives in their effect to stimulate the rhythmical
motility of the liver fluke, Beernick et al. (28) came to the
conclusion that the relative potency is similar to the relative
activity of LSD and its relatives as hallucinogens in man.
In another animal, the glochidia (the parasite larvae)
of the fresh water mussel (Anodonta cygnea L.), Labos et
al. (29) studied the effects of LSD and several other bioactive
agents. They had found that adults were excited by LSD,
but wanted to know what the drugs would do to young animals without innervation. When they counted the number
of quick closures of individual glochidia per minute in 100
animals together, LSD increased the opening and closing
significantly. The effect persisted and closure was induced
in one third of the animals in 10 minutes. The effect was
similar to that of chlorpromazine, and both agents inhibited
the effects of tryptamine. Seasonal changes were observed.
The, authors speculate that tryptamine could be identical
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with the physiological substance regulating the “spontaneous” rhythmic activity, but lack suffucient evidence.

C. LSD EFFECTS ON

ISOLATED ORGAN S

The effects of LSD on the isolated heart and rectum
of Venus mercenaria were tested by Welsh and McCoy (30)
and Greenberg and J egla (31). LSD action resembled that
of 5-HT in its excitor properties, increasing amplitude and
frequency of beats. and could only slowly be reversed by
washing. Effective concentrations for both compounds
were 10'7 M, time to onset of action 10 minutes. Bromo
lysergic acid appeared to antagonize the effects of both the
other substances. The isolated heart of Pila globosa reacted similar to that of V. mercenaria to LSD and 5HT (32).
On the other hand, in Cyprina and Buccinum LSD was found
to be an antagonist to 5HT, and had not much effect by itself (33). This is not regarded as proof that the heart of Venus is normally regulated by 5HT. In another preparation,
the isolated electroplax of Electrophorus electricus, LSD in
very high concentrations produced a slight hyperpolarization of the resting potential and reduced the amplitude of
the action potential reversibly, but, in contrast to mescaline,
showed no other effects. Both drugs caused a non-surmountable, reversible inhibition of the carbamylcholineinduced depolarization of the same preparation (34). The
authors discuss the possibility of LSD producing its psychological effects through interference with cholinergic transmission.

It would go

beyond this chapter to discuss and summarize work with LSD done on many animals and man,
with the purpose of clarifying its role in the appearance of
chromosomal damage and malformations. A review by
Long (35) indicates “that LSD does not cause chromosome
breakage and that there is no strong evidence of terat0gen-

icity in animals”.
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CONCLUSIONS

LSD has been shown to be an effective and highly potent drug in a great variety of intact animals of very different evolutionary stages, in mussel and elephant, in spider
and fish. Even closely related animals, like different species
of fish, seem to react in somewhat different, species-specic
ways to the one drug. Maybe the most characteristic effect
observed across species is that on social interaction: LSD
increased aggressiveness and modified hierarchical rank
upwards, wherever this was measurable (wasp, newt, fish).
Stimulatory effects on behavior are described more frequently than depression: in some animals LSD acts like
a convulsive drug (elephant, wasp, snail), in others it causes
stupor from which the individual can be aroused (fish, snail).
Where various doses were tried, the quality of the effect
changed considerably with the dose and time of exposure
(spider, fish, wasp, liver uke): high doses causing changes
frequently opposite those observed after low doses. Though
we€‘have not gained a clear picture of the type of behavior
or the behavioral substrate on which LSD acts, the comparative behavioral approach to the study of LSD has told us
clearly that it is a drug whose effects on behavior are so
distinct that it justifies continued investigations on a wide
variety of intact animals; and such investigations may
teach us as much about animal behavior as about LSD.
As to the mode of action of LSD at the organ level,
it appears from these reports that the drug affects several
systems:i.e. the central nervous system, the peripheral nervous system (electroplax), heart, gut, chromatophores, and
animals without a distinctly developed nervous system
(glochidia). Again, the extent to which one or several organ systems are affected by LSD seems to be dose dependent.

While the interaction of LSD with 5HT appears to be
well established, it can no longer be assumed as a simple antagonism, synergism, or the release of a mediator. In some
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preparations 5HT appears to distinctly antagonize LSD,
in others the two substances potentiate each other, while
in a third category only one is active at all. The mediator
assumption is made unlikely by the fact that, where it was
measured, 5HT seemed neither increased in concentration
nor turnover after LSD treatment. Progress in cytochemical methodology and increased knowledge of the role which
5HT plays in regulation of behavior may bring improved
insight into the mechanism of action of LSD.
Depending on the behavior tested, LSD had an effect
in these animals similar to that of other hallucinatory drugs
(liver fluke), or distinctly different from any other drugs
tested (spider). Such evaluation is so dependent on the
type of behavior-measurement and the number and kind of
other drugs tetsted, that an overall conclusion on drug-specificity of LSD effects is not yet possible.
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Treatment and Rehabilitation
of Drug Users

Rehabilitation of drug addicts is a very difficult process
because of the underlying psychopathology, habituation or
addiction and the very severe problems of withdrawl. The
psychopathology could be a personality disorder, genetically
inherited, and intensified by the crises of life experiences. In
this manner, we are confronted with an offending genetic
inheritance confounded with an offending society, family and
environment. One could perhaps treat the addict, but one
certainly cannot treat the offending society! However,
certain techniques and other therapeutic processes have been
developed in the rehabilitation, if not in the cure of drug
addicts. The problem with LSD is rendered a little more
difficult because of the» intensity of the reaction and lack of
clear-cut habituation. On the other hand, most addicts who
have used LSD may be dependent on other drugs or might
have graduated to more harmful addictive practices.
Nathan Eddy has worked extensively in this area. He
described (1) several types of drug dependence with respect
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to psychic dependence; physical dependence; tolerance
development and abstinence as: morphine type, barbituratealcohol type, marijuana type, khat type, amphetamine type,
cocaine type and hallucinogen type. The psychic dependence
for hallucinogens is variable, but not intense. There is no
physical dependence for hallucinogens, but a high degree of
tolerance develops rapidly and disappears also equally
rapidly. Some of the dependence-producing drugs are
described in the appendices in this book.
A larger number of persons applied for care at the
Neuropsychiatric Institute at Los Angeles in 1965 than
before. Similar increased case reports were found at the
Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute in San Francisco
close to the Haight-Ashbury area (2).
The burden of
providing care for drug addicts is not particularly clearly
delineated, but usually rests with the Departments of Mental
Hygiene. Sankot and Smith(3)have been very much involved
with the Haight-Ashbury district and have done remarkably
excellent work in handling the problems of the community of
Haight-Ashbury and drug use by its members. They have
used both psychotherapy and anti-psychotic medication.
Theabuse of amphetamine in the community has been rather
difficult to handle unless the user was strongly motivated.
Serum hepatitis was also a common problem.
Kales, et al. (4) pointed out that LSD might cause acute
or chronic symptoms including psychosis; amphetamines
may produce toxic psychosis, confusion or brain damage;
barbiturates and hypnotics may lead to mental impairment,
motor incoordination and depression with withdrawal
producing weakness and even convulsions, etc. Withdrawal
from amphetamine may lead to depression, suicidal ideation
and nightmares. Amphetamines and hypnotics should be
withdrawn only gradually. Wang and Wiesen (5) pointed out
the three basic phases of treatment as: 1) the control of acute
toxicity; 2) management of detoxification; and 3) the
provision for after-care including psychotherapy and

rehabilitation.
Dependence on the opiates can be treated by detoxification and maintenance with methadone or by antagonism
with cyclazocine or naloxone, accompanied with out-patient
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weekly supportive therapy. Amphetamine dependence can
be treated with chlorpromazine or thioridazine intramuscularly. Tricyclic antidepressants may be used to treat the
depression on withdrawal. Barbiturate dependence is treated
by gradual withdrawal using chloral hydrate during the
later phases of withdrawal to treat restlessness and agitation.
Hallucinogen toxicity could be treated in a manner
comparable to that of amphetamine abuse and administration
of phenothiazines to treat ashbacks.
Propaganda about drug abuse could spur the innocent
and the novices to higher levels of experimentation, just as
the “X” rating of a movie or proscribing a book, could
enhance their financial picture! Basic questions on the moral
and legal responsibility of the society to punish and/or to
treat the drug abusers have not been considered in detail yet.
The British Advisory Committee on Drug Dependence (6)
recommended that schools appoint specialized teachers on
drug abuse problems, linking the school with the community
and the local medical and welfare services. “Reckless overprescribing” by the professionalsshould be avoided.
Allan Cohen (7) pointed out that telling a student not to
use LSD or marijuana will convince him of nothing. Coercion
could work inversely with attitude change. Keeping in mind
that most young people turn to drugs in order to establish
their identity through intemal and external searches,
coercion, unless completely and successfully enforced, could
only lead to more extended abuse. Trust mustbe established,
breaking down the powerful communication barriers and fear
of law and punishment, before the abuser could be imprinted
with the physiological, psychological, and spiritual values
that eschew drug use. Alternatives like silence, creativity
training, humanistic counseling, sensory awareness exercises,
meditation, mystical practices, Zen, yoga, Hare Krishna etc.,
could be highly therapeutic.
We have become a pill-taking society (8). It is no
wonder that the younger generation turns to drugs to work
out their rebellion, an urge to hurt or shock parents, experimentation, ignorance, kicks, peer inuence and escapism. As
mentioned before, the treatment should rest both with the
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addict and the societal -values. This is very difficult in a
heterogeneous society like the USA, put together with the
thinnest bonds and torn asunder with the sharpest and
fiercest competition and desire to forge ahead.
The
responsibility to forge ahead could often turn a rather
competitively weak youth to try “to bum it all or run away
from it all”. Drugs with their hallucinogenic activity could
bring to these people a fantasy world that only leads them
deeper and deeper into the sewers of Man’s civilization.
Chemical escapism cannot provide a solution to the vast
and real problems of our times (9). Rogers (10) described the
program of the New York State Narcotics Addiction Control
Commission. He pointed out that there was an estimated
35% overall usage of drugs in all colleges and high schools.
Marijuana is not addictive, but the user can become
psychologically dependent on it. The basic treatm.ent
stresses prevention by education, involvement by parents
and community, and seven voluntary and compulsory major
program approaches.
The latter include psychiatric,
interdisciplinary, correctional and rehabilitational
approaches. The addict must be better understood and
agzepted by the community.
The patient’s statement that he took LSD cannot be
accepted at face value because of the frequent deceptions in
the illicit drug market (11, 12). For example, Schnoll and
Vogel (11) analyzed the contents of street drugs in Philadelphia and at rock festivals. Of ten samples sold as LSD,
eight contained only LSD, and the other two contained LSD
in combination with the very dangerous drugs strychnine or
scopolamine.
Of ten samples sold as mescaline, four
contained LSD, two LSD and scopolamine and the others
mixtures of various drugs. Three samples sold as tetrahydrocannabinol (the active ingredient of marijuana) did not
contain THC, but a compound that behaved like phencyclidine. Two samples sold as combinations of THC with
psilocybin and mescaline contained LSD only!
Problems of drug abuse are not new to our age. Along
the same lines, the current epidemic is not the dawning of a
new age, just as it does not imply the end of a generation or a
world (13).
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The in-patient treatment of the drug addict has been
described by J urgensen (14). He pointed out that the addict
liked his symptoms, has a basic mental disorder with a
destructive symptom, and has a marked inclination toward
the“fast buck” or the “big dollar”. The plurality of the
chronic psychopharmacologic disease of addiction should be
treated. The common housing of addicts along with the
psychotic non-addict has both its problems and reward.
The early discharge of the voluntarily hospitalized
addict from a hospital could give the staff a feeling of wasted
effort (14). However, in these days, community psychiatry,
community drug addiction centers where the addict lives
within the community, are in vogue. The question arises in
the author's mind that, inasmuch as addiction in an
individual was engendered through the societal values also,
the treatment of the addict within the same setting could
defeat its own purpose. Stimulation with new societal values
could be facilitated not necessarily within the bounds of the
community. A pilot project by the author indicated that
childhood psychotic patients stayed longer in a Children’s
State Hospital, not necessarily because of broken families,
but because of parental (community?) refusal to accept the
sick child. Such denial in accepting sick progeny is well

known in the animal kingdom.

Sexuality, homosexuality, and perverted sexuality are
not uncommon among drug addicts. Goals, expectations and
hopes for the future are also dim in this population.
J urgensen (14) contended against the philosophy of making
drugs available to addicts as a treatment program. He
pointed out that addiction has tended to increase as the
availability of narcotics increased. No statistical analyses
have been carried out to directly correlate these two
phenomena. Could it be that addiction increased with
increased standards of living, industrialization, availability
of automobiles, compulsory education, etc‘? As the latter
ones have also increased in the same period as drug addiction
has increased, could one be justified in concluding that the
increase in drug addiction is related to increases in the items
listed? One important point that Jurgensen made was
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concerned with staff attitude. Both in drug addiction and in
psychiatric treatment programs, high morale, and positively
dedicated optimism of the therapeutic staff can produce
astounding results, confusing the efficacy of other therapies.
Cohen (15) considered the journey beyond trips and
alternatives to drugs. Over 50% of the total American
population, 13 years or over in age, has tried some powerful
mind-altering drug through a prescription or illicitly. Similar
figures point out that the drug user is not necessarily weird.
The alternatives to drug abuse emphasize causes. He listed
several levels of experience including physical, sensory,
emotional, interpersonal, spiritual, mystical, philosophical,
political, social etc. The alternatives to contemporary
motives were also listed.
Cohen’s alternatives model
emphasized a newer humanity.
The solutions to the
“problem of drugs” are effective solutions to the ”problem of
people and the problem of life”. In other words, Cohen is
emphasizing the rehabilitation therapy of the society as
necessary to the problem of drug use and abuse.
e question of leadership in drug rehabilitation
programs, drug addiction, etc. is an important one. Granted
that the funding comes from Federal, State and local agencies
and charitable foundations, who should be responsible for
delivery of these programs? There are two kinds of
responsibilities here: professional and fiscal. Quite often,
the professional, in this case the physician, has been
responsible for these programs till now. But the economics
and the ethics of the medical profession have been so worked
out that many physicians have graduated out of medical
school with such hardship that they have to make up
financially for what they lost in the time of “arduous”
training. This puts an onerous burden on the public and the
medical consumer. Without taking sides, I could only state
that some kind of new health-care system is badly needed in
the promised land of the United States of America. In
difficult times, like the ones from 1969 and on, the one degree
that can be sure of being instrumental to making money is
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the medical degree. This is further exemplified by the
average worth of persons with doctor’s degrees in several
fields.

Van Dusen and Brooks (16) pointed out that the
physician who is aware of drug culture can be of significant
help because of his traditional leadership. They suggested
that physicians should do the following: 1) prescribe only the
needed quantities of pills; 2) caution parents to hide their
pills; 3) keep prescription pads hidden; 4) destroy disposable
hyperdermics; and 5) be alert to tricks. Many of the LSD
users have come from well-to-do families, and as Cox pointed
out (17), many of the white-collared workers should realize
that the drug addict could be their own child. Farnsworth
(18) pointed out that physicians are prone to drug addiction.
Further, in the current state of community psychiatry, the
scientist (medical man) has become secondary in the
purposefulness of the system.
Americans traditionally believe, in general, that what is
new should be better than the old system. The tendency
continues in the search for miracles of new medicines. Quite
often, this love for what is new is caught in the vise of
Madison Avenue; and disenchantment with the miracles of
modern drugs (cyclamates, glutathimide, amphetamines,
etc.) ensues. Currently there is revival away from drugs
towards the philosophical and humanistic values. Whether
this is a progressive path or would just lead us back to the
medieval Dark Ages remains to be seen when history will be
written. The nature of science is such that it is dedicated to
human progress, but on the other hand, science could both be
used and abused.
Scientists have not been managers
traditionally, and the need for training of scientists in these
areas is currently being advocated. This would further
complicate the question of leadership for the administration
of drug abuse problems.
The medical model is still the most important
administrative organization in areas of psychiatry and drug
abuse. The cahn, private and quiet _“talk down” by a
compassionate physician (19) could always help drug
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therapy. The physician's role in the drug scene in South
Dakota (20) highlighted the physician's responsibility to
keep abreast of the drug abuse problem locally and nationally. It is the physician’s privilege to become a community
leader in facing it (20). The Laguna Beach experiment (21)
consisted of participation by parents and their children in a
series of weekly meetings with two psychiatrists to discuss
the drug abuse problem in the community. This experimentation was well received by the parents and the youth of
the community.
The question of “help houses” being better than doctors
for troubled kids (22) has received some attention. It was
pointed out that doctors should serve as volunteers in these
clinics which are run mostly by lay people. The general
practitioner apparently also can be of help in this area (23).
Solitary drug abuse affects people over the age of thirty
whereas social or group type affects people under twenty-five.
The general practitioner should not prescribe hypnotics,
tranquilizers and pep pills without seeing the patient.
Additional prescriptions should be made only after a
re-evaluation. Any prescription for these drugs should not
cover more than two weeks of medication, avoidingapossible
accumulation of potentially lethal amounts. This amount
should not be more than a three-days’ supply for new
patients. Multiple prescriptions by several doctors at the
same time should be avoided.
Most parents assume that their children are progessing
satisfactorily, but some unfortunate parents may awake one
morning to the story of a drug arrest of their child (24).
Adolescent groups of former drug addicts could be of
therapeutic value in this case. Quite often, sluggishness,
irritability, sliding school grades, sleeping late, could form
part of the picture indicating drug abuse. Wermelinger (25)
pointed out that the approach to prevention of drug abuse
must not begin with police or psychiatrists, but with the
Parents must restrain themselves (26) from
parents.
overreacting to children experimenting with drugs. The
break down of communication should be strengthened. Help
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with the problems of decision-making that the youth is
burdened with, and encouragement would go farther than
anger and threats. It may be remembered that in the final
analysis, the “battle” between parents and children is won
by the children. However, it may be remembered that each
parent was a child at one time, and each child will probably
be a parent in the future.
Religious revival is occurring among young people (27),
and perhaps may be helpful in solving the problem of drug
abuse. It may reenforce the old proverb that the family that
does things together, including prayer, will stay happily
together. Joint families usually facilitate better living for
the children in a group, though problems may arise from the
viewpoint of the grown-ups. Parental surrogates take off the
burden that rests heavily on the heads of nuclear families.
The disappearance of the grandparents has certainly been a
curse on the young people, and perhaps financially rewarding
to psychiatrists!

striking title, “From Potty to Pot-A Giant Leap
Backwards”, Teate (28) reported that 2-3% of students in the
more afuent high schools in Atlanta, Georgia used drugs

In

a

like marijuana, LSD and speed regularly while many others
tried them occasionally. Offering love, understanding and
acceptance and reevaluating and reestablishing the sense of
values of youth were prescribed by Teate. The present
author wonders how much of this could be given at home to
compensate for the spit that has been showered on the black
child by noble people. It is very difficult to raise a child to
grow up to be a proper person when his destiny and
expectations limit him to the doom of a dispirited, denied,
defiled do-nothing. Part of the trainingand therehabilitation
of drug abusers could lie in building up their future goals and
professional aspirations. A denial of this will lead to
frustrations and a search for comfort in the fantasy of an
artificial world induced by drugs.
The striking results obtained by several religious cults
in making the young people shed pot have been repeatedly
documented. Deissler (29) and Synanon have apparently
been successful in their approach, inasmuch as 1,500
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ex-addicts were in voluntary residence in Oakland in 1969.
One hopes that there would be more groups like this and
appropriate peer encounter groups for the drug addict to
work out his problems from within inasmuch as the without
cannot be adequately treated.
Ryan (30) pointed out the role of the clergyman in
counselling the alcoholic. As a recovered alcoholic priest, he
paid tribute to the founders of Alcoholics Anonymous,
Robert Smith and Bill Wilson. The clergy can give love,
intuitive understanding, warmth and patience and dedicate
their endless energy to the sick alcoholic. He pointed out
that sick alcoholics fear the priests and sometimes hate them
for their aloofness and authority.
The priest should
overcome this and approach the problem of drug addiction
through their “Christian” qualities. How many priests are
Christians as opposed to Churchians?
Prayer could also be therapeutic inasmuch as it gives
one solace and strength by becoming part of the Almighty.
Relaxation was used (31) in terminating an LSD freak-out.
Transcendental meditation (32) and yoga have also been
found to be effective in the treatment of drug abuse. Twenty
male drug addicts have reported that they discontinued
using drugs because drug-inuenced feelings were distasteful
compared to the experiences gained through transcendental
meditation. These studies point out the lack of a strong ego,
feelings of inferiority and guilt in the drug addict. This
produces a stressful situation and drugs could afford an easy
escape. Relaxing the patient and making him realize through
prayer,Christianity,transcendental meditation or yoga that
his strength is part of that of the Almighty and that his
ego is part of His ego would build stronger self image and
personality. This certainly would be therapeutic in the
essential sense. This is perhaps the best form of therapeutic
rehabilitation, inasmuch as drugs to counteract drugs is
substituting the less evil for the evil. As the author
repeatedly stated, the best drugs come from inside through
self-realization.
Psychotherapy tries to build up the inner strength of the
drug addict in handling his problems. The characteristics of
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some of the alienated college students were described by
Halleck (33) to be: 1) a tendency to live in the present and to
avoid commitment to people, causes or ideas; 2) an ahnost

total lack of communication with parents or other adults;
3) an ill-defined self-concept; 4) a tendency toward sudden,
severe depression often accompanied by attempted suicide;
5) an inability to concentrate or study; 6) promiscuous, but
ungratifying sexual behavior; and 7) use of marijuana or
LSD. Alienation represents a psychological arrest in growth
and maturity. LSD-induced psychopathology (34) could
result from a persistent defect in the defense mechanism of

repression. Substitution of drug-induced fantasy with a
feeling of loyalty, commitment, purpose, and involvement
could be therapeutic (35).
Groups like Stayns and Dare have been active in
promoting these values through research and education.
Motivation of the drug addict is very important (36) in his
rehabilitation. The inclusion of abstaining subjects(37) with
drug abuser groups was found to be beneficial. Coercive
penal restrictions, according to Delteil, et.al. (38) should be
used for addicts who will not take advantage of treatment
programs.

The question of the nature of education for the drug
addict becomes pertinent (39). The public should be educated
also to eliminate the view (40) that drug-taking is exciting
rather than an antisocial disease. The public and the future
drug addict should realize that drug use is not an exciting
experience as it is fraught with multiple future penalties. The
educators must help the students (41) identify realistic and
worthwhile goals and modus operandi to replcae the defeatist
attitude which leads to drug abuse. Health education should
concentrate on the transient pleasures of drugs as opposed to
long lasting goals. Panic should be avoided (42) and lines of
communications kept open. In the education programs,
scare tactics should be avoided so that an atmosphere free
from distrust, and suspicion will prevail.
The American Pharmaceutical Association has made
available programs on drug abuse to the several druggists
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Half-way houses and similar facilities, including
Addicts Anonymous, Syanon, etc., have proved useful (44).
A program called “Smartset” was implemented in El Paso,
Texas,to educate the youth about the chemical, physiological
and psychopharmacological effects of psychedelic drugs (45).
The motto of the program was “Stamp Out Stupidity”. Dope
Stop is an approach by Arizona’s Maricopa County Mental
Association (46). This approach involved training of students
as counselors for students. These help houses do not have
to be administered by physicians, but should have adequate
staff to channel the medical problems to interested physicians (47). The medical model and the help houses should
learn to coexist in peace (48).
Drug therapy has been used in rehabilitating the drug
addict. Heroin overdoses are treated with nalorphine or
levallorphan; barbiturate overdoses with gastric lavage and
maintenance of respiration; overdoses of amphetamine, LSD
and marijuana are treated with phenothiazines. With the
Klatter two, a talk down is often very beneficial (49). Woolley
(50) administered serotonin and carbamyl choline or
physostigmine to mice to overcome the effects of LSD. Administration of vitamins and histamine was not beneficial
(51) in humans. Pretreatment with 5-hydroxytryptophan
before LSD, produced fewer symptoms (52). Pretreatment
with reserpine, tetrabenazine or tranylcypromine rendered
rats more susceptible to LSD (53). Interestingly, the deleterious effects of LSD were attenuated by the simultaneous
administration of UML (54).
(43).

STP, 4-methyl-2,5-dimethoxy-alpha-methylphenylethylamine, mimics LSD in its psychotomimetic activity.
LSD intoxification could be treated with chlorpromazine,
whereas this treatment is contraindicated in STP abuse.
Chlorpromazine worsens the effects of STP (55).
Recommended treatment for STP overuse are (56) Librium,
short-acting barbiturates and chloralhydrate. Davydova
and Kudrin (57) reviewed the inhibitory effect of reserpine
and phenothiazines on the apparent behavior induced in
laboratory animals by LSD. Djahanguiri and Guiti (58)
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found that chlorpromazine administered to dogs immediately
after LSD completely inhibited the effects of LSD on the
EEG rhythm. However, paradoxical responses to chlorpromazine after LSD have been reported (59). In these cases,
the administration of chlorpromazine as an antidote to LSD
produced increased restlessness and intensified visual
hallucinations. However, the use of other drugs by these
LSD users, the history of their drug abuse pattern, and
dosage of chlorpromazine tend to be important in such cases.
While chlorpromazine has been useful in terminating the
effects of LSD in humans, reserpine, frenquel, and chlorpromazine did not affect the characteristic LSD response in
Siamese fighting fish (60). The major tranquillizers could
often make ashbacks worse (61). A ashback is a transient,
spontaneous reoccurrence, usually multiple, of some of the
reactions to the ingestation of psychedelic drugs. Flashbacks
occur after a period of relative normalcy following the original
experience.
Flashbacks are different from prolonged,
continuous psychic and non-psychic reactions. They are seen
usually after bad trips and could be seen after LSD, STP,
DOM and DMT. The psychobiology of bad trips and their
relation to ashbacks as opposed to induction of mystical
effects is not yet well understood. Minor tranquillizers, like
Librium, Valium, or phenobarbital are preferable to major
tranquillizers in the treatment of ashbacks (61). Trailing
phenomena consist of constantly seeing moving objects as a
series of discrete, discontinous images. Treatment with
triuoperazine (62) caused an initial increase followed by a
decrease and disappearance in fourteen days of trailing but
not of ashbacks. Haloperidol also had been found useful in
reducing ashbacks (63). However, using haloperidol, the
physician should be ready and able to give the patients
strong support to help him through the early stages of
treatment, during which period the CNS effects and the
number of ashbacks may increase.
Inasmuch as the street LSD could often be mixed with
other psychedelics, chlorpromazine was specifically warned
against( 64 ) ;Va1ium being the drug of choice. Inthe treatment
process, the staff should be careful to avoid revealing any
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hostility toward the patient and judging him. Fabing (65)
used frenquel to block LSD reaction in a human subject.
When LSD-25 was administered to rats trained to press
a bar for food, a dose-dependent period of no response
occurred. Several drugs affected the threshold levels of LSD
required to alter this conditioned behavior (66). Chlorpromazine attenuated the LSD effect. Tranylcypromine pretreatment (67) significantly decreased the LSD response in five
volunteers. The clinical picture of intoxication was similar to
alcoholic intoxication. Niamid when administered previous
to LSD, evoked extraordinarily strong resistance to the
effects of LSD ( 68). This resistance lasted at least fourteen
days. Marplan (isocarboxazide) was also found (69) to
markedly attenuate or block the LSD effects in normal
subjects.
The hyperglycemic effect of LSD was reduced (70) by
approximately 50% by pretreatment with pentolinium or
phenoxybenzamine. On the other hand, hydralazine pretreatment reenforced the hyperglycemic response to LSD.
Intracerebroventricular pretreatment with morphine
(71) was found to reduce the blood pressure response to LSD
in dogs. IF administered after the LSD, it hastened recovery
from the LSD effect. Para-chlorophenylalanine was also
found (72) to markedly reduce the behavioral effects of LSD,

mescaline and para-bromomethamphetamine in rats, and the
fever producing action of LSD in rabbits. The search for new
antagonists to the action of LSD has resulted in the synthesis of some new compounds (73,74). These are not yet very
encouraging in obtaining potent anti-LSD compounds.
Phenitron
( 2-hexahydro- 1 H-azepin- 1 -y 1 )- 3 -nitropropiophenone) was not as effective as haloperidol, but yet, on
injection in combination with haloperidol, prevented
psychosis without causing any catatonic symptoms in cats.
It may be seen from the above discussion that several
drugs are potentially useful in the treatment of reactions to
LSD. Many of them, however, should be preadministered
and have yet to be tested carefully and adequately in
humans. Some of the drugs are useful in treating the
flashbacks and the prolonged phenomena. “Talk down” and
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an understanding approach devoid of hostility are very
important in helping a patient get out of the acute effects
of LSD.
‘

The electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) was administered
to a man who ingested LSD(75). He was also allowed to work
through the psychological material released by the LSD
experience. ECT apparently put him back into the neurotic
condition in which he had been before his trip. ECT has also
been found useful (76) in the treatment of “bad trips” from
LSD that do not remit rapidly. In one subject who did not
respond to chlorpromazine in four sessions of ECT (77), a
return to normal personality was induced after six additional
courses of electro-convulsive therapy.
Several tissue preparation and hormones have also been
advocated in the search for antidotes to LSD. In 1957,
Abramson and his coworkers (78) found that a beef brain
extract was found to block the effect of LSD in Siamese
fighting fish.
Gonadal hormones, especially progesterone, have been
found to be effective in reducing the behavioral changes
accompanying the LSD experience (79) in humans.
Progesterone administration helped steadiness, card sorting,
apparent horizon, and other performance conditions. The
amount of progesterone given was 600 milligrams per day.
Prednisone (80) was found to reduce or eliminate anxiety in
human subjects without changing the usual LSD symptomatology. Selye (81) has found that estradiol increased
resistance to toxic doses of diverse neurotropic drugs such
The
as cocaine, ethylmorphine, LSD, strychnine, etc.
of
different
compounds
against
by
estradiol
action
protective
chemical and pharmacological properties may suggest a

non-specific generalized effective action of female
hormones in terms of eliciting psychedelic drug effects. LSD
was also found to have less pronounced effects on the ropeclimbing performance of pregnant rats(82 )as opposed to nonpregnant control group. The protective effect of pregnancy
against LSD was found on the fifteenth day of pregnancy
and vanished by the nineteenth day. The full term in the rat
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is twenty-one to twenty-two days. Thus, the protective
effects may be related to the ovarian production of progesterone.
Unconfirmed reports have been made on higher
susceptibility of male fetuses to the action of LSD and to
matemal schizophrenia. The protective action of estradiol
and progesterone, characteristically female hormones, may
somehow be related to these observations.

Narcotic’ substitution (83) has been very useful in the
treatment of drug addiction. The methadone maintenance
approach of Dole and Nyswander (84) has been received
extremely well in the rehabilitation of opiate addicts.
Methadone maintenace programs in U.S.A. cost the public
more than $100 million each year. Some data obtained at the
Philadelphia General Hospital (83) have suggested that
many patients may have been better managed without
methadone. Methadone itself is subject to illicit use just as
the diacetyl derivative of morphine, heroin, which was itself
highly praised as anti-morphine (85) once, has fallen into
disrepute. Naloxone will block most of the effects of heroin
overdose and is devoid of agonistic activity (86). The
agonistic relations between narcotics and anti-narcotics is
complicated in some of their pharmacological effects.
Phenobarbital was used in substitution therapy in the
withdrawal of barbiturate addiction (87). The shorter-acting
barbiturates cause a more difficult problem of withdrawal
than the longer-acting phenobarbital. Methadone has been
condemned because it does not rehabilitate the individual
(88); only the society is helped by methadone because it is
supplied to the drug addict without his stealing from the
society to finance his drug habit.
Immunological neutralization of LSD was attempted in
mice (89). These mice showed subsequent resistance to the
effects of LSD; but, however, significant cross reactivity to
several indolyl compounds was also noticed.
Sensory
deprivation as an adjunct to the talk-down approach was
useful in the treatment of LSD psychosis (90).
However, the need for longer - lasting and potent
non-addictive antagonists in long-acting dosage forms is still
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acutely present. One could only turn to research that would
synthesize these compounds and test them adequately before
marketing. It may be remembered that hasty‘ claims of drug
efficacy may make millions of dollars for a drug firm, but will
result in endless misery for the general population and
disrepute for the scientist and the pharmaceutical industry.
The lack of ethics in the latter would again hurt at the very
roots of our social patterns, and acceptance of technological
patterns.
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MEDICAL AND OTHER
POSSIBLE USES FOR LSD
Hallucinogenic drugs have been tested widely for their
usefulness in psychotherapy, in rehabilitation of alcoholics,
pharmacotherapy in schizophrenia and in autism, and in
enhancing self-realization in cancer patients, in hormonal
therapy, etc. It has been even suggested as an agent in
chemical warfare. One only has to thank God for no threats
on society that LSD would be put in drinking water of a
town unless some demands were met!
Busch and Johnson (1) were among the earliest to
suggest the use of LSD in aiding psychotherapy. Even
though some of these claims have been seriously challenged,
Lewis and Sloane (2) have concluded that LSD provided a
useful aid to psychotherapeutic technique. Katzenelbogen
and Fang (3) used LSD up to 50 micrograms to facilitate
interviews with schizophrenic subjects and to help ventilate
emotion. Abramson and his associates (4, 5, 6, 7, 8) have
been among the earliest to study the use of several
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lysergates in psychotherapy. In small doses LSD was found
to be pharmacologically safe, maintaining the patient in a
conscious and cooperative state.
LSD facilitated ego
enhancement leading to reconstruction of the ego and
reinforcement of its integrative functions. The ego enhancement was accompanied with a mobilization of the psychodynamic vectors and helped group therapy also. Analysis
was expedited by LSD. Abramson has often used 20-40
micrograms of LSD and rarely high doses.

Grof (9) has more recently reviewed the uses of LSD in
various jorms of psychotherapy, psycholytic therapy,
psychedelic therapy, symbolysis, hebesynthesis, lysergic
analysis, oneiroanalysis, hypnodelic therapy, transintegrative therapy, etc.
In psycholytic therapy 100-500
micrograms of LSD are used in the framework of dynamic
psychotherapy. In psychedelic therapy emphasis is placed
on the mystic and transcendental aspects using a massive
dose of 400-2,000 micrograms. The British have used LSD to
aid analysis. In hypnodelic therapy, both hypnotherapy and
psychedelic therapy are used. Pahnke, et al. (10) have made
use of psychedelic psychotherapy, especially psychedelicpeak psychotherapy with cancer patients. They list the five
major kinds of potential psychedelic drug experiences to be:
1) psychotic, 2) cognitive, 3)
esthetic, 4) psychodynamic,
and 5)psychedelic peak, or mystical, etc. Under the fifth
psychedelic-mystical experience, there are several positive
attributes which may contribute to ego transcendence
working for the benefit of the “un-normal” subject.
Unger ( 1 1) collected a bibliography on LS1/3 and psychotherapy in 1974. He pointed out the conclusions of Sandison
on the “utmost value” (of LSD) in psychotherapy.
Abramson (12, 13) has cited several clinical cases that were
benefited by psychotherapeutic support with LSD. These
cases included a woman who was afraid of becoming a
homosexual, a father in conict during the oedipal phase of
his son, and patients with intractable eczema and asthma.
Eisner and Cohen (14) used LSD on patients with
problems ranging from depressive states to borderline
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schizophrenia. Successful results in behavioral adaptation
were noted in 16 out of the 22 cases. Frederking (15) found
that LSD and mescaline produced a psychocathartic effect
and shortened the course of therapy, reactivated a stalled
treatment of neurosis, and helped break down affect or
memory blocks. The monoethylamide analog of LSD was
less hallucinogenic than LSD (16). Subjective symptomatology due to LSD was much richer and more localized in the
hysterical patients. LSD allowed (17) psychiatric observations of great diversity, serving as an analyzer of personality.
It not only revealed unsuspected conditions, but made
possible contact where every other method failed. Chandler
and Hartman (18) found that LSD therapy showed greater
depth and acceleration of drugless psychotherapy. However,
one of their suicidal patients committed suicide following one

LSD treatment.
There have been several reports where psychotherapy
was expedited by LSD. Proper selection of cases should be
based (19) on the patient’s motivation, ego strength,
intelligence and possible contraindications of risk of suicide,
homicide; and acute psychic reactions with ashbacks
should be seriously considered. Successful treatment is
possible (20) in cases of severe character neuroses and even in
chronic neuroses, psychopathic disorders, etc. Special care
must be paid to the setting, the training of the personnel and
indications of possible accidental, unwanted reactions and
prognostic indicators.
Butterworth (21) has treated many patients with LSD
on an office basis. Ditman, et al. (22) studied the nature and
frequency of claims of therapeutic value following LSD. They
found that approximately two-thirds of the patients reported
some degree of benefit, suggesting that LSD could be psychotherapeutic in itself. Analysis of long-term studies (23)
showed that LSD was of definite psychotherapeutic use and
was a very powerful tool (24) in speeding up movement and
Terrill (24)
overcoming resistances in psychotherapy.
concluded that LSD did not show promise as a diagnostic
tool. In a Canadian study, Baker (25) found that 100-150
patients with non-psychotic functional psychiatric disorders
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were benefited by LSD psychotherapy.
Four patients
became psychotic and required electroconvulsive therapy.
However, none were permanently harmed. Regression to
early infancy (26) may also be involved in the psychother-

apeutic effects of LSD.
Terrill, et al. (27) reported recovery rates as high as 70%
with LSD psychotherapy of alcoholics. LSD may provide a
genuine transcendental or mystic experience instead of the
spurious one which the alcoholic has been seeking. The
regression to early infancy is apparently incompatible
with the transcendental reaction and may depend in part on
the subject, the guiding hand of the therapist and the setting.
Greater awareness of ultimate reality accompanied with
improvement in the MMPI profile ratings was reported by
Savage, et al. (28, 29). Psychedelic experience is neither a
replacement for, nor an adjuvant to traditional modes of
therapy. It adds a new and perhaps neglected dimension to
therapy. Psychological tests like MMPI, ICL, Value-Belief
Q-Sort, Behavior Change Interviews, and psychotherapeutic
evaluations seem to indicate (30) that psychedelic therapy
produced a shift towards more ego-syntonic behavior.
Multi-therapist interviews were preferable in some
cases (31) to the single-therapist situation. In the former
setting, one therapist may be selected as a parent figure or
protector; another as the enemy, etc., under the inuence of
LSD. This would give rise to a better acting out and better
ventilation of the psychopathologic material.
The claims of damage from LSD have not always been
sustained, especially under psychotherapeutic conditions.
Spencer (33) called the abrupt withdrawal of LSD by the
Sandoz Company without prior notification and without
regard to the patients, as unethical. Similarly, the use of
LSD in ambulant, analytical psychotherapy was not found
to produce any toxic damage if applied appropriately (32).
The interrelation between hypnotherapy and psychotherapy
has been pointed out by Solursh and Rae (34). Medical World
News (35) reported in 1967 that while the therapeutic use of
LSD in USA has fallen into disfavor, the drug was gaining
acceptance in the treatment of alcoholics and depressives in
Europe, especially in Eastem Europe.
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A controlled study (35) at the V.A. Hospital in
Lexington indicated that chronic alcoholics given LSD
therapy had more days of total abstinence from alcohol, more
days of gainful employment, fewer arrests, and fewer
instances of delirium tremens. Patients with a history of
sexual exhibitionism seemed to have profited (36) from
psychotherapy aided by LSD. Cutner (37) suggested that
LSD could be used in supervised psychotherapy as a possible
“mediator” between the emotional needs of the drug addict
and the societal need for control. More study in the areas on
the use of LSD in psychotherapy was suggested (38) in order
to delineate systematically and quantitatively such effects.
Kurland, et al. (39) who have used LSD in psychedelic
therapy of alcoholics, neurotics, terminal cancer patients,
and others under supervised settings, concluded that the
hazards of psychedelic therapy did not appear either special
or unusual.

Kast (40) found that LSD had an analgesic action in a
series of 128 patients. He found the drug relatively safe in
spite of some occasional undesirable pharmacological effects.
His subjects were preterminal cancer patients suffering with
metastases.

Thirty per cent of his patients said they would

unwilling to repeat the administration of LSD. The
administration of LSD effected less disturbed sleep in Kast’s
patients. A detailed account of psychedelic therapy was
presented by Unger (41).
Hypnodelic therapy was found appropriate by Lyle (42)
for the treatment of sociopathic offenders. Ditman (43)
reviewed the value of LSD both in psycholytic and psychedelic therapies. Psycholytic therapy involves a continuing
series of LSD sessions over a period of months, whereas
psychedelic therapy consists of the administration of a
single, massive dose, 200-1500 micrograms, of LSD in one
be

protracted session. Unsupervised, non-medical settings
could lead to adverse experiences. Psychedelic therapy
emphasizes more on the transcendental stateof consciousness
(44). Kurland (45), while pointing out the useful nature of
LSD in the alcoholics, neurotics, drug addicts, and terminal
cancer patients, emphasized the need for future research to
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produce new drugs of valuable psycholytic, psychedelic,
psychotropic potencies of better therapeutic use.
Savage (46) found LSD of definite therapeutic value
even though work with LSD was more difficult than without
the drug. LSD sets in motion (47) certain processes within
the patients which are out of the therapist’s and the patient’s
control. It may produce solicitude, anxiety, and helplessness
in\the therapist, emphasizing a need for a well-trained
therapist and a well-supervised setting.
Fisher (48)
suggested a dose of 300-500 micrograms of LSD with
premedication of 10-20 milligrams Librium, 5 milligram of
methedrine and 6-16 milligrams of psilocybin for an initial
psychotherapeutic experience. The administration of 25-100
milligrams of chlorpromazine may be used to terminate an
LSD session. In the case of afraid, anxious or frightened
subjects, low doses of LSD (25-75 micrograms) should be
used.
Psilocybin was not recommended for an initial
psychedelic experience while mescaline or mescaline and LSD
together could be used. The dose of mescaline when used
alone could be 500-800 milligrams whereas in combination
200-400 mg mescaline with 100-300 micrograms of LSD were
recommended. The present author feels that these doses are
very high and should certainly be used only by therapists
highly experienced in the use of psychedelic drugs. The dose
should also be variable depending on the state of the patient.
On the other hand, the use of subthreshhold doses could only
provide little therapeutic opportunity and more tolerance.
The useful nature of LSD in psychotherapy has been
repeatedly asserted (49 and 50).
Mogar (50) quoted the research of Mackinnon and his
associates, indicating that a truly creative person is
distinguished from the non-creative individual by his
capacity for “transliminal experiences”. The “transliminal
experience” is characterized by an illuminating ash of
insight occurring at a critical threshold of the consciousunconscious continuum. This “transliminal experience”
could resemble the peak experience in psychedelic therapy.
Bieberman (51) pointed out “session games people play”.
She pointed out some of the preferred group settings, etc. for
the sessions. The patterns of conduct to be avoided (51) are:
‘
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entering the experience for any trivial purpose without
adequate planning, assuming an attitude of arrogance
toward non-users, panic, confusion, and pleas or demands to
end the experience immediately, evasion of responsibility
during the session, leaving the group before the effects wore
off, attempts to import the experiences of the session before

it

is over, etc.

Caldwell (52) has discussed in detail LSD psychotherapy. She considered the nature of the LSD session, the
effects that are relevant to the therapy, the risks and
advantages of psychedelics in therapy. Speaking in terms of
psychological orientation, she pointed out that within our
own consciousness, there is a memory, waiting to be recalled,
of every movement, feeling and desire in our lives. This
implies that everything survives in a way more complete
than just intellectually.
The psychedelic experience
heightens this recall, and if handled properly, could pass
through beneficial channels leading to psychotherapy and
rehabilitation. The further a patient regresses, the more
insubstantial does his memory become.
As therapy
progresses, the patient’s personality and his grasp of the
facts of his childhood, his identity, etc. become sharper, more
specific, better controlled and even more mundane. The
knowledge of the self, as revealed by the LSD experience, if
properly channeled, buttressed, and built, could lead to a
helpful alteration or even reconstruction of the psychobiology
of the patient.
Cohen (53) considered the pros and cons of psychotherapy with LSD. He listed seventeen desirable aims in
terms of personality structure. He put in a better perspective
the emotional claims both denying any usefulness for LSD
and miraculous, evangelical cures by the drug. McGlothlin
and Arnold (54) made a ten-year, follow-up study of the
medical use of LSD. They considered both experimental and
psychotherapeutic settings for the use of the drug in the
period 1955-61. Surveying 247 persons, they found the usual
experimental dose to range from 50-1,000 micrograms with a
median of 125 micrograms.
In the psychotherapeutic
administration, the range was 25-700 micrograms with a
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median of 125 micrograms. They could not find any measureable lasting changes in personality,belief,value,attitude, or
behavior in this relatively unselected, adult population.
Further, the nature of the effect of LSD use was such that
the drug became less attractive with continued use, and in
the long term was almost always self-limiting.
It may be pointed out that after 1964 LSD has certainly
fallen into the category of a gruesome, awful drug. This is
‘perhaps correctly so, but the present author bemoans the
lack of better funded governmental research on psychotropic
drugs. Commercial firms in this area would conduct
research, invest in economic areas, leaving the basic research
out. Further, the accepted use, marketability and sales of a
drug depend not only on its basic usefuhiess, but to a larger
extent, on the merchandising and marketing practices of the
drug industry. This leads to the conclusion that the better
drug may not always have better sales!
The long list of factors cited above on the useful nature
of LSD could be partly counterbalanced with a list of
publications that point out the relative ineffectiveness and
the considerable danger involved in the psychotherapeutic
use of LSD. Hoch (55) was among the early research workers
on the use of LSD and concluded that psychedelic drugs
aggravate schizophrenic symptoms and questioned the
claims made for LSD early in 1957.
Faillace (56) reviewed the clinical use of psychotomimetic
drugs. Hollister, et al. (57) could not conclude definitely that
the psychedelic drugs facilitated psychotherapy. Medical
World News (58) reported the possibility or irreversible risk
of delirium and depersonalization in the use of LSD.
Leuner (59) reported in 1968 that wisdom counselled
against the use of LSD in view of the multitude of increasing
reports on general abuse, etc. The shorter-acting hallucinogen, psilocybin, or its derivatives, CEY-19 and CZ-74, could
be safer substitutes in psycholytic therapy. Caldwell (60)
stated a 65% recovery or improvement in 110 patients by the
use of LSD in 1963.

UML-491 or Methysergide (Sansert) is used in the
treatment of migraine headache. However, vascular insuffi-
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ciency and retro-peritoneal and pleuropuhnonary fibrosis
are some of the adverse somatic reactions resulting from the
use of UML. The psychiatric adverse reactions to a single
exposure of just one 2 milligram tablet of UML consisted
of (61) extreme agitation, compulsive urges for abnormal,
bizarre behavior, loss of self-control, depression etc.
Vangaard (62) summarized his findings on treatment
of 22 patients. He concluded that LSD treatment was
contraindicated in patients in whom the habitual personality
and the psychopathic state revealed “signs of ego-weakness
and possibilities of psychopathic, schizophrenic-form
psychoses. But these are exactly the areas where other
workers have found LSD useful.
Considerable work has been done on the use of LSD in
the treatment of schizophrenia. Sandison, et al. (63) found
that LSD disturbed the unconscious so that repressed
memories are relived;e.g., clarity with a change to an
infantile body image. Schizophrenics and control subjects
could react differently to LSD(64). Using a low dose, Sloane
and Lovett-Doust(64) found limited changes due to LSD in a
total of thirty subjects. Cholden, et al. (65) also could not
detect consistent beneficial effects or overt reactions to LSD
in chronic schizophrenics.

Distinction should be made of the schizophrenic as
opposed to the psychoneurotic subject in these cases. For
example, Martin (66) found that 45 out of 50 chronic psychoneurotics were benefited by LSD treatment. Least benefit
was obtained in cases of chronic tension. Abramson, et al.
(67) explored the stablemate concept of therapy. The ratio of
the patient interactiomstablemate interaction was higher for
the LSD group. The schizophrenic patient showed more
change in behavior than did the normal stablemate.
Shagass and Bittle (68, 69) found that the patients who
respond to LSD (LSD responders) showed considerably more
improvement. The responder group consisted mostly of
patients with diagnoses of psychopathic personality. This
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work was done on a small number of cases and pointed out
that patients treated with LSD showed greater improvement
than those in whom LSD was not used. LSD has been shown
to be beneficial (70) in the treatment of exhibitionism and
termination of hallucination in schizophrenics (71). Kato (71)
found dynamic correlation between monologue, auditory
hallucination and automovement. LSD replaced in these
patients, delusions of persecution by feelings of protection.
De Ropp (72) reviewed therapeutic use of LSD and other
drugs.
Pfeiffer et al. (73) studied the effects of LSD on ten
chronic male schizophrenic patients. Instead of a decrease in
variability of the EEG observed in normal subjects, a
significant increase occurred reaching its peak in ninety
minutes. Kornetsky and Mirsky (74) did not find an
attenuated response with centrally acting drugs in schizophrenics as opposed to previous studies which showed greater
resistance to drugs in schizophrenics. The schizophrenic
syndrome includes a state of chronic hyperarousal and
perhaps compensatory mechanisms. Smythies (75) reported
that schizophrenics were less reactive to histamine than
normals. The recall of LSD used for therapeutic purposes
was criticized by Brown (76).
Considering the above literature, psychedelic therapy
with a peak experience should be further investigated in
chronic schizophrenics, especially the “bumt-out, backward” cases which are difficult to be returned to the
community.
LSD has been used as an adjunct to psychotherapy in
children (77). The doses used here were 1-2 micrograms per
kilogram, larger doses being as high as 300 micrograms. This
is certainly a high dose approaching pharmacotherapeutic
levels. Good results were obtained with LSD as shown by
improvement of the language, greater naturalness in
playing, improved affect, disappearance of autoaggression,
hallucinations, sleep and behavior disorders, accompanied
with an improvement of learning abilities. Many of these
workers have found that LSD is well tolerated by children.
Pharmacotherapy with LSD in children, either alone or
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in combination with other drugs and UML, has also been
reported to yield therapeutic results (78). Bender and her
group (79) were among the earliest to test the efficacy of
psychedelic pharmacotherapy in schizophrenic children,
especially autistic children. These children tolerated LSD
well for a period of a few years even at daily doses of 100-150
micrograms of pure LSD. Improvements in tenns of a happy
mood, less hostility and positive affect, less stereotyped
whirling and rhythmic behavior, etc. were found. Alterations
in neurological signs in the perceptual motor function, body
image function, etc. were also noted.
Abramson (81) and his associates tested LSD on
children. They could not produce positive results in one case
(80), but concluded that (81) comparatively large doses of
LSD and UML may be safely administered to autistic
children without apparent brain damage, but with improvement. LSD therapy was reported (82) to be useful in the
treatment of severely disturbed children who cannot speak,
cannot relate to other children and make continuous
rhythmic movements. Simmons (83, 84) reported that LSD
could be profitably used as a therapeutic adjunct, especially
in autistic children, altering the “autistic barrier”.
Under the effect of LSD, the formerly lifeless drawings
of an autistic schizophrenic patient (85) assumed violent
color, realism and a sense of motion. Alcoholism caused a
blurring of the picture while psilocybin administration
produced indications of an intellectual approach in the
picture drawing. Psilocybin apparently helped the patient
verbalize. Fisher (86) administered LSD to autistic and
schizophrenic children and found that LSD helped the
individual patient to reexperience himself in a far less
distorted way and to reevaluate the worthiness of his essential
self. While there are more positive reports on the beneficial
nature of LSD, there have always been several occasions
where negative results were obtained. However, psychedelics
seem to be not without some value in the treatment of
autism. More research should be carried out on psychedelic
therapy in cases of infantile autism and mental retardation.
Training and rehabilitation of the patient should be planned
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in advance to take advantage of the three or six months of
psychedelic therapy before the patient begins to tolerate the
drugs.
The induction of a psychotic state by LSD in the patient
to be treated is equivalent to induction of natural schizophrenia. The LSD-psychosis is more an acute toxic chemical
reaction characterized with higher temperature, hallucinations, and may or may not be attendent with the psychopathology, etc. of natural schizophrenia. The latter is
characterized with auditory hallucinations, psychopathology,
developmental lags and an array of compensations,
decompensations, rationalizations, defense, anxiety, fear,
insecurity, etc. which may be the result of a genetically
predisposed nature, subject to the crises and vulnerability of
life experiences. The several factors involved in natural
schizophrenia have been considered in a chapter on the
multithemic etiology of schizophrenia in a book on “Schizophrenia - Current Concepts and Research” by Sankar.
Bleuler (87) pointed out that medico-historical facts
opposed identification of LSD intoxification with schizophrenia. The comparison between the two is valid within
very narrow limits (88). Hollister (89) compared the clinical
syndromes from psychotomimetic drugs with schizophrenic
reactions. Somatic and perceptual effects attended with few
psychopathologic symptoms characterized the effects of
LSD. Disorientation, distorted thinking, paranoid ideation,
auditory, gustatory,olfactory or tactile hallucinations were
uncommon with LSD. JB-329 yielded a characteristic
picture of toxic delirium.
There have been several reports (90) where subjects with
a history of chronic LSD use, have been hospitalized. These
patients differed from others in the same age group in a_
history of drug abuse, chaotic sexual behavior, responding to
intrafamilial conflict with antisocial and dissocial behavior
In Hensala’s group (90) of
and poor work histories.
hospitalized LSD-users, there were no professionals who
have been hospitalized except one teacher. The problem of
pinpointing the effects of LSD resulting in schizophrenia
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requiring hospitalization is complicated by the endogenous
psychopathology, multiple-drug use, and chaotic life style of
the patient.
The therapeutic aspects of other lysergates and
psychedelics has received some, but inadequate, attention.
Turner and Merlis (91) used the non-hallucinogenic analog,
BOL-148, in the treatment of chronic schizophrenic subjects.
No evident effect on the psychosis could be found, perhaps
suggesting that the psychotomimetic activity is part of the
therapeutic picture. UML has been used not only in
migraine, but also on adult and childhood psychotics.
However, even though UML was not found to alter the
condition of eighteen chronic schizophrenic patients by
Marie, et al. (92), such a treatment of hospitalized, disturbed
children was reported to be beneficial by Bender, et al. (93).
Dimethyltryptamine was also tested on twenty-four
female patients (94). This treatment either delayed or
decreased the vegetative symptoms in schizophrenics.
Administration of LSD (95) reversed the akinetic-abulic
syndrome induced by prolonged treatment of patients with
chlorpromazine and reserpine.
LSD, combined with apomorphine was of diagnostic and
therapeutic value (96) in alcoholism. Itil (97) used a
combination of LSD and Ditran in order to determine
whether the prognosis of chronic schizophrenic patients
could be influenced by altering “stable” hypersynchronous
EEG patterns. They found that EEG desynchronization
was accompanied by activation of psychic symptomalogy
and rendered the patients more responsive to usual psychotropic drugs. Similar treatment of schizophrenia with the
tranquillizers after activation oflthe psychic systems by psychotomimetics was studied by Shirvaikar and Kelkar (98).
LSD was given daily in the moming followed by thioridazine
in three doses during the rest of the day for one week. No
conclusive results were obtained and excessively chronic
cases were considered unsuitable for this form of treatment.
Small doses of LSD coupled with intravenous Ritalin
(99) were administered to 350 outpatients. Conditions like
emotional immaturity, excessive anxiety, psoriasis, etc.
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could be helped by this treatment. Sankar and Grover
(unpublished) found involvement of serotonin in psoriatics
who were benefited by reserpine therapy. Treatment with a
combination of LSD-25 with Ritalin, or the drug alone, were
found to be beneficial (100) in a group of patients undergoing
ambulatory psychotherapy. Martin (101) found that Ritalin
and sodium amytal could be used as alternatives to LSD as
adjuncts to psychotherapy. This treatment is potentially
valuable, but is dangerous also and is accompanied by
problems of withdrawal. Oral intake of sodium amytal
followed by intravenous injection of Ritalin or methedrine
was also found successful (102). The above studies point out
the possible therapeutic value of Ritalin, methedrine, Ditran,
etc. and combination therapies which warrant further studies.
One of the main areas where LSD has been found
beneficial, besides in psychotherapy, is in treatment of
alcoholics. Smith (103) reported in 1958 that LSD or mescaline in conjunction with psilocybin benefited refractory
alcholics with character disorders. Borderline or “actual
psychotics did not benefit. Rolo, Krinsky, and Goldfarb( 104)
used LSD as an adjunct to psychotherapy in alcoholics with
a history of alcoholism dating from eight to over twenty
years. This chemo-psycotherapeutic approach allowed
expectation of favorable results. Savage (105) showed that
LSD may help the alcoholic because of transcendental,
mystic peak experience. A review of the use of psychedelics
on 159 chronic alcoholics and 80 control subjects who did not
receive LSD showed (106) that the psychedelic drugs could
be __effecti_ve agents in the treatment of recalcitrant
alcoholics. Many of these studies were done in Canada.
Smith continued (107) his studies on LSD in alcoholics and
found it to be reasonably safe and free from complications
if properly used.

Cheek and her associates (108, 109, 110) devised a

setting comparable to Alcoholics Anonymous and controlled
their variables in a rigorous manner. Studying both the
patient and the family, they devised aquestionnaire and
rating system. Participation by the husband and wives was
involved. They concluded that at three months the LSD
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group showed much greater improvement in terms of sobriety, work and family adjustment. However, at the end of six
and twelve months, some of these advantages dimished
considerably, even though “essential-reaction” measure was
significantly related to outcome in the LSD group, but not in
the control group. They found it important to prepare the
spouses of the alcoholics to the period after LSD treatment.
The wives of the subjects on LSD were vociferous in their
requests for concurrent .help. Cheek and Holstein (110)
studied the relation between dosage levels of LSD, group
differences and social interactions. They found increased
negative social-emotional behavior in aggressive reformatory
inmates, while two alcoholic groups rose in positive socialemotional behavior. The schizophrenics seem to rise in both
positive and negative behavior with increasing doses of LSD.
The rehabilitation of the alcoholic in a multi-disciplinary
approach is important (111,112), besides pharmacotherapy,
psychotherapy etc. Claims made for the beneficial nature of
psychedelic therapy and alcoholism have been questioned
(113). Approximately one-third of the alcoholics will remain
sober after the therapy while another one-third will be
benefited (114).
A study of the alcoholism treatment program at Topeka
Veteran’s Administration Hospital showed (115, 116) that
out of 79 patients treated with LSD, 15 were abstinent. The
self-destructive nature of alcoholism and arrests decreased
while employment and attendance at the Alcoholics
Anonymous groups increased. The most successful results
were obtained with the therapeutic set and informal setting.
The values of alcoholics (117) changed after psychedelic
therapy. Religious values showed a significant increase
while values classified as economic, social, political,
theoretical, aesthetic did not change significantly.
Alcoholics volunteering for LSD treatment appeared (118)
to be more aware of their emotion and behavioral difficulties
and found less pleasure in drinking with a willingness to try
a new treatment. Besides LSD (120), chlordiazepoxide and
phenothiazines have also been used (119) in the drug therapy
of alcoholism. Disulfiram has been a classical drug for
treatment of alcoholism by its ability to inhibit the further
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metabolization of alcohol, giving rise to unpleasant
consequences after consumption of alcohol. Anxiety may
lead to drinking, which may thus be partially an escapist
defense mechanism from an acute psychotic breakdown.
There are several possible escape mechanisms from
These include obsession,
acute psychotic breakdowns.
compulsion, alimentary tract ulcers, cardiopathies, etc. The
occurrentce of non-psychiatric disorders may thus be
beneficial in the prevention of acute psychiatric disorder!
Claims have been made to lowered incidence of nonpsychiatric diseases in psychiatric patients.
Music therapy in conjunction with psychedelic therapy
has been recommended (121) to treat alcoholism. A study of
the treatment of 33 chronic alcoholics with LSD showed (122)
that 17 of these subjects were beneted by the treatment.
Short-term treatment with LSD or with sodium amyl0barbital-methedrine (SAM) was found to be useful. SAM
produced a different quality of response from LSD (123). A
successful post-treatment adjustment (125)) was
more closely associated with the pretreatment employment
level, marital status, etc.
The long-term gains through the use of LSD have been
questioned (124, 125). Patients evaluated (124) on the
Eysenck Personality Inventory, the Ipat Objective Anxiety
Scale, the MMPI, the Lorr Multi-dimensional Rating Scale,
etc. showed no significant difference between the control
group and the LSD group. Faillace, Vourlekis and Szara
(126) found the use of hallucinogenic drugs in the treatment
of alcoholism to be of limited value. Similar lack of beneficial
effects which could be attributed to the LSD treatment has
been reported (127). Baker (128) treated 150 non-psychotic,
psychiatric patients with LSD. Phobic neurotics, hysterics,
and bipolar manic-depressive psychotics were helped by
LSD, but treatment of 30 alcoholics with LSD showed no
enhancement of the effectiveness beyond regular treatment
by LSD. Alcoholics responding favorably to treatment
showed under LSD, a will to live, lack of ambivalence to their
neuroses and a good correlation between words and actions.
Hollstein, et al. (129) found that LSD produced slightly
S
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better results in the alcoholics during the earlier phase of
treatment. After six months, the results were comparable
for the LSD and the amphetamine groups. Such beneficial
nature of LSD in the first three months before tolerance
could be built up, has been pointed out above.
Ludwig, et al. (130) found that LSD treatment was in no
way better than milieu therapy and other therapeutic
modalities. They concluded that the dramatic claims for the
usefulness of LSD in alcoholism were unjustified. This story
was clearly highlighted by “Chemical and Engineering
News” (131) under the heading, “LSD Therapy-No Help for
Alcoholics". Smart and Storm (132) also concluded that
there was no solid evidence for the efficacy of treatment of
alcoholism with LSD.
As with all subject matter in the story of LSD, there
was a curious, initial investigation followed by a rapturous,
psychedelic admiration terminating in a disillusionment.
These periods in the history of LSD are clearly marked
chronologically with the law and the abuse of the drug.
Granted that a lot of emotion had gone into the studies on
LSD, more attention should be paid to its usefulness where a
transcendental peak experience could be properly interrelated with practical benefits. Its use in breaking down
autistic barriers and an orderly structure of emotion and
feeling ending but in psychopathology (giving rise to
disorder) could benefit a certain number of patients.
The ability of LSD to enhance the mystical selfunderstanding of a person has never been better put to use
than in terminal cancer patients. Unfortunately, one form of
cancer, malignant carcinoid, is characterized by increased
urinary excretion of 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid. LSD and
UML have been established to be serotonin antagonists.
However, no marked benefit resulted (133) by the use of
UML-491 in two patients with carcinoid tumors metastasing
to the liver. One of these patients responded favorably with
relief of ushing and respiratory defects, but little
improvement in the gastrointestinal cramping.
An interesting study by Rassidakis, et al. (134) showed
that the number of mental patients who die from malignant
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neoplasms is proportionately much less than the number in
the general population. The death rate from malignant
neoplasms was 15% in the general population and 4.9% in
psychiatric populations in Greece in 1967. Similar statistics
were foland in England, Wales and Scotland also. The
authors correctly questioned the possible pitfalls in this

observation.
Sackler (135)\wrote that schizophrenics have fewer heart
attacks, and are usually spared from the miseries of peptic
ulcer, ulcerative colitis and asthma. If there is less cancer in
the schizophrenic, production of schizophrenia may help the
cancer patient! This is a rather challenging speculation,
suggestive of the beneficial nature of the production of an
acute psychotic state with LSD.
Administration of 2 micrograms of LSD or of 2.5
grams of pargyline per 100 g. body weight of rats, inhibited
the growth of chemically-induced mammary carcinomas
(136). However, discontinuation of the treatment produced a
rapid increase in the size and number of the tumors. These
effects could be due to the decrease in serum prolactin levels
by pargyline and LSD. Haloperidol which increased serum
prolactin levels had the opposite effect.
As has been mentioned above, psychedelic therapy with
LSD of terminal cancer patients by Pahnke, et al. (137) has
been productive to increased insight, acceptance and
tolerance in the patient. The question of an illuminated
emotional benefit as opposed to clinical oncological improvement should be studied more carefully in a betterperspective.
The professional use of LSD has not been confined to
psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy of behavioral disorders
only. LSD, as has been pointed out in the chapter on
“Endocrine Relations", interacts closely with the thyroid
hormone system. Further, Salemo and Tallaferro (138)
obtained favorable results in four cases of amenorrhea by
treatment with mescaline or LSD. Homosexuality in twelve
males was benefically treated with LSD (139). In this
particular case, as also in the studies by Martin (140) and by
Geller and Boas (141), the psychophysiological and
psychopathological involvement was deeper than any
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biological involvement. Geller and Boas (141) treated
marital and sexual problems in men and women. They
pointed out that LSD was not an aphrodisiac and could act,
when it does, as an emotional relaxant and strong stimulus
in sexual encounter. On the other hand, Szanto, et al. (142,
143) found that LSD and UML could augment thyroid
-_ I.-. xv
function.

Involvement of LSD with the physiological and
biochemical functions of the bioamines has been described
earlier. In view of these interrelations, LSD could be
expected to be of possible, though not proven, therapeutic
value in disorders involving some biogenic amines. Oh and
Evans (144) found that pretreatment of eyes in rabbits by
injecting LSD moderately decreased the number of rosettes
produced by New Castle Disease virus. The formation of
these rosettes is an indicator of the virus’ ability to induce
corneal lesions. In studies on the inuence of LSD on
allergic encephalomyelitis (145), it was found that simultaneous administration of LSD with brain-adj uvant emulsion
decreased the incidence of paralysis and mortality rate in
guinea pigs. The venom from saw-scale viper can increase
capillary permeability in the rat. This increased permeability
is mediated through a release of (146) histamine and
serotonin. Antivenom and antiserotonin drugs, like LSD,etc.
could block the increased capillary permeability.
An increase in the urinary excretion of 5-hydroxyindole
acetic acid in dumping syndrome was prevented (147) by the

administration of LSD prior to concentrated
glucose. UML also could (148) normalize the increased blood
glucose and potassium levels and heart rate induced by oral
administration of glucose in patients with dumping
syndrome. However, UML had little effect on the urinary
excretion of the 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid. It is conceivable
that analogs of LSD could be synthesized which may possibly
have value as anticholinergic, antihistaminic, vasoactive,
etc. compounds.
Chronic headache (149) is closely related to vasodilation
of the cranial arteries and traction of the blood vessels,
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sustained contraction of skeletal muscles of head and neck,
etc. Pharmacologic treatment of headache could consist of
raising the pain threshold (analgesia), interrupting the
mechanism producing pain and also by reducing emotional
tension and anxiety associated with the pain. Migraine
headaches could be caused by several conditions including
psychogenic, endocrine, hereditary, allergic or by combinations of several factors. Several substances have been
used in the treatment of the many forms of headache which
is the most difficult to pinpoint in regard to etiology or
therapy. Ergotamine has been used in several forms of headache, especially migraine. UML-491 has been often successfully used in the prophylaxis and therapy of migraine. Thus
notable improvement was -found (150) in 18 cases of
migraine and two Horton’s histaminic cephalalgia on
treatment with UML. Various types of headaches (151)
have been treated with UML. The beneficial effects were
found to occur within a day or two, and disappear equally
fast. Withdrawal could cause significant areups of the
headache.

Raynaud’s phenomenon or Raynaud’s disease presents
symptomatology of intermittent pallor or cyanosis of the
extremities, precipitated by cold and with patency of the
Primary Raynaud’s disease,
large peripheral vessels.
associated with a disease, is comparatively rare, but
Raynaud’s phenomenon can occur secondary to diverse
pathological conditions. In this way, Raynaud’s phenomenon is highly non-specific, but is based on vasomotor
circulatory conditions. The vasoconstrictor properties of
serotonin could be closely related to Raynaud’s phenomenon
(152). Eleven patients with diagnoses of primary Raynaud’s
disease, and several patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon
were treated with UML and/or other drugs. The processes
involved in the production of Raynaud’s phenomenon
involved biogenic amines, especially serotonin, and are thus
susceptible to clinical alteration by UML. No definitive
conclusions could be drawn.
The mode of action of UML in vascular headaches (153)
involved peripheral vasoconstriction and anti-inammatory
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properties. Wolff and his associates (154) have done
extensive work on headache. They concluded that the
therapeutic efficacy of UML-491 in migraine depended on its
ability to modify the effects of vasoconstriction and
vasodilation in migraine. Vascular headaches in 171 patients
were treated by Friedman and Losin (155) by UML. They
noted reduction in the severity and frequency of the
headaches in 65% of the patients with migraine. This figure
was significantly higher than in a control group not receiving
UML. 71% of patients with cluster headache benefited from
UML. Vascular headaches could be treated with UML, but
not headaches due to neuromuscular tension (156). UML
was found to be beneficial in 77% of 159 subjects with
histaminic cephalalgia, being both safe and effective (157).
However, therapy with UML did not help (158)25 chronically
ill allergic patients. Curran, et al. (159) reviewed the nature,
usefulness and side effects of UML.
Sicuteri (160) has been among the earliest in the use of
lysergates for migraine headaches. Of all these derivatives,
UML was found to be the most potent agent. However, he
stated that UML - like other derivatives of lysergic acid - has
no antihistamine effect. This is certainly subject to question.
The usefulness of UML in migraine headaches, cluster
headaches (histaminic cephalalgia), but not in common vascular tension headaches was shown repeatedly( 161). Abrupt
discontinuation of treatment may give rise to “rebound
headaches’ ’.
1 -Methyl-N-carbobenzyloxy-dehydrolysergamine was slightly less effective (162) than UML, but was
better tolerated.
Ostfeld (163) pointed out that serotonin was more likely
a candidate for “pain substance” than histamine or acetyl
choline in migraine headache in certain patients. UML being
a highly potent antiserotonin could be of beneficial effect in
such a case. However, as has been stated above, some of the
adverse effects of UML may have to be carefully watched in
the therapeutic program of migraine with UML.
Other uses for LSD and its derivatives could be varied.
For example, Lieberman (164) discussed the use of psychochemicals as weapons. Besides lethal nerve gases such as
Sarin (GB), mustard gases, tear and vomit gases, the use of
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substances like LSD could be conceived as deterents
to the efficacy of an enemy. It was reported than Gen.
Creasy testified that “provided sufficient impetus is put
behind it, I think the future lies in the psychochemicals".
Cohen (165) also considered such possibilities. The use of
psychochemicals in brain washing, coercive persuasion, etc.
(166) could also be part of future research inasmuch as our
behavior is mostly pattemed after reward and punishment.
Several claims have been made for increased creativity
induced by LSD. For example, Arana-Gallegos (167) found
dedication to the task and intralease were abundant in
schizophrenics treated with LSD. Amphetamine, nicotine,
benactyzine, and LSD produced (168) amelioration of
performance in rats that were slow in acquiring an escape
conditioning. In a pilot study, Harman, et al. (169) found
that psychedelic agents under carefully structured regimen,
could facilitate creative problem solving. LSD and similar
chemicals (170) were reported to have enhanced the ability
to solve many specific architectural problems. Reversal
learning was facilitated by a single injection of LSD in the
rat (171). Fischer and Scheib (172) reviewed some of the
effects of hallucinogenic drugs on creative performance.
Zegans, Pollard and Brown (173) concluded that the administration of LSD to a relatively unselected group of people is
not likely’ to enhance their creative ability.
Krippner (174) recounts the story of Oliver Wendell
Hohnes, Sr., who enjoyed sensations of transcendent
beauty and divine wisdom under presurgical ether.
Determined to perpetuate this experience for posterity,
Homes went through a second ether session and wrote in a
shaking hand, “Oh, Lord, what a stinkl". Coleridge, Poe,
De Quincey, Berlioz, Browning, Carlyle, Tennyson, Dickens,
Keats, Sir Walter Scott, and others have used opium. None
of these writers have been transported into a higher order of
creativity due to the opium. However, further research on
the use of psychedelic drugs in artistic creativity, in music,
and other related fields deserves well-structured, careful
research. Krippner (174) pointed out the influence of drugs
on lyrics. The usual boy-girl theme could often be replaced
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by a man-cosmos theme, pointing out the cosmic perspectives
induced by psychedelics. The poet, J olm Sinclair, was
sentenced in 1969 to ten years’ imprisonment following
conviction for the possession of two marijuana cigarettes as
was Aldcroft in 1967.
It may thus be seen from the above material that LSD
and its congeners could be of use in aiding psychotherapy,
in breaking down autistic barriers by pharmacotherapy, in
vascular headaches, in migraine, and perhaps in enhancing
the learning and creativity in a select population. However,
the abuse of LSD by “unselect populations” has been the
main stay and thrust in throwing LSD into a no-man's land.
More harmful drugs, which have not been abused, have not
suffered the same serious fate. Less harmful drugs, like
meprobamate, have suffered the same penalty because of
their abuse. The key word here is “abuse”, but not possible
“usefulness”. If the abuse of LSD were less widespread,
perhaps LSD would not have been recalled by Sandoz and
forbidden by governments.
LSD is unique among all the lysergates in its hallucinogenic creativity. No other known compound, lysergate or
otherwise, has its potency. Thus research on LSD should not
be hindered, but carefully structured. The use of LSD as a
tool for research has been pointed out by Max Rinkel (175),
by Dahlberg (176), by Denson (177), by Gelder (178), and
several others. Basic research on mechanisms of hallucinations, on psychobiology, on biogenic amines, and research
in clinical areas involving these substances has been greatly
benefited by the work on LSD. Abramson (179) has pointed
these several aspects of LSD and has also written a chapter
in this book stating his views.
The present author, who has worked in several basic
science areas of psychotomirnetics and has collaborated with
Bender in the use of LSD in breaking down autistic barriers,
also believes that basic research on LSD and its derivatives
should be further encouraged. He also believes that any
pharmacotherapeutic use of LSD is limited to three to six
months after initiation of the use. Any progress the patients
may make should be carefully aided and planned within this
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short term of therapy. The problem is confused by the
abuse of LSD and the abuse of multiple drugs in questionabl-J groups of the population. This should not be so.

1-other
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The Use of LSD as an Adjuvant to
Psychotherapy.
Fact and Fiction

Harold A. Abramson
In spite of the present furor against the use of LSD

as

an adjuvant to psychotherapy, I feel now, as I did nearly
two decades ago, that LSD administered in low doses (less
that 150 micrograms) not only is harmless when employed
in a suitable medical therapeutic procedure, but also is of
value in the psychotherapeutic process (1).

Although present day research projects in pharmacology and psychiatry do not encompass the study of the
effects of LSD, to the extent that was found previously, the
importance of the discovery of its psychotomimetic effect
by Hofmann still is, in the view of the writer, of the greatest
importance, both scientifically and psychotherapeutically.
In support of this is the fact that more than 3000 papers on
LSD, its derivatives and congeners have been published in
the past three decades. Why has this group of compounds
become quantitatively much less important in the present
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often fruitless search for understanding of the nature of the
psychotic process? Before discussing the origins of the
present low point in emphasis on LSD research, it is important to understand the nature of the drug both to the individual and to society, in general.
Dahlberg and his coworkers (2) have published a report
entitled “LSD Research: The Impact of Lay Publicity.”
They emphasize that there has been continuous concern
for the political, social, and psychoanalytical implications.
Drugs like LSD, of course, have been receiving sensational
and unfavorable attention not only from the press, but also
from certain physicians, whose anxieties take precedence
over their understanding that research should continue with
LSD. The illegal street use of LSD has increased as research has decreased. In this writer’s own experience, it
took approximately three years to obtain legal permission
to continue early studies of LSD on goldfish (3).
The origins of the difficulties may in part be traced as
follows. From 1951 until 1962 world-wide research on LSD
resulted in publication of more than 1000 papers. However,
difficulties at Harvard University in 1962 resulted in unfavorable publicity in newspapers and magazines. “Authoritative” articles appeared, too frequently authored by those
who had had no direct experience with the drug or who dealt
primarily with the results of unknown drug mixtures purchased on the street. Press coverage usually did not cover
the professionally written articles unless the data stressed
the dangers comiected with LSD use. Most of the coverage
in the press pertained to the results of the uses of LSD
obtained through illicit charmels. Further, it was rarely
validated by the press that LSD was really or uniquely involved. Usually, careful analysis of the patient’s history
showed that an ongoing psychotic process was amplified by
an assortment of illicitly obtained drugs, the nature of which
could not be identified. Dahlberg and his colleagues succinctly state:
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“After this period there was very little publicity until March
Life Magazine renewed the notoriety by publishwith considerable sensationalistic emphasis.
article
an
ing
Shortly thereafter, newspaper, magazine, radio, and television coverage abounded -- lurid reports of a child accidentally
swallowing the drug, a murder connected with LSD, inquiries by a district attomey, etc. Recall of the drug by Sandoz
followed. The New York County Medical Society made
1966, when

formal recommendations to the State legislature asking for
more stringent penalties for illicit manufacture and distribution of the drug, which was followed in April 1967 by the
enactment in New York State of laws controlling the sale,
'
possession, and use of hallucinogens.”
The pioneering research of Bender, Goldschmidt and
Sankarl(4,5) using both LSD and Sansert on autistic children showed that the use of these drugs was without deleterious effects.

Irwin and Egozcue, on the contrary

(see 6), stated

that

there was an increase in chromosomal breakage in six out
of eight volunteers who had taken LSD compared to one
out of nine volunteers who had never taken the drug before.
This statement, of course, is not only of importance in connection with LSD but also of great importance in connection
with the use of Sansert in the treatment of migraine. Sansert, which is in worldwide use today, is chemically speaking,
very closely related to LSD. The dosage of Sansert is very
much larger than LSD. Compare, for example, a 200 microgram dose of LSD with a 2000 microgram dose of Sansert
taken three times daily over a period of years. No damage
to chromosomes has been reported where Sansert has been
used for years. Bender and Sankar report, contrary to the
implied conclusions of Irwin and E gozcue, that chromosomal
damage was not found in the leucocytes of children treated
with LSD. Their negative findings are most significant
because these children received up to 150 micrograms of pure
LSD daily for as long as two and three years in contrast with
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the studies of illicit users reported by Irwin and Egozcue
who almost invariably use other drugs as well.
In keeping with this finding of Bender and Sankar is
the report of Warkany and Takacs (7). These investigators
administered LSD in doses up to 300 micrograms to 55
pregnant rats during a period of organogenesis. Examination of the resultant 887 young for congenital effects
showed no greater frequency than in controls. These experiments fail to prove that LSD is teratogenic in rats. Previous
work by other authors such as Alexander et al. were not confirmed. Again, I wish to emphasize that conclusions about
LSD must be paralleled by studies of other lysergic acid
derivatives so commonly employed in medicine. In the
United States LSD and other lysergic acid derivatives have
assumed almost mystical significance in their ability to
produce permanent psychologic catastrophies. One might
almost think it was left here by Orson Welles’ Martians
when they invaded the earth rather than given us by the
brilliant discovery of the Swiss chemist, Hofmann.

If the results of Bender and her colleagues had shown
that the children were damaged by LSD, undoubtedly magazines from Playboy to House and Garden would have
reported it. Apparently, the press generally ignored papers
indicating that research supported the use of LSD for one
medical reason or another. For example, the recent paper
by McGlothlin and Arnold (8), “LSD Revisited, A Ten-Year
Follow-up of Medical LSD Use” in Archives of General
Psychiatry (1971), was essentially neglected by the press
because of his favorable report summarized here:

“A follow-up survey of 247 persons who received d-lysergic
acid diethylamide (LSD) in either an experimental (nonmedical) or psychotherapeutic setting was made to determine the lasting effects, if any, related to use of the drug.
Information was collected from each by a structured interview and self-administered questionnaire. Some subsequent nomnedical use of LSD was reported by 23%, who
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attributed more personality changes to the drug’s use.
There is, however, little evidence, that measurable, lasting
personality, belief, value, attitude, or behavior changes
were produced in the sample as a whole. Compulsive
patterns of LSD use rarely developed; the nature of the
drug effect apparently is such that it becomes less attractive
with continued use and, in the long-tenn, is almost always
self-limiting.”
The scare and alarmist tactics in the present vain
battle against drug abuse have been employed extensively
to curb the use of LSD. Thus, Wagner, in the June 1969
issue of Nature states, according to Science News, 100,
(1969) p. 74:

“In June of 1969 Nature published a paper by Wagner, then
of the Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research. ‘The
observation of broken chromosomes in test animals and
humans treated with the hallucinogen (LSD) has been well
documented’ the paper began. Dr. Wagner then went on
to announce that using a spectropolarimeter, he had discovered evidence indicating ‘that LSD interacts directly with
a purified calf thymus DNA, probably by intercalation,
causing conformational changes in the DNA.’ This meant
that LSD comes between the DNA bases and interacts
strongly at the gene level, unwinding the helix and causing
mutations and changes in DNA activity. In other words,
the LSD-DNA interaction is responsible for physical changes
in the chromosomes, defective genes and possible mutations”.
However, Science News of July 16, states:
“The July 16, Nature contains two papers that refute those
findings. Drs. Smit and Borst of the University of Amsterdam state that, using a more specific and sensitive method
for studying intercalation, no interaction between DNA and
LSD was detectable. They therefore conclude that
‘chromosome damage in the presence of LSD is not a consequence of the intercalation of LSD and DNA.”’.
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Again, I am indebted to Science News (July 16,) which
reports that Wagner’s data are open to question.

“Drs. Brade, Brady and Boucek of the University of Miami
School of Medicine report similar findings based on completely different methods. And their experiments ‘have
failed to show that LSD has any effect on DNA conformation.’ Dr. Brady says there ‘may be some kind of interaction
but if there is, it is very minimal and does not show up as any
change in optical activity.’ And ‘if LSD is responsible for
any kind of mutant action it is not by direct interaction
with the DNA molecule.’The University of Miami
researchers were unable to find any optical activity changes
when DNA and LSD were mixed and they could not repeat
or confirm Dr. Wagner’s spectra. Dr. Brady says that their
experiments, the evidence of Drs. Smit and Borst and
mounting physical and chemical evidence are beginning to
refute evidence that we might have been inclined to believe
a year ago.”
Although the street use of LSD decreased when the
threat of genetic injury was first reported and accepted,
accurate interpretation of the available data was not widespread. If an educative program designed to decrease the
use of a drug is not accurate, harmful drug experiences have
not been, and will not be, prevented. The drug prevention
programs organized by Washington have certainly prevented this writer .from continuing a program based on fifteen years of experience with LSD, its derivatives and congeners. But as mentioned, the illicit use of LSD and
especially readily available hallucinogens are probably increasing. The dissemination of blatant misinformation,
combined with the shackling of medical research, has led to
failure of the efforts to control drug abuse, as far as LSD is
concerned.

What is LSD? How is it related to drugs in connnon
LSD is a derivative of d-lysergic acid. Lysergic acid
itself is the basis of many ergot compounds used daily in

use?
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medicine. But LSD has a unique property which differentiates it from all other drugs. Even in extremely small
doses, LSD produces a disturbance in mentation, in perception of sound, light and color, in emotional reaction, in
ideation. This disturbance is always, in reasonably low
doses, reversible if the dose, set (attitude of the observer),
setting and personality of the subject or patient are suitable.
It may be mentioned that these criteria apply to all mind
inuencing drugs, e.g., prednisone, a euphoria producing
corticosteroid commonly used in asthma, arthritis and other
conditions. After a certain number of hours, the effect of
LSD itself wears off.
Contrary to assertions in the popular press, when
LSD is administered in suitable dosage as part of a therapeutic medical program, “irreversible psychotic changes”
and “brain damage” do not occur. Certain irresponsible
statements that it does produce such adverse effects have
not been supported by valid scientific evidence. Perhaps
the irresponsible reports reect the anxieties of joumalists
and scientists_regarding psychological disturbances rather
than a valid assessment of all the data available.
In many people the effect of LSD in high dosages resembles a psychotic state. The reason for this is that LSD
creates an emotional storm during which a person frequently
is able to recall forgotten or repressed events and early experience. Outwardly, it may seem that the person is
psychotic. Actually he may undergo a complete reevaluation of his self-image.

if taken without

proper supervision and under
undesirable circumstances, can produce a reaction in unstable people which presents an alarming appearance and
can lead to dangerous behavior. Like any other drug, LSD
belongs in the hands of responsible medical authorities. In
responsible hands, LSD is, I believe, a valuable tool in
hastening successful results in psychotherapy, especially
psychoanalytic or psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy.

LSD,
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How small is a small therapeutic dose of LSD? The
dose of LSD is administered in micrograms (meg). There
are 300,000 meg of aspirin in the ordinary tablet. We now
may ask how many meg of LSD are needed for the drug to
make itself felt? The first, or threshold dose, may be about
25 meg. Under desirable conditions a dose of about 100
meg produces a dramatic reaction, often resembling a
psychotic state. I use the term desirable because, if the
setting in which LSD is given to the patient seems threatening, the reaction may be distressing to the patient and
frightening to the people with him.

If 100 meg of LSD is administered to a group of socalled normal subjects, each member of the group will react
differently, according to his personality structure and to
the setting, or milieu, in which the drug is given. The
attitude of the physician who administers the drug exerts
An anxious physician inevitably
a significant inuence.
produces an anxious subject. The disagreements about,
and opposition to, LSD therapy voiced by inexperienced or
anxious investigators can easily be understood when seen
in the context of these complicated variables.
In the results of experiments published more than
fifteen years ago, my coworkers and I found that symptoms
frequently reported by fourteen non-psychotic subjects who
received LSD included memory difficulties, mood changes
and difficulty in concentration. Feelings of unsteadiness,
inner trembling and dizziness were reported, as well as
peculiar sensations in the hands, the feet and on the skin:
dream-like feelings were common, as were heaviness in the
hands and feet, drowsiness, and difficulty in focusing vision.
Anxiety occurred often. Depersonalization was observed.
There were occasional paranoid reactions. Some reported
a peculiar sensation of the lips being drawn back, as in an
involuntary smile. With dosages of 100 meg, hallucinations
were rarely reported. In psychoanalytic therapy, the
dosage rarely exceeded 100 meg. Higher doses were given
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if the patient was hospitalized ovemight with the treatment,
psychoanalytically oriented, taking place in a hospital.
In spite of the complicated symptoms and signs produced by LSD even when given in a suitable setting, the
drug's action leads to an extraordinary and somewhat
paradoxical integrative process in the patient’s psyche,
because of the nature of his relationship with the therapist.
The unpleasant and peculiar storm taking place in the nervous system is accompanied by a remarkable state of ego
enhancement occurring simultaneously with ego depression.
During this period of the LSD reaction, the therapist may
manipulate this dual change in ego. The ego enhancement
produced may be employed by the therapist for the benefit
of the patient. In other words, the patient reacts to the
LSD and to the therapist, not to the LSD alone. Some of
the characteristics of the therapeutic process may include
intense awareness of the treatment period with good memory
of the experience; increased fantasy; limited regressive
ideation; facilitated interpretation of symbolic processes;
acute awareness of the need to maintain conscious control
of self; mounting anxiety; difficulties in the struggle to
control feelings; uctuating depression and euphoria;
uctuating disturbances in perception; rare hallucinatory
episodes, almost always accompanied by simultaneous
awareness of reality and by mild sexual stimulation.
The therapist himself must be relatively free of anxiety if
he is to be successful in treating the patient who is undergoing this multifaceted psychic upheaval.

What compounds related to LSD are commonly used
in medicine‘? These are familiar drugs: Ergonovine
Maleate, Methyl Ergonovine Tartrate, Ergotamine Tartrate
as well as Methysergide. Crude extracts of ergot were used
by midwives as far back as the seventeenth century for its
effect on the uterus. Other plant extracts have been employed for more than 3,000 years for their effects on the
mind, usually in connection with ritualistic, religious and
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with this form of treatment than with routine clinic

treatment. Seventy-four male parolees comprised the
study sample and were randomly assigned to psychedelic
drug therapy or routine clinic treatment.
Treatment for a control group included weekly group
therapy, parole supervision, and urine monitoring. The
treatment for the experimental group consisted of intensive
preparatory interviews and a day-long session with a high
dose of LSD. Abreaction, catharsis and reliving of past
memories all may occur, but the process is in many respects
nonverbal. The patient may spend a good part of his day
listening to music. During their entire treatment the
patients lived at a halfway house. Daily monitoring of
urine for narcotic drugs was routine. The patients’ usual
length of stay was five weeks to two months. They received
24 hours of intensive therapy culminating in one high-dose
(300-450 mcg) LSD session. After the session, each patient
received an added week of therapy.
In terms of the simple variable of abstinence, after
one year 24% of the treatment group maintained total abstinence from narcotic drugs, vs. 5% of the control group.
This difference was significant at the 0.05 level of confidence.
The reader will find considerable controversy concerning the use of statistical methods when evaluating the
results of psychotherapy with LSD and similar drugs. The
double-blind experiment is one that is arranged with two
groups of patients who are simultaneously treated. Neither
patient nor doctor knows which group has received LSD,
and which group has been given another drug, or some
harmless substance. It should seem fairly obvious that it
would be unlikely for a patient who had been given a placebo,
or sugar pill, to believe that he had taken LSD. It is true
that when studying the effect of the drug on the human
organism, the investigator should endeavor to be uninuenced by his own expectations. The therapeutic nihilist
rarely acknowledges the value of a drug. The enthusiastic
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therapist hopefully searches for a positive result. To
minimize the anticipations of both nihilist and enthusiast,
the double-blind type of experimental procedure in clinical
trials has been widely adopted. The procedure and its
results depend upon statistics. Personal bias is supposed
to be eliminated. The method involves either a suitably
large sample of subjects or special mathematical assumptions if the sample is small.
The effects of drugs which are of importance to research in psychopharmacology can hardly be studied by the
double-blind technique alone. Certainly, whenever the
psyche is involved, at least equal weight must be given to
the intensive study of drug effects in a single patient exemplified by the method in this study. It is difficult to
understand how the result of extensive study,” based on
patient group averages, rather than on individuals, can have
direct implications with respect to improvement in the

psychotherapy of patients. Judgments regarding indications for treatment derived from the single case study may
be more meaningful than those derived from a large, vague
sample with inherent patient complexities of the sample.
The psyche is always involved, whether we like it or not!
It is important to emphasize that statistics developed from
systematic observations of a single patient under treatment
may be more useful than statistics concerning a somewhat
scrambled patient population. Only by direct clinical observations or clinical judgment can we really learn about the
patient (11). This must be the primary focal point of many
hypotheses, and it is such observations which may provide
a proper basis for subsequent clinical research by statistical
analysis.

Both clinical judgment and the double-blind method
However, the intensive study of the patient
as illustrated in previous volumes by the writer must be continued by the practicing physician. No rigid governmental
or academic agency will ever take the place of the clinical
are important.
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judgment of the practicing physician.
cially true in psychotherapy.
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A Brief Description of Psychedelics
And the Haight Ashbury
Free Medical Clinic
l

Steven F. Eagle
The Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco is located in the center of the city and at the eastern end of
Golden Gate Park. Noted for its elegant and spacious
Victorian homes and one time splendor, the district has
declined and now shows obvious signs of decay. The population of the district is mixed, and provides the community
with its divergent and colorful character. People are young
and old, wealthy and poor, black and white, politically
active and politically complacent, and illegal drug abusers
and non"-users.

In the mid-1960's Haight-Ashbury

became

na-

tionally famous as the center of the “hippie revolution.”
It was estimated that over 100,000 American youths ocked
to the district and surrounding area in 1966-1967 alone.
The summer of 1967 was known as the “Summer of Love”
and saw a great emergence of unstructured communal
living, new found sexual freedoms, and growing interest
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in eastern philosophy and religion. Displays of spontaneity, trust,. non-possessiveness and non-evaluativeness
among the new arrivals were attempts to deal with what was
commonly thought to be hypocriticalness, rigid adherence
to rules and a lack of emotional spontaniety between people.
In addition to this initial code of ethics, psychedelic
drugs were being used as an adjunct to further develop
the qualities espoused in the code. Soon, however, drugs
such as d-lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD-25) and mescaline
were being used not so much as a tool to further goals of
trust and intimacy, but were merely being enjoyed for the
“high.” It should be mentioned that what was sold as
“pure” LSD or mescaline was often adulterated with methamphetamine crystals or strychnine, both desirable chemical
“stretchers” because of their low cost, easy synthesis and
similar “high” to the psychedelic drugs when taken in a
small enough dose.

In sharp contrast to the hippies’ emerging feelings
of growth and “togetherness”, was the rising panic among
city officials and Haight-Ashbury residents concerning the
city's ability to cope with the medical needs of the swollen
and transient population. In order to meet the already
strained medical assistance needs of the community, Drs.
David Smith and Frederick Myers founded the HaightAshbury Free Medical Clinic, which opened its doors in
June 1967.
Staffing at the clinic was comprised of volunteers.
Physicians and other professionals donated all or a large
portion of their time to help the clinic function on a full-time
basis. Other non-professional volunteers were generally
residents of the Haight-Ashbury, and youthful “street
people” who usually had personal drug experiences.
Medical problems generally were of a minor nature
and the Clinic facility accomodated the immediate needs
of the clientele, who were treated and released, or if necessary, referred to a larger, more comprehensive facility. In
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addition to minor medical problems, the staff at the Clinic
began to see and care for drug emergencies associated with
psychedelic drug use. The person experiencing a “bad
trip” or a “bummer” became a frequent sight.
“On the average, both males and females have used, at least
on an experimental basis, 13 different psychoactive drugs;
25 percent of them have used between 18 and 29 different
drugs. In addition to the psychedelics, the drugs most
typically tried by them include amphetamines, barbiturates,
alcohol, cocaine, codeine and amyl nitrate. At the time of
our first contact few of them had even experimented with
the use of heroin, and the great majority of them showed a
clear preference for marijuana and psychedelic drugs over
all others. The modal pattern of drug use for these subjects
includes the daily use of marijuana or hashish coupled with
the less frequent use of LSD, mescaline, and other psychedelics. At the time of their initial assessment, psychedelic drug use varied from one or more times a week for
a few subjects, to monthly or less frequent use for the
majority. As most of them have also used psychedelics
more heavily for periods ranging from a few weeks to two
or more years, typically at the beginning of their involvement in the drug culture, a conservative estimate would
place the average number of psychedelic experiences for the
group between 75 and 100. Some of them have had more
than 300 psychedelic ‘trips-’

”

S.

M. Pittel et al. , 1970(1).

The staff needed a means of helping people deal with
their bad drug experiences. A quiet, non-threatening atmosphere was provided by equipping a fairly noise-free
room with pillows, a small couch, soft music and a staff
member or “guide” to help calm or “talk down” the person
and mediate between his anxiety reactions and personal
hallucinations. Medications such as Thorazine were not
used to abort the psychic process associated with psychedelic drug use. At that time such use ran contrary to the
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Clinic’s policy. Clinic staff and certain existential psychiatrists with concerns in the drug field thought that the
long range needs of the individual on a “bad trip” were best
served by working through the experience rather than
chemically suppressing it. As time went on and other
forms of drugs became popular, the use of LSD and other
psychedelics waned.

“The overall use of LSD has decreased in the HaightAshbury since its peak in the summer and fall of 1967, and
it is said to have declined all over the nation. We feel the
decline is more apparent than real since LSD use has become
more diffuse, less concentrated in San Francisco, and more
difficult to observe as the outer trappings of the hippie
culture have become the fashion. Habitual use of LSD
[several times a week] has declined markedly in the Haight,
and those persons who are compulsive drug abusers have
changed to other drugs. In September 1967, 85% of the
Haight-Ashbury population had tried LSD at least once,
and 14% were habitual users; by March 1968 again 85%
had tried the drug but only 6% were habitually using it
and by August 1968, its habitual use had continued to
decline while experimental use remained constant. Schick
and Smith [2], Sept. 1970.
The range of a single dose of LSD, if pure, was between
150-300 micrograms with the average being 150-200 micrograms. To-day, however, 40-75 micrograms is a standard
dose. Additional statistics compare an earlier study obtained
at the clinic (Schick, 1968) and under the same conditions
as five years previous to the recent data.
The glamour and optimism which characterized the
Haight-Ashbury of the mid-1960’s, and which heralded the
opening of the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic has
fled. The number of “bad trips” from psychedelic drug
use that are seen at the Clinic are on the average down to
one case in 4 months as opposed to two cases a day during
the Clinic’s early history. There are, however, numerous
phone calls to the Clinic asking for information on the
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“The following differences were observed between the
Medical Clinic clientele of the two periods.

Male
Father’s occupation: middle class
Marital status: single
married
Race: Caucasian

Mean Age
Education, at least lyr. of College
Ever used marijuana
Ever used psychedelics
Ever used barbiturates
Ever used amphetamines
Ever used heroin
Ever used cocaine
Ever used opium*
Used marijuana in the past month
Used psychedelics in the past
month
Used barbiturates 10+ times in
the past month
Used barbiturates “moderately” or
“heavily” in the past month
Used amphetamines intravenously
in the past month
Used amphetamines “moderately or
“heavily” in the past month
Used heroin three or more times
in the past month

Sept.

Sept.

1967

1972

53.8%
51.6%
79.9%

51.9%
59.3%
81.3%

10.7%
86.2%
20.6 years
51.8%
'
98.1%
87.0%
54.6%
74.9%
25.2%
36.0%
58.3%
92.4%
66.8%

6.3%
95.1%
23.5 years
67.5%
96.2%
84.4%
59.7%
79.2%
36.2%
67.1%

83.5%
30.1%

5.0%
7.0%
7.6%

2.9%

3,6%

11_0%

* With all illicit drugs, but with opium, mescaline, psilocybin
and THC in particular, it must be kept in mind that the
respondent may have actually used a different drug than he
thought he was using. Bay area users are a suggestible lot,
and the local drug dealers are not totally scrupulous.
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Thus, the present clientele of the Haight Clinic is not really
very different from its counterpart of the halcyon days
of 1967. Their lifetime experience with drugs is roughly
similar, they are of somewhat higher social status, and they
are rather less transient. The lives of the 1972 group seem
actually to be less bound up in drugs than the 1967 group
had been, but there is a distinct slant toward the relaxing,
desensitizing drugs [barbiturates, heroin, and alcohol] and
away from the energizing, sense-heightening drugs
lmarijuana, psychedelics, and amphetamines]. Newmeyer
(4)-

Furthermore, charactological differences appear to be
negligible or non-existent between sample groups from
various mental health facilities within the Haight-Ashbury.
Pittel and Kendall (5).
method of handling a “bad trip.” Anxiety reactions and
potential “bad trips” are more often handled at home with
friends or relatives acting as stabilizing agents rather than
at the Clinic with Clinic staff. People also find their way
_or are taken to hospitals for treatment rather than coming
to the Clinic for help.
The current drugs of abuse that the Clinic staff is
aware of are heroin, amphetamines, barbiturates, alcohol,
and cocaine. The client usually presents a complicated
picture of multiple drug use, with heroin use most often
outstanding. Alcohol and barbiturate use appear to be a
frequent stand-in if heroin is not readily available, or are
used as potentiators for and with heroin. Amphetamine
or cocaine, whether ingested orally or intravenously, are
a sporadic counter balance to the “downer” syndrome of
heroin, barbiturate and alcohol use. What the Clinic staff
now must deal with is not just a single drug which is being
abused but a plethora of drugs and new chemical substances
which continue to spring up in the legal and illegal drug
market.
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Patterns of Use and Abuse
Demographic Studies in”
Various Population Samples

‘

The epidemiological, demographic variables involved in
drug use will be discussed in this chapter. What is the extent
of drug use, who uses them, what are the personality
characteristics of the users, etc. are some of the questions
that this chapter will cover.
The use of hallucinogenic drugs in California was
reported (1) to be nearing epidemic proportions in 1967. The
nature of drug dependence has been discussed by the late
Nathan B. Eddy, et al. (2). Eddy has made important
contributions to the study of drug abuse in U.S.A. and
abroad. The World Health Organization denes drug
dependence as a “state of psychic or physical dependence or
both arising in an individual following administration of that
drug on a periodic or chronic continuous basis.” Drug
addiction is “a state of periodic or chronic intoxication produced by repeated consumption of a drug (natural or
synthetic). Its characteristics include:(1) an overpowering
desire or need (compulsion) to continue taking the drug and
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it

by any means; (2) a tendency to increase the
dose; (3) a psychic (psychological)and generally a physical
dependence on the effects of the drug; (4) a detrimental
effect on the individual and on society”.
to obtain

“Drug habituation (habit) is a condition resulting from
the repeated consumption of a drug. Its characteristics
include: (1) a desire (but not a compulsion) to continue
taking the drug for the sense of improved well-being which it
engenders; (2) little or no tendency to increase the dose;
(3) some degree of psychic dependence on the effect of the
drug, but absence of physical dependence and hence of an
abstinence syndrome; (4) detrimental effects, if any,
primarily, on the individual”.
Eddy, et al. (2) further described several types of drug
dependence as 1)morphine type; 2)barbiturate-alcohol type;
3) cocaine type; 4) cannabis or marijuana type; 5) amphetamine type; 6) khat type; 7) hallucinogen (LSD) type. Some
of these dependencies are similar to each other.
The morphine type is characterized by a strong psychic
dependence with an overpowering compulsion to continue
the drug use. The drug has to be obtained by any means for
pleasure and/or to avoid the withdrawal state. Early
development of physical dependence increasing in intensity
is found. Abstinence syndrome appears within a few hours of
the last dose reaching maximum intensity in one or two days.
Most severe withdrawal symptoms may disappear in about
ten days. The withdrawal syndrome includes anxiety, restlessness, insomnia, yawning, lacrimination, piloerection,
diarrhea, increased body temperature, respiration and blood
pressure, etc. The barbiturate-alcoholic type is characterized
by a psychic dependence that may lead to periodic rather
Development of tolerance is
than continuous abuse.
incomplete and irregular. The cocaine type leads to strong
psychic dependence without physical dependence or
tolerance. With marijuana, moderate to strong psychic
dependence is developed. Physical dependence is absent
without any tolerance developed or a need to increase the
dosage. The amphetamine type again has no physical
dependence. but has a variable psychic dependence. Tolerl
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ance is developed slowly and withdrawal is characterized by
a state of mental and physical depression. Khat(Catha

edulis) is mostly restricted to the Arabian peninsula and
East Africa at this time. The active principles of khat are
comparable to the amphetamines and dependence of this
type is characterized by psychic dependence. Tolerance and
The LSD type
physical dependence do not develop.
dependence is again characterized by psychic dependence of
not too intense an extent. Physical dependency is absent and
tolerance develops rapidly and disappears equally rapidly.
Tolerance to mescaline develops slower than to LSD.
Experimental work on LSD began by about 1950 with
professional persons using it by about 1956. LSD was on
the black market (3) in 1959. An estimate at Stanford
University in 1967 suggested that 40% or more of the
students were using hallucinogens. Leary estimated that at
least a million Americans had used LSD at least once by
1967. According to the New York State Narcotic Addiction
Control Commission (4), 16% of the subjects 13 years or
older, knew someone who had used marijuana in the past
year; 6% knew an LSD user; 6% an amphetamine user; 5% a
heroin user. The percentages increased when the age of the
subjects increased to 17-19 years. In this group 21% knew
somebody who used LSD, and 50% marijuana, and 23%
amphetamine.
The use of opiates (5) by 1964 was primarily more a
problem of the lower-class Negro. Out of a total of 55,899
opiate users, 53.3% were Black. Out of the rest, 12.2% were
Puerto Rican; 5.6% Mexicans, the rest consituting 28.1%.
The male to female ratio was 5 to 1. The use of LSD did not
in any way increase the ability for extra-sensory communications (5). The estimate for narcotic addicts in 1969 was
68,088, 95% of these being heroin users (6). By 1970 the use
of marijuana had increased rapidly with a small decrease in
the use of LSD.
The drug use in a normal population of young Negro
men was investigated by Robins and Murphy (7). The total
number of subjects in the study included 930 eligible boys.
The study was rather sophisticated even though the present
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author feels that the population selection was skewed and
not large enough. The results indicated that dropping out of
high school predicted experimenting with drugs. Delinquency and absent fathers may suggest heroin addiction
following the use of marijuana. The combination of absent
father, delinquency, and dropping out of high school was
found to be most characteristic of the heroin addict group.
Patients with migraine (8) may be subject to abuse of ergotamine and UML-491.
Musicians in the jazz and rock groups may have astrong
preoccupation with psychedelic drugs (9). Lyrics and the
ingestion of the drug are used so as to produce the most
intense reaction while actually performing. Lyrics like
“Along Comes Mary”, “Happiness is a Warm Gun”, “Up,
Up, and Away”, etc. (10) and Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds may produce in the young an excitement that
may lead to experimentation with drugs.
Nowlis (11) has done extensive work on the problem of
drug abuse. LSD is mainly distributed by amateurs and
semi-professionals, while marijuana, heroin, etc. may involve
organized crime. The use of drugs is a world-wide problem
(12.13) depending partly on mass media and the vagaries
of politicians.
In 1970, twenty per cent of the Canadian University
students had used marijuana (14). The analysis of 8,500
questionnaires showed that 9.76% of the students in Laval
University and in Quebec public schools have used glue,
marijuana, or LSD. Unwin (15) pointed out that banadine,
found in banana skins was not psychoactive. Amphetamine
abuse (15) was associated with the same group who use
marijuana and LSD. A Canadian study (16) indicated that
46.3% of high school students in Toronto have used alcohol
at least once in the preceding six months, and 37.6% used
tobacco. The number of male users of marijuana and LSD
was twice that of female users. A survey of students in
grades 7, 9, 11 and 12 in Halifax also showed comparable
results (17). Tobacco was most popular (47.32% ) followed by
alcohol 39.5%, marijuana 6.63%, stimulants 6.42%,
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tranquillizers 5.99%, glue 3.12%, barbiturates 3%, LSD
other hallucinogens 2.2%, and opiates 1.62%.
Apparently, the same person might be using several drugs,
at least about 2% may be using the whole gamut from
tobacco to LSD and opiates. Again, the male-female ratio is
approximately 2 except in tranquillizers where the ratio was
5.39 males to 6.60 females. The use rates were comparable
for both males and females. Use increased from grades 7
through 12, decreasing in grade 12. However, glue sniffing
was higher in grade 9 and marijuana in grade 12.
Smart (18) presented an exhaustive study on drug use
in Canada. His data again pointed out that, in Toronto high
school students in 1968, 6.7% used marijuana, 5.7% used
glue, 7.3% used stimulants, 2.6% used LSD, 3.3% used
barbiturates and 9.5% used tranquillizers. Similar studies
were made of drug abuse in Britain (19) and elsewhere (20).
In the Middlesex section of London in 1967, two-thirds of the
188 drug offenders were under 25 years of age. The malefemale ratio (21) was six. The majority of the drug offenders
were previously convicted for other offenses.
An extremely important publication collecting many
statistical data of drug abuse was made by Berg (22). The
following is a compilation of some of the studies involving
larger numbers of subjects.

2.37%,
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STUDIES ON DRUG ABUSE IN THE UNITED STATES
Year

Region

Number of Have Ever Used
and/or Frequency
Cases

LSD

West

9,261

ever used

6.9

34.9

1967

Northeast

8,545

ever used
current users(c)

2.6

13.0
6.7

ever used

2.9

1967

Northeast

Sr. H.S.
1,225

Jr. H.S.
1,294

one time

two or more
ever used
one time

two or more
1967

West

1,614

male
ever used
current user(c)
female
ever used
current user(c)

1.0
1.9

0.6
a
a

3.0

ab

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other

1967

1.1

F-4

0.7( 1)
a

Amphetamines

8.5
2.8

5.5(2)
2.0
3.5
3.6

16.7
7.2
9.5
5.6
2.5
3.1

1.9
1.7

16.0
5.0

10.0(3)
7.0

10.0
1.5

5.0

1967

West

H.S. - A

maleever used

839

female-ever used
male-ever used
female-ever used

H.S. - B
1,382
1967 (h)

1967(d)

Northeast

West

51

413

male
ever used
use now
female
ever used
use now

ever used
male
female

current use(c)
men
occasional
regular
habitual

14.0
13.0
5.0

4.0

31.0
28.0
13.0
7.0

97.0

100.0

58.0

97.0

94.0(4)
81.0

52.0(5)
29.0
6

65.0

85.0

100.

35.0

87.0
94.6
98.4
94,2
92.3
11.7

33.8
46.8
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Year

Region

Number of Have Ever Used
Cases
and/or Frequency

L SD

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other

women
occasional

96.3

regular
habitual
Oral

45.0
38.2

occasional

experimental
periodic
abuser
584

17.7
9.0
7 .3

ever used
used in South

31-7
28-9

Vietnam
19671968

West

1,104

ever used
men
women

amines

60.5
4.6
2.2

IV

South
Vietnam

W

13.1

regular
abuser

1967

|-

Amphet-

3.0

13.0
18.0
9.0

CD

1968

Northeast

1968

Northeast

1968

North

3,010

2,145

ever used

3.4

once
2-10 times
10-50 times
more than 50

1.4
1.4

0.5
a

male-ever used
female-ever used

23.8
4.8
8.2
5.8
5.0

a
a

28.9
17.5

4.8(3)
1.5(6)

14.0
7.0

13.5(4)
3.4
1.4
3.4

1.1(5)
5.3
2.0
2.2

2.0

1_0

2.0( 1)
1.0
1.0

12.3
2.9
5.5
2.6
1.3

ever used - type of
school

Central

"

89

private

1.1

33_7

319
148
89
113
99
104
132
64
66
156

suburban
Central City A
Cent. City B
Urban Comm. A.
Urban Comm. B
sm. town, upper pen.
sm. town, lower pen.
rural com. A, low. pen.
rur. com. B, low. pen.
rural com., up. pen.

2.8

10.3
12.2
12.4

1.0

8.0
1.1

2.3

.

11.1
5.0
7.6

1.0

0.8

0.8

1.3

2.2

Q

1.3

5.7
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Year
1968

Region

West

Number of Have Ever Used
Cases
and/or Frequency
18,774

used during last yr.

boys
1-2

times

3-9 times

1

10

or more times

girls
1-2

times

3-9 times
10 or more times
unknown sex
1-2

times

3-9 times
10

1969

West

10,364

or more times

ever used
1-3 times
4-10 times
more than 10

LSD
10.7
12.3
4.3
3.3

4.7
8.4
3.3
2.3
2.8
17.8
7.4
3.9
6.4

4.8
2.5
1.0
1.3

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other
32.0
34.6
8.3
6.6
19.7
28.4
8.3
5.4
14.7
43.8
8.6
9.0
26.2

23.3
8.2
4.1
11.0

Amphet'

amines
16.3
16.3
6.3

3.9
6.1
15.5
6.2
3.6
5.7
24.0
8.3
5.6
10.1

6.8
2.3
1.7
2.7

1969

West

26,111

1969

1969

1969

South

Northeast

West

5.4

26.0
9.0
6.0
4.0
7.0

5.0( 7)

14.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
2.0

7.3
6.7
7.8

24.8
20.6
28.6

6.2(8)

Jr. Colleges
Col. & Univ.

5.3
7.1

16.6
12.5
20.8

ever used
undergrad.
grad. stud.

4.0
3.0

23.0
36.0

17.0 (4)
21.0

9.0
15.0

15.1
17.0
5.4

39.6
42.2
8.4
7.0
26.8
35.7
7.6
7.0
21.1

ever used

times
3-9 times
10-29 times
30 and more times
1-2

'

1,447

7,032

23,649

ever used

used during last yr.
boys
1-2

times

3-9 times
10 or more

girls
times
times
3-9
10 or more
1-2

4.2
7.4
12.0
4.3
3.6
4.1

-

20.8
19.9
7.1
4.7
8.0
20.3

5.0

Ag

7. 7
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Year

Region

1969

Number of Have Ever Used
and/or Frequency

Cases

.

West

2,234

LSD

N)

C

Amphet-

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other

amines

unknown sex
1-2 times
3-9 times
10 or more

24.6
8.3
5.5
10.8

49.9
9.2
7.1
33.6

30.4
9.7
6.8
13.9

used during last yr.

2.4
2.8
1.7
0.9

11.1
10.9
5.1
1.7
4.1
10.7

5.6
5.1
2.5
0.9

boys

times
3-9 times
10 or more
1-2

girls
1-2

times

3-9 times
10 or more

a
2.1
1.3

a
a

5.2
3.8
1.7

'

1.7

5.9
2.7
2.1
1.1

1969

West

47,182

ever used
male
once
2-5 times
6-10 times

more than 10
female
once
2-5 times
6-10 times

more than 10
current users (c)
male
female
1969

Southeast

1,324

sev. times/day

once/day
once/week
once/month
once/year
once or twice
never

4.9
6.4
2.2

12.2
15.8

0.9
a
0.8

1.7
5.5
8.6
2.5
2.4
0.9
2.8

10.0
11.0
3.6
3.3
1.3
2.8
8.9
3.2
2.8
0.9
2.0

4.4
2.4

8.5
4.5

5.1
4.1

2.2
2.2
9.7
10.5
3.0
15.7
56.3

4.3
29.8
24.2
4.9
28.5
6.8

4.5
4.1

1.5

0.8
1.9
3.4
1.3

1.2( 10)

'

2.2
0.7
4.4
14.1
3.7
19.4
55.2

<1
N)
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Year

1969

Region

South

Number of Have Ever Used
Cases
and/or Frequency
56,745

LSD

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other

Amphet .
amines

ever used-7th gr.
8th grade
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade

2.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

3.0(11)
6.0
9.0
11.0
14.0
17.0

2.0(12)
3.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
5.0

3.0
3.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
8.0

used 10 or more- 7th

b
b

b

b
b
b
b

b
b

8th grade
9th grade
10th grade

1.0
1.0

11th grade
2.0
12th grade
2.0
used at least 1 time this week
7th grade
2.0
8th grade
2.0
9th grade
2.0
10th grade
2.0
11th grade
3.0
12th grade
3.0

1.0
3.0
3.0
6.0
8.0

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
8.0

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
2.0
3.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
2.4
4.0

\l\')
NJ

1969

1969(e)

South

unknown

Sr. H.S.
1,348

ever used

tried but quit
current users(c)
about monthly
about weekly
about daily

Jr. H.S.

ever used

1,429

tried but quit
current users(c)
about monthly

5,482

5.9
2.2
3.7
2. 1
1.2
a
1.1

0.7
a

about weekly

a
a

about daily

a

ever used
1-4 times
1-9 times
5 or more times
10-99 times
100 or more

18.7
7.3
11.4
4.3
4.3
2.8
4.8
2.7
2. 1
1.5

7.8
4.5
3.3
2. 1

0.8
a
1.6
1.1

0.5

0.6

7.0
4.0
‘

23.0

10.0

9.0

4.0

7 .0
7.0

4.0
3.0

3.0

5
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Year
S

1969

Region

Number of Have Ever Used
and/ or Frequency

Cases

Nationwide 1,539

LSD

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other

ever used
21-29 yrs.
30-49 yrs.
50 or more yrs.

me“

$00
3

1'0
6:0

women
college background
.
h1gh school
grade school

2 0

east

5.0
2,0
2,0

midwest
south
west

'
9.0
3.0
1

0

9_()

[Q

>5

Amphet7

amines

1970

Northeast

390

used during past yr
men
once
a few times

occasionallv

frequently
women
once
a few times
occasionally

frequently
1970(f)

1970

East coast 1,063( total) ever used Mid-west 213
School A
West Coast 226
School B

48.0
53.0
6.0
13.0
23.0
10.0
34.0
1 1.0

9.0
8.0

367

School C

25 1

School D

46.0

ever used
at least every week or

31.0
14.0

2

in the last % year

8.0

7_()

70.0
16.0
68.0

Nation-wide 7,948

11.0(3)
12.0

9.0( I4)
2.0
[O
O1

4|

[Q

Year

Region

1970

Northeast

Number of Have Ever Used
and/ or Frequency
Cases
4,899

LSD

ever used
1-2

times

3-9 times
10-20

more than 20 times
used during last 6 months
1-2

times

3-9 times
10 - 20 times
more than 20 times

last time used:
within last week
within last month
(but not last wk)
1-2 months ago
2-6 months ago
more than 6 months

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other
32.9
8.3
8.3
4.9
11.4
29.2

7 .5( 15)

3.5
2.4
0.9
0.7
6.4

5.1
7.5

3.6
1.8
0.7
0.3

13-4
7-2

1-5
1-5

3-6
4-0
4-2

1-1

8.6
8.0

1-3
1-7

Amphet
amines

O5

1970

N ationwide

1 ,063

ever used

within last 30 days
4 timesweek

42.0
28.0

14.0( 16)
6.0

(in

16.0
6.0

17.0

last 30 days)
1970

Nati0nwide

7,300

ever used
occasionally

frequently
1970

West

25,756

used during last yr
boys
1-2 times
3-9 times
10-49 times
50 or more

girls
times
3-9 times
1-2

10-49
50 or more

1 1.0
10.0
1.0

47.0
34.0
13.0

14.4
15.7
5.2
4.4
3.8
2.3
12.1
5.2
3.5
2.4
1.0

42.9
44.5
7.7
7.7
10.0
19.9
40.0
7.9
8.0

‘

11.4
12.6

18.0(9)
16.0
2.0

20.0
17.9
6.4
5.1

3.4
3.0
21.1
7.5
6.0
5.0
2.7

R3
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Year

Region

Number of Have Ever Used
and/ or Frequency
Cases

unknown sex
times
3-9 times
10-49 times
50 or more times
1-2

1970

Mid-West

13,603

LSD

1970

South

3,043

12,436

52.7

2&1

8.4
8.7
12.5
23.0

6.4
7.1
5.7
6.9

never

82.6
10.2
4.3
2.2
0.6

urban
rurual
no use
trial use
mod. to heavy use

amines

7.6
5.7
4.2
3.7

weekly
3-6 times/week
every day

Northeast

Amphet-

21.3

monthly

1970

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other

94.0(14)
4.9
0.9
0.2
0.1

92.9
5.4
1.1
1.4
0.1

7.1

5.0

92.7
2.2
2.0

89.3
5.4
4.3

88.9
4.9
3.0

~‘l

NJ

®

1970

1970

Southwest

10,350

never
10 or more times

Mid-West

4,220

never

88.0
3.3

93.4(l7)
1.6
1.0
1.4

93.2
2.4
2.1
0.6
1.7

34.2
40.7
27.9

13.1( 1)

19.0

several times
frequently

71.7
5.0
104.
12.3

88.5( 18)
3.7
4.7
3.1

use now
male
female

10.0
12.0
8.0

2-4 times
5-7 times
8 or more times

West

1,108

Have ever used
boys

girls
1970

West

1,1972

never
once

1970( g)

N ationwide

over
22,000

31,3
5,1

87.7
3.6
2.7
1.2
4.8

once

1970

73.4
13.3

10.4

2.6

<1

IO
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Year

Region

197°

East

1970

Vietnam

Number of Have Ever Used
and/or Frequency
Cases
former use
7.500
infrequent use
regular use
never used
2,547

LSD
1.0
1.1
0.3
95.8

Incoming EM

1 1.6

causual use
heavy use

8.1
3.2
0.3
88.4
5.3
3.2
1.6
0.5
94.7
1.0
1.0

habituated
non-users

Outgoing EM
casual use
heavy use

habituated
non-users
Officer-NCO
casual use
heavy use

4.0
3.5
87.8

--

34.8
17.9
9.6
7.3
65.1
50.1
20.5
11.9
17.7
49.9
6.0
3.0
1.0

99.0

2-0
95.0

habituated
non-users

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other
1.1(19)
s.o(1o)

Amphetamines
45420)

1.0
0.1

2.5

95.8

91.9

1.1

12.4
9.2
2.8
0.4
87.6
16.2
11.0

4.0
1.2

83.8
2.0
1.0
1.0

90

-4|
¢-cg

1971

Nationwide 3,000

ever used
1-3 times

13.0

4-9 times
10 or more times

never used
1971

Nationwide 5,050

ever used

1971(g)

Nationwide 23,000

once or twice

1971

West

35,458

87.0

62.0
13.0

18.0(1)

30.0

10.0
39.0
38.0

82.0

70.0

36.7

1 1.7 (

several times

2.0
2.0

daily

--

weekly

--

monthly

--

never

93.0

8.0
7.0
1.0
3.0
2.0
76.0

17.7
6.6
3.0

52.8
36.4
25.7

14)

4.0(9)
2.0
----

90.0

use during past yr:

boys
any use
10+ use
50+ use

22.3

87
.
41
.

_,
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Year

Region

Number of Have Ever Used
and/or Frequency
Cases

L SD

Hallucinogens
Marijuana Other

Amphetamines

girls
any use
10+ use
50+ use
1971

Mid-West

4,101

1,539

24.4
10.1

3.9

9_()

4_Q( 14)

once/week

4,0
3.0
83.0

2,0

14.9
7.4
7.5
85.1

6,2
4.6

daily
East

1.2

46.6
29.4
16.6

once/month

never
1971

13.1

3.5

ever

experimental
regular
never

1.0

93.0

1.6
93.8

11,6
8.4
3,2
88.4

<1
O0

[Q

Footnotes
(a) less than 0.5% use
(b) less than 1.0% use
(c) ‘current users’ is defined as having used the drug yesterday or today
and a few weeks ago
(d) “opportunity” sample from Haight-Ashbury Clinic
(e) enlisted men on active duty
(f) four medical schools
(g) high achievers in high schools

(h) hippies in New York City

K1
O3
CD

-‘l

O3

\>

(1) mescaline
(2) may include prescriptions by physician
(3) all hallucinogens except marijuana
(4) hashish
(5) methamphetamine
(6) cocaine
(7) peyote
(8) mescaline or peyote
(9) speed
(10) marijuana or hashish
(11) marijuana or THC
(12) STP, DMT, DET, MDA or psilocybin
(13) non-prescription stimulants (pep and diet pills)
(14) psychedelics, including LSD, mescaline, STP, MDA, DMT and psilocybin
(15) all hallucinogens
(16) includes other hallucinogens
(17) LSD, STP or mescaline

(18) LSD or hallucinogens
19)
20)
(21)
22)
23)
(24)
(25)
26)
27)
28)
29)

psychotogens other than LSD
pep pills or methamphetamine
diet pills or cocaine or other stimulants
glue
hard drugs
narcotics
morphine
heroin or morphine
airplane glue or plastic cement
opiates, including heroin
relaxants or minor or major tranquillizers
controlled narcotics (non-heroin)
solvents and inhalants
opium
depressants

(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34) sniffing

\‘|

CD

U!
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The above studies show that the problem of drug abuse
has not left our culture yet. On the other hand, there is
ahnost a steady increase in the use of marijuana and some of
the other drugs. One could only hope that streaking would
replace drug use!
An analysis of the smoking patterns of women was
presented by Green and Nemzer (Health Services Reports,
88, 631, August-September 1973). Between 1966 and 1970
there was a decrease in cigarette smoking by adults 21 years
old and over. In 1966 approximately 42% of adult U.S. men
were smoking whereas in 1970 only 36% were smoking.
Among women, in 1966, 34% were smoking while in 1970,
30.5%. The drop from 1966 to 1970 was especially among the
younger age groups. In women employed outside the house,
the smoking rate remained unchanged. The percentage of
smokers was higher in the divorced women and lowest

in widows.

The use of drugs in the U.S. Army received considerable
attention. Out of 5,482 enlisted men in 1970, drug use was
reported by 27% of the sample (23). Out of 1,497 men
reporting drug use, 1,243 used marijuana; 395 LSD and 556
amphetamines. Heroin was used by 88 subjects only. Use of
marijuana and heroin was found to occur together. Warning
against the use of drugs in the Army and elsewhere was
made by Master (24). Eighty cases of toxic psychoses were
reported to have resulted from the abuse of amphetamine.
The Army (25) has made significant efforts to educate the
Army personnel against drugs and also to rehabilitate the
addicts. It was reported that among 38,000 personnel in
Fort Bragg, 800 to 1,000 were drug addicts in 1970. The
question of drug use is certainly important for the morale,
fighting spirit, etc. in the armed forces. The problem of
controlling narcotics could certainly mean security, tactical
and military risks to the nation.
Some studies have been made on the use of drugs in
suburbia vs. city populations. Using a population of military
conscripts (26) in Sweden, it was found that 20.8% of the
youths from Stockholm have experimented with drugs, while
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only 4.4% from the suburbs of Gavlebor. The youths from
Stockholm experimented mostly with marijuana and at a
younger age than those from suburbia. LSD was used by
5.1% and opium by 5.0%. Again the data on people from
Stockholm showed that 43.1% used narcotics more than five
times. The alienation of the young person was the strongest
motivation in experimenting and use of drugs. Out of this
large number, only 1.5% discontinued drug use because of
fears of penalty and approximately 9% because of economic
reasons.
Tobacco use in a city vs. small town was studied by
Bogg, et al. (27) in Michigan. One of the findings was that
the student would consider marijuana as more harmful if his
community is more isolated from the urban metropolitan
inuences.
The use of marijuana was highest in private
schools and lowest in rural schools. This study, carried out
in 1969, showed that hashish and LSD were high on the list
of drugs used to get high. Boggs, et al. (28) showed that the
highest use of hashish (13.5% ) was found in private schools
while the use of benzedrine (7.0%) was highest in rural
community. In this study, suburban schools showed a 2.8%
use for LSD. The above studies seem to indicate that drug
abuse is more often associated with urban culture and
perhaps economic status and educational level of afuent
children going to private schools. The rural community does
not use drugs in as sophisticated a manner.
A study of drug use among the patients attending a
clinic for venereal diseases was made (29) in 1968. 18.2% of
the subjects under the age of 30 reported using drugs. Out
of a total 165 males interviewed, approximately 16% used
drugs while out of 86 females interviewed, 23% used drugs.
The average age of the male group was 22.9 years and the
females 19.2. Hashish was the most popular, while six out of
252 subjects used LSD also. The only case of heroin use was
by a female. It is perhaps possible in our present complex
(predominantly male chauvinist) society that an offending
female would probably commit more offenses than an offending male!
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An equally high rate of drug abuse between boys and

girls was found among delinquent and pre-delinquent
children at the Allegheny County Juvenile Detention
Home (30). Use of heroin, and pills was equally high among
blacks and whites, while the use of glue and LSD were
significantly higher among whites than blacks. LSD use was
quite singularly restricted to whites, being more often used
by the older delinquents. In another reform school (31), the
escalating pattern of drug abuse, as studied in 50 girls, was
as follows: glue sniffing, alcohol, hashish, oral stimulants,
stimulants by injection, opiates by injection, LSD, etc.
Apparently this is the scale of graduation that will be used
by a considerable number of our innocent young people
before they become confirmed addicts. Half of this group
came from broken homes, and 80% from large cities. The
basic problem in rehabilitating the drug user was one of
limited staff in the school, the intensity of the withdrawal
symptoms and the lack of motivation for rehabilitation by
the drug user.
In a group of 4,183 students at the University of
Minnesota in the fall of 1967, approximately 9% of the males
and 6.5% of the females have used marijuana, LSD, barbiturates or amphetamines for non-medical purposes (32). The
highest use was found in the 21-22 age group. The use of
drugs on a percentage basis was lower in Roman Catholic
and Protestant students, in freshman as opposed to advanced standing students. Non-active Catholics, Jews, and
the “no religion” group had the highest significant level of
use. Smoking again was higher by two times in the users as
opposed to non-users. Drinkers used drugs 12.1% of the
time, while non-drinkers used only 2%. The use of drugs is
apparently high in students (33) who are unstable and
functionally impaired. Curiosity, desire for new experience,
and peer inuences, etc. contribute to drug use. Such
problems could reach a climax when the young person leaves
home to live on a college campus. 66% of the subjects in
Kleber’s study (33) reported sexual apprehensions and homosexual impulses under the inuence of the drug.’ Claims of
improvement again may be linked to the desire to use the
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drug further. This is again probably responsible for more
than half of the marijuana users anxious to have marijuana
legalized.
Use of LSD on college campuses (34,35) might have
achieved a figure as high as 40% by 1967. A desire to show
independence -from parents, contempt and disdain for the
older generation and its scheme of things, curiosity, etc. may
be responsible for such a high use of drugs. Self-exploration,
desire for adventure, increased creativity, an analysis of the
mystical nature of love and the enhanced sexualsensation
may llesome of the factors behind such patterns of abuse.
L’ouria(36) estimated the number of addicts in Stockholm by
1967 to be approximately 4,000 to 6,000. Sweden had a large
problem of amphetamine abuse followed by abuse of several
other drugs including opiates, LSD, etc. STP may have
replaced LSD in some of the drug cultures. Surface (37)
estimates that approximately 25% of the 6,500,000 college
students in America might have tried drugs. Some of the
common signs of drug abuse in the students (38) are: sudden
and dramatic changes in academic if performance, class
attendance, discipline, unusual outbreaks of temper, sudden
changes in the patterns of activity in classroom performance,
physical appearance, etc. The need to nance and hide the
habit may result in increased borrowing of money; longsleeved clothes to hide marks; wearing of sunglasses to hide
pupillary dimensions, should be taken seriously.
The college youth are really among the advantaged (39)
sectors of our population. College education is often forced
into their brains with a silver spoon. Because of the forcing
(which was intended for the final good of the person) and the
need for expression of independent socio-biological existence
by the young person, the silver may turn into acid. The
youth should leam to react sensibly (39) to their parental
aspirations for their future and their own performance in the
present, with an eye on the future.

This kind of problem is spreading even to the lower
grades (40) as shown by several studies (22). Multiple drug
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abuse and the use of harder drugs is eventual graduation in
the school of drug abuse. Such multiple drug abuse involving alcohol, marijuana, pills and LSD, etc. has been recently

highlighted in “the Gold Coast” “Gatsby” counties of
Nassau and Suffolk in New York. One report (41) showed
that approximately 63% of the students surveyed expressed
their likelihood of using alcohol in the future, while 30% use
marijuana, 13% amphetamines, etc. 6.8% listed LSD was
being used increasingly by their closest friends. The figure
for LSD was only five times higher for an accepted drug like
alcohol.

The Board of Education of the City of New York (42)
found that approximately 7% of all 19-year olds examined at
a given station for Selective Service were rejected because of
identifiable heroin addiction. The Office of the Medical
Examiner showed that there were at least 36,500 addicts
under twenty years of age in New York City, and at least one
person out of these died every day because of heroin abuse
in 1970. High school questionnaires showed that 37% of the
students have used marijuana, 7% heroin, and 12% barbiturates. Data published by the New York State Narcotic
Addiction Control Commission (43) showed that drug-taking
was an attempt to escape from anxiety. Anxiety, it may be
pointed “out, is one of the main critical factors that cause
psychiatric breakdown. Unless handled adequately, anxiety
is thus a road to psychosomatic breakdown.

Bogg’s study (44) in Michigan High School students
showed that one-third of the students considered marijuana
harmless to the body and mind. Use of marijuana was lowest
or non-existent in rural areas and highest in urban areas.
Blum (45, 46) has discussed the problem of drug use in
students. In work published in 1970 (46), Blum, et al. found
that use of marijuana was extensive throughout the teenage
social world in the San Francisco Bay area. A rapid rise in
the use of marijuana and LSD was found. Gossett, et al.(47)
surveyed the junior and senior high-school students in the
Dallas school district around 1970 and 1971. 28% of the
students reported experimentation with at least one drug.
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Out of the total of 56,745 students in grades seven through
twelve, 2,628 used LSD. The percentage using LSD increased
from 2% ‘in grade 7 through 7% in grade 12;'the use of
marijuana increased from 3 to 17% while the use of alcoholic
beverages increased from 32 to 77%. Sex differences were
marked. Boys reported more use than girls, students‘ from
affluent schools more than from less afuent schools. Interestingly, students from primarily white areas reported more
use than those from black or Mexican areas. Lombillo and
Hain (48) surveyed the use of drugs among high-school
students in southwestern Florida in 1971. They found that
24% of the students had used an alcoholic drug at least once.
Out of-318 drug users, 40 used marijuana weekly or daily and
64 more than once. Out of the same number, six used
hallucinogens weekly or daily and 13 monthly. 62% of this
population was male. Previous studies showed that 8% of
the students in Great Neck, N.Y. were smoking marijuana
and 2% had tried LSD. A report from the Pacific High
School in San Leandro, Calif. showed that 42% smoked
marijuana at least once and 12% used LSD.
Steffenhagen, et al. (49) have made an extensive study
of the use of drugs by high-school students of Vermont. In
Chittenden County, 7.1% of urban students and 5% of rural
students admitted to smoking marijuana. In San Mateo
County, Calif., a statistical polling of 18,000 to 25,000
students in the grade and high schools was carried out
between 1967 and 1969. In this study (50), it was found that
asgrade level increased, the drug use increased with girls
using less than boys. In the Midwest (51), a random
sampling of 368 students showed that 23% used drugs nonmedically, while only 7% could be considered as frequent
users. Less than 3% of all the students had been involved
with hard drugs. In all these studies, a higher use by males
and by students of higher-age groups is shown. Peer opinion,
urban society, anxiety, a desire for self-identification,
conicts with culture groups, etc. lead to alienation and drug
abuse. In the Midwest study (51) the order for the preference
of drugs was - marijuana, amphetamines, hallucinogens, barbiturates and hard drugs in order.
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McGlothlin and Cohen (52) found that four out of 12
students interviewed used stronger hallucinogens. One of
these had used LSD. They found that students who wished
to experience hallucinogenic phenomena scored higher on the
hypnotic susceptibiity test. Students with a more positive
attitude toward using LSD tended to display a higher
preference for intuition and perception. In the pro-LSD
group, there was a higher proportion of unmarried students
and of students who did not attend church.
A study of the undergraduate population at Yale and
Wesleyan Universities in 1968 showed that marijuana was
the most popular drug (53). One out of every five students
on the two campuses used hallucinogenic drugs at least once.
Wesleyan students were more likely to have used LSD at
some point and also more recently (19/68). The cumulative
use or the first admitted use did not differ significantly
between the two campuses. Surface (54) suggested that the
younger generation has been cruelly mislead by its elders
concerning the harmful effects of drug abuse.
Carey found (55) that the colony of college-age youths
around Berkeley consisted of new Bohemians fundamentally
disillusioned with the greater society. A drug distribution
system for marijuana was different than that for LSD,
enough money being made at all levels of distribution.
Marijuana was perceived as a mild and pleasant experience
to be shared with friends. Controlled settings for hard drugs
and the use of LSD several times a month was pointed out.
Dealers who handle LSD must have substantial money to
enter the trade. Big investors were behind the skilled
unprofessional chemists who may cook big batches of LSD.
Carey (55) presented further analysis of the personalities of
the drug users. LSD was seen as a profound experience
which offered ways of finding solutions to personal problems.
Heroin was rejected because the experience was found
wanting. In this colony alcohol is usually frowned upon. The
organization of this colony was further described. A lack of
concern about ambition and planning for the future was
noticeable. The money required was obtained from odd jobs,
parents or even from the sale of drugs.
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A survey of 126 college and university youth and
counselling centers on the problem of campus use of drugs
was conducted (56) in 1966. LSD, in spite of its lower rate of
use was responsible for more than twice as many adverse
reactions as marijuana or amphetamines. Robbins, et al. (57)
found that the majority of functioning college students did
not become involved in the use of illicit drugs. In this study,
17% of the students were found to be using drugs.

In a survey carried out at the State University at Stony
Brook (58), it was shown that 26% of the students have used
drugs before coming to Stony Brook. Asked whether they
had used illegal drugs on campus, 59% answered in the
positive.
Considering that 1,854 questionnaires were
analyzed, this shows that 33% of the students have used
drugs only after coming to the campus. This questionnaire
was very elaborate and deals with the problem of the effect
of drugs and the academic performance, etc. Realizing that
the questionnaires were turned in by drug users, the
conclusions of the study, cannot be applied to all the
students on the college campus.
In a large survey of college students in the DenverBoulder metropolitan area (59), approximately one-third of
the students used illegal drugs, mostly marijuana. LSD was
used by 5% of the students. The total number of students
answering was 26,000. 75% of the students felt that
amphetamines should be legally prohibited except for
medical purposes. While 78% felt that LSD should be
prohibited, only 39% felt that marijuana should be legally
restricted. While the use of amphetamines is almost
comparable in undergraduate and graduate students, twice
as many undergraduates have used marijuana and LSD. A
small technical engineering college showed less hallucinogen
use than did a denominational men's college. Apparently,
graduate and professional students do not abuse drugs as
much as undergraduate, liberal arts students. Amphetamine
use was greater only among students at the medical center.
Herz (60) reported the sex and drug use in 150 college
students from three eastem universities. With 42% of the
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sample responding that they had intercourse often, sex was
described as readily accessible in a mundane way. Interestingly, some students felt that the new sexual morality has
come too soon and has been too much for them to handle.
While almost all the students approved the use of marijuana,
26% reported drug experimentation at some time. Goode
(61) also investigated drug use and sexual activity on the
campus of a suburban state university in an eastern state.
His results showed that premarital sexual relations increased
with increasing frequency of smoking marijuana. Further,
the number of sexual partners also increased with the
increase in marijuana smoking. The number of partners and
the frequency of intercourse also increased with the number
of drugs tried. In the drug-using population, the first sexual
experience occurred at a younger age. 24% of the students
using four or more drugs had their first experience at 16
years or younger.
It is apparent from these studies that deviant behavior
is closely ‘correlated with drug use. The deviance is a
challenge to the accepted patterns of societal values and
signifies alienation from such values. At the University of
San Francisco (1962), only 11% had experimented with
marijuana or LSD even though the University was less than
The
one mile from the Haight-Ashbury District (62).
majority of the 270 students in this study were from middleclass, Catholic families who had to make significant sacrifices
It would be
to send the students to this university.

permissible to conclude from this study in conjunction with
the other students that the use of drugs is decreased when
the ties that bind a family together are stronger. The
devotion of the parents to the youth and their future and the
proper exhibition and control of such devotion may motivate
the youth away from the pot.

PERSONALITY PROFILES OF DRUG USERS
Inasmuch as drug abuse depends on the personality and
makeup of a person, one could say that future drug use by a
given individual may be determined by: 1) genetic factors;
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and 2) sociopsychological and environmental factors. There
are very few to no data on the genetic determination of drug
abuse. On the other hand, there are many investigations on
the personality profiles and characteristics of the drugabusing person.
Borderline neuropsychiatric disturbances characterize a

significant part of the drug-using population. Most of the 25
users of LSD studied by Blumenfield and Glickman (63)
were schizophrenic or borderline schizophrenic patients.
Their behavior was antisocial with a record of criminal
offenses. In Welpton’s subjects (64), there was a history of
brokenfamilies with rivaling parents. The subjects, whose
mean age was 24.6 years, rejected their fathers as vocational
models and turned their attention to artistic pursuits with
disappointing results. They had difficulties in expression of
dependency needs, controlling aggression and in sexual
identification. They denied adverse effects from LSD and
put major blame on the society as the source of their
problem. Blum, et al. (65) found that about 14-25% of LSD
users could be characterized as regular users of the drug. The
regular drug user reorders his social life in an ethnocentric
manner and as a prosletyzer.
The regular user claims more beneficial effects in selfdirection and self-satisfaction, freedom from pressure and
object goals. He (she) is more often more trusting and naive,
but has a reduced capacity for work with a lower ego control.
Blum et al. (65) compared 71 LSD users with 47 subjects
who did not take LSD under the same circumstances. They
found that the LSD-acceptor was more often single, younger,
male, and also religiously active. The subjects that have
refused LSD are not excluded from a possibility of their
having taken other drugs. However, ratings showed that
the acceptor group was more often free from anxiety, free
from fear of loss of self-mastery, etc. Naturally, the acceptors
were usually white and often Anglo-Saxon Protestants. He
defended their use of LSD with claims of beneficial effects.
In Blum’s work, he found that acceptors were usually white
and often Anglo-Saxon Protestants. He concluded (65) that
there was no reason to direct law enforcement towards this
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otherwise law-abiding section of the population except to
control thedrug effects. Whatever might happen to the
current drug movement, drugs will continue to be used to
alter states of consciousness.

Twenty-one chronic users of LSD were studied by
Blacker, et al. (66). Each of them had consumed LSD on an
average of 65 times. They were uniquely sensitive to low
intensity visual stimulation in contrast to non-LSD users.
The profiles of 142 cases on the records in the District
attomey’s office from four counties in Oregon were studied by
Zamsky (67) in an attempt to pinpoint the demographic
aspects of age, sex, race, education, parental control,
offenders’ attitudes, etc. In Georgia (68), most drug users
were found to be between 18-30 years in 1968. Apparently
the drug is first introduced into Georgia by young people or
by local pushers who might have obtained it from the East
Coast or the West Coast! The first surfacing is in Atlanta in
the so-called hippie areas and then spreads around in about
six months. Personality factors of 100 drug-dependent
subjects in Australia was also carried out (69). Many of
these studies lead to similar conclusions.
Oral use of “speed” often leads to injection of the drug
resulting in the subject going on a speed binge for two to four
days (70). This may be followed by a state of depression; to
relieve which the subject may repeat the cycle. The LSD
user has a complex state of motivations including pseudoreligious, creative aspirations, thrill-seeking, and self‘psychoanalysis. The LSD user tends more often to believe in
nature, mysticism, magic, etc. whereas the speed freak revels
in the so-called “full body orgasm”. It almost looks as
though there is something religious about the acid head;
whereas there is something “satanic” about the speed freak.
Of course, there are very few cases where a drug user limits
himself to sustained use of one drug only.

Smart and Fejer (71) investigated the social backgrounds of illicit LSD users in 1969. In their studies, the 100
illicit LSD users were single males from two higher social
classes. As compared with the control group, the LSD user
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attended school and church less often. They were under 25
and also under-achievers. They were using several drugs and
displayed trends of conduct disorders and psychoses, and
96% of them had abnormal MMPI records. Much of the
psychopathology was existent before (72) the onset of the
use of LSD. Data like this suggest to the author that in view
of the pre-LSD psychotic state, -drug use should be affected
by genetic factors in a manner comparable to the genetic
factors inuencing psychoses and schizophrenia. Drugabusing populations usually present extensive anti-social
alienated behavior patterns -that are indicative of deeper
psychobiological deficiencies.
Steffenhagen and his associates (73) investigated
personality factors and pattems of drug use in college
students in Vermont. They also found evidence of more
extensive psychopathology and the higher incidence of
abnormal MMPI profiles in multiple drug users than in the
non-users or subjects using marijuana only.~ It was
concluded that individuals with significant personality
disturbances predating the drug use will constitute the
future drug using populations. Even behind such, an
“innocuous” habit as smoking, were found general tendencies
of poor adjustment, lack of confidence, dissatisfaction (with
work or social standing, chronic anxiety and unsatisfactory
relations with women. This study, carried out by Schwartz
(74), covered 8,000 men between the ages of 25 and 44. These
results should be more publicized by the government in its
attempts to control smoking and the resultant physiological
Q

damage.
Studies have been carried out in several parts of the
world (75) to assess the personality trends of drug users. The
characteristics of 451 college students (76) who came for
psychiatric help were studied. The largest number of
students were from the college of liberal arts and the
graduate school. 37% of the students who rated their mental
and emotional worth as poor, were drug users. A significantly
higher percentage of drug use was found among smokers,
glue sniffers and users of alcohol. The usage was high in the
psychotic and personality disorder groups while it was low in
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psychoneurotic individuals. The drug user tends to be a
nonconformist with role problems and conflicts, harboring
anti-social tendencies and anger. In another interesting
study on students in grades 7, 9, 11, and 12 in the Halifax
school system (77), it was found that Catholics and
Protestants reported significantly greater use than Jews and
non-affiliates. This is in contrast to some of the other
findings (32).
Steffenhagen, et al. (78) studied a population of 200 male
and 138 female undergraduate students. Appoximately 11%
of the females and 30% of the males have used drugs in this
group. Significant variations in the MMPI scale were
found in the males in terms of psychopathic reactions and
several psychic tendencies when gross multiple drug users
were compared to non-users. The pathology was less severe
in th_e marijuana group and also in the females. They pointed
out that emotional problems of the students should play
more than a minor part in the university's concern for the
students. The university should accept the responsibility for
the emotional climate of the campus. The present author
agrees that university education should not mean an
educated inammation of the student’s intellect without
accepting responsibility for the social, psychological and
psychosomatic development of the student. The questions
posed to a freshman by challenging the relevance of narrow
human life, suffering from tunnel vision, could cause a larger
problem and a threat to the beliefs and foundations of the
student’s life. Some students cannot cope with this new
independence from socio-dynamic patterns of life; and a
psychiatric crisis may become imminent. In every chemistry
laboratory, we know that we can give acid only to those
students who have been tutored as to how to handle it!
The familial correlates of attitudes towards war were
investigated by Lewis (79) among the student population of
smaller and larger universities. Some parents, as socialization agents and “imprinters”, transferred their pro-war
attitudes to their offspring. This study showed that pro-war
students were more frequently from lower class and rural
origins than from families that held conservative values and
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stressed conformity in the relationship between parents and
children. Lewis should have also carried out a simultaneous
study on drug use in these populations. Would he have
found less drug use in the students with hawkish attitudes
toward war?
The difficulties of constructing extensive questionnaires
to correlate drug use with socio-demographic variables were
pointed out by Steffenhagen, et al. (80, 82). They found that
drug users more readily believed in the beneficial aspects
of the drug and its legalization. They were less “religiously”
interested and had more extensive earlier experiences with
tobacco and alcohol. Studies by Walters, et al. (81) showed
that drug use was related to attitudes as suggested by
alienation, visits to a psychiatrist, etc. The characteristics of
the drug user before he began using the drug were clearly
perceivable and were not related to his “official” college life.
The drug user had less well-defined career plans and was
more active in heterosexual relations. Homosexual experience, in this study, was found ahnost completely in the
male subsample with heavy drug use. There was no significant difference in the response of the user and non-user
groups to the question, “Are you satised with your sex
life since coming to college?” Quite correctly, Walter, et al.
concluded that
was not the drug that determines the use,
but the personality of the user that determines the drug and
the use to which he puts it”.
Hendin (83) investigated the question of “College
students and LSD: Who and why?” He found that the
regular LSD users spoke repeatedly of being cut off from their
inner feelings and of their hopefulness about LSD helping
them overcome their sense of lifelessness. For many of them,
their early emotional ties and experiences with their parents
seem to have been minimal. There was minimal interaction
between the parents and the drug-using population. Con-_
icting reports or observations (84) showing male hashish
and hard drug users as displaying less impulsive, less
ambitious, and more compliant behavior could be due to the
number of years that the drug might have been used by the
subjects. Sustained use over a period of years could alter the

“It
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personality into less compulsiveness, less ambitiousness,
and more compliance. The same study (84) found that hard
drug users showed agressive and emotionally immature
tendencies with a more feminine self-image than the norm.
In a more recent study (Mental Health in Children to be
published by PJ D Publications, Westbury, New .York,
1974), Klinge, Vaziri, and Lennox compared psychiatric inpatient adolescent drug users with non-drug users. In
populations with comparable age, sex, race, and economic
aspects between user and non-user populations, they found
that the abuser had a significantly higher performance and
full-scale I.Q. It may be remembered that this study was
carried out on an in-patient population in a psychiatric
institute. It was the non-user who was more depressed prior
to hospitalization. Apparently the drug use minimized some
of the psychopathological factors before hospitalization.
Even though the non-user had a tendency to have had poorer
school attendance, he also had fewer records of illegal
behavior.

In summary, these various studies show that there is a
definite personality and characteristic trait attendant with
alienation, inability to control personal aggression, inability
to channel anger creatively, inability to establish appropriate
relations with parents and peers that characterize the drug
user. Starting early in life, it is possible to properly remold
these deficiencies to avoid drug abuse. This would require
studies on the high risk populations and prophylactic
preventive treatment procedures.
It is also possible that given a psychopathic personality,
drug use could be an escape from an acute-psychiatric breakdown. The reasons for taking drugs are again related to
personality traits. Hartmann (85) studied drug-taking
adolescents. She found that there was more pathology
among the mothers than among the fathers. Four of the
ten subjects had felt better with drugs at times of uncontrolled outbursts of aggression. In nearly all the cases,
object relations, ego and superego functions deteriorated
without drugs. The psychoanalytic study of the child (86)
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showed that basic depressive character with early wounded
narcissism and intolerance for frustration and pain, the lack
of meaningful object relations were some of the aspects, etc.
that could end in or lead to drug abuse. The individual’s
desire for conflict-solution (86) could ahnost render him able
to choose the most useful drug for abuse, but this would
involve a search for the most compatible drug. In another
study (87), the awareness of reality, fears and drive pressures
enhancing the subject’s sense of castration, failure and
impotence could be related to the need for being drugged.
The drug would create a state of artificial sufficiency and
stultify the mind. The healthier subjects may experiment
with drugs only to eventually choose the most comforting
drug while the less healthy would degenerate into continued
use of hard narcotics.

An investigation of 130,000 school children in Sweden
that 1.5% used drugs more or less regularly. Of
this drug-using population, over 75% usedimarijuana. In
Stockholm, 36% of the students reported use of drugs of
various kinds, whereas in Oslo 5.3% tried marijuana. Ungerleider and Bowen (89) advocated an “Ombudsman” approach
to handling drug problems in schools. (The percent using
drugs more heavily apparently fits the stereotype of an
individual on the fringe of society (90). The group that uses
drugs, but not necessarily heavily, could be even more secure,
inquisitive, and active than some of the non-drug using peers.
This observation implies, as in the case of alcohol, that a
limited amount of drug use may rehabilitate an otherwise
deficient person into a more active and productive life. The
person uses the drug as a tool to a better adjustment and
creativity than as an object of enjoyment by itself. A survey
of 1100 girls in regard to their attitudes of drug use was
reported (91). The question as to why intelligent, young
people take drugs is not simple to answer (92). Some of the
answers to the question as to why high-school students take
drugs are: 1) to defy authority and to prove their courage;
2) to find a meaning of life and have “experience”; 3) to reinforce their decision to drop out; 4) to increase sexual desires
(88) showed
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and performance; 5) to find a cure for emotional hangups,
etc. The remedies as suggested by Blaine (92) could consist
of controlling the supply of drugs, providing other challenges
that are more constructive and less risky; providing drug
education programs and educational opportunities. The
present author feels that these suggested remedies are rather
symptomatic treatments and would not deal with the basic
problems behind the generation of the drug use adequately.
Buckley (93) pointed out that at a time when society was
becoming less conducive to mental health and tended to
undermine happiness, reason and capacity for love and inner
security, the drug cult may present a visionary program of
universal love, anti-materialism, etc. But here again, one is

concerned with the psychoneurotic manifestations of
inadequate psycho-social adjustment and treating it again
through the means of drugs. The desire to “break through”
to some new way of life and feeling via neurotic or hallucinogenic drugs (94) is a common etiological factor involved in
drug use.

Surface (95) described the spread of drug consumption
by viscious exploitation of human weaknesses by organized
criminals. Heroin addiction was widespread in rural areas
among women at the turn of the century. This was stopped
shortly after World War I by restrictive legislation. However, trafficking in drugs and drug abuse has taken other
forms and should be dealt with again by tough penalties. The
problems of drug research were described by Blum (96).
It has been pointed out time and again (97) that onekind
of drug user was the privileged, educated youth who was
predisposed towards drug use in view of pre-existing
personality disorders, while another type of drug user is the
insecure youngster, anxious to be accepted by his peers.
Rebellion, desire for experimentation, etc. add to the picture.
The drug scene usually starts with the sense of disillusionment with the hypocrisy of the society and the subject’s
inability to cope with it. There are several rationalizations
offered (98) for the use of drugs. The drug user may be
cutting out his route of escape by dropping out of school and
engaging in menial work that would insure no appropriate
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alternatives to his way of life involving drugs. Eventually,
most drug users will become pushers. Simple curiosity about
drugs has lead (99) many people to try using drugs. However, it is only a small per cent of these initial drug users that
gets hooked on to sustained drug use. Marijuana was
apparently used as a pleasureable intoxication by 60-80% of
the undergraduate students at one college campus (99).
The drug cults (100) depend on reinforcing the novitiates
through conditioning and performance of rituals. Rockwell
(101) felt that the near epidemic proportions of the LSD crisis
is over. However, the era of drug use is not over. The ingestion of drugs by some members of our society for reasons of
socialization, like alcohol has been, is probably here to stay.
Music is pleasurable and transports one into auditory space.
This is further encouraged by listening booths, darkened
rooms, etc. In jazz and rock festivals, there is perhaps a
reintroduction of the Southern hymn-singing. The group
performance of music has been important sociologically in
several cults including primitive societies. Actually primitive
societies have been known to take drugs, either religiously,
devoutly, or freely to enhance group dance and rituals. Marijuana is reportedly smoked between sets during a performance in our current jazz and rock festivals (102). The intent
of the musician is to “break through”, “soar”, and “to make
it”. The effect of drugs has been known to be intensified by
group activity by ingestion of smaller amounts in a group
setting.
Aphrodisiacs, alcohol and drugs have no primary
objective properties that truly control or enhance the sexual
act (103). What these compounds do is to stimulate olfactory
and gustatory systems and to relax the muscles. These
activities could constitute important elements that may
enhance sexual excitement in a secondary manner. Drugs
like marijuana and cocaine are not aphrodisiacs. Reduced
anxiety and enhanced relaxation by inhibiting the central
nervous system centers may facilitate sexual receptiveness.
However, drugs like LSD may alter time and space perception and may subscribe in a novice to negative sexual
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learning experience. Sex behavior is dependent to a
significant extent on psychophysiology and emotional
attitudes which are not altered basically by drugs. Drugs
may cause loss of proper perception, resulting in activities
that may not be ordinarily carried out. Some people
unconsciously may wish to do this and drugs would make
their unconscious behavior surface by suppressing their
conscious rational attitudes. Drug abuse is associated with
increased sexual activity, not because drugs enhance sexual
prowess, but because of the effect of drugs in undermining
normal value systems and beliefs. Dahlberg (104) discussed
middle-class runaways who act out sexual problems. Quite
often the innocent, protected runaway finds himself or herself
subject to sexual revelry by the pundits of drug tribes.
Suicides among college students are rarely associated
with the drugs, such as LSD (105). The typical suicide
subject in a college campus is a lonely, unhappy boy with no
close or meaningful relationship and with fears of failure in
the eyes of the parents who expected high things from him.
In Los Angeles county, the rate of campus suicide (105) was
5.1 out of 100,000 in 1966. Students seeking help have drugrelated problems (106). In order to adequately benefit the
student population, most colleges and universities should be
staffed with adequate mental health facilities.
Students in the past two decades have been subject to
several new pressures like parental expectations of college
graduation, psychedelic cults, sexual revolutions, peace and
anti-war movements, etc. (107). The Watergate affair has
only added to the lack of faith on the part of the younger
generation in the institutions of govemment and of
representatives of law and order. The drug cult certainly has
made its mark in the historical perspectives of our modern
culture _and its value systems . However, cases like that of
the five-year-old Brooklyn girl (108), who swallowed an LSD
sugar cube brought to the public attention some of the
powers of this mind altering drug cult. LSD perhaps has
disappeared to a considerable extent, but what started with
LSD is being carried on, quite often with the use of drugs
like marijuana.LSD was a mind-opener as to the question-
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able acceptance of our values. LSD brought into conflict
the conscious and the unconscious psyche and pointed out
that human life is dependent on several normally accepted
pattems of value judgements. It is not everyone that can
question these pattems because of either a mind in trouble or
of a soul in turmoil or by use of drugs. One should not ask
questions - the answers for which one may not be able to
handle adequately. LSD instituted an era of such question-

ing.
The controversial attribution of homicide to LSD in
persons who may be abnormal to start with, was questioned
by Klamt (109). The question of legal punishment for
persons claiming disintegration of the mind under the effects
of LSD has been dealt with in the chapter under “Law and
Public Education". Klepfisz and Racy (110) have discussed
four homicides committed by persons claimed to be under the
inuence of LSD. These were: 1) a 25-year-old woman with a
psychopathic personality who murdered her boyfriend two
days after the last of five therapeutic LSD sessions; 2) a 32year-old man who fataHy stabbed his mother-in-law several
hours after LSD ingestion; 3) a 24-year-old man who, after
ingestion of alcohol and LSD, murdered a stranger following
an argument; 4) a 22-year-old who had about 22 LSD trips.
In one of his two bad trips, he committed a homicide.
Another similar case was also reported (110). The professional and legal problems of discharging a drug addict and
treatment of such homicidal, suicidal, psychopathic persons
should be decided individually on its own merits.
Physicians and researchers do not always agree on the
control of psychedelic drugs. In a survey of 300 drug
researchers, 1,000 members of the American Psychological
Association, and 1,230 members of the American Medical
Association, Clark (111) found that the researchers tended to
consider psychedelics less dangerous and therapeutically
more promising. Significantly larger percentages of the
members of the above two associations felt that the drugs
were unsafe, even under supervised conditions. All agreed,
however, on the need for more research on the potential
usefulness of these drugs.
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The opinions of students on drug use have also received
attention. In one study (112) 17% of the male students and
12% of the females reported they used the drug. Non-users
classified marijuana as a dangerous drug more often while
current users considered drugs as “healthy”, “useful and
effective”, and “of little consequence". Students who have
used marijuana have also used other drugs, such as LSD,
tranquillizers, etc. In another study (113) a survey was made
of 22,000 boys and girls between the ages of 16-18 years.
Only 3% of this population approved the use of LSD,
amphetamines or heroin. 75% of these boys and girls felt
that marijuana use could lead to other drugs. In this
population, 53% expressed disapproval of pre-marital sexual
intercourse while 42% approved it. 16% had such experiences.
10% of this group reported use of marijuana at that time
(1970) and 21% said they would use marijuana if it were
legalized. It was felt (114) that students would respond to
logic and that society should be honest in drug legislation.
In this paper (in 1970) the author, a graduate student, felt
there was no evidence which could support the claim of
marijuana being a dangerous drug. Injustice and tough laws
could alienate students from people responsible for such
laws. It is perhaps plausible to conclude that more than half
the students are firmly convinced that psychedelic drug use
is dangerous. About half of all the students are probably not
exposed to drugs like marijuana. Current drug abusers
consider the problem of limited consequence, whereas
everybody else may look upon it as a problem of major
dimensions.
The use of drugs in the Haight-Ashbury and similar
In Pleasant Hill,
sections has also been investigated.
(115) the Hippie
espoused
numbers
California, increasing
These youths
out”.
drop
philosophy of “tune in, turn on, and
have come to be more independent in thought, action and
sophistication. Sex arrangements and suggestive “foul”
language were found to have become more common in a
period of two years. Shick, et al. (116) carried out a survey in
Haight-Ashbury district to study the pattems of high dose
amphetamine abuse. 75% of this population had tried oral
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amphetamines while 35% tried intravenous amphetamines.
Smith ( 117) found that the Haight-Ashbury subculture was
composed of mostly four elements: the core-committed
hippie, the sociopath, the pre-psychotic and the teenybopper. Adverse reactions occurred in the last three groups
and especially among the younger, inexperienced novices.In
another survey by the same group (118), 58% of the HaightAshbury population listed LSD as a drug of first choice with
25% preferring marijuana. Even though 8% of this group
were habitual amphetamine users, only 3% preferred it as a
drug of first choice.
The nature and organization of the psychedelic
communes varies greatly (119). However, the following
approximate categorization could be made: 1) crash pad
type; 2) drug family commune type; 3) drug group marriage
commune; 4) non-drug family commune type; 5) non-drug
group marriage commune; 6) large self-contained rural
commune. Many of these communes are a result of alienation
and dehumanization in American society which could be a
result of the high industrial and technological achievements.
Such achievements could be viewed with negative feelings by
that part of the population which is threatened by the
supernatural abilities of such technology and the smartness
behind it. In response, this group alienates itself and begins
to believe in anti-intellectual and even primitive techiques.
Smith and Sternfield (119) pointed out the paradox that a
subculture, known for its drug use, avoided drugs during
childbirth with the exception of marijuana! This is comparable to the peacenicks willing to kill for peace. One could
only wonder whether the threat of smart technology may not
herald Dark Ages again and whether some of these communes
may not be the forerunners of nomadic gypsies!
A drug survey of the young people in Lincoln Park
during the 1968 Democratic National Convention was carried
out (120). This group was distinctly from the educated,
intellectual segment of the society with an average education
of 13 years and parents with high educational and income
levels. Marijuana was the most preferred drug in this group
with alcohol running second. LSD, STP, and DMT were
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third in popularity. The youngest and the oldest showed
least interest in the psychedelics. Interestingly, in the 1969
political protest by 180,000 to 800,000 persons in Washington, D.C. there was a remarkable lack of drug abuse (121).
There were only 29 cases needing psychiatric emergency
help, and only half of these were drug-associated emergencies.
It is possible that some of the drug-associated problems
could have been adequately handled by friends in this group.
However, the possibility of blaming drug abuse for protestations is certainly there.
In Haight-Ashbury distinction is made between
“hippies” (using LSD) and “freaks” (using amphetamines).
The freak is younger (122) than the hippie and is more
anomic, transitory, occasionally quasicriminal, and usually
from lower-class background. This shows that LSD abuse is
restricted more to the intellectual, sophisticated segments
of drug abusers. In a Mexican hippie community (123),
considerable extent of infectious disorders, venereal diseases,
pubic crab lice, bacterial infections, cough, dysuria,
hepatitis, pruritic vaginal discharge, etc. were observed. The
potential health hazards posed by hippie communities may
become a problem of public health.
Between the years 1967 through 1969, forty thousand
people were treated in the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic (124).
During that time, the Haight-Ashbury group changed from
an acid culture to a speed freak culture. Two hundred babies
of LSD users were found to be healthy, possibly invalidating
the genetic damage ascribed to LSD. The Haight-Ashbury
culture is on its way out. Kendall and Pittel (125) compared
the MMPI profiles of drug users with those of comparable
young people. The early hippies showed somewhat less
pathology than the later residents. There was a predominance of character pathology as opposed to neurotic or
psychotic maifestations. The feelings of Utopian communality of the earlier hippies were found to be less strong in the
later ones. With the diminishing sense of belongingness
to an ideal society, there is little to hold these alienated
ower children together. Naturally, with little feelings of
community belongingness, the hippies themselves have
become alienated to their own Haight-Ashbury commune.
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The characteristics of the post-drug personality is of
interest. The body sway suggestability in a group of hospital
patients was affected by LSD (126). Ungerleider, et al. (127)
surveyed the adverse reactions to LSD in the community of
Los Angeles. 27% of 1,584 respondents had seen adverse
LSD reactions; 10% to drugs other than LSD. More than
half of the LSD users were emotionally disturbed before the
use of the drug. Only 1% of the respondents who have seen
adverse LSD reactions reported that their patients tended to
have these adverse symptoms before the use of LSD. Both
long-tenn and short term personality differences were found
in undergraduates (128)| that would take LSD and those
that would definitely not take it. LSD ingestion showed
short-term personality differences. The aesthetic type
individuals (129) reacted differently to tranquilizers
than athletic types. Aesthetic individuals showed intellectual and mental changes; whereas the athletic individuals
displayed euphoria and physical changes. There is no
evidence (130) of generalized psychoneurological dysfunction
attributable to taking LSD at least 50 times. Visual, spatial
orientation could be impaired with an inverse relationship
between the number of LSD sessions and general intelligence. Cheek (131) studied the relations between group
differences, social interaction and dosage levels of LSD. The
effects of LSD on social interaction was investigated by
Vojtechovsky, et al. (132).
In a study entitled, “LSD Revisited - A Ten-Year
Followup of Medical LSD Use”, McGlothlin and Amold
(133) found little evidence of measurable lasting changes in
personality, belief, value, attitude, behavior, etc. even
though there were more personality changes attributable to
the use of LSD. It was found that in some cases the LSD
user, instead of developing tolerance, became more sensitive
(134) to the drug with increasing use. Such increase in
sensitivity was accompanied by ingestion of alcohol or other
drugs. Data on the effects of psychotropic drugs over a
period of four months on two colonies of monkeys were
described by Delgado (135). Reserpine produced a progressive increase in individual sleep and diminished social sleep,
hanging, presenting, grooming, mounting, etc. When the
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boss of the colony was under reserpine, the activity including
sexual behavior of the rest of the colony increased.

The question of de novo induction of psychosis by
psychedelic drugs has received considerable attention. The
anxiety produced in a naive user could often result in a
crisis, with a bursting out of latent psychosis (136). The
nature of drug-induced psychoses varies depending on drug
experience and the cultural development. Approximately
60% of hospitalized psychiatric patients were found (137) to
be using drugs covertly. Barbiturates were most often
detected. The drug history of a person is important in assessing the clinical state on admission to a psychiatric facility
(138). The earlier the onset of drug abuse in apsychiatric
population (ages 12-14), the greater the probability of
becoming heavily involved with a variety of drugs (139).
The males who start using drugs after 14 years may become
more involved with heroin.
The differential diagnosis of psychosis associated with
psychedelic drugs (140) depends on the understanding of the
interaction between the drug effect and the patients’ predrug
and current psychiatric status. The borderline individual is
overwhehned by the drug and cannot reintegrate after the
drug use. A “talk-down” and psychotherapy may help him
out. In another segment of the drug-using population,
gradual shift toward projection, denial, delusions, alloplastic
ego defenses, etc. may break out. In schizophrenics, drug
use or drug abuse may not have a clear-cut effect on the

clinical course.
Some of the studies on other drugs of abuse may be
pertinent here. Amphetamines have replaced LSD in many
sectors that were using LSD before. In 1969, the black
market in amphetamines was estimated (141) to be worth a
half billion dollars every year. One mental state or mood that
may improve under drug abuse is tension, depression, and
As
unease resulting from dysphoric syndromes (142).
tolerance builds up, it is more difficult to maintain the
euphoric state. For example, the latter days of an amphetamine binge could be a harrowing experience (142).Abuse of
drugs can result in changes in sleep patterns, delirium
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tremens, psychotic reactions, etc. Multihabituation is one of
the final results of the innocent beginnings of drug use. The
amphetamine user was described in 1970 as a low status
member of the hippie community (143). Amphetamine users
are more often younger, less philosophical, and less educated
than LSD users. They are more self-destructive and are more
likely to suffer from withdrawal and hypernarcotism,
shooting speed several times a day, than the LSD user. It is
only natural that non-users show less respect and have more
prejudices against users than the other way around. On the
other hand, users may have less prejudices againstnon-users.
Marijuana has come to be used and accepted so widely
that it may be here to stay, just as alcohol has obtained a
foothold in our modern culture. The resin content of
marijuana samples is not directly related to the physiological
activity (144). The population of marijuana smokers in
Toronto has doubled (145) in the period between 1960 to
1965, the increase being more evident in persons 16-25 years
old. A survey of 1,104 adult persons in San Francisco (146)
revealed that 13% have used marijuana one or more times,
and 3% have used LSD. The age of this urban population
was 18 years or more and was not necessarily students. The
proportion of marijuana users was as great among nonstudents as among students. Marijuana use was apparently
associated with a search for a new ethic in place of the old
establishment. Ingestion of marijuana is less quick than
smoking it (147). Apparently, a heavy user of marijuana
could still function and refrain from other hard-core drugs.

Patterns of the use of marijuana are similar to those of
LSD. Approximately 15% of the college students will use
this drug before graduation (148). The use is more widespread in colleges than in high schools, in urban populations
as opposed to rural populations, etc. As shown in the tabular
presentation, the use of marijuana varied from 17% to 70%
in four medical colleges. Out of 500 students, who used it at
least once, 114 used marijuana more than 100 times. More
than 300 out of a total population of 1,063 were using
marijuana at the time of the survey (149). Apparently, the
use of marijuana does not depend on intellectual, academic,
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or professional performance just as the use of alcohol is also
dependent more on personality than on intellectual and
professional status. Hendin (150) concluded that marijuana
was not the cause of changing attitudes towards ambition
and success. The use of marijuana made it easier for these
students to maintain defenses.
The use of marijuana by G.I.’s in Vietnam was an
important problem which was, however, made more serious
by mass media (151). Colbach (151) while in charge of a
psychiatric facility serving 45,000 troops in Vietnam, did not
come across any case where there was definite evidence of
aggression attributable to marijuana. O‘-ut of 106 male,
civilian, marijuana smokers interviewed (152), 74% experimented with psychedelic drugs, and 6% with heroin. In
1964 there were 7,000 marijuana arrests in California (153),
while the number increased to 37,500 by 1967. While threefourths of the marijuana cases were dismissed without trial,
17% of all felony complaints in the District Attomey’s office
in Los Angeles between June through September 1967 were
marijuana-related cases. The percentage and the number
have certainly increased since 1967. As was mentioned
earlier, the increasing prevalence of drug use and govemment
drug laws are becoming responsible for an important part of
the time and energies of law-enforcing agencies. Steffenhagen
and Nixon (154) concluded that arguments supporting
continued classification of marijuana-use as a crime were
founded upon moralistic, but yet weak assumptions. The
rationale for not legally banning marijuana should rest on
pragmatic or empirical assumptions which could also be
weak till solid evidence as to the prolonged effect of the
harmful nature of marijuana is unequivocably obtained. Another complicating problem would be multiple habituation.
Quite often there is a positive association (155) between
marijuana, opiates, hard drugs and psychedelics. How could
one prevent this even if marijuana were legalized? Millions
of amphetamine, LSD and heroin users have come from the
ranks of marijuana users (156).
-

The leading cause of death in large cities in persons
16-30 years of age has been hypemarcotism, especially with
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heroin. The National Commission on Marijuana and Drug
Abuse reported (157) that at least 13,000,000 Americans
considered themselves as users of marijuana in 1970. At this
time there were 80,000,000 drinkers and 57,000,000 tobacco
smokers in U.S.A. 4,800,000 tried cocaine; 2,000,000 tried
heroin; 7,600,000 tried LSD. These are rather alarming
statistics. Heroin abuse was found in all levels of society
(158) with the mean age of the addict decreasing. It was said
(159) that there were about 17,000 heroin addicts in
Washington, D.C. in 1971. Out of this population, 91% were
black and 74% were males. In August 1969, 45% ‘of all new
admissions in the District of Columbia jail were for heroin
addiction. Dupont (159) quoted an estimate of the annual
value of property and services transferred because of
addiction through robbery, theft, prostitution, drug sales,
etc. as $328,100,000 in the Washington, D.C. area. The
heroin abuse might have decreased by 1973 due to more
increased police activity and treatment facilities (160). There
were 29 deaths in a three-month period in 1971; whereas
there were only 20 heroin overdose deaths in 1972 in this
area. An analysis of the heroin samples also showed a sharp
drop in the amount of heroin having decreased from 16.4
milligrams in February, 1972 to 5.2 milligrams in March,
1973.
However, there was an epidemic of intravenous
amphetamine abuse among the Washington addicts in thespring and summer of 1972. Whether heroin has been
replaced by other drugs has not yet been denitely
established. On the other hand, the number of average daily
admissions at the Narcotics Treatment Administration
decreased from 32.7 in November, 1971 to 10.8 in
February, 1973.
Some drug users apparently prefer either heroin or
amphetamine (161) while both groups of users suffer from
The
poor object relations and vocational adjustment.
amphetamine abuser has a higher consciously inated sense
of self-worth. The heroin addict views himself with contempt
and has limited aspirations. Some of these differences could
not be just due to racial differences alone because these
studies were made on 30 white, male, non-psychotic drug
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abusers ranging in age from 20-30 years. This preference for
one drug to another may be responsible for the saying that a
drug could be identified faster by ingestion by the drug
addict than by chemical analysis in a government laboratory!
A pilot study (162) showed that the occasional heroin
user was raised for the most part in intact families without
significant abnormalities, but most had histories of poor
academic achievements, poor adjustment, conicts with
parents, and a lack of long-range planning, even though their
mean I.Q. was 123. In the city of Oxford, England (163)
0.59% of the total population 30 years of age and under have
either used heroin and methadone or have been suspected of
its use. This is a lower percentage than in the American
counterparts, but then proctorial discipline might have
resulted in excluding drug users, especially of heroin and
methadone, out of the Oxford area. No such elaborate
studies as were done in the U.S.A. on college campuses were
made in many other parts of the world. The use of marijuana
and perhaps of amphetamines is quite extensive in many
made in other parts of the world. The use of marijuana and
perhaps of amphetamines is quite extensive in many other
nations including England and Sweden. Even in India,
where smoking bhang was confined to the rejects of society,
the student population seems to have discovered it through
the eyes of Western culture as a modern medicine to express
rebellion and whatever constitutes the darker parts of
growing youth. This is pathetic.
In the Haight-Ashbury subculture (164), marijuana was
almost universally used, even though many users preferred
LSD to marijuana. In this population, little evidence was
found that use of marijuana led to abuse of heroin or other
hard drugs. The changing patterns of heroin addiction in
this subculture (165) showed that heroin was introduced
around 1964 and reached a peak around 1968. Nomenclatural

designations like “old-style junkie” (usually non-white,
pioneering heroin user, whose habit could cost him $100 a
day), “transition junkie” and “new junkie” evolved out of
these changing patterns. One to 2.1% of the habits were
as expensive as $200 per day. The age of first heroin use
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mostly varied between 16-23 years. The old junkies had a
lower mean average age than the new junkies. Even though
these are expensive habits, it was pointed out that “heroin
hunger may not a mugger make” (166). The work of Mark
Moore and Heather Ruth seems to indicate that the stereotype of an addict obliged to steal a fixed quota daily for a
fixed amount of heroin is false. However, these studies
cannot be used as evidence against several other statistics
that do show increased criminality in drug addicted populations. The more expensive the habit, the more difficult will it
be to maintain without extensive criminal behavior.
Glue-sniffing is usually confined to the younger
members of our population starting from 7 to 8 years of
age (167). Negroes appeared to be under-represented in this
group. Addiction to solvent inhalation may indicate a

possibility of future addictions.

Around 1968 a marked

increase in barbiturate abuse was seen in the San Francisco
area (168). As mentioned in the chapter under “Rehabilitation”, the short-acting barbiturates were replaced by longacting ones and were slowly withdrawn. The use of LSD
peaked out at approximately 9% of college students and
dropped to 4% by 1970 (169). This might have been replaced
by a miscellany of drugs including barbiturates, amphetamines, marijuana, etc. Barbiturate withdrawal sometimes
Alcohol, tobacco, and
could mimic epilepsy (170).
marijuana seem to be used by high school seniors in similar
patterns (171). Drinkers were more likely to assert that
marijuana was physically harmless than non-drinkers.

Programs of drug addiction should take into consideration
(171) that a problem of marijuana use by young people
could be different from the traditional problems of narcotic
addiction
The problem of alcoholism is still small in Israel (172).
While abuse of drugs like LSD and cocaine is also extremely
limited, khat (containing norephedrine) is chewed by some
of the Yemenites.
The custom of combining drug addiction and alcoholism under one heading of addictions was questioned( 173).
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Alcoholism develops over a period of many years, with
freedom to purchase alcoholic beverages in the open market.
Drug addiction develops over shorter periods and drugs
cannot be obtained in the open market.
Traditionally, and correctly or incorrectly, it has been
said, “that the Irish and alcohol do not mix or mix too well”
(174). Quite often, alcoholism in the lower strata of society
may not be treated. However, as the saying goes, “Establish
a new psychiatric facility in a community, and you will find
that the community has suddenly become full of psychopaths”. Establishment of modern treatment centers for
alcoholism and drug addiction has resulted in a tremendous
increase of psychiatric hospital admissions with the
diagnosis of alcholism or alcoholic psychosis in Ireland. For
example, there were 699 such rst admissions in 1965 rising
to 1,181 in 1969. There were 41 first admissions for drug
addiction to Irish psychiatric hospitals in 1965,and 65 cases
by 1969. There is a surprisingly low incidence of deaths due
to cirrhosis of the liver in Ireland. In 1966 the per capita
consumption of alcohol in Ireland for persons 15 years and
older was 5.8 liters of pure alcohol; while the figures for
United Kingdom was 5.9; for U.S.A. 7.6; for West Germany
11.3; and for France 20.8. Alcohol is also used quite often by
drug addicts (175). Alcohol abuse is an immediate precursor
to heroin addiction in a significant proportion of drug
addicts. Heavy alcohol use was also identified as the single
factor differentiating 203 dead addicts from a contrast
(“living”) group. Alcohol was concluded to play an important role in the natural history of narcotic addiction (175).
Alcohol pushers and narcotic pushers are comparable and
form a familiar figure in economically deprived areas.

A case of intoxication with morning glory seeds has
been reported (176). The subject was in a state of panic
alternating between an autistic catatonic condition and
euphoria. The subject was apparently hallucinating and
was waving his hands to fight off the thoughts that were
ying about his face. Another case of ingestion of
belladonna-strarnonium mixture by two individuals was
reported (177). The effects of this mixture were comparable
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to those produced by LSD. There was, however, marked
pupillary dilation, tachycardia, and failure of pupils to
accommodate. In an analysis of the addiction to amphetamines made by Rodewald (178), it was found that the users
of methedrine tended to be literate, white persons with a
higher I.Q., more schooling and a higher socio-economic
background than narcotic addicts from the same area.
Methaqualone was also (179) known to cause _moderate
psychological dependence after prolonged, repeated use.
Because of this potential for abuse, methaqualone should
not be prescribed as a sedative or in the treatment of anxiety
routinely. While some people have expressed admiration for
the ability of the drug abuser to identify an alleged sample
by ingestion, expectations and placebo responses were
found to be important in determining the effects of abused
drugs (180). While control studies have shown that the
effects of STP are comparable to those of LSD, but of a
shorter duration, hippies ingesting STP reported profound
effects lasting over 50 hours.
The question of multiple drug habituation is very
important and is formidable in terms of legalizing marijuana.
Ludwig and Levine (181) have shown that a significant
proportion of patients have used peyote in combination with
several psychedelic drugs. Dauner and Remschmidt (182)
described the case of three polyvalent addicts consuming
LSD, hashish, alcohol, and opium simultaneously.
Rosenberg (183) described the progression from the rst
experience in drug taking to the eventual dependence on
drugs. The majority of these Australian addicts had a mean
age (for the first drug ingestion) of 17 years. The majority
began taking drugs regularly and intravenously within the
first three years. Several kinds of drugs ranging from
amphetamines, barbiturates, bromides, LSD, marijuana,
morphine, cocaine, and heroin were used. The complications
included inability to hold jobs, attempted suicides, psychic
episodes, loss of contact with families, weight loss, vitamin
A similarly
deficiencies, malnutrition, infections, etc.
extensive list of drugs were abused by juveniles (184) in
Oakland, Ca1if_ Many drug users have a “drug of choice”,
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depending on the psychodynamic meaningful effect of the
drug on their particular needs (185). Alcohol and marijuana
in low doses may lower the threshold against the discharge
of drives and impulses. The hard drugs are sought after by
the more disturbed addicts. Once drug use begins, the
progression to harder drugs is a matter of escalating the
habit to keep high. Several workers have found that the
drug user is more likely to drink more alcohol and smoke
tobaccornore heavily than his peers (186). Later heroin use
by 40% of marijuana users has been reported (187). This
gure is significantly high inasmuch as only 50% of the
heroin using adolescents used heroin at later stages of life.
The nature and economic significance of drug abuse (188) is
certainly involved in the propagation of drug use. The
average street dose (150 micrograms of LSD) cost $3 to $10
in 1969 while marijuana cigarettes ranged in price from $0.50
to $3.00. Middle East hashish sold for $8.00 to $15.00 per
gram while marijuana from Mexico sold from $70 to $200 per
kilogram. STP, like LSD, was most often produced in
native, clandestine laboratories. The price of STP in 9
milligram tablets and 3 milligram capsules varied in 1969
from $2 to $4. Peyote buttons were sold at a price of $0.20 to
$0.80 each. DMT and DET sold at $10 to $40 per gram.
Certainly there are tremendous vested interests acting
behind this drug market and making innocent children
and adolescents victims of a vicious cycle. Any mental and
emotional deficiences in the young subject will be exploited
initially only to make him sink deeper into the misery of the
psychotic alienation, physiological disease, and economic
stagnation. The present author is certainly against such
vicious threats. It may be also realized that the innocent
novice of yesterday may become the conniving pusher of
tomorrow, if for no other reason, just to keep his habit
economically possible. Severe penalties for multiple offenders are one way of isolating the disease and preventing
their spreading through all strata and value systems of our
societies. These value systems have not been arbitrarily and
deviously created, but have been the result of sociological
evolution for the last few millenia. It would be rather
difficult to have such a system threatened and burned down
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without an adequate substitute already in the wings.
Personal emotional imbalances should not be allowed to
destroy a public system.
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Religion and LSD

LSD AND RELIGIOUS IMPLICATIONS
Religion has two fundamentally different, but
functionally fused sides. On concerns the moral, ethical and
“heavenly” aspects of human life. The classical disciples of
religion, not necessarily philosophers, have experienced
fusion with the godly state. Apparently in this state of
“samadhi”, body boundaries are lost, a state of perpetual
“nirvana” is achieved. The oneness of the universe, the
eternity of life, the frailty of human endeavors, the
omnipotence of the Almighty are all felt by the yogi who
thus becomes a part of this vast uniqueness which has no
beginning, no middle and no end. This kind of nirvana could
be questioned by the utilitarian philosophers and has
certainly led to the lack of material progress in a world where
material progress had led us to skyscrapers, gasoline
shortages and competitive crookedness.
The other aspect of religion is one of sociological
utilitarianism modified by service to the society, pray/er for
the soul through the body, and by furnishing the starved
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with dry milk powder and the sick with tincture of iodine.
Modem religion quite often is more entangled with the
second part than with the first part. Without trying to judge
which is more important, it may be pointed out that the
effects of LSD have been claimed to depersonalize one and
supposedly make him realize (to diverse extents) what it is to
be a part of that immense unique vastness without a proper
materialistic three-dimensional concreteness.
Jackson (1) presented a description of the LSD
experience in terms of a complex transaction. He pointed out
that the resultant LSD reaction may be psychotic, psychotherapeutic or transcendental in nature. The last reaction
was characterized by a temporary loss of differentiation of
self and external world. It may consist of lessening of alienation and lead to a rediscovery of self, a new set of values and
may even end in finding new potential for growth and
development with a new beginning. Underlying J ackson’s
observations are loss of body image and a loss of recognition
of body boundaries. As mentioned above, this has both good
and not so good points to it.
Wainwright (2) has done a beautiful write-up on the
pleasure and pain of the LSD reaction in the now defunct
“Life” magazine. His well-illustrated article could be found
in the issue dated March 25, 1966. He pointed out the
importance of setting and circumstances and the pathetic
reactions of several LSD users. However, he also brought
forth the story of the retired Navy captain, John Busby, who
used LSD just once and solved an elusive problem in pattern
recognition connected with intelligence equipment for the
Navy. Walter Clark, a professor at Andover Newton
Theological School, had a vision after taking a psychedelic
drug like Moses’ experience of the “Burning Brush”. He
pointed out that no psychologist of religion can afford to be
ignorant of such religious experience. The millionaire investment banker, William Hitchcock, of Milbrook, N.Y., felt that
LSD helped him reach a more positive attitude toward his
family and job. Quite probably, the basic tenets of yoga and
samadhi and nirvana had great appeal to the Western person
whose religion is more concerned with the social welfare of
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the parishioners. LSD is apparently one possible, though a
frighteningly elusive road to the recognition of oneness with
the Almighty.

An International Conference on Alcoholism and
Addiction (3) was held in October 1971 at Dun Laoghaire. It
was pointed out by Dean in this meeting that 11.2% of
personal income in the Republic of Ireland was spent on
alcohol in 1969, while 7.6% of personal income was spent on
tobacco. Eighteen million “units” of barbiturates were
consumed in the Republic in 1962 and 24,000,000 in 1968.
Further details on the use of drugs were also presented by
Dean. Drug dependence has been termed a “contagious”
danger. The results of an investigation by Hallermann at the
University of Kiel in Germany showed that in cities having a
population of 50,000 to 100,000 the figure was 25.4% and in
cities having a population larger than 100,000 inhabitants,
approximately 19.4% of school children from 14-19 years
have had experience in drugs whereas in cities with a population of 50,000 to 100,000, the figure was 25.4% and in cities
with populations less than 50,000 the figure was 21.8%.
Hallucinogenic agents have been used by man in search
of meaning (4). Leary (5) described the production and
interpretation of the religious experience through the use of
psychedelic drugs. He pointed out the sacramental ritual
nature of LSD ingestion and the reporting of intense
mystico-religious responses in a group of subjects including
college deans and several distinguished religious philosophers, etc. It may be pointed out that this group was
highly educated, predisposed towards the good old ideology
of Thoreau and Emerson. This group was quite different from
a group of drop-outs with police records. The religious
experience does depend on the proclivity of the individual
towards such an experience. Leary dealt with the questions
of the ultimate power, human destiny, ego question, and the
question of life itself. He interpreted some of these problems
in a partly scientific manner. However, what Leary and
other similar people forgot is the incompatibility between a
materialistic culture based on achievement and an escapist
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Whether
culture based on discarding worldly wealth.
anybody could make a happy marriage between the two and
live the life of a drop of water shining like a diamond in the
morning sun on the lotus leaf in unabused natural environment, is still to be seen. The present author feels that
dependence on external drugs is certainly not the correct
modus operandi to achieve the state of pearly wisdom. The
strength must come from within. The use of the drug is part
of the heathenistic culture incompatible with the beauty of
the inner soul.

Allen and West (6) pointed out the importance of
marijuana and LSD in the “Green Rebellion” of the hippies.
They stated that the future of the hippies and their rebellion
depended on further evolution of society’s reaction to them
and also on the long-term effects of the drugs. He pointed
out that Bishop Pike might have been correct when he
likened the hippies to the early Christians, but then added
that Bernard Shaw might also have been correct when he
ended St. Joan with the declaration that the world was not
yet ready to receive its saints. The question of saintliness
and the sinner is thus brewed into the drug cult.
David E. Smith has been extremely important in the
Haight-Ashbury drug scene and the clinic. Violence is in
diametrical opposition to the yogic culture and also to the
hippie ethic of non-violence. Violence is more a result of the
industrialization of the agricultural society. Violence is a
result of the pent-up emotions which cannot be slowly
worked off in a natural environment. Smith (7) pointed out
that persons who have taken LSD on an average of 65 times
were uniquely sensitive to low intensity visual stimulation.
In contrast to non-LSD-using groups, there was no relation
between their evoked response to visual stimuli and their
subjective response to the intensity of tactile stimuli. He
pointed out, possibly gathering his conclusions from his
experience, that chronic LSD users, particularly those
involved with the psychedelic syndrome, were commonly
involved in astrology, mental telepathy and ESP. They are
not athletic and tend to be above average in intelligence.
Smith pointed out that LSD may facilitate the development
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of radical religious beliefs and help dissolve biological bonds
necessary for human social organization. If these beliefs
included blind obedience to an absolute ruler,the result could
be a set of destructive and inhuman values. Some of his
conclusions have been validated by the reports of the
Manson murders and several kidnappings that seem to be in
vogue these days.
Cohen (8) depicted a fictional scene from the psychedelic world of 1984 where the mother was in favor of the drug
cult and the son preferred the new way of having electrodes
implanted in the brain so that he could “wire up, plug in and
buzz”. This is all extremely hypothetical, but yet the fact of
rebellious youth and escapist psychotechniques for their
personal identification and growth has always been a
problem and will be a problem. The correct way is perhaps
an organized education, mixing the practical and realistic
aspects of Hindu culture with the social work, education and
fairness-to-all-tenets of Western democracies.
Huston Smith (9,10) has discussed the use of consciousness expanding drugs and psychedelic theophanies in
their most cogent perspective. He pointed out that perhaps
many religions originated with the use of drugs which added
to the insight of the mystic. As science developed, religion,
at least the organized part of it, found itself in conict with
the observations of science. Religion’s first impulse was to
deny the disturbing evidence produced by science. Drugs,
Huston Smith pointed out,can aid the religious life but only
when set within a proper context, perspective, discipline and
faith. Huston Smith (10) further pointed out that many drug
cults have a charismatic leader. He quoted the hearings of
the Special Senate Judiciary Committee on Narcotics where
Arthur Kleps testified that Timothy Leary was regarded
with the same special love and respect as was reserved by the
early Christians for Jesus, by the Moslems for Mohammed,
etc. The partial magnetism of a leader is also perhaps
responsible for the miraculous psychiatric cures effected by
some of our ortho-molecular psychiatrists.
Smith pointed out that the future of the psychedelic
religious movement was debatable on the grounds that it

,
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lacked a social philosphy,was antinomian and left nothing
esoteric. He compared some of the teachings of Tertullian
and of Leary. He bemoaned the “quit school, quit your job,
and drop-out" philosophies. This is in distmct opposition to
the teachings of Hinduism, Buddhism, Zen Buddhism, and
the other tenets which are so often quoted by the drug cult.
Even the admonishings of the First Letter of John, “not to
love the world or the things in the world" and the condemnation of the world for “its sensuality, superficiality and
pretentiousness, its materialism and its egoism” cannot be
construed as directives for the human race to degenerate

into

a

stultifying passivity.

Coming from a Hindu Brahman family, the present
author pays homage to the knowledge of Huston Smith. The
present author holds the Bhagavat Gita in the highest
esteem. Smith quoted (10) from the Gita, the Vedas and the
Upanishads to illustrate that in the Hindu tradition, nothing
stood above higher states of consciousness, but in order to
reach such a state, the person should be appropriately
The ability to integrate the
prepared and purified.
psychedelic experience with daily life is not within the reach
of the untrained. Let it also be added that the emphasis on
the (Pacifist) yoga in Hinduism generated military incompetency in front of the Moslem invaders around 1000 A.D.
The sin was multiplied and the resultant chaos spelled easy
conquest for the diplomatic gun powder of Robert Clive,
Warren Hastings and others who established Her Majesty’s
Crown in India. The present author points out that without
appropriate philosophy, tuning in and dropping out would
mean infantile mortality and political, moral and legal
slavery. It would not even be called slavery because the
Great Master would be pointing out to you every day how
great you are under his supervision. He even manages to
convince the world of it.
Nora Sayre (11) described the activities of a church
service held by Leary and the League for Spiritual
Discovery. Services consisted of death of the mind, the
endless dance of male and female, imagined murder and
rebirth of the subject. These are amply illustrated in Hindu
mythology by the various yogis, the Dance of Shiva and the
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tenets of reincarnation. This is all well and good when it may
not be translated into poverty. The Hindu culture was once
so rich and powerful that the disappointment with the riches
and power might have led to the conquest of India.
Pahnke (12) has also made laudable studies on the
experience induced by psychedelic drugs. He pointed out
that the psychedelic experience induced by LSD could be
classified into five major types: psychotic, psychodynamic,
cognitive, esthetic and mystical. The last was characterized
by a feeling of Unity or oneness with the cosmos;
a deeply-felt positive mood; a sense of sacredness; a
transcendence of time and space; a feeling of insight,
illumination, alleged ineffability; etc.
This may be
contrasted with other workers who have reported feelings of
megalomania and portentuousness subsequent to LSD
ingestion.
Four churches, the League for Spiritual Discovery, the
Neo-American Church, the Church of the Awakeningaand
the Native American Church, and perhaps other subcults
have been organized in order to foster religious implications
of psychedelic experiences. In a world in which religious
beliefs are less secure, and problems of race, poverty,
violence, and competition have reached new intensities, it is
hoped (13) that the message of love will lead to the growth of
purpose and sanity in the lives of all men everywhere.
However, as Clark pointed out (14) the psychedelic
drugs can trigger or release religious experience only where
there is a proclivity for it. The size of the dose (15) may not
be closely correlated with the intensity of the widely variable
religious experience. The capacity for mystical experience
could be something inborn which could be released rather
than generated by LSD. Similarly, marijuana, considered by
some to be non-addicting and non-habit forming (16), could
also give rise to a questionable release of the inner mystic
qualities.

Lidz and Rothenberg (17) pointed out the similarities
between the above churches and the ancient Dionysian cult.
These cults have a basic goal of ecstatic experience, enhanced
creativity, and freedom from inhibitions. However, the
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history of religion did not show (18) the use of drugs as the
mainstay in any of the principal religions of the world.
Worthwhile religious experience should be achieved through
the acquisition of man's previous knowledge, his devotion
to high ideals, and the search for truth. Cain (18) pointed out
that the utterances of drug users were transient and
inconsequential.
Turkel (19) quoted in 1969 that there are an estimated
10,000 hippies in San Francisco, 6,000 in New York’s East
Village and approximately 300,000 in the U.S.A. The hippies
are predominantly white, middle-class, educated youths,
ranging in age from 17-25. Allan Katzman, editor of the East
Village Other, believed that the hippies were the forerunners
of the future where technology would render work
unnecessary. But finding new values to replace discarded
ones could be a long and arduous process as the hippies have
discovered. The present author would like to add that this is
all good, when the demands to feed, clothe, and guarantee
the future of the child are not involved. The hippie movements usually suffer their worst setbacks where lust and
child-rearing are involved. Buies (20) pointed.out similar
considerations, and motivations for use of drugs.
Theophany and the search for God are experiences that
the average man is not deeply concerned with.
Just
as science began to point out the molecular nature of
emotions and life experiences, the psychedelic drugs may be
construed as challenging the orthodox church (21) with the
possibility that mystical awareness of God is nothing more
than chemistry and, therefore, a delusion. Klavetter and
Mogar (22) administered LSD in a controlled setting to 119
subjects for a 14-month period. The subjects completed a
iquestionaire to elicit behavior and attitudinal changes. The
results seemed to be suggestive that LSD could trigger a
peak experience with therapeutic benefits on psychological
growth and self-actualization.
Savage (23) studied the effects of LSD in alcoholics.
The old cycle of drinking to still guilt feelings and drinking
giving rise to more guilt feelings, was apparently broken.
The mystic experience equating forgiveness of sins with
Transcendental
healing seems to have been involved.
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experience cannot be equated to creativity itself, but can
open up avenues of growth. LSD apparently stripped off the
protective barriers of the ego - heightening sensitivity and
perception. The ego may be inated which could be an
effective antidote for low self-esteem. In this way, the
alcoholic, in a mystical marmer, could be “rebom”. Psychedelic drugs may allow (24) transcendence of inhibitory
societal conditioning.
Downing and Wygant (25) administered a battery of
questions to 42 persons regarding religious beliefs and
changes subsequent to the use of LSD. Sixty per cent of the
subjects said that their religious feelings were changed
toward a clarification and underlining of positive beliefs
already held by the subjects. The ability of the subjects to
accept truth, or abstract concepts such as God, the reality of
life after death, and the universality of religion were
increased. The greatest change was in the area of the
individual’s ability to trust himself. It may be pointed out
that while LSD may have sme of these mystical and psychoreligious effects, marijuana (26) may not possess this ability.
Much of the trance-like state after marijuana, Oursler (26)
claimed, has to be discounted as sheer hysteria manipulated
through hypnotic setting and hypnotizing behavior.
Sacrament has been an important ritual in religions.
Sacrament may camouflage some of the inner transcendental
experiences which have to be independent of the setting. The
new drug cults seem to be mixing the sacramental rites to an
extent that questions the effects of drugs themselves (27).
There are several categories (28) used to classify traditional
mystic experience. Some of these are - undifferentiated unit,
objectivity and reality, transcendence of space and time,
sense of creativeness, deeply-felt positive mood, paradoxicality, transiency, alleged ineffability and positive changes
in attitude and/or behavior. Experiences in the esthetic
perceptual psychoanalytical areas may be a part of the nonmystical effects of psychedelic drugs.
As mentioned earlier, the implication that it is possible
to experience samadhi or satori or a beatific vision on a “free
Saturday afternoon” through the use of a drug, may not be
in proper setting because the body and mind of the drug user
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are not qualified to receive this experience. This is almost

comparable to a situation (in the tales of Vikramaditya)
where the soul of a bodyless entity could occupy the dead
body of another person. The incompatible soul of one person
may bé antigenic to the body of another person!
The world of hallucination (29) has been part and parcel
of the mystical and the supernatural aspects of religions and
cults. Superimposed on our mortal limitations is a strong
teaching that (30) self is God - eternal, omnipotent, and
omniscient. Drugs have aided mankind in not only healing
the body, but in perhaps disturbing the mind. The recent
reports of exorcisms point out the basic inability of man to
deal with what he may consider his supematural. Sickness,
life, birth and death all demonstrate to us the imprisonment
of our “supematural part” in our mortal body. Drugs, by
taking the boundaries of the mortal body away, liberate the
sense of the supematural.
Fisher (31) pointed out that the living ignore death,
and the patient is most often left to himself to die. Psychotherapeutic preparation to effect a transcendental state of
consciousness before physical demise could be helped
through the use of drugs like LSD. Psychdelic drugs, from
the time of Aldous Huxley have held a fascination (32) in
these areas.
Sato (33) pointed out correctly that Zen and the use of
psychedelic drugs are essentially different in purpose. Drugs
induce a vision or experience in a person that may not be
ready to receive them; whereas Zen is fundamentally
concerned with the person who is the subject of visions. Zen,
Hinduism, and other religions which have stressed the
person, are concerned with passing beyond the barriers of
fundamental ‘questions, leading to the development of a
higher mental state. Persons like Huxley have achieved this
mental state. The effects of LSD in the bodies and minds of
such people are quite different from the effects of psychedelic
drugs on a body and mind not trained, qualified or ready to
receive them. This is perhaps where the dichotomy between
the mystical effects of LSD transcending ego barriers may
lead to creativity in a Huxley or to a portentuous suicide or
homicide in an ignoramus, or a “drop-out”.
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LEGAL ASPECTS
AND PUBLIC EDUCATION
AGAINST DRUG ABUSE
Man has always sought panacea for his problems of
daily existence from time immemorial. Drugs and unusual
potions have been one sure way of escapism. The story of
LSD reached public heights when it was reported (1) on
April 7, 1966 that Dorma, a ve year old Brooklyn girl,
swallowed a sugar cube impregnated with LSD. The sugar
cube was reportedly put in the refrigerator in the house by
the girl's uncle. Walter Bowart (2), editor of the newspaper,
“The East Village Other,” recommended in all humility that
amember of the Juvenile Delinquency Sub-committee of the
U.S. Senate should have a session with the hallucinogenic
drug and then report back to the Senate Committee. In the
same report, the story was told of a young woman being
asked why she did not persuade her grandmother to try it.
The young girl replied, “She is tumed on already".
Schur (3) considered that the abuse of drugs was a
human and social problem rather than a criminal one. However, a social and human problem could easily become a
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criminal problem if not heeded at the proper time. Alcohol
and cigarettes seem to be the most dangerous (4) in tenns of
life-endangering physical complications. Alcohol represents
the most dangerously abused drug in terms of crime and
abuse of others, involving automobiles or otherwise. In our
chemophilic society (5) alcohol is the drug of choice for about
85 % of the people.
Wood (6) has given an extensive review of state and
federal narcotics programs and legislation. As a conceptual
model, drug abuse rehabilitation extends from individual,
family, societal to governmental programs. The housewife
who may take pills to get up in the morning and pills to go to
sleep at night does so with the knowledge of, and control by
the family. The extreme of the programs is legal penalization.
The typical male admitted to the California Rehabilitation Center (6) had to spend about $16 per day in illegal
narcotics, presumably at pre-1967 prices. He had to obtain
this money through theft. Stolen goods are apparently sold
for one-fifth of their value. In other words, a community
with 100 active addicts must support a theft of $8,000 per
day, to repeat again, at 1967 prices. This may raise the
question of the tax burden to be shouldered by the average
public.
New York State initiated in 1956 a special narcotic
project for parolees. Between November 1, 1956 and
October 31, 1959, a total of 344 parolees had been with this
project for a median period of eight months of supervision.
The results indicated that 45% had abstained from drugs and
25% of the parolees were not declared delinquent for a
median of eight months of supervision. Similar successful
results were obtained in later analysis of the program.
Before 1952, treatment for addiction was infrequent and
between 1953 and 1956, drug addicts could voluntarily
commit themselves to the hospital ward of the New York
City Penitentiary.
The Metcalf-Volker Act of 1962 placed the responsibility
for the care of arrested drug addicts with the State Mental
Hygiene hospitals. Civil commitment of the drug addict
produced contradictory results. Senator Robert Kennedy
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reported in 1963 that the program lost track of 75% of the
cases while 373 disappeared from the after-care program and
81 escaped from the hospital. New York State established a
Narcotic Addiction Control Commission in 1966, placing
responsibility for drug programs on this Commission.
In California opiate users were provided with
compulsory in-patient and after-care treatment under the
Civil Addict Program of 1961.
Under vigilant and
continuous supervision, 37% of the men and women
transferred to after-care programs have remained drug free
and crime free for two years in California. Similar laws and
drug-abuse programs have been enacted in several states.
Approximately three-fourths of the nation's drug
addicts live in urban areas like New York, Los Angeles,
Detroit, Chicago, Washington, D.C., etc. The metropolis, as
as magnet that draws all the uncommon personalities, should
then have some specialized drug programs. This may be at
the level of the local govemment or quasi-govemment
agencies like the Exodus House, etc., or purely nongovemmental voluntary agencies. It is also conceivable
that governmental agencies could give out contracts with
private organizations to run such drug programs. Small
cities like Stanford, Westbury, and Hicksville also have
their special programs. Several drug abuse treatment centers
have been listed in a directory published by the STASH
Press in Wisconsin. Daytop Village, in Brooklyn, New York,
is supported by voluntary agencies, local and federal
governments. Syanon has achieved excellent results through
methods described in another chapter. The most important
problem is the vocational rehabilitation and giving “just one
more break” to the former addict. This may become difcult
both for the employer and the former addict
L
The Westem office oflthe Bureau of Drug Abuse Control
(BDAC) seized l,500,000 dosage units of LSD and other
hallucinogens (7) at a wholesale value of $1,500,000 in 1966,
Other seizures included 320,000 amphetamine pills, and
22,000 dosage units of barbiturates. A survey was made (8_)
to establish the knowledgability of the public on the effects
_of drug abuse. _The most striking finding was the number of
_

,
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people who said they did not know: 50% for heroin, 48% for
amphetamines, 42% for LSD and 36% for marijuana. 54% of
233 medical students have used (9) amphetamine at one time
or another, usually to offset fatigue or facilitate learning. The
suicide rates are higher in the medical professionals than in
lay people. The suicide rate, most often due to depression, is
36 out of 100,000 for physicians, and 11 for the lay population. Aprroximately 1% of the medical profession is lost
due to narcotic addiction (9).

Barbiturate use for attempting suicide increased (10)
from 37% to 55% in five years in Australia. Of 680 people
who attemped suicide in one year, only 13.5% did not use
drugs. Barbiturates were used by 92.5% of the persons who
attempted suicide with drugs. In a survey of 163 suicide
cases, 65% of women, compared to 49% of men used drugs.
Most often, the deaths reported by street abusers are
due to unplanned hypernarcotism or due to idiosyncratic
reactions (12) to normal doses of street drugs. Impurities
and unexpected variations in the concentration of the active
ingredients could also terminate the future of an innocent
Thus, the concentration of tetrahydrodrug abuser.
cannabinol varied from very near 0 to 1.5% in the Mexican or
local marijuana (11) while hashish and tropical marijuana
can be as high as 15%.
The recommendations of the Shafer Cormnittee consisted of the following: 1) Private institutions must not warn
or threaten against drug use, but rather guide the individual
to some other solution to his problems; 2) General drug use
outside medical channels be discouraged; 3) Creation of a
single federal agency for administering drug control and
drug programs; 4) Legal controls and penalties, except for
marijuana, should remain the same; 5) Law enforcement at
the federal and state level should also be aimed at cutting off
supplies from major distributors rather than arrests at the
level of the street user. The local programs should channel
arrested users into treatment programs as_an alternative to
criminal justice system; 6) Treatment programs including
methadone maintenance should provide altemative service
integrating overall human resource efforts.
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The World Health Organization (13) has defined
narcotic addiction as a “state of periodic or chronic intoxication, harmful to the individual or society, caused by the
repeated consumption of a natural or synthetic drug”. The
British passed a Misuse of Drugs Bill (14). Extensive discussion (15) on the legalization of marijuana has taken place
both in the U.S.A. and abroad. The present author is afraid
that the culture that could not prohibit alcohol may again fail
in prohibition of marijuana. This may be unfortunate, but
then the fortune of prohibiting alcohol was also beyond our
legal ability. Use of marijuana is championed in the light of
data suggesting that its use is less harmful (16) than that of
alcohol.
Research on newer compounds (17) may perhaps prove
useful in opening up the drug abuser and other patients for
psychotherapy, and as anti-depressants. There are (18) two
types of addicts. The medical addict is usually 30 years or
older with morphine and demerol (meperidine) as the
prevailing drugs. The drug is imbibed individually. The
non-medical addict is far more disabled socially and
economically than the medical addict. The treatment of
marijuana users as felons (19) has been questioned. The
rising number of people who use marijuana espouse legalization of this drug. However, most of the biomedical
profession is against legalizing marijuana. This does not
mean that many intellectuals and legally responsible people
are also against the legalization of marijuana.
Justice Tauro (20) made a critical review of marijuana
and other relevant problems in 1969. Coming from the legal
profession, his analysis was both important and accurate. He
discussed the case of Commonwealth v. Leis, where the
constitutionality of the Narcotic Drug Act as applied to
marijuana was challenged. After long deliberation, Tauro
reached the conclusion that on the basis of what was now
known and understood, marijuana was a dangerous and
harmful drug. Marijuana has no accepted medical use and
serves no useful purpose. It is dangerous to place such a
potentially harmful habit in the hands of young people. Drug
use and crime are more often found together than crime
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without drug use. Tauro pointed out that repeated calling of
public attention to unresolved factors on the probable
harmful nature of marijuana could only encourage marijuana
use by the emotionally unstable, the young, the adolescent,
and those with submarginal mentalities.
Consumption of alcohol was associated with 50% of our
crimes of violence, with 26,500 to 37,100 deaths and approximately 1.25 to 1.75 million serious injuries annually on the
highways (20). 15-20% of college students and 20-40% of
urban high-school students could be using marijuana making
the total users, a few years ago, approximately 5 million.
Correction of social evils is necessary, but does not in any
way condone criminal approaches to achieve this goal.
Tauro correctly asked, “who needs to escape from
reality, who needs to live in the reverie of artful delusions?
Who, in spite of his natural vitality, intelligence, strength
and promise needs mind-altering drugs? Who needs to
distort and blot out the world around him?” The answer (20)
is the disaffiliated, the neurotic, the psychotic, the confused,
the anxious, the alienated, the inadequate and the weak. The
Harrison Narcotic Law was passed in 1914 to control the use
of heroin at a time when approximately one in four hundred
adults in the U.S.A. was using it (21). Following the
Harrison Act, the Volstead Act was passed prohibiting
alcoholic beverages. The Marijuana Tax Act was passed in
the mid thirties even though marijuana did not pose a real
menace at that time. The drug abuse control amendments
passed in 1965 were the results of growing drug abuse,
highlighted by the acid-heads and speed freaks. Victimless
use of intoxicating drugs in privacy may be distinguished
from criminal violence that may be a result of drug abuse.
However, where there is a will to use drugs, there may be a
way. Medical scientists should not evade responsibility for
the social consequences of their expert judgement on
matters that may be purely medical. These judgments will
have relevance in the value systems and practices of the
society.
In one decision (22), the U.S. Supreme Court in the case
Robinson v. Califomia (1962) held that it was unconstitu-
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tional to make the status of addiction a crime. While the
Court said that it would be permissible to commit addicts
civilly for treatment, the majority of the Court did not
indicate that commitment for preventive detention was
appropriate. It would be of interest to follow further history
that led to the severe laws of New York State against
.
possession, sale and use of abused drugs.
The comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (U.S. Congress 1871) authorized the Attorney General to limit the number of authorized manufacturers of injectable methamphetamine and also the amount
of the drug produced. Preventive detention could be a result
of civil commitment. Involuntary treatment, instead of criminal punishment, was proposed by several individuals. All
law breakings may not be social disorders, but some could be
severely pathological or criminal. Rosenthal (22) pointed out
that our efforts to deal with the drug problem have been
characterized by panic which may increase over the next few
years. There is a hang-up about mood- and mind-altering
drugs. There is little social value in them, but a potentially
terrifying harmfulness. If we are to survive these drugs, we
cannot continue to panic (22), but must learn to respond and
live with them sensibly and dispassionately on the social and
legal levels. Perhaps the achievement of asocially-acceptable
status by alcohol is due to our having learned to cope with
this problem more reasonably (if not adequately reasonably
yet) in the past several millenia.
There have been several voices raised against the legalization of marijuana and similar drugs. Cannabis produces
(23) disorders on sense of time, distance, and spatial orientation. There may be a far closer connection between cannabis
and opiates than is generally recognized. However, purely
legal solutions cannot be adequately (24) applied to all the
drugs as a group. Kline (25) advocated the prohibition of
LSD. The psychological and financial damage due to drug
abuse suggested that a real or suspected user be placed in
protective custody and undergo adequate psychiatric
examination to assess his sanity and therapeutic needs. Out
of 52 cases of LSD-induced psychiatric disorders studied by
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the New York County Medical Society, half had taken LSD
only once (26). Medical World News (26) reiterated that
there are no indications for the u\s"e of LSD except in a strictly
controlled, experimental, psychotherapeutic program. Some
of the significant risks resulting from marijuana use (27) are:
hilarity, carelessness, distortion of sensation, perception,
judgment, memory, emotional responsiveness, irritability,
loquacious euphoria, loss of space and time relations,
confusion, delusions, antisocial behavior, anxiety, aggressiveness, sleep disturbances, etc. Louria, (quoted by Haislip,
28), in his book entitled “Nightmare_Drugs” pointed out that
legalization of marijuana may be the first step to legalize
widespread use of more potent hallucinogens. Haislip agreed
that marijuana may be centuries old, but it represented a
constant danger.
Woody (29) reported of three young men who experienced visual disturbances while driving. None of them was
“high” at the time of the experience. He concluded that
these were flashbacks that could constitute a real hazard in
driving. Porterfield (30) pointed out that the need for drugalcohol workshops for teachers of driver education.
The use of drugs on the basis of religious freedom has
been advocated. Haislip (28) pointed out the challenge to the
First Amendment to the Constitution in the case of the U. S.
v.Reynolds, in which a statute banning the Mormon practice
of polygamy was upheld as a constitutional exercise of state
power. In the case of the People v. Woody (1964), the
California Supreme Court held that certain Indian tribes had
a constitutional right to use peyote in their religious services.
Without asserting constitutional immunity, it must be
demonstrated that the law constituted a substantial
infringement on the religious practice as required by bona
fide religious faith. The case of Sherbert v. Vemer (1963)
generated from a claim of denial of unemployment benets
because of refusal to accept employment which would require
a person to work on Saturdays contrary to religious faith.
The constitutional claim to privileged (religious?) drug abuse
seems (28) to be without merit.
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Timothy Leary has sacramentalized hallucinogenic
drugs. Weintraub (31) concluded that there was virtually no
possibility of justification in the name of religious systems of
the use of drugs that endanger public health, safety and
In Griswold v. Connecticut (1965), the court
welfare.
overturned a rarely invoked anti-birth control statute. The
constitutionality of the California Marijuana Possession
statute has been raised (32). The larger problem (33) is
whether religion could in any situation be an excuse for
criminal conduct. Marcovitz (34) pointed out that “development and maintenance of the dignity and the avoidance of
humiliation of the individual human being, both his own
sense of worth and its reection in the attitudes of others
towards him were necessary to give meaning to existence
and to make life worth living”. The development of dignity
based on reality rather than on fantasy comes from the
family, peers, school, etc. Poor family situations, crowded
and inadequate schools, experiences of ridicule, failure and
humiliation cripple the development of dignity. This
raises the question whether the legal penalties against drug
abuse should be identical for all social strata or could be
condoned in individual cases depending on the situation, but
yet without setting a precedent. This naturally confuses the
legal situation and could give rise to interminable difficulties
under a Constitution which purports to guarantee equal
liberty and justice for all.
Drug products move from the pharmacy to the public
licitly by prescription or over the counter; illicitly by
smuggling, bulk peddling or fraudulent distribution. Sales
limits on Morning Glory seeds (35) were urged. Surface (19)
described the supply system for illegal drugs from abroad
and across the Mexican border. Early in the days of LSD, it
was realized that there would be black market for the acid,
probably controlled by illicit organizations (36).
A majority of marijuana smokers might have probably
sold marijuana atlleast once (37). Rowell, et al. (37 ) pointed
out that the user was initially turned on by friends rather
than by pushers. They (37) described the various methods of
-
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hooking clients, selling marijuana on the street and the
bargaining skills involved. Apparently the key to success in
dealing is the connection, the wholesaler. Cole (38) reviewed
the legal and administrative problems affecting the serious
investigators in psychopharmacology. The government is
certainly interested and trying to do an adequate job
through the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Administration (former National Institute of Mental
Health). However, the real answer should emanate from the
public without assistance from the law.
Even though Marseilles is reputedly the port of
embarkation for illicit drugs entering the U.S.A., the French
police are also worried (39) about drug abuse in France,
especially on the Parisian Left Bank. The police views on
drug use (40) were discussed by Blum and Wahl. The
majority of police officers perceive the public fear of the
street addictive and non-addictive drugs while parole officers
admit to more experimentation with the drugs. Drug abuse
recognition education for recruit policemen has been
advocated (41). A greater stress on the detection and
prolonged incarceration of the pusher rather than the
“repeated, nonsensical jailings” of the user may aid in the
handling of the drug abuse problem (42). The drug addict
and his family should be reeducated.
The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, of the
U.S. Department of Justice, is in charge of the federal drug
This Bureau has advocated the following
programs.
directives for community and other drug agencies:
1. Establishment of a working liaison between the police,
the juvenile court and the general public.
publicizing the needs of the
2. Identifying and
community law enforcement organization and encouragement of efforts to correct deciencies.
3. Assembly of the professional law enforcement
representatives from police departments, courts, etc. to
establish a common basis of agreement regarding guidelines
for handling drug abuse problems that come within their
professional responsibility.
4. Encouragement of a coordinated regional attack on
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drug abuse through intercity or inter-community law
enforcement cooperative programs.
5. Assist law enforcement personnel to understand the
particular problems of the youthful experimenter and drug
abuser and to recognize the total problem.
6. Identify sources of assistance and establish an
acceptance of the referral technique wherever possible.
7. Create attitudes that clearly define the law enforcement role in drug abuse as a) prosecution of the criminal
(pusher); and b) help for the victim (abuser, experimenter)
wherever possible.
8. Provide the latest technological and professional
information available on such areas as: drug identification,
new legislation, enforcement techniques, rehabilitation and
prevention programs.
9. Provide a forum for discussion between law enforcement professionals and other involved professionals such as:
social scientists, doctors, educators, etc. in an effort to
identify areas of constructive cooperation and establish
working agreements.
10. Identify roles that law enforcement people can play
in support of rehabilitation and prevention efforts in the
community, schools, etc.
11. Review and encourage the establishment of law
assistance techniques such as: crisis intervention center,
hot-line facilities and other prevention rehabilitation
resources.
The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD)
also provides laboratory services to law enforcement agencies
free of cost. This includes even a personal testimony by the
examining chemist to bona fide agencies. The seizures could
be sent as liquids or tablets, etc. to the nearest BNDD
laboratory of which there are five regional centers.
There have been several laws regarding the control of
narcotics, stimulants, hallucinogens, etc. The Harrison
Narcotic Drug Act was enacted in 1914 followed by the
Import-Export Acts of 1914, 1922 and the Act of 1925. These
laws barred the importation of crude opium for the purpose
of manufacturing heroin. The Uniform Narcotic Drug Act
t
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Act in

1932; the
Opium Poppy Control Act in 1942. Further laws were passed
in 1946 to control synthetic narcotic drugs. The Narcotic
Control Act was passed in 1956; and the Narcotics
Manufacturing Act in 1960. Further laws have been passed

was passed in 1932; The Marijuana Tax

since then and will be dealt with later in this chapter.
The Opium Poppy Control Act prohibited the production of opium poppy in the United States except under
license. The Narcotics Manufacturing Act provided licensing
and establishment of quotas for the manufacture of narcotic
drugs. The question of the control of marijuana was dealt
with by Miller (43), who pointed out that in the Near East
where the refining of heroin was readily available, a very
high incidence of permanent insanity has been found among
the users. He quoted from Dr. Ausubel that, “In India,
where narcotic addiction is more common and of longer
standing, reliable evidence of damaged health has been

reported for 42% of chronic users”.
In Egypt where habitual marijuana use was reported to
have reached an alarming figure of 30%, the government
stated that cannabis was “In fact a thoroughly vicious and
dangerous thing of no value whatever to humanity and
deserving of nothing but the odium and contempt of civilized
people”. In the U.S.A. the New Orleans study showed that
the number of marijuana users among major criminals was
very high. The LaGuardia Report (the Marijuana Problem in
City of New York, the Mayor’s Committee on Marijuana,
1944) is often cited as support for the harmlessness of
marijuana. However, it also stated that “There were
alterations in behavior giving rise to anti-social expression...
Effects such as these would be considered conducive to
acts of violence. Marijuana may bring on a true psychotic

state”.

In California it is

to possess narcotics without
proper prescription or certification as provided by the
California Health and Safety Code of 1964. Nalline (Nallylnormorphine, nalorphine hydrochloride) is used to detect
the use of narcotics. Nalline is antagonistic to morphine,
methadone, opium, heroin, dihydromorphine, methorphinan,
etc. Injection of nalline into persons with organic disease or
a felony
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pregnant women could cause a violent, even fatal reaction
(44). The pupillary dilaton is an indication of the use of or
addiction to the above-listed drugs. The nalline test, was
challenged on a constitutional basis’ in People v. Zavala in
1966 on the grounds of violating the privilege against selfincrimination. The court ruled that the evidence was
inadmissible. However, parolees were subject to this test as
part of the requirements for parole. In the case of Robinson
v. California (1962) it was held that the nalline test violated
the Eighth Amendment's protection against cruel and
unusual punishment. Addiction was not a crime, but an
illness, and as such, should not be punished. In the case of
People v. Zapata (1963), the defendant, convicted for possession of narcotics to support his own habit, claimed that the
law was punishing him for his addiction. His claim was
rejected by the court. In the case of Rochin v. California
(1954), the court upheld that pumping a defendant’s stomach
against his will to obtain morphine capsules that he had
swallowed, violated the due process clauses of the Fourteenth
Amendment. In Irvine v. Califomia (1954), the court upheld
the evidence obtained by bugging “the defendant's bedroon
and closet as admissible”. In the case of Breithaupt v.
Abram (1957), the court held the constitutional right of the
police to take a blood sample from an unconscious person
involved in an automobile collision to determine whether the
defendant was intoxicated. The above citations point out the
complex, highly individualized nature of the laws that
govern the use of narcotics, stimulants and hallucinogens.
Nalline testing has come under heavy criticism.
The due processes of law at the local, state or federal
level are complex and time-consuming indeed. One may cite
the hearings before the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce on January 27, 1965 for considering the
Bill H.R.2. The hearings on narcotic rehabilitation before the
Senate Special Subcommittee, Committe on Judiciary
(chairman Dodd) were held in 1966 on May 12, May 13, and
May 19. The Senate Subcommittee of the Executive
Reorganization to Investigate the Organization of Federal
Drug Research and Rehabilitory Programs, particularly
those associated with LSD, were held under the chairman-
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ship of Senator Robert F. Kennedy in 1966 on May 24,25 and
26. The Senate Special Subcommittee, Committee on the
Judiciary met under the chainnanship of Senator Jacob
J avits on May 25, 1966. There were several hearings before
the Senate Subcommittees that extended over prolonged
periods of time, first to assess information available; then to
make recommendations for studies; then to discuss the
enactment of laws and finally to pass them. For example,
the Dodd Subcommittee met in 1966 to hold hearings on the
Narcotic Rehabilitation Act on January 25, 26 and 27,
May 12, 13, 19, 23 and 25, June 14 and 15, and July 19, 1966.
There were several meetings under the chairmanship of
Kennedy, J avits, Burdick and others. The amendment
accompanying H.R. 14096 designated increased penalties for
drug trafficking and made possession without proper
prescription of barbiturates, amphetamines, depressants and
hallucinogens a misdemeanor. The Ribicoff Committee
report (45) pointed out that the federal government delayed
halting the illegal spread of LSD by over three years. In the
final establishment of the act, precipitous enacting might
have led to impairing research and increasing the notoriety
of the drug. Epidemiological studies of drug abuse are very
essential. The first report on marijuana by Select Subcommittee on Crime was made in 1970 based on hearings (46) held
in Washington,D.C., Boston,Omaha,Columbia,S.C.,Miami,
San Francisco, etc. The President’s Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice also stated the
problem of drug abuse (47). The Control Substances Act (48)
of 1970 became effective on May 1, 1971. It established
definitions, classification, scheduling, etc. as presented
elsewhere in this book into five sub-groups. Better control
and furtherance of research is expected from the enactment
of this law.
From 1953 to 1963 was a period of enthusiastic
experimentation on LSD (49). Sandoz withdrew its sponsorship of LSD in 1966 and transferred such research material to
the National Institutes of Mental Health (now known as
the Alchohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration). Gallen (50) discussed the laws of New Jersey in res-
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pect to drug possession and use. The need for impeccable
handling of research on effects and abuse of drugs was
championed by Walsh (51). The role of the physcian in
terms of the Control Substance Act of 1970 and the
responsibility of record-keeping by physicians and
pharmacists was described by Blackman (52). Similar legal
code was emphasized in the Misuse of Drugs Bill in England
(53). The Secretary of State (U.K.) with the guidance of a
tribunal would have the right to properly control all prescribing by physicians.
There were several proposals made before the enactment
of the laws that govern addictive and psychotomimetic drugs
Stigmatization of groups with opposing political
(54).
ideology is possible. Rep. Carter (55) felt that the drug bills
could be harshly punitive towards occasional drug users. He
suggested punishments for pushers and manufacturers. Dr.
James Goddard was the head of the Food and Drug
Administration in those historical years. While officially
endorsing (56) the laws that penalized possession and use of
LSD and other drugs, he personally felt that it would be unwise to provide penalties for possession that could render
many young people just entering adulthood, into criminals.
Once the label and stigma of crime descends on a person, he
could be demoralized for the rest of his life. As we all know,one
has criminally exceeded automobile speed limits only when
one gets caught. Such considerations were pointed out by
several groups against the severe drug bill enacted by New
York State under Gov. Rockefeller. Why should drugs come
under such severe penalties, while the mail-order sale of guns
or the use of alcohol (57) is not as severely supervised?
Public law (91-513, 91st Congress H.R. 18583) dated
October 27, 1970 is known as the Comprehensive Drug
Prevention and Control Act of 1970. It deals with (58) the
rehabilitation programs relating to drug abuse; control and
enforcement in their various aspects; importation and
exportation and revenue laws and finally report on advisory
councils. It provides for the unlawful nature for any person
knowingly or unknowingly to manufacture, distribute,
dispense or possess with the intent to manufacture, etc. a

'
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controlled substance or a counterfeit substance. There are
several important sections in this law which should be
consulted in its original form. The penalties are also more
severe than provided under the earlier laws (59). The new
law is certainly much more extensive than the old one.

Ernest Harms (60) was one of the earliest to suggest
increased mandatory sentences for pushers including
statutory life imprisonment for drug traffickers. Judge Oliver
(61) pointed out that in sentencing LSD cases, each
defendant must be judged on an individual basis. Barter and
Reite (62) discussed the plea of insanity subsequent to the
use of drugs, especially LSD. Specific individual details,
including the drug history, forensic examination, the circumstantial details, drug dosage, concomitant use of other drugs,
psychiatric and personal factors, etc. must be considered in
detail before any general deductions could be made.
New York State passed a law controlling use of LSD in
1965. Anyone convicted under that statute was subject to a
sentence up to one year or a fine of up to $500 or both.

Similar provisions were made in the California Health and
Safety Code modified by a 1968 bill. The penalties provided
in the State of New-York were made more stringent in 1973
under New York City Penal Law (Article 220). Some of these
penalties are listed in the appendices.
Chayet (63) discussed the legal aspects of drug abuse in
1969. He pointed out the severity of some of the state laws
as opposed to the more reasonable nature of federal laws.
Fort pointed out (64) that alcohol was the drug most frequently involved in psychotic episodes because of its frequent and more extensive use. Alcohol was responsible for
more disengagement than other substances. Law enforcement against drug misuse (65) might have diverted the
energies of inadequately staffed law enforcement agencies.
Some people might even feel (54,65) that current laws
against drug use are a device for attacking youth and stifling
dissent. Drug abuse is a symptom of national malaise. The
quality of life in America should be improved, as a model for
the rest of the world. Henry Brill (66) recommended better
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supervision in the humane withdrawal treatment of postaddicts. The present laws do not adequately provide for
rehabilitation of the post-addict and the parolee.

A policy statement (67) adopted by the Board of
Trustees of the California Institute of Technology in 1969,
while recognizing the growing concern about increasing drug
use by students, could not condone the use of drugs which
were illegal. Disciplinary action should be taken when the
use of such drugs resulted in objectionable acts or harm to
the fellow students or created serious social problems. Cal
Tech has provided extensive material for the students’ use
prepared by Dr. Kenneth Eells. Dembicki (68) pointed out
the belated nature of drug education at high school levels
and suggested that such education be started even in
elementary schools.
Education of the public, the parents, the young and the
students as to the effects of drug use has been the subject of
several important and comprehensive publications from the
National Clearing House for Mental Health Information and
also the National Clearing House for Drug Information and
the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and several
other agencies. These are available to interested individuals
and organizations and are listed in the appendices. Similarly,
several films are also available from these agencies.
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LICIT AND ILLICIT DRUGS
Ethnobotanical and Other Aspects
A discussion of the several illicit drugs, some of which
may become licit in days to come, and their ethnopharmacognosy, are presented in this chapter. One example of a licit
drug is coffee. Freyhan (1) presents a description of “black
coffee” in a biography of Balzac. Apparently, Balzac had to
write at night and through the entire night, maintaining
his creativeness through numerous rituals. Coffee was the
elixir without which he might fail. Balzac wrote thus:
“Coffee glides into 0ne’s stomach and sets
everything in motion... The artillery of logic
thunders along with its supply wagons

Throughout history, several substances have been
used (as described earlier in this book) in either personal or
social rituals or just as plain remedies to “whatever ailed
one”. These range through the Irish ether-drinkers to the
modern marijuana sessions. Tobacco (1) was also used
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during and after the War, with “Soldiers, prisoners and
oppressed civil populations sacrificed the remaining minimum of food and transgressed laws at great risk to satisfy
the irrepressible craving for tobacco”.
Arabs, for centuries, chewed the tips of young branches of Catha edulis or brewed tea from it, which they consumed in order to remain awake, restore energy and to experience a heightened sense of pleasure.
As has been pointed out in the earlier chapters, the
use of marijuana by youthful offenders in New York City (2)
showed that 40% of those referred for marijuana usage had
subsequent records of heroin use. This probability of continued graduation into hard drugs is most often a social and
personality trait, the drug abuse being only an objective
factor, a sort of a “crutch”. The subjective rationale is more
important in dictating the course of drug abuse, rather than
the peculiar properties of the drugs themselves.
One other problem would be the impure nature of the
street drug. This was also pointed out earlier in this book.
Marshman and Gibbins (3) tested 519 samples of street
drugs for which the vendor’s claimed composition was
available. Of the samples alleged to be LSD, 44% contained
LSD with 2 or more contaminants, or even were mixtures of
intermediate chemicals resulting from unsuccessful attempts
to synthesize LSD. None of the drugs alleged to be mescaline
contained mescaline. Lundberg, Gupta and Montgomery (4)
analyzed several alleged street drugs, mostly from the
California area. Of 96 samples sold as psilocybin, only 5
contained psilocybin. The rest were either LSD or mixtures
of LSD and phencyclidine. Marijuana samples were most
consistently correct, with 116 out of 124 samples being marijuana. The traffic patterns, sources and availability of the
abused drug certainly determine the purity of the drug on
the street. If marijuana samples indicated such high consistency in purity, it could only be interpreted as due to better supply sources for marijuana. In California, this could
possibly be Mexico. However, it may be remembered that
the pusher is not interested in the health and welfare of the
user, except as a repeat customer.
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The source, nature and properties of drugs of this
nature are certainly fascinating. Most of them are from
natural plant sources. Several reviews are available on this
topic. Der Marderosian (5) in a tabulation of the indolyl constituents of several plants, listed 11 members of the pea
family, Leguminosae which contained indole alkaloids including bufotenine and dimethyltryptamine (DMT). Several
members of the Malpighiaceae contained harmine, harmaline
and other members of the harmala group. The Convolvulaceae (morning glory family) contained ergoline type
alkaloids, including LSD, ergometrine and clavines. Farnsworth reviewed the hallucinogenic plants (6). The structures
of the major constituents of several of these plant materials
are reproduced with the kind permission of Drs. Schultes and
Farnsworth and “Science”. Schultes (7, 8, 10) has done
extensive work in the etlmopharmacognosy of hallucinogens
of plant origin.
Gjerstad (9) also has reviewed the naturally occurring
alkaloids and hallcinogens.
Marijuana has been popular with the outcasts of
Indian society for centuries. Virtually all the American
studies indicate rapidly increasing use of marijuana in the
past several years. By the end of 1970, one college student
in seven (11) had been using it on a weekly or more frequent
basis. These statistics have been presented in the chapter on
the socio-dynamics of abuse. The increasing use of marijuana
by the more sophisticated members of the American society
strongly forebodes its accepted use, as in the case of alcohol.
In the report to the Congress from the Secretary of the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (11) it was
pointed out that marijuana consisted of varying mixtures of
different parts of the hemp plant Cannabis sativa. Its
psychoactive properties ranged from virtually non-existent
to marked hallucinogenic potency. The report pointed out
that as its use becomes more widespread, a still younger
population would become involved. This report did point out
the harmful nature of marijuana.
The chemical work on marijuana was summarized by
Adams in 1941-42, and the pharmacological investigations
l
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by Loewe in 1944. Some of the main components of the marijuana resin are cannabinol, several tetrahydrocannabinols,
cannabidiol, etc. A large number of tetrahydrocannabinols
were synthesized by these workers in the early 1940’s. The
undesirable effects of marijuana were described by Dally
(12). Out of 4 cases, 2 patients suffered acute anxiety
attacks, while 2 lapsed into psychotic states. Marijuana was
considered responsible in precipitating psychosis in the
treatment center at Fort Gordon for the U.S. Army (13).
Kenneth Eells (14) has rendered considerable service in the
drug education programs at California Institute of Technology. The medico-social effects of marijuana (15) may
suggest to somebody that there is no more harm from marijuana than there is from alcohol. However, this does not
suggest that either marijuana or alcohol is harmless. Overdosage of marijuana (15) can give rise to transient psychosis
with hallucinations, etc. Some authorities consider marijuana no more addicting than alcohol. However, given the
proper psychopathologically inclined pesonality, both
alcohol and marijuana could become habituating, producing
a marked dependence. McGlothlin (16) also stated that,
“while not physiologically addicting, marijuana does cause
psychological dependence in some users.” Marijuana,when
used occasionally, is the least harmful of the drugs now being
used by young persons without realizing the danger of
psychological dependence that may result from such a flirtation. In an overview of the marijuana problem, McGlothlin
(17) pointed out the undesirable effects of larger doses of
marijuana, resembling more closely the effects of
hallucinogenic drugs. Use of marijuana may also be an
initiation to other potent drugs. Kaplan (18) has considered
the dangers of marijuana use paralleling the prohibition in
the U.S.A. He pointed out that while the medical danger of
marijuana is recognized, the benefits of control should also
be weighed against the costs. A realistic approach to marijuana has been uppermost in the minds of several people (19)
including professionals, youths, and legislators. There have
been reports of the harmful effects of marijuana and its
components in animals also. Carlini and Masur (20) in-
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jected extracts of cannabis into starved rats. Such administration produced a striking, fighting behavior in the
animals after 3-14 days of treatment. Such results were not
elicited in animals administered several other drugs including barbiturates, amphetamines, mescaline or LSD.
The usual stereotypes of the marijuana users did not
apply to 24 marijuana users from Australia (21). Hollister
has done considerable amounts of research work in the areas
of drug abuse. He (22) points out that if we brush aside the
rhetoric of Beaudelaire we would nd him describing
euphoria, perceptual disorders affecting space and hearing,
mental disorganization, depersonalization, etc., in his
account of marijuana use. Orally, marijuana is not as potent
as when it is smoked. Hollister raises the question whether
marijuana is to be equated with alcohol as a social drug.
Control of marijuana in terms of licensing, production, distribution and sale, could be far more difficult to achieve than
the control of alcoholic beverages.
Hashish was reported by Pliny to adversely affect
virility. Marco Polo described the hashishins as assasins,
making one wonder whether assasinations required previous
use of hashish! Herodotus described how the Scythians
threw hemp seed under woolen eeces on hot stones.
Breathing of the vapors gave them ecstasy and excitement.
The number of people using marijuana, bhang, hashish
or gunja may be several hundred million currently. Synthetic
derivatives of the components of marijuana have been compared to those of other drugs. Synhexyl (24) produced results
comparable to those of LSD. Human subjects receiving
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol showed (25), in controlled experiments, an inward turning to the subject’s own experiences, impaired orientation to the subject’s environment,
impaired attention and concentration capacities, etc. Most
of the studies indicate adverse effects of marijuana. These
effects are more potent than those of alcohol in many cases.
Granted that one could smoke a cigarette or two of marijuana a week without marked perceptual and psychiatric
deterioration, or true addiction, marijuana is still a dangerous substance, t only to the outcasts and the mis-fits of

I
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our technocracy, and post-Rennaisance culture of intellectual
achievement. Further, the use of marijuana could lead to the
use of more harmful drugs.
Psilocybin is a derivative of the amino acid, tryptophan, and is related to the neurohormone, serotonin. Psilocybin was rst synthesized by Hofmann (26). Serotonin is a
5-hydroxy derivative, whereas psilocybin is a 4-hydroxy
derivative of tryptamine. Delay, et al. (27) have discussed
the pharmacophysiology of psilocybin. Psilocybin was obtained from the magic mushroom, Psilocybe mexicana Heim
by the priestesses or “curanderas" of certain Southem
Mexican Indian tribes. It was first described in Western
literature by the Wassons in 1957. The effects of psilocybin
are highly comparable to those of LSD with certain
differences in areas of cognition, etc. (28).
Convolvulaceae contain a large number of interesting
species of plants producing hallucinogenic substances.
Ololiuqui and morning glory belong to this group. “Coatl
xoxouhqui” means green serpent in Aztec. The name was
derived from the twining vine which bears the seed. The
seeds were variously called ololiuqui, piule, or “la senorita".
-Another morning glory; badoh negro, of the Zapotecs of
Oaxaca was identified as Ipomoea violacew Rivea corymbosa
also belonged to the Convolvulaceae. Aztec priests used to
rub a mixture of ololiuqui, insects and other noxious agents
on their bodies to become fearless witches who could speak
with the devil. Ololiuqui is more often consumed in solitude,
rather than as a group ritual, as in the case of peyote. The
alkaloids isolated from the Convolvulaceae, including the
several varieties of morning glory seeds, are related to the
ergot alkaloids and consist of clavines, lysergol, etc.
d-Lysergic acid amide and d-lysergic acid methylcaronylamide are also found in the morning glory seeds. In the
introductory chapter, the contents of the morning glory
seeds were presented. However, the horticultural variety of
morning glory in this country does not contain the hallucinogenic compounds. Besides Ipomoea, Argyreia and Stictocardia also have been reported to contain ergoline alkaloids.
An LSD type of reaction was elicited by the consumption of pomoea tricolor seeds in a 20 year old girl (29). Side

I
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reactions of the psychotomimetic effects of pomoea violacea
and Rivea croymbosa included (30) nausea, drowsiness,
psychosis, dissociative reactions, coldness in the extremities,
etc. The reactions to extracts of these seeds in former
morphine addicts were, however, not as intense as were the
reactions of LSD (31) in subjects who were not addicted to
drugs. The reaction to these varieties of morning glory
seeds is similar to that of LSD (32). Administration of these
extracts (33) to chicks produced a high rate of motor activity
in an open eld situation. Kaladana seeds from. Pakistan
(34) were qualitatively indentical to pomoea hederacea
seeds. They contained lysergol, chanoclavine and other
clavines, but not lysergic acid amide or other lysergic acid
and isolysergic acid derivatives.
Mescalinegis obtained from the cactus Anhalonium
lewinii (also referred to as Lophophora williamsii). Mescaline was isolated in 1886 from the cactus by Hefer in
Germany. Several scientists, including Havelock Ellis tested
the effects of mescaline on themselves. It was reported that
the Russians used it for brain washing when they occupied
Hungary. The peyote culture in Mexico is of long standing.
It was brought into the U.S.A. 95 years ago by the Kiowa
and Commanche Indian tribes. The peyote cult was integrated into the Christian church. This incorporation of socalled pagan and Cluistian elements gave rise to important
legal decisions on religious freedom. There may be several
cactaceous plants that may possess psychotomimetic components. Other Indian tribes used various species of
Mammillaria, Echinocactus, Ariocarpus, Astrophytum,
Aztekium, Trichocereus, etc.
Mescaline is metabolized, one of the end products
being 3,4,5-trimethoxyphenylacetic acid. Other metabolites
and unchanged mescaline are also found in the urine of experimental animals administered radioactive mescaline. Biosynthetically radioactive tyrosine was shown to give rise to
mescaline in the cactus.
Besides mescaline, the peyote cactus, Pelecyphora
aselliformis contained hordenine, and halidine, pellotine,
etc. (35). Several North American cacti are being investigated currently in order to identify their psychoactive com-
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been
ponents. Ten alkaloids, including normacromerine have
isolated from a species of Coryphantha. N-Methyl-3,4-phenylethylamine has been isolated from species of Ariocarpus.
Ayahuasca has been used as a healing vine in the
jungle regions of Peru, Colombia and Brazil. Folk healers,
of
“Ayahuasqueros" administered the drink to groups
from
and
Iquitos,
in
patients both from urban slum areas
villages, using d careful selection of patients who are most
This
likely to prot from the administration of the
suffer
to
bias in selection limited it to subjects most likely
from psychosomatic illnesses. This bias enhanced the probability of a cure, and the resultant faith in such theramost
peutic processes. Faith in the medical man is still the
are
slums
Urban
medicines.
important drug in all kinds of
as
diseases,
psychotic
peculiar pockets of neurotic and
rebeen
have
opposed to agricultural areas. Urban slums
the
ferred to as the “Culture of Poverty” (36). Besides
of
ayahuasca, other additives such as Datura, varieties
were
Banisteriopsis, and especially narcotized tobacco,
obtained
were
effects
Magical
patients.
administered to the
in these subjects. Truly psychotic subjects were not given
ayahuasca.
Ayahuasca is derived from Banisteriopsis, and is also
known as caapi, natema, pinde or yaje. Banisteriopsis
belongs to the family of Malpighiaceae and the alkaloids
isolated belong to the harmala series. Besidesbeing drunk,
Banisteriopsis is also consumed as a snuff. The reactions
start with giddiness, nervousness, and nausea leading to
lassitude and detachment. The color visions have bluish
or purplish aureole and the rich color experiences and
lightning like ashes of light are also reported.
The effect of these drugs could be dramatically
modified by solitude, company, ritualism or extreme mus-

cular exercise.
Several drugs could be used either by themselves or
in combination with other psychotomimetics. For example,
amantadine, an anti-viral compound, produced by7'Dupont
Chemical Company, has been used in place of LSD. However, amantadine could be toxic. Catnip(Nepeta cataria)
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has also been used for psychedelic purposes. The
of
catnip are reportedly comparable to those of LSD (37).
Belladonna, another source of alkaloids like atropine,
homatropine, scopolamine and hyoscyamine, is extremely
toxic. Yet, tincture of Belladonna has been a classical treatment for asthma, cough, etc. However, ingestion of belladonna extracts could give rise to psychotic effects (38).
Another classical drug that is abused l( 39) is Datura. Species
of Datura, including stramonium and tinctures prepared
from them have been used as asthmadors. However, “teenyboppers” have been reported to have suffered from stramonium poisoning (39,40). Some of the toxic‘ reactions to
stramonium are warm, ushed skin, etc. associated with
acute psychotic reactions, agitation and terror. Hyoscyamine could produce confusion. and disorientation more
effectively than LSD or mescaline (41).
Soma,which was ritualistically employed by the Arians
and the Indo-Iranians, was probably derived either from the
plant Sarcostemma acidum, or from the wild rhubarb,
Rheum spiciforme. It was even postulated that yoga was
developed by the Arians to whom soma became unavailable as they advanced further south into India. The
effects of soma appropriately administered, were supposed
to give courage, health, long life and reinforce the positive
attributes of personal character. However, the difference
between the proper and improper ingestion of psychoactive
potions could indeed be very narrow.
Khat is the leaf of the branch of a small tree, Khata
adonis, (also known as Khata edulisl found in Yemen,
Ethiopia and Kenya. The plant extends -from the Middle
East to South Africa. Khat is also known as qat, chat, tshat,
tchai, tchott, djimma, mirra, etc. Its effects include
agitation and psychoses with hallucinations. One of the
earlier references of khat is in Arabic in 1333 by Amda
Sayon. Coffee has been reported topartially displace khat.
d-Norpseudoephedrine is said to be one of the components

of khat. The story is told that the starting of Ethiopian
lines was due to the increased marketing and exportationto
Aden. It has been reported that phenylalanine was the
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biological precursor for the sythesis of d-norpseudoephedrine
by the plant.
Kava,also known as Ava or Kawa-Kawa, is an extract
made from the root of the shrub Piper methysticum. It is a
mild antidepressant euphoriant and hallucinogen. Several
chemical compounds have been isolated from kava. These
include dihydrokawain, marindin and dihydromethysticin.
Some of these have been reported to sedate experimental
animals, but more definitive work is needed on the identification of the active principles of kava. A water extract of
kava was found to be quite potent in eliciting an effect very
similar to that of LSD (52).
Matatabi is a plant native to Japan and China, and is
identified as Actinidia polygama. It was known to sedate
animals and also used for therapeutic purposes, both in
animals and men. It was given for colic, mixed with saki.
The active components of matatabi include actinidine
and matabi lactone. The latter is related to nepeta lactone,
found in catnip.
It may be pointed out that catnip belongs to the mint
family, Labiatae. In the same family is found Salvia
divinorum, the crushed leaves of which were extracted by the
Mazatecs of Oaxaca. This species of Salvia was known as
“Hierba de la Virgen”. The ancient Aztecs might have used
the same mint in thier hallucinogenic pipiltzintzintli. The
Mazatec Indians used as hallucinogens leaves of Coleus
pumila and other species. Another member of the Labiatae
family is Lagochilus inebrians used by tribesmen of
Turkestan. This plant family is richest in its alkaloidal content. However, not many psychoactive preparations have
been made from it. One of the most popular is Tabemanthe
iboga, the roots of which are chewed by the natives of West
Africa to offset hunger and fatigue. In large doses, iboga
causes mental confusion, drunken madness characterized by
prophetic utterances. The active principle, ibogaine, has
effects comparable to cocaine. There are other species of this
family which may be used by some of the Indian cultures.
Many substances of abuse are not necessarily derivatives
from plants.
‘
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Several chemicals have this potentiality of abuse. For
example, diethylpropion, which is contained in several
medicinal preparations, was subject to abuse in Halmstad
(42). The drug was obtained through prescriptions for weight
reduction. Some drugs which have the basic ability to be
useful in therapy are also subject to abuse. An example is
J B 318 (N-ethyl-3-piperidyl-benzilate) which was synthesized
by John Biel. This drug is capable of producing hallucinations and self-preoccupation, stereotypy of behavior and re'
duced awareness of environment (43).
Pentazocine when administered intramuscularly to
relieve pain, produced hallucinations, followed by depression
(44). Pentazocine (talwin) is used postoperatively to reduce
pain. Several cases of addiction and hallucinations were
reported. The hallucinations (45) were frightening visual
experiences.
Several sedatives and anti-anxiety compounds have
been subject to abuse. These include chlordiazepoxide
(Librium), diazepam (Valium) glutethimide (Doriden),
meprobamate (Equanil, Miltovvn) chloral hydrate (Noctec)
and the several barbiturates (46,47).
For every pound of amphetamines manufactured in the
U.S.A. 10 pounds of barbiturate derivatives are manufactured. The amount of barbiturates manufactured in the
U.S.A. per year is approximately one million pounds (in
1967) - enough to kill twice the population of the U.S.A. if
administered in a single dose!
Dimethyltryptamine is chemically available and is also
found in the seeds of Piptadenia peregrina. Mimosa also
belongs to the same family of plants, and mimosine,
isolated from the Mimosa plant, is also an indole. The
snuff, Cohoba, once employed widely in the Caribbean, was
made from Piptadenia (also known as Anadenanthera). Both
dimethyltryptamine and diethyltryptamine are hallucinogenic (48). Another chemical compound, ketamine (49) was
also shown to have a marked sympathomimetic effect.
Of course, the cheapest hallucinogen(50) is “plastic glue the 10 cent hallucinogen". However, no long lasting organic
danger has been reported to result from glue-snifng.
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Another interesting substance is the inside of a dried banana
skin, referred to as “mellow yellow” (51).
A chemical of most intensive abuse is amphetamine
and its derivatives (53,54) including DOM (STP). Since this
has been subject to several monographs, I will not discuss
it here. Similarly barbiturates, opium, cocaine and their
derivatives will not be discussed.
Hallucinogenic biological material has been available
to many of the Old and New World cultures. However, the
question of abuse did not arise because they were used only
when they were required, and mostly in ritualistic settings.
The question of use or abuse is one of more modern times,
.

because use has become a more legalized and professional
word more recently. When the only.use is one of personal
matter, and when the society does not insist on everthing
being “useful”, the term abuse loses its meaning. Under
these circumstances “abuse” is not so well defined. Further,
under the circumstances that these “crude” drugs were used

in the Old World, or older cultures, they had a ceremonial
medicinal value. In medicine, many drugs act quite effectively through the psychological emphasis and the psychiatric
human support given to the patient by the doctor.
When listing the available ethno-biological sources of
drugs of this nature, one is always faced with the problem of
the nature of the listing. This could be done on a botanical
basis, on a chemical basis, or simply as I have done, in an
alphabetical order.
I am very much indebted to Drs. Richard Evans
Schultes and Norman R. Farnsworth for the following
material. Both, they and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (6,7,10) have given me permission
to reproduce some of the material from their publications.

PSYCHOACTIVE COMPONENTS OF SOME PLANTS
Badoh negro Ipomoea violacea
banisteriopsis
Caapi
Peganum harmala
Caapi

d-Isolysergic acid amide
Harmine, harmaline
Harmine, harmaline
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Cannabis, Hashish Cannabis sativa
or Marijuana
Pipwdenia peregrirw
Cohoba
Piper methysticum
Kawa - Kawa
Rivea corymbosa
Ololiuqui

Tetrahydrocanna-

binols
DMT, Bufotenine
Dihydmkawain
d-Lyse1-gig acid
amide

Peyote
Teonanacatl

Lophophora williamsi Mescaline
Psilocybin,
Psilocybe species
psiloc_in

Ethnopharmacognosy
Ethnobotany
The occurrence of several pharmacologically active
drugs in the plant kingdom has attracted considerable
attention since the beginning of this century. Linnaeus
believed that the number of plants in the whole world hardly
reached 10,000. Another estimate by Lindley in 1847 put the
total number of species in the plant kingdom at 100,000 and
the number of genera at approximately 9,000. However, both
these estimates are far too low and even the current accepted
estimate of 250,000 - 350,000 species in the plant kingdom
may be too low. Out of the approximately 300,000 species,
18,000 are considered to be algae; fungi and bacteria 90,000;
lichens 15,000; bryophytes approximately 1,000 - 20,000;
pteridophytes approximately 6-9,000; gymnosperms 675;
and angiosperms about 200,000 species. Out of the fungi,
phycomycetes - 1,000 species; ascomycetes 12,000 to 40,000;
basidiomycetes approximately 14,000; and fungi imperficiti10,000 to 30,000.
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Out of the 200,000 species of angiosperms, 30-40,000
are monocotyledons. Approximately 3100 alkaloids were
isolated in the angiosperms, accounting for about 94% of the
known plant alkaloids. This number, however, is increasing
every year, and may be only approximate. Out of these
alkaloids, approximately 16% are found in the monocotyledons. The genera richest in alkaloidal content seem
to be Amaryllidaceae and the Liliaceae. The alkaloidal
distribution in the dicotyledons is more diverse. Among the
dicotyledons one family, Papaveraceae, is completely
alkaloidal, that is, all the species contain alkaloids. Some
families like the Labiatae and the Rosaceae lack alkaloids
to a large extent. Further research on the dicotyledons may
unravel the patterns of alkaloidal distribution here also.
Research in these areas is extremely important in discovering new compounds. It may also be pointed out that
more attention has been bestowed on the New World plants
in more recent times, than on the Old World plants. The
various families with hallucinogenic species are listed below:

I. ACANTHACEAE
1.

J usticia pectoralis-The dried leaves of J usticia were

used by the Waika Indians of the Northem Amazon regions
and the uppermost regions of the Orinoco. The preparation
was most often added to other psychoactive material, even
though a snuff from Justicia is apparently used alone. More
research is needed on the identification of the psychoactive
components of this species and genus.

II. AGARICACEAE
1. Conocybe siliginoides
2. Panaeolus
3.

4.
5.

sphinctrinus

Psilocybe spp. [P. mexicana]
Stropharia cubensis
Amanita

E THNOPHARMA COGNOSY
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There are several mushrooms in this family. These
have been used extensively over the past few centuries, extending almost to the past few thousand years. Psilocybin
has been one of the most active components in the mushrooms, and has been extracted not only from some psilocybe
species, but also from some of the species of Conocybe, Stropharia etc. The Spanish chroniclers have described the “diabolic mushrooms” of the Aztecs and teonanacatl (esh of the
gods). The religious use of mushrooms was persecuted and
the users had to go into hiding. The identification of
Teonanacatl as peyote from species of the Lopophora, in the
cactus family, is questionable. There are several species of
Psilocybe that have been used in the South American Indian
religions.
Amanita also belongs to this family. Amanita
muscaria was used in parts of Asia as y agaric. The
chemical compounds isolated from Amanita included muscarine, ibotenic acid, bufotenine, atropine and related drugs,
etc. This was used in the Shamanistic rituals in Siberia, and
was also thought of as the substance used by the Berserks
and the Finno-Ugarian peoples. Its use crept into Europe
around the 18th century, and Linnaeus described the old
European custom of poisoning flies with the caps of y
agaric. Scarcity of y agaric even lead to drinking the urine
excreted by others who have eaten it.

III.

AIZOCEAE

Very little is known about the species and genera belonging to this family, except some species of Mesembryanthemum, reportedly the hallucinogenic narcotic in Khanna
chewed by the Hottentots.

IV. AMARYLLIDACEAE
The Amaryllis family contains the genus Pancraetium.
The species P. maritimum, P. zeylanicum, P. triorum have
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been reported to contain potent alkaloids producing para-

lysis, cardiac and neuro-motor dysfunction leading to death.
Pancraetium has been used in Asia and in Africa as kwashi
of the bushmen of Dobe, Botswana. The species P. trianthum
of West Tropical Africa is said to very toxic.

V. APOCYANACEAE

This family, also known as the dogbane family, contains the genus Tabernanthe and Prestonia. Tabernanthe
iboga is used in Gabon and other areas of the Congo. The
yellowish root bark may contain as much as 5-6% of alkaloids. These alkaloids are mainly ibogaine and 5-methoxyindole. ilbogaine is an inhibitor of cholinesterase and leads in
large doses, to paralysis and arrest of respiration. Sigg reported visual hallucinations subsequent to consumption of
ibogaine.
Prestonia was used in the Amazon valley. Schultes
believes that the leaves identified as Prestonia amazonica
really belong to Banisteriopsis rusbyana. As such, many of
the properties attributed to Prestonia, including yaje, (the
hallucinogenic brew of the Amazon), may not be justified.

VI. ARACEAE
1.

Acorus calamus Linnaeus

This species was used by the Canadian Indians. The
root of Acorus calamus (ag root) is reportedly a source of
asarone, which is comparable in structure to mescaline.

VII. CACTACEAE
1.

2.
3.
4.

Ariocarpus retusus
Epithelantha micromeris
Lophophora williamsii
Neoraimondia macrostibas

ETHNOPHARMACOGNOS Y
5.
6.
7.
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Pachycereus pecten-aboriginum
Trichocereus pachanoi
Various cactaceae

The cactus family, in spite of its extensive reputation
due to the isolation of mescaline and several other hallucinogenic substances, has not been studied adequately. Mexican
cactus, peyote [Lophophora williamsii] has certainly attracted considerable attention, even though it was only in 1880
that it came to be used by the Kiowa and Commanche tribes
of the United States. About 15 phenylethylamine and isoquinoline derivatives have been isolated from L. williamsii.
Some of these are mescaline and it N-methylated and Nacetylated derivations; lophorine and pellotine. It may be
noted that these substances were taken in their crude bio-

logical form by the Indians in ritualistic settings. The
psychotropic effects of such preparations would certainly
be different from those of purified chemicals. As mentioned
earlier, more work should be done on the members of the
cactus family.

VIII. CAMPANULACEAE
1.

Lobelia tupa Linnaeus

Lobelia species contain the non-hallucinogenic alkaloids lobeline, lobelanidine, and their derivatives. The
hallucinogenic effects of L. tupa smoked by the Indians of
Chile, is not yet well established.

IX. COMPOSITAE
1. Calea

zacatechichi

The compositae family contains the species C.
zacatechichi, which is used as a drink, or smoked by the
Chontals of Oaxaca. Further work is suggested on the
isolation and identification of the hallucinogenic compounds
in these genera.
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X. CONVOLVULACEAE
1.

2.
3.

Ipomoea violacea Linnaeus
Rivea corymbosa
Ipomoea carnea

The morning glory family includes such innocuous
substances as yams and the lovely owers of the morning
glory plants. However, some species of this family contain
hallucinogens related to LSD: ergoline, ergine, isoergine, etc.
Ololiuqui of Mexico is derived from a member of this family,
Rivea corymbosa. The Aztec tlitliltzin was derived from
another member of this family, Ipomoea violacea. It is
interesting to note that the alkaloids found in some members
of the morning glory family are chemically related to those
produced by the fungus, Claviceps, growing on rye. It is a
long biological distance from the fungus to the morning
glory plant, and a short chemical distance from LSD to
ergoline alkaloids.
I

XI. CORIARIACEAE
1. Coriaria

thymifolia

The species C. thymifolia has been used as a hallucinogenic by the natives of Ecuador(shanshi). It is also presumed
to be one of the poisonous plants of the Andes. Further
chemical exploration of these genera is indicated.

XII. DESFONTAINIACEAE
I. Desfontainia spinosa Hookerii
This is another species found in the Andes. Very
is known about its chemical components.

XIII. ERICACEAE
1.

Pernettya parviora

little
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TABLE I
Alkaloidal Content of Morning Glory Seeds

Horticultural
Variety

Total Alkaloids
(% of fresh
weight)

Botanical Name

I
I
I
I

Flying Saucers pomoea violacea L.
Heavenly Blue Ipomoea violacea L.
Major Tall
pomoea violacea L. and
pomoea purpurea (L. ) Roth
Pearly Gates
pomoea violacea L.
Rivea corymbosa L.
0101i11q\1i

()_()57
()_()23

()_()g6
()_()3()

()_()45

An insignificantly small amount of alkaloids was found in
Scarlet O'Hara, in Darling and in Royal Marine. None could
be found in Double Rose Marie, Tall Mixed, Candy Pink,
Crimson Rambler, Everblooming, Moon Flower or Fine Mix.

coma;

H“*

\

N—CH3
H

\
N

ERGINE. Found in I. violaceae
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The fruits of Pemettya species are known to produce
mental confusion, leading at time to permanent insanity.
The toxic principle is said to be andormedotoxin. Species
of Pemettya are again found in the Andes, Ecuador regions.

XIV. GOMORTEGACEAE
1.

it

Gomortega keule

Not much is known about Gomortega keule except that
is a narcotic plant found in Chile.

XV. LABIATAE
1.

Coleus pumilus

divinorum
Lagochilus inebrians - 3% of the dried plant material
is a polyhydric alcohol, lagochiline.
4. Nepeta catana

2. Salvia
3.

The Mint family contains the several species of Coleus
and Salvia. However, not all species of Coleus or Salvia contain hallucinogenic substances. Further, no identiable
psychoactive chemical substance has been isolated from
these species. It is said that Salvia divinorum does not grow
in the wild, and is cultivated especially by the Mazatecs.
The psychotomimetic pipiltzintzintli of the Aztecs is made

from

S.

divinorum.

XVI. LEGUMINOSAE
Anadenanthera peregrina also known as Piptadenia
peregrina.
2. Cytisus canariensis
1.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Erythrina spp.
Mimosa hostilis
Rhynchosia longeracemosa
Sophora secundiora
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BASIC CHEMICAL STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
OF PRINCIPAL HALLUCINOGENS

(N)

NON-NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS
CH

@/q

OH

RU
0/»
Isoxazoles

Q“

NR;

Phenylethylamines

Beta-Carbolines

OH

Dibenzopyrans

Ph°11Y1P1'°Pel1e8

NITROGENO US

;

COMPOUNDS

on
Tropanes

/ \

OJ
Quinolizidines

QG/

N

Isoquinolines

Ergolines

Qt
N

H

NR:

Tryptamines

Iboga-indoles
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MAJOR CONSTITUENTS OF HASHISH
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7. Genista canariensis closely related to the genus
Cytisus.

Several species of hallucinogenically active plants are
found in the pea family. Even the common pea, which is rich
in protein, contains some allergenic substances. However,
the common pea does not contain hallucinogenic substances.
One species of leguminosae which has been used as a
hallucinogenic, even as early as 1496, is Anadenanthera
peregrina. The bean of this plant has been used in preparing
snuff in many of the American Indian cultures. These are
variously known as yopo or nyopo or cohoba. Their use extends from Orinoco to Columbia, Venezuela, Brazil and S.
British Guiana, etc. The snuff and other preparations from
Anadenanthera contain tryptamine derivatives, including
bufotenine, dimethyltryptamine and 5-hydroxy-N-dimethyltryptamine. There are several species of the genus
Anadenanthera. The hallucinogenic composition of the seeds
of Anadenathera is comparable to that of virola resin,
both being rich in tryptamine derivatives, and both being
used as snuffs.

Another genus, Cytisus, contains the alkaloid cytisine,
which is also found in Sophora secundiora. Cytisine acts on
the phrenic nerve, and may produce fatal results by asphyxiation.
Sophora secundiora is also known as the red bean or
mescal bean and could have used earlier than 1,000 A.D.
Large amounts of these beans were found in historical sites
that are presumed to be as old as 7200 B.C. It is suggested
that peyote was found to be much safer, and the use of
Sophora has been discontinued.
Some species of Mimosa hostilis were consumed as a
drink by the Indians of Pemambuco. The consumption of
Mimosa hostilis is said to produce frightening and glorious
visions of afterlife and of the spirit world. N-dimethyltrypta-
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mine is the active principle of Mimosa hostilis. The ordinary
mimosa plant, or Touch Me Not plant, also contains an
indolyl substance, mimosine.
The species of Erythrina or red beans, contain substances having activity comparable to curare, no hallucinogenic substances having yet been isolated. In many of the
older cultures different plants with same kind of activity
could have been grouped together. Such a case is piule, which
represented both morning glory seeds and also members of
the Rhynchosia species. The biologically active substances
found in these species have yet to be isolated and identified.
Rhynchosia beans are black and red in color and are reported
to be toxic. There are apparently many other species of
leguminosae which may have important psychotropic and
biological activity. Some of these may be the Old World
plants more than the New World plants. The genus, Genista,
is related to the genus Cytisus. Genista canariensis is also
rich in alkaloids.

XVII. LYCOPERDACEAE
1.

Lycoperdon mixtecorum
marginatum

2. Lycoperdon

The family of Lycoperdaceae contains the species of
puffballs. These species produce, apparently, auditory
hallucinations. This is an important point, inasmuch as most
experimental and plant hallucinogens are visual and not
auditory. Auditory hallucinations are supposedly more
characteristic of true schizophrenia than visual hallucinations. The chemically active substances of these_puffballs
are not known.

XVIII. LYTHRACEAE
1.

Heimia salicifolia
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One important species is the Mexican narcotic, Heimia
salcifolia. The alkaloids of H. Salcifolia contain cryogenine
and other substances which have not been well characterized
yet. The juice, or water extracts of leaves of Heimia are
supposed to produce a bizarre effect characterized with a
shrinking in size of the world around, along with auditory
hallucinations. Distortion of the qualities of sound and of
size seem to indicate a primary action of this extract on the
propioceptive systems. It is even claimed that with this extract, one could recall prenatal events!

XIX. MALPIGHIACEAE
1.

2.
3.

Banisteriopsis caapi
Banisteriopsis rusbyana
Tetrapteris methystica

Contains the well studied Banisteriopsis species. Extracts of Banisten'opsis bark are known as ayahuasca,
caapi, dapa, natema, pinde, or hyae. It is reported that the
natives use the drug for a variety of effects; in order to make
them able to diagnose disease, foretell the future, and to
placate evil spirits, etc. It is interesting to note that
Banisteriopsis species contains the alkaloids harmine,
harmaline and other harmala alkaloids which are contained
in the Peganum harmala species, in the family Zygophyllaceae. On the other hand, Banisteriopsis rusbyana contains
DMT, but not the harmala alkaloids. No distinct chemical
indentification of the hallucinogen, Tetrapteris methystica,
has been carried out.

XX. MORACEAE
1.

Maguira sclerophylla

2. Cannabis species
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The Mulberry family also contains species of hallucinogenic plants. In the Amazon area, a snuff is prepared from
the genus Maguira. The chemically active substances of this
genus are not yet known. However, another member of this
family is extremely popular. This is the plant Cannabis,
especially Cannabis sativa and Cannabis indica. Some
authorities put the Cannabis plant in a family Cannabiaceae.
Cannabis was also used as a source of the fiber, hemp or jute.
Hemp was documented by the Chinese some 8,500 years ago.
The Assyrians used it in the 9th century B.C. and‘ it was also
mentioned as an intoxicating resin in 600 B.C. Bhang is the
weakest preparation from Cannabis and is usually eaten as
a cake or other suitable preparation. Ganjah is smoked with
tobacco, whereas charas, the pure resin from the plant, is
also smoked. In the Moslem areas, hashish, the resin from
the owers, is eaten. In Africa, dagga is smoked. The
chemical components of the Cannabis species are the
tetrahydrocannabinols. It is only more recently that extensive work on the cannabinols and their metabolism is being
carried out.

XXI. MYRISTICACEAE
Virola
Virola
irola
Virola
Virola

6.

theiodora
calophylla
calphylloidea
elongata
theiodora
Myrista fragrans - Nutmeg and mace

Contains several species of Virola. Its use extends in
many parts of the Amazon and into the Orinoco basin, where
it is used as a snuff. The virola snuff is very fast-acting and
produces excitement, numbness of the limbs, nausea, leading

5°!"

.°1:*\.°~=
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to hallucinations and finally, deep but disturbed sleep. The
psychoactive component of V. theiodora is 5-methoxy-N,Ndimethyltryptamine which could occur in some species
up to 11% of the weight of the bark. Virola theiodora is consumed as small pellets or pills of the resin. Another member
of this family is Myrista fragrans, which contains the nutmeg and mace species. Both nutmeg and mace are used in
culinary practices and are not hallucinogenic at all to the
extent that some of the other species are.

XXII. RUBIACEAE
1.

Psychotria viridis

The chemically active substance in this species is
dimethyltryptamine, found in the leaves. The Psychotria
is often used as an additive to drinks prepared from Banisteriopsis species or other hallucinogenic preparations in the
Amazon area.

XXIII. SOLONACEAE
Brunfelsia tastevinii
2. Cestrum laevigatum
3. Datura stramonium
4. Datura inoxia
5. Datura ceratocaula
6. Datura candida
7. Iochroma fuchsioides
8. Latua pubiora
9. Methysticodendron amesianum
10. Petunia violacea
11. Atropa belladonna
12. Hyocymis niger and H. muticis
13. Mandragora ofcinarum (German Hexenkraut) - root
may contain up to 0.4% of atropine, hyoscyamine and
1.

scopalamine.
14.

Brugmansia spp.
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The Solonaceae family contains the potato and other
common vegetables as well. However this species contains
several plants with psychoactive and medicinal properties.
These are the Datura species. Datura stramonium is often
known as J imson weed or thorn apple in North America.
Datura species contain the alkaloids hyoscyamine, scopolamine and their derivatives. Many of these species have been
used in historic periods. In folk medicine, they have been
used in the treatment of wounds and bruises, ‘and as an
anesthetic.
However, early accounts of Datura by Avicenna clearly
described the effects of this species. In Tanganiyaka, the
seed and root are used as an intoxicant, while the leaves are
used as a poison. In China, Datura is valued as a fish poison.
The species, Brunfelsia has also been used in the treatment of yellow fever, rheumatism, etc., by the Indians of
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru.
Mandragora has been known in Europe, and also presumed to have medicinal virtues besides its toxic properties.
it was recommended as a sedative and hypnotic in treating
nervous conditions. Mandragora also contains atropine,
hyoscyamine, scopolamine and other related alkaloids.
The Methysticodendron species of this family contain
scopolamine and hyoscyamine, with other alkaloids. The
chemically active substances of Petunia species are not well
investigated.

XXIV. ZINGIBERACEAE
1.

Kaempferia galanga

The Ginger family contains the genus Kaempferia,
which is used as a hallucinogen in North Guinea. It is used as
a condiment, known as galanga and by other names, in the
Phillippines and elsewhere.
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XXV. ZYGOPHYLLACEAE
The Caltrop family contains Zygophyllaceae, and the
species Peganum harmala known for its alkaloids of the
harmala series. It has been known for several centuries in
many areas from the Meditteranean through Mongolia and
India. The nature of the harmala alkaloids is also known.
Schultes suggests that more ethno-botanical field work be
done on Peganum harmala.

I

T

l

of Banisteriopsis Caapi, Rio Kananari,
Colombia. Photograph H. Garcia-Barriga

Leaves

Flowering branch of the tree Methysticodendron Amesianum.
Sibundoy, Colombia. Photograph R. E. Schultes

Flowers and
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Besides these 25 families with several genera, there
are many other possible sources of psychedelic drugs. For
example, some species of toads are excellent sources of
both drugs. Cooper (55) reported that the Malali Indians
of Brazil eat a dried larva that lives in bamboo. The ingestion

of the digestive tract of this larva is said to produce a
trance,while the head is deadly poisonous. Even in the better
known sources, very little is known as to the chemical constituents of the following families.

LIST OF PLANTS ON WHICH MORE RESEARCH
IS NEEDED TO ISOLATE CHEMICALLY
ACTIVE COMPONENTS
Acanthaceae
Aizoceae
Cactaceae

Compositae
Coriariaceae
Gomorteagaceae

Labiatae
Leguminosae
Lycoperdaceae
Lythraceae
Malpighiaceae
Moraceae

Suffice it to say that there are several sources for
psychoactive drugs, should one be interested in obtaining
them. Thus, lysergic acid amide and isolysergic acid amide
were obtained from the seeds of the Hawaiian babywood
rose (56). These seeds are imported in Hawaiian necklaces
(57). Reports of fads of inhaling the contents of poisonous
insecticide aerosol bombs in closed cars or small rooms have
been made (56). Marijuana, cured with a consortium of drug
preparations, is said to be available.
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It is perhaps not advisable to include the minor “sins”
like drinking coffee or kava in the context of a given culture,
along with criminalistic activities. Every person perhaps
should be allowed suitable methods of ventilation for what
is bothering them, without feeling guilty for the minor
“sins”. Society owes this to the individual, and parents to
their children, and teachers to their students. Each generation has complained about the succeeding generations.
Somehow, we have managed to pull through several wars
and famines. Each generation has felt that the end of the
world is nigh. The world has not yet collapsed, in spite of the
current problems of overpopulation, underproduction of
food, undersupply of fuel, ever increasing prices, etc. Even
the high rate of abuse of LSD has cooled off. In view of this,
drug education programs should not be overzealous by
trying to include warnings against tobacco or coffee or even
perhaps marijuana in the same manner as against hard
drugs.
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More Recent Studies on
LSD
Since I have started writing this book, the non-medical
use of LSD has considerably toned down. As a matter of
fact, the pattems of drug abuse are also slowly begimiing to
change with marijuana getting more firmly and widely
accepted to the exclusion of other drugs, except alcohol. If
drug abuse by the younger members of our population is in
any way related to the afuence of our society, the best mass
remedy for the problem of non-medical use of drugs bf this
nature is, perhaps, a “good depression”. Since we are inte-

rested in the future of our youngsters, and through them,
of our society, and if a “good depression” would cure what
ails us, I would recommend this. But again, are we sure of
this? Are there “good depressions”?.
As far as LSD is concemed, better research work with
less emotion is beginning to be carried out. Some of the more
recent publications on LSD are summarized in this chapter.
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BIOGENESIS OF LSD

A primary product obtained from a submerged culture
of Claviceps paspali was shown (1) to be lysergic acid
dihydroxyethylamide. The unsubstituted amides and
various isomers were formed secondarily.Claviceps purpurea
species were shown (2) to produce a new alkaloid, N-(N-(dlysergyl)-L-valyl-L-phenylalanyl-D-proline lactam. Arsenate
stimulated (3) the production of the lysergic acid alkaloids.
The yield of the alkaloids depended on the ratio of the arsenate to the phosphate.Yields as high as 1,364 micrograms
per milliliter were obtained. Dinitrophenol was also effective
in increasing the production of the lysergate alkaloids by
Claviceps paspali. A new approach in the production of
lysergic acid by submerged cultures of C. paspali was investigated by Eich (4). Elymoclavine, rather than simple
sources of C, N etc., was used as the precursor for the biosynthetic formation of the lysergates in the fermentation
medium.
ASSAY
The techniques for the assay of lysergates and samples
of street drugs also have received further attention. Besides
the liquid chromatographic analysis of LSD (5), a technique
for screening urine samples for LSD was described by Faed
and McLeod (6). Derivatives of LSD could be detected in
urine even 4 days after the ingestion of 200 micrograms of
LSD. However, false positive results were obtained in cases
of ingestion of ergotamine, UML, etc. The technique consisted of inactivation of the uorescence of the lysergates.
A combination of the uorometric and phosphorometric
method was utilized (7) in the analysis of LSD, mescaline,
STP, etc. The detection limits were very low, being of the
order of 1-23 nanograms per milliliter.
Analytical monitoring of street drugs was described
and Malone (8). Of 717 street drug samples, only
Brown
by
257 were found to contain the alledged drug in an alleged
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pure form. LSD was the drug most frequently identified. A
high rate of successful chemical identification of street drugs
was claimed by Filedt Kok and Kamp (9). A fast method for
the identification of hallucinogens and abused drugs was
described by Gebler (10).
Radioimmunoassay has become a powerful tool in the
analytical estimation of many biologically active substances
occurring in microquantities. This teclmique has been used,
as described previously, in the chapter on assay of LSD, in
the estimation of LSD also. Thus, Taunton-Rigby et al. (11)
estimated picogram quantities of LSD, using rabbit antibodies to LSD conjugated to human serum albumin. Castro
et al. (12) also described a similar technique, using bovine
serum albumin. Cross reactivity and interference with
similar ergot alkaloids was reported by Loefer and Pierce
(13), who used sheep antibodies.
Lymphoid cells secreted protein labeled with LSD on
incubation with tritiated LSD (14). Puromycin inhibited
such incorporation of LSD‘with proteins. Apparently, there
is an enzymatic alteration of the LSD in this process. The
LSD was covalently bound (15). Subjection of these peptides
synthesized in vitro to alkaline hydrolysis resulted in Ndemethylation of the LSD. Both D-and L-tryptophan inhibited (46) the incorporation of LSD into the secreted protein from hyperimmune lymphocytes. This inhibition of the
covalent incorporation of LSD into the protein synthesized
was specific to tryptophan, its isomers and analogs.
Urinalysis for the testing of drug ingestion is made
more difficult by ingestion of an herbal root called goldenseal
(Hydrastis canadensis). Reportedly (New York Times, Aug.
7, 1974), heroin users take it as a pill or capsule form or
brewed as tea. The urinary metabolic products from this
yellow root may mask the development of color tests for
the presence of other drugs in the urine.
I
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
without a substituent on
activity
(16). The effective
ring,
showed
emetic
the indole
was 0.003
10-dihydrolysergamide
dose in dogs of N-propyl-9,
mg/kg and was equal to that of 9, 10-dihydroergocomine
(16). LSD and imipramine were found (17) to increase the
amplitude of contractions and prolong the time of reactivity
of exhausted rat anterior tibial muscles. LSD selectively
increased (18) the flow of blood to the cerebellum, and
frontal and parietal cortex. This action seems to be specific
to LSD-25, inasmuch as the 2-methyl, 6-nor and delta-8,9derivatives of LSD, which are inactive behaviorally, did not
affect brain perfusion. Stimulation of the adult blow y
[Calliphora] salivary gland (19) with 0.1 micromolar concentrations of serotonin produced a rapid increase in the
secretion of the uid. LSD, mescaline and 3, 4-dimethoxyamphetamine also caused a similar rapid increase, even
though the recovery after treatment with these substances
was not as rapid as with serotonin.
LSD produced (20) alterations in lever preference, but
not in frequency discrimination of tones in trained rats. On
the other hand (21), LSD, mescaline, amphetamine, morphine and cocaine effectively blocked the susceptibility of
mice to audiogenic seizures. Non-susceptible mice were not
affected by these drugs, while BOL did not affect both the
9, 10-Dihydrolysergamides

susceptible and non-susceptible.
Lysergic acid (22) did not modify the behavior, EEG,
photosensitivity or visually evoked response in baboons,
while ergometrine methyl maleate was active in blocking or
changing some of these. In dogs, LSD (23) affected the
higher brain regions, producing changes in the cerebral
cortex, nuclear chromatin, and internueral connections and
caused swelling of mitochondria. However, these changes
were not specific to LSD only. Gamma-aminobutyric acid
was shown to reverse the enhancement of spontaneous and
evoked potential in the avian optic tectum, produced by
LSD (24). Adrenergic motor transmission, but not noradrenergic reactions, in rat anococygeus muscle were inhibit-
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ed by LSD (25). This effect was more clearly and strongly

shown by LSD, but not by UML or BOL. Such inability of
BOL was shown by the depression by LSD of the spontaneous firing rate of the neurons in the cat lateral geniculate
nucleus (26). LSD was also able to suppress (27) the inhibitory effect of the dorsal Raphe nucleus on the interneurons in the V layer of the spinal cord dorsal horn. LSD
also produced (28) a rapid, prolonged and slowly reversible
inhibitory effect on the post-ganglionic motor transmission
in desheathed preparations of guinea pig vas deferens.
Phentolamine could antagonize the effect of LSD.'The effect
of LSD was apparently not mediated by the alpha or beta adrenoreceptors.

HYPERPYRETIC EFFECTS
Horita (29) reviewed the effects of hallucinogens and
amphetamines on temperature regulation. Pretreatment

with para-chlorophenylalanine potentiated (30) the
hypothermic effects of LSD and psilocybin, but antagonized the effects of harmaline. Pretreatment of rabbits
with alpha-methylparatyrosine abolished the dose dependence of the hyperthermic effects of LSD in rabbits (31), and
attenuated the behavioral effects. Administration of L-Dopa
restored behavioral effects of LSD in rabbits pretreated with
alpha-methyltyrosine. The effects of dopa may be due to a
restoration of the levels of dopamine and of norepinephrine
which were depleted by pretreatment with alpha methyltyrosine. This work by Horita demonstrated again the author's
contention that the action of LSD may be more directly
mediated through the sympathetic system. This is further
substantiated (32) by the inhibition by alpha-methyltyrosine
of the LSD mediated increase in the ambulatory activity of
rats. The temperature effects of LSD in rats seem to be
variable (30, 32). LSD, as well as mescaline, Sernyl and
J B-336, inhibited the aggressive behavior of mice isolated
for 14 days (33). LSD, J B-336 and Sernyl increased body
temperature in isolated mice, while mescaline decreased it.
Some of the results in these studies need further investigation to determine the specificity and dose dependent action
of the drugs involved.

I
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In keeping with the increased interest in the physical,
chemical properties of hallucinogens, Kelley and Adamson
(42) found a triangular arrangement of atoms common to
LSD, bufotenine, psilocybin and ibogaine. This arrangement
consisted of the two nitrogen atoms and one oxygen atom at
interatomic distance (N -N 5.04, N-O 4.93 and N-O 1,53 A).
A similar intramolecular triangular arrangement was found
in serotonin also.LSD is accumulated(43) by an active transport in the frog choroid plexus. This active transport may
involve an Na+ - K+ ATPase and is inhibited by deca1nethonium bromide.
RELATION TO OTHER DRUGS
Phenoxybenzamine (44) antagnized the contractions
produced by serotonin, LSD, mescaline or bufotenine in
umbilical arterial rings. Either preincubation or simultaneous incubation with serotonin abolished the effect of
phenoxybenzamine. Such a protection was not obtained by
incubation with histamine, acetylcholine or norepinephrine.
Mexamine (methyl serotonin) antagonized (45) the effects of
LSD and of electric shock in dogs. It is of interest to note
(46) that tryptophan, its isomers and analogs inhibited the
incorporation of LSD into the protein synthisized in vitro
by hyperimmune rabbit lymphocytes. On the other hand,
tolerance to N, N-dimethyl-tryptamine was not produced
(47) in cats treated with DMT twice daily or every 2 hours
over a prolonged period of time. Tolerance to LSD develops
in such a time period.

The effect of inhalation of carbon dioxide (48) was comparable to that of LSD in relation to anxiety, fear and hypnogogic phenomena. Carbon dioxide therapy has been
advocated as beneficial in some cases of mental disease. In
the rat, both LSD and scopolamine decreased responsivity
and reduced the percent alternation, while tetrahydrocannabinol, at lower doses, reduced both responsivity and
percent alternation, using a Y-maze. The effects of parabromomethamphetamine were comparable (50) to those of
LSD in rats.
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GENETIC AND CHROMOSOMAL EFFECTS
Amarose et al. (51) could not find any association
between the acute or chronic administration of LSD to
rabbits and pre- and post-chromosome complements. They
concluded that LSD and methamphetamine did not produce
any significant chromosomal damage in rabbits. Similarly,
Davis and his associates (52) could not detect any apparent
effect of LSD or of an extract of marijuana on the chromosomal morphology of hamster leucocytes. On the other hand,
LSD (high doses?) was shown to induce chromosomal abberrations (53) in the root tip cells of wheat, onion and rye.
These breaks were non-uniformly distributed, even though a
large number were localized at the centromeric form. Besides
the question of dosage, technique is also important in these
studies. Thus, Carr et al. (54) showed that siliconization of
the tubes used in culturing the lymphocytes reduced the
number of chromosomal aberrations.

BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS
Paper collection for nest building by primiparous rats
was decreased by LSD (55). Both maternal care and viability
of the young were adversely affected by LSD. In laboratory
animals, LSD stimulated big movements while not affecting
small movements (56). The biphasic circadian periodicity
(57) of rats subjected to a Y-maze was changed by
amphetamine to a monophasic one. Mescaline, LSD and
amphetamine decreased the number of fetal boluses excreted
during the test even though the number excreted was higher
during the dark period than during the light period. The
conditioned avoidance response in rats was decreased by
LSD (58), as was the threshold of defensive response (59).
At high doses (59) LSD caused a decrease in the threshold
of the aggressive response, and an increase of the defensive
response. Rats could weakly distinguish between LSD,
mesacline and psilocybin (60) in a two lever free choice procedure involving water reinforcement. In general, small
doses of LSD may have a stimulatory effect on emotional
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excitation, with larger doses producing a decrease and a
chaotic state of emotion, performance, perceptual and neural
controls.

MEDICAL USES

In an interesting report (61) LSD was shown to produce better adaptability, reactivity and vitality_in phenylpyruvic oligophrenia. One of the most important uses of
lysergates and their derivatives may be in states of hypersensitivity and other disorders related to biogenic amines.
Hallucinogenic activity -is only a part of the action spectrum
of LSD. Its other properties may have a therapeutic value.
Newer derivatives of lysergic acid have been prepared by
Borsy et al. (62). The 9, 10-dihydro derivatives were
comparable to the saturated derivatives in antiserotonin
activity. One of the derivatives, GYKI 32084, was more
active in suppressing the vasopressor effect of serotonin in
cats with ganglionic blockade and in antagonizing the
amphetamine-induced hypermotility in rats. The emetic activity (16) of the unsaturated lysergamides was comparable to
that of ergot alkaloids. The search for other derivatives of
lysergates and indole alkaloids may prove to be fruitful.
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EPILOGUE
I have covered -several aspects of LSD and its role
psychological and social systems. The concern
biological,
in
about the non-medical ingestion of LSD is completely
justified. LSD is a very potent drug and as such its use
could certainly result in damage that cannot be adequately
estimated at this time.
However, there are certain situations where small
amounts of LSD have been shown to aid self-understanding and improve perception. But these must be very small
amounts and administered under trained supervision. This
can never be equated to having a cup of coffee with one’s
friends in the snack bar. This is a serious purpose, which
could, even in small doses, result in unforeseeable consequences in some individuals due to idiosyncratic reactions.
LSD can produce such enormous changes in our sensory
and emotional systems that it should be looked upon with
greater awe, and respect for its physiological, psychological
and pharmacological activities.
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LSD has enhanced appreciation of sight and sound,
including music, on occassions. On the other hand, for many
mature people, the kind of music produced by drugged
individuals is far from fulfilling.
It is also pointed out that LSD increased religious
consciousness and mystic abilities. It is characteristic of
our times that even religion should depend upon the pill.
This is a sad point especially as religious appreciation should
come from within a person due to his analysis and comprehension of the supernatural and the natural. As McCracken
(1) pointed out: “There is something a little crazy about
wanting to ban cyclamates and legalize marijuana.” As
Savage (2) pointed out: “The transcendental experience
may open up avenues of creativity but it is not creativity
itself. The experience of revelation may lead the person to
confuse fantasy with actual achievement.”
With all this evidence indicating the undesireable
effects of LSD, I wish to emphasize two strong points in its
favor: 1. It has opened the eyes of our society to many
problems. In so doing, the users themselves became victims
of the use. 2. It is very important that drugs structurally
related to LSD be synthesized with a view to producing
therapeutically active analogs of LSD.
The second point is well illustrated in the case of
marijuana.
There is an abundance of evidence that
is
not conducive to creativity 'or to normal
marijuana
activities. This is so in spite of the fact that there are many
organizations and individuals dedicated to the cause of
legalizing marijuana. On the other hand, research on the
components of marijuana has pointed out that delta-9tetrahydrocannabinol and its analogs may be useful in the
treatment of cancer. It was reported that THC has retarded
the growth of lung cancers, breast cancers, and virusinduced leukemias in mice. These compounds could also be
useful in organ transplants by decreasing the intensity of the
immune mechanisms behind rejection of tissue grafts. It is
quite conceivable that analogs of LSD being more potent
could be of greater value in such cases. Again, LSD analogs
should certainly be useful as antiserotonin and antihistamine
compounds.
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Basic research on LSD should not be hinderd because
we have here a potent chemical that could perhaps unravel
the neurochemical mechanisms behind several psycho-

physiological activities.
Drug abuse is not limited only to abuse of LSD.
Increasing number of deaths due to methadone are being
reported. Abuse of drugs like Preludin (Pink Bam) and
Methaqualone (quaaludes, etc.) is increasing. Of course the
ever-present problem about the sanction of the use of alcohol is cited as an example of dichotomy in our society.
Research on the short and long temi effects of alcohol prior
to, during and subsequent to conception should be worked
out. Drug use, even in religious rituals by many native
populations, has not helped the drug user to be anything
better than an average American. So it cannot be argued
that drug use in order to achieve better human perspectives
is justified. On the other hand, the pharmacotherapeutics
of the several botanical species described in the chapter on
ethno-pharmacognacy, should be of immense importance in
treating the sick but not the healthy. It is with the hope that
newer and therapeutically useful analogs of LSD and of
pharmacologic components of “native” plants be developed,
that I rest my pen.
Suffice it to repeat again that the best strength and
appreciation of our world comes from within oneself through
learning.
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APPENDIX I
CLASSIFICATION OF PSYCHOTROPIC
DRUGS

I. HYPNOTICS
These are also known as soporifics and somni-

facients, being essentially psycholeptic drugs,
which can both induce and maintain sleep. Barbiturates belong to this class.
Barbiturates are divided into long-acting
(example Dial, Veronal, Luminal, etc); short to
intermediate acting (Amytal, Seconal, Nembutal);
and very short-acting pentothal. The non-barbiturates are exemplified by glutethimide (Doriden),
ethchlorvynol (Placidyl) etc.

II. ANXIOLYTICS
These are minor tranquillizers and sedatives
useful in combating anxiety without overt psychotic problems. These are non-hypnotic agents. Since
anxiety is a progenitor of a psychiatric breakdown,
these could be used in minor psychopathies with
apparent anxiety as the main manifestation. Some
of these barbiturates (Phenobarbital, Amobarbital,
Luminal, and Amytal) belong to this group also.
the glycol derivatives, meprobamate (Miltown) and
phenglycodol; carbinols (phenprobamate) and

benzdiazepine derivatives (chlordiazepoxide,
Librium), oxazepam, diazepam (Valium); and
diphenyhnethane derivatives, like methaqualone.
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III. STIMULANTS
These are also known as analeptics, psychoanaleptics, psychotonics, or psychomotor stimulants. These improve performance under stress and
fatigue, and exhilarate psychomotor function. This
group includes the amphetamines, methylphenidate (Ritalin), phemnetrazine, etc.

IV. NEUROLEPTICS
These are the major tranquilizers and antipsychotic drugs. Even though these are referred to
as non-hypnotic drugs, some of them have been
used for their sedative action. This group includes
the phenothiazine derivatives, of which there are
easily more than a dozen preparations on the
market. The other members of this group are reserpine (Rauwolfia serpentina alkaloid), Haloperidal

(butyrophenone derivative), chlorprothixene
(thioxanthine derivative) and tetrabenazine (benzoquinilizine derivative).
V. ANTIDEPRESSANTS
These are variously known as psychic energizers, psychoanaleptics, and thymoleptics. These
are drugs which elevate mood and relieve depression. These were first introduced with the monoamine oxidase inhibitor, Marsilid. The Other
members of the MAO inhibitors include nialamide,
tranylcypromine, phenelzine and isocarboxazid. In
this group are also found tricyclics like imipramine
and its desmethylated compounds (desipramine),
amitriptyline and protriptyline.
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VI. PSYCHOTOMIMETICS
These are variously known as psychedelics,
hallucinogens, psycholytics, psychodysleptics,
They produce alterations in consciousness, accompanied with emotional changes and perceptual
“illucinations”. This group includes the indole alkaloids LSD, psilocybin, tryptamine derivatives, etc.
Phenylethylamine derivatives like mescaline, and
piperidine derivatives, like Ditran and Phencyc1i-

dine also belong to this group.
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EFFECTS OF ABUSED DRUGS

I. HYPNOTICS

These produce sleep , and are divided into
short and long acting substances. They have a
great potential for psychological dependence,
tolerance and physical dependence. The short term
effects include sedation, induction of sleep, accompanied with depression of the central nervous system. However, the desirable effects like relief of
tension, muscle relaxation, may often be accom-

panied with impaired judgement and reaction time.
Muscular coordination could also be impaired by
long term addiction with severe withdrawal problems, accompanied with irritability, weightloss,
lack of goal directed activity, leading to many
problems, could result.
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II. ANXIOLYTICS
As in the case of hypnotics,the anti-anxiety
drugs also produce relaxation, a reduction in the
stress reaction, etc. However, many of these drugs
could produce dependence. Some of these drugs are
also used as minor tranquilizers before surgery or
for reactions of panic and shock. Physical dependence along with problems of withdrawal, could
occur in cases of prolonged use. Idiosyncratic reactions like stimulation and delirium are also
known.

III. STIMULANTS
The amphetamines in this group have been
highly abused as is indicated by the large number
of slang terms used. These range from preludin
(diet pills), methedrine or desoxyn (meth, speed,
crystal, etc.), dexarnyl (Christmas trees), benzedrine (bennies, cartwheels, truckdrivers, whites,
etc.) and dexedrine (oranges, hearts, etc.). These
are usually consumed in a single dose of 2% to 10
mg., and act for about 4-6 hrs. for a single dose.
The short term effects include increased alertness,
insomnia, reduction of fatigue, etc., with a marked
potential for tolerance, abuse and psychological
dependence. The long term use produces a psychosis (amphetamine psychosis) which is closer to
schizophrenia than “LSD-psychosis” is. Weight
loss, irritability, restlessness, problems of addiction
will all come in sooner or later.

IV. NEUROLEPTICS
These have been drugs of choice in treating
psychotics and schizophrenics. The dosage may
vary from less than a milligram of reserpine to
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approximately 20 milligrams or more per single
dose of chlorpromazine. Larger doses would have
longer lasting effects. Drugs like reserpine are used
in treating hypertension and also have many other
effects. The phenothiazines are excellent inhibitors
of metabolic and physiological processes. These
drugs could also be used in combating the acute
effects of stimulants and of hallucinogens. They
produce central nervous system depression, relief of
anxiety with minimal probability of dependence
and abuse. There are many states of contraindications for these drugs. The adverse effects may
consist of skin rash and other dermatological problems, tremor, and occasionally blood disorders
like agranulocytosis and jaundice.

AN TIDEPRESSAN TS

This group of drugs are more recently introduced to psychopharmacology. Depression is one of
the most difficult psychopathies to treat. Quite
often, depression could be either “monopolar” or
“bipolar” (as manic depressiveness). These elevate
mood in a manner different from the psychostimulants.

PSYCHOTOMIMETICS
The effects of LSD have been documented
and compared with those of other drugs, in this
book. These substances are characterized in smaller
doses with increased sensory awareness, and perhaps expansion of consciousness. However, at the
same time, hallucinations, nausea, impaired coordination, etc., would result. The long term use
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could produce psychic dependence with ashbacks,
precipitation of existing psychosis, accentuation of
psychotic states, accompanied with a breakdown of
the “psyche and the soma” in certain individuals.
Substances like Ditran may not produce visual
hallucinations. However, they do produce discoordination of the extremities, perceptual alterations, loss of sensory function, slurred speech, etc.
Marijuana also belongs to this group, especially
when used heavily. Morning glory seeds and babywood rose seeds contain lysergate derivatives and
should be included in this group. Sedatives like
Sominex and other similar preparations contain
scopolamine, found in the datura species. High
doses of scopolamine may give rise to hallucinations in some individuals. Drugs like Semylare
known by slang terms like angel dust and peace
pill. Combinations of chloralhydrate and alcohol
and several psychoactive drugs have also been
abused. It is this author's feeling that alcohol
should never be consumed when any of the psychoactive drugs in the 6 groups listed are consumed. It
is felt without adequate experimental basis, that
alcohol comsumption would result in an unpredictable response to these drugs and may at times alter
or modify it to an undesirable extent.

\
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IDENTIFICATION OF DRUG ABUSERS
Initially, most drug abuse in small doses in
social settings escapes detection. Once the innocent
sapling becomes an established user, identification
of the abuser becomes easier, but perhaps a little
bit late. The early days of drug abuse are characterized by alterations in mood, emotional and social
contacts, and even social and scholastic functioning. Perhaps initially small amounts of pep pills or
anxiolytics may be contributory to better achievement. However, one should learn where to stop.
This is a personal matter, as with alcohol. Because
most of us may not know where to stop and when
to stop (even though most of us are sure that we do
know) it is better not to start.
I. IDENTIFICATION OF THE MARIJUANA
USER:
The abuser may display improper affect,
manifesting feelings of exhilaration, hilarity, relaxation, etc. He may also show an exaggerated
sense of ability and stare into space. In the early
stages, the marijuana user may be very lively to the
extent of being hysterical, with great bursts of
laughter and loud and rapid talking. In the later
days, stupor, sleepiness and vacant looks may be
common. Quite often, the user may possess marijuana cigarettes rolled in unusual papers. The marijuana cigarette may contain impure marijuana
seeds, stems, producing a greener cigarette than
usual. The odor of the burnt rope is also characteristic, along with yellow color on the thumb and the
proximal side of the index nger.
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II. IDENTIFICATION OF THE AMPHETAMINE USER:
These being psychostimulants, the user displays great cheerfulness, increased activity, increassed sensory awareness, etc. However, prolonged use would indicate increased irritability,
jumpiness and paranoid ideation. He could be agrumentative and his pupils dilated, even in a brightly
illuminated place. The amphetamine abuser may
also have bad breath due to the drying out of the
mucous membranes of the mouth, the drying of the
mouth and the lips may produce cracked, chapped
and reddened lips, which have to be licked often to
keep them moist. The itching sensation may produce vigorous and frequent scratching and also
chain smoking. Prolonged abuse would result in
loss of sleep, hunger and body weight. When the
user injects amphetamines, needle tracks and other
physical symptoms are also manifested. Withdrawal is accompanied with the usual problems of
depression, cramping of abdominal muscles,
collapse from exhaustion, etc.

III. IDENTIFICATION

OF THE

BARBITU-

RATE ABUSER:
Here, the abuser is usually in semi-stupor,
along with the appearance of drunkenness, without
an odor of alcohol on his breath. The gait may be
staggering, and stumbling. The abuser is drowsy
and disoriented. On the other hand impulsiveness,
violence and social deterioration may also be seen.
Barbiturates contract the pupils, while glutethimide (Doriden) enlarges or dilates the pupils.
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IV. IDENTIFICATION OF THE NARCOTIC
ABUSER:

Initially, the abuser of morphine is calm, inattentive and shows slower pulse and respiration.
Inhaling narcotics may show reddened and raw
nostrils, and perhaps traces of white powder around
the nose. Morphine contracts pupils, whereas,
cocaine dilates pupils. The cocaine abuser, to start
with, is hyperactive and exhilarated. The morphine
user is “on the nod”, with impairment in judgement and coordination setting in later. The narcotics were initially used as analgaesics. As such,
narcotic abuse is found both in lower socioeconomic classes and in the higher classes, as in
physicians.
The more firmly addicted use of narcotics
shows signs of injections (main-lining), which were
usually hidden (by either long sleeves or tatoos)
at injection sites. Equipment for the injection and
also a small ball of cotton, used to filter the narcotic
solution, may be found on the person. Tomiquet
strings, blood stains on shirt sleeves, glassine envelopes, empty bottles of cough medicine, bumt
bottlecaps or spoons are also signs of narcotic use.
Withdrawal symptoms are heavy. Anti -narcotics
like nalorphine (Nalline) pentazocine, methadone,
etc., are being used in helping the abuser withdraw
from narcotics.

V. IDENTIFICATION OF THE HALLUCINO
GEN ABUSER.

-

The abuser may display signs of interest in
mysticism and masiochism before abuse. However,
abuse in large amounts would result in personality
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changes, and the abuser may “ see smells ”
or “ hear colors”. Their behavior may become
irrational. The abuser may display dream or trancelike states, yet, again, the abuser may become fearful and terrified with his hallucinatory experiences.
Marked depersonalization, dilation of the pupils,
increased pulse and blood pressure are also noticeable. The preferred antidote for a “bad trip” is a
good talking down. Tranquilizers have also been
recommended, except in the case of STP or DOM.

The most common precursor of drug abuse
is a feeling of being a round peg in a square hole,
and not being able to be “square enough, belong
enough, loved enough”. The most common symptom of drug abuse is a change in patterns of behavior, academic performance, attendance, discipline, quality of work, etc. Patterns of dressing
(long sleeves, sunglasses) may change. Emotional,
personal and temperamental attitudes change.
Eating and drinking habits may begin to deviate
from the “norm”. Economic values, borrowing of
money, stealing and robbery may set in, but by
this time most often, only an excellent program
of rehabilitation and God will have to take care of

this “round peg”.

APPENDIX IV
TYPICAL SCHEDULES OF LEGAL PENALTIES
The following are cited as examples only and carmot be treated as
authoritative legal citations. The laws vary in each state also.
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N

SECTION 11912

No prior

Sale, transportation of restricted dan-

5

1

00I1Vi6ti011
1

or
year in County Jail

Prior
conviction of

gerous drugs

felony or mis-

11910 and

demeanor)

certain other
convictions

2

10

1

5

*SECTION 11913
'

Using a minor
as an agent or
sale to a» minor
of dangerous
restrictive
drugs (a
felony)

No prior

mnviction
Prior
conviction of
1 1910

and

certain other
convictions

10

2
.

*Remains a felony under new law until time of sentencing for first offense only.
Then is descretionary with judge. LSD is the same status.

§
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APPENDIX V
Slang Terminology

A. Amphetamine.

A - Bomb. Mixture of heroin and marihuana smoked

as a

cigarette.
Acapulco gold. Potent variety of marihuana grown near
Acapulco, Mexico.
Acid. Lysergic acid diethylamide, LSD.
Acid freak. LSD-user displaying typical dress, cult etc.
Acid head. A more exclusive user of LSD than an acid freak.
Acid rock. Drug cult rock music, often calculated to heighten
thedrug effect. Accompanied with strobe light effects, monotonous beats to lilting Ragas, etc.
Amphetamine. Slang terms-A, bennies, co-pilots, footballs,
forwards, hearts, pep-pills, speed, thrusters, ups, etc.
Amytal. One of the barbiturates. Also, sodium amytal.
Antihistamines. Drugs medicinally used in cases of allergy,
cough, colds, rurming nose etc. Quite often the antihistamine
drug is subject to abuse like the cough mixtures were.
Army Disease. After the U.S. Civil War, drug addiction was
widespread in USA. Estimated 1% of the population and the
ex-soldiers were addicted to morphine. Heroin supposed
to be the cure of morphine addiction!
Artillery. Equipment necessary for injection of abused drugs.
Atropine. Alkaloid obtained from Atropa belladonna, Hyascyamus niger and other plants (henbane). Used historically
as a poison, in spite of the word belladonna.
Ayahuasca. A hallucinogenic brew from Banisteriopsis caapi,
used by the Peruvian Indians.
Baby. A slang word for marijuana.
Backwards. Drugs, downers, used to relieve the effects of
strong drugs, uppers.
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Bag. A packet of heroin of varying potency. A bag may
contain 350 mg of material, and about 10 mg heroin or 30 mg
morphine. A marijuana bag may contain 4 to 6 grams of the
crude preparation. Also called a Nickel bag, etc.
Bagman. A supplier of drugs, a pusher.
Bale. A pound of marijuana.
Bang. To inject drugs.

Banisteriopsis. A Peruvian vine, containing Harmala
alkaloids eg. harmine, harmaline etc. Comparable in structure
to indoles, serotonin etc.
Barbs. Barbiturates.
Barbiturates. Several derivatives of malonylurea, including,
amytal, veronal, seconal, luminal, phenobarbs, etc. Used as
sedatives, hypnotics, tranquillizers, anti-convulsants.
Beinsa. A Burmese plant, Mitragyna speciosa.
Bennies. Amphetamine, especially benzedrine tablets.
_

Bernice. Cocaine.
Bhang. Mostly the stem and leaves of the marijuana plant.
Used as a brew or smoked in India. Chara and Ghunja are
more potent from Bhang. These are NOT part of regular
Hindu religious ceremonies as many ill-informed Western
authorities presume on the basis of meager information.

Big John. The Police.
Bindle. A smaller packet of narcotics.
Black Beauties. A variety of amphetamine capsules.
Blank. A a low grade narcotic, as opposed to a Blast.
Blow a Stick. To smoke a marijuana cigarette.
Blue Angels. Amytal, barbiturates.
Blue Devils. Blue-colored amobarbital capsules.
Blue Velvet. Paregoric and pyribenzamine.
Bombed Out. High on high potency heroin etc. [Bomb].
Bombita. Amphetamine, at times with heroin, injection.
Boost. Shoplift, steal.
Boot. A technique of slow injection, with backing up.
Boy. Heroin
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Bread.Money.
Brick. A one pound or

one kilogram pressed block of marijuana, or a block of morphine or opium.

Bufontenine. Dimethyltryptamine analogue of serotonin.
The name is derived from isolation from toad skin. Found to
occur in Piptadenia peregrina (related to the Mimosa plant,
which yields mimosine). Bufotenine occurs in the y agaric.
A related compound has been claimed to occur in the urine of
schizophrenics.
Bum bend, Bum trip. An adverse reaction to a drug, along
with panic, fear and violent reactions etc.
Busted. Arrested.
Button. A peyote (mescal) button.
C. Cocaine

Ca-Ca. Low grade blank heroin.

An ounce of marijuana or morphine.
Candy Man. A pusher.
Cannabis. Several species of this plant include the sativa
(Indian hemp), etc. The leaves of this plant (average height
Can.

of about 8-10 feet), have sawtooth edges and are found seven
to a stem.
Cartwheels. Amphetamine tablets.
Chalk. Amphetamine tablets.
Champ. A user who won't squeal.
Chief. LSD.
Chloral hydrate. A derivative of acetaldehyde, used as a
sedative. Abused as Knockout drops, Mickey Finn, etc.
Chlorpromazine. One of the drugs of the phenothiazine group
and first used against stomach worms. It is extensively used
as a tranquillizer and as a downer.
Coca. Not to be confused with Cacao or Cocoa. Coca (Erythroxylon coca], grown in Java, and in the Andean regions of
South America, contain cocaine.
Coke. Cocaine.

Cokie.

A cocaine addict.
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Cold Turkey. Withdrawal from drug use, often accompanied with gooseesh, depression, malaise, sweating, feelings
of “No-whereness" etc.

Coming down. To begin to feel the decreasing effect of drugs.
Connection. A source of supply fornarcotics, ranging from
the middle-man, to wholesaler.
Contact high. Getting high by inhaling the fumes of marihuana smoked by others; alternately responding to a coplayer in a band, who is “high”.
Copilot. A companion who cares and watches out for bad
trips in a drug user.
Crackers. At one time LSD was ingested with crackers.
Croaker. A physician either taking care of an addict or
willing to prescribe illegal drugs.
Cross tolerance. Many psychoactive drugs demand increased
dosage with use to bring about the same intense reaction. If
a drug can thus reduce the effects of another drug, eg. LSD
mescaline, heroin and methadone, cross tolerance is said
to be produced.
Crystal. Crystalline drug, eg. methedrine.
Cube. The now famous supply of LSD with sugar cubes.
Cut. To reduce the potency or effectiveness of a drug by
mixing it with inocuous substances like lactose, etc.
Cyc. Cyclazocine.
/
/l

D. Glutethimide or Doriden.
Datura. Several species of Datura were used in the old and
new world, both in medicine and in drug “use”.
Dealer. Pusher.
Deeda. LSD.
Drug dependence. The World Health Organization recommended in 1964, to substitute “Drug Addiction and Habituation” with Drug Dependence.
Dime. Refers to a ten dollar worth purchase.
Dirty. To be carrying narcotics. Also refers to cruder
preparations of marihuana.
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Dogie. Heroin.
Dope. Any abused drug, but originally referred to sedatives.
Down trip. Coming down from the highs.
Dried out. To be no longer dependent on the drug.
Drop. To ingest.
Dropper. An eye dropper used instead of a syringe to shoot
the drugs in the veins.
Duby. Marihuana.
Dynamite. High potency heroin and cocaine mixture.

Electric. Containing hallucinogens.
Factory. A clandestine laboratory and equipment for the
illicit manufacture of drugs.
Feds. Agents of the Federal Govemment, especially $11059
related to control of alcohol, and drugs.
Flea powder. Diluted heroin.
Fly. High on drugs.
Freak. A bad reaction or trip, or a person who has a decided
preference for one or another drug, like an acid-freak.
Fresh and sweet. Released from jail.
Fuzz. Person representing law, a police officer or a narcotics
agent.
Gammon. A microgram, usually of a potent drug like LSD.
Gaping. The early signs of withdrawal from heroin.
Gauge or Gage. Marihuana.
Get on. To use the drug initially.
Girl. The sexual orientation of drug effects led to calling
cocaine a girl and heroin a boy.

Goofball. Heroin of better quality.
Grass. Marihuana.
Gravy. When injecting with a dropper, a mixture of blood
and heroin is pulled back to inject more gradually.
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Group grope. Multiple sexual stimulation in the dark.
Guru. An experience drug (LSD) user who guides a novice.

H. Heroin.

Half load. Fifteen bags of heroin purchased for retail

sale.

Hang up. A personal problem.
Hard drugs. Opium, cocaine, morphine, and their derivatives
Harry. Heroin.
Hash. Hashish.

Hawk. LSD.
Hay. Marihuna.
Head. As in acid-head, user of LSD.
Hearts. Amphetamine.
Heaven dust. Cocaine.
Hemp. Marihuana.
Henry. Heroin.
Her. Cocaine.
Herb. Marihuana.
Him. Heroin.
Hit. Arrest.
Hold. To possess drugs.
Hookah. Water pipe to soften the effects of tobacco or drugs.
Hooked. Addicted.
Hop. Opium.
Horror drug. Those containing belladonna derivatives.
Horse. Heroin.
Hot shot. A very high potency drug, most often attended
with lethal effects.
Hubbly bubbly. Hookah.
Hustler. A prostitute or any person engaged in activities
related to the successful supply of drugs.
Hype. A narcotic addict, or also a person with a hoax.
Hyperventilated. Marihuana smoke mixed with air.
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Ice cream habit. Moderate, irregular drug use.

Jackson illusion pepper. Smoking through a pepper, which
may be compared to banana smoking.
Joint. A marihuana cigarette.
Joy juice. Chloral hydrate.
Jolly beans. Pep pills.
Joypopping. Irregular moderate use of narcotics.
Junkie. A heroin addict, especially a new addict.

Ki. A kilogram of marihuana.
Kick. Break the habit.
Kick sticks. Marihuana cigarettes.
Knock out drops. Chloral hydrate.
L. LSD-25.
Lady snow. Cocaine.
Laudanum. A mixture of alcohol and opium, consumed
especially in England both by well known personalities like
Poe, Coleridge, De Quincey, and also the characters in
Dickens’s Oliver Twist.
Laughing gas. Nitrous oxide, first demonstrated to the
Royal Society.
Lemonade. Heroin of little or no potency.
Load. Thirty bags of heroin.
Loco. Marihuana.

M. Morphine.
Mainline. To inject drugs into large veins in the arm.
Mary, Mary ann, Mary jane, Mary warner, and Mary weaver
Names applied to marihuana.
Mellow yellow. Dried banana skin.
Mezz. Fine quality marihuana named after Harlem peddler.
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Mickey finn. Chloral hydrate mixed with alcoholic beverages
used to knock out a victim.
Mind detergent. LSD.
Monkey. Drug addiction.
Mother. A drug pusher.
Mor a grifa. Marihuana.
Mutah. Marihuana.
Nail. A hypodermic needle.
Narco. Narcotics officer.
Nebbie. Nembutal.
Nickel bag. Contains $5.00 worth of heroin, about 5 grains.
Nickel bag of marihuana may contain 5grams of marihuana
enough for about five to ten cigarettes.

Nirnby. Barbital capsules.
O.

Opium.

O.D. Overdose of opium.

Off. Withdrawn from drug.
On the nod. Under the inuence of drugs.
Oranges. Orange colored amphetamine tablets.
P. Peyote.

Pack. Heroin.
Pad. Place where drugs are ingested.
Panama gold. High quality marihuna grown in Panama.
Panic. Shortage of drugs, especially heroin.
Paper. Narcotics contained in a paper, or a prescription for

Narcotics.
Partying. Social ingestion of heroin along with others.
Pass. Transfer of drugs.
Peaches. Peach colored amphetamine tablets.
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Peanuts. Barbiturates.
P. G. or P. O. Paregoric.
Pep pills. Amphetamine tablets.
Peter. Chloral hydrate.
Pin. Marihuana cigarette.
Plastic hippie. An occassional hippie.
Pop. To ingest a drug or shoot it subcutaneously.

Pot. Marihuana.
Psychedelic peanuts. Peanut skins smoked in a cigarette.
Purple hearts. Luminal, barbiturates.
Put somebody on. Initiating and giving somebody marihuana to smoke.

Quarter bag. $25.00 worth drugs, usually 25-30grams of
marihuana. Note : Prices are subject to change.
Quill. A folded matchbox cover used to sniff drugs from.
Rainbows. The red and blue colored barbiturate capsules.
Rainy day woman. Marihuana cigarette.
Rap. Talk freely in addict’s jargon.
Rat. A police informer.
Reader. A prescription.
Red birds, reds, red devils. Seconal capsules.
Ripped. High on drugs.
Roses. d-Amphetamine tablets.
Rush. The initial effect of an injected drug.

Salt shot. Intravenous saline to counteract the effects of an
overdose, to restore consciousness.
Scag. Heroin.
Scars. Marks of needle.
School boy. Codeine.
Score. To purchase drugs.
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Seccy, Seggy. Seconal.

Shooting gallery. An assembly place for injecting drugs.
Shooting gravy. A practice of boiling the mixture of blood
and drug that coagulates and obstructs the needle. Injecting
such “cooked” blood.
Shoot up. To inject heroin.
Sitter. A more experienced guru who guides a new addict.
Skin popping. Injecting subcutaneously or intramuscularly.
Slammed. Put in prison.
Sniff, or snort. Inhaling cocaine or heroin through the nose.
Snow. Crystals of cocaine.
Speed. Amphetamines, methedrine.
Speedball. Amphetamines, cocaine or heroin.
Spike. Hypodermic needle.
Spoon. Approximately 1/16th of an ounce of heroin.
Square. A non-addict or also a regular tobacco cigarette.
Star dust. Cocaine.
Stash. A hiding place for drugs and/or equipment.
Stick. A marihuana cigarette.
Sweet lucy. Marihuana.
Swingman. Pusher.
_

Take off. To be high on drugs, or to rob.
Tea party. A marihuana party where tea bags are smoked.
Texas tea. Marihuana.
THC. Tetrahydrocannabinol, active component of marihuana
Thoroughbred. High grade narcotic hustler.
Toak, or toke. Smoking marihuana.
Toss. To search for hidden drugs.
Tracks. Needle marks on arms. When the veins collapse, the
1

addict turns to intramuscular injections.
Trip. Like an LSD-trip, being high on drugs.
Truck drivers. Amphetamines.
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Turkey. An alleged narcotic capsule containing non-narcotic
substances.
Turned off. Withdrawn from drug use.
Turned on. High or under the effect of drugs.
Tying up. The technique of tying a string, necktie or rope
on the upper arm to make the veins pop up noticeably.
Up. To be in a state of

“high” with LSD or amphetamine.

Uncle. A Federal agent.

Wake up. The first injection, usually of amphetamine.
Wasted. To be (suffering) under the effect of drugs.
Weed. Marihuana.

White lady. Heroin.
Whites. Amphetamine pills.
White stuff. Morphine.
Wig out. Sudden alteration of moods under the effect of a
drug.
Wild Geronimo. Alcoholic beverage with barbiturates.
Works. The equipment needed for injecting a drug.
Yellow jackets. Yellow colored nembutal capsules.
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Appendix VI
AVAILABLE LITERATURE
Drug abuse effects grown-ups, “growing-ups” and
people from a variety of disciplines; and social and religious
hierarchies. As such, law, religion, pharmacy, health,
psychiatry, people interested in work perfonnance, teachers,
parents, religious and pseudo-religious organizations,
government, basic and clinical research scientists, have all
been interested in the use and abuse of drugs. They have
all put out along with the help of publishing firms, thousands
of books, pamphlets, program details, fihns and fihnstrips on
the problem. There are elaborate bibliographies for drug
users, and parents and drug addicts alike. While recognizing
the merits of all of these, it is possible only to mention a few.
The omission from the following listing does not in any way
reect on the quality, astuteness or usefulness of a given
publication.
The American Pharmaceutical Association, American
Medical Association, American Psychiatric Association,
National Institute of Mental Health, National Institute of
Alcoholism, the Justice Department, the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (BNDD), Legal Assistance
for Law Enforcement,the U.S.Treasury,the National Clearinghouse for drug Abuse Information and other federal,state,
local and community organizations have made available a lot
of information to the members of the community and drug
educators. STASH, the Student Association for the Study
of Hallucinogens, Psychedelic Review and others have been
instrumental in disseminating important information.
Further, the United Nations and the World Health Organization have been playing. a position of importance in areas of
drug production, and medical and non-medical use. The
following listing is of some of the important publications
relatd to psychotropic drugs.
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In, “The Lady Sings the Blues”, Billie Holiday says,
dope can do for you is kill you - and kill you the long,
slow hard way.” Piri Thomas in “Down These Mean
Streets”, says, “Help me kick man...I still had the whole
bad bit, but I knew I was gonna make it.” Several films for
use by schools and different segments of our population are

“all

available through the National Institute of Mental Health,
listed in publication No. (HSM) 71-9077, entitled, A Guide
to Drug Abuse Education and Information Materials.
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effects of LSD
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Peroxidase activity
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Personality and drug use
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Pharmacological aspects
Pharmacotherapy
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Phenethylamines
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effects of LSD on
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Physiological investigations
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Psychiatric investigations
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Psychic dependence
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effects of LSD
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Raynaud's phenomenon
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Recent studies on LSD
Receptors
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effects of LSD
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effects of LSD
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Right-left reactivity
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sedatives
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predictions
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Steric models
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Vascular permeability
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visual perception of
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